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Welcome to PCGen!
The name implies that PCGen is just for generating PCs - which it does - but the fact that it lets you do that with just about any 
book published so far makes it useful for creating NPCs as well! Our goal is to support all RPG material produced and to make it 
easy for users to enter their own material. We also recognize that just about everyone has house rules and we’ve added support 
for many of these variations. For example, some GMs let their players purchase ranks in exclusive skills, but at a higher cost than 
cross-class skills. PCGen lets you set the cost for exclusive skills to accommodate this. We support a good number of options like 
this.

Our goal to support every RPG book is very ambitious, and considering the amount of material out there you’d think we need an 
army to make it happen! The good news is that we do have an army - our command center is our Yahoo Message board located 
at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen where we meet to discuss who is tackling what sources, what functionality needs to 
be done before a source is completely supportable, answer questions (newbie questions are welcomed!), discuss potential bugs 
and refine new functionality requests. We strive hard to make PCGen useful to gamers and have it do as much of the dirty work 
involved in creating a character as possible, while at the same time balancing that with the publisher’s need for sales. Put simply, 
we want PCGen to be useful to gamers and at the same time not put anyone out of business. Obviously if we were to endanger 
any publisher’s source of revenue they wouldn’t be very happy with us. Fortunately we’ve found a good balance and the publishers 
are very satisfied.

How do we manage this? Basically we include in PCGen’s data files only enough information to create a character but we curtail 
the descriptions to be just summaries. This means that you can see that there’s a class called Kickyourbutt, and if you advance 
to 4th level in it you’ll see that your base attack bonus is +12 and you can use a special ability called “Kick Anyone’s Butt (x4)”. 
What you won’t see is a description of the class and any rituals involved in becoming a member of this class, or how that special 
ability works - if you want to know the details you’ll need the book. Effectively this means that PCGen is meant for all the “crunchy 
bits” in a book, and all the flavor text remains in the book. If you have the book, Kick Anyone’s Butt (x4) is enough for you to 
know what you can do - and if you don’t have that book, seeing that as an option might make you want to go take a closer look 
at that book and buy it. There lies the magic of PCGen - it’s not only extremely useful for generating characters using books you 
own, but you can create characters with books you don’t own. This is akin to flipping through the book at the bookstore, except 
you brought your dice and a character sheet with you! This way the publishers get free marketing through PCGen - they can reach 
gamers who might not otherwise have heard of them or their book. So both gamers and game publishers win.

PCGen is open source and therefore free. We have a lot of developers who donate their time to work on this labor of love - these are 
the Code Monkeys listed in the About window within PCGen. Since PCGen is written in java it works on any computer which can run 
java - which is almost all of them! We also have a lot of List Monkeys who generously donate their time to work on the data files. 
We’re always looking for new recruits, if you’d like to help complete the conversion of a certain book, or you’d like to see a book 
added that we haven’t included yet, let us know at the aforementioned yahoo message board. Creating the data-files is fairly easy 
and we’re always glad to help train new monkeys! We’re endeavoring to make it so you can add and modify the data from within 
PCGen itself, but at the moment editing the data files is done with your favorite text editor (WordPad, Edit and even VI!).

PCGen began in October of 2000 as my own personal project - both to teach myself java and as an aid to help convert my high-
level campaign from 1ed to 3e. Just for fun I put it on the net and was amazed when others wanted to get involved. Things quickly 
picked up and the pace has never slackened. It’s been a lot of fun and very rewarding to see how its progressed. As the Benevolent 
Dictator of PCGen I am extremely thrilled at how much time others have put into it. The product you have before you is the result 
of nearly 4 years of continuous effort on the part of many people. This has a strong community effort behind it and the plans I 
have for it are even more expansive than just character generation and maintenance - but more on that later. :)

Bryan McRoberts 
Benevolent Dictator of PCGen

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/
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Installation
The following sections describe how to install Java and PCGen 
Manually for PC, Macintosh, and the *nix varieties.

The first section describes the steps for manually installing Java on 
your specific OS and how to determine what version you may have 
and which version to install.

The later sections describes how to install PCGen directly from the zip 
files, and how to upgrade from a previous version.

As of version 5.5 PCGen is distributed in 3 different versions:

 1. pcgenXXX_full.zip : everything including GMGen and PDF, 
best installed in new directory.

 2. pcgenXXX_patch.zip : everything that’s changed since the 
latest point release (e.g. 5.6.0), install over any version 
within the same major version (5.6.1 to 5.6.x).

 3. pcgenXXX_partial.zip : everything except GMGen and PDF, 
best installed in new directory. 
Where XXX is the version number of PCGen (e.g. 560 for 
version 5.6.0.)

For users who have trouble getting the zip files to unzip properly, we 
have some OS-specific installs that should help minimize the chance 
of install related errors. Links to these installs can be found at the 
alternate release site.

These are the same PCGen version everyone else is using, just 
packaged with installers which target Windows and Mac OS X users 
specifically. Typically there is a gap between when the official release 
is done and when these special installers are ready.

Installing Java
PCGen 5.7.x and higher requires Java version 1.4.x. Previous versions 
(5.6.1 and below) will run under Java 1.3.x.

On Windows Operating Systems

 1. Open Start Menu

 2. Open Programs

 3. select MS-DOS Prompt  (Alternately, you can click Start, 
then Run, and type ‘command’ in the window and hit ok)

 4. type “java -version” (without the quotes) You need to see 
the following or something similar:

java version “1.4.2_03”
Java(TM) 2 Runtime Environment, Standard 
Edition (build 1.4.2_03-117.1)
Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM (build 1.4.2-34, 
mixed mode)

*Note - Support for Java 1.3.x in PCGen was discontinued in version 
5.6.1. Future versions of PCGen (5.7.x and beyond) require Java 1.4.x

If you see a correct version of java, close the MS-DOS window and 
you should be able to run PCGen.

If you do not see the correct version, close the MS-Dos window and 
go to http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/download.html and download 
the latest non-beta version (currently 1.4.2_04 as of August 2004)

 1. Find “US English version:” and hit continue

 2. Read and scroll to bottom of page and hit ACCEPT

 3. Find “FTP download from java.sun.com:” and hit “FTP 
download”

 4. select what directory to download it to. (Remember where 
you download it to.)

 5. (it is over a 5 Meg file, 5,447,968 bytes, so it might take a 
while.)

 6. Open Windows explorer and go to where you downloaded 
j2re-1_4_x-windows-i586.exe.

 7. double click on the j2re-1_4_x-windows-i586.exe

 8. Install Java 2 runtime

 9. Read and hit yes

 10. select directory and hit next

 11. select what internet browser you use and hit next

 12. (files will load now)

 13. When finished loading close windows explorer

 14. Reboot your computer

On Macintosh/Apple Operating Systems
The Java Runtime Environment is only available on Mac OS X. Mac 8 
& 9 users will have to use Virtual PC and install Java for Windows by 
following the Windows steps in the section above. Mac OS X 10.2.8 
runs Java version 1.4.1. Mac OS X 10.3.3 runs Java version 1.4.2.

Mac OS X users should be able to open a command line and type 
“java -version” (without the quotes). If you see java version 1.4 of 
some variety then you are good to go, though there have been some 
issues exporting to PDF under java 1.4.1 on Mac OS 10.2.

If you don’t have the right version, then visit http://www.apple.com/
downloads/macosx/apple/java131.html and download java, which 
should be around 20MB, and install it. Then you should be ready to 
launch PCGen.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/files/Alternate PCGen Releases/
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/download.html
http://www.apple.com/downloads/macosx/apple/java131.html
http://www.apple.com/downloads/macosx/apple/java131.html
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On *Nix Variety Operating Systems

 1. Open a command prompt 
 2. type “java -version” (without the quotes)

 
You need to see the following or something similar:

java version “1.4.0_01”
Java(TM) 2 Runtime Environment, Standard 
Edition (build 1.4.0_01-b03)
Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM (build 1.4.0_01-
b03, mixed mode)

*Note - PCGen will run under Java 1.3.x or 1.4.x. 1.4.x is strongly 
recommended due to the speed improvement and mouse wheel 
support.

If you see the correct version of java, close the command prompt 
window and you should be able to run PCGen.

If you do not see the correct version, close the MS-Dos window and 
go to http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/download.html and download 
the latest non-beta version (currently 1.4.1_02)

 1. Find the version which matches your OS click on the 
“download” link in the JRE column (JRE is for users, SDK is 
for developers)

 2. Read and scroll to bottom of page and hit ACCEPT

 3. Find “FTP download from java.sun.com:” and hit “FTP 
download”

 4. Select what directory to download it to. (Remember where 
you download it to.)

 5. Find the file that you just downloaded.

 6. Double click on it

 7. Follow the instructions to install the Java 2 runtime.

 8. Reboot your computer 
Now you should be ready to launch PCGen.

Installing PCGen Manually
If you have PCGen Currently installed on your system, you can either 
install the new version into a new directory or overwrite the old 
version currently on your system.

CAUTION! UPGRADING IS NOT FOOLPROOF!

Installing a new version over an old version of PCGen may not run 
well. See Upgrading PCGen for further info.

A fresh install is best performed by unzipping pcgenXXX_full.zip to 
a desired folder on your computer. To run the application, run either 
pcgen.jar (the Java executable) or pcgen.bat (which will also open a 
debug window which will display any errors during the run).

To transfer characters from one version of PCGen to the new version 
of PCGen, copy the pcg files from the “characters” directory from the 
old version of PCGen to the new version.

NOTE: If you copy PCGen from one location to another you must 
delete the options.ini file. This file holds directory locations that will 
no longer be valid! Deleting the options.ini file will reset PCGen to 
all its default settings. As such, note your current settings before 
proceeding. A new file will be created when PCGen is started if 
necessary.

Upgrading PCGen
If you have PCGen Currently installed on your system, you can 
overwrite it with a newer version to maintain your settings and the 
location of your characters.

CAUTION! UPGRADING IS NOT FOOLPROOF!

Installing a new version over an old version of PCGen may cause 
the new version to not run well. If you experience some unexpected 
behavior of the application after upgrading, please try deleting 
options.ini (or renaming it if you want to preserve the file). Options.
ini contains information on structure and contents that may have 
changed with the new version rendering it useless if different 
implementations become mixed in the file.

To upgrade:

1. Locate your PCGen directory. e.g. C:\PCGen

2. Make a backup of all files in case something goes wrong!

3. Unzip the pcgenXXX_patch.zip over your previous PCGen 
installation.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/download.html
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General Note

If at any time a frame in PCGen does not appear or is too small, you can resize it by dragging the divider bar to the left/right, or up/down, as 
applicable.

This walkthrough will step you through the process of creating a character and printing a character sheet.

This process is divided into the following steps:

 1. Loading campaign materials 
 2. Toolbar Quick Icons 
 3. Creating a new character 
 4. Printing the finished character 

Additional detail is provided in the Players Section of this guide found under the “Tabs and Buttons section”.

Initial Start Up
Whether you used pcgen.bat or pcgen.jar to start up PCGen, the first thing you will see is the splash screen with the man/machine DaVinci 
logo and the words PCGen written across it.

From there, PCGen will load and take you to the Source Material Screen where you can get started making your characters!

It is recommended that before you start, you go into the Settings Menu and configure how you want everything to look, from the actual 
PCGen look and Feel (using skins), to the manner that the character name is to be shown on the character tabs, to your browser location! 
Setting all these configurations before you start making your character is highly recommended, as some setting will impact how your character 
is made, such as hit point rolling methods, starting gold and many other options!

Character Creation Walkthrough
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Loading Campaign Materials
 1. When PCGen starts up it displays the PCGen splash screen.

  After it automatically disappears, you will see the PCGen program window and will be on the Source Materials tab. [Tabs for the 
Source Material and Loaded Characters default to the bottom of the screen.]

 2. First you should choose your desired Game Mode.

  As of now PCGen supports the following Game Modes:

   • 3.5e - Revised (v.3.5) System Reference Document (default selection). 
   • 3e - System Reference Document. 
   • Deadlands - by Pinnacle Entertainment 
   • Legends of Excalibur - by RPG Objects 
   • Modern - d20 Modern System Reference Document. 
   • Spycraft - by Alderac Entertainment Group. 
   • Xcrawl - by Pandahead Productions 
   • Sidwinder - by Dog House Rules

http://www.wizards.com/D20/article.asp?x=srd35
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/files/3.0 SRD/
http://www.peginc.com/index.htm
http://www.rpgobjects.com/
http://www.wizards.com/D20/article.asp?x=msrd
http://www.spycraftrpg.com/
http://www.pandahead.com/
http://www.doghouserules.net/
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3. Now you can load sources appropriate to your chosen Game Mode/Campaign.

  The Window is broken into 4 panes. The sources Available to be used with PCGen, the sources you have Selected for use in 
Character Generation, the Source Info pane and the button pane.

  
  If you have never started PCGen before, the right hand Selected pane will be empty.

  The upper-left Available frame is a tree of publishers. 
Clicking the “+” sign next to a publisher will expand the tree and show the subgroups for that publisher.

 4. When you select a source of interest, the information about the source appears in the lower left Source Info frame.

  Click the Add (“>”) button at the top of the upper left frame to add the selected source to the Selected pane. You can also double-
click the source to add it. You can also add all sources from a company or setting by selecting the company/setting instead of the 
product and then clicking the Add button or double clicking the company/setting.

  If, for instance, you wanted to create a character for the System Reference Document , you would expand the “SRD”, and select the 
“3.0 SRD”.

  Do this for every source you need to build your character.

  Note: If the character you want to build requires information other than that found in the core player’s book, (i.e. it comes from a 
specific campaign world, has a prestige class from a supplemental book, or equipment from a magazine article) you will need to load 
the source which has this information.

 5. Once all the sources you need are in the upper right Selected pane, click the Load button in the lower right frame. This will load all 
sources in the upper right Selected pane.

  The Loaded column in the Selected pane will then change to “Y”

  A pop up may come up detailing some licensing issues, just close it (you can also uncheck the “show at start up” option, so that it 
only runs once).

  You now have the ability to create a new character.

Optional: Before creating a character, you may wish to examine and/or modify the settings PCGen uses for all characters. This allows certain 
common “house rules” to override official rules for a system. This is under the Settings-Preferences menu described here.
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Toolbar Quick Icons

The Toolbar is a quick and efficient way to do many simple tasks within PCGen without the need to click on any drop down menus.

The Toolbar Quick Icons are located below the menu names near the top left of the main PCGen Window.

The functions in order from left to right are as follows:

  Click on the New icon to create a new character

 To open a file from a folder select the Folder icon

  Close the current character

  Save the current character

  Preview the current character in a browser

  Print the current character

  Create/Select filters for selected tab

  Remove selected filters for selected tab

  Customize the list of available filters 

  Create your own custom compound filters 

  Add Kits to your character 

  Open up the Settings-->Preferences dialog 

  Open GMGen, the game master aid 

  Help on current selection

The toolbar can be detached from the main window as a floating palette. To do this click the area just to the left of the group of icons and the 
toolbar will detach. While in this state the toolbar will remain in front of the main window. To redock the palette into the main window drag 
the floating palette to the area it once occupied untill it is highlighted in red, it will then reattach itself to the main window.
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Creating a new character
 1. Choose the File - New menu item to create a new 

character, or File - Open button to load a previously 
created character. You may also use the “New”  and 
“Open”   toolbar buttons just below the menu bar.

  

 2. PCGen will then open a new character tab (eg. “New1”) and display the Summary character creation tab. [Tabs for character creation 
process default to the top of the screen.]

  This tab contains several useful basic fields such as Name, Alignment, and Race. This tab also includes fields for your character’s 
ability scores. Enter your ability scores in the Score [Editable] field.

  You should also enter a character name and player name at this time, and you must select an alignment for your character in order 
to select a class later.

  You can enter a Tab Label if you wish the tab for your character to be designated with something other than your character’s name. 

  If you click on the Generate Random Name button, the Random Name Generator will appear. Select the ruleset (Name Type) 
from the left pane and then click the Generate Name button. A random name will appear in the right hand pane. Keep clicking the 
Generate Name button until you are happy with the name and then click the Accept button to return it to the Summary character 
creation tab.
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 3. Select the Race character creation tab.

  This screen is divided into two sub-tabs, Races and Templates. The Races sub-tab display the available Races the character can 
belong to. The Templates sub-tab display the available templates that can be added to the character. You can apply templates to 
your character at any time.

  When you select a race by clicking a race in the top frame of the Races sub-tab, information about the race is displayed in the lower 
frame of the Races sub-tab.

  Once you have chosen the race for your character, click the Select button or double-click the desired race name. [You could also 
have selected a race on the Summary tab]

  Note: You must select an alignment on the summary tab before choosing a race.
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 4. Select the Class character creation tab.

 
In the upper left frame you will see a list of classes available for use. [Some of these may be red, indicating that you do not qualify 
for them].

  Now click a class. You will again notice that information about the class is displayed, this time in the lower left frame. [If you do 
not qualify for a class, the reason your character doesn’t qualify for a class is indicated in red on the class description].

  Either click the Add (“>”) button or double-click a class to add a level of it.

  The level appears in the upper right frame.

  With your first class level, you will be asked to select a set of clothing (which you get for free), and may be asked to make other 
selections if the class includes any.

  Note: When making a choice (or choices) from a pop-up dialog, you will see how many choices you have remaining at the bottom of 
the popup.

  Click an item of interest from the upper frame, and click the “Add” button to add it to the lower frame of the dialog and decrement 
your number of choices by one. (You may also double-click an item in the upper dialog to add it to the lower frame.) You may then 
continue to make choices if you have some left (such as for feats that can be taken multiple times), or you can Close the dialog 
saving some choices for later.
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  Once you have added your first class level you will notice that the information in the lower right frame has changed. It now tells you 
how many Hit Points your character has, how many skill and feat selections it has remaining, what your base attack bonus is, and 
what your saving throw values are.

  You can adjust your Hit Point total by clicking the HP button as per the summary page. All characters gain maximum hit points at 
first level, but thereafter you will need to tell PCGen how many hit points you gained with each level increase.

 
You can also add your Experience total and Next Level amount so it can print on the character sheet. This is done by clicking on 
the Adj XP button.

 5. Select the Skills character creation tab
 

This is where you can add ranks in skills.

  The skill names appear in the upper left frame, their descriptions appear in the lower left frame, the skills you have added appear in 
the upper right frame, and you add skills by selecting them and clicking Add (“>”) or by double-clicking the skill.

  If you change your mind about a skill, you can remove a rank in the skill by clicking the skill in the upper right frame and clicking 
the Remove (“<”) button or double clicking the skill in the right hand frame. You may also right-click a skill in the upper-right frame 
to add or remove ranks from that skill. 

  The number of skill points you have left to spend is shown in the lower right frame.

  If your character has more than one class, you will need to select which class you will purchase your skills as and then purchase 
them as listed above.

  There are a few other useful options for adding skill points that are accessed by right-clicking a skill and using the popup menu. One 
of these is to assign the skill the maximum possible ranks.
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 6. Select the Feats character creation tab.

  Feats appear and are selected just as classes and skills are.

  Feats you do not qualify for are listed in red.

 7. Select the Domains character creation tab.

  Here you can enter a deity for your character to worship if desired and choose clerical domains if your character is a priest.

  To create a deity, select the “None” deity and right-click on it, you can then select Create New Deity. You should enter a name, 
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favored weapon, domains, and allowed worshipper alignments for your deity as a bare minimum. Other information is useful but 
not absolutely essential to creating your character. Once you have entered all the desired information, click the Save button on the 
deity editor.

  Note: More detailed information on deity creation is available in the Deity List Editor section of this Guide.

  If your character is a Priest, you will be able to select domains after choosing the deity. Select your domains from the upper right 
frame by highlighting them and clicking Select, or by double-clicking.

  Note: The deity “None” allows the selection of any two domains.

 8. If your character is a spellcaster, select the Spells character creation tab. The Spells Tab is divided into three sub-tabs: Known 
Spells, Prepared Spells and Spell Books.

 
On the Known Spells sub-tab the left frame contains a complete list of spells for each spellcasting class you possess. The right 
frame displays spells you “know” (the ones your deity grants, the ones you know due to class, or the ones in your spell book, as 
applicable) and are able to cast.

  If your spellcasting class has a list from which the character can prepare without a spell book, all spells on the class list will be 
included in the Known Spells “spellbook” if the check box - “add auto known spells on level/load” is checked.

  If your spellcasting class has a number of spells the character knows and can cast without preparation, you may choose these from 
the upper left frame (info on each spell is displayed in the lower left frame when it is selected) and use Add (“>”) or double-click 
them to add them to the upper right frame into the Known Spells “spellbook”.

  Information on the selected spellcasting class from the upper left frame is displayed in the lower right frame.

  If your spellcasting class uses a spellbook to store spells which you prepare daily, you can add spells to it in the same fashion. Once 
you have added the spells you “know” you can switch to the Spell Books sub-tab to record which of your known spells are in which 
books.
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  To indicate which spells you have prepared (for those classes which prepare spells), (i.e. different sets depending on if you’re in the 
city or in a dungeon) switch to the Prepared Spells sub-tab to create your prepared spell lists.

  you can create Spell Lists by typing a name in the Spell List text box and clicking on the Add button. Next, select it in the Right 
Hand Frame. When you do this, the left hand frame will change to the listing of your Known Spells and you will now be drawing from 
that list to populate the list of prepared spells. Additionally, if you are a divine spellcaster with domains, you will be allowed to 
prepare one of your domain spells specifically.

  Warning: PCGen will allow you to add lower level spells into higher level slots (per the rules) but this will prevent you from adding 
you full compliment of spells in those higher slots if a lower level spell is in its place. An easy way to avoid this is to add your 
highest level spells first and work your way down.

 
If your class uses a Spellbook to record spells in you can use the Spell Books sub-tab to track your spellbooks. First you will need to 
add one of these items to your inventory. The Spellbook (Wizard’s/Blank) and the Blessed Book items are specifically set up for this 
purpose, when either item is added to your PC’s list of equipment they will also appear on the Spell Books sub-tab. It is suggested 
that you customize the Spellbook (Wizard’s/Blank) item to give it a unique name (such as “Merlin’s Spellbook Vol 1”) making it 
easier to keep track of. Once you have a spellbook in your inventory you can add your known spells to it, each spell will take the 
proper number of pages according to the rules making it easy to know when it’s time to buy another spellbook.
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 9. Select the Inventory character creation tab and then the Gear sub-tab.

  Here you can purchase items, set up different equipment sets and add resources (familiars and the like).

  You can purchase items in the same way you purchase skills, as you purchase items you will see the amount of money you have 
available in the lower right frame diminish.

  You can modify this total by editing the “Gold:” field.

 10. In some cases you will need to customize an item before it can be used by your character. If your character is not Medium sized you 
will need to create custom Armor to fit that size. If you are in 3.5 mode you will also need to create custom weapons sized for your 
character. The customizer also allows you to create Masterwork, Magical and other special items. To create a custom item select it in 
the main gear list and right click it, then choose “Create custom item” from the pop up list. The customizer will appear:

  You can change the size of the item from the size pop up menu in the lower left side of the window. You can change the name and 
other properties of the item with the buttons next to it. Add special properties to the item by selecting them from the list on the 
left. When you are finished click Buy and the item will be added to your gear list. Customized items also appear in the main gear list 
for any character to select.
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 11. Once you have selected the items your character owns on the Gear sub-tab, select the Equipping sub-tab.

 
Here you will allocate what items are equipped or stored.

  Select locations for the items your character owns on the upper right frame.

  Some items are containers and can hold other items.

  Every item your character is carrying should be marked “Carried” so your encumbrance will be figured correctly.

  Armors, weapons, shields, and magical items need to be marked as “Equipped” so that PCGen gives you the appropriate benefit for 
using them. Weapons that are carried will appear on the character sheet in the weapons section.

  You can add additional equipment sets by typing in the name of an equipment set and clicking on the Add button (in the Upper 
right hand frame).

  You can then select equipment from the left hand frame (this contains what you bought in the gear tab) into the equipment sets 
you chose (e.g. Dungeon, City etc). You can do this by selecting an item and double clicking on it or clicking on the Add (“>”) 
button.
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 12. Once you have equipped the items your character owns on the Equipping sub-tab, select the Resources sub-tab. 

You must save your character before proceeding.

  You can then select the type of resource you’d like to add to your character on the Right hand frame (Animal Companion, Familiar, 
Follower or Special Mount). You can then double click on the resource in the left hand frame to add that resource as a particular 
type or click on the Add (“>”) button.

  If you already have an existing character saved that you wish to use as a resource for another you can double click the resource type 
in the right pane and a dialog window will open allowing you to select a .pcg file to use as that resource.

  Note: For familiars, animal companions and special mounts to show up, your character has to be of a class that allows those 
resources (e.g. Wizard for a familiar, Druid or Ranger for animal companions and a Paladin for a special Mount).

  You will be asked to enter the name of the resource and then the resource will be saved a as a separate character. 

  You will then be asked for the save location of the followers PCGen file. 
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  PCGen will then prompt you for hit points for its monster levels (if applicable).

 
It will then swap you to that new character and you can flesh them out as required.

  
You can then save that new resource and go back the resource tab on the original character. You should then see the new resource 
added under the resource type in the right hand frame.
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 13. Next go to the Temporary Bonuses sub-tab.

 
The Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab can be used to apply conditional bonuses to your character such as Spell effects, bonuses due to 
Rage, having a familiar within 5 feet of your character and more. These bonuses are situational and are useful to see how they 
would effect your characters stats. Rage, for example, has a number of bonuses and penalties associated with it and this provides a 
convenient way to apply them in one step. You can then output a separate sheet for when you character in enraged.

  Some Temporary Bonuses like Rage are only available to those characters who have acquired the ability. There are many Temporary 
Bonuses which are available to any character when the situation calls for it. There are conditional templates such as Fatigued and 
Exhausted. Many spell effects are available this way because they can be cast on characters by other characters and thus you would 
not need to have the spell on your spell list to benefit from it. The craft skill and some others have penalties which can be applied if 
your character does not have the correct tools for the job.

  Apply any Temporary bonuses you want by selecting the bonus and clicking Apply Bonus. Certain Temporary Bonuses have to be 
applied to weapons or other equipment, when you select that type of bonus a list of qualifying equipment your character possesses 
will be displayed in the right side pane of the tab.
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 14. Now go back to the Summary character creation tab and click the “Lang, Weap Prof & SA” button

  If you click the Abilities button, the Abilities dialog box appears. This is where you can select the starting languages, special 
abilities and weapon proficiencies that your PC has. It is also where the languages from skills can be selected.
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  Languages - You can select the additional languages your character knows due to spent skill ranks (“Skill”) or high ability scores 
(“Other”) now, by clicking the relevant button and selecting them.

 

 
Special Abilities - This currently shows any special abilities granted by your character’s race. As you gain levels in classes, the 
names of special abilities granted by the classes will show up here. You can also add and remove your own Special abilities at will.

 

 
Weapon Profs - This shows all the weapon proficiencies you have. If your race or class grants you weapon proficiency, click 
“Optional Profs” to select it here.
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 76. Select the Description character creation tab.

 

Here you can type in lots of role-playing info on your character.

  Use the Check All button to tick all the options and then press the Random button to have PCGen generate random attributes. Take 
the ticks off the results you like and keep clicking on Random until all fields are filled to your satisfaction.

  Advanced: You can use HTML tags to modify the appearance of the text on a character sheet.

  Note: Please do not use the colon (“:”) character in any fields on this page since it can cause problems with opening your character. 
(this will be addressed in a future release)

  The Notes frame has pre-defined sections for your character’s biography, description, companions, other assets, and magical items. 
PCGen can’t apply bonuses to your character or figure wealth using the items here, but they will be noted on your character sheet.

  You can also make any sort of notes you like in this frame. You can use this as a record of your adventures, notes on particular NPCs 
or locations, or anything else you wish.

  Right-click a folder and select Add to add an item beneath that folder. Right-click an item and click Add to add a new folder above 
that item. With an item selected, you make any notes you like in the giant text field to the right. To add a Picture to your character 
simply click on the browse button in the bottom right hand corner and select a jpg file, this will add that image to the list of images 
you can select from. Click on the refresh button next to the name of the image to have it display in that pane.

 79. Save your character!

  Use File>Save, File>Save As..., Use the Save icon in the button bar, or right click on the character tab and then choose Save or Save As.
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Printing your new character
 1. Use File > Print Preview or use the Print Preview icon  in the button bar to display the character sheet. 

 2. Check it in your browser and select print if it looks right. Otherwise close the browser screen, make the needed changes in PCGen 
and then preview it again.

  The sheet displayed is determined by the settings held in Settings > Preferences

  The PCGen > Output window determines what sheet is used. Click on the ... button to select a different sheet.
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Menu Options
There are five Menu Options that are listed at the very top of the application above the toolbar.

These are:
 • File
 • Settings
 • Tools
 • Debug 
 • Help

These options allow the user to do things such as save, print, customize PC generation, help troubleshoot the program, and many other 
features. To use them simply click on the appropriate option and a drop down menu will appear. If there are more choices for that option than 
an arrow such as “>” will appear. Following the arrow with the mouse opens further drop down menus to select more options.

Please see the appropriate sections on how to use the options provided.

File Menu Options
These are the File options that are available to use once sources have 
been loaded. These options are used for starting a new PC, loading an 
existing PC, or export a currently loaded PC to a file.

The New command allows the user to create a new PC based on 
the sources that were previously loaded. When this command is 
used a new PC screen appears and the user can begin to input the 
information needed to build a PC.

The Open command opens up a new window and prompts you to pick 
the PC to load. This folder is the last place that the user selected to 
save a PC to. The default is the Characters folder under the PCGen 
main directory.

The Open Recent command opens a recently closed or saved file. This 
is useful for quickly loading saved or closed PC’s and wanting to open 
them up and edit them again.

The Close command closes the PC but does not exit the application. This is used primarily to close the working PC and still be running PCGen 
but without that PC loaded.

The Close All command closes all loaded and running PC’s but does not close the application. This is used for clearing all running PC’s that are 
being worked on.

The Save command saves the current PC that is loaded. If the character has not been saved before, a Save command another window will 
then open up and ask for the name of the file that the user wishes to save it as. Otherwise the Save command will automatically use the last 
filename used.

The Save As command allows the user to save the PC as something other than what was previously used. This can be used to change the 
filename or location. This will create a new file with the new name to be used but will not overwrite the preexisting file that the PC is based 
off of.

The Save All command is used to save all the open PC’s to their respective files and folders. This is a quick way to save multiple loaded PC’s at 
one time using the same names that they previously had before.

The Revert to Saved command reverts all changes made to the character and takes the PC back to the way it originally was when loaded. This 
reverts all changes made to the PC, discards any added items or updates, and takes it back to the original file.

The Party option allows the user to save all the PC’s that are created as a party and allows quick loading of the party at once. This is useful 
for a DM who manages the PC’s to load all people in the party with one file name.

The Print Preview command displays the current PC in the default browser window. First you have to specify a “Default HTML Output Sheet” 
under Preferences. Default Browser can be any html capable browser e.g: Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla, etc. The browser location can be 
customized via the Location Preferences.
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The Print command sends the selected PC to the printer using one of several files.

 • Once the option is selected another window appears and asks the user to select which file is to be used for printing.

 • Once the file is selected select the “Print” button and it will send the file off to the printer.

 • If you wish to print all the PC’s that are loaded select the “Entire Party” checkbox and select print.

The Export command exports the PC to a file used to view the PC. These are used primarily to view and use the PC with other applications 
such as Internet Browsers, Adobe Acrobat, OpenRPG, and others.

The Add Kit brings up a dialog box which allows you to apply pre-generated sets of Feats, Skills, Equipment etc, to a character.

The Exit command exits PCGen and prompts the user to save the application before closing.

Party Options
The Party command opens up a new set of options for the user to 
use. This is done mainly to help streamline the different commands a 
user has to remember in how to use PCGen.

The Open option opens up a party file from the last used saved 
folder. The file extension will be a .PCP file that the user will select 
to load the party.

The Open Recent option loads the most recent party files used.

The Close option closes the party files.

The Save option saves the party to the save folder selected and asks 
for a name the first time. After the first time used it will use the 
previously saved name by default.

The Save As option allows the user to save the party file as a 
different name than previously used. This is useful for having 
separate parties and separate PC’s and NPC’s in different groups.

Export Options
The Export option allows the user to export the PC from PCGen to 
another format to be used with other applications. When the user 
selects the Export option it will prompt for one of two additional 
selections: Standard or to PDF. These selections allow the user if they 
wish to either export the program to a standard format: XML, html, 
.doc, .txt, etc. or to a PDF file to be viewed with Adobe Acrobats 
reader.

Export Standard Window
The Standard selection opens up another window which prompts the 
user to select which PC or the entire party from the left and then 
which Template to be used to export the file to on the right. Once 
both have been selected, select the ‘Export’ button, and the file 
will export to the file to a folder chosen by the user and with the 
filename of the PC. When finished select the ‘Close’ button.
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Export PDF Window
The to PDF selection opens up another window which prompts the 
user to select which PC or the entire party from the left and then 
which Template to be used to export the file to on the right. Once 
both have been selected, click the ‘Export’ button and the file 
will export to the file to a folder chosen by the user and with the 
filename of the PC. This will export the PC to a .PDF file extension. 
Make sure you have a valid reader to view it such as Adobe Acrobat 
Reader.

Add Kit Options
The Add Kit command opens up a new window containing a set of kits for the user to apply to his/her character. This is done mainly to help 
speed up character creation. Kits can be applied anytime to characters.

In the left hand pane is a list of kits which could be applied to the character. Kits in red indicate the character does not pass the prerequisites 
set in the kit.

In the 5.9.x line Default Monster Kits were added, if you create a new character and choose the Add Kit menu item before you select a race 
the kit list will display all possible Default Monster Kits. If you have already selected a race Only those Default Monster Kits for which that 
race qualifies for will be displayed.

You can click on a kit in the left hand pane to bring up information 
on that kit.

You can double click on an item (or select and click the > button) in 
the left hand pane to apply it to your character. A Warnings dialog 
box will pop up telling you which parts of the kit are not able to be 
applied (usually because you do not have enough free slots of feats, 
or skill points etc) and then gives you the option to apply or abort 
the kit

When you have applied the kit it will appear in the right hand pane.
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Settings Menu Options
The Settings option is used to customize PCGen for the use of the user.

The Game Mode/Campaign menu is used to select what game mode you 
wish to create your character in. The game mode displayed is determined 
by what is in the campaign pcc file in the data sets (The menu will 
expand to the right displaying all current game modes).

The Preferences menu is used to set configurations of PCGen itself. This 
includes character generation options and more.

Game Mode/Campaign Menu Options
The Game Mode/Campaign option allows the user to select what rule set and generation method will be used when generating your character.

As of now PCGen supports these following Game Modes:
 • 3.5e - Revised (v.3.5) System Reference Document (default selection).
 • 3e - System Reference Document.
 • Deadlands - by Pinnacle Entertainment
 • Legends of Excalibur - by RPG Objects
 • Modern - d20 Modern System Reference Document.
 • Spycraft - by Alderac Entertainment Group.
 • Xcrawl - by Pandahead Productions

 • Sidwinder - by Dog House Rules

Once you select a Game Mode/Campaign the GAMEMODE Tag in the source .pcc files under the Data folder will determine if the sources show 
up for a given Game Mode.

PCGen Preferences
The Preferences Menu is a dialog box. It contains a list 
of sections that help customize PCGen for the user. The 
options that are listed here can help change the way 
PCGen looks, the language used in PCGen, the location of 
the sources, as well as many other customizable features.

The 4 main sections are:

 • Character, which deals with the options for character creation.

 • Appearance, which deals with how PCGen looks to the user.

 • PCGen, which contains options on how PCGen itself behaves.

 • Plugins, which contains options for PCGen Plugins, currently this only includes the Preview Tab.
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Character Menu Options
The Character options allow the user to select different types of options that change the way PCGen restricts the different character creation 
options.

It can be used to adjust the:

 • The Abilities section will expand to allow options for creating purchase methods and default values for the character stats.

 • The Hit points menu contains basic rules for hit point determination.

 • The House rules menu contains rules for bypassing requirements, asking for clothing, and other customizable features for home 
rules.

 • The Monsters menu contains rules for defining your PC as a monster, e.g. Using the default values in the data files to determine 
monster stats for adding classes to.

Ability Scores Menu Options
The Ability scores menu allows the user to choose what method that 
PCGen will use to determine how to build the PC.

The User Rolled option allows you to roll up the stats using dice, 
and then manually enter the results into PCGen.

The All the Same option will set all of the stats to the value you 
select in the dropdown.

The Purchase Mode menu allows the user to call up the Purchase 
Mode Window and define their own Purchase Mode Methods.

*** New 5.9.�
If Random dice rolling methods have been added to the miscinfo.lst 
file in the gameMode then an additional menu will appear allowing 
you to select one of those methods to generate random stats. When 
chosen a button labeled Roll will appear on the summary Tab and 
clicking it will regenerate your ability scores using the selected 
rolling method. To add your own dice rolling methods see the 
ROLLMETHOD tag entry for miscinfo.lst files for details.

Purchase Mode Method Window
The Purchase Mode Configuration option will open up the Purchase Mode Configuration Window.

This window allows the user to select the specific minimum and maximum ability scores to 
purchase as well as the ability to alter the point cost for each ability score. Using the ‘+’ or ‘-’ 
button the user can change the minimum or maximum purchase score allowed by their GM.

The Ability Score column is where the stat value is defined.

The Cost column is where you would enter your numerical value for the stat.

The Purchase Score Min +/- buttons will add a lower value or remove the lowest value in the 
Ability Score column.

The Purchase Score Max +/- buttons will add a higher value or remove the highest value in the 
Ability Score column.

The Saved Methods drop down box will display any saves purchase modes created.

The Points window will display the points to spend as defined using the New button window.

The New button will open a window asking for the Name of the new Purchase Method and how 
many Points the Purchase Method gets.

The Remove button will delete any saved Purchase Mode currently highlighted in the Saved 
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Methods drop down list.

The OK  button will accept the current Purchase Mode selected and show the points available to assign to your character.

The Reset button will erase any of the current information, returning the configuration window to no information.

The Cancel button will exit the Configuration Window

Hit Points Menu Options
The Hit points menu option allows the user to customize which 
method to use when the PC is created to determine how Hit Points 
are allocated.

The User Rolled option is the default that PCGen uses, this means 
that the users must enter their Hit Points Manually using the the HP 
button found on either the Summary Tab or the Classes tab.

The Random option will present a random hitpoint total between 1 
and the hit die type of the class/race when a class level is added. The 
user can modify this total if desired.

The Always maximum option will always give the maximum hit 
points as defined by the hit die type of the class/race.

The Average option will always give the average hit points as defined 
by the hit die type of the class/race.

The Percentage option allows the user to enter a percentage of the 
maximum hit points as defined by the hit die type of the class/race.

The Max Hp at first level option gives you maximum Hit Points at 
first level when you are creating your character.

Monsters Menu Options
The Monsters option allows certain monster rules to be applied. The 
checkmark by each option signifies that it is selected to be used for 
PC creation.

The Use Default Monsters uses the default monster skills, feats etc 
from the LST data files.

The Use HD +/- instead of monster classes means that you add Hit 
Dice to monsters as opposed to Monster classes.

The Ignore Monster HD Cap will allow the user to exceed the 
maximum HD as defined in the data monster files.

*** Note
The Default Monster Mode used when this option is checked is 
deprecated in version 5.10, it will be removed in version 5.12. The 
feature is being replaced with the use of Default Monster Kits.
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House Rules Menu Options

The House Rules option allows certain house rules to be applied. These are customizable rules that are not the default guidelines established 
by the Players Rules. The checkmark by each option signifies that it is selected to be used for PC creation. House Rules are saved separately 
for each gameMode and each gamemode may have it’s own specific set of house rules. The rules pictured above are from the 3.5 gameMode.

The Cross-class Skill Cost rule has been deprecated.

The Allow any range for ability scores allows for ability scores below 8 and above 18, specifically using the optional Point Buy system. 
Unchecked one cannot create a point buy method outside the ranges of 8 and 18. Please note that you must check this box, close the 
preferences and open them back up again before you can create a point buy method of any range.

Do ammunition enhancement bonus stack with those of the weapon determine if a ranged weapon and it’s ammunition stack their 
enhancement bonuses when the ammo is loaded in the weapon. In 3.0 rules the default is yes (checked), in 3.5 rules the default is no 
(unchecked).

The Add stat bonus to spells known adds to a characters number of spells known using the Table:Ability Modifiers and Bonus Spells. Normally 
characters with a limited number of spells known such as Bards and Sorcerers do not get bonus spells known due to high ability scores.

The Bypass Class Prerequisites allows the user to ignore the prerequisites for a class and allows them to qualify for any class available 
regardless of what the material allows.

The Treat Weapons In Hand As Equipped For Attacks option allows all weapons that are merely listed as ‘equipped’ but no in hand in the 
inventory of the character to be calculated as if the item were equipped in hand.

The Bypass Feat Prerequisites allows the user to ignore the prerequisites for a feat. If you wish to utilize this option it is recommended that 
you turn it back off once you have made your feat selections. Having this option enabled will cause problems when leveling up many classes 
due to the prerequisites being bypassed in hidden feats used by the class.

The Ask For Free Clothing at First Level presents the user with a pop-up when first creating the PC asking the user to select a free set of 
clothing for the PC to wear. Deselecting this option will prevent the pop-up from appearing. This feature is hardcoded to use the equipment 
type “Starting” which has been added to qualifying clothing.

The Increment STAT before calculating skills points before leveling allows the user to decide if skill points are determined before or after a 
character gets their increase in stat (in regards to Intelligence modifying skill points earned)
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The Allow Selection of Int bonus Languages after 1st level allows a character to choose additional bonus languages past first level if the 
characters INT score increases.

The Ignore Level Cap will allow the user to exceed the maximum level as defined in the data class files.

The Bypass Maximum Skill Rank allows the user to ignore the maximum level for their skills (3+level) and take as many points in any skill as 
they wish.

Apply �.5 Size Category Penalty to Attacks. Unchecking this will cause the size penalty to attacks to be ignored.

Apply Casterlevel Bonuses from Domains to Spells. Some Domains grant Casterlevel bonuses to spells of Certain Schools, Subschools or 
Descriptors as detailed in the Domains description. These bonuses are not active by default because of a limitation within PCGen. Domains are 
class abilities and the casterlevel bonuses should only apply to spells granted from the same class granting the Domain. PCGen cannot limit 
this and will apply a bonus to any qualifying spell regardless of what class it comes from. For example if you create a Cleric/Wizard with the 
Knowledge Domain it would grant a +1 Casterlevel bonus to all Divination spells Cleric and Wizard alike. We have provided a way to activate 
these bonuses, Under Settings -> Preferences -> House Rules you will find the rule “Apply Casterlevel Bonuses from Domains to Spells”. 
Checking this box will activate these bonuses. Note that if your character does not have spells from other classes you will not be breaking any 
rules.

The Apply Load Penalty to AC and Skills sets the appropriate penalties when a PC’s carried equipment changes from normal to light, medium, 
or heavy load. This option affects all the penalties going along with having the appropriate load as determined in the Players Rules. Not 
selecting this option will allow the PC to have no adverse affects when equipping a heavier load than allowed.

The Apply Weight Penalty to Skills is similar to the Apply load penalty to AC and skills option but only applies the weight penalty to skills 
and not AC. Deselecting this penalty will remove all penalties with weight to affect the appropriate skills as determined in the Players Rules.

The Use Hit Point/Use Vitality and Wound Points allows the use of the alternate Vitality and Wound Point system detailed in Unearthed 
Arcana.

The 3.5 revision of the rules significantly changed the way weapon sizes were handled within the game. The Use �.5 Weapon Categories / 
Use �.0 Weapon Sizes choice allows the user to choose which version of the Weapons size rules to use within PCGen.

Appearance Menu Options
The Appearance options allow the user to select different types of options that change the way PCGen appears when the application is loaded.

It can be used to adjust the:
 • The Colors of items in lists.
 • The Display Options for the PCGen user interface.
 • The Level Up Options to automatically appear during character creation or modification.
 • The Look and Feel of PCGen.
 • The Tabs positioning and labeling.

Appearance Color Options
The Colors menu option is for adjusting the colors of Prerequisites 
Not Met, Automatic Feats and Virtual Feats.

Each option is represented by a button with the current color of the 
option displayed on the label of the button.

When you click on the button a new dialog box will open that allows 
you to choose a new color using set swatches, a HSB palette or RGB 
settings.
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Appearance Display Options

The Display Options menu option will allow you to set these options:

 • Chooser single choice behavior This sets PCGens behavior when a pop up chooser has but a single choice.

  • None - Default setting, user must add the choice and click the Close button.

  • Add the single choice to the selection - user must click the Close button.

  • Add the single choice and close - the pop up chooser window is bypassed entirely.

 • Display “OutputName” for equipment. This will display equipment by the name set by it’s OUTPUTNAME tag (if it has one) in the 
gear list.

 • Display “OutputName” for spells. This will display spells by the name set by it’s OUTPUTNAME tag (if it has one) in the spell lists.

 • Display Feat Description. This sets the description field to display the short “flavor text” of the feat rather than the longer benefit 
text. If there is no benefit text it will display the short description.

 • Show the Toolbar. This allows the user to have a toolbar beneath the menus to help provide quick one click solutions to common 
tasks within PCGen such as: save, print, open folder, etc. If this option is deselected than the toolbar will not appear beneath the 
menus.

 • Show Tooltips Text. Shows different tips on what each screen, tab, and option does. It displays helpful hints and guides for what 
each part of PCGen does when the mouse cursor is on top of an option. Deselecting this option will cause the tips to not be 
displayed.

 • Show memory use in the status bar. Displays information on memory usage on the lower right edge of PCGens main window.

 • Show portrait preview on PCG open/save. If the character has a portrait set in the description tab it will be displayed on the left 
side of the open/save dialog window.

 • Show skill modifier breakdown. Displays a breakdown of bonuses to a skill in the skill info window on the Skill Tab.

 • Use Automatic Busy Cursor. Displayed whenever PCGen is busy performing a task.
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Appearance  
Level Up Options
The Level Up Options menu option will allow you to set options for:

 • Show HP Dialog at Level Up. Shows the HP dialog box when 
you level up.

 • Show Feat Dialog at Level Up. Shows the Feat dialog box as 
appropriate when you level up.

 • Show Stat Dialog at Level Up. Shows the Stat dialog box as 
appropriate when you level up.

 • Show abilities warning for each new character. Shows a 
reminder to set your abilities before leveling up.

 • Enforce spending of skill points and feats before leveling 
up. Prevents leveling up untill skill points are spent and 
feats are chosen.

Appearance  
Look and Feel Options
The Look and Feel menu option allows you to select an overall visual 
theme for PCGen. This includes choosing a downloaded skin.

Appearance  
Tab Options
The Tabs menu option will allow you to:

 • Set the Main Tab Placement. Sets the main tabs bottom, 
top, left or right (bottom by default).

 • Set the Character Tab Placement. Sets the character tabs 
bottom, top, left or right (top by default).

 • Set what the Character Tab labels should look like. Plain, 
Epic, Race or Nethack style.

 • Display the abilities window as a Tab will display the 
abilities window as a tab grouped with the main tabs.

 • Use Expert GUI Settings will grey out menu selections such 
as create new character when no sources are loaded. When 
this option is left unchecked a dialog window will open 
warning the user to load sources before trying to create a 
new character.
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PCGen Menu Options
The PCGen options allow the user to select different types of options that change the way PCGen behaves. It can be used to auto generate 

equipment, set character directories and more.

It can be used to adjust:

 • The Equipment option will allow you to set many options to do with the gear that is listed in PCGen.

 • The Language option, allows you to select different languages for PCGen.

 • The Location option allows you to set the storage locations of PCGen files.

 • The Output option allows the user to select default output options.

 • The Sources option allows the user to define when to load the sources and other source related options.

PCGen Equipment Options
The Equipment options allow the user to setup how custom 

equipment is handled when it is created.

The Allow Metamagic feats on potions, wands, etc. allows 
the user to apply metamagic feats to customized 
equipment. If this option is deselected the ability to 
add metamagic feats to equipment will not be used.

The Potion Maximum Spell Level is used to select a spell 
level from 0-9. This defaults to 3 per the Game 
Masters Rules potion creation rules.

The Wand Maximum Spell Level is used to select a spell level 
from 0-9. This defaults to 3 per the Game Masters 
Rules wand creation rules.

The Equipment Auto Creation menu has several options for 
creating custom magic items at PCGen’s startup. 
***NOTE*** Some of these options, when selected 
will cause PCGen to take a considerable amount of 
time to start while it creates the items specified.

 • The Load from lst files only option only loads items 
that were loaded from sources and nothing more.

 • The Racially resized, armor, shields, and clothing 
will automatically resize items for smaller or larger 
PC’s when created.

 • The Masterwork option allows any item to be 
automatically made masterwork when created.

 • The Magic (+1 to +5) allows items to be made magical 
without being made from a masterwork item or from 
special materials.

 • The Exotic Materials option allows items made from 
Adamantine, Darkwood, and Mithral to be created when 
creating custom equipment.

PCGen Language Options
The Language option, allows you to select different languages for 
PCGen.
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PCGen Location Options

The Location menu option allows you to select the locations of:

 • The Browser Path plus the option to clear it again. This is used to preview output sheets.

 • The Character Directory. This is where the created PC files are stored.

 • The Portraits Directory. This is where the .jpg or .gif files that correspond to the created PC files sit. They display in the Description 
tab and some output sheets.

 • The Data Directory. This is where the list files for all available sources are located.

 • The Custom Directory. This is where the list files for custom source files generated by the list editors are located.

 • The Vendor Data Directory. This is where the list files for additional source files produced by third parties of the users are located.

 • The Docs Directory. This is where these fantastic documents are located.

 • The System Directory. This is where the game system files are located.

 • The Output Sheet Directory. This is where the Output Sheets are located.

 • Create Character Backup Files. When checked PCGen will create a second backup pcg file when saving characters.

 • The Character Backup Files. This is where the Character Backup Files files are located. If left blank Character Backup Files are saved 
in the same location as the primary character file.

 • The option.ini Directory. This is where your selected preferences and filter settings are stored. You can select the PCGen Directory 
(will be overwritten by updates!), your Home Directory (so individual users of a shared PC can have a different set of preferences) or 
a selected directory.
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PCGen Output Options

The Output option allows the user to select a default HTML (Used by Print Preview), PDF (used by Print) and EquipSet (generated from the 
Inventory, Equipping Sub-tab) output sheets.

It also allows the user to select the paper type, the ability to delete temporary files on exit and toggles the weapon proficiency display in the 
sheets.

A new addition is the ability to add a command that will be executed after every export (HTML, PDF or others). If you use a % on the 
command, it will be replaced by the fully qualified name of the file just created by the export.

Example:

cmd /c echo % >> exported_files_list.txt

This will keep a list of every exported file in exported_files_list.txt in your PCGen directory.

The Include Skills on Sheet option allows the user to select which set of Skills will appear on the exported sheet. The default setting 
is Untrained which will output all skills the character has ranks in as well as skills the character may not have ranks in but can be used 
untrained. Skills w/ranks only will output only those skills the character has ranks in. All will output all skills from the loaded sources.  
Use the option selected on the Skills tab will default to the option selected on the Skills tab.

PCGen Source Options
The Sources menu option allows the user to define whether to auto load the sources with the PC and or when PCGen starts up. It also has 
options that allows sources to set particular options in the preferences area, allow the saving of custom equipment to a specific file and 
options that control the display of licenses.

The Autoload Sources at start option determines whether the last used sources will be started with PCGen .

The Autoload Sources with PC option determines whether the sources required for a created PC will be automatically loaded if their file is 
opened.

The Allow options to be set by sources option determines whether PCGen will ignore settings lines embedded in source (.pcc) files.

The Save Custom Equipment to customEquipment.lst option determines if custom items created for PCs will be saved for use by other 
characters .

The Display Open Game License on Source Load option determines whether PCGen will display the OGL when sources are opened.

The Display d20 Required Information on Source Load option determines whether PCGen will display the d20 information when sources are 
opened.

The Display Sponsors on Source Load option determines whether PCGen will display the Sponsor list when sources are opened.
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The Source Display option determines whether the full company and product name, initials or web page details will be displayed with source 
information.

The Allow sources to be loaded from web links option determines if .pcc files can load source data from web page links or not. See loading 
data sources from web links for more information.

The Allow newer sources to override duplicate object from older sources option will allow a newr source to replace objects with the same name 
in an older loaded source. This option requires that the source have a SOURCEDATE tag.

Plugins Character Sheet Options
The Character Sheet menu option allows the user to set the accent color used on the Preview Tab.
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Tools Menu Options
The Tools Menu contains the tools available for use in and with PCGen.

The Filters menu options are for use within PCGen to add, edit, or create custom filters 
for sorting items on the various character tabs.

GMGen opens GMGen, the game master aid.

The List Editors menu option is populated by a list of editors for users to enter/edit the list files.

Filters Menu Options
The Filters menu options are for use within PCGen to add, edit, or create custom filters 
for sorting items on the various character tabs.

The Open menu option will open a new window where you can select existing filter 
types for system wide filters to use.

The Clear menu option will remove any existing filters you have added or created.

The Custom menu option will open a new window where you can select existing filter types for the tab you are on.

The Edit menu option will open a new window where you can create your own filter types (mini-scripting capabilities).

Filters Menu Options: Open
The Open menu option will open a new window where you can 
select existing filter types for system wide filters to use.

The Available Filters Window displays all the current filter types 
available that can be used across PCGen’s tabs.

The Selected Filters Window will display any filters you select from 
the Available Filters Window

The Save Button will save your current selections for future use

The Options: Match All (Radio Button) means that any items listed 
in the various tabs must match all the selected filters.

The Options: Match Any (Radio Button) means that any items 
listed in the various tabs must match any of the selected filters.

The Negate/Reverse (Checkbox) means that any items listed in the various tabs must be the opposite of the selected filters

The Apply Button will apply all selected filters and option choices immediately.

The Cancel Button will empty any selected filters and close the window.

Filters Menu Options: Custom
The Custom menu option will open a new window where you can select 
existing filter types for the tab you are on.

The Available Filters Window displays all the current filter types available 
that are in use on the specific tab you are on when you chose the Custom 
menu option.

The Removed Filters Window displays all the current filter types available 
that have been removed.

The Apply Button will apply all changes to the filters immediately.

The Cancel Button will empty any removed filters and close the window.
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Filters Menu Options: Edit

The Edit menu option will open a new window where you can create your own filter types (mini-scripting capabilities).

The Standard Filters Windowlist all of the currently available filter types within PCGen

The Editor Window is where you will write up your custom filters (mini-scripting). Please note the examples supplied for directions on how to 
do this.

The Custom Filters Window is where your newly created filter types will appear when you’ve clicked on the Create Button.

The Create Button is clicked when you are finished making your custom filter.

The Clear Button is to erase what you have in the Editor Window.

The Apply Button will apply all changes to the filters immediately.

The Cancel Button will empty any removed filters and close the window.

The Delete Button will erase a custom created filter.

GMGen Documentation
PCGen now includes the game master aid GMGen. GMGen has been developed as a well-rounded tool for the RPG gaming community to help 
you, the Game Master, to effectively manage and facilitate the game from a computer. Until now, multiple third party solutions existed, but 
none were compatible with the PCGen system. GMGen is designed using a Plug-in software architecture so individual Plug-ins can be removed 
from GMGen without effecting the performance of other Plug-ins. To activate GMGen click the GMGen icon on the toolbar or choose GMGen 
from the Tools menu. Until you activate GMGen the program is not loaded into memory and will not effect PCGen.

The GMGen application allows you to:
 • Load PCGen character files and view characters statistics via a live character sheet
 • Set encounter levels and number of creatures to generate encounters
 • Track combat
 • Allocate Experience
 • Generate Random Names
 • Calculate various aspects of overland travel
 • Generate random numbers with the DiceBag plugin
 • Create and maintain your campaign notes using text, hyperlinks and other media
 • Network multiple copies of PCGen together

Some of the tabs in GMGen will allow you to Save and Open files specific to the active tab. For example the Dice Bag plugin saves custom dice 
bags with the extension .dbg and the Initiative plugin will save the complete state of the Initiative tab to a file with the .gmi extension.
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List Editor Menu
The List Editors menu option will display a listing of all the editors available for creating/editing of the data/list files that PCGen uses.

 • The Class Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom classes.

 • The Deity Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom deities.

 • The Domain Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom domains.

 • The Feat Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom feats.

 • The Language Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom languages.

 • The Race Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom races.

 • The Skill Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom skills.

 • The Spell Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom spells.

 • The Template Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom templates.

 • The Source Editor option will open a new window for you to create/edit your custom sources.

Class Editor
The Class Editor is to create you own Classes, edit ones you have 
already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Classes 
(from other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Class.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Class (Classes 
created within this Class Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Class  (Classes created 
within this Class Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Class. In this way you can 
slightly modify an existing class and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Classes added will be saved into the customClasses.lst file.

Class Editor: Base Tab
The Class Editor is to create you own Classes, edit ones you have 
already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Classes 
(from other data/list files).

The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple Class. The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Class creation. The Classes 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customClasses.lst.

The Class Name is where you will enter the name that you want to 
print.

The Display Name is where you will enter the name that you want 
displayed in PCGen.

The ABB is a 3-5 letter abbreviation of the class name.

The Ex-Class is the class to which all current class levels are converted 
if the class prerequisites are no longer met.

The Exchange Level allows the exchange of levels from the current class to the specified class.

The Has SubClass flag indicates whether or not this class can choose a specialty or subclass.

The Mod To Skills flag indicates monster types that do not get their Intelligence modifiers for skills they get from gaining hit dice.

The Starting Skill Points is how many skill points a character gains per level.
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The Qualify field is a text description that is usually “alwaysValid”. It can list exceptions to perquisites.

The Multi-Class Pre-Reqs flag is selected when all Pre-Requisites are valid only if the character would be multi-classing into that class (i.e. 
there are no pre-reqs for choosing this as the first class).

The Visible is a flag that determine whether the class is hidden or not.

The Specials is a | (pipe) and , (comma) delimited tag that is used to tell PCGen what special ability the class gets, (Uncanny Dodge|Rogue) 
the level adjustment of the ability ( |0| ) and finally, what levels the class gets the special ability at (2,6,11,14,17,20).

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list of types that the Class is a member of.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted language between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a Type name.

 • New Types can be added by manually typing them and then clicking the Add button

The Source field is a text window for listing what source material the Class is from. (If it is a custom created Class, then you can leave this 
blank or simply put in “custom”)

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Class’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClasses.lst file.

Class Editor: Abilities Tab
The Abilities Tab is used to add additional abilities for the Class being 
created.

The Attack Cycle is the rate of which the class gains extra attacks.

The Hit Die is the Hit Die used to determine hit points at each level 
gained

The Max Level is the maximum level a character in this class can 
advance to.

The Bonus Feats is used to determine how many extra feats the class 
will get at first level only.

The Levels Per Feat is the number of levels it takes for a monster to 
gain a new feat

The Item Create Mult is the numeric value supplied that will be 
multiplied with the class level of the character for calculating potions, 
scrolls, and wands. (The default value is 1.)

The Spell Type is the type of spells the character casts.

The Spell Stat is used to tell PCGen what attribute/stat to use for determining bonus spells and maximum level the character can cast

The Cast As field tells PCGen to use the referenced class’s progressions. E.g. Cleric

The Uses Spell Book flag indicates that the class is required to use a spellbook as a wizard does.

The Memorizes Spells flag indicates that the class is required to memorize spells as a wizard does.

The Prohibited field is a comma delimited list of spell schools that are prohibited to the class (no spells from that school can be taken)

The Specialty Known field tells PCGen to add the numeric value given to the number of specialty school spells know by the spell caster, if not 
listed, the default value is 0

The Spell List field gives the class the ability to cast the spells listed in this field.

The Known Spells field is used to automatically give spells, by name or level, to the spell caster. All spells granted by name or level will be 
given as long as the spell caster has a high enough prerequisite attribute score. The main entries are pipe delimited, and if an entry contains 
a comma delimited list, all the entries in the comma delimited list must be met. LEVEL=3,TYPE=Custom would be met only for level 3 spells 
which had Custom in its TYPE: string.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClasses.lst file.
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Class Editor: Levels Tab
The Levels Tab is used to add the special class abilities gained and 
determine at what level the character gets them.

The main window shows the list of allocated abilities.

To add a new ability enter the level it is gained at, select the Tag Type 
and then Click Add.

Enter the value of the bonus in the dialog box that appears

If you wish to delete an ability. Select it in the main window and then 
click the Remove button.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClasses.lst file.

Class Editor: Languages Tab
The Languages Tab is used to add a Granted Languages for the Class 
being created that will be available during character creation.

The two Granted Languages windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of Bonus Languages.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Languages between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on a Granted Languages.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClasses.lst file.

Class Editor: Weapon Tab
The Weapons Tab is used to add a Granted Weapon Proficiencies for 
the Class being created.

The three Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available, All 
Granted and A choice from these will be granted are used to create a 
list of Granted Weapon Proficiencies.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Weapon Proficiencies between the 3 
windows. Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The weapons in the All Granted window are the ones that all 
members of this Class know automatically.

 • A choice from these will be granted are additional weapons 
of which only one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClasses.lst file.
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Class Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to add a Granted Weapon Proficiencies for the 
Class being created.

The three Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available, All 
Granted and A choice from these will be granted are used to create a 
list of Granted Weapon Proficiencies.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Weapon Proficiencies between the 3 
windows. Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The weapons in the All Granted window are the ones that all 
members of this Class know automatically.

 • A choice from these will be granted are additional weapons 
of which only one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClasses.lst file.

Class Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the Class which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Class lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Class creation or save it to the customClass.lst file.
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Deity Editor
The Deity Editor is to create you own Deities, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Deities (from 
other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Deity.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Deity (Deities created within this Deity Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Deity  (Deities created within this Deity Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Deity. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Deity and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Deities added will be saved into the customDeities.lst file.

Deity Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple Class.  The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Class creation. The Classes 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customClasses.lst.

The Deity Name is where you will enter the name for your deity.

The Holy Item is where you will enter the name/description of the 
holy item for the deity.

The Deities Alignment drop down menu is for selecting the deity 
alignment.

The Description window is where you will type in a description of the 
deity (i.e. “God of the Dawn”)

The Deity’s Favored Weapons windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of all the favored weapons, primarily for use with the 
War domain.

The weapon names in the Available window are drawn from whichever sources were loaded into PCGen. (i.e. If you have SRD and Soveriegn 
Stone loaded as sources, then weapon names from both sources will appear in the window.)

The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted weapon between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a weapon name.

The Source window, is a text window for listing what source material the deity is from. If it is a custom created deity, then you can leave this 
blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the deity’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.

Deity Editor: Domains Tab
The Domains Tab is used to generate the list of domains for the deity 
which a cleric would choose from.

The two Granted Domains windows, Available and Selected are used to 
create a list of domains which the deity grants.

 • The domain names in the Available window are drawn from 
whichever sources were loaded into PCGen. (i.e. If you have 
SRD and Soveriegn Stone loaded as sources, then Domains 
from both sources will appear in the window.)

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
domain between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a 
domain name.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.
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Deity Editor: Followers Tab
The Followers Tab is used to define the requirements needed by the 
deity’s followers.

The two Allowed Worshiper Alignment windows, Available and Selected 
are used to create a list of alignments required to follow the deity.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
alignment between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on 
an alignment.

 • The Qualifiers has a choice of either none or VARDEFINED. 
VARDEFINED allows you to access the Variable drop down 
list.

 • The Variable list is to choose a special ability/feature which 
a follower is required to have.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file

Deity Editor: Languages Tab
The Languages tab is used to define which languages are granted to 
the follower of the deity.

The two Granted Languages windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of languages granted to the deity’s followers.

 • The language names in the Available window are drawn from 
whichever sources were loaded into PCGen. (i.e. If you have 
SRD and Soveriegn Stone loaded as sources, then languages 
from both sources will appear in the window.)

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
language between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on 
a language name in either window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.

Deity Editor: Races Tab
The Races Tab is used to define the specific race which worships the 
deity, if appropriate.

The two Racial Worshippers windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of races which follow the deity.

 • The race names in the Available window are drawn from 
whichever sources were loaded into PCGen. (i.e. If you have 
SRD and Soveriegn Stone loaded as sources, then races from 
both sources will appear in the window.)

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted race 
name between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a 
race name.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.
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Deity Editor: Weapons Tab
The Weapons Tab is used choose which weapon proficiencies are 
granted to followers of the deity.

The two Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available and 
Selected are used to create a list of weapon proficiencies granted to 
the deity’s followers.

 • The names in the Available window are drawn from 
whichever sources were loaded into PCGen. (i.e. If you have 
SRD and Soveriegn Stone loaded as sources, then weapon 
proficiencies from both sources will appear in the window.)

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
weapon proficiency name between the 2 windows, as will 
double clicking on a weapon proficiency name.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.

Deity Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to define the skills granted to followers of the 
deity.

The three Granted Skills windows, Available, Selected Class Skills and 
Selected Cross Class Skills are used to create a list of class and cross 
class skills granted to the deity’s followers.

 • The skill names in the Available window are drawn from 
whichever sources were loaded into PCGen. (i.e. If you have 
SRD and Soveriegn Stone loaded as sources, then skills from 
both sources will appear in the window.)

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted skill 
name between the Available window and whichever Selected 
window they are situated next to. Double clicking has no 
effect in the skills tab.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.

Deity Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the deity which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the deity lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the deity creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.
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Domain Editor
The Domain Editor is to create you own Domains, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Domains 
(from other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Domain.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Domain (Domains created within this Domain Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Domain  (Domains created within this Domain Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Domain. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Domain and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Domains added will be saved into the customDomains.lst file.

Domain Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple domain. The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced domain creation.  The domains 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customDomains.lst.

The Domain Name is where you will enter the name for your domain.

The Description window is where you will type in a description of the 
domain powers (i.e. “Turn or Destroy earth creatures as a good cleric 
turns undead”)

The Source window, is a text window for listing what source material 
the domain is from. If it is a custom created domain, then you can 
leave this blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the domain’s name 
being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the domain creation or save it to the customDomains.lst file.

Domain Editor: Languages Tab
The Languages Tab is used to add granted languages to a priest who 
selects the domain being created.

The two Granted Languages windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of languages which the domain grants.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
language between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on 
a language name.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the domain creation or save it to the customDomains.
lst file.
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Domain Editor: Weapons Tab
The Weapons Tab is used to add the ability to use weapons not 
normally available to clerics to a priest who selects the domain being 
created.

The two Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available and 
Selected are used to create a list of weapon proficiencies which the 
domain grants.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
weapon proficiency between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on the weapon proficiency name.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the domain creation or save it to the customDomains.
lst file.

Domain Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to add the ability to use weapons not normally 
available to clerics to a priest who selects the domain being created.

The three Granted Skills windows, Available, Selected Class Skills and 
Selected Cross Class Skills are used to create a list of skills which the 
domain grants.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted weapon proficiency between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the domain creation or save it to the customDomains.
lst file.

Domain Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the domain which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the domain lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and 
adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected 
window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the domain creation or save it to the customDomain.lst file.
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Feat Editor
The Feat Editor is to create you own Feats, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Feats (from 
other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Feat.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Feat (Feats created within this Feat Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Feat  (Feats created within this Feat Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Feat. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Feat and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Feats added will be saved into the customFeats.lst file.

Feat Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple Feat.  The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Feat creation.  The Feats 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customFeats.lst.

The Feat Name is where you will enter the name for your Feat.

The Desc Product Identity is used to show that the Description field 
is closed content. Permission must be gained from the publisher to 
release it into official files.

The Description is the short description of the feat from the source 
material. If that one line is not OGC, then the Desc Product Identity 
should be selected.

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list 
of languages which the Feat grants.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
language between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a Type name.

 • New Types can be added by manually typing them and then clicking the Add button

The Cost is how many feat points the feat costs. A decimal value such as 0.5 would mean that it only costs 1/2 a feat point.

The Visible is where you will indicate whether and how you want the feat name to appear and print. The options are outlined below:

 • Yes - Shows the feat name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet

 • No - Hides the feat name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet.

 • Display - Displays the feat name in PCGen but not on the character sheet.

 • Export - Hides the feat name from PCGen but displays it on the character sheet.

The Multiples Allowed is used to determine if a feat can be taken multiple times.

The Stacks is used to determine if the feat benefits may be stacked on one another.

The Spell Level is where you will enter the additional levels added to spells that use the Feat. Eg Empower Spell uses a spell slot two levels 
higher so 2 is entered in this field.

The Source field is a text window for listing what source material the Feat is from.  If it is a custom created Feat, then you can leave this 
blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Feat’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Feat creation or save it to the customFeats.lst file.
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Feat Editor: Languages Tab
The Languages Tab is used to add a Bonus Languages for the Feat 
being created that will be available during character creation.

The two Granted Languages windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of Granted Languages.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Languages between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on a Granted Languages.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Feat creation or save it to the customFeats.lst file.

Feat Editor: Weapon Tab
The Weapons Tab is used to add a Granted Weapon Proficiencies for 
the Feat being created.

The two Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available and 
Selected are used to create a list of Granted Weapon Proficiencies.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Weapons between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on a Granted Weapons.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Feat creation or save it to the customFeats.lst file.

Feat Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to add the ability to use weapons not normally 
available to clerics to a priest who selects the Feat being created.

The three Granted Skills windows, Available, Selected Class Skills and 
Selected Cross Class Skills are used to create a list of skills which the 
Feat grants.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted weapon proficiency between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Feat creation or save it to the customFeats.lst file.
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Feat Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the Feat which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Feat lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Feat creation or save it to the customFeat.lst file.

Language Editor
The Language Editor is to create you own Languages, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing 
Languages (from other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Language.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Language (Languages created within this Language Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Language  (Languages created within this Language Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Language. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Language and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Languages added will be saved into the customLanguages.lst file.

Language Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a new Language.  
The remaining tabs are for more advanced Language creation.  The 
Languages created will be saved into the data/custom directory under 
the name of customLanguages.lst.

The Language is where you will enter the name for your Language.

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list 
of types of languages.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
language between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on 
a Type name.

 • New Types can be added by manually typing them and then 
clicking the Add button

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Languages’s name 
being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Language creation or save it to the customLanguages.
lst file.
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Language Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous Languages 
properties that were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Language lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and 
adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected 
window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Language creation or save it to the customLanguages.
lst file.

Race Editor
The Race Editor is to create you own Races, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Races (from 
other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Race.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Race (Races created within this Race Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Race  (Races created within this Race Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Race. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Race and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Races added will be saved into the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple Race.  The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Race creation.  The Races 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customRaces.lst.

The Race Name is where you will enter the name for your Race.

The Hands is where you will enter the number of hands your race has. 
It determines the Number of Hands the creature has for purposes 
of Multi-attack and Multi-dexterity. It is also used in the Inventory, 
Equipping screen which asks which hand to use the weapon (Shows as 
Primary Hand, Secondary Hand, Secondary Hand 2, etc.).

The Legs is where you will enter the number of legs for your race 
has. It is used to determine encumbrance and carrying capacity for 
creatures/characters with a non-standard amount of legs. (i.e. more 
than 2).

The Reach is where you will enter the attack range in feet for your race.
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The Skill Multiplier is where you will enter the 1st level multiplier for determining starting skills for your race. The default is x4. Most Multi-hit 
die creatures have x1 since adding class levels is done as Multi-Classing

The Bonus Skill Points / Level is where you will enter additional skill points that your race receives with each level increase. This happens 
before multiplication of the first class level’s skill points.

The Bonus Starting Feats is where you will enter additional feats that your race receives at 1st level. These are unrestricted feats.

The CR is where you will enter the starting Challenge Rating of your race. For CR’s less than 1, fractions are used (1/2, 1/4, 3/4).

The Level Adjustment is where you will enter the Effective Character Level (ECL) of the race.

The Size is where you will enter the size class of your race. Size is used in determining TO-HIT, AC, and affects some skills.

The Hit Dice Advancement is where you will enter highest HD the creature can advance to. The last number in the comma delimited list is 
the highest HD the creature can advance to, through HD advancement. All the numbers preceding the last number each indicate the highest 
number of HD the creature can have before its size increases by one category. (Example: Assassin Vine: starts out as Large, with 4 HD. 5-16 it 
is Huge, 17-32 it is Gargantuan, 33+ it is Colossal. 99 HD is the maximum it can ever raise to so it’s HD advancement would be 4,16,32,99)

The Monster Class is where you will enter the advancement type of your race.

The Monster Level is where you will enter the number of Monster Levels the race gets on creation. (Note: This is only used with Default 
Monsters OFF)

The Number of Hit Dice is where you will enter the number of Automatic Hit Dice the race starts with. (Note: This is used Only with Default 
Monsters ON)

The Hit Dice Size is where you will enter the Hit Die Size for the Number of Hit Dice. (Note: This is used Only with Default Monsters ON)

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list of languages which the Race grants.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted language between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a Type name.

 • New Types can be added by manually typing them and then clicking the Add button

 • It is important for matching up with Monster HD, and for references to race, such as the Rangers favored Enemy. Currently existing 
selections from the Monster List include: Aberration, Animal, Beast, Construct, Dragon, Elemental, Fey, Giant, Humanoid, Magical 
Beast, Monstrous Humanoid, Ooze, Outsider, Plant, Shapechanger, Undead and Vermin.

The Source field is a text window for listing what source material the Race is from.  If it is a custom created Race, then you can leave this 
blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Race’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Classes Tab
The Classes Tab is used to add Favored Classes for the Race being 
created.

The two Favored Classes windows, Available and Selected are used to 
create a list of Favored Classes.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Favored Class between the 2 windows, as will double clicking 
on a Favored Class.

 • Note: If “Any” is selected, the character’s highest level class 
is considered Favored

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.
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Race Editor: Bonus Lang Tab
The Bonus Lang Tab is used to add a Bonus Languages for the Race 
being created that will be available during character creation.

The two Bonus Languages windows, Available and Selected are used to 
create a list of Bonus Languages.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Bonus Languages between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a 
Bonus Languages.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Languages Tab
The Languages Tab is used to add a Granted Languages for the Race 
being created.

The three Granted Languages windows, Available, All Granted and A 
choice from these will be granted are used to create a list of Bonus 
Languages.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Languages between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The Languages in the All Granted box are the languages that 
all members of this race know automatically.

 • A choice from these will be granted are additional languages 
that are only available when the character is created. The 
selection is limited by intelligence.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Weapon Tab
The Weapons Tab is used to add a Granted Weapon Proficiencies for 
the Race being created.

The three Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available, All 
Granted and A choice from these will be granted are used to create a 
list of Granted Weapon Proficiencies.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Weapon Proficiencies between the 3 
windows. Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The weapons in the All Granted window are the ones that all 
members of this race know automatically.

 • A choice from these will be granted are additional weapons 
of which only one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.
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Race Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to add a Granted Skill for the Race being 
created.

The three Granted Skill windows, Available, All Granted and A choice 
from these will be granted are used to create a list of Granted Skills.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Skill between the 3 windows. Double clicking 
does not work in this window.

 • The skills in the All Granted window are the ones that all 
members of this race know automatically.

 • A choice from these will be granted are additional skills of 
which only one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Movement Tab
The Movement Tab is used to add the Type and Speed of the different 
movement types the race has.

The two windows, Tag and Selected are used to create a list of 
Movement Types.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the selected 
Movement Type between the 2 windows.

 • Note: Both a Movement Type must be selected and a 
Movement Rate keyed in before the Add button is clicked.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Templates Tab
The Templates Tab is used to add Granted Templates for the Race 
being created.

The three Granted Templates windows, Available, All Granted and A 
choice from these will be granted are used to create a list of Granted 
Templates.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Templates between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The templates in the All Granted window are the ones that 
all members of this race automatically have.

 • A choice from these will be granted are templates of which 
only one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.
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Race Editor: Vision Tab
The Vision Tab is used to add the Type and Distance of the different 
vision types the race has.

The two windows, Tag and Selected are used to create a list of Vision 
Types.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the selected Vision 
Type between the 2 windows.

 • Note: Both a Vision Type must be selected and a Vision 
Distance keyed in before the Add button is clicked.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Age Tab
The Age Tab is to add the age ranges to the Race.

Statistics can be added for each Name (Age Category - Adulthood, 
Middle Age, Old & Venerable).

 • Min Age - Minimum Age to fall into the Age Category

 • Roll - What dice to roll & add to Min Age to get a random 
age for the Age Category.

 • Max Age - The Maximum Age to fall into the Age Category

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRace.lst file.

Race Editor: Appearance Tab
The Appearance Tab is used to add the available Hair, Eye & Skin hues 
for the Race being created.

The two Hair Color windows, Available and Selected are used to create 
a list of colors which are available for the Race.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
color between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a 
name.

 • New Colors can be added by manually typing them and then 
clicking the Add button

The two Eye Color windows, Available and Selected are used to create 
a list of colors which are available for the Race.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
color between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a 
name.

 • New Colors can be added by manually typing them and then 
clicking the Add button

The two Skin Tone windows, Available and Selected are used to create 
a list of colors which are available for the Race.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted color between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a name.

 • New Colors can be added by manually typing them and then clicking the Add button

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.
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Race Editor: Natural Weapons Tab
The Natural Weapons Tab is used to add the Type and Details of the 
different Natural Weapons the race has.

The two windows, Tag and Selected are used to create a list of Natural 
Weapons.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the selected Natural 
Weapon between the 2 windows.

 • Note: A name, relevant damage types, number of attacks, 
hands required and damage details must be selected before 
the Add button is clicked.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Feats Tab
The Feats Tab is used to add Granted Feats for the Race being created.

The three Granted Feats windows, Available, Selected Feats and 
Selected Monster Feats are used to create a list of Granted Feats.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Feats between the 3 windows. Double 
clicking does not work in this window.

 • The feats in the Selected Feats window are bonus feats that 
all members of this race automatically have.

 • Selected Monster Feats window are bonus feats that all 
members of this monster race automatically have (Note: This 
is used Only with Default Monsters ON).

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.

Race Editor: Virtual Feats Tab
The Virtual Feats Tab is used to add a Virtual Feats for natural 
weapons that the Race being created will have.

The two Granted Virtual Feats windows, Available and Selected are 
used to create a list of Granted Virtual Feats.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Virtual Feats between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on a Granted Virtual Feats.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRaces.lst file.
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Race Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the Race which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Race lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Race creation or save it to the customRace.lst file.

Skill Editor
The Skill Editor is to create you own Skills, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Skills (from 
other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Skill.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Skill (Skills created within this Skill Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Skill  (Skills created within this Skill Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Skill. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Skill and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Skills added will be saved into the customSkills.lst file.

Skill Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a new Skill.  The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Skill creation. The Skills created 
will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name of 
customSkills.lst.

The Skill Name is where you will enter the name for your Skill.

The Key Stat determines which statistic bonus will be used with this 
skill

The Armor Check determines whether the armor check penalty is 
applied or not and whether weight has an impact on the skill

The Use Untrained flag determines if the skill can be used if no ranks are taken

The Exclusive flag determines if only some classes can obtain skill ranks

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list of types of Skills.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted Skill between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a Type name.

 • New Types can be added by manually typing them and then clicking the Add button

The Source field is a text window for listing what source material the Skill is from.  If it is a custom created Skill, then you can leave this 
blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Skills’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher
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Skill Editor: Synergy Tab
The Synergy Tab is used to define the synergy bonuses that other skills 
provide.

The two windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list of 
skills that give a synergy bonus to this Skill.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
alignment between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on 
an skill.

 • The Skill Ranks is the minimum ranks in the associated skill 
for the synergy bonus to apply..

 • The Synergy Bonus is the bonus received from the associated 
skill if the minimum skill ranks are present.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Skill creation or save it to the customdeities.lst file.

Skill Editor: Classes Tab
The Classes Tab is used to add Favored Classes for the Skill being 
created.

The three Favored Classes windows, Available, Class Skill and Not 
Allowed are used to create a list of Favored Classes.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Favored Class between the windows. Double 
clicking does not work in this screen.

 • Class Skill indicates that the selected class can obtain skill 
ranks at a reduced cost.

Not Allowed indicates that the class cannot obtain any ranks in this 
skill.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Skill creation or save it to the customSkills.lst file.

Skill Editor: Languages Tab
The Languages Tab is used to add a Granted Languages for the Skill 
being created.

The two Granted Languages windows, Available and Selected are used 
to create a list of Bonus Languages.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Languages between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on the left window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Skill creation or save it to the customSkills.lst file.
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Skill Editor: Weapon Tab
The Weapons Tab is used to add a Granted Weapon Proficiencies for 
the Skill being created.

The two Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available and 
Selected are used to create a list of Granted Weapon Proficiencies.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Weapon Proficiencies between the 2 windows, as 
will double clicking on the left window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Skill creation or save it to the customSkills.lst file.

Skill Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to add a Skill for the Skill being created.

The three Granted Skills windows, Available, Selected Class Skills and 
Selected Cross Class Skills are used to create a list of Granted Skills.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Skills between the 3 windows. Double 
clicking does not work in this window.

 • The weapons in the Selected Class Skills window are 
the ones that all who obtain ranks in this Skill know 
automatically.

 • Selected Cross Class Skills are additional skills of which only 
one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Skill creation or save it to the customSkills.lst file.

Skill Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous Skills 
properties that were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Skill lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Skill creation or save it to the customSkills.lst file.
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Spell Editor
The Spell Editor is to create you own Spells, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Spells (from 
other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Spell.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Spell (Spells created within this Spell Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Spell  (Spells created within this Spell Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Spell. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Spell and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Spells added will be saved into the customSpells.lst file.

Spell Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple Spell.  The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Spell creation.  The Spells 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customSpells.lst.

The Spell Name is where you will enter the name for your Spell.

The Desc Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Spell’s name 
being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Description window is where you will type in a description of the 
Spell powers (i.e. “+1 attack, +1 on saves against fear, 1d8 temporary 
hit points.”)

The Components options determines the combination of components 
necessary to cast this spells (Verbal, Somatic, etc)

The School determines what magic school the spell belongs to and is 
used for specialist wizards to determine their favored schools bonus 
spells.

The Casting Time determines the time it takes to cast this spell.

The Subschool determines what sub-school the spell belongs to and is used for specialist wizards to determine their favored schools bonus 
spells.

The Range determines the range that the spell has.

The Target Area determines the Target, Area, or Effects that the spell has.

The Duration determines how long the spell lasts.

The Saving Throw determines if there is a save and if so what type.

The Spell Resistance determines whether the target can try to resist the spell based on their Spell Resistance number and if so the effect of 
the resistance.

The Component Cost determines the cost of the spells components.

The XP Cost determines how much the spell costs to cast, used for determining potion, wand, etc costs.

The Allowed Magic Types determines what types of items this spell can be used to make.

The Duration determines how long the spell lasts.

The Source field is a text window for listing what source material the Spell is from. If it is a custom created Spell, then you can leave this 
blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Spell’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Spell creation or save it to the customSpells.lst file.
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Spell Editor: ?Base�? Tab
The ?Base2? Tab is used to add what “types” are associated with the 
spell. The user can create new types.

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list 
of types which the Spell belongs to.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted type 
between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a type 
name.

 • New Types can be added by typing the name and clicking on 
the add button.

 • The Variants are for when an item (wand, scroll, etc.) and 
you need to choose an effect at time of item creation (eg. 
Endure Elements).

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Spell creation or save it to the customSpells.lst file.

Spell Editor: Classes Tab
The Classes Tab is used to set the spell level for the different classes 
who can use the Spell being created.

The two Classes windows, Available and Selected are used to create a 
list of classes who use the spell and at what level.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the class and 
selected level between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on the class name.

 • Note: You must select a level before adding the class or the 
class will be given the spell at level 0.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Spell creation or save it to the customSpells.lst file.

Spell Editor: Domains Tab
The Domains Tab is used to set the spell level for the different 
domains that include the Spell being created.

The two Domains windows, Available and Selected are used to create a 
list of domains that include the spell and at what level.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the domain and 
selected level between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on the domain name.

 • Note: You must select a level before adding the class or the 
domain will be given the spell at level one.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Spell creation or save it to the customSpells.lst file.
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Spell Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the Spell which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Spell lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add prerequisite of a Strength of 12, 
choose PRESTAT from the Tag list, then enter 1,STR=12 into 
the Tag Value window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Spell creation or save it to the customSpell.lst file.

Template Editor
The Template Editor is to create you own Templates, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing 
Templates (from other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Template.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Template (Templates created within this Template Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Template  (Templates created within this Template Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Template. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Template and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Templates added will be saved into the customTemplates.lst file.

Template Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a simple Template.  
The remaining tabs are for more advanced Template creation. The 
Templates created will be saved into the data/custom directory under 
the name of customTemplates.lst.

The Template Name is where you will enter the name for your 
Template.

The Visible option determines whether the template name is hidden in 
PCGen & or the character sheet output. The options are:

 • Yes - Shows the Template name in PCGen and on export to a 
character sheet (This is the default setting)

 • No - Hides the Template name in PCGen and on export to a 
character sheet.

 • Display - Displays the Template name in PCGen but not on 
the character sheet.

 • Export - Hides the Template name from PCGen but displays it on the character sheet.

The Removable flag determines whether a character can remove a template once it has been selected by a character.

The Gender Locked option sets the character’s Gender and disables the ability to change it.

The Wpn Non Prof Penalty is used to set the character’s penalty for non proficiency in a weapon to the specified numeric value. This can only 
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be a negative number or zero

The Bonus Skill Points / Level is where you will enter additional skill points that your Template receives with each level increase. This happens 
before multiplication of the first class level’s skill points.

The Bonus Starting Feats is where you will enter additional feats that your Template receives at 1st level. These are unrestricted feats.

The CR is where you will enter the starting Challenge Rating of your Template. For CR’s less than 1, fractions are used (1/2, 1/4, 3/4).

The Level Adjustment is where you will enter the Effective Character Level (ECL) of the Template.

The Size is where you will enter the size class of your Template. Size is used in determining TO-HIT, AC, and affects some skills.

The Sub Race option sets the name of the sub race the character is , the default is none. If Yes is specified then it will place the name of the 
template in parenthesis after the race on character sheet output.

The Sub Region option sets the name of the region the character is from, the default is none. If Yes is specified then it will place the name of 
the template in parenthesis after the race on character sheet output.

The two Type windows, Available and Selected are used to create a list of types which the template is part of.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted type between the 2 windows, as will double clicking on a type name.

 • New types can be added by manually typing them and then clicking the Add button

 • Important for matching up with Monster HD, and for references to race, such as the Rangers Favored Enemy.

The Source field is a text window for listing what source material the Template is from.  If it is a custom created Template, then you can leave 
this blank or simply put in “custom”

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Template’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.

Template Editor: Classes Tab
The Classes Tab is used to add Favored Classes for the Template being 
created.

The two Favored Classes windows, Available and Selected are used to 
create a list of Favored Classes.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Favored Class between the 2 windows, as will double clicking 
on a Favored Class.

 • Note: If “Any” is selected, the character’s highest level class 
is considered Favored

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either 
cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.

Template Editor:  
Bonus Lang Tab
The Bonus Lang Tab is used to add a Bonus Languages for the 
Template being created that will be available during character 
creation.

The two Bonus Languages windows, Available and Selected are used to 
create a list of Bonus Languages.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Bonus Languages between the 2 windows, as will double 
clicking on a Bonus Languages.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either 
cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.
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Template Editor: 
Languages Tab
The Languages Tab is used to add a Granted Languages for the 
Template being created.

The three Granted Languages windows, Available, All Granted and A 
choice from these will be granted are used to create a list of Bonus 
Languages.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Languages between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The Languages in the All Granted box are the languages that 
all members of this Template know automatically.

 • A choice from these will be granted are additional languages 
that are only available when the character is created. The 
selection is limited by intelligence.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.

Template Editor: Weapon Tab
The Weapons Tab is used to add a Granted Weapon Proficiencies for 
the Template being created.

The two Granted Weapon Proficiencies windows, Available and 
Selected are used to create a list of Granted Weapon Proficiencies.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the highlighted 
Granted Weapon Proficiencies between the 2 windows, as 
will double clicking on a Granted Weapon.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.
lst file.

Template Editor: Skills Tab
The Skills Tab is used to add the ability to use weapons not normally 
available to clerics to a priest who selects the Template being created.

The three Granted Skills windows, Available, Selected Class Skills and 
Selected Cross Class Skills are used to create a list of skills which the 
Template grants.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted weapon proficiency between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.
lst file.
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Template Editor: Abilities Tab
The Abilities Tab is used to add the Level/Hit Dice based abilities that 
the template receives.

The two Ability windows, Available Options and Selected are used to 
create a list of Level/Hit Dice based abilities that the Template grants.

 • The Tag Type is either HD or LEVEL

 • If the Tag Type is HD, then the Level Number/Hit Dice is 
the numeric values indicating the range (1-3) or minimum 
(4+) hit dice the character must have before the ability is 
granted to the character.

 • If the Tag Type is LEVEL, then the Level Number/Hit Dice 
is the level the character must have before the ability is 
granted to the character.

 • The Ability Type is the type of ability that characters who 
exceed the HD or LEVEL requirements get. It can be:

 • DR - Damage Reduction

 • SR - Spell Resistance

 • CR - Challenge Rating

 • SA - Special Ability

 • FEAT - Bonus Feat

 • The Ability Details field contains the bonus details for the DR, SR, CR, SA or FEAT gained at the HD or LEVEL selected.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the selected/entered options into the Selected window.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.

Template Editor:  
Movement Tab
The Movement Tab is used to add the Type and Speed of the different 
movement types the Template has.

The Movement Rate Type of selection determines the additional 
movement types granted by the template. The different options 
available include:

 • MOVE - Sets the Type and Speed of the different movement 
types the race has.

 • MOVEA - This will only add to existing movement types 
(A special type of ALL adds to all movement types the 
character has).

 • MOVECLONE - Adjusts based on a default rate

The two windows, Tag and Selected are used to create a list of 
Movement Types.

 • If Movement Rate Type of is MOVE, then just the Movement Type and Add/Set to and a rate is added.

 • If Movement Rate Type of is MOVEA or MOVECLONE, then the Movement Type can be any of the available adjustment types.

 • The Add and Remove buttons will move the selected Movement Type and options between the 2 windows.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.
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Template Editor: 
Templates Tab
The Templates Tab is used to add Granted Templates for the Template 
being created.

The three Granted Templates windows, Available, All Granted and A 
choice from these will be granted are used to create a list of Granted 
Templates.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Templates between the 3 windows. 
Double clicking does not work in this window.

 • The templates in the All Granted window are the ones that 
all members of this Template automatically have.

 • A choice from these will be granted are templates of which 
only one may be selected.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.lst file.

Template Editor: Feats Tab
The Feats Tab is used to add Granted Feats for the Template being 
created.

The two Granted Feats windows, Available and Selected are used to 
create a list of Granted Feats.

 • The two sets of Add and Remove buttons will move the 
highlighted Granted Feats between the 2 windows, as will 
double clicking on a Granted Feat.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplates.
lst file.

Template Editor: 
Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous features to 
the Template which were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Template lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and 
adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Template creation or save it to the customTemplate.lst file.
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Source Editor
The Source Editor is to create you own Sources, edit ones you have already made, and in the future will allow you to edit existing Sources 
(from other data/list files).

The New button will allow the creation of a new Source.

The Edit button will allow you to edit the selected Source (Sources created within this Source Editor only at this stage).

The Delete button will remove the selected Source  (Sources created within this Source Editor only at this stage).

The Copy button makes a copy of a selected Source. In this way you can slightly modify an existing Source and give it a new name.

The Close button will allow you to exit back to PCGen.

Sources added will be saved into the customSources.lst file.

Source Editor: Base Tab
The Base Tab has everything required to make a new Source.  The 
remaining tabs are for more advanced Source creation. The Sources 
created will be saved into the data/custom directory under the name 
of customSources.lst.

The Campaign Name is where you will enter the full name for your 
Source.

The Game Mode represents the type of game (E.g. 3e - Third Edition).

Info Text is a short description of the Source.

Pub Name Short is the Publisher’s Short name.

Tick OGL to indicate that the source is Open Gaming License compliant. It’s copyright information is then inserted into the OGL license.

Tick D20 to display the d20stl and logo when loaded.

The Setting is the game world the source belongs to.

Pub Name Long is the Publisher’s Long name.

The In Menu flag tells PCGen to display this campaign in the Settings>Campaigns menu. When selected, it will unload all other campaigns, and 
load this campaign. It will also set any options listed.

The Licensed flag indicates if the source is licensed

The Genre records whether the source is fantasy, modern or sci-fi, etc.

Pub Name Web is the main website for the Publisher.

Rank is the loading priority. 1 is the highest priority.

Book Type displays whether the source is a Campaign Setting, a Core Rulebook, a Supplement etc.

The Destination of File sets where the source information will be stored

The Option, Copyright and License buttons allow legal information to be entered.

The Remove button removes a selected item from the list. 

Click on the Value to edit the displayed text.

The Product Identity checkbox is to denote if the Source’s name being created is the Product Identity of a publisher

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Source creation or save it to the customSources.lst file.
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Source Editor: File Type Tab
The File Type Tab allows entry of the .lst files that make up the 
Source. The Sources created will be saved into the data/custom 
directory under the name of customSources.lst.

To add new list files to the source, click on the Add button after 
choosing a type from the drop down box. A file browser will then 
appear that will allow you to select the .pcc or .lst file to add. 
Remove list items by clicking on the Remove button.

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to 
either cancel the Source creation or save it to the customSources.lst 
file.

Source Editor: Advanced Tab
The Advanced Tab is to add any uncommon/miscellaneous Sources 
properties that were not covered by the other tabs.

The three Miscellaneous Tags windows, Tag, Tag Value, and Selected 
are used to create a list of tags to be added to the Source lst file.

 • The Tag drop down list is a list of all global tags. Choose 
whichever one is appropriate for the tag you wish to add to 
the lst file.

 • The Tag Value window is where you enter the information to 
be added after the colon, attached to the chosen Tag. The 
Tag Value must be entered EXACTLY as it is meant to be seen 
after the Tag. ( i.e. to add an AC bonus of +1, choose BONUS 
from the Tag list, then enter COMBAT|AC|1 into the Tag Value 
window.)

 • The Selected window is where any tags you create and add 
will be listed.

 • The Add button combines the Tag and Tag Value fields and 
adds them into the Selected window.

 • The Remove button will remove the tag from the Selected 
window

The Cancel and Save buttons, which appear on every tab, are used to either cancel the Source creation or save it to the customSources.lst file.
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Debug Menu Options
The Debug tab allows for the user to start PCGen’s self debugging mode. 
This allows for a logging of problems and a display of what is “going on” 
within the PCGen program. This functionality aids the PCGen team in helping to solve problems associated with any errors or messages that 
occur when running the program. The two options are: Debug Mode  and Console

The Debug Mode turns on the logging functionality of PCGen and saves every message, every loading and loading of files, every key stroke and 
option made. This is useful for tracing down the exact time and place an issue has occurred.  For instance, if the user was having a problem 
running a loaded source and PCGen was opening new windows and presenting an error, the Debug program would record where there were 
faults within the file. Doing so allows the user to pinpoint where in the file an error has occurred instead of hunting through the file to find 
the problem. (Note this is a selectable option - you have only to select this once and it remains on. This does decrease performance when 
enabled).

The Console option opens up a new window. This window lists any warnings the user has received since starting PCGen - it also lists all 
system environment variables that PCGen cares about. If you’re having trouble running PCGen, or a campaign doesn’t seem to be loading 
properly, this is the first place to check. We ask that all bug reports include a copy of the Debug tab contents if at all possible since this can 
provide us with invaluable information.

Help Menu Options
The Help menu lists the available documentation. The available 
options are:

 • The Help on Context will display a pop-up window that will 
display information on whatever tab is currently selected.

 • The Documentation option brings up the full html 
documentation (you are looking at it now!).

 • The Display OGL License will display the full Open Gaming License.

 • The Display Required d20 Information will display a short blurb on the d20 license and a link to the full license.

 • The Tip of the Day will display a pop up window with the Tip of the Day!

 • The About option displays the current release version/date of PCGen, as well as listing the main contributors. There are far too many 
contributors to list them all as PCGen is very much a community effort. Info on where to get new releases of PCGen, how to find the 
PCGen community, and the LGPL license are also provided.
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About PCGen

The About option displays info about the release version/date of PCGen, as well as listing the main contributors. There are far too many 
contributors to list them all here since PCGen is very much a community effort. Info on where to get new releases of PCGen and how to find 
the PCGen community is also provided. Clicking on either of the WWW site or the Email List links will take you to the appropriate web sites 
that are listed within the button.

The Code, List, Test and Engineering tabs will display a list of the contributors by their general Monkey Groupings.
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Tabs and Buttons

Tab Options

PCGen has a number of different Tab sets to help navigate between the different character creation screens:

 • Main Tabs: 
These allow you to change between the Sources that you have loaded and the different characters you are currently working on.

 • Character Tabs: 
These only appear if a Character’s Main tab has been selected. They allow you to move around and change the character.

 • Sub Tabs: 
When certain Character Tabs are selected, additional sub tabs will appear that allow further navigation. (E.g. Inventory has Gear, 
Equipping, Resources and Temporary Bonuses).

Click on the desired Tab with the mouse and the screen will change to display that section.

Common interface elements
Many tabs in PCGen have common interface elements to aid in finding and sorting through the lists.

The Filter field allows you to search for items by any text you enter, PCGen will display only those items which have names or types that 
match the text entered, this is the reason the Kukri is displayed when filtering for the word “dagger”, it has the “Dagger” type. If you have 
applied any other filters by using the Filter tool the text filter will limit it’s search to those not filtered out by the filter tool. In other words 
the items displayed will match both the Filter tool and the text Filter.

On the right side of many of the lists column label row is a small icon with three dots in it . When clicked this will produce a pop up menu 
displaying all the possible columns the list can display with a check mark beside each item currently enabled. Selecting any item will change 
it’s state from either being displayed or hidden.
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Main Tab: Source Materials
This tab lists all of the sources available for 
character creation. The list will contain an 
entry for each .pcc file that is present in the 
PCGen data directories.

The table in the upper-left contains the list 
of “Available” sources. 

By changing the “Available” pull-down 
mode, the user can control how this list is 
displayed. The options are:

 • Name Only - Shows each .pcc 
file as a separate entry. Uses the 
Campaign tag.

 • Company - Groups the .pcc files by 
the company tag. The next level 
shows the individual .pcc files 
using the campaign tag.

 • Company/Setting - Groups the 
.pcc files by the company tag. 
The next level groups by the last 
element of the Type tag (i.e. the 
setting). The last level shows the 
individual .pcc files using the 
campaign tag.

 • Comp/Fmt/Setting - Groups the 
.pcc files by the company tag. 
The next level groups by the 2nd 
element of the Type tag (e.g. 
Module or Sourcebook). The next 
level groups by the last element 
of the Type tag (i.e. the setting). 
The last level shows the individual 
.pcc files using the campaign tag.

Click on the “+” sign to expand a group or the “-” to collapse them.

To add a source:

 • Highlight the Source in the left window and then click the “>” (Add) button

 • Double Click the Source in the left window

 • Right Click on the Source in the left window and then choose Select

 • Press <Ctrl><=>

All the items added are moved to the table on the upper-right. They are not “loaded” automatically as this can take some time. 

To remove a source:

 • Highlight the Source in the right window and then click the “<” (Remove) button

 • Double Click the Source in the right window

 • Right Click on the Source in the right window and then choose Remove

 • Press <Ctrl><->

Once all the sources to be included in the character creation process are in the upper-right table, click on the “Load” button in the lower-right 
section.

When clicking on an item, info about it will be displayed in the panel in the lower-left.

The lower-right section contains some buttons:

 • Load - load the sources you have added to the upper-right table

 • Unload All - unload all sources that were loaded

 • Remove All - remove all sources from the upper-right table (can also be done with a right click or <alt><a>)

 • Refresh - this refreshes the list of sources in the upper-left table

 • Website - This will take the user to the website of the publisher automatically using the default browser (can also be done with a 
right click or <alt><w>).

 • Customize - Create new ‘sources’ which can combine parts of other sources
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Customize Window
Using the Customize button from the Source Materials tab will open this window. 
Using this window you can create your own custom set of list files to use.

Using the +/- keys to expand or close the tree of source listing, you can select entire 
publisher groups, or just 1 single list file from a specific publisher.

When you have selected all the publishers/files you desire, click on the Write .pcc 
file button and the pcc will be created for you!  You can now go back to the Source 
Material tab and select the pcc file you just made (It will appear under Custom 
Sources) and you are on your way!

Players Walkthrough Section
This is the starting point for creating a new PC within PCGen. Using the tabs that are 
listed the user will move throughout each one building the PC piece by piece until 
the finished PC is ready to be saved and/or exported. Following the tabs in order is 
the easiest way to make sure all sections of the PC are fleshed out and complete.

Each tab is explained fully, and if you have any questions during use of PCGen, you can always use the ‘Help on Context’ option in the Menu, 
Help section. Using that option will bring up the exact page in the walkthrough documentation (This documentation) without the screenshot, 
only the text information, making it easier to match up what you see at the moment.

Main Tab: Summary

This is the Summary tab. This is the starting point through which the user will build the PC. It is designed to speed up character creation by 
having the most commonly used aspects available for quick access.

The Character Name field is for the name of the actual character for in play use/reference.

If creating names from scratch is not your forte, you can use the Generate Random Name button and a new window will pop up giving you 
options to create a new name for your PC.
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The Tab Label text field is so you can add to your characters name as well as to change how your characters name appears on the tab labels 
within PCGen. So if your Character name was Dob Bole, and you added ‘The political master!” to the Tab Label field, the character output and 
tab labels within PCGen would display “Dob Bole, The political master”.

The Player Name text field is for your name, so that when the GM has a stack of 50 characters, and he doesn’t remember who’s character is 
whose by the character name, it makes their life easier.

The Alignment drop down menu is to select your characters alignment

The Race drop down menu will not become available until you have chose and alignment and is used for quick access to the races available 
from the source materials you have loaded.

The Class drop down menu will not become available until you have chosen an alignment and is used for quick access to the classes available 
from the source materials you have loaded.

The Levels to Add/Remove section contains 3 elements:

 • a text field where you can manually enter the level you want, this will not work until you hit the + button to add the levels you 
have entered.

 • the + button to add levels

 • the - button to remove levels

The Create Monster/Add Kit button opens the kit window allowing you to apply any kits your character qualifies for. As long as you have not 
selected a Race the full list of Default Monster Kits will be available to select from. This is the fast way to create monsters, create a new 
character and add a Default Monster Kit.

The Race/Class Info window is merely a reporting window of common information regarding the Race/Class(es) you have.

The Character Classes information window reports what classes you have, what levels in those classes you have, and what source material they 
come from.

The Stat Total reports how many total character stat points you have used (Starting at zero).

The Modifier Total reports you total stat modifiers from your characters stats.

The HP button will bring up the hit points window to edit what your characters hit points.

The Abilities button will open up a new window where you can assign/change your Languages, Special Abilities, and Weapon Proficiencies.

The Things to be Done window provides a checklist of, well, things to be done. You will see a clipboard icon on each Tab which has a task 
which has not been completed. As you complete each item it will be removed from the checklist and the icon will be removed from the Tab.

The Statistics window, will give you a short overview of what your characters abilities are based upon the race and class(es) you have 
selected.

Window: Random Name Generator
The Random Name Generator window will 
allow you to determine a name for your 
character with only a few clicks!

The Select a ruleset for name creation is 
referring to the list in the left window. The 
rule sets are nothing more than  a list of 
names and syllables used to make names.

The Name field reports the name randomly 
generated.

The Generate Name button only works 
if you have a rule set (left window) 
highlighted.  It will then read the rule set 
and make a name for you.

The Accept button will commit your name, 
writing it to the Character Name field on 
the Summary tab and the Name field on the 
Description tab.
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Window: Adjust PC Hit Points
This window appears when the user selects the ‘HP’ button from the 
Summary or Class tabs.

This displays the breakdown of Hit Points per level and showing what 
the dice used (sides), what the roll was, any Constitution bonus’, what Hit Points gained by Feats, and what the grand total is.

To change the number of one of the levels of Hit Points, select the ‘+’ sign to add Hit Points and the ‘-‘ to subtract them. When all changes are 
finished select the ‘OK’ button.

Window: Abilities

The Abilities window is where you can assign Languages, see your special abilities (granted by race & class), add & remove special abilities, 
see your existing weapon proficiencies, and add more weapon proficiencies.

The Languages section consists of the display window, where your languages known will be displayed, the Skill & Other buttons which will 
bring up a selection window to choose languages from.  The Skill button allows you to choose languages based on skill points spent and the 
Other button allows you to select languages based upon your character stats.

The Special Abilities consists of the display window, where all Special Abilities gained from races and/or classes is displayed and the Add & 
Remove buttons. The Add will bring up a window that allows you to type in your own Special Abilities or select from a list of Special Abilities 
pulled from the loaded sources. The Remove button is used to remove Special Abilities added with the Add button. You can only remove 
Special Abilities you enter yourself, Special Abilities granted by races, classes or other sources cannot be removed.

The Weapon Profs consists of the display window, which is populated by your racial and class weapon proficiency lists, and the Optional Profs 
button that will bring up a new window for you to choose any weapon proficiencies granted by a race, feat, or class.
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Main Tab: Race
The Race tab is where you select your race (you can only have 1!), and where you can pick any templates that apply to your character. It is 
divided into two sub-tabs: Races and Templates.

Sub-Tab: Races

Sort Races (Drop Down Menu) - There are 3 ways you can categorize the Races:

 • Name - No hierarchy

 • Type - The Types of races are the top-level, with races of that type being listed in it)

 • Source - as in books that were loaded in the Source Material tab

Selected Race (Information Reporting) - This indicates what Race you’ve selected. It will display <none selected> if no race has been selected.

Select (Button) - To select a race, you can double-click on it, or you can click on it and then click on the Select button.

Upper Left Frame (Tree Window) - This table lists the available races.;

 • You can filter what races are listed by clicking on the filter icon (the magnifying glass icon in the toolbar) or by typing text into the 
Filter field.

 • The table will display various attributes of the races

 • You can sort by those columns by clicking on the column header.

 • Races which you don’t qualify for will be shaded with the pre-requisite failure color (default is red).

 • In the Pre-Reqs column the pre-requisites for the race (if any) will be listed, with any pre-reqs that you don’t meet being shown in 
the pre-requisites failure color.

Race Info Frame (Information Reporting) - This displays the details of the race you last clicked on.
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Sub-Tab: Templates

Available Templates (Left Frame) - This table lists details about the templates which are currently available in the sources you loaded.

 • Templates are generally meant to handle “permanent” adjustments, not situational ones.

 • Some users have created templates to handle situational modifiers (like Rage) in order to produce a character sheet with the 
adjustments for that template calculated into the character.

 • To add a template click on one you qualify for (Templates for which the PC does not pass the prerequisites for are displayed in red) 
and then click on the right-arrow button.

Selected Templates (Right Frame) - This table lists all the templates the character currently has, including whether or not the character can 
voluntarily remove the template or not. Removable templates can be removed by clicking on them and then clicking on the left-arrow button.
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Main Tab: Classes

The table in the upper-left contains the list of “Available” classes. Next to the word “Available” is a selection box that lets the user pick which 
“view” to use. It is this view, which will be used to determine the structure of the table below it. The same is true for the “Selected” classes, 
which list the classes and levels of the character.

Add a level of a class by double-clicking on it, right clicking on it or clicking on it and the on the right-arrow button. Similarly to remove 
levels of a class by double-clicking on it in the “Selected” table, or by right-clicking on it there, or by selecting it and then clicking on 
the left-arrow button above the table. As elsewhere in PCGen anything not qualified for is in red italics. The Pre-Reqs columns list the pre-
requisites of the classes.

The info-pane in the bottom-left will give you details about any class you click on - including its HD, BAB progression, save progressions and 
more.

The bottom-right section gives all the class-related information about the character. Click on the HP button to adjust them there.

The current number of optional feats to spend, the remaining skill points, base reflex, fortitude and will checks be also displayed.

The Experience field is editable and indicates how many experience points your character has.

The Adj XP button will bring up a small window where you can enter in the amount of XP you wish to add to your character.

There are “sliding dividers” between the class tables - click on this divider and slide it back and forth to the preferred location. There’s also a 
divider between the upper-tables and the info sections below to drag up and down to change the viewing area of each. There’s another divider 
between the info sections. This combination of 3 sliding dividers is common to most of the character-related tabs change how much screen 
real estate is devoted to each section. On most tabs there’s a button, which has 2 circling arrows that will reverse the orientation of the views 
between horizontal and vertical. This gives many options on the layout of the tab.
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Main Tab: Skills

This is the Skill tab where the user selects what skills from the list of skills loaded from the sources that were chosen when first starting 
PCGen.

The table in the top left displays the name of the Skill, the cost in skill points to choose the Skill, and the source material that the Skill was 
loaded from.

The table at the top right displays all the skills along with useful bits of information about them such as:
 • Skill
 • The current Modifier
 • Rank
 • Total Rank
 • Cost
 • Order

A Cost of 0 means that you cannot purchase this skill unless in the Options tab a non-zero cost to these exclusive skills (usually the value is 4 
or higher) were assigned.

Once the skill has been selected, right click on the Skill and select any of the following:
 • Add 1 - adds one skill point to the Skill
 • Add 5 - adds five skill points to the Skill
 • Add 10 - adds ten skill points to the Skill
 • Add n - allows the user to input a number instead of selecting one of the choices
 • Max Ranks - assigns the maximum number of skill points to the Skill that is possible for that PC

The bottom right hand window displays skill information on the PC.
 • The Max class skill rank number shows the maximum amount of skill ranks possible with the current PC
 • The Max Cross-class skill rank shows the maximum cross-class skill ranks allowed

The Include drop down menu allows the user to select what types of other Skills to display:
 • None - only class and cross-class skills with ranks are displayed
 • Untrained - displays all untrained Skills as well as class and cross-class skills with ranks
 • All - displays all Skills from the source material regardless of it’s usability

Total Skill points left is the number of Skill points left to be chosen by the user to add Skill points to the PC. When this number reaches 0, no 
more skill points are left to be added for the PC.

Skill points left for class drop down menu displays how many Skill points are available for each class that the PC has. If the PC has multiple 
classes than the drop down menu allows the user to choose which class to add appropriate Skill points for.
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Main Tab: Feats

This is the Feats tab. Here the user will choose which feats, loaded from the sources, to add to the character.

The number in the upper-left contains the list of ‘Feats Remaining’ to be chosen.

Next to the word “Available” is a selection box that lets the user pick which “view” to use. It is this view, which will be used to determine the 
structure of the table below it. The same is true for the “Selected” feats, which list the feats already selected for the PC.

By default the feats for the PC’selected as optional feats are in black text in the Selected table. Feats gained automatically (due to a race or 
class property) are displayed in dark-yellow text. Feats gained virtually (typically this means there’s some restriction on them) are displayed in 
magenta text. Virtual or automatic feats cannot be removed or changed the selections of virtual or automatic feats. By clicking on the Filter 
icons in the toolbar (the icons with the magnifying glass.)

To add a feat by double-clicking on it, right clicking on it or clicking on it and the on the right-arrow button. Similarly to remove feats, or 
alter the selections of optional feats which have choices, by double-clicking on it in the “Selected” table, or by right-clicking on it there, or 
by selecting it and then clicking on the left-arrow button above the table. As elsewhere in PCGen anything that is not qualified for is in red 
italics.

The info-pane in the bottom-left will provide details about any feat clicked upon - including any pre-requisites and its source.
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Main Tab: Domains

This is the Domain tab where Gods are chosen for the PC if they have a class which requires the use of deities.

The table in the upper-left contains the list of “Available” deities. Click on one that the PC is qualified for (the name isn’t in red italics) 
and then click on the “Select” button to select it. Once a deity is chosen the Domain table in the upper-right will be populated with the 
appropriate domains. The number of domains the user can choose and the number of domains they have chosen will be indicated.

When clicking on a deity the details about it will be displayed in the lower-left window. Likewise, clicking on a domain will cause its details to 
be displayed in the lower-right window.

Right clicking on any deity name will supply you with an option to create your own deity. Alternately you can go to the Menu, Tools, List 
Editors, Deity Editor to create a new deity from scratch.
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Main Tab: Spells
The Spells Tab is divided into three sub-tabs: Known Spells, Prepared Spells and Spell Books.

Spells Sub-Tab: Known Spells

The Known Spells sub-tab is used to add spells to the PC’s Known Spells lists.

The upper left frame is where you can select which Class, and Level you wish to be displayed in the spells tables below.

Each spell casting class will display a list on the left os all available spells the PC could potentially learn. All spell casters have a Known 
Spells list - in this list are all the spells the caster knows. Spells can be added from the complete spell list on the right in accordance to class 
limitations.

 • Wizards can put an unlimited number of spells in their Known Spell lists

 • Sorcerers and the like can only add a finite amount

 • Some classes (mostly Divine) know all spells automatically so the Class list will match the Known Spells list from the start without 
the need to add any.

A spell caster who must prepare spell ahead of time can use the Prepared Spells sub-tab to create Prepared Spell lists.

A spell caster who must record spells in a spellbook can use the Spell Books sub-tab to track which spells are kept in which books.
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Spells Sub-Tab: Prepared Spells
The Prepared Spells sub-tab is used to create lists of spells from the PC’s Known Spells lists which represent spells the caster has at the ready.

Spell casters, which can memorize spells, can type in a name in the Spell List field and then:

 • Use the Add button to add a new list to the right hand top pane

 • Use the Del button to remove that list from the right hand top pane

Only spell casters that memorize spells can create prepared spell lists.

Typical uses of this are for creating a book named “Underground” to hold which spells used when in a dungeon-crawl, or a book named “In 
Town” to indicate which spells used when in a town adventure.
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Spells Sub-Tab: Spell Books
The Spell Books sub-tab is used to track physical spellbooks the spell caster possesses.

If your class uses a Spellbook to record spells in you can use the Spell Books sub-tab to track your spellbooks. First you will need to add one 
of these items to your inventory. The Spellbook (Wizard’s/Blank) and the Blessed Book items are specifically set up for this purpose, when 
either item is added to your PC’s list of equipment they will also appear on the Spell Books sub-tab. It is suggested that you customize the 
Spellbook (Wizard’s/Blank) item to give it a unique name (such as “Merlin’s Spellbook Vol 1”) making it easier to keep track of. Once you 
have a spellbook in your inventory you can add your known spells to it, each spell will take the proper number of pages according to the rules 
making it easy to know when it’s time to buy another spellbook.
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Main Tab: Inventory
The Inventory tab is where you purchase & equip items, animals and followers that your character possesses. It is made up of a number of 
Sub-tabs:

 • Gear - Purchasing and selling equipment

 • Equipping - Organizing the items you own into equipment sets. Determining which weapons and armor are used and in what hands

 • Resources - Adding and creating followers & animal companions

 • Temporary Bonuses - Adding temporary effects to be included on output sheets

Inventory Gear Sub-Tab

This sub-tab allows the purchasing and selling of armor, items, shields and weapons.

The left pane includes items that can be bought or customized. The “Available” drop-down menu lets you choose how to list the items.

The right pane includes the items your character currently has. If you right-click any of the items there you will get the option to “Move To” 
and “Copy To”. Under each option there is a listing of all the other currently-loaded characters. You can then either move the item (sending 
the selected item to the selected character and removing it from the current character’s list of equipment) or copy it (send a copy of the item 
to the selected character).

The “Order” column dictates the order the items get output to the character output sheet (only equipped items get output to the output 
sheets).

Items can be purchased by:

 • Selecting the item in the left frame and then clicking the “>” (Add) button

 • Selecting the item in the left frame and then pressing Ctrl><=>

 • Double Clicking the item in the left frame

 • Right clicking the item in the left frame and buying 1, 5, 10, 20 or n (user entered quantity) at a time

As you purchase items you will see the amount of money you have available in the lower right frame diminishes. The amount deducted is the 
price multiplied by the Buy Percentage
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Items can be sold by:

 • Selecting the item in the right frame and then clicking the “<” (Remove) button

 • Selecting the item in the right frame and then pressing Ctrl><->

 • Double Clicking the item in the right frame

 • Right clicking the item in the right frame and selling 1, 5, 10, 20 or n (user entered quantity) at a time

As you sell items you will see the amount of money you have available in the lower right frame increases. The amount added is the price 
multiplied by the Sell Percentage

You can modify this total by editing the Gold: field.

The Allow Debt option enables PCGen to allow negative gold amounts to represent what the Character owes.

The Ignore Cost option allows items to be added or removed without effecting the gold value.

Pressing <Ctrl><f> or using the right click menu’s Find item option allows for searching for items. The 
nearest match in the item list will be highlighted.

The charges a wand or similar item has left can be modified after purchasing the item by right clicking it 
in the right window and choosing Modify Charges.

Creating Masterwork/Magical/Sizing Items
To make an item Masterwork, Magical or change its properties (like take a regular set of plate mail and make it small-sized for a small sized 
PC), right click on it and choose Create custom item.

Note: The item needs to be “Masterwork” if a magical item is to be created.

To add new properties to the item, select them from the left hand pane and either double click or click the Add button. If the Property 
prerequisites are not met, it is shown in the default error color and it cannot be added.

Other than properties, the following can be modified:

 • Name - The name that will be displayed in the item list

 • Sprop - Any special properties that the item has

 • Cost - The purchase cost of the item

 • Weight - The weight of the item

Once all properties have been selected, you can either choose OK to add it to the item list or Buy to add it to the item list and add it to the 
characters possessions
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Inventory Equipping Sub-Tab

This Sub-tab allows the Gear that was purchased to be equipped. It also allows the creation of multiple equipment sets so you can print 
output sheets based on different weapon, armor and item combinations for your character.

Select locations for the items your character owns on the upper right frame.

Armors, shields, and magical items need to be marked as “Equipped” so that PCGen gives you the appropriate benefit for using them.

Weapons can be equipped as Single Handed, Two Handed and Both Hands. The equipped style determines what bonuses/penalties apply. 
Weapons that are carried will appear on the character sheet in the weapons section.

Some items are containers and can hold other items.

Every item your character is carrying should be marked “Carried” so your encumbrance will be figured correctly.

You can add additional equipment sets by typing in the name of an equipment set and clicking on the Add button (in the Upper right hand 
frame).

You can then select equipment from the left hand frame (this contains what you bought in the gear tab) into the equipment sets you chose 
(e.g. Dungeon, City etc). You can do this by selecting an item and double clicking on it or clicking on the Add (“>”) button.
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Inventory Resources Sub-Tab

This Sub-tab allows animal companions, familiars, followers and special mounts to be created, added, modified and deleted from the character.

Note: For familiars and special mounts to show up, your character has to be of a class that allows those resources (e.g. Wizard for a familiar 
and a Paladin for a special Mount).

You can then select the type of resource you would like to add to your character on the Right hand frame. You can then double click on the 
resource in the left hand frame to add that resource as a particular type or click on the Add (“>”) button.

You will be asked to enter the name of the resource and then the resource will be saved a as a separate character.

You will then be asked for the save location of the resources PCGen file.
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PCGen will then prompt you for hit points for its monster levels (if applicable).

It will then swap you to that new character and you can flesh them out as required.

You can then save that new resource and go back the resource tab on the original character. You should then see the new resource added 
under the resource type in the right hand frame.
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Inventory Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab

The Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab can be used to apply conditional bonuses to your character such as Spell effects, bonuses due to Rage, having 
a familiar within 5 feet of your character and more. Normally PCGen will only apply absolute bonuses to your character, for example if you you 
equip your character with a Belt of Giant Strength he gets a bonus to his strength score because wearing the belt is the only condition that 
needs to be met. If however your character is of a class that gets a +2 to Hide but only when he’s in a forest environment then PCGen will not 
apply the bonus to the Skill on the character sheet although there may be an entry in Special Abilities noting this bonus. This is where the 
Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab comes into play, these conditional bonuses can be applied and removed from characters as needed and the bonuses 
will then show up on the character sheets. You could then for example apply the rage bonuses and print out a second character sheet with 
these bonuses applied saving you the time of manually adding these in.

The panel on the top left displays all the conditional bonuses available to the character. To apply one of these select the bonus and then 
select the target of the bonus from the panel on the right. Depending on the type of bonus the target will either be your character or a 
weapon he or she is equipped with. Press the Apply Bonus button and it will appear in the bottom panel which lists details of the bonus. Once 
you check the box labeled Use Temporary Bonuses they will be applied to your character and appear on the output sheet.

One caveat. Up till the implementation of this tab the only way to apply temporary bonuses was through templates created for this purpose. 
LST file creators generally ignore conditional bonuses, note them in an SA entry and/or make templates for them. At this time there are only a 
few experimental Temporary Bonus tags in the LST files. Expect to see more as they are added in.
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How to Code Temporary Bonuses.
A conditional bonus can be added to a Feat, Spell, Item, Class or Template by appending the BONUS statement with a PREAPPLY statement. 
Any bonus with a PREAPPLY tag on it will show up in (and only in) the Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab. See the entry on PREAPPLY for details on 
how to use this tag. Also see the tag TEMPDESC which provides a description of the bonus and the circumstances needed for it to be valid.

An example of what is required to get this tab to work is:

The Rapid Shot feat in srdfeats.lst would be modified to:

BONUS:WEAPON|TOHIT|-2|PREAPPLY:Weapon,Ranged

BONUS:WEAPON|ATTACKS|1|PREAPPLY:Weapon,Ranged

Rapid Shot would then appear in this tab as an available option.

A BONUS in a Spell, Feat or Template with a PREAPPLY:ANYPC tag will always show up in the Spell, Feat or Template lists of the Temporary 
Bonus Sub-Tab. This accounts for spells that can be cast on a character and Feats and Templates that can be used to hold a conditional bonus 
any character can apply without having the Feat or Template. This allows for several things:

1) You can apply bonuses from spells ‘cast on’ your character

2) You can create templates or feats that do not have to be obtained, but your character can still gain the bonuses.

You can use #2 as a Hidden feat or template that is used to “store” the bonuses for something else. Here is an example template:

Alter Self (Troglodyte)

REMOVABLE:YES   VISIBLE:NO

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|6|TYPE=NaturalArmor|PREAPPLY:ANYPC

TEMPDESC:Alter Self spell applied to a Medium sized creature to transform into a Troglodyte

You do not have to apply this template to a PC, I can just add it as a Bonus on the Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab.

Coding variable bonuses.

Some Spells, like Bull’s Strength for example, provide a variable bonus based on a die roll (1d4+1). These spells can be coded to accept user 
input by adding a choose tag. Take Bull’s Strength as an example.

The Bull’s Strength spell in srdspells.lst would be modified to:

BONUS:STAT|STR|%CHOICE|PREAPPLY:ANYPC|TYPE=Enhancement

CHOOSE:NUMBER|MIN=2|MAX=5|TITLE=Roll 1d4+1

When Bull’s Strength is applied to the character a chooser window will pop up titled ‘Roll 1d4+1’ which asks for a number between 2 and 5.

Spells that grant bonuses dependent on the spellcasters level can be treated in a similar manner. For this example we will use Greater Magic 
Weapon, which grants a bonus of +1 for every 3 casterlevels up to 5.

The Greater Magic Weapon spell in srdspells.lst would be modified to:

BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT,DAMAGE|(((%CHOICE/3).TRUNC)MAX1)MIN5|PREAPPLY:Weapon|TYPE=Enhancement

CHOOSE:NUMBER|MIN=3|MAX=20|TITLE=Choose Spell Caster Level

When Greater Magic Weapon is applied to a character’s weapon a chooser window will pop up titled ‘Choose Spell Caster Level’ which asks for a 
number between 3 (the minimum casterlevel) and 20. The bonus is calculated based on the casterlevel and applied to the weapon.

Feats and Templates can be treated in the same manner. Here is an example feat:

Variable Spell Resistance

VISIBLE:No

TYPE:TemporaryBonus

BONUS:MISC|SR|%CHOICE|PREAPPLY:ANYPC

CHOOSE:NUMBER|MIN=1|MAX=40|TITLE=Choose Spell Resistance

TEMPDESC:Assign Spell Resistance to a character

The PC does not need to select this feat, you simply apply the bonus to the PC on the Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab.
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Main Tab: Description

The Description tab allows the customization of the PC’s features. It is possible to select the: height, weight, age, etc. all within this window 
and it will export that information to the Character sheet in the appropriate fields.

The checkboxes next to each selection indicate that it can be selected for random information. Selecting the checkbox and then click on the 
Random button allows the selected fields to be filled with random information from a file included with PCGen. Unclick the checkbox will 
prevent the information from being random. There is no limit to the amount of times this can be done to randomize the information for the 
PC.

The Check All button allows all the check boxes to be checked to save time from clicking on each one. The Uncheck All removes the checks 
from all the check boxes.

To add a note to the PC, click on the Add button and input the name of the note to be described in. Then in the right hand window type the 
information that the note corresponds to.

To delete a note, click on the note and select the Delete button. This will remove the note.

To rename the note, click on the note and select the Rename button. This will allow the user to change the name of the note.

To move a note from one object in the left hand window to the other, click on the note, select the Move button and then click on the location 
where the file will then reside on the right hand side. To undo the last Move selection, click the Revert button.
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Preview Tab

The Preview Tab displays all characters loaded in PCGen in a format similar to the output sheets PCGen exports to. Changes made to the 
character in PCGen are updated automatically in the Preview Tab at the time you make them. So, for example, if you were to apply the Rage 
bonuses from the Temporary Bonus Tab you would see these changes applied to your character when you returned to the Preview Tab.

The tabs on the left allow you to navigate through the pages of the character sheet. Page contains the primary information such as name, 
ability scores, skills, hit points, etc.. Page 2 contains additional information such as Feats and Special Abilities. If your character is a 
spellcaster there will be additional pages displaying your spells. If multiple characters are loaded the names of the characters will appear on 
tabs at the bottom of the character sheet allowing you to switch between characters.

The Preview Tab has an additional pane on the right which can be accessed by clicking the arrow along the vertical border of the window. This 

pane displays the character notes, the Equipsets and a list of temporary bonuses which have been applied to the PC. The radio button beside 
each Equipset indicates which Equipset is currently being applied to the PC and displayed in the Preview Tab. You can switch to another 
Equipset by simply clicking on the corresponding radio button. Each temporary bonus has a check box on it’s left which indicate if it is active 
or not. Temporary bonuses can be switched off and on with the check box which will update the output of the Preview tab.
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PCGen Source Help
This section will provide information on how to use specific datasets. It is not intended to detail every aspect of the dataset but is specifically 
focused on features and aspects of the dataset which are hidden, obscure, counter intuitive or simply unimplemented. When it is not obvious 
how a particular feature from a source book is handled by PCGen we will include that information here. If a feature can not currently be 
supported in PCGen we will use this section to let you know and include suggestions on how to work around the problem. For more general 
instructions on how to use the program you should read the Character Creation Walkthrough section which includes a step by step tutorial on 
how to create a character.

An example of a feature which would be included in this section is the Arcane Archer. The Arcane Archer has the ability to enchant any 
non-magical arrow he notches in his bow, this feature is not easily done within PCGen data and there is no way to have it accounted for 
automatically. The current solution is a special equipment modifier created for this purpose. To use this feature you must customize a non-
magical arrow and add this equipment modifier to it, it costs nothing and only grants bonuses to an Arcane Archer but when used by an 
Arcane Archer the appropriate bonuses appear on the character sheets. Because of the unusual (and some what obscure) way this feature is 
implemented it is detailed here.

Another example is a class ability of the Archmage. As the Archmage gains levels he is given the option to choose a spell he knows and 
thereafter use it as a spell-like ability. PCGen at this time does not have the capability to choose a spell from the characters spell list and 
display it within the SA text. The suggested work around is to record your spell choices in a note in the description tab.

PCGen Open Gaming Content
 Game Mode: �e and �5e
 PCGEN
  PCGen Open Gaming Content
The PCGen Open Gaming Content dataset contains generally useful items which are detailed below. These items existence may be implied or 
extrapolated from other sources but are not specifically detailed. They are provided here under the terms of the Open Gaming License. For the 
moment this list is small but may grow as users suggest additional useful items, post your suggestions to our PCGen Yahoo group.

Equipment Descriptions
Quiver: A light leather container with a strap made for carrying arrows 
or bolts. Groups of 20 bolts or arrows usually come in a quiver.

Armor Padding: This item comes with the purchase of Full Plate 
armor.

Cap (Steel): This item comes with the purchase of a Chain Shirt.

Helmet (Visored): This item comes with the purchase of Full Plate 
armor.

Bracers of Armor +9 and +10: These items function exactly like other 
Bracers of Armor just at a +9 and +10 bonus. They are included here 
because the MagicItemsV.rtf document details Bracers from +1 to +8 
and the Epic document details Bracers from +11 and higher. These two fill in the gap.

Starting Funds Kits
The kits will randomly grant an amount of gold to the Gold field 
on the Gear Tab which can then be spent purchasing equipment. 
There are several kits corresponding to the typical dice used for 
this purpose. The Starting Gold kits can be applied as many times 
as you wish and they will continue to add more gold to your PC, 
no cheating ;-)

Equipment
Equipment Name Cost

Quiver 1 sp

Armor Padding 5 gp

Cap (Steel) 1 gp

Helmet (Visored ) 5 gp

Bracers of Armor +9 81000 gp

Bracers of Armor +10 100000 gp

Starting Funds (1d4 times 10)

Starting Funds (2d4 times 10)

Starting Funds (3d4 times 10)

Starting Funds (4d4 times 10)

Starting Funds (5d4 times 10)

Starting Funds (6d4 times 10)
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Fantasy help files
The 3e and 35e gameModes represent the third edition and the 3.5 edition of the fantasy role playing game published by Wizards of the Coast. 
Our datasets are based on the version of this game published under the Open Gaming License commonly known as the Standard Reference 
Document or SRD. The rules were recently revised and that version is known as the (Revised) Standard reference Document or RSRD. All of the 
datasets which appear in the sources tab along with the SRD and RSRD are dependent on having these loaded and will not function properly 
without them.

Revised (v.�.5) System Reference Document help file
 Game Mode: �5e

 RSRD > COMPLETE
  �.5 RSRD
 RSRD > PARTIAL
  �.5 RSRD Basics
  �.5 RSRD Advanced
  �.5 RSRD Monsters
  �.5 RSRD Psionics
  �.5 RSRD Epic
  �.5 RSRD Epic Psionics
  �.5 RSRD Divine
 RSRD > CAMPAIGN
  �.5 RSRD - Campaign Set - Core Book I
  �.5 RSRD - Campaign Set - Core Books I and II
  �.5 RSRD - Campaign Set - Core Books I, II and III
  �.5 RSRD - Campaign Set - No Psionics

The (Revised) System Reference Document, or RSRD, contain the core rules for the d20 fantasy role playing game published by Wizards of the 
Coast under the Open Gaming License and contain much of the material found in the three core books and the Psionics supplement.

Loading the RSRD
To load the RSRD set you have three options, you can load the 3.5 RSRD Complete set, you can load the 3.5 RSRD Basics set and any of the 
other Partial 3.5 RSRD sets or you can load one (and only one) of the campaign sets. You should not load the 3.5 RSRD Complete set and any 
of the Partial sets or Campaign sets at the same time because it is basically loading the same data twice. If you load any of the Partial sets 
keep in mind that the 3.5 RSRD Basics set is required for any of the other Partial sets. The Partial sets are designed to allow you to pick and 
choose which options you wish to include while the Campaign sets are designed to facilitate a specific style of play. When using a Campaign 
set do not load any other RSRD sets with it.

The basics set contains objects which are called from more than one of the other sets for example it includes Monster Classes and Magical 
Enhancement Equipment Modifiers, this is to keep things simplified but it does mean that the Basics set contains material found in other 
sections of the RSRD and is not necessarily limited to material found in the Core Rule Book. This is one reason the Campaign sets were 
created. A word of caution: because the Core Book I Campaign set contains only material found in Core Book I you may experience problems if 
this is loaded with a third party dataset which requires objects (such as Monster Classes and Magical Enhancement Equipment Modifiers) not 
included in it.

Class Features
Arcane Archer
The Arcane Archer has the ability to enchant any non-magical arrow notched in his bow. This feature cannot be automatically enabled in 
PCGen. To have the effects of this feature activated you must customize a non-magical arrow with the Arcane Archer Enhancement equipment 
modifier. Ammo with this EQMOD applied to it and loaded in a bow will display the proper bonuses for the Arcane Archers level. A PC with no 
levels of Arcane Archer will gain no benefit.
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Domains
Some Domains grant Casterlevel bonuses to spells of Certain Schools, Subschools or Descriptors as detailed in the Domains description. These 
bonuses are not active by default because of a limitation within PCGen. Domains are class abilities and the casterlevel bonuses should only 
apply to spells granted from the same class granting the Domain. PCGen cannot limit this and will apply a bonus to any qualifying spell 
regardless of what class it comes from. For example if you create a Cleric/Wizard with the Knowledge Domain it would grant a +1 Casterlevel 
bonus to all Divination spells Cleric and Wizard alike. We have provided a way to activate these bonuses, Under Settings -> Preferences -> 
House Rules you will find the rule “Apply Casterlevel Bonuses from Domains to Spells”. Checking this box will activate these bonuses. Note that 
if your character does not have spells from other classes you will not be breaking any rules

Some Domains grant certain skills as class skills, be aware that these class skills are applied to the Cleric class only.

Templates
Awakened Animal
The Awakened Animal template can be applied to any animal on which the spell Awaken has been cast. All the effects of the spell are 
implemented including the random stat adjustments to the Animals Intelligence and Charisma. However if you remove the template the stats 
will not revert back, you will need to manually back to where they were. You will also need to remove the language added by the template and 
any skill points spent on skill ranks.

System Reference Document (v.�.0) help file
 Game Mode: �e

 SRD > COMPLETE
  �.0 SRD
 SRD > PARTIAL
  �.0 SRD Basics
  �.0 SRD Advanced
  �.0 SRD Monsters
  �.0 SRD Psionics
 SRD > CAMPAIGN
  �.0 SRD - Campaign Set - Core Book I
  �.0 SRD - Campaign Set - Core Books I and II
  �.0 SRD - Campaign Set - Core Books I, II and III
The System Reference Document, or SRD, contain the core rules for the d20 fantasy role playing game published by Wizards of the Coast under 
the Open Gaming License and contain much of the material found in the three core books and the Psionics supplement.

Loading the SRD
To load the SRD set you have three options, you can load the 3.0 SRD Complete set, you can load the 3.0 SRD Basics set and any of the other 
Partial 3.0 SRD sets or you can load one (and only one) of the campaign sets. You should not load the 3.0 SRD Complete set and any of the 
Partial sets or Campaign sets at the same time because it is basically loading the same data twice. If you load any of the Partial sets keep 
in mind that the 3.0 SRD Basics set is required for any of the other Partial sets.The Partial sets are designed to allow you to pick and choose 
which options you wish to include while the Campaign sets are designed to facilitate a specific style of play. When using a Campaign set do 
not load any other RSRD sets with it.

The basics set contains objects which are called from more than one of the other sets for example it includes Monster Classes and Magical 
Enhancement Equipment Modifiers, this is to keep things simplified but it does mean that the Basics set contains material found in other 
sections of the SRD and is not necessarily limited to material found in the Core Rule Book. This is one reason the Campaign sets were created. 
A word of caution: because the Core Book I Campaign set contains only material found in Core Book I you may experience problems if this is 
loaded with a third party dataset which requires objects (such as Monster Classes and Magical Enhancement Equipment Modifiers) not included 
in it.

Class Features
Arcane Archer
The Arcane Archer has the ability to enchant any non-magical arrow notched in his bow. This feature cannot be automatically enabled in 
PCGen. To have the effects of this feature activated you must customize a non-magical arrow with the Arcane Archer Enhancement equipment 
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modifier. Ammo with this EQMOD applied to it and loaded in a bow will display the proper bonuses for the Arcane Archers level. A PC with no 
levels of Arcane Archer will gain no benefit.

Domains
Some Domains grant Casterlevel bonuses to spells of Certain Schools, Subschools or Descriptors as detailed in the Domains description. These 
bonuses are not active by default because of a limitation within PCGen. Domains are class abilities and the casterlevel bonuses should only 
apply to spells granted from the same class granting the Domain. PCGen cannot limit this and will apply a bonus to any qualifying spell 
regardless of what class it comes from. For example if you create a Cleric/Wizard with the Knowledge Domain it would grant a +1 Casterlevel 
bonus to all Divination spells Cleric and Wizard alike. We have provided a way to activate these bonuses, Under Settings -> Preferences -> 
House Rules you will find the rule “Apply Casterlevel Bonuses from Domains to Spells”. Checking this box will activate these bonuses. Note that 
if your character does not have spells from other classes you will not be breaking any rules

Templates
Awakened Animal
The Awakened Animal template can be applied to any animal on which the spell Awaken has been cast. All the effects of the spell are 
implemented including the random stat adjustments to the Animals Intelligence and Charisma. However if you remove the template the stats 
will not revert back, you will need to manually back to where they were. You will also need to remove the language added by the template and 
any skill points spent on skill ranks.

Fantasy Flight Games: Midnight - Campaign Source Book 
PCGen help file
 Game Mode: �e

 ALPHA DATASETS
  FFG - Midnight - Campaign Source Book

The Midnight magic system
Midnight employs an unusual magic system which has been difficult to implement in PCGen and accounts for the long time it took to 
appear in the release. In Midnight any character class can learn and cast spells, they need only have taken the proper feats. To do this some 
workarounds are employed to make this work within PCGen. First all the normally non-spellcasting classes allowed in Midnight are modified so 
that they are spell casters. This is only done for the classes which exist in Midnight, those classes which do not were left alone. Second the 
Spells have been modified so that they have as a prerequisite the correct feats necessary to learn and cast the spell.

One effect of this is that when the Midnight dataset is loaded all the spells in the SRD have prerequisites for Midnights requirements which 
interferes with spellcasters outside of those in Midnight. If you wish to make NPC’s and monsters with spellcasting capabilities outside of 
the Midnight system we have provided a template named Unlock Midnight Spell Prerequisites which will bypass those prerequisites and allow 
normal spellcasting.

Fantasy Flight Games: Sorcery and Steam PCGen help file
 Game Mode: �e

 FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES > SOURCEBOOK
  FFG - Sorcery and Steam - Source Book
 FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES > SOURCEBOOK > OPTIONAL
  FFG - Sorcery and Steam - Full Steampunk Campaign

Campaign Modes
Sorcery and Steam has two modes of use. The first is Steampunk as Exotic. Firearms are Exotic weapons and the technology presented in 
Sorcery and Steam is rare. The second is the Full Steampunk Campaign. Firearms are common and are considered simple weapons and steam 
technology exists throughout the campaign world. In this mode there are slight differences in some of the base classes as well as some class 
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variants.

If you are using the first mode, Steampunk as Exotic, you need only load the main Sorcery and Steam dataset. If you want to use the second 
mode you must load the main Sorcery and Steam dataset as well as the optional Full Steampunk Campaign dataset. This will re-type firearms 
into simple weapons and make adjustments to the base classes. You must load both sources to fully implement this mode.

Guns as melee weapons
Firearms can be used as melee weapons by virtue of the fact that they have some weight and would hurt should you be smacked on the head 
with one. To provide game stats for this use there are 3 items in the equipment list, Pistol (As Melee Weapon), Musket (As Melee Weapon) 
and Musket (As Melee Weapon with Bayonet). These items have no cost or weight but if they are added to your character they will show up 
on the output sheet with the correct stats for use as melee weapons. This is a work-around for the fact that PCGen cannot now treat the same 
weapon as both ranged and melee.

Classes
Artificer
If there are any technical knowledge skills in your custom files or from other sources that you feel should be Artificer class skills you can .MOD 
them to add the Tech TYPE (for example see Knowledge (Architecture and Engineering).MOD) and they will become Artificer class skills.

Gun Glyph
The Marksman class ability is listed under Special Abilities but the benefit is not applied to the character sheet unless an equipment mod is 
applied to the equipment item itself. To do this right click on the firearm in the equipment list and choose Create Custom Item, then choose 
Gun Glyph Weapon and buy it. Once equipped the appropriate bonuses will appear on your character sheet. The cost of the mod is free and 
the bonuses will only benefit a Gun Glyph character so if another character uses the item there is no bonus. This mod is meant to reflect class 
abilities and do not change the condition of the item itself. Note that the weapon mod only applies to the Gun the Gun Glyph constructed to 
qualify for the class.

Paradigm Concepts: Player’s Guide to Arcanis for PCGen help file
 Game Mode: �5e

 ALPHA DATASETS
  PCI - Player’s Guide to Arcanis

Warning: This is a campaign dataset, in addition to loading data specific to Arcanis this set loads the parts of the RSRD set used in an Arcanis 
campaign. You should not load the RSRD complete set nor should you load the Basics, Advanced or Psionics Partial sets with the Player’s Guide 
to Arcanis set or you will likely encounter problems. The Monster, Epic and Divine Partial sets are not loaded by this set and are probably safe 
to load in conjunction with the Player’s Guide to Arcanis.

Character Creation
Making A Point Buy System in PCGen for playing Living Arcanis.
If you don’t have a point buy method set up yet, do the following:

1.Go to Settings --> Preferences on the PCGen menu bar

2.On the screen that comes up (Character Stats), make the radio button for purchase mode is selected.

3.Click the “Purchase Mode Configuration...” button

4.Adjust the “Purchase Score Min” and “Purchase Score Max” values using the + and - buttons to be 8 and 18 respectively.

5.Click in each box under the “Cost” column and adjust each ability score accordingly (8 should be 0, 9 should be 1, 10 should be 2, etc. 
just remember that the cost in each box is cumulative.

6.Click the “New” button.

7.Type a name you will remember (I used Living Arcanis) then put 32 in the “points” box.

8.Click okay.

9.Click Okay again

10.Close out of the setup dialog box.
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Race
When you select your race, when you go to do another function, it will prompt you for several items. If you selected a race with a sub-race 
(Dwarf, Elorii, Val) it will prompt you to select your sub-race first, then your region and sub-region. If you selected a race without sub-races, 
you will be prompted for your region and sub-region only.

A Special Note on Vals
Your Bloodranks are done through templates. To select your first bloodrank, go to the Race tab. In the templates sub-tab, select “First 
Bloodrank”. After selecting it, you will be prompted for your bloodline power selection. If you want to have more bloodranks at the beginning, 
select Second Bloodrank, and Third Bloodrank (if you are going that high). If you are using point buy, just make sure that when you are 
buying your attributes, you only spend the appropriate number of points. (only spend 24 if you are buying a second bloodrank, 20 if you are 
buying 3 bloodranks). The program will prompt you to say that you haven’t spent all your points. It will allow you to continue even if you 
didn’t spend all your attribute points. Be careful, the program will let you spend more points than you are allowed.

Deity
Make sure you select a Deity before adding any class levels, feats, skills, etc., whether your class depends on worshipping a specific deity or 
not. You never know when a class feature might rely on what deity you are worshipping or when a class won’t allow you to select it if you do 
not worship a specific deity.

Regions and Sub-regions
Currently the only regions listed are those from the Player’s Guide.

Known Issues

Classes
Clerics
The Clerics of various deities are handled by subclasses. However, despite attempts to make it so, the program does not limit you to choosing 
a particular deity. So be good and choose the correct deity for the cleric you create.

Cleric of Larissa
The program will not force you to choose either the Pleasure or Divination domains. You will have to do that yourself. Making the program 
assign one actually assigns them both which causes other issues. This is something that will hopefully be fixed in future versions of PCGen.

Holy Judge of Nier
When you reach 20th level, you will have to adjust the HP manually to their max level.

On the Summary tab, click the HP button and adjust the HP to equal 200 + (20 x your CON bonus)

Paladin of Sarish
Sarishan Steel Weapon: You will have to custom make and add the weapon to your equipment ignoring cost on your own. Be advised, this is 
only possible if you have the LARC loaded. Sarishan Steel is not in the PgtA.

To create the custom item, go to the Inventory tab, and the Gear sub tab. Find the weapon you want. Right click it and choose “Create 
Custom”. Select Sarishan Steel from the options that show up and click the “ADD” button. Click okay. Put a check mark in the box in the lower 
right corner that says “Ignore Cost”. Highlight the custom item and click the “>” button at the top to move it over to the right hand panel. 
Congratulations! You are the proud owner of a Sarishan Steel weapon.

Prestige Classes
Gladiator
Andabatae Style: Due to limitations in the program, the Andabatae has to be it’s own class. The rest are subclasses of the Gladiator subclass. 
So just make sure you know which one you are going for ahead of time.

Samnite style: The two Weapon Focus and Specialization feats you gain from this style are coded in, however, due to a bug in the program, 
only the Short Sword Focus and Specialization feat will show up in the display. But if you print a character sheet, both feats will show on 
there and it will be factored into both weapons properly. If you are using 5.8 or later, this may already be fixed.

Obsidian Sniper
At 9th level, the program gives you Improved Critical (Shortbow) and Superior Critical (Shortbow). Enhanced Critical is not an actual feat and 
was printed in the PGtA erroneously.

Onaran Templar
As of right now, the domain spells are not being added to the PCs known spells automatically. Once you have attained fourth level you will 
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have to double click on the domain spells to add them to your known spell list.

The War domain is automatically added at 4th level, however, due to a bug in the PCGen code, the feats from it are not added automatically. 
You have to go to the Domains tab and deselect the domain by highlighting it and pressing the Select button, then reselecting it by 
highlighting it and pressing select. This is slated to be fixed for PCGen 5.8.

Weapon Savant
When you achieve the second level of the class, you get to finesse all your weapons. However, if you were to take Weapon Finesse afterwards 
(or before) you would get double your Dex bonus. Be good and don’t do this.

Feats
Sabbatical
Due to program limitations, you will have to manually add the Skill points to use from this feat. Under the Skills tab, type the new appropriate 
skill total in the TOTAL SKILL POINTS LEFT box.

Equipment
Lorica, Andrean Plate and Milandisian Cuirass
Due to inherent limitations in the PCGen code, each of these is two separate armors. If you are not proficient with the armor, use the regular 
version. If you are proficient with it, use the (Proficient) version. If necessary, change the SELL PERCENTAGE drop down box under the gear tab 
to sell back at 100 percent, sell it, then “repurchase” the proficient armor. Make sure to remember to set the SELL PERCENTAGE drop down back 
to 50 when you are done.

Sword and Sorcery Studios: Relics and Rituals for PCGen help file
 Game Mode: �e

 SWORD AND SORCERY STUDIOS > SCARRED LANDS
  SSS - Relics and Rituals

Skills
Ritual Casting
Due to code limitations PCGen cannot apply the proper skill cost for this skill. We have provided two templates as work around’s so that you 
can manually set the cost of this skill according to the rules. These templates will not appear on the output sheet. They are named:

Ritual Casting (Class Skill)

Ritual Casting (Cross-Class Skill)
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Modern System Reference Document help file
Game Mode: Modern

MSRD > COMPLETE
 MSRD Basics
 MSRD Arcana
 MSRD Future
 MSRD Menaces

MSRD > PARTIAL > BASICS
 Modern - Basics
 Modern - Creatures
 Modern - FX

MSRD > PARTIAL > ARCANA
 Arcana - Basics
 Arcana - Creatures
 Arcana - Psionics

MSRD > PARTIAL > FUTURE
 Future - Basics
 Future - Cybernetics
 Future - Equipment
 Future - Mecha
 Future - Mutations
 Future - Robots

The Modern System Reference Document, or MSRD, contain the core rules for the Modern d20 role playing game published by Wizards of the 
Coast under the Open Gaming License and contain much of the material found in the core book.

Loading the MSRD
To load the MSRD set you always have to load at least the Basics. You have two options for that: you can load the complete MSRD Basics set, 
which contains all the sets from the MSRD > PARTIAL > BASICS section, or you can load just the partial Modern Basics set from that section. 
Other than that you can mix and match the complete section sets with the partial sets as you like, but you should not load a Complete 
section set and any of the Partial sets from that very section at the same time because it is basically loading the same data twice.

General Issues
Wealth
The Wealth system in the MSRD is not fully implemented within PCGen, though it is fairly easy to work around the limitations. When adding 
the first level of a base class you are prompted to choose the result of your starting wealth roll which you will need to make manually. This 
roll is added to any bonuses granted from your starting occupation and/or feats which may effect Wealth and that is your Starting Wealth 
Score. The starting Wealth Score and Current Wealth Score are displayed on the Abilities Tab in the Special Abilities window and on the 
Special Abilities Block of the OS. Your Current Wealth Score is displayed in the lower right pane of the Class Tab as well as on the first page 
of the OS. Since Wealth is fluid and can change based on circumstances within the game a Temporary Bonus exists named Wealth Adjustment 
which allows you to do exactly that. You will find this in the Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab of the Inventory Tab under Templates. You can apply a 
modifier from 10 to -10, if you need more or there is more than one adjustment to make you can apply the Wealth Adjustment as many times 
as is needed. Wealth Adjustment is applied to the Current Wealth Score and leaves the Starting Wealth Score untouched.

Buying stuff. PCGen does not yet support the abstract wealth system presented in the Modern rules. As a work around we use the COST 
attribute to hold the Purchase DC of the item instead of its monetary value. You should check the box marked ‘Ignore Cost’, consult the 
Purchase DC of the item and your Current Wealth Score and make your rolls manually.
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*** Updated 5.9.5

Action Points
Action Points are now granted automatically by the class that provides them. Modification of the Action Points is still done on the Temporary 
Bonus Sub-Tab of the Inventory Tab. There are now two temporary modifiers named Used Action Points and Bonus Action Points, which can be 
used to modify a character’s Action Points.

The Used Action Points tracker is to be applied if you spend Action Points. It records APs as spent and thus reduces the amount of available 
ones. The Bonus Action Points tracker can be used, if you should get Action Points from an unexpected source, like a GM handing out Bonus 
APs or some House Rule of yours. Your remaining Action Points will then be automatically calculated from the difference of gained and spent 
Action Points. Both can be applied multiple times.

Classes
Smart Hero
Because of limitations with the PCGen code the Smart Hero’s Linguist talent will not appear as a talent choice at first level. If you want to 
select it at first level anyway, instead of selecting a talent, close the Feat Choice window without making a selection, add the necessary ranks 
in the Read/Write Language and Speak Language skills on the Skills tab, and select Linguist as one of the feats on the Feats tab.

Equipment
Firearms and Ammunition
Ammunition is sold in bundles, the number of which depends on the type. In PCGen you will find two versions of each ammo, one is a bundle 
in which it is sold and one is a single projectile. The two versions are identical accept for the name, the Buy DC listed is always for the bundle, 
you can’t buy single bullets. The single projectile version exists for the convenience of being able to add an exact amount of these items to 
the character sheet, they will appear on the sheet with check boxes handy for tracking spent ammo. You can also load bullets into firearms in 
the Equipping Tab and checkboxes will appear under the firearms listing in the main Equipment Block.

Weapon Accessories
Some weapon accessories only make sense when attached to a weapon. For that matter the Illuminator, Laser Sight, Standard Scope, Electro-
optical Scope, Speed Loader, and Suppressor were not included as equipment in PCGen, but as equipment modifiers. To use one of these items 
you have to select the weapon you want to apply the item to and customize it. To do so, right-click the weapon and select “Create custom 
item” in the menu. This will open the “Item Customizer”, where you can select the modifiers you want to attach to your weapon.

Modern System Reference Document - Future section help file
Game Mode: Modern

MSRD > COMPLETE
 MSRD - Future

MSRD > PARTIAL
 Future - Basics
 Future - Cybernetics
 Future - Equipment
 Future - Mecha
 Future - Mutations
 Future - Robots

To run this you also need to load one of these:
 MSRD > COMPLETE > MSRD - Basics
 MSRD > PARTIAL > BASICS > Modern - Basics

The Future section of the Modern System Reference Document, or MSRD, contains the Future rules for the Modern d20 role playing game 
published by Wizards of the Coast under the Open Gaming License and contains much of the material found in the Future supplement.

Loading the MSRD Future parts
To load the MSRD Future set you also need to load the MSRD Basics. You have two options to accomplish this, either you can load the 
Complete MSRD - Basics set (including FX and Creatures material) or you can load the Partial Modern - Basics set and maybe add some of the 
other Partial Modern sets to that. To that selection you either add the Complete MSRD - Future set or only those parts of the MSRD Future 
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section you desire to use. You should not load a Complete section set and any of the Partial sets from that very section at the same time 
because it is basically loading the same data twice. The partial Future - Basics set contains almost all classes, feats, and occupations, the 
partial Future - Equipment set includes personal gear, starships, and vehicles, the other names should be self-explanatory.

Future - Basics

Feats
PLUS Feats
The feats Charismatic Plus, Dedicated Plus, Fast Plus, Smart Plus, Strong Plus, and Tough Plus will grant you a selection of two additional 
talents from the given class, but require that you cannot select more than one talent from a single talent tree. Currently it is not feasible 
within PCGen to limit the selection of talents granted by these feats. It will therefore be necessary for you to make sure to comply with these 
limits when making your selection.

Future - Equipment

Purchase DCs
For most items the Purchase DC will be shown in the Cost field, but we have a problem with the Purchase DCs of items that get applied to 
a piece of equipment (anything that only shows in the window that pops up when you customize a piece of equipment) if it doesn’t add to 
the base item’s Purchase DC but calls for an additional Wealth check. In these cases the Purchase DC cannot be added to the base item and 
will not show up at all in PCGen. It would have been possible to list the additional Purchase DCs in the special properties of the item it gets 
applied to, but many of these (especially starships) are already quite filled with different informations, so we decided against that. Please 
look up these Purchase DCs in the Future section of the MSRD.

Gadgets
Alternate Weapon Gadget
It is not really possible to code this gadget with the current limitations of PCGen. You can apply this equipment modifier to a weapon by 
creating a custom item, but all it will do is put the name of the linked alternate weapon into the weapon’s special properties. You still have to 
buy the alternate weapon (you’d have to pay for it anyway) and equip it as carried. Because there is no real link between the two weapons, it 
is currently not possible to have both of them equipped to the same hand or let them take up 1 space in a container.

Autoloader Module Gadget
The Autoloader Module Gadget is only allowed to be equipped to weapons that have box magazines or power packs for ammo feed. At this 
time we cannot test for the ammo feed of a weapon, you will therefore have to pay attention to this detail on your own, when applying this 
gadget.

Booby Trapped Gadget
To be eligible to add this gadget to your weapon, you must apply the Alternate Weapon Gadget first.

Satellite Datalink Gadget
This Gadget should be restricted to being applied to gear containing computerized communications equipment, but it is currently set up to 
allow items that have the types electronic and surveillance applied to them. While this mostly covers the items of the wanted category, there 
are a few items included that don’t make much sense for this gadget, so take heed at what item you add this gadget to.

Storage Compartment Gadget
All this gadget will currently do is to show up in the item name. At this time we cannot change a piece of equipment into a container 
afterwards. You will not gain any functionality from this!

Starships
You put a starship on the vehicle slot of your character. Only when applied there, you will see all the bonuses and effects that pertain to your 
starship. At the time you equip the starship to the vehicle slot, you may also get additional equipment granted to your character (e.g. the 
starship’s weapons). Every piece of starship equipment gained this way should be equipped to not carried.

Starship Weapons
To add weapons to a starship you customize said starship and add those equipment modifiers to it, which provide the wanted weapon. When 
you equip your customized starship to the Vehicle slot of your character, these equipment modifiers will automatically add the starship 
weapons to your character (like personal weapons), but they will be unequipped and you should equip them to not carried as location. This 
will only work with the existing weapons that come from the sample starships in the MSRD Future. If you want to have weapons in your 
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starship that were customized themselves, you can build and add these to your character, but there is no way to have them show up as part of 
your starship. As a workaround, you can hand edit the special properties of your starship and put in a reference to the weapon there.

Fire-linked Weapons
At this time we are not capable of supplying you with an equipment modifier for fire-linked weapons, therefore you will not be able to simply 
customize a single starship weapon into groups of fire-linked weapons. You will therefore be limited to those fire-linked weapons that are 
included in the dataset.

Future - Mecha

Purchase DCs
The problems about Purchase DC described under Equipment pertain here as well. Purchase DCs of items that get applied to a piece of 
equipment or Mecha (anything that only shows in the window that pops up when you customize a piece of equipment or Mecha) if it doesn’t 
add to the base item’s Purchase DC but calls for an additional Wealth check cannot be added to the base item and will not show up at all in 
PCGen. It would have been possible to list the additional Purchase DCs in the special properties of the item or Mecha it gets applied to, but 
many of these are already quite filled with different informations, so we decided against that. Please look up these Purchase DCs in the Future 
section of the MSRD.

Equipment Slots
Most equipment that gets applied to a Mecha needs to go to a predetermined equipment slot. With the current PCGen code limitations it is 
not possible to do that. You will find the information which slot a piece of equipment may go to in the special properties, so you can check 
the correctness, but there is no way to enforce this. If you build a custom Mecha, you should do this outside of PCGen and then customize the 
basic Mecha entries according to the built up that you already determined. PCGen is not the proper tool to do that planning, it will just allow 
to to record your results.

Equipping Mecha Weapons
There are two ways to equip a weapon to a Mecha: hand held or built-in. To equip a weapon hand held to a Mecha, you just buy the weapon 
and equip it to your character. To equip a built-in weapon to a Mecha, you need to customize the Mecha and add the equipment modifier to 
it, that corresponds with the chosen weapon. The equipment modifier will then add the weapon itself to your character, which you should 
equip as not carried. If you remove the Mecha from your equipment later, that will not automatically remove the Mecha weapons as well, so 
you will be required to remove those yourself.

Piloting a Mecha
If you look at the rules for Mecha, you will see that these are more of a hybrid game element, being so constituted that they include elements 
from equipment as well as creature templates. To effectively reproduce this in PCGen, you will have to add not only the chosen Mecha from 
the Equipment tab, but also the Mecha Pilot template from the Templates subtab on the Race tab. Without that template, the Mecha is not 
going to work correctly.

The Paragon Mecha
The Paragon Mecha should be getting the Missile pack for M-87 Talon Missile Launcher (4) and the Rocket pack for M-70 EMP Rocket Launcher 
(6) twice, but the AUTO:EQUIP tag doesn’t work well with equipping the same item twice. You need to add the second pieces of these 
equipment packs manually.

Future - Robots

Building Robots
There are two sets of Robot races, one is meant for heroic characters run by Players, the other is meant for non-heroic characters. The races 4 
named Biodroid (Medium and Small) and Bioreplica (Medium and Small) are Player races and gain feats and skills when PC classes are gained 
as normal. The races whose names are formatted Robot(Type/Size) are all non-heroic, they do not gain feats or skill points as long as they are 
advanced in the Robot monster class, if given levels of an Ordinary base class they will not gain feats (unless equipped with a Feat Web) but 
they will gain skill points, these should be discarded unless the Robot is equipped with a Skill Web.

Purchase DCs
The purchase DC for a Robot is calculated and displayed in the special ability window. The purchase DC for some robotic equipment and 
accessories is not shown in the cost field but is instead displayed in the equipment’s special property display. This is because the cost of many 
of these items are dependent on the cost of the Robot frame they are installed on, thus the purchase DC can be calculated but only after the 
item is equipped to the robot character. Items with straight purchase DCs are displayed in the cost field normally.
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Equipment
All the Robot equipment is meant only for Robots, the bonuses they have which provide the functionality are qualified as such and will not 
benefit characters who are not Robots.

Locomotion
All Robots need to have some form of locomotion equipped to them to provide a movement speed. The speed can be increased by customizing 
the locomotion equipment and adding a speed upgrade. The rules say you cannot upgrade the speed past double its base speed but PCGen 
cannot enforce this.

Manipulators
The Manipulators are size tiny and are meant for Medium-sized Robots. To get the proper damage for a Robot of another size you will need to 
customize the Manipulators for that Robot, they should be 2 size categories smaller than the Robot they will be installed on.

Skill Software
The Skill software equipment all needs to be customized before you can add it to your character. This is so you can select the specific skills 
the equipment emulates.

Feat Software
The Feat software could not be implemented the same way that skill software was. Each feat has a corresponding Robot Feat Software item 
which adds it as a virtual feat when the item is equipped. There are two sets of items relating to feat software, the actual devices, feat progit, 
feat net, and feat web and then there the individual feat software which grants the virtual feat. The software has no purchase DC but is 
assumed to come with the device when purchased. The Weapon Finesse and Weapon Focus feats are missing, as they couldn’t be implemented 
that way.

Spycraft Espionage Handbook for PCGen
Game Mode: Spycraft

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP > SPYCRAFT > CORE RULES
 Spycraft Espionage Handbook

PCGen Dataset user guide
Updated 10/1�/0�
This read me file contains information on how to make the most of this dataset. Specifically it will alert you to work-around’s for Spycraft rules 
that PCGen does not currently support.

Nationalities
When you select your department the first pop up chooser will let you select your characters nationality. This will apply a template which 
specifies your nationality and will grant you an additional bonus language if your native countries language is something other than English. 
The Nationality template can be removed and replaced with another as people in the modern age will occasionally immigrate though the 
bonus language granted with your original choice will not be removed. You can only apply one Nationality at a time. The list is by no means 
complete, if you wish to add additional nationalities edit the spycraft_templates.lst file to add the nationality template. Edit the spycraft_
feats_hidden.lst file to add additional choices to the list that appears when you choose a department. The Language list is also incomplete, 
you can add them by editing the spycraft_languages.lst file.

Skills
The skills ‘Hobby (Untrained)’ and ‘Sport (Untrained)’ are listed to keep the skill list uncluttered and cannot be selected. Although all sport 
and hobby skills are usable untrained only these two will show up when skills are exported with ‘show untrained skills’ selected.

Backgrounds
Backgrounds appear in the skill list though they are not skills and are never used as such. They are in the skill list because they are purchased 
with skill points. The rules say you can have no more than 5 points in no more than 2 backgrounds at any one time. PCGen does not enforce 
this rule. Once the background is resolved or ‘cashed in’ it is suggested that you transfer the skill points into the skill named ‘Resolved 
Backgrounds’.
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Languages
Languages are treated a little differently in Spycraft and some work around’s are used to comply with the Spycraft rules. It is suggested that 
you create a new note in the description tab to keep a list of which languages your character speaks natively and another for those picked 
up by making a language check. Languages your character starts with are considered native. Any languages learned through the language 
skill can become native by spending an additional skill rank on it. To do this purchase one rank of the Native Language Skill corresponding to 
that language. The Native Language Skill will add one rank to the Languages Skill but no additional languages. The Native Language Skills is 
a work-around, you should always use your Languages score for skill checks. Adding more then one rank of any Native Language Skill will not 
add any additional ranks to Languages, so don’t do it.

Feats
Some advanced skill feats build on the basic skill feats a PC may already have. Advanced Skill Mastery lets you choose a basic skill feat and 
improves on the bonuses provided by the basic skill feat. Grand Skill Mastery and Perfect Skill Mastery works in much the same way only you 
must select the same basic skill feat as you did for the Advanced Skill Mastery feat. PCGen cannot limit the users selection of these feats so 
it is up to the user to make sure they have the required feat. For Example a PC can choose the feat Acrobatic and then choose Advanced Skill 
Mastery which lists Acrobatic and any other basic skill feats the PC has to choose from. The problem comes when the PC chooses the feat 
Grand Skill Mastery, he will again be presented with the same list of basic skill feats even though he should be limited to the feats chosen 
through Advanced Skill Mastery, this is where you must be careful to select the same feat as was chosen for Advanced Skill Mastery. If the PC 
does choose a different feat the benefits will only amount to what they would be if he choose Advanced Skill Mastery for the feat so there is 
no reason (cheat wise) to do this.

Training grants you 4 additional skill points, however PCGen cannot add these. You may add these points manually by changing the number in 
the “Skill Points left for Class” field on the Skills Tab.

Unlocked Potential raises your max ranks for a specific skill. PCGen does not have a way to raise the max ranks for a specific skill, the feat will 
allow you to choose the skill to apply it to but it will not raise the maximum ranks you can spend on it. To work around this limitation you 
can check the Bypass Max Skill Ranks option in Preferences/House Rules.

Purchasing Equipment
PCGen cannot yet deal with multiple currency systems like that used in Spycraft. Items in Spycraft have a budget point value or a gadget 
point value as well as a monetary value if purchased on the street. This dataset lists items in either budget points or gadgets points. The first 
Type listed for every item is either Gear, Gadget or Vehicle. Gear type items are bought with Budget Points and Mission Budget points while 
Gadget and Vehicle type items are bought with Gadget Points. PCGen cannot tell the difference between the two and does not restrict your 
purchasing, it is up to the user to determine his or her budgets and stay within them. This is especially important if you customize a gear 
item with a gadget modification, the customizer will add the modification cost (in gadget points) to the cost of the gear item (in budget 
points) and the resulting cost will be incorrect. You can see your characters budgets in the lower right pane in the Class Tab. Street values are 
not listed.

Modifying Equipment
Some gadgets and vehicles can be modified with additional capabilities. To do this right click on the item to bring up the customizer. The 
modifications will be listed and can be added to the item for an additional cost. Please note that Spycraft places some limits on the number 
of modifications that can be added to certain items. PCGen does not restrict the number of modifications you can add though the Spycraft 
rules do. Please read the rules to determine the limits.

Equipment
To get the full benefits of Tiger claws you must equip your PC with a pair, one on each hand. Using one will only give you half of the bonuses.

Vehicles
PCGen will output the correct stats for your chosen vehicle but you must set things up in a certain way for it to output correctly. Most 
importantly you must Equip the vehicle to the character in the equipping sub-tab, setting the vehicle to not carried or another setting will 
not activate the vehicle stats. Secondly you may only equip one vehicle at any one time, the reason for this is that PCGen cannot, at this 
time, assign variables to objects and so all variables are associated with your character. What this means is that if you equip you character 
with 2 or more vehicles that output sheet will still only have one vehicle block but the stats will equal the combined totals of all the vehicles 
you have. Equipping the vehicle to your character does not add any weight or take up any slots from your character not does any items you 
may put in the vehicle. Vehicles are containers that do not have any restrictions on what they may contain, I leave that to you, your Game 
master and common sense.

Customizing vehicles. You may add gadgets and other refinements to your vehicle by customizing it. Find the vehicle in the equipment list and 
right click it to choose create custom object. You will be presented with a list of refinements you can add to the vehicle. PCGen will not limit 
the number of these items you can add to the vehicle, again its up to you and your GM to follow the rules. When output the OS will display 
the number of gadgets as well as the maximum number of gadgets that can be added to that type of vehicle.
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Using the Output Sheet
At this time there is an html sheet and a pdf template. The text set in the tab name field of the summery tab will output as the characters 
code name. You can find the Spycraft html Output Sheet in the Modern/HTML folder, it is named csheet_spycraft_std.htm. The Spycraft pdf 
Output Sheet can be found in the Modern/PDF folder, it is named csheet_spycraft_std.fo.

Shadowforce Archer Worldbook for PCGen
Game Mode: Spycraft

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP > SPYCRAFT > CAMPAIGN SETTING
 Shadowforce Archer

PCGen Dataset user guide
Updated 10/1�/0�
This read me file contains information on how to make the most of this dataset. Specifically it will alert you to work-around’s for Spycraft rules 
that PCGen does not currently support.

Chambers
The Chambers are represented in PCGen by a series of templates which can be found in the bottom pane of the department tab. They are 
mutually exclusive as your PC may only belong to only one at a time. You will need to choose one manually and they are removable. Any 
option which has membership in a certain Chamber as a requirement will use these templates to test for qualification. Your PC’s chosen 
Chamber will appear on the output sheet in the list of Templates.

Class Abilities
The Psion classes have an ability called Psi Mastery, which allows the psion to choose a psion skill that he has at least 1 rank in and gain 
a bonus in. At this time PCGen will produce a list of all skills the character has ranks in and cannot at this time limit the list to just those 
psionic skills the character has ranks in, its up to you to select the appropriate skill.

Feats
Several of the basic psion feats provide enhancements to a chosen psionic skill the character has ranks in. For that reason you should spend 
you skill points before taking any of these feats. Also note that PCGen will produce a list of all skills the character has ranks in and cannot at 
this time limit the list to just those psionic skills the character has ranks in, its up to you to select the appropriate skill.

The feat Heightened Inner Strength is a complicated one that cannot be fully supported. The main problem is that the feat applies bonuses 
to the PC every five levels after the level the PC has chosen the feat and there is not mechanism in PCGen to test for which level the feat 
was added. As a work around there is a second feat in the list named Heightened Inner Strength Bonuses which will allow you to apply the 
bonuses manually. The first time you add the Heightened Inner Strength feat you will be given the choice of which ability to enhance and 
one feat slot will be used. At the appropriate level you can add the next ability enhancement by choosing Heightened Inner Strength Bonuses 
which will offer the same choices but will not cost you a feat slot. This method used six hidden feats each of which can add up to 2 points 
to an ability and in that regard the rules are enforced. Because of the way this is set up it has the potential to incorrectly add points to 
your feat pool. If you choose the Heightened Inner Strength Bonuses feat and do not choose an ability bonus, one point will be incorrectly 
added to you feat pool. You can also use the Heightened Inner Strength Bonuses feat to remove bonuses but bear in mind that this too will 
incorrectly add points to your feat pool.

The feat Evolved Mind feat will add skill points to your highest Mentalist class level, so if you have multi-classed the points will not appear 
in your current class skill point pool if that class is not Mentalist. Use the ‘Skill point left for class’ pop up menu to find your highest Mentalist 
level and spend those points there. Since this feat makes all skill class skills for the Mentalist it does not matter where there are spent.
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LST Files
List file editing can be a daunting task, so many tags, what tags to use, where to use them!  Well, in the sections that follow, we reveal all 
the secrets that the master monkeys use! So sit back, grab that Code Monkey Snack (TM Pending) or a banana and prepare to be astounded, 
amazed, stunned, and other wise bored senseless if you have no desire to list edit!

We have several resources to help those wishing to learn the arcane craft of dataset creation. A good place to start is the LST File Classes, 
they give a good overview of the basics of the dataset structure as well as detailed instructions on coding races. Another good resource is 
the my_dataset directory in the data folder. This is a framework for a PCGen dataset. It is meant for beginners who want to take their first 
steps in entering their own custom data into PCGen and have found that the built-in List Editors are too limiting for what they intend to do. 
It contains some commented out examples and a lot of advice and tips for putting your own sets together. You can get up and running fast 
by renaming the elements in this set to your suit your needs. Once you start delving deep into LST code you’re going to want to keep the LST 
index handy, most LST tags have been documented with details on their use.

Important Things to Know
There are a number of important things to remember when list editing, as well as a number of tricks that one can do to get the desired results. 
The following sections include the important stuff to know about list file editing, some are just informational use, some are requirements for 
turning in list files for the official releases. So if you’ve read this page AND the previous page, then the next couple of pages you should wade 
through before we get to the nitty gritty stuff.

Terms Used
The following terms are tossed about readily and easily, some interchangeably when talking to any list monkey, so make sure you are up on the 
latest lingo and how it’s used!

	 •	 Source	Material - The gaming information provided by a publisher.

	 •	 PCC	(pcc)	File - this is the extension used for the file that tells PCGen what list files to load, this is a text editable file.

	 •	 LST	(lst	or	list)	File - Refers to a text editable file containing the specific entries read by PCGen to make a character (Feats, Skills, 
etc), and the .lst refers to the (commonly accepted and used) extension to save the files.

	 •	 Tag - A specific word used in list files that PCGen reads and recognizes as having an effect on a character.

	 •	 Source - Refers to the Source information specifically, as in, what source book, what page.

	 •	 Campaign - Refers to a collection of Source Material that is loaded as a group.

	 •	 TL - Total Level. This is used in a lot of formulas for the tags.

What you Need
You need only 2 things to get going, a text-editing program and patience.

Editing or creating a list file can be a hardy experience and not one to take on lightly, but neither is it impossible to do. Paying attention to the 
syntax of how a tag works will save a lot of headaches when it comes time to test your modifications/creations within PCGen.

Using existing list files as a reference can help you to understand how to construct anything you want to, from classes to feats, to spells, if you 
need an example, there is something in there for you to look at.

Syntax
This covers two areas, first, creating list files. PCGen does not care what you call your created files, whether it is .txt, .lst, .doc, or anything else 
for an extension. As long as you have the correct file name in the .pcc file, it will load. Second, the syntax of the tags used in the list files. the 
sections with the list file tags contain correct syntax to use for each tag. PCGen DOES care about this, if your syntax is wrong, then the tag you 
are working on will not work and PCGen will return errors.

*IMPORTANT- The other item of note, any line, in any list file, that begins with the pound sign (#), is a comment line. PCGen will ignore reading 
this line completely. (The purpose of this is to let others know what something is/does, what items are outstanding and need to be completed, 
or just notes on how something is working).

*CRITICAL - There can _NEVER_ be a space between fields. Always use a TAB between fields, as a space between fields will cause the list file to 
not load and/or return errors trying to load

Directory Structure
While the directory structure is changeable, there are some common practices to make it easier on everyone.

Currently, all the Source Material list files are kept in the \pcgen\data directory, and they are then sorted by company name, usually the long 
name, but some “high profile” companies are generally shortened (Can we say SRD? I knew you could!).

There is a custom directory provided to locate your own personal list files in, and by no means are you required to put them there, it is, after 
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all, your computer, put them where you are comfortable with.

When PCGen is installed, the basic directory structure will look like this (Assume you are installing on your C drive (C:\);

 • C:\pcgen <-- This is the root directory for PCGen

 • C:\pcgen\characters <-- Default directory where PCGen saves characters to

 • C:\pcgen\data <-- Base starting spot for the list files

 • C:\pcgen\data\<company_name> <-- The root folder for the company’s list files. There are too many sub-folders in this directory to 
list here. But taking a quick look at them, will show the suggested structure for setting up a company’s list files.

 • C:\pcgen\doc <-- Where all the documentation on how to use and customize PCGen are located

 • C:\pcgen\system <-- This is where PCGen’s system wide used files are stored at

 • C:\pcgen\system\bio <-- This is where the list files for randomly determining characters features are located (Hair, Skin, Eye color, 
Traits)

 • C:\pcgen\system\bio\names <-- This is where the list files for random name determination are located

 • C:\pcgen\system\specials <-- This is where the list files for determining what bonuses stack and what special abilities are granted at 
various levels is located

 • C:\pcgen\templates <-- This is where all the character & party sheets are located. These sheets are set up to accept information 
directly from PCGen to print out

Giving Credit where Credit is Due
Giving credit to the proper source from which a specific class, feat, spell, race, etc. came from is crucial.

It not only gives the creator credit for their work, but it also lets the user know where it came from.

Hopefully PCGen will be used as a sort of marketing tool by both gaming companies and by users - you can load sources based on material you 
don’t own, and can generate characters based on that information, but you don’t quite get enough information to use it accurately or completely 
without actually buying the source material.

This way PCGen can whet your appetite for the kinds of options that are available if you purchase book xyz.

My hope is that users will not have given much thought to purchasing some book until they decided to play with it in PCGen, and discovered 
that they really liked what they saw and went out and bought that book.

Since PCGen doesn’t give all the details about the various options, it’s important that it be easy to look up for those who do own the books.

Giving credit to the creators and letting users know where the option came from if they want to look it up is all accomplished via the SOURCE: 
tag which is available in all the main lst files.

The SOURCE tag in all list files and comes in 3 varieties;

	 •	 SOURCELONG - This is for the full company and source material name e.g. SOURCELONG:Dominant Game Publisher - System Reference 
Document

	 •	 SOURCESHORT - This is the books 3-10 letter short name e.g. SOURCESHORT:SRD

	 •	 SOURCEWEB - Is the URL of the publisher/source material e.g. SOURCEWEB:HTTP://www.rpgpublisher.com/

All 3 of these tags MUST appear in ALL pcc and lst files*.

These tags can be separate lines:

SOURCELONG:Dominant Game Publisher - System Reference Document SOURCESHORT:SRD SOURCEWEB:
HTTP://www.rpgpublisher.com/

Or they can be all one line, separated by a | (Pipe) delimiter:

SOURCELONG:Dominant Game Publisher - System Reference Document|SOURCESHORT:SRD|SOURCEWEB:
HTTP://www.rpgpublisher.com/

*NOTE - There are a couple of files that are special cases, any xxxspecialist.lst (playerhbspecialist.lst as an example) can not have ANY source 
tag information in it and the xxxtemplates.lst can ONLY have the SOURCE tag information at the end of the entry line, NOT as a 1st line. The 
combined, | (pipe) delimited method is the recommended way to add the source information in the templates list files.
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Official Release LST standards
Guidelines for Official Release source submissions.

Please put [SUBMIT] in the subject line when emailing the team with submissions issues.

RULE 1: Be true to the Source Product (i.e. do not make any judgment calls). If the source doesn’t say it, it doesn’t go in. It is better to leave 
incorrect or unclear information out.

RULE �: Leave any calls about gray areas to the PCGen Submission Team member.

RULE �: Mechanics are NOT to be described. If the final result can be displayed, that is good, but no describing the mechanics behind it on the 
character sheet.

RULE �: Capitalization:

 • HARDCODE = ALLCAPS.

 • Defined in List files (GameMode or otherwise) = ProperCase.

Example: BONUS:COMBAT|AC|5|TYPE=MyType

BONUS, COMBAT, AC, and TYPE= are all hardcoded. MyType is defined in the List file (because it just got added!)

Example: VISIBLE:YES, VISIBLE:NO, VISIBLE:DISPLAY, VISIBLE:EXPORT

YES, NO, DISPLAY, and EXPORT are the only valid values of the VISIBLE tag.  Since those values and what they do are hardcoded into PCGen, 
they are done in ALLCAPS in the data files.

Basics:
 1. Plain TEXT file, with a .LST ending for data files, or .PCC for campaign files, instead of .txt Use Text editors, such as Wordpad (notepad 

sometimes has problems with the length of the lines), UltraEdit, Textpad, vi, or ee. Microsoft Word has problems with formatting and 
layout of text, it is not recommended to be used to create files. Some LST Monkeys use Excel, and export to a tab delimitated file, 
which works.

 2. Tabs between objects. No spaces before or after those tabs. Tab should NEVER be the first character on a line.

 3. Make sure the first character is either a # (for comment) or a name of the object being defined such as a TAG. Tabs and spaces are hard 
to see, and cause loading issues.

 4. Set your text editor to 6 spaces per tab, as that is the standard for columnizing the files.

 5. Comments on ANYTHING you are unsure about, or haven’t been able to implement correctly. Comments are always done on their own 
line, and start with #.

  • If you have a suggestion on how to do something, but not totally sure, include that. 
• If you have a suggestion on how to do something that would require some code changes, comment on that.

 6. Comment line at top of LST files: # Original Entry by: <your name>. You want credit for the hard work you’ve done, right?

OGL Compliance
The Open Game License (OGL) is a royalty free copyright license developed by Wizards of the Coast. The OGL has revitalized the RPG industry by 
creating a way for third party publishers to easily create and publish material they might not otherwise be free to. Publishers use the OGL to 
release Open Game Content (OGC) which can be used by other publishers seeking publish content based on the original publishers work. Open 
Game Content is any material that is distributed using the Open Game License clearly identified by the publisher as Open Game Content.

You can read the OGL here in our documentation or here at Wizards of the Coast’s web site which contains additional information about the 
OGL.

PCGen publishes its data via the OGL. As an OGL publisher we have to insure that the data we publish complies in all respects with the Open 
Game License. All data is reviewed for OGL Compliance before being entered into the project data files.

At this time we only publish Open Game Content. Though not required by the OGL, PCGen also seeks permission from publishers before including 
their data in our releases.

OGC vs. Product Identity:
OGC: For OGL sources, OGC is declared somewhere in the book. It is usually on the title/copyright page (front of book) or the OGL page (usually 
in the very back). Including that declaration in a separate file with your submission will greatly speed its inclusion into PCGen, since it will give 
us a quick way of verifying Product Identity to ensure compliance with the OGL on our part.

Product Identity: For names of objects, use the NAMEISPI:YES tag in your submission. For a first submission, please do not include any other 
Product Identity unless you have discussed it with a PCGen Submission Team member. If you receive a go ahead, follow the restrictions set by 
it down to the letter.

http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=d20/welcome
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Other Topics:

Copyright (in PCC)
 1. ONLY and EXACTLY what is in the Sec. 15 of the OGL. VERBATIM. If there are Typos, leave them in.  Weird characters, leave them in.  

Stupid comments, leave them in. Including a scanned page from the book with your submission would be nice but not completely 
necessary.

 2. List each source mentioned in the Section 15 in its own COPYRIGHT tag line - see Cityscape files (by Battlefield Press) for a superb 
example.

Names of things
 1. If the name of the object must be different from the source (due to commas or math symbols in the name or other reasons), an 

OUTPUTNAME: tag with the EXACT name must be included.

 2. Potions should be listed as Potion (<name>) with OUTPUTNAME:Potion of [NAME] unless the source lists it as otherwise (see part 1 
for rules to follow in that case)

 3. Poisons, Rods, Staffs, Wands and same way as Potions.

File names
LST file names for PCGen follow a certain naming conventions. You should use all lowercase letters in the file name. The first part of any file will 
be a short version of the source name, for example if the source is named ‘The Foo Handbook’ we can shorten it to foohandbook or even fhb. The 
source name will be followed by words indicating what type of objects the file contains. These words are separated an underscore (_) symbol. 
Using our example here are some names for a typical source. These are not required but it does help to quickly identify the contents of the file. 
This list is incomplete but should give you a good idea of how you should name your files as well as how you should divide up the contents of 
your dataset. Take a look at other sources that come with PCGen for more examples.

fhb.pcc - loads all the LST files

fhb_classes_base.lst - Contains base classes

fhb_classes_prestige.lst - Contains prestige classes

fhb_companionmods.lst - Contains companion mods

fhb_deities.lst - Contains deities

fhb_domains.lst - Contains domains

fhb_equip.lst - Contains general equipment

fhb_equipmods.lst - Contains equipment mods

fhb_feats.lst - Contains feats

fhb_feats_hidden.lst - Contains hidden feats

fhb_equip_armorshields.lst - Contains armor and shields

fhb_equip_armorshields_specific.lst - Contains specific kinds of armor and shields, magical, extraordinary, etc..

fhb_equip_equip_weap_melee.lst - Contains melee weapons

fhb_equip_equip_weap_ranged.lst - Contains ranged weapons

fhb_equip_wondrousitems.lst - Contains wondrous items

SOURCELONG, SOURCESHORT, SOURCEWEB, SOURCEPAGE
SOURCELONG, SOURCESHORT, and SOURCEWEB are defined in both the PCC and the top of the LST files. These can be easily be changed by the 
submission team, so do not feel bad if they are.

Formats should be as follows:

 • SOURCELONG:<name of publisher> - [<name of product group, if any> - ] <name of product

 • SOURCESHORT:<10 letter or less abbreviation of the name of the product> Leave the first name of the product whole, if possible.

 • SOURCEWEB:http://<web address of publisher, or product group if the publisher has a page for that>

 • SOURCEPAGE is done on object lines. Use the first page the object is described (so if a class is defined on pages 51-54, the tag would 
read SOURCEPAGE:p.51) Format should be SOURCEPAGE:p.#
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SA
 1. Name ONLY

 2. Type of Special ability in Parentheses only if mentioned in Source: (Ex) (Su) (Sp) etc. If not mentioned, don’t put one.

 3. If there is a Dynamic formula, and the formula can be calculated, it can be included, but no Formulas described. See Monk Stun, and 
Dragon SA’s. If it has a static range (like 10’ no matter what) then that should not be listed. The user will need to own the source in 
that case. The dynamic formulas should be done via DEFINE/BONUS:VAR tags.

DESC (Feats, Spells, Deities, Domains)
 1. Check for Open Game Content.  If the DESC (see below for what to look for) is not OGC, leave as DESC:See text.

 2. If OGC, for Feats: Use only a 1 line description w/o mechanics. This is best by grabbing the “flavor” line after the feat name but 
before the “Benefits” or mechanics portion of the feat. This is usually before any prerequisites are listed.

 3. If OGC, for Spells: Use only a 1 line description that comes with the class spell lists. Some sources have a purely descriptive element 
for the Spells that are NOT OGC. Consulting with the publisher (and getting permission for the IP/PI) is for the PCGen Submissions 
Team. Please leave those with See Text, and when submitting the files, include a file with comments such as this, so we know where 
we stand, and can progress with acquiring permission for the PI or leaving it.

 4. If permission is granted for closed content PI by the publisher (submission team will inform you if so), then the DESC can be filled 
in with the same rules as above, but a DESCISPI:YES tag must also be added.

DEFINE/BONUS:VAR|
These two tags are used to track variables across different objects.

 1. No spaces in the Variable names.

 2. Full words where possible (no over compressing to the point where it isn’t readily understandable to what you are referring to).

 3. Capitalization: Please use Capitals for the beginnings of words, and lower case for every other letter. For Example: DEFINE:
FooClassSpecialAbility|0

 4. Please use formulas where possible. Such as CL=Name in for class abilities. 1 Bonus statement with a formula is processed faster 
than a BONUS statement on every class line.

 5. For Variables that will have a BONUS:VAR| in another object than where it is DEFINEd, or if it will be DEFINEd in more than one 
object, the standard is DEFINE:<name>|0 and leaving all numbers to BONUS:VAR|<name>| statements.

DR / Damage Reduction
This tag is used to track Damage Reduction. Recent Code enchantments compare different DRs, and list only the highest per type. This requires 
some standardization in how DR is coded up, to ensure items are being compared properly.

 1. Types of DR (after the /) are in Proper Case.

 2. Numerical DR, as used in 3.0 format is +#

 3. DR that has no bypass is listed as -

 4. Several Key names are used across the datasets.

  • +1, +2, +3, +4, +5

  • Silver, Adamantine, Cold Iron

  • Magic, Epic

  • Lawful, Chaotic, Good, Evil

  • Bludgeoning, Piercing, Slashing, Ballistic

 5. Use ‘ and ‘ and ‘ or ‘ between types in the same DR tag.

  • Bludgeoning or Piercing

  • Magic and Silver 

  • Epic and Evil 

  • Good or Silver

  • Cold Iron or Good

  • Lawful or Good

  • Bludgeoning and Magic 
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New Source Development
This is the process for developing datasets for inclusion in PCGen. Those familiar with how this process has worked in the past will note that 
it is essentially unchanged with the exception that the the point at which a review of the source for OGL compliance and Publisher permission 
needed before the source can be entered into the CVS repository is now handled on an internal tracker by the Publisher Liaison, OGL and 
Content Silverbacks.

Initial Development
It begins as always with our volunteers creating the datasets. The style of this stage of development is entirely up the individual monkey who 
is developing the set, they are free to upload the work to pcgen_experimental for review or not. Smaller sources being done by individually 
monkeys should ideally be complete or near complete before being submitted for entry into CVS. Larger projects, such as core sources or SRD 
additions that are being developed by several monkeys which could benefit from the cooperative nature of CVS do not have to be complete but 
should be a good ways towards this point. It will be the Lead Data Monkeys call when it should be submitted.

Resources
The following resources are available to aid volunteers learn to create LST files. The first place to go is the Documentation, which you are 
reading now. There are a variety of pages dealing with LST files designed to help get you up and running. For beginners we have a growing 
section of lessons in the LST file Class. If you are creating datasets for inclusion in PCGen you should pay close attention to the section on 
Official Release LST standards especially to the section on OGL Compliance. The docs are also available online on our autobuild site and are 
updated periodically.

In addition to the main PCGen Yahoo group we have several other lists to aid in data development. pcgen_experimental is used for 
development. You can get in touch with other data monkeys here and upload your files for others to review. It is a good place to coordinate 
activity if multiple monkeys are working on a source. Additionally it is the place where new LST syntax and new tags are developed. 
PCGenListFileHelp is the place to go for help with specific how-to problems with LST files. LSTFileClass is a group set up to publish lessons on 
how to create LST files. The LST File Classes here in the docs were originally published there. We also have a Wiki site which has a page set 
aside to inform the community of progress made with New Sources. The Wiki site can be edited by anyone and we encourage those engaged in 
data development to post your progress there.

Inclusion in CVS
When a source has been completed and is ready for inclusion in the program it may be submitted in one of several ways. Data sets can be 
uploaded to pcgen_experimental to the appropriate folder and, along with a shout out to your friendly neighborhood tracker monkey, they 
will be picked up for review. Datasets can also be entered into the List File Fixes/New List Files tracker at PCGEN:DM, which is the Data 
Management project for PCGen. Once submitted the data must pass an internal review before it can be included in the CVS repository.

When a new source is submitted for inclusion in PCGen an internal tracker is opened for the Source. This is a special tracker for tracking New 
Source Development and will be the repository for all permission and OGL status reports concerning the source. This tracker will only contain 
permission and OGL status reports, bug reports and the like will be entered in separately in the regular bug trackers. It will be closed when it 
has passed all the required reviews and is checked in to the CVS repository.

New submission trackers will be opened by the Content Silverback or the Chief Data Monkey. The dataset will be checked for obvious errors 
that would prevent it from running in PCGen as well as for completeness. Basically we are checking for show stoppers and not much more. If 
we find a major problem we will contact the author to get it resolved.

If the dataset meets these minimum requirement it is zipped up and attached to the tracker. The tracker is then reassigned to the Open Game 
License (OGL) personnel. If problems are found the tracker is reassigned back to Data who will work to resolve the issue. Once resolved tracker 
is again reassigned to OGL.

When OGL passes the Source it is reassigned to Publisher Liaison (PL) who will attach publisher permission to the tracker, though the PL need 
not wait for this step and may attach permissions at any time he receives them.

When the source has passed OGL and PL the tracker is reassigned to the Lead Data Monkey who will CVS the dataset in the appropriate 
directory. The tracker is then closed.

Alpha Development
At this point the dataset author will be invited to continue development and be granted CVS access to continue work on the set. QA should be 
informed that a new set is in CVS which needs to be reviewed. The author, the QA team and the Tracker Monkey team will then work together 
to bring the set up to release quality. Alpha sets will be listed on the Alpha QA page of the Wiki site. Once the Dataset has been though the 
QA process and all known issues have been resolved it is moved into a permanent location in the data directory.
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PCC and LST Files Explained
by James McP

This document assumes you are familiar with the RPG Third Edition and the SRD rule set. In particular, it follows the System Reference Document 
(SRD) for 3E, which varies in some ways from the 3E books. It was also written based on PCGen version 5 data files, located in the \data\d20ogl\
srd\ directory of PCGen.

We will be discussing the format of LSTs and PCC files and how they expect to encounter tags. Refer to the documentation for details on 
implementing specific tags as they can, and do, change.

PCGen interprets data files using tabs and line returns. Note that a return (hitting the “enter” or “return” key) is different from word-wrap. You 
are advised to use a true text editor like the basic windows Notepad or one of the free editing programs like UltraEdit. Regardless, turn word-
wrap off.

In these examples I will be using extra lines that are indented rather than tabs and blank lines to indicate separate lines.

So this:

Bob 1 2

Alice 3 4

Will be portrayed as:

Bob

1

2

Alice

3

4

What is a PCC? Why are we discussing it first?
A PCC file is the only way PCGen can see a LST file. Perhaps the most common problem people have creating their first home brew LST file is 
failing to create a PCC that references it.

While most users will only use PCCs as little more than a list of LSTs for their home brew campaigns, when converting a published source to 
PCGen the PCC file is an expression of the legal system in the form of the Open Gaming License (OGL). Only through these, or other licenses, 
can PCGen distribute data from published sources without violating copyrights. This can make the PCC the most important part in distributing 
copyrighted data.

For a completely original campaign, you are the owner of your material and the copyrights. You should still declare all the copyright information 
just in case your data files are somehow distributed. Keep in mind that a PCC is the sole way for PCGen to identify a LST and that the structure 
of PCC files is primarily to fulfill that purpose. The copyright information is for legal compliance, not program functionality.

Building your own PCC
Really not hard. The PCC consists of the header block; used to fulfill the legal obligations and provide information used in prioritizing the data 
and knowing which types of games it is compatible with (e.g. Fantasy RPGs, Sci-Fi RPGs, etc), and a list of LSTs to include. Each entry has a 
separate line in the PCC.

PCC files must be kept within the \data directory of your PCGen installation. They can be in subdirectories as PCGen will find all PCCs within 
\data. PCC files can also be loaded off the internet in the newer betas (version 5.1 and greater).

See the \data\d20ogl\srd\srd.pcc for an example of the layout of a PCC. Here are the tags in the order they are typically found. The order is 
not important, but following conventions will help others help you if you make a mistake. For legal reasons, few of the header tags should ever 
be omitted. The tags are basically explained, but not detailed. See the documentation in the documentation directory for details with specific 
tags.

CAMPAIGN: Name of Campaign Displayed in data load window.

RANK: 1 Rank indicates priority in sorts.
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GAMEMODE:3e Designates the Game Mode.
Default RPG is 3e.

GENRE: This tells PCGen what genre this is,
used to filter sources.

TYPE:Dominant Game Publisher.SRD Type will be used for sorts.

SOURCELONG:The Full Name of the Source Long title (used in some displays).

SOURCESHORT:Source Short title (used in some displays).

SOURCEWEB:http://www.mywebsite.com Website for the source (typically the publisher’s general 
site).

ISOGL:YES If the source uses the open gaming license (OGL) See 
OGL FAQ.

OGL version Version of OGL, if applicable.

COPYRIGHT:Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 
2000, Your Name

Copyright Terms.

COPYRIGHT:The Full Name of the Source Copyright 
2003, Company Name ; Authors Bob Writer

Copyright Owner.

[LST Type]:[LST Name] Call a LST file.

The minimum LST files that have to be loaded to be able to create a new character are the following:

 • CLASS

 • EQUIPMENT

 • FEAT

 • SKILL

 • WEAPONPROF

 
LST Types
LST files are specialized, containing only a single type of data. PCC files must specify the type of LST file but each PCC can contain multiple LSTs 
of the same type.

Types of LST:

 • CLASS

 • DEITY

 • DOMAIN

 • EQUIPMENT

 • EQUIPMOD

 • FEAT

 • KIT

 • LANGUAGE

 • RACE

 • SKILL

 • SPELL

 • TEMPLATE

 • WEAPONPROF

So to call a class LST named “myfirstclass.lst” you would have the following in the PCC:

CLASS:myfirstclass.lst

This assumes the file myfirstclass.lst is in the same directory as the PCC. So if you wanted this PCC to load the file srdspells stored in pcgen\
data\d20ogl\srd you would use the following line:

SPELL:@/d20ogl/srd/srdspells.lst

The “@” symbol tells PCGen to start at the top of the data directory and then follow the path down. See the documentation for more 
information.
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CLASS:&/complete_monkey/complete_monkey_classes.lst

The “&” symbol tells PCGen to start at the top of the vendor data directory and then follow the path down. See the documentation for more 
information.

Excluding and Including from LST files

You can include/exclude specific information from any LST file by using the INCLUDE/EXCLUDE Tags.

Examples:

CLASS:myfirstclass.lst|@/d20ogl/srd/srdclassesbase.lst|(INCLUDE:Fighter)

Would load the classes in myclass.lst and only include the Fighter class from the SRD classes.

CLASS:myfirstclass.lst|(EXCLUDE:Monk|SorcererFoowarf)|@/d20ogl/srd/srdclassesbase.lst

Would load all classes in myclass.lst and all the SRD classes, except the Monk and the Sorcerer.

See further info in the “List Files” Section.

Building your own LST
Because LSTs are called from PCC files they have little in the way of a header, just a SOURCExxx tag which provide information used on character 
sheets and displays.

LSTs can be complicated in the whole, but are typically quite simple. Here, in the author’s opinion, are the LSTs sorted by complexity. I will be 
detailing the assembly of key LSTs at various levels of complexity.

 • language

 • proficiency

 • skill

 • deity

 • domain

 • equipmod

 • equipment

 • spell

 • feat

 • race

 • kit

 • template

 • class

The basic construction of a LST is a simple header block followed by a list of entries and their respective tags. With the exception of the name 
the order of tags is flexible but it is best to follow conventions. Tags are separated by tabs (hit the tab key on your keyboard) or whitespace. 
Most entries are on separate lines.

Remember, in these examples I will be using extra lines with indention’s to reflect the tags rather than tabs for readability. Blank lines will 
separate entries.

Language LST
This is as basic as it gets. Entries in a language LST are displayed in the language selection box. It consists of the header and a list of languages 
and their type. Let’s consider two hypothetical languages, the spoken language Simian and the written only language Peel.

Here is the header block:

SOURCELONG:PCGen Documentation |SOURCESHORT:P-Doc|SOURCEWEB:http://www.pcgen.org

Here the header tells us in detail where the information came from, a short name for use in cramped locations, and the website of the source.

Then comes the actual code. In order we list the language name and type. Most LSTs have more options so with the exception of the name the 
order of tags is flexible but it is best to follow conventions. Tags are separated by tabs (hit the tab key on your keyboard) or whitespace. Entries 
are on separate lines.

And here are the two working tags:

Simian

TYPE:Spoken
 

Peel

TYPE:Written
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You can refer to the srdlanguages.lst for a working example.

Equipment LST
Custom equipment is often one of the first things that a GM needs to create. We’ll start with something simple, like a Mighty Sling.

First, the header block:

SOURCELONG:PCGen Documentation |SOURCESHORT:P-Doc|SOURCEWEB:http://www.pcgen.org

Then comes the actual code. In order we list the item’s name, type, cost, weight, sourcepage, proficiency used, crit multiplier, critical range (i.e. 
1 for a 20, 2 for 19-20, etc), damage, range (if ranged weapon), size, and any bonuses and special abilities. Other than the name the order is 
flexible but it is best to follow conventions.

If you create a wholly new weapon with a new proficiency, you will need to create a proficiency LST that references your new weapon and then 
have your PCC load it.

Here is what we end up with, separating each tag into a separate line

Sling (+1 Mighty)

TYPE:Weapon.Simple.Ranged.Standard.
Bludgeoning

COST:0

WT:0

PROFICIENCY:Sling

CRITMULT:x2

CRITRANGE:1

DAMAGE:1d4

RANGE:50

SIZE:S

BONUS:WEAPON|DAMAGE|STRMIN1

Looking at this you might notice the source page tag is missing. Yup, it’s optional and since this is a “home made” item without a sourcebook, 
I left it off.

The TYPE tag is fairly easy to read, but you will likely need to refer to the documentation and srdequip(something).lst for examples.

The BONUS tag is a very, very, very feature rich tag. You will need to read the docs very carefully. This particular implementation indicates that 
it applies only to a weapon, modifies the damage dealt, and adds +1 strength damage to the weapon as long as the user has a strength bonus 
of at least +1. A mighty +2 sling would be identical except for the tag

BONUS:WEAPON|DAMAGE|STRMIN2
Now lets do something a bit more and create some magical armor. Red Dragon Armor will be plate +2 that provides fire resistance +5 and makes 
the wearer immune to Red Dragon fear. We’ll start by copying the plate armor from the srdequiparmorshields.lst file.

Full Plate

TYPE:Armor.Heavy.Suit.Standard.Metal

COST:1500

WT:50

ACCHECK:-6

MAXDEX:1

MOVE:20,15

SOURCEPAGE:Chap.7, Armor

SPELLFAILURE:35

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|8|TYPE=Armor.REPLACE
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Looking at it you can see how its tags work and how similar it is to the weapons. Name, type, cost, weight, armor check penalty, maximum dex 
bonus, movement restrictions (if any), source page, percent chance of spell failure, and the armor class bonus, set up as a replace to ensure only 
one set of armor is used.

For our custom version we’ll be adding some other features. Other examples can be pulled from the srdequiparmorsheildspecific.lst

Red Dragon Armor

PROFICIENCY:Full Plate

TYPE:Magic.Armor.Heavy.Standard.Suit.
Specific

COST:16650

WT:50

ACCHECK:-5

MAXDEX:1

MOVE:20,15

SPELLFAILURE:35

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|10|TYPE=Armor.REPLACE

SA: Fire Resistance +5

SA: Immune to Red Dragon Fear

Notice the changes?

First we added a PROFICIENCY tag - Very important as it informs PCGen which characters can use the armor since the name no longer matches 
any of the armor use proficiencies.

The TYPE also changes to include Magic and Specific. Magic will always be flagged first, the Specific tells it that it is a named item.

Then there’s the reduced ACCHECK rating. Why? Well, all magic items are masterwork, and masterwork armor has a reduced armor check 
penalty.

Last, the AC bonus was increased by 2 in the BONUS tag. The cost is my personal evaluation of the cost of this armor.

For armor found in a horde you may be tempted to set it to 0 so they can buy it without hitting the “buy for free” tag, but it is recommended 
to set the cost so you can use the “owned wealth” calculation to make sure your PCs have as much, or as little, as you think they should.

Last come the SA tags. SA stands for Special Ability and reflects a text string that is displayed on the character sheet. SAs have no affect on 
PCGen’s operation. SAs can be used as requirements and can perform calculations (like displaying uses per level). SAs are almost, but not quite, 
as feature rich as BONUS. Remember citizen, the docs are your friends.

Proficiency LST
For completeness I have included a proficiency.lst below with the most complicated proficiency in the basic game; the bastard sword.

From your reading you should be aware that by the Martial Weapon proficiency, a person can use the sword two handed if medium sized, or 1 
handed if they are a Large (or bigger) creature. Only someone who has the Exotic Weapon Proficiency: Bastard Sword can use it one handed.

Cannibalizing the srdweaponprof.lst file we get:

SOURCELONG:PCGen Documentation |SOURCESHORT:P-Doc|SOURCEWEB:http://www.pcgen.org

Sword (Bastard/Martial)

TYPE:Martial

HANDS:1IFLARGERTHANWEAPON

Sword (Bastard/Exotic)

TYPE:Exotic

So you see the weapon’s name, the type, and the number of hands required to use the weapon. If you don’t specify the number of hands, PCGen’s 
sizing system automatically fires up, assigning weapons of same or smaller size to 1 hand use, and weapons sized larger than the character to 
2 hand use.
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In this case, the Martial version of the proficiency does NOT allow a medium creature to use the medium sized Bastard Sword one-handed and 
overrides the default.

The Exotic version follows the standard PCGen sizing system which works as the rules require.

Refer to the HANDS tag docs for more details.

Feat LST
Feats are handy things. They have a lot of power, but are really fairly simple. We’ll start at the beginning of the srdfeats.lst and pull alertness.

Alertness

TYPE:General

DESC:See Text

BONUS:SKILL|Listen,Spot|2

SOURCEPAGE:Chap.5, Feat Descriptions

So we have the name, type, description, a bonus of +2 to listen and spot, and sourcepage. Really the name, type and description are the only 
things you need. Some feats provide features that are not handled in PCGen because they are conditional or just not addressed.

We’ll move on to something meatier.

Weapon Specialization

TYPE:Special.Fighter

PREFEAT:1,Weapon Focus

PREVARGTEQ:WeapSpecQualify,1

DESC:See Text

MULT:YES

CHOOSE:FEAT=Weapon Focus|1

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=%LIST|DAMAGE|2|TYPE=
NotRanged

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=%LIST|DAMAGE-
SHORTRANGE|2

SOURCEPAGE:Chap.5, Feat Descriptions

A bit different, but not much. Besides the normal stuff, we see that Weapon Specialization requires the character to already have the feat Weapon 
Focus and have a variable called WeaponSpecQualify with a value of 1. We’ll see WeaponSpecQualify later in the CLASS section where it will be 
covered in more detail. It can be chosen MULTiple times but only once per weapon, a feature inherent in PCGen. You CHOOSE a weapon that you 
already have Weapon Focus and it receives a +2 to damage.

Race LST
Races are a step up the complexity list from feats. We’ll first examine one of the most complex standard races, at least by PCGen standards, the 
Elf. This, and other examples, can be found in the srdracesphb.lst file.

Elf

FAVCLASS:Wizard

STARTFEATS:1

SIZE:M

MOVE:Walk,30

REACH:5

VISION:Low-light

LANGAUTO:Common,Elven
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LANGBONUS:Draconic,Gnoll,Gnome,Goblin,Orc,Sylvan

WEAPONAUTO:Shortbow|Longbow|Longbow (Composite)|Shortbow (Composite)

WEAPONBONUS:Rapier|Longsword

BONUS:SKILL|Listen,Search,Spot|2|TYPE=Racial

BONUS:STAT|DEX|2

BONUS:STAT|CON|-2

SA:Immunity to magic sleep spells and effects

SA:+2 racial saving throw bonus against Enchantment spells or effects 

SA:An elf who merely passes within 5 feet of a secret or concealed door is entitled 
to a Search check to notice it as if she were actively looking for the door

TYPE:Humanoid

SOURCEPAGE:Chap.2, Elves

What we find is the race name, favored class, number of starting feats, size, movement types and speeds, reach, special vision types, automatic 
languages, the list of available bonus languages, automatic weapon proficiencies, a bonus proficiency that is chosen in the race window, racial 
adjustments to skills and stats (note the Con penalty applied as a negative bonus), followed by special abilities, the creature type and source 
page. Notice the SAs with nice, descriptive tags.

Since SAs have no affect on PCGen, you should make sure the relevant data is in the SAs. (Unless the copyright owner says not to. You’ll find 
lots of things with an SA of “Super Power: see text p.xx” because the publisher doesn’t want Super Power defined outside their books. It’s their 
book, it’s their right and we respect that. Do what you want for your own creations.)

The required entries are name, size, movement, reach, and creature type. Everything else is optional and there are many, many more racial tags 
available for use.

Our example race will be a Silverback, a strong and intelligent creature (+2 strength, +1 intelligence) but somewhat inflexible (dexterity -1), they 
are Large creatures with a 10’ reach, 60’ darkvision, bonuses to handle animal, diplomacy and sense motive (+2 each), immune to charm spells, 
with a preferred class of ranger. They automatically speak Simian and Common and have an elf-like list of bonus languages. Like most races, 
they only receive 1 feat at first level. Silverbacks have no automatic weapon proficiencies but they do get two claw attacks doing 1d6 damage. 
Silverbacks do not receive any bonus hit dice or have monster classes.

Building our race.lst file from scratch we put our standard header.

SOURCELONG:PCGen Documentation |SOURCESHORT:P-Doc|SOURCEWEB:http://www.pcgen.org/

Silverback

FAVCLASS:Ranger

STARTFEATS:1

SIZE:L

MOVE:Walk,30

REACH:10

VISION:Darkvision (60’)

LANGAUTO:Common,Simian

LANGBONUS:Draconic,Gnoll,Gnome,Goblin,Orc,Sylvan,Elven

BONUS:SKILL|Handle Animal,Diplomacy,Sense Motive|2|TYPE=Racial

BONUS:STAT|STR|2

BONUS:STAT|INT|1

BONUS:STAT|DEX|-1

NATURALATTACKS:Claw,Weapon.Natural.Melee.Piercing.Slashing,*2,1d6

SA:Immunity to charm
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TYPE:Humanoid

The differences between this and the Elf are primarily the missing weapon bonuses and the new NATURALATTACKS tag. NATURALATTACKS do not 
need a proficiency specified so no worries there. You can see it is called Claw, is a natural melee piercing/slashing weapon and there are two of 
them.

More complex races abound in the SRD directory. Consider examining the srdracesXXX.lst files. Srdracesst.lst includes tritonss, troglodytes and 
trolls which are good examples for player character races.

Class LST
After custom equipment, classes are the most popular new LST. They are also perhaps the most complicated and difficult to master. Mastery takes 
time, but most people can achieve sufficiency in a very short period of time. And sufficiency is, well, sufficient.

The first barrier to overcome is that class LSTs do not follow the one line per entry system that all the other LSTs follow. Classes are too 
complicated to do that. So you have three sections to a class entry: a combat definition, a skill set definition, and the level-specific events.

Some will have more sections to cover special functions, but these are the standards. Once you start the level-specific block you can put entries 
in whatever order you want or have multiple entries for the same level. All those entries will apply until it finds a new definition block.

We’ll begin simple and look at the Warrior, your basic muscle. Like the other examples, blank lines indicate a new line and the indentions list 
the tags that fall on that line.

CLASS:Warrior

CLASS:Warrior

HD:8

TYPE:NPC

ABB:War

SOURCEPAGE:Chap.2, Classes, NPC 
Classes

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Fortitude|CL/2+2

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Reflex,BASE.
Willpower|CL/3

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|CL

CLASS:Warrior

STARTSKILLPTS:2

CSKILL:Climb|Handle Animal|Intimidate|Jump|Ride|Swim

1

WEAPONAUTO:SIMPLE|MARTIAL

FEATAUTO:Simple Weapon Proficiency|Armor Proficiency (Light)|Armor Proficiency 
(Medium)|Armor Proficiency (Heavy)|Shield Proficiency|Martial Weapon Proficiency

In the combat definition we find hit dice, class type (base, prestige, NPC, monster, etc), abbreviation to be used, source page, saving throws 
and base attack bonus.

The skill set block covers class skills and skill points per level. The skill names in the block need to match the entries in the skill LST file.

The level specific block only addresses first level where we see the warrior receives all simple and martial weapon proficiencies and all armor and 
shield proficiencies.

Notice that all the definition blocks start with CLASS:. This is the keyword used by PCGen. Leave that out and bad things will happen.

To make a warrior into a fighter we’d change the hit die and add some more level-specific abilities, specifically feats. Here is the level specific 
block for the fighter from the srdbaseclasses.lst file:

1

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)
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WEAPONAUTO:SIMPLE|MARTIAL FEATAUTO:Armor Proficiency (Light)|Armor Proficiency 
(Medium)|Armor Proficiency (Heavy)|Shield Proficiency|Simple Weapon Proficiency

2

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

4

DEFINE:WeapSpecQualify|1

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

6

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

8

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

10

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

12

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

14

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

16

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

18

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

20

ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Fighter)

Pretty simple. Only the 4th level DEFINE statement should require explanation. The DEFINE statement is used to initialize a variable, in this case 
WeapSpecQualify, and set it to 1. This is the prerequisite for the Weapon Specialization feat we saw earlier.

Let’s look at something more magical, like a bard.

CLASS:Bard

HD:6

SPELLSTAT:CHA

SPELLTYPE:Arcane

TYPE:Base.PC

ABB:Brd

MEMORIZE:NO

SOURCEPAGE:Chap.3, Bard
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LANGAUTO:Literacy

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Fortitude|CL/3

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Reflex,BASE.
Willpower|CL/2+2

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|CL*3/4

Standard combat definition block, but for the Bard it indicates the class can cast arcane spells using Charisma as the prime stat without 
memorizing spells.

CLASS:Bard

PREALIGN:3,4,5,6,7,8

Bards have an alignment restriction of “non-lawful”. The numbers 0-9 correspond to the alignments with the omitted 1, 2, and 9 being lawful 
good, lawful neutral and lawful evil respectively.

CLASS:Bard

STARTSKILLPTS:4

CSKILL:Alchemy|Appraise|Balance|Bluff|Climb|Concentration|TYPE.Craft| Decipher 
Script|Diplomacy|Disguise|Escape Artist|Gather Information|Hide| Intuit 
Direction|Jump|TYPE.Knowledge|Listen|Move Silently|Perform|Pick Pocket| TYPE.
Profession|Scry|Sense Motive|Speak Language|Spellcraft|Swim|Tumble|Use Magic Device

Standard skill set. Nothing to see here, move along.

1

CAST:2

KNOWN:4

SA:Bardic music %/day|BardicMusic

SA:Bardic knowledge (+%)|BardicKnowledge

BONUS:VAR|BardicMusic|CL=Bard

BONUS:VAR|BardicKnowledge|CL=Bard+INT

DEFINE:BardicKnowledge|0

DEFINE:BardicMusic|0

WEAPONAUTO:SIMPLE

WEAPONBONUS:Longbow|Longbow(Composite)|Longsword|Rapier|Sap|Shortbow 
(Composite)|Sword (Short)|Shortbow|Whip

FEATAUTO:Armor Proficiency (Light)|Armor Proficiency (Medium)|Shield Proficiency|Simple 
Weapon Proficiency

Now we see some new things other than the standard proficiencies and feats. A first level Bard can cast 2 1st level spells and knows four of them. 
He has the special ability to use Bardic Music a number of times equal to his class level (CL) which is handled by an SA entry (with % being 
used to display the value of the BardicMusic variable), a DEFINE and a BONUS to set the variable to the Bard class level. The same is done with 
the Bardic Knowledge bonus.

2

CAST:3,0

KNOWN:5,2

Bards can now cast 2nd level spells (if they have any bonus spells from their spell-stat Charisma) and know 2 of them.
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3

CAST:3,1

KNOWN:6,3

4

CAST:3,2,0

KNOWN:6,3,2
...

...

20

CAST:4,4,4,4,4,4,4

KNOWN:6,5,5,5,5,5,4

SOURCELONG:PCGen Documentation |SOURCESHORT:P-Doc|SOURCEWEB:http://www.pcgen.org
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LST File Class
The LST File Classes are designed to be a lecture series by accomplished LST Chimps to help teach PCGen users how to do LST files for 
themselves and for inclusion in PCGen distribution. These Classes were originally posted at the LSTFileClass Yahoo Group and questions about 
the lessons can be fielded there. Other questions about LST file editing can be fielded at the PCGenListFileHelp Yahoo group.

The Professors of this series are Chris Chandler (Barak) and Professor Andrew McDougall (Tir Gwaith). Both are veterans of the PCGen Data 
team who frequently answer questions and provide sage advice on the arcane art of LST editing on the various PCGen Mailing lists.

Conventions

Because HTML formatting cannot exactly replicate what you would see in a LST file we are going to use certain conventions to convey these 
ideas. Tags in LST files are tab delineated, that is the tags are separated by tabs. because this is difficult to show the tag examples in the LST 
classes here will be separated by line breaks. Text meant to display LST code will be in the code font like so. Text taken from a source will be 
indicated in bold.

Current Lessons:

Lesson #1: PCC - Campaign Info..

Lesson #2: PCC file calling

Lesson #3: .lst - Races (Part 1)

Lesson #4: .lst - Races (Part 2)

Lesson #5: .lst - Races (Part 3)

Lesson #6: .lst - Races (Part 4)

Lesson #7: .lst - Spell Basics

Lesson #8: .lst - Biosettings

Lesson #9: .lst - Weapon Proficiencies

Lesson #10: .lst - Languages

Lesson #11: .lst - Races (Part 5, Default Monster Kits)

Lesson #1: PCC - Campaign Info..
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *.pcc (basic creation)

Tags used:

CAMPAIGN, GAMEMODE, RANK, TYPE, SOURCELONG, SOURCESHORT, SOURCEWEB, ISOGL, COPYRIGHT, 
INFOTEXT

This lesson will discuss what a PCC is, and what it uses to tell PCGen about itself.  This will get a Campaign to show up in PCGen’s source tab, 
and allow it to load (though it won’t load anything till lesson 2).

PCC - what it is, and what it does.
A PCGen Campaign Configuration file (PCC) is a text document which PCGen reads to gather what source files to load, and other information about 
itself (the ‘campaign’) and it’s associated files.  Without these types of files, PCGen would not be able to load the data files.

So, I’ve created my own world with lots of feats, classes, skills, etc. I want to create a new ‘Campaign’ in PCGen so I can easily make up characters 
and monsters for my world.  I’m going to call it ‘My stuff’ since it is going to be stuff I’m making for myself.  :)

First I need to create a home for my PCC and the data files associated with it.  I’m going to place it in a subdirectory of /data/ in the PCGen 
folder.  This is the standard practice, although you may certainly create it elsewhere if you wish.  I’m going to make a new folder in /data/ called 
/mystuff/ just to make it easy to keep these files separate, and so I’ll know where things are.

Next, I’m going to start up my favorite text editor and create and save an empty file.  I’ll call it “mystuff.pcc”.  Notice the .pcc - PCGen looks for 
that particular extension when first starting for the list of campaigns it can load.  This has to be the _final_ extension.  If you accidentally save 
it as mystuff.pcc.txt, PCGen will not “see” it and you won’t be able to load your data.
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Now I’m ready to start telling PCGen what my Campaign is and which files it needs to load.

CAMPAIGN: The name used for the set of sources in the PCC

The first step is to name this campaign for PCGen.  (PCGen *does not* use the PCC file name for that).  Since it needs to create a memory object, 
and then define parts of it, we HAVE to name the campaign for PCGen on the FIRST LINE of the file.  No other tag lines can come before it.  We 
tell PCGen the name of the campaign by using the CAMPAIGN tag. So I put “CAMPAIGN:My Stuff” right at the very top.  When PCGen lists 
my campaign, it will display ‘My stuff’ in the source tab.

GAMEMODE: what game mode the campaign is designed for.

The next thing I need to do is to tell PCGen what GameMode I want this campaign to run in. We use the GAMEMODE tag to tell PCGen which 
GameMode to run in.  Since I want to run it in the normal gamemode that comes with PCGen, I’m going to use ‘3e’  So I put “GAMEMODE:3e” 
on my second line.  Note that this MUST be the second line in the file.

RANK: Loading order.

Moving on, the next step in the process is determining what priority the data files associated with this PCC have related to other sources, and 
what order PCGen should load things in.  To do this we use the RANK tag. Choosing the rank can get complicated, because it effects what 
happens when you use .MOD tags and other things.  But, since this is the “basic PCC” lecture, we’ll go the simple route for the moment.  :)

I am making this my primary campaign file because I want to load this one _only_ so I don’t have to think about the other sources in PCGen 
(and make it easier for my group to load the same stuff).  I’m going to make it RANK:1.  It should now load before any other source with a 
higher RANK number.

Currently, you can only have a RANK between 1 and 9, which limits how many things can be on different levels.  If 2 PCCs are the same Rank, it 
loads them in whatever order it has them stored internally...  That’s going a bit deep, and we can cover that in depth in another lesson...

TYPE: Displaying on the Source tab.

Now, I need to set up the tree of sources for this PCC that you see when you first start up PCGen.  This is done by using a TYPE tag.  This is a 
“.” delimited list.  Each “.” creates a sub-level.  The typical method of doing the TYPE tag is to list publisher, and then type of book, and then 
anything else necessary.  So I’ll enter “TYPE:PCGenLstMonkey.Campaign Setting.My World”.

My file now looks like this (between the ----- lines is the actual file):

-----------
CAMPAIGN:My Stuff
GAMEMODE:3e 
RANK:1 
TYPE:PCGenLstMonkey.Campaign 
Setting.My World
-----------

What you’ll see on the source screen when you start PCGen up now if you expanded the tree fully would be:

PCGenLstMonkey
 ^---Campaign Setting
  ^---My World
   ^---My Stuff

Now we come to several tags that are very important if you’re putting in somebody else’s material (or perhaps even your own if you hope to 
publish some day).  The first three give information on who created/published the material.  Those tags are “SOURCELONG” which is used to give 
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the publishers full name.  Next is “SOURCESHORT” which is used to give an abbreviation to be used for the publisher and finally is “SOURCEWEB” 
which is used to put in the URL of the publishers web site.  My entries for these tags will be:

SOURCELONG:PCGenLstMonkey
SOURCESHORT:PCGLM
SOURCEWEB:http://www.mystuffcampaign.com

ISOGL and COPYRIGHT: OGL Section 15 information.

Next up is another important bit at least if you want to share your files, either with friends or with the rest of the PCGen community, the ISOGL 
tag. This is used to indicate whether or not the source falls under the OGL license (most do... It’s really hard work for it not to).  So we’ll enter 
it this way: “ISOGL:YES”.  This will trigger the program to insert the information from the next tag we cover into the OGL (Open Gaming 
License) that we display on startup.

The next tag is the COPYRIGHT tag.  We use this tag to enter our copyright information, or the publisher’s copyright information.  When entering 
others copyright information, it must be entered exactly as they have, mis-spellings and all.  For my set the tag will look like this:

COPYRIGHT:PCGenLstMonkey Copyright 2003

INFOTEXT: further information for the user.

Now, I’d like people who look at my data set in PCGen to know what it’s for, so I’ll use the INFOTEXT tag to give them a little information about 
it.  What you enter here will appear in the lower left pane of the PCGen UI with a heading of “INFO”.  My tag will read like this:

INFOTEXT:This data set contains all the information necessary to create a character 
for the mystuff campaign world

That is everything you need to tell PCGen about the Campaign itself. Part II will be actually linking up the PCC with LST files....

Barak  
LST Chimp
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Lesson #�: PCC file calling
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak) and Professor Andrew McDougall (Tir Gwaith).

File(s) Covered: *.pcc (File calling)
Tags used:

DEITY, DOMAIN, SPELL, RACE, TEMPLATE, FEAT, SKILL, LANGUAGE, CLASS, COMPANIONMOD, KIT, EQUIPMOD, 
EQUIPMENT, WEAPONPROF, PCC, INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, #

Basic File type calls
Ok, this part is going to go fast.  If you want to add an object (coding term for how PCGen handles things), such as a Race, to your campaign, 
it needs to be in the correct LST file type to load correctly.  To do this, you create that object in a LST file, and reference the file by one of the 
tags. Valid file types are, and I’m grouping them by file types that tend to go together (interact with others regularly in the same grouping): 
DEITY, DOMAIN, SPELL, RACE, TEMPLATE, FEAT, SKILL, LANGUAGE, CLASS, COMPANIONMOD, KIT, EQUIPMOD, EQUIPMENT, and WEAPONPROF

There can only be one of these tags per line, but one can have more than one line with the same reference (we tend to break monsters and 
equipment down into more than one file for official releases, so we often will have more than one EQUIPMENT or RACE line in the same campaign.  
All of these tags call LST files, each of which follow their own format and tags that can be used in them.  We will get to that later.

For example, one of the lines for my classes is “CLASS:mystuffclassesbase.lst”.  Another one (entered on a new line) is “CLASS:mystuffclassesprestige.
lst”.  My feat file is “FEAT:mystufffeats.lst”.

Notice something about all the filenames I’ve chosen for the different types of data?  They all start with “mystuff”.  This is the common naming 
convention and just makes it easy to determine at a glance what files belong together with what PCC.

So now the PCC file looks like this (and is complete; we are building on lesson #1 here.):

-------------------------------
CAMPAIGN:My Stuff
GAMEMODE:3e
RANK:1
TYPE:PCGenLstMonkey.Campaign Setting.My World 
SOURCELONG:PCGenLstMonkey SOURCESHORT:PCGLM 
SOURCEWEB:http://www.mystuffcampaign.com
ISOGL:YES
COPYRIGHT:PCGenLstMonkey Copyright 2003
INFOTEXT:This data set contains all the information necessary to create a character 
for the mystuff campaign world.
DEITY:mystuffdeities.lst
FEAT:mystufffeats.lst
TEMPLATE:mystufftemplates.lst
CLASS:mystuffclassesbase.lst
CLASS:mystuffclassesprestige.lst
DOMAIN:mystuffdomains.lst
LANGUAGE:mystufflanguages.lst
RACE:mystuffraces.lst
SKILL:mystuffskills.lst
SPELL:mystuffspells.lst
KIT:mystuffkits.lst
COMPANIONMOD:mystuffkits.lst 
EQUIPMOD:mystuffequipmodsmundane.lst
EQUIPMOD:mystuffequipmodsmagical.lst
EQUIPMENT:mystuffequip.lst
WEAPONPROF:mystuffweaponprofs.lst
-------------------------------

That is ALL you need to include in a Campaign file to have objects load, so long as the files themselves exist and there isn’t anything wrong 
with the files themselves (bad LST format, weird character, etc.).  Note that you do not need all of those type.  Several sources may only have 
two or three of them.
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What we are going to go into now is some slightly more advanced items that will help with your custom datasets...

PCC: calling other PCGen Campaign Configuration files.
Let’s say I want to have everything in the SRD, but I don’t want to select the SRD every time on the sources screen. I and my players want to 
just load MyCampaign.  To do this I can use a PCC tag in the mystuff.pcc.  This works just like any of the other File Type loading tags, but it 
will load EVERYTHING from a given PCC file. 

So I can load the complete SRD and my own stuff and I could do it just by clicking on MyCampaign and loading that.  All the info in the SRD 
would be included! More specifically, what is mentioned in the PCC I call is loaded as if it were listed in the mystuff.pcc... 

Since PCC’s tend to be in the same folder as their files, and each campaign in its own folder, I’ve held this one off till after the calling from other 
directories, since you need that first.  So, I need to know where the PCC in question is.  In this case, it is  (PCgenHome}/data/d20ogl/srd/srd.
pcc.  So I’m going to add PCC:@/data/d20ogl/srd/srd.pcc

The “@” character when used in a PCC file will be replaced when the program goes looking for the file by the path you have set in the preferences 
as the PCGen home directory.

You may also load a PCC using the full path/filename (useful if you keep your sources in places other than the normal PCGen path) such as PCC:
C:/pcgen/data/d20ogl/srd/srd.pcc.

LSTEXCLUDE: removing a file completely.
I want to use the SRD materials but I have invented my own feats and wish to use them and *not* have the ones from the SRD available.  I can 
use the LSTEXCLUDE tag to prevent them from being loaded. This tag will prevent the named files from being loaded even if they are referenced 
in another PCC that you have chosen to include.  For this to work properly, it must come before any PCC listings to take effect in them.

So, for mystuff.pcc I will insert “LSTEXCLUDE:srdfeats.lst” on a line prior to my PCC call from the last section.

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE: loading only parts of files
Thinking about it some more I realize that I want to include a couple of bits from some other data sets.  While I could re-enter them, why go to 
all that trouble.  Looking through my stuff, I want to include the races from FFG’s Mythic Races... but looking at them, I don’t particularly like 
the Fairy race, nor the Anaema (that just sounds too close to something else  :P) and would like to leave them out. 

This is what we use the EXCLUDE tag for.  So I enter another race tag for that file, but on the end I put “|(EXCLUDE:Fairy|Anaema)”.  The complete 
entry reads:

RACE:@/data/d20ogl/fantasyflightgames/legendsandlairs/mythicraces/mythicracesraces.
lst|(EXCLUDE:Fairy|Anaema)

On that same note, I really like the Hide Spell metamagic feat from Sword and Sorcery Studios book Relics and Rituals, but I don’t want to 
include any of the other feats.  To do this I’ll use the INCLUDE tag.   I enter another feat tag, and at the end I put “|(INCLUDE:Hide Spell)”.  The 
complete line would read:

FEAT:@/data/d20ogl/swordandsorcerystudios/scarredlands/relicsrituals/
relicsritualsfeats.lst|(INCLUDE:Hide Spell)
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#: Comments
Some PCC files can be complicated and might need some explanation for how things are being done or you may just wish to use have some 
reminders of how you’ve organized the file.  For that you enter a comment.  A comment is indicated by using the “#” character as the first 
character on the line, followed by any text you wish to enter for the comment.

I think I’ll just pop a note into the PCC indicating source material that is not from my setting.  “# Non My Campaign setting files”.

Our PCC file now looks like this:

-------------------------------
CAMPAIGN:My Stuff
GAMEMODE:3e
RANK:1
TYPE:PCGenLstMonkey.Campaign Setting.My World 
SOURCELONG:PCGenLstMonkey SOURCESHORT:PCGLM 
SOURCEWEB:http://www.mystuffcampaign.com
ISOGL:YES
COPYRIGHT:PCGenLstMonkey Copyright 2003
INFOTEXT:This data set contains all the information necessary to create a character 
for the mystuff campaign world.
DEITY:mystuffdeities.lst
FEAT:mystufffeats.lst
TEMPLATE:mystufftemplates.lst
CLASS:mystuffclassesbase.lst
CLASS:mystuffclassesprestige.lst
DOMAIN:mystuffdomains.lst
LANGUAGE:mystufflanguages.lst
RACE:mystuffraces.lst
SKILL:mystuffskills.lst
SPELL:mystuffspells.lst
KIT:mystuffkits.lst
COMPANIONMOD:mystuffkits.lst 
EQUIPMOD:mystuffequipmodsmundane.lst
EQUIPMOD:mystuffequipmodsmagical.lst
EQUIPMENT:mystuffequip.lst
WEAPONPROF:mystuffweaponprofs.lst
# Non My Campaign setting files
LSTEXCLUDE:srdfeats.lst
PCC:@/data/d20ogl/srd/srd.pcc
RACE:@/data/d20ogl/fantasyflightgames/legendsandlairs/mythicraces/mythicracesraces.
lst|(EXCLUDE:Fairy|Anaema)
FEAT:@/data/d20ogl/swordandsorcerystudios/scarredlands/relicsrituals/
relicsritualsfeats.lst|(INCLUDE:Hide Spell)
-------------------------------

Barak, Tir Gwaith
LST Chimps
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Lesson #�: .lst - Races (Part 1)
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).
Updated by Aaron Divinsky (boomer70).

File(s) Covered: *races.lst
Tags used:

OUTPUTNAME, SIZE, RACETYPE, RACESUBTYPE, TYPE, MONSTERCLASS, HITDICE, MOVE

This is the beginning of several lessons that will be necessary to cover the creation of a race file.  There  are many tags, and some of them will 
take some seriously long explanations, so get some munchies and a drink,  get comfortable and we’ll get started.

Since the race lines can get exceedingly long, and yahoo will wrap my lessons, I’ll also post a file that may  be perused as you’re reading this.  
(Be sure to turn off word-wrap on your text file reader!)

I’m going to develop a file that contains two races. One will be from the System Reference Document (SRD) so you can see how  to do an already 
existing race and the other I’m going to make up on the fly and use to demonstrate every tag I can remember.  :p

One thing to note is that these will be considered “monster” races. Towards the end of the lesson i’ll go back through and create a player 
character only race.

We’ll do a Solar and, ummm, I know!  Ninja Monkeys!  :) The lessons will follow the format of a standard monster write up. A sample monster 
write up for our Ninja Monkey race is presented below so you can follow along (in RSRD format)

Ninja MonkeyMedium Monstrous Humanoid

Hit Dice: 4d8+8 (26 hp)

Initiative: +8

Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares), climb 20 ft.

Armor Class: 20 (+4 Dex, +2 Natural, +2 Divine, +2 Leather armor), touch 14, flat-footed 16

Base Attack/Grapple: +4/+7

Attack: Claw +7 melee (1d4+3) or dagger +7 melee (1d4+3)

Full Attack: 2 claws +7 melee (1d4+3) and bite +2 melee (1d8+1) or dagger +7 melee (1d4+3)

Space/Reach: 5 ft./5 ft.

Special Attacks: —

Special Qualities: Darkvision (60’), DR 3/-, immunity to poison

Saves: Fort +3, Ref +8, Will +6

Abilities: Str 17, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 11, Wis 15, Cha 10

Skills: Balance +8, Hide +8, Jump +7, Listen +7, Move Silently +8, Spot +7

Feats: Alertness, Improved Initiative

Environment: Forests

Organization: Solitary or Gang (2-4)

Challenge Rating: 2

Treasure: Standard (double bananas)

Alignment: Usually Chaotic Good

Advancement: By character class

Level Adjustment: +2
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Skills: Ninja monkeys have a +4 racial bonus to Balance and Jump checks. Ninja monkeys have a +2 racial bonus in forested environments.

Ninja Monkey Characters
— Automatic Languages: Common and Monkey, Bonus Languages: Elven, Goblin, Sylvan.
— Favored Class: Monk

First, a couple of general rules:  Every tag needs to be separated with tabs.  Spaces may be used within  names, etc, but never at the beginning 
or end.  There should never be a space-tab or a tab-space combination as this will make the parser choke and die.

Although any text editor will do, a text editor that can do syntax colorization is also a good idea.  I use a  program called TextPad.  You can also 
use UltraEdit and I believe there is one called Crimson. You can find a number of these syntax files on the Yahoo! Group PCGen_experimental.

I’ll use “mystuff_races.lst” as the file name.  This conforms to the the new naming convention adopted by the  PCGen lstmonkey crew recently. 
Basically it is in the format of “source_filetype.lst”.

Update to RSRD
These classes were originally written using the SRD (3.0 rules). Throughout you will find sidebars like this one with notes on the 
differences between the 3.0 rule set and the 3.5 rule set as found in the Revised System Reference Document (RSRD).

Race Name

The race file is currently a lst file that has one racial entry per line.  The first thing on each line is  the race name.  There is no tag for it, the 
program assumes that whatever is there is the name of a race.

One thing to consider when entering the race name is grouping (all demons together, etc).  A Solar is a  celestial, and we’d like it to show up 
with other celestials, so the name I’m going to enter will be “Celestial (Solar)”.  On the next Line I’ll enter “Ninja Monkey”. 

Update to RSRD
In the RSRD the Solar is listed as an Angel not a Celestial. Therefore we would name it “Angel (Solar)”.

OUTPUTNAME

Now, “Celestial (Solar)”, while making it easy to find in the race list with the other celestials will look  kind of funny on output, so we’ll use the 
OUTPUTNAME tag to change what will appear on output (if the user has the preference checked to use it).

The OUTPUTNAME tag can be used in a couple of different manners.  You can completely change the name of an  object (as far as output is 
concerned) and not reference the real name at all, or you can use part of the real  name.  A special string was developed to grant access to only 
the text contained in parentheses.  That string is  “[NAME]” (no quotes).

So, if we wanted the name on output to be “Celestial, Solar”, we could do it two different ways. 1) OUTPUTNAME:Celestial, Solar or 2) 
OUTPUTNAME:Celestial, [NAME].  I don’t like either one of those...  I  just want it to be called a “Solar” on output, so I’m entering the tag like 
this:

OUTPUTNAME:[NAME]

The name “Ninja Monkey” is just fine as it is, so we’ll skip an OUTPUTNAME tag on this one.

SIZE

Every creature has a size.  The size tag uses the first letter of each size category, so the possible choices  are F (Fine), D (Diminutive), T (Tiny), 
S (Small), M (Medium), L (Large), H (Huge), G (Gargantuan), and C  (Colossal).

The Solar is a Large creature so on that line we’ll enter a couple tabs and then put “SIZE:L”.  The Ninja  Monkey is man-sized (Medium), so 
we’ll put “SIZE:M” on that line.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen_experimental
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RACETYPE/RACESUBTYPE

After the creature’s size the next information is the race type. For the Solar it is listed as Outsider (Good).  The information in the brackets 
after the type lists all the subtypes for the monster, in this case Good.  We will enter “RACETYPE:Outsider” put in a tab and enter 
“RACESUBTYPE:Good”.

For the Ninja Monkey we have to enter just the type with no subtypes.

RACETYPE:Monstrous Humanoid

Update to RSRD
The Solar changes subtypes in the RSRD to Outsider (Angel, Extraplanar, Good). Therefore we need to change our subtype entry 
to read RACESUBTYPE:Angel|Extraplanar|Good.

TYPE

Note: This use of TYPE has been deprecated and is replaced with RACETYPE/RACESUBTYPE.

We use the TYPE tag to indicate what type of creature the race is (Aberration, Undead, Animal, Monstrous Humanoid, Magical Beast, etc.).

The Solar is an Outsider so our tag would read “TYPE:Outsider”.

The Ninja monkey is a Monstrous Humanoid so our tag would be “TYPE:Monstrous Humanoid”.

MONSTERCLASS

The MONSTERCLASS tag is used by the program when the “Default Monster” setting is off. It tells it how many and which monster class levels to 
give the race (as opposed to using the HITDICE tag when in “Default Monster” mode).

The tag takes the format of MONSTERCLASS:<monsterclassname>:<levels>. For PCGen distribution files the class name is *usually* the type of 
creature and the number of levels is usually set equal to the number of HD the default creature has. An exception to this is when the racial 
description says they are spellcasters... “cast as 18th level sorcerers”. In that case we create a special class (in a class.lst file) to grant the race 
the appropriate spellcasting levels.

The Solar is an Outsider with 22 HD, and he casts spells as a 20th level cleric, so his tag would be “MONSTERCLASS:Solar:22”

For the Ninja Monkey, he’s a Monstrous Humanoid and has 4 HD and no spellcasting ability, so the tag for him would read “MONSTERCLASS:
Monstrous Humanoid:4”.

HITDICE

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

This is the tag we use to indicate the die size and quantity of hit dice a race gets. The program uses this when the “Default Monster” setting in 
the preferences is on. It takes the format of HITDICE:<quantity>,<size>. This information is found at the top of each race listing.

The Solar has 22d8 hit points, so would have “HITDICE:22,8” for this tag.

The ninja monkey has 4d8 hit points, so would have “HITDICE:4,8” for this tag.
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MOVE

To define a race’s movement modes and rates we use the MOVE tag.  The format is “MOVE:mode,rate,mode,rate”.   You can enter as many 
movement modes and rates as you want.

Looking at the Solar in the SRD, they list “SPEED:50ft,fly 150ft”.  The first number is always their “Walk”  (otherwise known as “Base”) movement 
rate, except for those races that can’t walk like some plants. So on  the Solar’s line we will enter (remember to put a tab or two between the 
last tag and this new one):

MOVE:Walk,50,Fly,150

I’m going to give the Ninja Monkey a walk rate of 30 and a climb rate of 20, so the  tag for his line would be:

MOVE:Walk,30,Climb,20

I’m going to end this lesson at this point.  If you have questions, please post them to the Yahoo! group PCGenListFileHelp.

The example file for this lesson can be found at the LSTfileclass Yahoo Group in the files section here.

Barak
LST Chimp

Lesson #�: .lst - Races (part �)
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *races.lst
Tags used:

BONUS:COMBAT|AC, BONUS:COMBAT|BAB , NATURALATTACKS, FACE, REACH, AUTO:EQUIP, AUTO:ARMORPROF, 
AUTO:WEAPONPROF

Not much to say before we jump into things this time. This is a continuation from lesson #3 in our look at creating race files.

BONUS:COMBAT|AC

Up next on our list to do is the race’s armor class. In this section we’ll deal with special bonuses that affect a races AC value. We won’t worry 
about the effects of Dexterity and size adjustments because those are handled automatically by PCGen once we code in their dexterity score 
and size.

The first and most common of these is a race’s natural armor. In the SRD listings it can be found in parentheses after the total AC for the race. 
Looking at the entry for the Solar: “AC:35 (-1 size, +5 Dex, +21 natural)”.

We would enter the bonus from natural armor for the Solar using the following tag “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|21|TYPE=NaturalArmor.
REPLACE”. Quite the tag, eh? :P

To break it down a bit further, “BONUS:COMBAT|AC” directs PCGen to apply the bonus to the character’s/monster’s AC. “21” is the value 
of the bonus to be applied of course. The “TYPE=whatever” sets the type of bonus for stacking purposes. It should be noted that 
“TYPE=NaturalArmor” is a special type in that it causes the program to separate those bonuses out from other AC bonuses when sent to 
the output sheet.

The “.REPLACE” is used to make sure that stacking with items and other things that affect natural armor, such as an amulet of Natural Armor, 
is allowed.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/PCGenListFileHelp
http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/LSTfileclass/
http://f2.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/EKxcQRSQkNqrtFjDTDyZ5ZvY6XxwOMY5DToAK4c8KwnppEP1vNZ7czz_HnUk-vVPAEAIj4d1fL_uy8smyJGnXeTZ1TeVuQ/Lesson Files/mystuff_races.lst
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I think a bit of a digression is in order to explain how PCGen handles stacking issues.

1) If a bonus does not have a type associated with it, the program assumes it will stack with anything.

Example:
“BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2” and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1” will stack for a total bonus to the AC of +3.

2) If a bonus does have a type, it will stack with all different types, but not it’s own type. When there are two bonuses with the same type 
(and no suffixes that modify this rule) the program will choose and apply the largest of them.

Examples:
a) “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor” 
and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=Deflection” 
will stack for a total bonus to the AC of +3.

b) “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor” 
and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=NaturalArmor” 
will not stack and there will be a total bonus to the AC of +2.

c) “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor” 
and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=NaturalArmor” 
and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=Deflection”
will give you a total bonus to ac of +3.

3) When you use the “.REPLACE” suffix, the program takes all like bonuses that have “.REPLACE” appended and adds them together, and 
THEN compares that result to all other like bonuses to determine which to use.

Examples:
a) “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor.REPLACE” 
and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=NaturalArmor.REPLACE”
will stack and there will be a total bonus to the AC of +3.

b) “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor.REPLACE” 
and “BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor.REPLACE” 
and”BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=NaturalArmor” 
will give you a total bonus to ac of +4.

For further examples see the BONUS page of the documentation.

Back to creating our race file...

For the Ninja Monkey, we’ll give them a natural armor of 2 for having a thick pelt. The tag for that would be:

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=NaturalArmor.REPLACE

At this time we should also cover any other special AC enhancements the race might have. Looking through the SRD write-up on the Solar, there 
is nothing else for them, so we’re done there.

For the Ninja Monkey however, I’m going to give a +2 divine bonus to their AC since they are the creation and favored race of a minor godlet in 
my world, and he tries to protect them. The tag for this would be:

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=Divine”.

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

Next comes one of the most important bits, but also one of the most involved. We need to set the BAB (Base Attack Bonus) of the race. What 
makes this so involved (at least when coding in other peoples creations) is that the BAB is not listed. You have to look at the attack bonuses 
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given (in the attack line in the SRD) and then work backwards from there, taking out any bonuses for size, stat (strength or dex), epic bonuses, 
and any feats that might affect it.

Looking to the Solar once again, we see the following listed for it’s attacks: “Attacks: +5 dancing vorpal greatsword +35/+30... melee”

So, this tells us we start with a final value of 35. From that we need to subtract 5 (for the magic weapon), 9 (for his 28 strength), 1 (for his 
size). Then we add 1 since at 22 hit dice he is considered epic and gets a +1 epic bonus. The race has no feats that affect BAB, so our BAB total 
is 35-5-9-1+1=21.

These values are only used when you are creating a “default monster” so we will append the PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y tag to the bonus. This 
basically tells the program not to apply the bonus unless the user has selected “Use Default Monsters” in the preferences tab. This BAB bonus is 
also the base for the race and needs to stack with feats and other things that actually modify the base BAB, so we’ll give it a “TYPE=Base.
REPLACE”. Our tag will look like this:

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|21|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y|TYPE=Base.REPLACE

The Ninja Monkey (since we are creating this race on the fly) we can just pick a number for. I’ll just give him a +5. I may come back later and 
revise this if it’s too much after I add all the other stuff. The tag for this will be:

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|5|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y|TYPE=Base.REPLACE

Update to RSRD
The BAB is explicited listed under the Base Attack heading in 3.5 so no calculation is needed.

NATURALATTACKS

The NATURALATTACKS tag is what we use to define non-equipment attacks a race may possess. This tag does several things at once. It creates 
a piece of “equipment” that will show up in the GUI to be equipped (which it is by default). It creates and grants a weapon proficiency for the 
defined natural attack to make sure the creature doesn’t receive the standard -4 non-proficiency penalty. It determines what kinds of damage, 
how much damage, what kind of attack (melee or ranged), how many attacks with the defined natural attack and whether or not that attack 
gets iterative attacks or not.

The first attack listed after the tag is considered to be the primary attack, and all others are treated as a secondary attack (at -5 unless some 
feat modifies that).

The format for the tag is as follows: NATURALATTACKS:<attack name>,<TYPE line>,<*(if non-iterative)><#attacks>,<damage>

The <attack name> is what you want to appear as the name for the natural attack. This can be things like Bite, CLaw, Tentacle Rake or Incorporeal 
Touch just to name a few common examples.

The <TYPE line> is similar to the TYPE line we use in .lst files for regular weapons. The line must start with “Weapon.Natural”. It is then 
followed by the type of attack (“Ranged” or “Melee”) and then any descriptors for the type of damage it deals (“Piercing” and “Slashing” and 
“Bludgeoning” are good examples of this). You do not have to use just one, you could (and often do) have things like “Piercing.Slashing”.

Next would come the number of attacks. If it says something like “two claws +21” then they only get that many attacks and they are not 
iterative, so we put a “*” in front of the number. If it says something like “Slam +15/+10/+5” then they do get iterative attacks and the asterisk 
is left out (these are few and far between, but they do exist).

Finally we list the damage the attack does (dice damage only, STR modifiers and other adjustments will be applied by PCGen). This is entered in 
the standard dice notation such as “1d8” and “4d10”.

The Solar has no natural attacks, so we’ll skip this tag for them.

The ninja monkey has claws (2) which do 1d4 points of damage for it’s primary natural attack and a bite which does 1d8 for its secondary attack. 
The tag for the ninja monkey would look thus:

NATURALATTACKS:Claw,Weapon.Natural.Melee.Piercing.Slashing,*2,1d4|Bite,Weapon.
Natural.Melee.Piercing.Slashing.Bludgeoning,*1,1d8
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Note that with creative manipulation within the PCGen Gui, you can make it so that an attack listed as secondary shows with primary attack 
numbers which is sometimes necessary to make the numbers come out properly. (Basically, once you equip it, right click on it and change the 
location to “Carried”).

FACE

Each creature has a face that represents the amount of space the creature takes up on the battlegrid.  The face setting is represented by two 
numbers width and length. This setting is not used in any way by the PCGen program and is simply used to output the correct value on the 
character sheet.

We use the FACE tag to define this characteristic.  The format is “FACE:width,length”.

Both the Solar and the Ninja Monkey have a face of 5 ft. by 5 ft. so we will enter “FACE:5,5” to both entries.

Some creatures have fractional face settings like 2 1/2 ft. PCGen needs the decimal representation for these numbers so you would need to enter 
2.5 for 2 1/2.

Update to RSRD
In the revised rules, face is called Space and is represented by a single number. We continue to use the FACE tag and enter just 
the one number.

REACH

Every creature has a reach.  This is usually defined by the size of the character, but certain creatures (like  those with long tentacles) have a 
longer reach than they normally would for a creature of their size.

We use the REACH tag to define this characteristic.  The format is “REACH:distance”.

A Solar has a reach of 10 feet since it is a large creature, so on it’s line we’ll enter “REACH:10”.  The  Ninja Monkey is a medium size creature 
(w/o tentacles  :p) so it will get the standard reach for a medium-size creature of 5 feet.  “REACH:5” goes on his line.

AUTO:EQUIP

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

When a racial entry lists weapons (other than natural) or armor the race is considered to come with the mentioned equipment.  To grant 
equipment automatically we use the AUTO:EQUIP tag.  Despite it’s name, it doesn’t actually equip the gear, it only puts in in the “owned gear” 
list (for lack of a better term).  The user creating the creature will have to go to the gear tab and actually equip it.

Note that you cannot use a name with a mathematical symbol in it (such as “+5 Vorpal Greatsword”).  You can get around this by creating a 
different name for a piece of equipment (“Solar Greatsword”) and using OUTPUTNAME in the equipment .lst (OUTPUTNAME:+5 Vorpal 
Greatsword).  We’ll cover this in more detail when we go over equipment.

Examining the Solar entry, we see that they have the aforementioned +5 Vorpal Greatsword as well as a +2 mighty longbow.  I’ll create special 
equipment.lst files for these, and use the names “Solar Longsword” and “Solar Longbow”.

The tag granting these pieces of equipment to the Solar would thus be “AUTO:EQUIP|Solar Greatsword|Solar Longbow”.

For the Ninja Monkey I think I’ll give him Leather armor and a regular dagger.  The tag for this would be   
“AUTO:EQUIP|Leather|Dagger”.
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AUTO:ARMORPROF

When a racial entry lists an armor for a race, the race is proficient with the type of armor in that class and all lesser types.  So if an entry is 
shown for a Medium type armor, the race would be proficient with Medium *and* light armors.  To grant these proficiencies, we use the AUTO:
ARMORPROF tag.  This tag is the same in format as the AUTO:EQUIP tag.  It will take armors by name and grant only proficiency with that 
type, or by  TYPE and grant proficiency to every type of armor in that selection.

Looking at the Solar entry, there is no armor listed, so we’ll skip this tag for them.

The Ninja Monkey has Leather armor (which is Light) so we’ll put in a tag of “AUTO:ARMORPROF|TYPE=Light” for them.

AUTO:WEAPONPROF

When a race has a weapon (or weapons) other than natural ones listed they are considered to be proficient with them.  To grant these weapon 
proficiencies, we use the AUTO:WEAPONPROF tag.  It has the same format as the last two tags we covered.  Note that you need to put the 
appropriate proficiency name in this tag, NOT the weapon name.

Since the Solar uses a greatsword and a composite longbow, the entry for them is  “AUTO:WEAPONPROF|Greatsword|Longbow 
(Composite)”.

The Ninja Monkey only has a dagger, so the entry for him will be “AUTO:WEAPONPROF|Dagger”.

Update to RSRD
In the RSRD Composite bows use the proficiency for the non-composite version so the Solar tag would be: 

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|Greatsword|Longbow
 

And we’ll call it a day at this point. I know that’s only a few more tags, but there’s a lot to digest in those tags and I’m sure there will be 
questions so I’m going to call that the end of this lesson.

I would heartily recommend looking up these tags in the docs to discover all of the ways in which they can be used.

Barak
LST Chimp

Lesson #5: .lst - Races (part �)
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *races.lst
Tags used:

SA, FEAT, VFEAT, VISION, SR, DR, TEMPLATE, BONUS:CHECKS, BONUS:STAT

This lesson will cover Special Attack and Special Qualities and all the the tags that are involved in putting them into PCGen.  As with most things 
in PCGen there are a number of different ways to accomplish the same thing.  We will try and cover the preferred methods and simply note that 
there maybe other ways to do what you want. As always, you should check the documentation for more information.
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SA

This is the tag we use for any special abilities, attacks or qualities the race may have. Things that would be noted here are immunities, bonuses 
to skills that are conditional (“+8 to spot in daylight” is a good example of this type) and other things of that kind. If the type of special 
ability/quality is listed it should be added in parens. “(Ex)” for extraordinary, “(Sp)” for Spell or Spell-like, “(Su)” for supernatural. We wouldn’t 
list anything that has a tag like Spell Resistance or Damage Reduction or spells.

The Solar has several abilities such a Aura of Menace, Protective Aura, etc. (essentially his celestial qualities) that we should list. So his set of 
SA tags (separated by tabs of course) would look like:

SA:Aura of Menace (Su)
SA:Magic Circle against Evil (Su) 
SA:Protective Aura (Su)
SA:Teleport (Su)
SA:Tongues (Su)
SA:Immunity to electricity/petrification/cold/acid (Ex) 
SA:Fire resistance 20 (Ex)
SA:Keen Vision (Ex)

The Ninja Monkey is a hardy race so I’ll give him immunity to poison. Being a monkey, I’ll also give him +2 to Hide in forested areas. So we 
would put:

SA:Posion Immunity (Ex)
SA:+2 to Hide in forested areas

Update to RSRD
The Solar’s special abilities have changed a little in 3.5. His tags would look like: 

SA:Spell-Like Abilities
SA:Immunity to petrification/cold/acid (Ex)
SA:Protective Aura (Su)
SA:Regeneration % (Ex)|Regeneration
SA:Resistance to Fire 10 (Ex)
SA:Resistance to Electricity 10 (Ex)
SA:Tongues (Su) 

FEAT

At times a creature’s special abilities have additional behavior we would like to encode into the program.  A good example of this would be a 
creature that gets an ability that is the same as a class feature, like Sneak Attack or Rage.  These abilities are already in PCGen in what is called 
a “Hidden Feat”.  They can be found in the file xsrd_feats_hidden.lst.  Basically they are exactly like normal feats except they are not visible in 
the GUI so you can’t select them as a feat choice for your character.  We use the “FEAT” to grant these abilities to a monster. It should be noted 
that only a single “FEAT” tag can be present in a race line so if multiple feats need to be granted they should be separated with a “|” (pipe) 
character.

Suppose we had a variation of our Ninja Monkey race that received the Rage special ability as a Barbarian equal to their HD. We could code this 
like so:

FEAT:Rage<tab>BONUS:VAR|RageTimesLvl,RagePowerLvl|HD

VFEAT

Similar to the FEAT tag, the VFEAT is used to grant feats to a creature.  It is generally used to grant bonus feats particularly ones that a creature 
may not ordinarily qualify for.  In the creature description in the SRD, the feat will be noted as a bonus feat.

Neither the Solar nor our Ninja Monkey have any bonus feats so we won’t enter anything for either for this tag.

Just to illustrate if we look at the Marilith in the SRD, it is noted as having both the Multidexterity and Multiweapon Fighting feats as bonus 
feats.  We would therefore enter:

VFEAT:Multidexterity<tab>VFEAT:Multiweapon Fighting

Update to RSRD
In the RSRD, bonus feats are indicated with a superscript “B” after the feat name in the creature’s list of feats.
The Marilith does not get the Mutlidexterity and Mutliweapon Fighting feats as bonus feats in 3.5.
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VISION

We use the VISION tag to define the various types of vision a creature has.  You can have more than one type of vision listed by using “|” (pipe) 
character to separate them.  That makes the tag format “VISION:type  (distance)|type (distance)”.  Note that the (distance) 
part is optional.

A creature’s vision is (in most cases) defined by the type of creature it is, unless it’s description states otherwise.  In the case of the Solar, it 
has no information on it’s vision in it’s description, but there is  information in the section about ALL Celestials, so we’ll use that information. 
It says that all Celestials  have Darkvision with a range of 60 feet and Low-light vision.  The tag for the vision of a Solar would be:

VISION:Darkvision (60’)|Low-light

The Ninja Monkey I’m going to classify as a Monstrous Humanoid. According to the section on Monstrous  Humanoids in the SRD (srdcreatureoverview.
rtf), Monstrous Humanoids get Darkvision with a range of 60 feet.  Their tag will read:

VISION:Darkvision (60’)

SR

For races that have Spell Resistance, we use the SR tag. This can take a plain number or a formula for those races that get better SR with more 
levels. So SR:12 is valid as is SR:11+TL.

The Solar has a spell resistance of 32, so we would enter “SR:32” for him.

The Ninja Monkey has no SR so we’ll skip this tag for them.

DR

To indicate Damage Reduction for races we use the DR tag. It takes the format of DR:<reduction>|<bonus to bypass>. So a creature with a damage 
reduction of 5 unless you have a +1 weapon would be “DR:5/+1”. For a creature that has damage reduction of 10 unless it’s a silver weapon you 
would use “DR:10/Silver”. If the race gets the damage reduction regardless of what kind of weapon is used (such as a high level barbarian 
gets) you use a “-” in the second position.

The Solar has a damage reduction of 35 and only a +4 or better weapon can get through it, so the tag would read “DR:35/+4”.

The Ninja Monkey has a very strong connection with the earth and gains a small damage reduction of 3 with no special weapons that can ignore 
it, so the tag would be “DR:3/-”.

Update to RSRD
In the RSRD the Solar has a damage reduction of 15/epic and evil so we would instead enter:
 DR:15/epic and evil 
The Ninja Monkey’s DR remains unchanged.

TEMPLATE

We use templates (and the “TEMPLATE” tag) to apply all the bonuses that creatures get from being a certain type of creature (ie: no CON score 
for undead, etc.). The standard PCGen distribution has templates created for all the creature types that are called out in the R/SRD.

The format is TEMPLATE:<templatename>. Despite what the documentation says currently, you cannot apply multiple templates by using a “|” to 
separate them, you must use a separate TEMPLATE tag for each template you wish to apply.

The Solar is an outsider so we would add a “TEMPLATE:Outsider” to his listing.

The Ninja Monkey is a Monstrous Humanoid and would get “TEMPLATE:Monstrous Humanoid”.

Note: It is no longer necessary to add a template just for the monster’s type as it is handled by the monster’s class. Some templates are still 
required, like “Mindless” for creatures without and Int score or “Incorporeal” for creatures without a corporeal form.

BONUS:CHECKS

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

Now we are going to deal with coding in the race’s bonuses to saving throws.

For this part, like the Base Attack Bonus, we have to do a little back-figuring. We find the final values in the race listing. For the Solar it is 
“Saves: Fort +18, ref +18, Will +20”. From these final numbers we need to subtract the appropriate stat bonus (CON for Fortitude, DEX for Reflex, 
and WIS for Willpower), feat bonuses, and epic bonuses.
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The Solar’s Fortitude Save bonus will be 18 (final)-5 (CON mod)-1 (epic bonus)=12. His Reflex Save bonus would be 18 (final)-5 (DEX mod)-1 
(epic bonus)=12. The Willpower Save bonus would be 20 (final)-7 (WIS mod)-1 (epic bonus)=12.

The tag we use to enter these values is BONUS:CHECKS. This tag has two forms. The first is “BONUS:CHECKS|checkname|#” which would add “#” 
as bonus that would appear in the “Misc” box on the output sheet. The second form (and the one we will use in our race files almost always) 
is “BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.checkname|#”, which adds to the base bonus and makes it appear in the “Base Save” column on the output sheets. 
If the bonus is the same for multiple checks, you can do them in one tag by separating them with a comma like this “BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.
checkname1,BASE.checkname2|#”.

Our good luck is that all of the Solar’s bonuses are the same so we can use one tag instead of three. Like the BAB, these values are only to be 
used for default monsters, so we’ll use the “PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y” suffix with it. The tag for the Solar would thus be:

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Fortitude,BASE.Reflex,BASE.Willpower|12|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

For the Ninja Monkey, my concept of him is that he’s really quick and agile, so we’ll give him a +5 for his reflex saves, and a +2 to Fortitude and 
Willpower. Since the bonuses are different we need to use two tags. The tags would be:

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Reflex|5|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y
BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Fortitude,BASE.Willpower|2|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

Update to RSRD
The Ninja Monkey would have Good Reflex and Will saves as a Monstrous Humanoid. Therefore in the RSRD it would have base 
saves of Fort +1, Ref +4, Will +4. In LST code this would be:

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Fortitude|1|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y
BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Reflex,BASE.Willpower|4|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

BONUS:STAT

Now we come to the ability scores for the race.

This is complicated a bit by certain rules WotC has implemented.  If a race is used as a character the odd scores need to be dropped  by one to 
become even, while the “default monster” should have the additional 1 to the stat.

Our first assumption when doing ability scores for races is that they will be built on a starting ability  score of 10 in each stat. So we need to 
subtract 10 from each score right off that bat.  Then, if the ability  score is odd, subtract one more to make it even.  (For the Solar these values 
would be STR 18, DEX 10, CON 10,  INT 12, WIS 14, CHA 14 with INT, WIS and CHA being odd). Now that we have the non-monster values, we 
can put  them into the BONUS:STAT tag.

To designate which stat gets the bonus we use the abbreviations.  So for strength it would be BONUS:STAT|STR|#.   Like the BONUS:SKILL tag, 
you can apply the same bonus to more than one stat at once by making a comma separated list such as BONUS:STAT|STR,CON|#.  One last note, 
if the final stat value is 10 then there is no  need to add a bonus tag for it.

Finally, to take care of the extra 1 stat point for certain stats for default monsters we add one more tag,  lumping together all the stats that 
were odd and adding a “PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y”.

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

Bearing all the above rules, procedures and gotchas in mind, lets put together the stat bonuses for the Solar:  

BONUS:STAT|STR|18 
BONUS:STAT|DEX,CON|10  
BONUS:STAT|INT|12   
BONUS:STAT|WIS,CHA|14 
BONUS:STAT|INT,WIS,CHA|1|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

For the Ninja Monkey we need to pick stats and then apply the same logic to them to code into the .lst file.   I think I’ll go with final stat values 
of STR:17 DEX:18 CON:14 INT:11 WIS:15 CHA:10.  Our list of bonus tags  in the race file would be:

BONUS:STAT|STR|6  
BONUS:STAT|DEX|8  
BONUS:STAT|CON,WIS|4
BONUS:STAT|STR,INT,WIS|1|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y.

And we’ll end lesson #5 here.  Example files for this lesson can be found in the LSTFileClass Lesson file folder here.

Thanks for reading along everyone.

Barak
LST Chimp

http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/LSTfileclass/files/Lesson Files/
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Lesson #6: .lst - Races (part �)
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *races.lst
Tags used:

MONCSKILL, BONUS:SKILLRANK, BONUS:SKILL, MFEAT, CR, PREALIGN, HITDICEADVANCEMENT, 
LEVELADJUSTMENT, FAVCLASS, LANGAUTO, LANGBONUS, LEGS, HANDS, SPELLS, SOURCEPAGE

This will be the final lesson on creating “monster” race files. Once you’ve read through this and understand it (and the preceding lessons) you 
should not have too much difficulty in creating a monster race file for PCGen.

With that said, there’s a lot of material to be covered, so lets dive right in.

MONCSKILL

To define the skills that are considered class skill for each race we use the MONCSKILL tag.  Following the tag is a list of the race’s class skills, 
separated by the pipe (“|”) character.

To determine a race’s class skills, we once again turn to the “Skills” section of the race’s listing (when entering an existing source and not making 
up a new race).  Every skill listed there is a class skill for that race.

The Solar’s entry would be:

MONCSKILL:Concentration|Escape Artist|Hide|TYPE.Knowledge|TYPE.Craft|Listen|Move 
Silently|Search|Sense Motive|Spellcraft|Spot

Note that we have granted ALL Knowledge and Craft skills as racial skills since they may choose from among all of them.

The entry for the Ninja Monkey will be much shorter.

MONCSKILL:Balance|Hide|Jump|Listen|Move Silently|Spot

Update to RSRD
The class skills for the Solar in the RSRD are a little different than in the SRD. The tag in 3.5 would look like:     

MONCSKILL:Concentration|TYPE.Craft|TYPE.Knowledge|Diplomacy|Escape 
Artist|Hide|Listen|Move Silently|Search|Sense Motive|Spellcraft|Spot

Note that neither Survival nor Use Rope are class skills since they are only listed for skill synergy purposes.
The Ninja Monkey is unchanged. It should be noted that Balance is a class skill even though they have no ranks in it since they have 
a racial bonus to Balance.

BONUS:SKILLRANK

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

Now comes another section where we have to work backwards to arrive at the numbers we need to use.  This would be to determine what ranks 
the race gets in each skill.

To begin, we look in the race listing at the “Skills” section.  The numbers given here are the final numbers  once everything (racial bonuses, 
armor/encumbrance, stat modifiers, feats, etc) is taken into account.  They assume that all equipment listed for the monster is present and 
equipped and affecting those physical skills where they should.

For the Solar, the first skill listed is Concentration.  The final value should be +16.  We’ll begin by subtracting the appropriate stat modifier (5 
from constitution), so we’re down to +11.  Looking further, we see no racial skill modifiers for this skill, no feats that affect it and since it’s not 
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a physical feat equipment would have no effect.  Our tag for this skill would be:

BONUS:SKILLRANK|Concentration|11|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

Next up is the Escape Artist skill.  The final value needs to be +30. Subtracting the stat modifier for the skill (5 from dexterity) puts us at +25.  
Once again there are no racial bonuses or feats affecting this skill. It is physical so we need to check that there are no armor or encumbrance 
to affect it.  The two  pieces of equipment for a solar are it’s greatsword and it’s longbow.  These are not enough to encumber it, so there is no 
effect on the physical skills.  Leaving us with a skillrank of 25.

Several of the other skills work out to have this value after doing all the math, and the BONUS:SKILLRANK tag  will let us apply the same bonus 
to multiple skills by simply listing them in a comma separated list.  Our final tag for this skill (and several others) would be:

BONUS:SKILLRANK|Escape Artist,Hide,Listen,Move Silently,Sense Motive,Spot|25|PREDEF
AULTMONSTER:Y

Note that a Solar gets a choice of any five craft skills OR any five knowledge skills.  To let the PCGen user  make these choices, we need to get a 
little bit creative.  :)  I’ve created a set of feats that will present a chooser for knowledge or craft skills, and after choosing one it will present 
a chooser listing all of the  skills of the selected type and allow them to pick five of them and then assign the appropriate number of  ranks to 
those skills.  I use an “ADD:FEAT(TYPE=FiveKnowledge22,TYPE=FiveCraft22)” tag in this race file to  start the feat chooser. 

I will wait to cover the creation of these feats until we go over feat files, but I wanted to make sure and  mention their use here as the situation 
of a race getting a choice of certain skills comes up with some regularity and you need to know how to deal with it.

For the Ninja Monkey its somewhat simpler.  We just need to determine how many skill points he should have for  his race type and HD and then 
choose what skills he gets ranks in.  According to the MM (pg. 11) A Monstrous Humanoid should have 2 x Intelligence score +2/EHD.  So the 
Ninja Monkey gets 30 skillpoints to spend.

I think I’ll give him ranks in Balance, Hide, Jump, Listen, Move Silently and Spot.  TO keep it simple I’ll  just divide the skillranks equally among 
these skills.  Our tag would be:

BONUS:SKILLRANK|Balance,Hide,Jump,Listen,Move Silently,Spot|5|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

Update to RSRD
The calculations for coming up with skill ranks is the same as in 3.0 so I will just present the revised tags. Note that you also need to 
account for synergy bonuses when calculating ranks.

BONUS:SKILLRANK|Concentration,Escape Artist,Hide,Listen,Move Silently,Search,Sense 
Motive,Spot|25|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y
BONUS:SKILLRANK|Diplomacy|23|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y
BONUS:SKILLRANK|Spellcraft|21|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

For the Ninja Monkey the skill ranks would be divided as follows:

BONUS:SKILLRANK|Hide,Move Silently|4|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y
BONUS:SKILLRANK|Listen,Spot|3|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

BONUS:SKILL

Several races get racial modifiers to certain skills.  Some of them are listed in the race write up (often these are skills such as Search, Spot and 
Listen), and some (movement related ones) are not.  (Gotta love WotC). Creatures that have a natural Climb movement rate get a +8 to the Climb 
skill.  Creatures that have a natural swimming movement rate get +8 to their Swim skill.  These bonuses are now coded in the skill entry  however 
so we do not need to enter them in the race file.

We apply these racial skill bonuses using the BONUS:SKILL tag.  You can use this tag for a single skill, or multiple ones separated by commas 
as long as the bonus value is the same for each skill.  If there are two skills with two different bonus values, you have to use two separate 
BONUS:SKILL tags.

To indicate that these are Racial bonuses we add “|TYPE=Racial” to the end of the tags.

Reading through the Solar write-up we discover that they do not get any racial bonuses to skills. 
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For the Ninja Monkey, I’m going to give them a +4 racial bonus to both Balance and Jump checks.  Our tag for this would be:

BONUS:SKILL|Balance,Jump|4|TYPE=Racial

Update to RSRD
The “hidden” bonuses referred to above are explicitly spelled out in the RSRD.

MFEAT

Note: The PCGen data team is moving away from using the “Default Monster” setting.  Default Monster Kits are being used instead.

To grant racial feats we use the MFEAT tag.  This is very similar to the MONCSKILL tag in that the tag is followed by a list (of feats instead 
of skills) separated by the pipe character.

To determine a race’s feats we simply look in the “Feats” section of their listing.

A couple of things to pay special attention to when entering feats using the MFEAT tag:  Often a race will have a feat multiple times, but with 
a different target, such as Weapon Focus with their claws and their bite.  This would be entered as a single entry with two targets, like this:  
Weapon  Focus(Bite,Claw). 

It should also be noted that there should be no space between the feat name and the left paren.  This is true whenever you reference a feat 
with a target, in any kind of .lst file.

Our entry using this tag for the Solar would be:

MFEAT:Cleave|Dodge|Great Cleave|Improved Initiative|Mobility|Power Attack

Update to RSRD
The racial feats for a Solar in the RSRD are coded as follows:

MFEAT:Cleave|Dodge|Great Cleave|Improved Initiative|Improved Sunder|Mobility|Power 
Attack|Track

No feats were listed in the original Ninja Monkey writeup so I selected Alertness and Improved Initiative.  This would be coded as:

MFEAT:Alertness|Improved Initiative

CR

The CR tag is used to set the challenge rating for the race. It takes the form of CR:<number>. A creature with a challenge rating of 4 would get 
a “CR:4” tag. One with a challenge rating of 1/2 would get “CR:1/2”.

The Solar has a challenge rating of 19, so the tag would read “CR:19”.

The Ninja Monkey has a challenge rating of 2, so his tag would read “CR:2”.

Update to RSRD
The Solar’s challenge rating in the RSRD is 23 so the tag would be “CR:23”.

PREALIGN

Next up is our race’s alignment.  In many cases while a certain race might lean towards one alignment, they don’t always have to be that 
alignment.  The key word to look for when creating LST files and doing alignments is “always”.  Looking at the alignment entry for a Solar, we 
see that is says “Always good (any)”.  So we need to restrict the alignments available to the race to the ‘good’ ones.

To set the alignment a creature MUST be, we use the PREALIGN tag.  The format is “PREALIGN:#,#,#” and the requirement is that the race be 
one of the listed alignments.
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The alignments have been defined by numbers as follows: 0 (Lawful Good), 1 (Lawful Neutral), 2 (Lawful Evil),  3 (Neutral Good), 4 (True 
Neutral), 5 (Neutral Evil), 6 (Chaotic Good), 7 (Chaotic Neutral), 8 (Chaotic  Evil).

Note: In PCGen versions after 5.7.6 you can (and should) use the two letter abbreviations for alignments: LG,LN,LE,NG,TN,NE,CG,CN,CE.

Since the Solars must be of good alignment, the tag for them will read “PREALIGN:0,3,6”.

The Ninja Monkey race is usually Chaotic Good, but not always, so we will simply not put in a PREALIGN tag for them.

HITDICEADVANCEMENT

We use the HITDICEADVANCEMENT tag for those races that change size as their hitdice change. It takes the format of HITDICEADVANCEMENT:#,#,#. 
The “#” should be replaced by the number corresponding to the last number of HD for that size. For a race that was Small from 3-4 HD, Medium 
from 5-6 HD and Large from 7-10 HD the tag would read “HITDICEADVANCEMENT:4,6,10”.

When the race advances by class or has no advancement listed this tag should be left out.

The solar shows an advance of 22-33 for Large size and 34-66 for Huge. So the tag for him will be “HITDICEADVANCEMENT:33,66”

For the Ninja Monkey, he’s advances by character class, so will get no HITDICEADVANCEMENT tag.

LEVELADJUSTMENT

The LEVELADJUSTMENT tag is used for those races that might conceivably be used as player characters to keep them in balance with all the 
regular PCs.

The Solar is such a high-level creature that it does not have a level adjustment.

The Ninja Monkey, due to his several small special abilities would get a +2 level adjustment, so his tag would read “LEVELADJUSTMENT:2”.

FAVCLASS

We use the FAVLASS tag to set a race’s favored class.  The Solar doesn’t have one, so we’ll skip this tag for them, but I want the Ninja Monkey 
favored class to be Monk.

On the Ninja Monkey line I put in a tab or two and then enter:

FAVCLASS:Monk

LANGAUTO

Many races get certain languages automatically by the simple virtue of being of that race.  To grant these languages to the races we create we 
use the LANGAUTO tag.  Immediately following the tag is a comma delimited list of the languages the race receives.

Looking at the Solar listing, it says nothing about languages in the specific description, but again in the general section about all celestials, it 
says they speak Celestial, Infernal and Draconic.  So our LANGAUTO tag for them will look like this:

LANGAUTO:Celestial,Infernal,Draconic

For the Ninja Monkey I think the only two languages I’ll grant them automatically are their own Monkey  language and Common, so their tag 
will look like this:

LANGAUTO:Common,Monkey
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LANGBONUS

Races that can be player character races generally also have a number of bonus languages that the creature can pick from when spending its 
Int-based language picks.  The tag for this works just like the LANGAUTO tag.

Since the Solar can’t really be a player character no bonus languages are listed so we skip this tag.

For the Ninja Monkey I will grant them Elven, Goblin, and Sylvan as their bonus languages.

LANGBONUS:Elven,Goblin,Sylvan

LEGS

The LEGS tag is used to denote the number of legs a creature has. PCGen uses this in the calculation of what the load/encumbrance ranges for 
a race are. Sometimes the description of the race will tell you how many legs it has, sometimes you have to just refer to the pictures provided. 
:p

Both the Solar and our Ninja Monkey have two legs, so the tag for both races will be “LEGS:2”.

HANDS

The HANDS tag is used to denote the number of hands a creature has. This is used to determine how many weapons it can hold. When you go 
to the equipping screen it will offer to let you equip weapons to your primary hand and and also show a location for each secondary hand. So a 
creature with four hands could equip one weapon as primary and three as secondary. This tag has no affect on a race’s natural attacks.

The Solar and our Ninja Monkey both have two hands, so our tag for both races would be “HANDS:2”

SPELLS

The SPELLS tag is used to grant innate spellcasting (and some spell-like abilities). We use it for spell-like abilities when they grant the full 
spell effect. If it is restricted in some way (some races can use a summon monster spell but only to summon a certain creature, etc.), we simply 
list it as an SA.

Alternately, you can create a version of the spell with the modifications the race needs included in the description.  The spell should be added 
with no CLASS or DOMAIN tags.  Once the spell is created you can use the SPELLS as normal.

The format is SPELLS:<name of spellbook>|TIMES=<times per day>|CASTERLEVEL=<level the spell is cast at>|<name of spell>,<DC of spell>|<name 
of spell>,<DC of spell>|etc... If you put a “-1” in the times per day slot that means that they can use the spell at will, and on output, “At Will” 
will appear in the spell listing. For the spellbook name, we usually use “Innate” for racial spells.

The Solar has a whole listing of spells, so the tag for them would be:

SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=-1|CASTERLEVEL=20|Aid|Animate Objects|Commune|Continual 
Flame|Dimensional Anchor|Greater Dispelling|Holy Smite,21|Imprisonment|Improved 
Invisibility (Self Only)|Lesser Restoration|Remove Curse|Remove Disease|Remove 
Fear|Resist Elements|Summon Monster VII|Speak with Dead SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=3
|CASTERLEVEL=20|Blade Barrier,23|Earthquake,25|Heal|Permanency|Resurrection|S
hapechange,br/> SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=1|CASTERLEVEL=20|Greater Restoration|Mass 
Charm,25|Power Word (Blind),25|Power Word (Kill),26|Power Word (Stun),24|Prismatic 
Spray,24|Symbol,24|Wish

The Ninja Monkey has one very simple spell-like ability and that is Pass without Trace at will. The monster description does not specify a caster 
level for the ability so we will leave that field blank.  The tag would then look like:

SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=-1|Pass Without Trace
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SOURCEPAGE

This is just what it seems, where we indicate the page from the source material where you can find the text and stats for the race.

When you are going from an OGL book the format is usually SOURCEPAGE:p.#

If you are working from an online document such as the SRD, it would be the filename, so SOURCEPAGE:<filename>/

For the solar, we pulled him from the SRD so his tag would be “SOURCEPAGE:srdmonstersc.rtf”.

The Ninja Money is from my custom races file, so Il make the tag for him “SOURCEPAGE:customraces.txt”.

Well, this brings to a close the lessons on creating monster races for use in PCGen. Hopefully everything I’ve talked about has made sense to 
you all. :)

Barak

LST Chimp
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Lesson #7: .lst - Spell Basics
By Professor Andrew McDougall (Tir Gwaith).

File(s) Covered: *spells.lst
Spells.lst is probably the most “data” like of all the different file types. This lesson is going to cover the basics on that data entry. Parts for 
Temporary bonus information (applying a spell to a character) will come later.

Tags used:
SCHOOL, SUBSCHOOL, DESCRIPTOR, CLASSES, DOMAINS, TYPE, COMPS, CASTTIME, RANGE, TARGETAREA, 
DURATION, SAVEINFO, SPELLRES, DESC, VARIANTS, COST, XPCOST

Please notice the _order_ of the tags I put them in. That is how I enter spells into LST format, mainly because, that is the spell block found 
in most sources. For my example, I’ll be using Blasphemy from the RSRD (it covers most of the tags). I’ll use other spells as examples of the 
different tags Blasphemy doesn’t use.

Breaking it down:

Part 1: Schools of Magic
Tags covered:

SCHOOL, SUBSCHOOL, DESCRIPTOR

The line below the spell name is usually in this format: School (Subschool) [Descriptors] Note that I mention Descriptors in plural. There 
generally is only one School and Subschool, but many spells have more than one descriptor. DESCRIPTOR is | delimited, so put a | between more 
than one descriptor.

Blasphemy has “Evocation [Evil, Sonic]” so it has a School and 2 descriptors.

SCHOOL:Evocation
DESCRIPTOR:Evil|Sonic

Animal Trance has all 3 tags:

Enchantment (Compulsion) [Mind-Affecting, Sonic]

SCHOOL:Enchantment 
SUBSCHOOL:Compulsion 
DESCRIPTOR:Mind-Affecting|Sonic

The tag associated with Descriptor is VARIANTS, but I normally enter it when doing DESC, since this field usually comes from the body of the 
spell description, but is usually linked with the DESCRIPTOR.

Part �: Linking to a spell list:
Tags covered:

CLASSES, DOMAINS, TYPE

This is only part of the way of linking. If adding a new spell, this is the method used. When adding a new class and linking an old spell, the 
SPELLLEVEL tag is used.

The first two are easy. TYPE is then based on the first two tags. Our example from Blasphemy: Level: Clr 7, Evil 7 Which would translate into:

CLASSES:Cleric=7 
DOMAINS:Evil=7
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Since both of these are for Divine spellcasters, it would get:

TYPE:Divine

Both tags are pipe (“|”) and comma delimited, such as Antimagic Field Level: Clr 8, Magic 6, Protection 6, Sor/Wiz 6

Which would translate into:

CLASSES:Cleric=8|Sorcerer,Wizard=6
DOMAINS:Magic,Protection=6

Now, because the above list has both Arcane and Divine spells, the next tag would be:

TYPE:Arcane.Divine

There are a lot more aspects to linking spells, castability, etc. but those are global tags not normally used in a spells.lst, and we can cover those 
later.

Part �: Spell Components and Casting time
Tags covered:

COMPS, CASTTIME

This section is easy, especially for those people that like to cut and paste.

Components: V  
Casting Time: 1 standard action

Goes to:

COMPS:V 
CASTTIME:1 standard action

Exact entry into the tag field. Easy.

Part �: Range, Duration, and Target / Area / Effect
Tags covered:

RANGE, DURATION, TARGETAREA

Ok, the first two are easy.

1) Range: We have a nice bit of code that autocalculates the Close / Medium / Long ranges for spells (well, it is done through a GameMode file, 
so you can add more if you wish, etc.) So whenever you see one of those, you merely need to put in the word for the range.

2) Duration: We have a nice bit of code that will do math functions, and the character casterlevel can be checked via ( ) - everything in there is 
reduced to a number, and CASTERLEVEL refers the to spellcasting level when inside the ( ). For normal parentheses like for (D) where spellcaster 
can end the spell sooner, we use [ ].

3) Target / Area / Effect: I have only once or twice seen a spell that had more than one of these three. Hence we combine them into one tag.

Example:

Range: �0 ft. 
Area: Nonevil creatures in a �0-ft.-radius spread centered on you 
Duration: Instantaneous
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Goes to:

RANGE:40 ft.
TARGETAREA:Nonevil creatures in a 40-ft.-radius spread centered on you
DURATION:Instantaneous

Example (from Antipathy spell):

Range: Close (�5 ft. + 5 ft./� levels) 
Target: One location (up to a 10-ft. cube/level) or one object 
Duration: � hours/level (D)

Goes to:
RANGE:Close
TARGETAREA:One location [ up to (CASETERLEVEL*10) cubes] or one object
DURATION:(CASTERLEVEL/2) hours [D]

Part 5: Saving Throws and Spell Resistance
Tags covered:

SAVEINFO, SPELLRES

Again, this is easy copy/paste stuff

Example:

Saving Throw: None or Will negates; see text 
Spell Resistance: Yes

Goes to:

SAVEINFO:None or Will negates; see text
SPELLRES:Yes

Part 6: Description and Variants, and extra costs.
Tags covered:

DESC, VARIANTS, COST, XPCOST

These tags are from the spells description, and require some judgment calls.

1) DESC is usually pulled from the “one-liners” in spell list descriptions, such as the SRD SpellListI.rtf etc. Otherwise, reducing a paragraph into 
something that will fit on a character sheet (and will require the user to still own the book the item came from) becomes an editing call. We try 
to have less than 50 character long field here.

2) VARIANTS are from the description, where the caster makes a decision on how a spell works when casting, such as Fire Seeds, where the caster 
uses either Acorns or berries. This also applies to things like Energy Resistance, where the energy type is decided at casting.

3) COST - specific cost of material components, usually listed at end.

4) XPCOST - again, listed at the end. Like COST, variables in these fields aren’t accepted yet.

Example from Blasphemy:

DESC:Kills, paralyzes, weakens, or dazes nonevil subjects.

(Copy/Paste from SpellListI.rtf) 
No Cost or XP Cost.
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Example (from Clone):

Clone M F: Duplicate awakens when original dies.  
Material Component: The piece of flesh and various laboratory supplies (cost 1,000 gp). 
Focus: Special laboratory equipment (cost 500 gp).

Which went to:

DESC:Duplicate awakens when original dies. 
COST:1500

Now, adding the cost of the Focus may not be the right thing to do here (I just used the example from the RSRD, so I could find one for the 
field...). The deciding factor on that would be how the cost of the Focus would be added into the creation of an item based on this spell (Material 
component costs are added into item creation costs).

The XPCOST example is easier (from Commune)

XP Cost: 100 XP.

XPCOST:100

Throw in a SOURCEPAGE: tag, and basically, that is a spell, minus any Temp bonus tags for applying spell effects to characters.

Tir Gwaith

LST Chimp
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Lesson #8: .lst - Biosettings

By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *biosettings.lst

Tags used:

AGESET, RACENAME, BASEAGEADD, CLASS, SEX, BASEHT, HTDIEROLL, BASEWT, WTDIEROLL, TOTALWT, 

BASEAGE, MAXAGE, AGEDIEROLL, HAIR, EYES, SKINTONE

AGESET

The first tag you will see in a biosetting file is the AGESET tag. These tags are used to define the age ranges for each category. It takes the format 
of AGESET:#|name. The numbers should start with 0 (for the youngest ageset) and go up sequentially from there for each grouping you have. So 
if your game starts at adulthood, your first ageset tag would probably look like this:

AGESET:0|Adult

One other thing may appear in the AGESET line, and that would be BONUS tags where you enter any modifiers that affect the character’s ability 
scores due to age. A good example of this would be the next set up the age line when you hit Middle Age. The AGESET line for that age group 
looks like this:

AGESET:1|Middle Age 
BONUS:STAT|STR,CON,DEX|-1 
BONUS:STAT|INT,WIS,CHA|1

When you choose middle age or change your age to where it falls in the middle age category on the description tab in the UI these bonuses and 
penalties (-1 to Strength, Dexterity and Constitution and +1 to Intelligence, Wisdom and Charisma) will be applied to your character.

RACENAME

Under the Ageset tag will be the first RACENAME tag. This is used to define the race (or races) that the rest of the information on the racename 
line will affect. You may have multiple RACENAME lines with the same name as long as they contain different types of information (more on this 
later). As a matter of fact, other than the AGESET tag, this is the only other tag that may begin a line in a biosettings .lst file.

The way that a RACENAME line can be made to affect multiple races is by use of the “%” character with the name, which acts as a wildcard 
character. We use this when there is a race with sub-races that all have the same progressions and effects as they age. A couple of examples: 
RACENAME:Dwarf (would affect only races with the name of “Dwarf”). “RACENAME:Dwarf%” would affect any race that started with the word 
Dwarf, so “Dwarf (Duergar)” would also be affected by whatever information follows this RACENAME tag.

BASEAGEADD

The BASEAGEADD tag is used inside of the CLASS tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base age for 
the class(es) it is paired with.

It takes the format of [BASEAGEADD:#d#]. The standard practice (since that’s how it’s done in most books) is to notate this in standard dice 
format. 1d4 would generate a random number between 1 and 4 to add to the base age, 3d8 would generate a number between 3 and 24 to add 
to the base age, etc.

It is possible to enter it such that the full range would be covered (say 1-24 instead of 3-24). To do this you would simply change the entry to 
1d24 and it will generate a random number between 1 and 24 to add to the character’s base age.
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CLASS

The CLASS tag is somewhat complicated to explain, especially because it embeds one of the other tags we’ll be discussing within it. We use this 
tag to define the names of the classes that affect the age of the character and how much should be added to their base age for the class they’ve 
chosen. There will only be one RACENAME/CLASS line combo for each race represented in the biosetting file.

The CLASS tag takes the format of

CLASS:class name1,class name2[BASEAGEADD:#d#]|class name3,class name4[BASEAGEADD:#d3]|etc.

So, from the SRD, for a Human the RACENAME/CLASS line would look like:

RACENAME:Human% 
CLASS:Barbarian,Rogue,Sorcerer[BASEAGEADD:1d4]|Bard,Fighter,Paladin,Ranger[B ASEAGE
ADD:1d6]|Cleric,Druid,Monk,Wizard[BASEAGEADD:2d6]

BASEHT

The BASEHT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the starting point for the height of the race. There will normally be two of these for each 
race. One for the female and one for the male.

It takes the format of BASEHT:#. This number needs to be in the base units set in the game mode. If you set the base unit to the centimeter 
then a race with a starting height of 160 centimeteres would have BASEHT:160. If you set it for meters, it would be BASEHT:1.6.

HTDIEROLL

The HTDIEROLL tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base height for the 
race/sex it is paired with. It also acts as a variable name that contains the result of this randomization.

It takes the format of HTDIEROLL:#d#. This is usually expressed in standard dice notation (2d6, 3d4, etc.) but like the other randomization tags, 
you can get the full range by using expressions like 1d12, etc.

BASEWT

The BASEWT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the starting point for the weight of the race. There will normally be two of these for each 
race. One for the female and one for the male.

It takes the format of BASEWT:#. Like the BASEHT, this number needs to be in the base units set in the game mode for it to output properly.

WTDIEROLL

The WTDIEROLL tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base weight for the 
race/sex it is paired with. It also acts as a variable name that contains the result of this randomization.

It takes the format of WTDIEROLL:#d#. This is usually expressed in standard dice notation (2d6, 3d4, etc.) but like the other randomization tags, 
you can get the full range by using expressions like 1d12, etc.

TOTALWT

The TOTALWT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the total weight of your character. It can use standard numbers, as well as the BASEWT, 
WTDIEROLL and HTDIEROLL variables.

An example of the use of this tag from the SRD for the human race is TOTALWT:BASEWT+(HTDIEROLL*WTDIEROLL). It would set your total weight 
to the value of your base weight, plus the product of the random height and weight rolls.
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SEX

This tag uses the previous five tags listed above to define the height and weight of a character based on their sex. The tag takes the format of 
SEX:<gender>[sub-tags]<gender>[sub-tags]. The sub-tags are separated by pipes within the brackets.

An example (again from the SRD):

RACENAME:Human% 
SEX:Male[BASEHT:58|HTDIEROLL:2d10|BASEWT:120|WTDIEROLL:2d4|TOTALWT:BASEWT+(HTDIER
OLL*WTDIEROLL)]Female[BASEHT:53|HTDIEROLL:2d10|BASEWT:85|WTDIEROLL :2d4|TOTALWT:
BASEWT+(HTDIEROLL*WTDIEROLL)]

BASEAGE

This tag sets the bottom of the AGESET it is listed under. The format is BASEAGE:#. This number also controls the change in bonuses if you set 
your characters age manually. If you go below this number, it removes the current bonus for the AGESET you were in and applies the previous 
AGESET bonus statements.

For a race that starts a certain ageset at 35 years, you would see:

BASEAGE:35

MAXAGE

This tag sets the top of the AGESET it is listed under. The format is MAXAGE:#. This number also controls the change in bonuses if you set your 
characters age manually. If you go above this number, it removes the current bonus for the AGESET you were in and applies the next AGESET 
bonus statements.

For a race that ends a certain ageset at 55 years, you would see:

MAXAGE:55

AGEDIEROLL

This tag sets the randomization scale for the AGESET it is under. The format is AGEDIEROLL:#d#.

Standard practice is to try and fill the range between the BASEAGE value and the MAXAGE value in dice notation. So for the values of those given 
above we see the we need a range of 20, so our tag would look like:

AGEDIEROLL:1d20

HAIR

This tag determines the hair colors used by the randomizer. It takes the format of HAIR:color1|color2|color3|etc. Any text you wish may be used 
as a hair color.

RACENAME:Human% EYES:Hazel|Blue|Brown|Grey|Violet
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SKINTONE

This tag determines the skintone colors used by the randomizer. It takes the format of SKINTONE:color1|color2|color3|etc. Any text you wish 
may be used as a skintone color.

RACENAME:Human% SKINTONE:Bronze|Yellow|Red|Pink|Vermillion

Note that the last six may be combined on the same RACENAME line (and usually are) like so:

RACENAME:Human% <tab> HAIR:Blonde|White|Salt & Pepper|Plaid
EYES:Hazel|Blue|Brown|Grey|Violet
SKINTONE:Bronze|Yellow|Red|Pink|Vermillion

After the first ageset where you set all the other randomization information, the other agesets are entered. The only things contained in these 
areas should be AGESET (and associated BONUS statements), RACENAME, BASEAGE, MAXAGE and AGEDIEROLL. And example from the SRD would 
be:

AGESET:1|Middle Age BONUS:STAT|STR,CON,DEX|-1
BONUS:STAT|INT,WIS,CHA|1
RACENAME:Human% BASEAGE:35 MAXAGE:52 AGEDIEROLL:3d6
RACENAME:Dwarf% BASEAGE:125 MAXAGE:187 AGEDIEROLL:(7d8+1d6)
RACENAME:Elf% BASEAGE:175 MAXAGE:262 AGEDIEROLL:11d8
RACENAME:Gnome% BASEAGE:100 MAXAGE:149 AGEDIEROLL:(8d6+1)
RACENAME:Half-Elf% BASEAGE:62 MAXAGE:92 AGEDIEROLL:5d6
RACENAME:Half-Orc% BASEAGE:30 MAXAGE:44
AGEDIEROLL:(1d10+1d4)
RACENAME:Halfling% BASEAGE:50 MAXAGE:74 AGEDIEROLL:4d6

Well now.... isn’t that a monster dissertation?!!! I hope everyone finds it helpful in creating biosettings files for whatever sources you choose 
to work on. Between this lesson and the examples in the PCGen distribution you should have it made.

Best of luck!

Barak 
LST Chimp
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Lesson #9: .lst - Weapon Proficiencies
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *weaponprof.lst

Tags used:

TYPE, HANDS, IFLARGERTHANWEAPON.

The weapon proficiency files are used to set up weapon proficiency names and the associated TYPES of weapons that they go with.

There is not that much to them so we’ll dive right in.

Weapon proficiency name

The weapon proficiency file is currently a lst file that has one weapon proficiency entry per line. The first thing on each line is the name of the 
weapon proficiency. There is no tag for it, the program assumes that whatever is there at the beginning of the line is the name of a weapon 
proficiency.

TYPE

The TYPE tag is used to set the type/group of the weapon proficiency. This defines for PCGen what type of weapon proficiency it takes for 
characters to be able to use the weapon. It may take multiple types delimited by periods, (although this is seldom done). The types used are 
usually Simple, Martial, Exotic or Natural (and are defined in the game mode files).

An example would be TYPE:Martial or TYPE.Exotic. If you wanted to get more specific you could do TYPE:Martial.Sword.

It is important to note that this is the TYPE line that is searched when you use a BONUS:WEAPONPROF=TYPE.yyyy tag. It grants a bonus to a 
weapon whose associated *weaponprof* has the listed TYPE.

HANDS

The HANDS tag sets the minimum number of hands required to use a weapon. This tag is optional. If it is not present, the default value assumed 
by PCGen is 1. While 1 and 2 are the standard entries, it would be possible to craft a weapon/weapon proficiency for a creature that had three 
hands and required all three to wield it properly.

HANDS:1 and HANDS:2 are examples of the use of this tag.

In addition, there is a flag that you may use in this tag that changes it’s behavior slightly. That flag is the IFLARGERTHANWEAPON flag, described 
below

IFLARGERTHANWEAPON

This is a flag to be used in conjunction with the hands tag. It basically acts as a yes/no switch. If you append this to the HANDS entry, PCGen 
will compare the size of the PC to the size of the weapon, and grant the proficiency if the pc size is larger than the weapon size, otherwise it 
will not apply.

This is used for certain weapons that are considered to be exotic proficiencies if used with one hand, but martial if used with both hands. 
Following is an example of this type of use (putting all of the above information together for you as well):

Bastard Sword (Exotic) TYPE:Exotic HANDS:1IFLARGERTHANWEAPON
Bastard Sword (Martial) TYPE:Martial HANDS:2

That covers the weaponprof.lst files!

Barak 
LST Chimp
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Lesson #10: .lst - Languages
By Professor Chris Chandler (Barak).

File(s) Covered: *languages.lst

Tags used:

TYPE.

This file defines the languages that may be spoken, written or read by a character. It is even simpler than the weaponprofs.lst file in that it 
consists of just the language name and a TYPE tag for each one.

The language lst files are where the CHOOSE:Laguage() or CHOOSE:Laguage(TYPE.)tag generates it’s list from when it is invoked. This file also 
tells PCGen what languages are available for races to choose from with their bonus languages based on their primary language stat.

Language name

The language file is a lst file that has one language entry per line. The first thing on each line is the name of the language. There is no tag for 
it, the program assumes that whatever is there at the beginning of the line is the name of a language.

TYPE

The TYPE tag is used to set the type/group of the language. It may take multiple types delimited by periods. The types used are usually Spoken, 
Read, and Written. Some examples:

English TYPE:Spoken.Read.Written
Sign Language TYPE:Spoken.Read
Trade Pidgin TYPE:Spoken

That’s really all there is to those simple .lst files.

Barak 
LST Chimp
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Lesson #11: .lst - Races (part 5) Default Monster Kits
By Aaron Divinsky (boomer70).

File(s) Covered: *kit_races.lst

Tags used:

MONCSKILL, BONUS:SKILLRANK, BONUS:SKILL, MFEAT, CR, PREALIGN, HITDICEADVANCEMENT, 
LEVELADJUSTMENT, FAVCLASS, LANGAUTO, LANGBONUS, LEGS, HANDS, SPELLS, SOURCEPAGE

This lesson is intended to cover creating your own “Default Monster Kits”.  Default Monster Kits are used to encode the information about the 
default version of a monster as provided in the source material.

The first thing to note is that a different file set is used when creating Default Monster Kits than when creating the monster.  The files in question 
are called “Starting Kits” or just Kits for short.  Kit files have a slightly different syntax than other LST files you may already be familiar with.

The format for a Kit file is each Kit starts with a STARTPACK tag and ends when the code sees another STARTPACK tag or the end of file.  
Most tags in a Kit file appear one to a line as opposed to tab separated as in other list files.  However, there are some tags which require multiple 
tags per line and these tags do need to be tab separated.

This lesson is not intended as a treatise on Kit files in general.  As always, see the documentation for more information on Kit file tags.

We will revisit our friends the Solar and the Ninja Monkey that we created in the previous lessons on races and use them as examples in this 
lesson as well.

STARTPACK

This tag defines the name of the Kit and also demarcates the beginning of a new Kit.  By convention we use “Default <Monster name>” as the 
name for a default monster kit.

The Solar’s entry would be:

STARTPACK:Default Celestial (Solar)

The entry for the Ninja Monkey will be:

STARTPACK:Default Ninja Monkey

Update to RSRD 
The Solar is an Angel in the RSRD so our tag would be:The tag in 3.5 would look like:     

STARTPACK:Default Angel (Solar)

PRExxx

Several items can appear on a STARTPACK line. One of those things is a prereq for anyone to be able to take that kit.  All global prereqs are 
allowable on this line.

For default monsters we want to make sure that only a character with a matching race or no race selected can take the kit.  We don’t want those 
pesky Ninja Monkeys selecting our Default Celestial (Solar) kit.

To do this we will add a PRERACE tag to the STARTPACK line we started above. So we enter a few tabs and type:

PRERACE:Celestial (Solar)

However, we also want to allow new characters without a race to select this Kit. To do this we need to add a new tag to the prereq.  To 
have multiple prereqs we need to use the PREMULT.  To specify that only a character without a race can select the Kit we use the syntax 
“!PRERACE:%”.   So the final tag for the Solar would be:

PREMULT:1,[PRERACE:Celestial (Solar)],[!PRERACE:%]

The tag will be very similar for the Ninja Monkey.

PREMULT:1,[PRERACE:Ninja Monkey],[!PRERACE:%]
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EQUIPBUY

This tag is used to set the percentage of list price that creatures applying this kit must pay for equipment added through the kit.  Monsters are 
generally granted the equipment listed in the race write up for free so we generally want to set this to “0” meaning the equipment is granted 
for free.

The code to do this would be (also on the STARTPACK line):

EQUIPBUY:0

VISIBLE

This tag allows us to control the visibility of the Kit in the user interface.  This tag is also specified on the STARTPACK line. We want anyone 
who is qualified (met the prerequisites we specified earlier) to take the kit to see it so we will enter “QUALIFY” as the visibility. We could also 
specify “YES” or “NO” to control the visibility of the kit.

VISIBLE:QUALIFY

RACE

The next tag we will cover is the RACE tag.  As you may have guessed this allows us to set the race of the character applying the kit.  Now 
because setting a character’s race to a race it already is can cause problems in PCGen we want to only set the race if the character doesn’t’ already 
have one (all other scenarios were excluded by the prereqs we entered earlier for the Kit).

This brings up an important point to note, any kit line can be qualified with a PREXXX tag.  In our case we will use part of the prereq we 
entered for race above.

RACE:Celestial (Solar)<tab>!PRERACE:%

This tells the program execute this line to set the character’s race to Celestial (Solar) only if the character doesn’t already have a race selected.  
For the Ninja Monkey just replace Celestial (Solar) with Ninja Monkey in the above line.

NAME

Generally, we set the name of the monster character to the name of the monster exactly as it appears in the source.  We use the NAME to 
accomplish that.

NAME:Solar

GENDER

Sometimes a particular monster always has a certain gender, or no gender at all.  Neither the Solar nor the Ninja Monkey specify a particular 
gender so we will skip this tag for them

Just to illustrate if you wanted to create a special female version of the Solar you could specify “GENDER:Female” on either the NAME line 
or its own line.

ALIGN

Next up is alignment.  Obviously if the creatures specifies that it is “Always” a particular alignment you can simply specify that in the Kit and 
any characters created using the kit will have the appropriate alignment.

The Solar specified that they are “Always Good (Any)”.  We can code that in a Kit as follows:

ALIGN:LG|NG|CG

This will present a chooser to the user when the kit is applied allowing them to select one of the three specified alignments.

If you remember back to our earlier lesson, we did not all a PREALIGN for the Ninja Monkey because they were listed as “Usually Chaotic Good”.  
Since we are creating a kit for the “usual” case (default) we will specify Chaotic Good as the alignment for our Default Ninja Monkey.

ALIGN:CG
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STAT

With this tag we can set a character’s base stats.  For default monsters the logic is the base stat is 10 unless the value listed in the write up is 
odd in which case the base stat is 11.  Occasionally, a creature write up will specify that the monster uses a different set of stats, usually the 
non-elite array.

It is a good idea to explicitly set each stat a default monster possesses (is not a nonability) because otherwise a users preference will be used.

Returning to our examples the STAT line for the Solar would look like:

STAT:STR=10|DEX=10|CON=10|INT=11|WIS=11|CHA=11

Our Ninja Monkey has stats of Str 17, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 11, Wis 15, Cha 10 so our stat line looks like:

STAT:STR=11|DEX=10|CON=10|INT=11|WIS=11|CHA=10

SKILL/RANK

This set of tags, which must appear on the same line, allows you to buy skill ranks in a skill for the character applying the kit.  All of the comments 
under the section for BONUS:SKILLRANK apply here as well, except that the workaround for skills which require a choice is not required.  To 
handle a choice of skills in a default kit we enter all the choices separated by a pipe character “|”.  We then use the special tag COUNT to specify 
how many choice from the list the character should get.  You can specify specific skills or types of skills like TYPE.Knowledge.

The skills are granted exactly as if you had picked them from the user interface.  The character must have sufficient skill points to buy the listed 
skills.  Occasionally a source will grant more ranks than the monster can actually pay for.  In these cases you have two options.  You can either 
not grant the ranks and note that the source appears to be in error or you can use the FREE:YES tag on the SKILL line to grant the extra 
ranks for “free” (no skill points will be spent).

The kit will also enforce the user preference for Max Ranks for a skill.  Sometimes in order to get the listed total bonus to a skill it would be 
necessary to grant more ranks than the max ranks for a skill.  Usually this happens with cross-class skills.  To allow the skill to go above the 
maximum you can set the “Bypass Max Skill Rank” setting in the PCGen preferences.

With all that being said our we would add the following lines to our Solar kit (each SKILL/RANK pair should be on a new line, replace TAB with 
a real tab character):

SKILL:Concentration TAB RANK:11
SKILL:Escape Artist TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Hide TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Listen TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Move Silently TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Sense Motive TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Spot TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Search TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Spellcraft TAB RANK:13
SKILL:TYPE.Knowledge|TYPE.Craft TAB COUNT:5 TAB RANK:25

Our Ninja Monkey will be very similar:

SKILL:Balance TAB RANK:5
SKILL:Hide TAB RANK:5
SKILL:Jump TAB RANK:5
SKILL:Listen TAB RANK:5
SKILL:Move Silently TAB RANK:5
SKILL:Spot TAB RANK:5

Update to RSRD 
The skill ranks for the RSRD versions of the monsters are as follows:   

SKILL:Diplomacy TAB RANK:23
SKILL:Concentration TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Escape Artist TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Hide TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Listen TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Move Silently TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Search TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Sense Motive TAB RANK:25
SKILL:Spellcraft TAB RANK:21
SKILL:Spot TAB RANK:25
SKILL:TYPE=Knowledge|TYPE=Craft TAB RANK:25 TAB COUNT:5
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Our Ninja Monkey will be very similar:

SKILL:Hide TAB RANK:4
SKILL:Listen TAB RANK:3
SKILL:Move Silently TAB RANK:4
SKILL:Spot TAB RANK:3

FEAT

The FEAT tag is a very simple one.  It simply lists each feat a creature gets one to a line.  The FREE:YES tag can be added to the line to grant 
the feat without charging the feat pool.  This would primarily useful if a creature has more feats than it should for its HD.

Our Solar is fairly straightforward.  The code appears below.

FEAT:Cleave
FEAT:Dodge
FEAT:Great Cleave
FEAT:Improved Initiative
FEAT:Mobility
FEAT:Power Attack

GEAR

The last set of tags we need to cover to complete our Solar and Ninja Monkey examples are the GEAR tags.  The Solar gets two pieces of 
equipment by default, a +5 dancing vorpal greatsword and a +2 mighty (+5 Str) composite longbow.  To enter this into the kit we first grant the 
base item with the GEAR tag like so “GEAR:Greatsword”.

Then we need to add the special abilities to the base item.  We do this by adding EQMODs just like using the equipment customizer.  For the 
greatsword we need to add the following EQMODs, MWORKW, PLUS5W, DANCE, and VORPAL.  So we will add the following code to the GEAR line 
we created earlier: EQMOD:MWORKW.PLUS5W.DANCE.VORPAL.

Now we need to make sure that the item is the correct size for the creature we are creating.  By default, PCGen creates all items at Medium size.  
Our Solar however is a Large size creature so we want his greatsword to be Large as well.  We can do this with the SIZE tag.  The SIZE tag 
takes the single character abbreviation for size or a special tag PC to size the item to whatever size the character is.  We will add the SIZE:
PC tag to our GEAR line to make sure that the Solar’s greatsword grows if it does (by adding HD).

The last thing we need to do is equip the item.  If we do not equip the item the gear will be added to the character as a possession but will not 
be used.  This could be useful for items left in the monster’s lair but in our case we actually want the Solar to use its greatsword.  To do this 
we use the LOCATION tag.  This tag uses the same locations as you would see in the user interface when equipping an item.  A greatsword is 
a two-handed weapon so it can only be equipped to one place “Both Hands”.  We add the tag LOCATION:Both Hands.  For items that are 
not weapons that can only be equipped to one place on the body (like a ring) you can simply specify “Equipped” in the LOCATION tag and 
PCGen will equip it to the correct location.

Now if we put it all together, our kit lines for the Solar’s equipment will look like this:

GEAR:Greatsword TAB EQMOD:MWORKW.PLUS5W.DANCE.VORPAL TAB SIZE:PC TAB LOCATION:Both Hands
GEAR:Longbow (Composite) TAB EQMOD:MWORKW.BOWSTR|5.PLUS2W TAB SIZE:PC TAB LOCATION:Carried

Well, this brings to a close the lessons on creating monster kits for use in PCGen.  There is much more you can do with kits.  I encourage you to 
check out the documentation for more in depth information on everything kits can do.

Aaron 
Docs �nd
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Math Operators and Formulas
Important: Starting with version 5.7.1 PCGen has incorporated the JEP (Java Mathematical Expression Parser) library. This was done because the 
original code which has evolved over time is problematic due to its complexity and lack of documentation. The JEP library has a clearly defined 
grammar which is available on the web site. JEP supports user defined variables, constants, and functions. A number of common mathematical 
functions and constants are included. As a fall back, if the JEP parser fails to parse the function then the old code is called. At some point in 
the future the old code support will be dropped and all formulas must be in JEP syntax.

Using variables within JEP expressions

In most cases variables can be used directly in an expression, however there are some cases when you must use the var() function. 
This is because some variables can contain characters which are not valid JEP variables. For example the variable CL can be used 
in a formula without a problem but the variable CL=Fighter cannot be used because of the “=” symbol. In these cases you must 
use var(“CL=Fighter”) in the formula for it to parse correctly. The formal description of a JEP variable is “a letter followed by one 
or more letters and digits” where a letter is defined as: ‘$’, ‘_’, a-z and A-Z. 

Examples of variables that may be used alone:

CL, TL, ARMORACCHECK, BardicKnowledgeLevel, TirelessRage.

Examples of variables that must be called with the getvar() function:

var(“CL=Fighter”), var(“COUNT[FEATS]”), var(“COUNT[FEATTYPE=type]”).

Consult the DEFINE page for the list of hard coded variables available for use in formulas.

Operator order of processing:

Anything within ()’s are done first, and processing is done left-to-right.

2+(3*5+2)/2

Would become 2+(15+2)/2 (3*5 replaced)

then 2+17/2 (15+2 replaced)

then 19/2 (2+17 replaced)

then 9.5 (result of 19/2).

PCGen truncates (or rounds down to the nearest integer) the results of each formula, so 4/3 will return a 1 and 7/3 will return a 
2 etc. If you need to truncate within the formula you can use the min(x,y) or max(x,y) tags.

Operators

2+1

Addition (+).

CL-1

Subtraction (-) - would minus one from the Class Level.

CL/2

Division (/) - would divide the Class Level by two.

CL*3

Multiplication (*) - would multiply the Class Level by three.

((CL+1)+(3*TL)/2)/4

Parenthesis () nesting - the result of three multiplied by Total Level divided by two, plus Class Level + 1 is divided by four.

http://www.singularsys.com/jep/
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Minimums and maximums

The min and max functions support 2 or more arguments, so you can compare 2, 3, 4 or more numbers or variables.

min(a,b,c)

Returns the lowest of ‘a’, ‘b’ or ‘c’.

max(a,b,c)

Returns the highest of ‘a’, ‘b’ or ‘c’.

Truncation, rounding up and down.

floor(a)

Returns the highest integer that is less than ‘a’.

ceil(a)

Returns the lowest integer that is greater than ‘a’.

Boolean operators

Boolean operators are also fully supported. Boolean expressions are evaluated to be either 1 or 0 (true or false respectively).

CL==1

Equal (==). Asks if Class Level is equal to 1.

CL!=1

Not Equal (!=). Asks if Class Level is not equal to 1.

CL>1

Greater than (>). Asks if Class Level is greater than 1.

CL<1

Less than (<). Asks if Class Level is less than 1.

CL>=1

Greater than or Equal (>=). Asks if Class Level is greater than or equal to 1.

CL<=1

Less than or Equal (<=). Asks if Class Level is less than or equal to 1.

(CL>5)&&(TL>5)

Boolean And (&&). Asks if Class Level and Total Level are greater than 5.

(CL>5)||(TL>5)

Boolean Or (||). Asks if Class Level or Total Level is greater than 5.

Boolean If operator

if(x,y,z)

The boolean if operator will return one of two results after evaluating a boolean. The variable x is a boolean result, 0 is false 

and anything not 0 is true. The variable y is the result returned if x is true, z is the result returned if x is false. Put another 

way, if x is true (not 0) then the result is y, if x is false (0) then the result is z.

Examples:

if(CL<10,1,2)

Asks if Class Level is less than 10 then returns 1 or else returns 2.

if(CL>=4,10,0)

Asks if Class Level is greater than or equal to 4 then returns 10 or else returns 0.

if((CL>5)||(TL>5),2,-4)

Asks if Class Level or Total Level is greater than 5 then returns 2 or else returns -4.

if(STR,5,0)

Asks if Strength modifier is greater than or less than 0 then returns 5 or else returns 0.
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Random Number Generation

roll(“x”)

Variables Used (x): Formula

The formula used within the roll(“x”) function can use all the standard JEP operators and in addition it can take a dice 

expression in the form of xdx, for example 2d6, 1d20 and 3d4.

Warning: although the JEP function roll(“x”) can generate a random number in any formula that takes JEP there are few 

places in the program where this is actually useful. This is because the roll function will generate a new random number every 

time the formula is evaluated which happens many times while you use the program. So if you were to use roll(“2d6”) in a 

base attack bonus it would appear to add a number between 2 and 12 which would change frequently. Currently the QTY tag 

used FUNDS lines in Kit files is one of the few places this JEP operator functions in a useful way.

Examples:

roll(“3d6”)

Simulates rolling 3 six-sided dice.

roll(“1d20+10”)

Simulates rolling a twenty-sided die and adds 10.

The following functions are also supported within the roll function:

min(v1,v2)

e.g. min(4,7)

max(v1,v2)

e.g. min(4,7)

pow(base, exponent)

e.g. pow(10,2) = 100

roll(times, sides)

e.g. roll(3,6)

roll(times, sides, [keep])

e.g. roll(4,6,[2,3,4]), rolls 4 six-sided dice and keeps the 3 highest rolls

roll(times, [sides])

e.g. roll(1,[3,5,7,9]), rolls one 3, 5, 7 or 9 sided die, randomly selected

roll(times, [sides], [keep])

e.g. roll(3,[2,3,4,5,6],[2,3]), rolls three 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 sided dice, randomly selected and keeps the highest 2

These are defined in pcgen/util/DiceExpressionFunctions.java. In order to use these with JEP they must be encapsulated in 

a roll(“x”) call.

e.g. roll(“roll(4,6,[2,3,4])”)

Class Level

cl(“x”)

Variables Used (x): Text (Class Name)

This function returns the number of level the PC has in the specified class. This replaces the old variable CL=class 

name.

Examples:

cl(“Bard”)

Returns the number of levels of Bard.
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Skill Information

skillinfo(“x”, “y”)

Variables Used (x): RANK (Property)

Variables Used (x): TOTALRANK (Property)

Variables Used (x): MODIFIER (Property)

Variables Used (x): TOTAL (Property)

Variables Used (y): Text (Skill name)

This function returns information about the skill specified.

RANK returns the number of ranks the PC has in the skill not including those gained from BONUS:SKILLRANK tags.

TOTALRANK returns the number of ranks the PC has in the skill including those gained from BONUS:SKILLRANK tags.

MODIFIER returns the total bonuses the PC has in the skill.

TOTAL returns the grand total in the skill from all ranks and bonuses.

Examples:

skillinfo(“RANK”, “Hide”)

Returns the number of base ranks in Hide.

skillinfo(“TOTALRANK”, “Climb”)

Returns the number ranks in Climb including those gained from BONUS:SKILLRANK tags.

skillinfo(“MODIFIER”, “Bluff”)

Returns the total number of bonuses in Bluff.

skillinfo(“TOTAL”, “Spellcraft”)

Returns the grand total in Spellcraft.

Character Bonus Information

charbonusto(“parameter 1”, “parameter 2”)

This function returns the value of a call to PlayerCharacter.getTotalBonusTo(p1, p2). These values reflect bonuses applied 

to the parameter not the full value of that parameter. Thus charbonusto(“CHECKS”, “REFLEX”) will return Reflex 

bonuses from a high Dexterity and other bonuses but not the full reflex save value.

parameter 1 is optional. If not present, will default to “PCLEVEL”.

e.g. these two are equivalent: charbonusto(“PCLEVEL”, “Cleric”) charbonusto(“Cleric”)

charbonusto(“PCLEVEL”, “<class name>”) or charbonusto(“<class name>”)

Returns the number of bonus Spellcaster Levels to the class specified, which usually come from Prestige classes.

Other parameters include:

charbonusto(“STAT”, “BASESPELLSTAT”)

charbonusto(“STAT”, “BASESPELLSTAT;CLASS.Wizard”)

charbonusto(“STAT”, “CAST.Arcane”)

charbonusto(“FEAT”, “POOL”)

charbonusto(“VAR”, “marshmellow”)

charbonusto(“CHECKS”, “WILL”)

charbonusto(“TOHIT”, “TOHIT”)

charbonusto(“DOMAIN”, “NUMBER”)

charbonusto(“CASTERLEVEL”, “Wizard”)
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charbonusto(“HP”, “ALTHP”)

charbonusto(“COMBAT”, “BAB”)

charbonusto(“WEAPONPROF=Dagger”, “PCSIZE”)

charbonusto(“WEAPONPROF=TYPE.Martial”, “PCSIZE”)

Deprecated operators

The following operators are deprecated as of version 5.7.1. The syntax will be replaced with JEP syntax.

((TL/3).TRUNC)*2

Truncation - would divide TL by 3, truncate (or round down) and then multiply by 2.

Deprecated, use floor(a).

2MIN4

Minimum - would return 2 since it’s taking the minimum of the two values (MIN is always between the values).

Deprecated, use min(a,b).

2MAX4

Maximum - would return 4 since it’s the max of the two values (MAX is always between the values).

Deprecated, use max(a,b).
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System List Files
System list files are used across all of PCGen’s abilities and should not be tampered with lightly, even for an experienced List Monkey!  The 
next few sections describe each of the system list files and what they do.

There are 2 main sections to contend with, Game System files and System files.

Game System files are specific to the rules for a gaming system, such as 3e, Unisystem, D6, etc. These files define what rules apply for that 
system, such as Hit Points, vs Vitality Points, Armor Class vs Damage Reduction, etc.

System files are just that, files that the PCGen system uses. As such, these files are more susceptible, to errors, so edit them with care!

*** Update 5.9.x

Starting in the 5.9 line the remaining system files which have any game specific bearing are being moved into the gameModes to make them 
available for customization. A new directory named “default” has been added to the gameModes directory which contains default versions of 
each of the newly integrated files. If a gameMode is loaded which does not contain one or more of these files then the files from the default 
directory or loaded in their place.

Game Mode List Files
Game System files are specific to the rules for a gaming system, such as 3e, Unisystem, D6, etc. These files define what rules apply for that 
system, such as Hit Points, vs Vitality Points, Armor Class vs Damage Reduction, etc.

There are six files in a Game Mode, they are:

equipmentslots.lst
level.lst
load.lst
miscinfo.lst
rules.lst
statsandchecks.lst

*** Update 5.9.x

In the 5.9.x line the remaining system files being moved into the gameMode so they can be customized for any specific game. System files 
which have recently become gameMode files are:

bio/biosettings.lst
bio/locations.lst
bio/traits.lst
bonusstacks.lst
pointbuymethods_system.lst
sizeAdjustment.lst
tips.lst
unitset.lst

A new directory named “default” has been added to the gameModes directory which contains default versions of each of the newly integrated 
files. If a gameMode is loaded which does not contain one or more of these files then the files from the default directory or loaded in their 
place.

base.xml File
The base.xml file contains the intelligence for the xslt PDF output sheets and is the first file processed before passing it’s output to the final 
selected xslt sheet. The primary base.xml file can be found at the root of the outputsheets directory.

*** New 5.10

Mutiple gameMode specific base.xml files are now supported. If a base.xml file is found in the root gameMode directory that file will be used 
for xslt output. If no base.xml file is found in the gameMode directory PCGen will default to the standard file found in the outputsheets 
directory.
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Game Mode: biosettings.lst
Bio Settings list files can now be included in datasets using the BIOSET tag in a .pcc file.

Bio Settings list files loaded by a dataset will override settings set in the gameMode for creatures of the same name.

Bio Settings set the parameters for height, weight, eye color and other traits which can be randomly chosen in the description tab.

Tag Name: AGEDIEROLL:x

Variables Used (x): Random Number Formula (Die expression).

What it does:

 • Used to randomize the starting age of the character within the boundaries of the age set. 

 • The closest die roll configuration that would total the difference between BASEAGE and MAXAGE at full value. 

Examples:

AGEDIEROLL:5d4

This give a minimum age of 5 and maximum of 20.

AGEDIEROLL:4d20+1d4

This give a minimum age of 5 and maximum of 84.

Tag Name: AGESET:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the age set)

Variables Used (y): Text (A name for the age set - Adult, Old, Venerable, etc.)

What it does:

 • Defines the age ranges for each race and age category. 

 • Each age category should have it’s own AGESET tag with a different Text field for a name. 

 • Each AGESET tag should be sequentially numbered starting at 0, for the youngest age category. 

Examples:

AGESET:0|Adulthood

1st ageset is “Adulthood”.

AGESET:1|Middle Age

2nd ageset is “Middle Age”.

Tag Name: BASEAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum age for the associated age set and race)

What it does:

Sets the minimum age to be considered in the age set.

Example:

BASEAGE:35

Base Age is 35.

Tag Name: BASEAGEADD:xdy

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (number of sides on the dice)

What it does:

The BASEAGEADD tag is used inside of the CLASS tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your 

base age for the class(es) it is paired with.

Example:

BASEAGEADD:2d4

This class added 2d4 years to the Base Age of the character.
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Tag Name: BASEHT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum height for the associated race and gender)

What it does:

The BASEHT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the starting point for the height of the race. This number needs to be in 

the base units set in the game mode.

Example:

BASEHT:53

Base height is 53 inches (in 3e mode).

Tag Name: BASEWT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum weight for the associated race and gender)

What it does:

The BASEWT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the starting point for the weight of the race. This number needs to be in 

the base units set in the game mode.

Example:

BASEWT:85

Base weight is 85 lbs. in 3e mode.

Tag Name: CLASS:x,x[BASEAGEADD:y]

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (The die-roll to be added to the BASEAGE based upon the class)

What it does:

Used in AGESET:0 to define the number of years to add to the base age, for each character class of this race.

Example:

CLASS:Barbarian,Rogue,Sorcerer[BASEAGEADD:1d4]

If the class is “Barbarian”, “Rogue” or “Sorcerer” than the add 1d4 to the base age.

Tag Name: EYES:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Eye Color)

What it does:

The entries in this tag are used by the Description tabs randomizing function for the eye color for the associated race.

Example:

EYES:Blue|Black|Brown|Gray

Eyes may be Blue, Black, Brown or Grey.

Tag Name: HAIR:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Hair Color)

What it does:

The entries in this tag are used by the Description tabs randomizing function for the hair for the associated race.

Example:

HAIR:Blue|Black|Brown|Gray

Hair may be Blue, Black, Brown or Grey.

Tag Name: HTDIEROLL:xdy

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (number of sides on the dice)

What it does:
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The HTDIEROLL tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base 

height for the race/sex it is paired with. It also acts as a variable name that contains the result of this randomization.

Example:

HTDIEROLL:2d10

This race added 2d10 to its base height.

Tag Name: MAXAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The maximum age for the associated age set and race)

What it does:

Sets the maximum age to be considered in the age set.

Example:

MAXAGE:50

Maximum age for this set is 50.

Tag Name: RACENAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of the race)

What it does:

Defines the name of the race. Will appear under every AGESET tag. If the name is followed by a “%” symbol then that BIOSET 

will apply to all subsets of that race name. For example RACENAME:Elf% will apply to Elf (Drow), Elf (Wood) and all other 

Elf races. Without the “%” symbol the age set will apply only to the race that matches the name exactly, so RACENAME:Elf 

(House) will only be used by the race “Elf (House)”. Using parenthesis in combination with the “%” symbol will not work at 

all. BIOSET entries for specific subset races will override a general BIOSET entry of the same race.

Example:

RACENAME:Human%

The race name is “Human” and the BIOSET will apply to all subsets of the Human race.

RACENAME:Elf (Drow)

The race name is “Elf (Drow)” and the BIOSET will apply only to the race “Elf (Drow)”.

Tag Name: SEX:gender[BASEHT:v|HTDIEROLL:w|BASEWT:x|WTDIEROLL:y|TOTALWT:z]

Variables Used (gender): Text (Male or Female)

Variables Used (v): Number (The base height for the associated race/gender)

Variables Used (w): Text (The die roll for randomizing height)

Variables Used (x): Number (The base weight for the associated race/gender)

Variables Used (y): Text (The die roll for randomizing weight)

Variables Used (z): Text (A formula used to get the total weight)

What it does:

 • Determines how the Description tab randomizer generates height and weight for the different genders. 

 • Both sexes are usually given on one line, one following the other with the same format as shown. 

 •  

Example:

Male[BASEHT:58|HTDIEROLL:2d10|BASEWT:130|WTDIEROLL:2d4|TOTALWT:BASEWT+(HTDIEROLL*WTDIER

OLL)]

Male height is 58+2d10 and Weight is 130+(height*2d4).

Tag Name: SKINTONE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skin tone color)

What it does:

The entries in this tag are used by the Description tabs randomizing function for the skin tone for the associated race.
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Example:

SKINTONE:Tanned|Pasty|Gray

Skin tone is Tanned Pasty or Gray.

Tag Name: TOTALWT:x

Variables Used (x): Number or Formula (Total weight of the character)

What it does:

The TOTALWT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the total weight of your character. It can use standard numbers, as well 

as the BASEWT, WTDIEROLL and HTDIEROLL variables.

Example:

TOTALWT:BASEWT+(HTDIEROLL*WTDIEROLL)

Defines the total weight of the character.

Tag Name: WTDIEROLL:xdy

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (number of sides on the dice)

What it does:

The WTDIEROLL tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base 

weight for the race/sex it is paired with. It also acts as a variable name that contains the result of this randomization.

Example:

WTDIEROLL:2d4

This race added 2d10 to its base weight.

Game Mode: locations.lst
This is a list of locations.

When the Random button is clicked in the Description tab, PCGen will pick items from this list to place in the blank location fields. The fields 
are:

[LOCATION]

[BIRTHPLACE]

[CITY]

Game Mode: traits.lst
This is a list of traits.

When the Random button is clicked in the Description tab, PCGen will pick items from this list to place in the blank Personality fields. The 
fields are:

[TRAIT]

[SPEECH]

[PHRASE]

[PHOBIA]

[INTERESTS]

[HAIRSTYLE]

[HAIRLENGTH]
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Game Mode Files: bonusstacks.lst
*** Deprecated 5.9.5

This file has been deprecated and removed from the release. This function is now implemented with the BONUSSTACKS miscinfo.lst tag.

This file contains a list of all bonuses which stack. Tags which do not have a TYPE=label parameter are assumed to stack, tags which do have 
a TYPE=label parameter do not normally stack. Some games have exceptions to this rule and list specific types which always do stack. In the 
fantasy gameModes Dodge and Circumstance always stack. This file lists those exceptions.

Game Mode: equipmentslots.lst
The equipmentslots.lst sets the name of locations on the character to which specific equipment types can be equipped as well as the number of 

such items which can be equipped. Equipment which do not have one of the types specified in this file can be equipped to the character without 

taking up a slot an unlimited number of times.

Tag Name: NUMSLOTS:DEFAULT

What it does:

Lists the DEFAULT number of slots for each type. NUMSLOTS:DEFAULT is followed on the same line by slot types and the default 

number of slots for each type

Example:

NUMSLOTS:DEFAULT HEAD:1 HANDS:2

Sets the default number of slots for HEAD to 1 and for HANDS to 2.

Tag Name: EQSLOT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of slot)

What it does:

This is the first tag in an equipmentslot line and sets the name of the slot. It is followed by a CONTAINS tag and a NUMBER tag.

Example:

EQSLOT:Eyes

Sets the name of this slot as Eyes.

Tag Name: CONTAINS:x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Equipment type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number of such types the slot can hold)

What it does:

Follows the EQSLOT tag and sets what equipment type the slots holds and how many.

Example:

CONTAINS:Eyegear=1

This slot can hold 1 item of type Eyegear.
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Tag Name: NUMBER:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of slot type)

What it does:

This follows the EQSLOT and CONTAINS tags and sets the default number of slots. The default numbers used are set in the NUMSLOTS 

tag line.

Example:

NUMBER:LEGS

The default number of LEGS is 2 so this would set this slot to 2.

Examples:

EQSLOT:Hand CONTAINS:Glove=1 NUMBER:HANDS

This defines a Hand slot, of which there are 2 each of which can hold 1 Glove.

EQSLOT:Fingers CONTAINS:Ring=2 NUMBER:TORSO

This defines a Fingers slot which can hold 2 Rings. The number of slots is defined using the TORSO type because a character can 

only wear 2 rings at any one time regardless of the number of hands the character might have. The TORSO type is useful if you 

need the slot number to remain static, many creatures have non standard numbers of arms, legs, heads etc. but all creatures have 

only one TORSO.

EQSLOT:Skin CONTAINS:PsionicTattoo=20 NUMBER:TORSO

This defines a Skin slot which can hold 20 items of TYPE:PsionicTattoo.

Game Mode: level.lst
The level.lst file determines level based benefits.

Equation used to calculate how many experience points are needed to advance a level.

XP = 500 *level * (level - 1)

Tag Name: LEVEL:LEVEL

What it does:

Determines level based benefits.

Tag Name: MINXP:x

What it does:

Sets the minimum experience points needed to achieve a level.

The standard formula is: (LEVEL*LEVEL-LEVEL)*500.

Tag Name: CSKILLMAX:x

What it does:

Sets the maximum rank for class skills.

The standard formula is: LEVEL+3.

Tag Name: CCSKILLMAX:x

What it does:

Sets the maximum rank for cross class skills.

The standard formula is: (LEVEL+3)/2.
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Game Mode: miscinfo.lst
*** New - Was DEFENSENAME.

Tag Name: ACNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you would like to call your game’s Armor Class equivalent).

What it does:

 • Determines name of displayed defensive value. 

 • If this tag isn’t commented out in the miscinfo.lst, then on the Summary Tab the Total, Flatfooted, and Touch values will 

be displayed using the ACABBREV tag to save space. 

Example:

ACNAME:Armor Class

The Armor Rating is defined as “Armor Class”.

ACNAME:Defense

The Armor Rating is defined as “Defense”.

*** New - Was DEFENSEABBREV.

Tag Name: ACABBREV:x

Variables Used (x): Text (How you would like your game’s AC equivalent abbreviated).

What it does:

Determines name for abbreviation of displayed defensive value.

Example:

ACABBREV:AC

The Armor Rating abbreviation is defined as “AC”.

ACABBREV:Def

The Armor Rating abbreviation is defined as “Def”.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: ACTYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of the Armor Class Type being defined by the line).

What it does:

ACTYPE begins a new line will which defines which AC will be made available to output sheets, and how to calculate this AC.

A line beginning with ACTYPE will include an ADD tag and may also include a REMOVE tag.

Syntax:

ACTYPE:Name ADD:List Remove:List

Example:

ACTYPE:Total ADD:TOTAL

Defines the ACTYPE Total as the Total AC bonuses

ACTYPE:Touch ADD:TOTAL REMOVE:Armor|NaturalArmor|Shield

Defines the ACTYPE Touch as the Total AC minus Armor, NaturalArmor and Shield bonuses

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: ADD:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of a defined Armor Class Type).

Pre defined ACTYPEs:

 • Ability 

 • Armor 

 • Base 

 • ClassDefense 
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 • Dodge 

 • NaturalArmor 

 • Shield 

 • Total 

What it does:

The ADD tag is used in lines beginning with ACTYPE. The ADD tag adds the defined ACTYPE specified to the ACTYPE being defined 

by the ACTYPE line. The ADD tag can be qualified with PRExxx tags.

Example:

ADD:TOTAL

Adds ACTYPE:TOTAL to the ACTYPE being defined in the ACTYPE line.

ADD:Shield

Adds ACTYPE:SHIELD to the ACTYPE being defined in the ACTYPE line.

Tag Name: ALLOWEDMODES:x

Variables Used (x): Text (A | delimited list of game modes).

What it does:

Lists game modes that are allowed to have their sources included with this source.

Example:

ALLOWEDMODES:DnD_v35e|DnD_Olerra

The 3.5 and Olerra sources can be safely included with this source

Tag Name: ALTHPABBREV:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you want you games secondary HP equivalent to be abbreviated to).

What it does:

Sets the HP abbreviation for the secondary HP holder (Will be used in OS tokens eventually - Currently used by the Summary 

tab).

Example:

ALTHPABBREV:LP

The secondary HP holder abbreviation is defined as “LP”.

ALTHPABBREV:Wnd

The secondary HP holder abbreviation is defined as “Wnd”.

Tag Name: ALTHPNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you want you games secondary HP equivalent to be called).

What it does:

Sets the HP name for the secondary HP holder (Will be used in OS tokens eventually - Currently used by the Summary tab).

Example:

ALTHPNAME:Life Points

The secondary HP holder is defined as “Life Points”.

ALTHPNAME:Wounds

The secondary HP holder is defined as “Wounds”.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: BABABBREV:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What the characters BAB should be called).

What it does:

Specifies the text to use for the abbreviation for Base Attack Bonus.

Example:
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BABABBREV:OB

Displays OB: instead of BAB:.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: BABATTCYC:x

Variables Used (x): Number (difference between a primary attack and the subsequent attack).

What it does:

Specifies the difference between a primary attack and the subsequent attack. e.g. for each attack after the first, subtract x to 

determine its bonus to hit.

Example:

BABATTCYC:5

Sets 5 as the difference between each attack in a cycle.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: BABMAXATT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (maximum number of attacks as the BAB progresses).

What it does:

Specifies the maximum number of attacks as the BAB progresses.

Primary usage - to limit the number of displayed attacks on the OS’s (modified by the 2 listed bonus tags - There is already 

support for additional attacks via the BONUS:COMBAT:ATTACKS and SECONDARYATTACKS tags.).

Example:

BABMAXATT:4

Sets 4 as the maximum number of attacks as the BAB progresses.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: BABMAXLVL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (maximum level a characters BAB may progress to).

What it does:

Specifies the maximum level a characters BAB may progress to.

Example:

BABMAXLVL:20

Limits a characters BAB progression to a maximum of 20.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: BABMINVAL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (minimum starting value for the BAB progressions).

What it does:

Specifies the starting minimum value for the BAB progressions to start from. (i.e. each subsequent attack must be at least +x 

before being reported)

Example:

BABMINVAL:1

Sets the starting minimum value for the BAB progressions to 1.
 

Tag Name: BASEDICE:x

Variables Used: (x) die format

Uses the following sub tags: UP DOWN

What it does:

Determines the next higher or lower value die in a progression set
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Example:

BASEDICE:1d6 UP:1d8,2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6 DOWN:1d4,1d3,1d2,1

This states the base die is a d6 and determines that the next lowest die would be a d4, then a d3 and the next highest would be a d8, then 

2d.

 

NOTE: This uses the UP and DOWN tags with comma (,) separators and tabs to separate the tags themselves.

Tag Name: BONUS_ACFLAT

Variables used: (x) formula

What it does:

This period (.) separator value makes the Flat AC display correctly based upon the set formula

Example:

BONUS_ACFLAT:COMBAT.AC.TOTAL.!Ability.PRESTAT:1,DEX=10.!PRESA:1,Uncanny Dodge.MIN=0

The codes takes the entire AC value and removes the Dex (ability) to result in the Flat Footed AC but does not remove the 

Dex bonus if the class has the uncanny dodge special ability.

Tag Name: BONUS_ACTOUCH:x

Variables used: (x) formula

What it does:

It makes the Touch AC display correctly based up formulas

Example:

BONUS_ACTOUCH:COMBAT.AC.TOTAL.!Armor.!NaturalArmor

The codes takes the entire AC value and removes the Armor and Natural armor to result in the Touch AC

Tag Name: BONUSFEATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Level where bonus feats would begin (first bonus feat awarded at this level).

Variables Used (y): Number (Level increment to get more feats - e.g. 3 for every third level).

What it does:

 • This tag, basically, sets the feat progression rules. 

 • Where level = first level where you gain an additional feat (use more than one of these tags for additional  

  feat progressions). 

 • Where interval = multiples of levels after the start level that you gain an additional feat (0 = only at start). 

 • The standard setting would give characters get a bonus feat every three levels starting at level three, so the tag info 

would be 3|3 (1st three indicates that the first bonus feat is given at level 3, and the 2nd three indicates that additional bonus feats are 

given every three levels after that). 

Example:

BONUSFEATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:1|0

Character would get one bonus feat at creation and never again after that.

BONUSFEATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:3|3

Character would get a bonus feat every three levels, starting at level 3.

BONUSFEATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:2|3

Character would get a bonus feat every three levels, starting at level 2.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: BONUSSTACKS:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Bonus Type)

What it does:

This is a list of all bonuses which stack. Tags which do not have a TYPE=label parameter are assumed to stack, tags which do 
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have a TYPE=label parameter do not normally stack. Some games have exceptions to this rule and list specific types which always 

do stack. In the fantasy gameModes Dodge and Circumstance always stack. This tag lists those exceptions. The Types can be 

listed all in one tag or multiple tags can be used.

Example:

BONUSSTACKS:Defense.Dodge.Circumstance.NotRanged.NotFlatFooted

The listed Types will stack.

BONUSSTACKS:Defense

BONUSSTACKS:Dodge

BONUSSTACKS:Circumstance

BONUSSTACKS:NotRanged

BONUSSTACKS:NotFlatFooted

The listed Types will stack.

Tag Name: BONUSSTATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Level where stat bonuses would begin - first stat bonus awarded at this level)

Variables Used (y): Number (Level increment to get more feats - e.g. 3 for every third level)

What it does:

 • This tag, basically, sets the stat progression rules. 

 • Where level = first level where you gain an additional stat (use more than one of these tags for additional  

  stat progressions). 

 • Where interval = multiples of levels after the start level that you gain an additional stat (0 = only at start). 

 • The standard setting would give characters a bonus stat point every four levels starting at level four, so the tag info would 

be 4|4 (1st four indicates that the first bonus stat point is given at level 4, and the 2nd four indicates that additional bonus stat points 

are given every four levels after that). 

Example:

BONUSSTATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:1|0

Character would get one bonus stat point at creation and never again after that.

BONUSSTATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:4|4

Character would get a bonus stat point every four levels, starting at level 4.

BONUSSTATLEVELSTARTINTERVAL:2|3

Character would get a bonus stat point every three levels, starting at level 2.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: CHECKSMAXLEVEL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (maximum level a characters base-saves may progress to).

What it does:

Specifies the maximum level a characters base-saves may progress to.

Example:

CHECKSMAXLVL:20

Sets the maximum level a characters base-saves may progress to at 20.

Tag Name: CLASSTYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Contains the Class Type.)

Pre defined CLASSTYPEs:

 • PC 

 • NPC 

 • Prestige 

 • Monster 

What it does:
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Indicates which type of Class will have some default rules changed around the areas of CR Formula, Monster Classification and XP 

Penalties.

Example:

CLASSTYPE:PC

Indicates that classes of type PC will be affected by some additional rules for this game mode.

Tag Name: CONTEXT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Contains the file path and filename of the context help file for the TAB at the beginning of the line).

What it does:

Indicates which help file will be displayed for context help for the associated TAB.

Example:

CONTEXT:sectionheadingpages\walkthroughpages\Main\maintabability.html

Indicates which help file will be displayed for context help for the associated TAB.

Where it is used:

TAB Line.

Tag Name: CRFORMULA:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (a standard PCGen LST formula).

What it does:

Specifies the formula to be used when calculating the CR.

Example:

CRFORMULA:CL

CR’s will be calculated by CL (Class Level).

Where it is used:

CLASSTYPE Line.

Tag Name: CURRENCYUNIT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of the standard unit of currency for this game mode).

What it does:

Sets the name for the standard currency.

Example:

CURRENTCYUNIT:Credit

Sets the currency unit to “Credit”.

Tag Name: CURRENCYUNITABBREV:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The abbreviation for the name of the standard unit of currency for this game mode).

What it does:

Sets the abbreviation for the name of the standard currency.

Example:

CURRENTCYUNITABBREV:Cr

Sets the abbreviated currency unit to “Cr”.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: DAMAGEMULT:x=y,x=y

Variables Used (x): Number (number of hands used to wield this weapon)

Variables Used (y): Number (damage multiplier)

What it does:

Used to compute damage multiplier for wielding with two hands vs one hand, etc.
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Example:

DAMAGEMULT:1=1,2=1.5

The damage multiplier becomes 1.5 if wielded two handed.

Where it is used:

After a WIELDCATEGORY tag.

*** New 5.9.1

Tag Name: DEFAULTUNITSET:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of the Default unit Set)

What it does:

Sets the Default Unit Set used by the game mode.  Unit sets can be changed on the language tab of the preferences dialog.  If 

this tag is not present the game mode will default to Imperial.

Example:

DEFAULTUNITSET:Imperial

Set Imperial as the Unit Set used by the game mode.
 

Tag Name: DISPLAYORDER:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Order of priority)

What it does:

Used to determine order of display in summary.

Example:

DISPLAYORDER:1

The file will show this as the first file.
 

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: DISTANCEFACTOR:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Distance factor).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the distance factor of the unit set. Distance is multiplied by the unit sets DISTANCEFACTOR and 

the resulting conversion is displayed in the GUI. A Unit set which is native to the data will always have a factor of 1.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

DISTANCEFACTOR:0.3

Defines the distance factor as “0.3”.
 

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: DISTANCEPATTERN:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Distance unit pattern).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the distance unit pattern of the unit set. The ‘pattern’ string is a pattern for formatting the 

output of the value, so you can specify e.g. how many decimal digits are printed. The pattern follows the definition of the Java 

class DecimaFormat and can be found here.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

DISTANCEPATTERN:#

Defines the distance unit abbreviation as “#”.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/docs/api/java/text/DecimalFormat.html
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*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: DISTANCEPATTERN:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Distance unit pattern).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the distance unit pattern of the unit set. The ‘pattern’ string is a pattern for formatting the 

output of the value, so you can specify e.g. how many decimal digits are printed. The pattern follows the definition of the Java 

class DecimaFormat and can be found here.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

DISTANCEPATTERN:#

Defines the distance unit abbreviation as “#”.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: DISTANCEUNIT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Distance unit abbreviation).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the distance unit abbreviation of the unit set. The string ‘unit’ is appended to the value and set 

off from the value by a space. If you want the unit to follow directly after the value, prefix the string with ‘~’.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

DISTANCEUNIT:ft.

Defines the distance unit abbreviation as “ft.”.
 

Tag Name: DOWN:x,x

Varibles used: (x) alpha numerical

What it does:

This comma (,) delimited value determines the next die value in an incremental set

Example:

DOWN:1d4,1d3,1d2,1

The next die in the progression will be 1d4, then 1d3 if chosen again, etc.

Where it is used:

BASEDICE Line

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: FINESSEABLE:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

Defines weather or not weapon finesse can be used with this wield category.

Defaults to ‘No’.

Example:

FINESSABLE:Yes

Allows weapon finesse to be used with this wield category.

Where it is used:

After a WIELDCATEGORY tag.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/docs/api/java/text/DecimalFormat.html
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*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: HANDS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (minimum number of hands)

What it does:

Defines the minimum number of hands needed to wield the weapon for the wield category.

Example:

HANDS:2

Weapon must be wielded with two hands.

Where it is used:

After a WIELDCATEGORY tag.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: HEIGHTFACTOR:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Height Factor).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the height factor of the unit set. Height is multiplied by the unit sets HEIGHTFACTOR and the 

resulting conversion is displayed in the GUI. A Unit set which is native to the data will always have a factor of 1.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

HEIGHTUNIT:2.54

Defines the height factored as “2.54”.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: HEIGHTPATTERN:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Distance unit pattern).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the distance unit pattern of the unit set. The ‘pattern’ string is a pattern for formatting the 

output of the value, so you can specify e.g. how many decimal digits are printed. The pattern follows the definition of the Java 

class DecimaFormat and can be found here.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

HEIGHTPATTERN:#

Defines the distance unit pattern as “#”.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: HEIGHTUNIT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Height abbreviation).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the height unit abbreviation of the unit set. The string ‘unit’ is appended to the value and set 

off from the value by a space. If you want the unit to follow directly after the value, prefix the string with ‘~’. The string ‘ftin’ is 

hard-coded to give results of the format x’y”.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

HEIGHTUNIT:cm

Defines the height unit abbreviation as “cm”.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/docs/api/java/text/DecimalFormat.html
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*** Removed. This is now defined by the HEIGHTUNIT tag.

Tag Name: HEIGHTUNITABBREV:x

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: HIDDENEQUIPTYPES:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Equipment Type to hide in the GUI).

What it does:

Any equipment type specified will not be displayed as a Type in the GUI. The equipment itself will still be visible.

Examples:

HIDDENEQUIPTYPES:Standard|Resizable|Specific|Magic|Thief|Scribe|Wizard|Tools

Hides the listed equipment Types within the GUI.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: HIDDENFEATTYPES:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Type to hide in the GUI).

What it does:

Any feat type specified will not be displayed as a Type in the GUI. The feat itself will still be visible.

Examples:

HIDDENEQUIPTYPES:Standard|Resizable|Specific|Magic|Thief|Scribe|Wizard|Tools

Hides the listed equipment Types within the GUI.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: HIDDENSKILLTYPES:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill Type to hide in the GUI).

What it does:

Any skill type specified will not be displayed as a Type in the GUI. The skill itself will still be visible.

Examples:

HIDDENSKILLTYPES:St|Co|Ag|Qu|Pr|SD|In|Re

Hides the listed skill Types within the GUI.

Tag Name: HPABBREV:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you would like your games primary HP equivalent to be abbreviated to).

What it does:

Sets the HP abbreviation for the primary HP holder - Will be used in OS tokens eventually (Currently used by the Summary tab 

and HP button on the class tab).

Examples:

HPABBREV:HP

Sets the abbreviated primary hit point unit to “HP”.

HPABBREV:EP

Sets the abbreviated primary hit point unit to “EP”.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: HPFORMULA:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (How to calculate total HP for a character).

What it does:

 • The HPFORMULA tag is used to set the formula to use to calculate total HP for a character. 

 • The formula can use any valid JEP expressions. 

 • The formula can reference any variables defined for the character. 
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Examples:

HPFORMULA:SKILLTOTAL=Endurance

Sets the HP total for a character equal to its skill bonus in the Endurance skill.

Tag Name: HPNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you want you games primary HP equivalent to be called).

What it does:

Sets the HP name for the primary HP holder - Will be used in OS tokens eventually (Currently used by the Summary tab and HP 

pop-up from classes).

Examples:

HPNAME:Hit Points

Sets the primary hit point unit to “Hit Points”.

HPNAME:Energy Points

Sets the primary hit point unit to “Energy Points”.

Tag Name: ISMONSTER:x

Variables Used (x): Text (YES or NO).

What it does:

Specifies whether it is a Monster or not.

Example:

MONSTER:YES

This is a Monster.

Where it is used:

CLASSTYPE Line.

Tag Name: LEVELMSG:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Message you would like displayed for level-up).

What it does:

This is the message displayed when experience manually added to character will allow character to advance a level.

Example:

LEVELMSG:You may qualify for a new level

Sets the level up message.

Tag Name: MENUENTRY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Text you want displayed as a menu item under the settings/campaign menu).

What it does:

Defines menu entries under Settings->Campaign (Use & for mnemonic, && for &).

Example:

&S&&M

Defines a menu entry that will display as “S&M”.

Tag Name: MENUTOOLTIP:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Tooltip to be displayed for the previous MENUENTRY).

What it does:

Defines the tooltip displayed for the previously defined menuentry.

Example:

MENUTOOLTIP:

Defines a menu entry tooltip that will display as “Use 3e character creation settings”.
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*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: METHOD:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (Random Stat rolling method formula).

What it does:

Follows a ROLLMETHOD tag and defines the dice formula used.

Where is this used:

In a ROLLMETHOD line.

Example:

ROLLMETHOD:3d6 <tab> METHOD:3d6

Menu displays “3d6” as the label for this method and simulates rolling 3 six sided dice.

ROLLMETHOD:4d6 drop lowest <tab> METHOD:roll(4,6,[2,3,4])

Simulates rolling 4 six sided dice and dropping the lowest.

ROLLMETHOD:5d6 drop 2 lowest <tab> METHOD:roll(5,6,[3,4,5])

Simulates rolling 5 six sided dice and dropping the 2 lowest.

*** Removed. This is now defined in the unitSet.lst file.

Tag Name: MOVEUNIT:x

*** Removed. This is now defined in the unitSet.lst file.

Tag Name: MOVEUNITABBREV:x

Tag Name: NAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you would like displayed as the name of the tab).

What it does:

If this tag is set to in_tabname (ie: in_abilities) it will pull the tab name from the language files (for internationalization).

Examples:

NAME:Domains

Defines tab name as “Domains”.

NAME:Overview

Defines tab name as “Overview”.

Where it is used:

TAB Line.
 

Tag Name: PLUSCOST:x

Variables used: (x) formula

What it does:

Defines base item costs and modifier costs based upon the formula entered.

Example:

PLUSCOST:AMMUNITION|BASEQTY*40*PLUS*PLUS

Ammunition will be based upon quantity times 40 times the plus value desired and times the plus value desired again to 

result in the final cost.

PLUSCOST:ARMOR|1000*PLUS*PLUS

Takes the armor cost and then takes 1000 times the plus value and then times the plus value to come up with the resulting 

cost.

PLUSCOST:SHIELD|1000*PLUS*PLUS

Takes the shield cost and then takes 1000 times the plus value and then times the plus value to come up with the resulting 

cost.

PLUSCOST:WEAPON|(2000*PLUS*PLUS)+(2000*ALTPLUS*ALTPLUS)
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Takes the weapon cost and then takes 2000 times the plus value and then times the plus value to come up with the 

resulting cost, if the weapon has an alternate head (double weapon) it also calculates the cost using the same formula.

Tag Name: POINTPOOLNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of the point buy method - MUST have a matching entry in pointbuymethod.lst file).

What it does:

The POINTPOOLNAME tag is used to make a default choice for a GameMode’s preferred method of PointPooling for Stat creation, 

and makes reference to a tag in the pointbuymethods.lst.

Example:

POINTPOOLNAME:Harp

Means that PCGEN will use the Harp Point Pool default for stat creation.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: RANKMODFORMULA:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (Formula to calculate skill bonus)

What it does:

 • The RANKMODFORMULA tag is used to set the bonus to a skills total that each rank in the skill gives. 

 • The formula can use any valid JEP expressions. 

 • The formula can reference any variables defined for the character. 

 • The token $$RANK$$ will be replaced with the skills total ranks. 

Example:

RANKMODFORMULA:IF($$RANK$$>20,50+$$RANK$$,IF($$RANK$$>10,50+($$RANK$$-10)*2,IF($$RANK$$

>0,$$RANK$$*5,-25)))-$$RANK$$

The first 10 ranks of a skill will each give +5 bonus to the skill total. The next 10 give a +2 bonus and any additional ranks 

give a +1 bonus to skill total. A skill without ranks has a bonus of -25. (This is HARP’s skill point system.)

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: REMOVE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of a defined Armor Class Type).

Pre defined ACTYPEs:

 • Ability 

 • Armor 

 • Base 

 • ClassDefense 

 • Dodge 

 • NaturalArmor 

 • Shield 

 • Total 

What it does:

The REMOVE tag is used in lines beginning with ACTYPE. The REMOVE tag subtracts the defined ACTYPE specified to the ACTYPE 

being defined by the ACTYPE line. The REMOVE tag can be qualified with PRExxx tags.

Example:

REMOVE:Base

Subtracts ACTYPE:Base to the ACTYPE being defined in the ACTYPE line.

REMOVE:Shield

Subtracts ACTYPE:Shield to the ACTYPE being defined in the ACTYPE line.
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*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: ROLLMETHOD:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Description of random Stat rolling method).

What it does:

Begins a line which adds a random dice rolling method to generate stats. This tag is followed by the METHOD tag which defines 

the actual dice formula. See the entry for METHOD for syntax usage. When a ROLLMETHOD has been added to a miscinfo.lst file it 

will appear in it’s own menu under the abilities preference pane as an option to generate ability stats. If selected this will cause 

a button labeled Roll to appear in the Summary window allowing the user to regenerate ability scores using the method selected.

Example:

ROLLMETHOD:3d6 <tab> METHOD:3d6

Menu displays “3d6” as the label for this method and simulates rolling 3 six sided dice.

ROLLMETHOD:4d6 drop lowest <tab> METHOD:roll(4,6,[2,3,4])

Menu displays “4d6 drop lowest” as the label for this method.

ROLLMETHOD:5d6 drop 2 lowest <tab> METHOD:roll(5,6,[3,4,5])

Menu displays “5d6 drop 2 lowest” as the label for this method.

Tag Name: SHOWCLASSDEFENSE:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO).

What it does:

 • Determines whether Defensive bonus from classes is displayed on the Class Tab. 

 • YES - Allow bonuses of the BONUS:COMBAT|AC|x|TYPE=ClassDefense type to be displayed. 

 • NO - Do not allow bonuses of the BONUS:COMBAT|AC|x|TYPE=ClassDefense type to be displayed (Default). 

 • If this tag is YES, then the Class tab will reflect any AC bonuses given with a BONUS:COMBAT|AC|x|TYPE=ClassDefense tag. 

Example:

SHOWCLASSDEFENSE:YES

Allow bonuses of the BONUS:COMBAT|AC|x|TYPE=ClassDefense type to be displayed.

*** Deprecated - Use TAB instead.

Tag Name: SHOWTAB:x|y

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: SIZEDIFF:x

Variables Used (x): Number (effective object size difference)

What it does:

Defines the effective object size difference from the base Weapon size.

This is used for the Object Size computations within the java code.

Example:

SIZEDIFF:-1

If this weapon was Medium sized, then this weapon would have a Small object size.

Where it is used:

After a WIELDCATEGORY tag.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: SKILLCOST_CLASS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The cost of one skill rank for a class skill)

What it does:

Specifies the cost of one rank of a class skill.

Example:
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SKILLCOST_CLASS:1

Sets the cost of one rank of a class skill to one skill point.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: SKILLCOST_CROSSCLASS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The cost of one skill rank for a cross class skill)

What it does:

Specifies the cost of one rank of a cross class skill.

Example:

SKILLCOST_CROSSCLASS:2

Sets the cost of one rank of a cross class skill to two skill points.

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: SKILLCOST_EXCLUSIVE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The cost of one skill rank for an exclusive skill)

What it does:

Specifies the cost of one rank of an exclusive skill.

Example:

SKILLCOST_EXCLUSIVE:1

Sets the cost of one rank of an exclusive skill to one skill point.

Tag Name: SKILLMULTIPLIER:x|x

Variables Used (x): Number (The skill multiplier for the level - level is based on position).

What it does:

 • Alters the number of skill points awarded at various levels of advancement. 

 • Currently implemented to support the standard rule that characters get 4x the normal amount of skills at first level. 

Examples:

SKILLMULTIPLIER:4

Character gets 4x the normal amount of skills, at 1st level.

SKILLMULTIPLIER:2|2|2

Character gets 2x the normal amount of skills, at 1st, 2nd, and 3rd level.

SKILLMULTIPLIER:10|4

Character get 10x the normal amount of skills at 1st level and 4x the normal amount of skills at 2nd level.

Tag Name: SPELLBASEDC:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (used to determine a spells base DC)

What it does:

This formula is used to determine the starting BASE DC for a spell.

Example:

SPELLBASEDC:10+SPELLLEVEL+BASESPELLSTAT

Takes the number 10 as the starting point, then it adds the spells level and finally the primary stat bonus of the caster to 

come to the total.

Tag Name: SPELLRANGE:x

Variables Used (x)|(y): Text Name|Formula

What it does:

Takes the defined name and uses the formula to replace the name in the Spells.lst under the range.

Each value is a seperate TAG
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Example:

SPELLRANGE:CLOSE|floor(CASTERLEVEL/2)*5+25

Range value would be the caster’s level divided by 2 with then times by 5 and add 25 to come to the final value entered

Example: Caster level 2 would return a value of 30

SPELLRANGE:MEDIUM|(CASTERLEVEL*10)+100

Formula would determine medium to be the caster’s level times 10 + 100

SPELLRANGE:LONG|(CASTERLEVEL*40)+400

Formula returns a long value based upon the caster level times 40 plus 400

*** New 5.9

Tag Name: SQUARESIZE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (in feet).

What it does:

Specifies the size of a battlemap square in feet

Example:

SQUARESIZE:5

Sets the size of a battlemap square to 5 feet.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: SWITCH:x

Variables Used (x): Text (new name)

What it does:

The new name is one of the defined WIELDCATEGORY names.

This is coupled with a PREVARxx:formula to figure the effective wield category of a weapon based on PC size. Standard PRExxx 

formulas used to compute size difference between weapon and PC. If the PREVARxxx formula is true, then the SWITCH type is 

applied. This allows changes in effective wield category based on weapon and PC size.

Example:

SWITCH:Light

Wield category is switched to ‘Light’.

Where it is used:

After a WIELDCATEGORY tag with a PREVARxx statement in it.

Tag Name: TAB:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Tab Name).

What it does:

 • This indicates what “TABS” will be displayed in the graphic user interface of the PCGen program. 

 • Indicates which tab the options following it will affect. Must be first on the line, to be followed by NAME and CONTEXT 

(and optionally VISIBLE). 

 • Tab Name may be one of: 

 • ABILITIES - The tab where languages, SAs and weapon profs are displayed. 

 • CAMPAIGNS - The tab where source materials are displayed. 

 • CLASS - The tab where classes are displayed. 

 • DESCRIPTION - The tab where character descriptive information is displayed. 

 • DOMAINS - The tab where deity/domain information is displayed. 

 • FEATS - The tab where feat information is displayed. 

 • INVENTORY - The tab where inventory, equipping, and followers are displayed. 

 • RACE - The tab where races are displayed. 

 • SKILLS - The tab where skills are displayed. 

 • SPELLS - The tab where spells are displayed. 
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 • SUMMARY - The tab with summary information 

Example:

TAB:SUMMARY

Indicates that the line will effect the “Summary” tab.

Note:

If the game mode doesn’t support the TAB, you must use the Tag VISIBLE:NO.

Where it is used:

TAB Line.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: UNITSET:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of the Unit Set).

What it does:

UNITSET begins a line which defines a system of measurements such as Imperial or Metric. Unit sets can be selected on the 

language tab of the preferences dialog, by name. The Unit set in which the data is native should always have a factor of 1. The 

Default Unit Set is set in the miscinfo.lst file with the DEFAULTUNITSET tag and will default to Imperial if not present.

Tags used in UNITSET lines:
DISTANCEUNIT
DISTANCEFACTOR
DISTANCEPATTERN
HEIGHTUNIT
HEIGHTFACTOR
HEIGHTPATTERN
WEIGHTUNIT
WEIGHTFACTOR

WEIGHTPATTERN

Example:

UNITSET:Imperial

Defines a Unit Set named Imperial.
 

Tag Name: UP:x,x

Varibles used: (x) alpha numerical

What it does:

This comma (,) delimited value determines the next die value in an incremental set

Example:

UP:1d8,2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6

Determines the next die in the progression will be 1d8, then 2d6 if chosen again, etc.

Where it is used:

BASEDICE Line

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (What you would like displayed as the name of the tab).

What it does:

 • Turns the associated tab on or off in the GUI. 

 • YES - Used to make the tab display in the GUI (this is the default if a VISIBLE tag is not present). 

 • NO - Used to keep the tab from displaying in the GUI. 

Example:

VISIBLE:NO

Used to keep the tab from displaying in the GUI.

Where it is used:

TAB Line.
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Tag Name: WEAPONCATEGORY:x

Variables used: (x) text

What it does:

Defines valid weapon types.

Example:

WEAPONCATEGORY:Simple

Defines Simple weapons

WEAPONCATEGORY:Martial

Defines Martial weapons

WEAPONCATEGORY:Exotic

Defines Exotic weapons

WEAPONCATEGORY:Natural

Defines Natural weapons

*** New 5.8.0

Tag Name: WEAPONNONPROFPENALTY:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The penalty to be applied)

What it does:

Defines the penalty to attack for not being proficient.

Example:

WEAPONNONPROFPENALTY:-4

Defines a -4 penalty to attack for not being proficient in a weapon.
 

Tag Name: WEAPONTYPE:x|y

Variables used: (x) text | (y) letter to define type

What it does:

Defines a weapon type and gives it a defined letter(s) for output sheets.

Example:

WEAPONTYPE:Bludgeoning|B

Bludgeoning weapons will be represented by a letter “B” on the preview and output sheets.

WEAPONTYPE:Slashing|S

Slashing weapons will be represented by a letter “S” on the preview and output sheets.

WEAPONTYPE:Electricity|E

Electricity weapons/attacks will be represented by a letter “E” on the preview and output sheets.

WEAPONTYPE:Sonic|So

Sonic weapons/attacks will be represented by a letter “So” on the preview and output sheets.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: WEIGHTFACTOR:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weight factor).

What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the weight factor of the unit set. Weight is multiplied by the unit sets WEIGHTFACTOR and the 

resulting conversion is displayed in the GUI. A Unit set which is native to the data will always have a factor of 1.

Where it is used:

Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:

WEIGHTFACTOR:0.5

Defines the weight factor as “0.5”.
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*** New 5.9.5
Tag Name: WEIGHTPATTERN:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weight unit pattern).
What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the weight unit pattern. The ‘pattern’ string is a pattern for formatting the output of the value, 
so you can specify e.g. how many decimal digits are printed. The pattern follows the definition of the Java class DecimaFormat 
and can be found here.

Where it is used:
Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:
WEIGHTPATTERN:#.##

Will display a numerical value using fractions after the decimal point.

*** New 5.9.5
Tag Name: WEIGHTUNIT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weight unit abbreviation).
What it does:

Used in UNITSET lines to define the weight unit abbreviation of the unit set. The string ‘unit’ is appended to the value and set 
off from the value by a space. If you want the unit to follow directly after the value, prefix the string with ‘~’.

Where it is used:
Used in UNITSET lines.

Example:
WEIGHTUNIT:lbs.

Defines the weight unit abbreviation as “lbs.”.

*** Removed. This is now defined by the WEIGHTUNIT tag.
Tag Name: WEIGHTUNITABBREV:x

*** New 5.5.�
Tag Name: WIELDCATEGORY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of wield category)
What it does:

Defines how PCGen handles differences between PC size and Weapon size based on the weapons WIELD tag.
Name is the target of the weapons WIELD tag such as ‘Light’, ‘OneHanded’ or ‘TwoHanded’.
There are three computation categories defined, ‘Unusable’, ‘TooLarge’ and ‘TooSmall’ which are used for oversized or undersized 
weapons.
WIELDCATEGORY defines the name of the weapon category and is the first tag in the line, the following tags can be used after 
WIELDCATEGORY to define other attributes of the weapon category: HANDS, FINESSEABLE, SIZEDIFF, DAMAGEMULT, PREVARxxx 
and SWITCH.

Example:
WIELDCATEGORY:Light

Defines ‘Light’ weapon category.

Tag Name: XPPENALTY:x
Variables Used (x): Text (YES or NO).
What it does:

Specifies whether a XP Penalty should be applied.
Example:

XPPENALTY:YES

A Penalty to XP will be applied.
Where it is used:

CLASSTYPE Line.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/docs/api/java/text/DecimalFormat.html
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Game Mode: load.lst
The first line is a list of Size letters with a | (pipe) delimiter separating it from its load limit multiplier.

The second through next-to-last line contain a strength value (must be incremental starting at 1) and the last line indicates the multiplier 

and power escalation for every 10 strength points beyond the end of the list.

This is to represent the multiplier of 4 for the first 10 beyond the end of the strength list, 16 for the next 10 (4 to the power of 2), 64 for the 

next 10 (4 to the power of 3) and so on.

You can change the multiplier (4) if you wish or add to the list of strength/capacity lines, but they must be incremental (no skipping strength 

scores).

*** New 5.7.1�

Tag Name: ENCUMBRANCE:x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of load category)

Variables Used (x): Number (Multiplier)

What it does:

Defines the Load Categories for the gameMode. This was previously hardcoded but is now set in the Load.lst file. All gameModes 

must include the six categories listed below. Additional categories may be defined as needed and the ENCUMBRANCE tag also 

defines the output token used. For example if you set ENCUMBRANCE:FooBar|8 the output token would be WEIGHT.

FOOBAR. See the entry for the output token WEIGHT

Example:

ENCUMBRANCE:Light|1/3

ENCUMBRANCE:Medium|2/3

ENCUMBRANCE:Heavy|1

ENCUMBRANCE:OverHead|1

ENCUMBRANCE:OffGround|2

ENCUMBRANCE:PushDrag|5

These six categories must be included in all gameModes.
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Game Mode: rules.lst
This file contains Rule Checks that the user can turn on/off in the GUI.

Format is:
Name:aName <tab> VAR:/PARM:aKey <tab> DEFAULT:YES/NO <tab> EXCLUDE:aKey <tab> DESC:
optional description

Tag Name: Name:aName

Variables Used (aName): Text (Name)

What it does:

aName is used to search the Language.properties file for a DESC to display in the GUI.

Tag Name: VAR:/PARM:aKey

Variables Used (aKey): Text (unique key)

What it does:

aKey is the unique key used to store and reference this Rule.

VAR:aKey can be referenced in .lst files.

PARM:aKey means it’s hardcoded into the Java code.

Tag Name: DEFAULT:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

Sets the initial state of the rule. Yes for on, no for off.

Tag Name: EXCLUDE:aKey

Variables Used (aKey): Text (unique key)

What it does:

prevents two rules from being active at the same time. It also creates a Radio button in the GUI to choose between the 

two rules.

Tag Name: DESC:x

Variables Used (x): Text (optional description)

What it does:

Optional description and is overridden by the Language.properties file from the java code.
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Game Mode: sizeAdjustment.lst
This file sets the various bonuses and penalties of the character size categories used in the gameMode.

In the fantasy gameModes the nine categories are: (from smallest to largest) Fine, Diminutive, Tiny, Small, Medium, Large, Huge, Gargantuan 

and Colossal.

Note: The following BONUS tags only function in this file.

Tag Name: BONUS:ACVALUE

What it does:

Undocumented.

Tag Name: BONUS:ITEMCAPACITY

What it does:

Undocumented.

Tag Name: BONUS:ITEMCOST

What it does:

Undocumented.

Tag Name: BONUS:ITEMWEIGHT

What it does:

Undocumented.

Tag Name: BONUS:LOADMULT

What it does:

Undocumented.
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Game Mode: statsandchecks.lst

Defining Statistics

Tag Name: STATNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The full name of the stat).

What it does:

Used to create stats in the program for the character to build upon.

Example:

STATNAME:Awareness

Creates a Stat named “Awareness”.

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Tag Name: ABB:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The abbreviation for the stat - usually three letters, capitalized).

What it does:

Defines the three letter Abbreviation for a statistic.

Example:

ABB:AWR

Example abbreviation of above example of “Awareness” stat.

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Tag Name: STATRANGE:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Defines the bottom of the stat range).

Variables Used (y): Number (Defines the top of the stat range).

What it does:

Defines the available range for a particular stat.

Example:

STATRANGE:-100|100

Would allow a valid range for a stat of between negative 100 and positive 100.

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Tag Name: STATMOD:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (Any valid formula).

What it does:

Defines the formula used to determine a stats modifiers.

Example:

STATMOD:(SCORE/2).TRUNC-5

Would calculate a stat modification as STAT divided by 2, round down, minus 5 (SCORE is the variable name for the stat value). 

Note: the formula can only contain 1 SCORE variable.

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Tag Name: DEFINE:MAXLEVELSTAT:x|y
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Variables Used (x): Text (stat abbreviation).

Variables Used (y): formula (formula that gives the desired maximum).

What it does:

Determines the maximum level of spell/ability you can use based on the referenced stat.

Example:

DEFINE:MAXLEVELSTAT:WIS|WISSCORE-10

Maximum spell level is Wisdom -10 (<ABB>SCORE is the variable name for the stat value).

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Tag Name: BONUS:x

Variables Used (x): Text (as per global bonus tags).

What it does:

Bonuses may be applied to stats as would be appropriate.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=NaturalArmor

Bonus of +1 to Natural Armor.

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Tag Name: BONUS:HP|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (A defined HP type).

Variables Used (y): Formula (Amount to add to the HP type).

What it does:

Sets a bonus to the HP type specified.

Example:

BONUS:HP|WOUNDPOINTS|CON

Adds a characters CON bonus to the WOUNDPOINTS total at each level.

BONUS:HP|ALTHP|CONSCORE

Adds a characters CONSCORE to the ALTHP total as defined in miscinfo.lst.

BONUS:HP|BONUS|CON

Adds a characters CON bonus to the Primary HP total as defined in miscinfo.lst.

BONUS:HP|CON

Adds a characters CON bonus to the Primary HP total as defined in miscinfo.lst.

Where it is used:

STATNAME Line.

Complete Line Example:

STATNAME:Charisma ABB:CHA STATRANGE:-100|100 STATMOD:(SCORE/2).TRUNC-5 DEFINE:MAXLEVELS

TAT=CHA|CHASCORE-10
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Defining Checks
Tag Name: CHECKNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name for the check you wish to use).

What it does:

Defines checks to later be used for saving throws.

Example:

CHECKNAME:Fortitude

Defines “Fortitude” as a valid check.

Where it is used:

CHECKNAME Line.

Tag Name: BONUS:CHECKS|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (The name to be used for display on the character sheet - should be all caps).

Variables Used (y): Text (The three letter abbreviation of the stat that this save is based on - should be all caps).

What it does:
Defines what stat gives a bonus to what check (BONUS:CHECKS is the ONLY statement that will work on CHECKNAME lines, besides 

the CHECKNAME tag itself).

Example:
BONUS:CHECKS|FORTITUDE|CON

Defines that “Constitution” gives a bonus to “Fortitude” checks.

Where it is used:
CHECKNAME Line.

Complete Line Example:
CHECKNAME:Fortitude BONUS:CHECKS|FORTITUDE|CON

DEFINING BONUS SPELLS
This section is used to implement Bonus Spells by level.

Tag Name: BASESTATSCORE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The necessary minimum spellcasting ability score to receive the bonus).

What it does:
Set’s the minimum spellcasting ability score necessary to receive this bonus spell slot. (Spellcasting ability score is WIS for 

Sorcerers, INT for Wizards, etc.).

Example:
BASESTATSCORE:12

Defines that a base stat of 12 is required for bonus spells.

Where it is used:
BONUSSPELLLEVEL Line.

Tag Name: BONUSSPELLLEVEL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The level you are defining bonus spells for).

What it does:
Defines the level of bonus spells.

Example:
BONUSSPELLLEVEL:1

Defines that bonus spells are for level 1.

Where it is used:
BONUSSPELLLEVEL Line.
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Tag Name: STATRANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The increment in the score necessary to get another bonus spell slot of the indicated level).

What it does:

Indicates the increment in the spellcasting ability score necessary for the bonus spell granted on this line to be given again.

Example:

STATRANGE:8

Base stat score +8 is required before another spell is given.

Where it is used:

BONUSSPELLLEVEL Line.

Complete Line Example:

BONUSSPELLLEVEL:1 BASESTATSCORE:12 STATRANGE:8

DEFINING ALIGNMENTS

Tag Name: ALIGNMENTNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of the alignment).

What it does:

Used to define the various alignments the program understands. New custom alignments, or changes to existing alignments are 

all possible.

Example:

ALIGNMENTNAME: Lawful Good

Defines the alignment “Lawful Good”.

Where it is used:

ALIGNMENTNAME Line.

Tag Name: ABB:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The abbreviation for the alignment - usually 2 letters, capitalized).

What it does:

Used to define the abbreviation displayed for each of the various defined alignments. The abbreviation does not necessarily have 

to be 2 letters, it can be longer.

Example:

ABB:LG

Defines the abbreviated alignment as “LG”.

Where it is used:

ALIGNMENTNAME Line.

Complete Line Example:

ALIGNMENTNAME: Lawful Good ABB:LG
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Game Mode: tips.lst
This tips.lst file contains a list of tips which are displayed in the tips window at startup. Each line in the file is treated as one tip. You can use 
html tags for formatting.

Game Mode: unitset.lst
*** Deprecated 5.9.5
This file has been deprecated and removed from the release. This function is now implemented with the UNITSET miscinfo.lst tag.

The unitSet.lst file contains the definition for unit sets that can be used in the game mode. Unit sets can be selected on the language tab of 
the preferences dialog, by name. The “imperial” unit set is hard-coded into PCGen, so the program can run without this file, but it is possible 
to change the “imperial” set by changing the entry in this file.

The Default Unit Set is set in the miscinfo.lst file with the DEFAULTUNITSET tag and will default to Imperial if not present.

The ‘factor’ is the conversion factor to the standard imperial set, which is inches for height, feet for distances and pounds for weights.

The string ‘unit’ is appended to the value and set off from the value by a space. If you want the unit to follow directly after the value, prefix 
the string with ‘~’. The string ‘ftin’ is hard-coded to give results of the format x’y”.

The ‘pattern’ string is a pattern for formatting the output of the value, so you can specify e.g. how many decimal digits are printed. The 
pattern follows the definition of the Java class DecimaFormat and can be found here.
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Global Tags
Global tabs are tags that can be used in any list file type. The following sections break down Global tags into a logical order for usage in the 
list files. More Global tags will be implemented with future versions of PCGen, making it much easier to create list files.

There are six sub-sections; ADD tags, BONUS Tags, CHOOSE tags, PRExxx Tags, Other Global Tags, and an explanation on how to use the DEFINE 
statement.

ADD Tags are a series of tags for (as you might guess) adding things to the character. In some cases a pop up window with choices will appear 
while in others the tag simply grants the item (or items) to the character.

BONUS Tags offer only a numerical value to grant the character, either positive or negative. Bonus Tags cannot use text values, only text 
variables.

CHOOSE Tags are a series of tags for providing methods of user input. The CHOOSE tag is under-documented at this time but we hope to 
improve on that as time goes by.

The DEFINE statement is explained in complete detail with the current preset variables that can be used. It explains how to put them into the 
correct order and how to create your own custom DEFINE statements.

PRExxx Tags are a series of tags for determining is the PRE-requisites are met to gain the desired item (Feat, Equipment, Class, etc).

Other Global Tags is a catch all page covering all other global tags. Everything from AUTO:WEAPONPROF to VISION is detailed here.

The ADD Tag
*NOTE: The ADD tag MUST be used with at least one valid choice (like the CHOOSE tag) or it will not function.

i.e. If ADD:FEAT(TYPE=Foo) and the character does not qualify for any TYPE=Foo feat, there will be no pop-up or choice.

Tag Name: ADD:x(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of special ability)

Variables Used (y): Text (List of items from type that can be selected)

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

This creates a popup choice for the users to select from of Special Abilities. The text used (x) tells PCGen what the name of 

the Special Ability it is, and the choices contained within the parenthesis (y,y) are the options to choose from. Optionally, the 

number of choices granted appears as (z). This is output on the OS in the Special Abilities section in the form of “Name of 

Special Ability(Option Chosen)”.

Examples:

ADD:MyChoices(choice1,choice2)

Choose between the choices listed

ADD:MyChoices(choice1,choice2,Choice3)2

Select two of the choices granted

ADD:Native Environment(woods,sea shore,dessert,mountains)1

Select one of the choices granted. Might appear on the OS as Native Environment(woods)

Tag Name: ADD:CLASSSKILLS(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): CLASSSKILLS

Variables Used (y): Text (Skill names)

Variables Used (y): TYPE.SkillType (Skill type)

Variables Used (y): ANY

Variables Used (y): CROSSCLASSSKILLS

Variables Used (y): EXCLUSIVE

Variables Used (y): NONEXCLUSIVE

Variables Used (y): TRAINED
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Variables Used (y): UNTRAINED

Variables Used (y): AUTORANK=<Free Ranks>

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

 • This will add a number of selections of skills of the chosen type. 

 • The number following denotes how many choices are granted. 

 • Use AUTORANK to assign free ranks to any skills chosen. 

 • Valid TYPE’s are: ANY, UNTRAINED, TRAINED, EXCLUSIVE, NONEXCLUSIVE, CROSSCLASSSKILLS, and <skilltype> (i.e. the type 

of skill not the word “skilltype”.) 

 • AUTORANK=<x> is a special thing for ADD:CLASSSKILLS(). It puts <x> number of free ranks into that skill. (as if there was 

a BONUS:SKILLRANK|<SkillName>|<x> tag for that skill). 

Where it can be used:

ADD:CLASSSKILLS is only valid in class lines.

Examples:

ADD:CLASSSKILLS(Bluff,Listen,Move Silently)2

Add any two of “Bluff”, “Listen” or “Move Silently”.

ADD:CLASSSKILLS(Wilderness Lore,TYPE=Knowledge,AUTORANK=1,Bluff,Move Silently,Listen)2

Add any two of “Wilderness Lore”, “Knowledge” type skills, “Bluff”, “Move Silently” or “Listen”.

ADD:CLASSSKILLS(NONEXCLUSIVE,AUTORANK=2)1

This would give the char two bonus ranks to the “nonexclusive” type skill selected.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name:ADD:.CLEAR

Tag Name:ADD:.CLEAR.LEVELx

Variables Used (x): Number (Class level)

What it does:

Used to clear an ADD tag. This can be used in conjunction with the .MOD tag to alter a class or other objects.

Example:

ADD:.CLEAR.LEVEL2

If this were used in a CLASS:Rogue.MOD line it would clear the ADD:FEAT(Evasion,Improved Evasion) 

tag normally found there and allow you to add a new one, perhaps: ADD:FEAT(Evasion,Improved 

Evasion,Shadow).

ADD:.CLEAR

If this were used in a Zombie.MOD line it would clear the ADD:FEAT(TYPE=SlamWeapons) tag normally found in that 

template.

Tag Name: ADD:EQUIP(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): EQUIP

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of item)

Variables Used (y): TYPE.EquipmentType (Type of item)

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

 • EQUIP with no additional parameters will increase the quantity of the items by 1. 

 • EQUIP with parameters will give the character a choice of one from the items listed in the parenthesis. 

 • EQUIP listed in the parenthesis are all “,” (comma) delimited 

Example:

ADD:EQUIP(Torch,TYPE=Goods,Lantern)1

Add one of either a “Torch”, any “Goods” type equipment or a “Lantern”.
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Tag Name: ADD:FEAT(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): FEAT

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of feat)

Variables Used (y): TYPE.FeatType (Type of feat)

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

 • FEAT with parameters will give the character a choice of one from the feats listed in the parenthesis. 

 • Feats listed in the parenthesis are all “,” (comma) delimited 

 • Valid TYPE’s are TYPE=REGION, TYPE=SUBREGION, TYPE=ALLREGION, and TYPE=<feattype> (i.e. the type of feat, 

not the word “feattype”.) 

 • ADD:FEAT with no additional parameters will increase the number of feats the character knows by 1, however 

this use is not recommended and will be deprecated. To increase the number of points in the characters feat pool use the BONUS:

FEAT|POOL tag.

 • If the feat being added has a chooser ADD:FEAT is the only tag which will activate it (VFEAT, MFEAT and FEATAUTO will 

not). 

Example:

ADD:FEAT(Alertness,TYPE=Fighter,Electric Boogalo)2

Add two feats from “Alertness”, any “Fighter” type feats or “Electric Boogalo”.

*** Updated 5.7.�

Tag Name: ADD:Language(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): Language

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of defined language)

Variables Used (y): TYPE=LanguageType (Language type)

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

This is a “,” (comma) delimited list of language choices that the character can choose from. The choice is added to their Known 

Languages.

The list will also accept language types as in “TYPE=Spoken”.

Example:

ADD:Language(Draconic,Elven,Undercommon)1

Add “Draconic”, “Elven” or “Undercommon” to the list of languages known.

ADD:Language(TYPE=Spoken)2

Adds two of any spoken type languages to the list of languages known.

Tag Name: ADD:SKILL(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): SKILL

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of skill)

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

Give the character a choice of the skills listed within the parenthesis.

Example:

ADD:SKILL(Ride,Spellcraft,Listen)2

Adds a skill point to two of these skills: “Ride”, “Spellcraft” or “Listen”.

*** Deprecated - Special abilities are now set using hidden feats

Tag Name: ADD:SPECIAL(<Special Ability>,<Special Ability>)<Number of choices>
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Tag Name: ADD:SPELLCASTER(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): SPELLCASTER

Variables Used (y): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Type (Spellcasting class type such as Arcane or Divine)

Variables Used (y): ANY (Any spellcasting class the character has levels in)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of choices granted, Optional)

What it does:

This grants a one bonus level to the spell casting class chosen. The bonus level confers only it’s spellcasting capabilities, no 

other bonuses or benefits from the class are granted. When used on a class line the list of choices that come up will NOT include 

the class that the tag is in. The specified class must have its own spell list. This tag will not grant a bonus spell casting level 

for a class that uses the CASTAS tag or in some other way rides on another classes spell list. The ANY property will present a list 

of all the spellcasting classes the PC already has levels in. When using a type such as Divine or Arcane the SPELLTYPE of all the 

spellcasting classes the PC has levels in are checked and those that match are presented. When using specific class names those 

are the classes presented, the PC does NOT need to have any levels in those classes in order to select them. When using the z 

variable to grant more than one choice multiple classes can be selected but the same class cannot be selected twice. If that is 

desired you should simply use two tags.

Examples:

ADD:SPELLCASTER(ANY)

Adds a bonus level of spellcasting to any spellcasting class the character has levels in.

ADD:SPELLCASTER(Divine)

Adds a bonus level of spellcasting to any Divine spellcasting class the character has levels in.

ADD:SPELLCASTER(Arcane)

Adds a bonus level of spellcasting to any Arcane spellcasting class the character has levels in.

ADD:SPELLCASTER(Bard,Sorcerer)

Adds a bonus level of spellcasting of either Bard or Sorcerer.

Tag Name: ADD:SPELLLEVEL

What it does:

Adds spells to a class at a level specified.

Example:

ADD:SPELLLEVEL:CLASS|SPELLCASTER.Arcane=1|Change Self

Adds the Change Self spell to the 1st level Arcane list.

Tag Name: ADD:VFEAT(y,y)z

Variables Used (x): VFEAT

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of feat)

Variables Used (y): TYPE.FeatType (Type of feat)

Variables Used (z): Number, Variable or Formula (Number of choices granted)

What it does:

 • VFEAT will give the character a choice of one from the feats listed in the parenthesis WITHOUT checking PRExxx of the 

feats. 

 • They are also not removable after the ADD:VFEAT pop-up unlike ADD:FEAT(). 

 • Valid TYPE’s are TYPE=REGION, TYPE=SUBREGION, TYPE=ALLREGION, and TYPE=<feattype> (i.e. the type of feat, not the 

word “feattype”). 

Example:

ADD:VFEAT(Alertness,TYPE=Fighter,Electric Boogalo)2

Add two virtual feats from “Alertness”, any “Fighter” type feats or “Electric Boogalo” regardless if the PC qualifies. These 

cannot be removed after selection.
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The BONUS Tag
All of the below Tags are used in Conjunction with the BONUS tag. The BONUS tag tells PCGen that the following information is to be added to 

a character, in the appropriate places.

Bonus tags are done in this format:

BONUS:<category>|<group>|<formula>

This can be followed by | delimitated PRExxx or TYPE= tags.

Each of the “Tag Names” in this page go in the <category> field, and the “Variables Used” go in the <group> field.

For the Formula syntax, see the Math Operators and Formulas page.

LIST is a special case in feats.lst It can be placed in most <group> categories. LIST will be replaced by the choice from the CHOOSE tag in the 

feat.

*** New 5.�, Updated 5.7.1

Tag Name: BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (x): DESCRIPTOR.Text (Spell descriptor name)

Variables Used (x): DOMAIN.Text (Domain name)

Variables Used (x): RACE.Text (Race name)

Variables Used (x): SCHOOL.Text (School name)

Variables Used (x): SPELL.Text (Spell name)

Variables Used (x): SUBSCHOOL.Text (Subschool name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Class type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to caster level)

What it does:

   • Each spellcasting class should have a CASTERLEVEL bonus associated with it. 

 • If no CASTERLEVEL bonus is present for a spell casting class, it will default to class level. 

 • The CASTERLEVEL tag is only used in spell.lst lines for DESC, DURATION and TARGETAREA tags.

   • This BONUS statement can be used to increase just these output items. 

 • This BONUS statement will NOT increase spells known or spell slots. You must use BONUS:PCLEVEL for that.

  • This BONUS statement can be used to set the caster level of innate racial spells. 

Examples:

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|Sorcerer|1

Adds 1 to Sorcerer spell caster level.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|TYPE.Arcane|1

Adds 1 to Arcane spell caster level.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|RACE.Gelfling|4

Sets Gelfling innate racial spell caster level to 4.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|SPELL.Levitate|2

Adds 2 to caster level for the ‘Levitate’ spell.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|SCHOOL.Transmutation|2

Adds 2 to caster level for all spells of the ‘Transmutation’ school.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|Paladin|CL/2|PRECLASSLEVEL:Paladin=4

Sets the Paladins spell caster level to half his class level after he reaches level 4.

(Note that the syntax used in this last example is only valid in a class line)

Additional qualifier: .RESET

.RESET is an additional qualifier that can be used for all subtags except CLASS and RACE. What .RESET does is resets the caster 

level to the value specified instead of adding it to PC’s caster level (which is what would usually be done). Note that if any 

.RESET qualifier is encountered then the caster level is reset even if other bonus tags do not have them. Also, multiple .RESET 

encountered do not overwrite each other.

The syntax is: BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|subtag.text.RESET|number
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Examples using .RESET:

CASTERLEVEL|TYPE.Divine.RESET|(CASTERLEVEL.TOTAL)MAX10

In this example all Divine spells would have a caster level of either 10 or the PC’s default caster level, which ever is higher.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|SPELL.Fireball.RESET|7

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|SCHOOL.Evocation.RESET|3

These two bonuses in combination would result in a caster level of 10 for Fireball (because it is also in the school of 

Evocation) and 3 for all other Evocation spells

Tag Name: BONUS:CHECKS|x,x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Any check defined in the GameMode - e.g. Fortitude,Reflex,Willpower)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Save Bonus)

What it does:

Adds to indicated saving throw.

Example:

BONUS:CHECKS|Fortitude,Reflex|1

Adds one to “Fortitude” and “Reflex” saves.

Tag Name: BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.x,BASE.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Any check defined in the GameMode - e.g. Fortitude,Reflex,Willpower)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Save Bonus)

What it does:

Adds to indicated Base saving throw (normally only used in class progressions).

Example:

BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Fortitude,BASE.Reflex|1

Adds one to the base “Fortitude” and “Reflex” saves.

*** New �.�.9

Tag Name: BONUS:CHECKS|ALL|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Save Bonus)

What it does:

Adds to all saving throw.

Example:

BONUS:CHECKS|ALL|1

Adds one to the all saves.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Combat bonus type)

What it does:

Adds to indicated combat bonus.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|AC|x|y

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Armor class bonus)

Variables Used (y): Text (TYPE=<Armor bonus type>)

What it does:

Adds to indicated armor class bonus.

Examples:

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|TYPE=Enhancement

Increases enchantment armor bonus to two.
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BONUS:COMBAT|AC|1|TYPE=NaturalArmor

Increases natural armor bonus to one.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|ATTACKS|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number of primary hand attacks)

What it does:

Adds to number of attacks the primary hand gets.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|ATTACKS|2

Increases number of attacks to two.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number of primary hand attacks)

What it does:

 • Adds to number of attacks the primary hand gets. 

 • Formula is used when determining the Base Attack Bonus for a class in the class line of an xxxclasses.lst file. 

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|1

Increases base attack bonus by one.

*** New 5.7.1

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (<Damage type>)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Damage bonus or stat name)

What it does:

Adds to damage bonus. Damage type can be Melee, Ranged, Unarmed, Shortrange, Thrown, Unarmed Strike or any weapon type 

such as Piercing, Slashing, Martial, Simple, Blunt, Projectile, etc.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE.Melee|2

Increases “Melee” damage bonus by two.

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE.Unarmed,DAMAGE.Thrown|DEX

Adds the characters Dexterity modifier to both “Unarmed” and “Thrown” damage.

*** New 5.5.6

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (0 for off-hand, 1 for primary and 2 for two handed)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Damage multiplier)

What it does:

Increases damage multiplier by the number specified.

System lst files define the following:

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT:0|0.5

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT:1|1

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT:2|1.5

Which means off hand wielded weapons have a damage bonus of half your strength bonus, primary wielded weapons have a 

damage bonus of your full strength bonus and weapons wielded with two hand have a damage bonus of your strength and half 

again.

This sub-tag can also be used in the BONUS:WEAPON and BONUS:WEAPONPROF tags though the syntax is slightly different so 

examples are provided here.
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Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT:0|0.5

Increases the damage multiplier by half your strength bonus. Combined with the existing bonus this bonus will total your 

full strength bonus for an off hand weapon.

BONUS:WEAPON|DAMAGEMULT:1|.5

Increases the damage multiplier of the weapon by half your strength bonus when wielding in your primary hand.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Dagger|DAMAGEMULT:0|.5

Increases the damage multiplier of the dagger weapon by half your strength bonus when wielding it off handed.

NOTE: BONUSes are additive between each BONUS. Two BONUS:WEAPON|DAMAGEMULT:0|1.5 tags will do a total of x3 (1.5 + 1.5), 

not 2.25.

*** New Entry

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGESIZE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number of steps along the damage dice scale)

What it does:

Increases or decreases damage dice size along the same scale as is used for weapons size.

This effects all damage dice associated with the PC including Unarmed damage.

The DAMAGESIZE property can also be used in the BONUS:WEAPON and BONUS:WEAPONPROF tags.

The scale is defined in the miscinfo.lst gameMode file and is as follows:

Base Damage Dice:1d2

Scaling Up:1d3,1d4,1d6,1d8,2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1,0

Base Damage Dice:1d3

Scaling Up:1d4,1d6,1d8,2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d2,1,0

Base Damage Dice:1d4

Scaling Up:1d6,1d8,2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d3,1d2,1,0

Base Damage Dice:1d6

Scaling Up:1d8,2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d4,1d3,1d2,1

Base Damage Dice:1d8

Scaling Up:2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d6,1d4,1d3,1d2

Base Damage Dice:1d10

Scaling Up:2d8,3d8,4d8,6d8,8d8,12d8  Scaling Down:1d8,1d6,1d4,1d3

Base Damage Dice:1d12

Scaling Up:3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d10,1d8,1d6,1d4

Base Damage Dice:2d4

Scaling Up:2d6,3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d6,1d4,1d3,1d2

Base Damage Dice:2d6

Scaling Up:3d6,4d6,6d6,8d6,12d6  Scaling Down:1d10,1d8,1d6,1d4

Base Damage Dice:2d8

Scaling Up:3d8,4d8,6d8,8d8,12d8  Scaling Down:2d6,1d10,1d8,1d6

Base Damage Dice:2d10

Scaling Up:4d8,6d8,8d8,12d8  Scaling Down:2d8,2d6,1d10,1d8

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGESIZE|2

If the base damage dice is 1d8 this would scale it up to 3d6.

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGESIZE|-1

If the base damage dice is 1d4 this would scale it down to 1d3.
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Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|INITIATIVE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Initiative bonus)

What it does:

Adds to initiative.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|INITIATIVE|3

Increases initiative by three.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|REACH|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Reach)

What it does:

Modifies the PC’s reach.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|REACH|10

Increases reach by ten feet.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|SECONDARYATTACKS|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number of secondary attacks)

What it does:

Increases the number of Secondary attacks.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|SECONDARYATTACKS|1

Increases secondary attacks by one.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|SECONDARYDAMAGE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Damage bonus)

What it does:

Adds to the damage dealt by a secondary attack.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|SECONDARYDAMAGE|2

Increases the secondary attack damage bonus by two.

*** New 5.�.1�

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (adds to attack bonus)

What it does:

Adds to Primary Attack bonus.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT|2|TYPE=Luck

Increases Attack bonus by two.

*** New 5.�.1�

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT.x|y

Variables Used (x): GRAPPLE, MELEE, RANGED or any weapon type

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (adds to attack bonus)

What it does:

Adds to Attack bonus of specific types.

Example:
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BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT.THROWN|2|TYPE=Racial

Increases Attack for thrown weapons bonus by two.

BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT.SLASHING|2|TYPE=Enhancement

Increases Attack bonus by two when using a Slashing weapon.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-PRIMARY|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Primary attack bonus)

What it does:

Adds to Primary Attack bonus.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-PRIMARY|2

Increases Primary Attack bonus to two.

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-SECONDARY|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Secondary attack bonus)

What it does:

Adds to Secondary Attack bonus.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-SECONDARY|1

Increases Secondary Attack bonus to one.

*** New 5.�.1�

Tag Name: BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-SHORTRANGE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to To-Hit)

What it does:

Adds to ranged attack rolls that are less than game mode defined SHORTRANGE but does not effect attacks per round (The 

distance of SHORTRANGE is defined in the GameMode files).

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-SHORTRANGE|1

Adds one to character’s short range To-Hit attack rolls.

*** deprecated �.�.8 - use BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE.x|y

Tag Name: BONUS:DAMAGE|x

*** deprecated 5.5.8 - use BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE.x|y

Tag Name: BONUS:DAMAGE|TYPE.x|y

*** Updated 5.5.5

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|SPELL.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of a specific spell.

Example:

BONUS:DC|SPELL.Fireball|7

Adds 7 to the DC of the spell Fireball.
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*** Updated 5.�.� - Replaces the deprecated ALL tag

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|ALLSPELLS|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of all spells.

Example:

BONUS:DC|ALLSPELLS|1

Adds 1 to the DC of all spells.

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|CLASS.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of class)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells of the specified caster class.

Example:

BONUS:DC|CLASS.Sorcerer|2

Adds 2 to the DC of sorcerer spells.

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|DESCRIPTOR.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of descriptor)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells with the specified descriptor.

Examples:

BONUS:DC|DESCRIPTOR.Law|4

Adds 4 to the DC of any spells with the Law descriptor.

BONUS:DC|DESCRIPTOR.Law,DOMAIN.Law|3

Adds 3 to the DC of any spells with the Law domain or descriptor and would add 6 to a spell with both the Law Domain and 

Law Descriptor.

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|DOMAIN.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of domain)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells with the specified domain.

Example:

BONUS:DC|DOMAIN.War|6

Adds 6 to the DC of War Domain spells.

*** Updated 5.9.�

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|FEATBONUS|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells by increasing the spell’s actual level.

Examples:

BONUS:DC|FEATBONUS|1

Adds 1 to the DC of spells that this bonus applies to by raising the spell’s level by 1. The Heighten Spell metamagic feat is 

an example of where this is used.
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Tag Name: BONUS:DC|SCHOOL.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of school)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells of the specified spell school.

Example:

BONUS:DC|SCHOOL.Enchantment|2

Adds 2 to Enchantment school spells.

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|SUBSCHOOL.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of subschool)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells of the specified spell subschool.

Example:

BONUS:DC|SUBSCHOOL.something|5

Adds 5 to the any spell with a subschool of “something”.

Tag Name: BONUS:DC|TYPE.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (DC increase)

What it does:

Adds to the DC (Difficulty Class) of spells of the specified spell type.

Example:

BONUS:DC|TYPE.Arcane|3

Adds 3 to arcane spell DCs.

Tag Name: BONUS:DR|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Damage reduction type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Damage reduction amount)

What it does:

Adds a bonus to a Damage Reduction type, previously defined by a standard DR tag (the BONUS tag needs to be coordinated with 

a DR:#/<string>).

Example:

BONUS:DR|+1|10

If the +1 DR type, was currently at 5/+1 this tag would add 10 making it 15/+1.

Tag Name: BONUS:DOMAIN|NUMBER|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number of additional Domains)

What it does:

Add additional domain selections to the character. If this is in a CLASS with SPELLSTAT: and SPELLTYPE tags, it will also grant 1 

spell per level from 1-9 that the class chose from the domains.

Examples:

BONUS:DOMAIN|NUMBER|1

Character gains access to one additional Domain.

BONUS:DOMAIN|NUMBER|3

Character gains access to three additional Domains.
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Tag Name: BONUS:EQM|HANDS|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Hands required by item)

What it does:
Modifies the number of hands required for the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Examples:
BONUS:EQM|HANDS|1

Sets the number of hands required by the item to one.

BONUS:EQM|HANDS|-EQHANDS

Sets the number of hands required by the item to zero.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQM|WEIGHTADD|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to weight)

What it does:
Modifies the weight of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:
BONUS:EQM|WEIGHTADD|0.5

Adds half a weight unit to the item’s weight.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQM|WEIGHTDIV|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number divide weight by)

What it does:
Modifies the weight of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:
BONUS:EQM|WEIGHTDIV|2

Divides the weight of the item in half.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQM|WEIGHTMULT|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number multiply weight by)

What it does:
Modifies the weight of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:
BONUS:EQM|WEIGHTMULT|2

Doubles the weight of the item.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMARMOR|ACCHECK|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to armor check penalty)

What it does:
Modifies the armor check penalty of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:
BONUS:EQMARMOR|ACCHECK|3

Decreases the armor check penalty by 3.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMARMOR|EDR|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to damage resistance)

What it does:

Modifies the EDR (Effective damage resistance) of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMARMOR|EDR|1

Makes the damage resistance for the armor 1 higher.
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Tag Name: BONUS:EQMARMOR|MAXDEX|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to maximum dexterity)

What it does:

Modifies the maximum dexterity applicable to users of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMARMOR|MAXDEX|2

Increases maximum dexterity bonus of the armor by 2.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMARMOR|SPELLFAILURE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to Spell Failure %)

What it does:

Modifies the spell failure percentage applicable to users of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMARMOR|SPELLFAILURE|-10

Decreases the spell failure chance of the armor by 10%.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMWEAPON|CRITRANGEADD|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to the critical range)

What it does:

Modifies the critical range of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMWEAPON|CRITRANGEADD|1

Increases the critical threat range of the weapon by 1.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMWEAPON|CRITRANGEDOUBLE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to the critical range)

What it does:

Modifies the critical range of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMWEAPON|CRITRANGEDOUBLE|1

Doubles the critical threat range of the weapon.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMWEAPON|DAMAGESIZE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to damage size)

What it does:

Modifies the damage size of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMWEAPON|DAMAGESIZE|1

Modifies the weapon’s damage as if it were 1 size larger.

Tag Name: BONUS:EQMWEAPON|RANGEADD|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to distance range)

What it does:

Modifies the range of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMWEAPON|RANGEADD|10

Adds 10 distance units to the weapon’s range.
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Tag Name: BONUS:EQMWEAPON|RANGEMULT|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to multiply the distance range by)

What it does:

Modifies the range of the item (Valid only on equipment modifiers).

Example:

BONUS:EQMWEAPON|RANGEMULT|2

Doubles the range of the weapon.

*** New 5.7.6

Tag Name: BONUS:FEAT|POOL|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add or subtract from the feat pool)

What it does:

Modifies the characters feat pool total. Can be qualified by PRExxx tags and TYPE tags like other BONUS tags.

Example:

BONUS:FEAT|POOL|1

Increases the feat pool by one.

BONUS:FEAT|POOL|1|TYPE=Enhancement

Increases the feat pool by one and will not stack with other BONUS:FEAT|POOL tags with TYPE=Enhancement.

BONUS:FEAT|POOL|-1|PREFEAT:1,Alertness

Decreases the feat pool by one if the character has the feat Alertness.

Tag Name: BONUS:HD|x|y

Variables Used (x): Property (MIN or MAX)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to increase the Hit Dice by)

What it does:

Increases characters Hit Dice size. Valid only in Class lines.

Example:

BONUS:HD|MAX|2

Increases maximum of the HD by two points (1d4 goes to 1d6).

BONUS:HD|MIN|1

Increases the minimum of the HD by 1 point (1d4 goes to 1d3+1 for example 2 - 4 are the possibilities).

Tag Name: BONUS:HP|ALTHP|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to secondary hit points, as defined in miscinfo.lst)

What it does:

Adds to secondary Hit Points.

Example:

BONUS:HP|ALTHP|3

Adds three to total the secondary hit points.

Tag Name: BONUS:HP|CURRENTMAX|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to hit points)

What it does:

Adds to total Hit Points.

Example:

BONUS:HP|CURRENTMAX|2

Character gains two additional hit points.
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Tag Name: BONUS:ITEMCOST|TYPE.x.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Item Type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Cost formula)

What it does:

Used in Equipment and Equipment Modifiers, applies the cost formula to the equipment if it has all the listed types. Any formula 

that is valid in an EQMOD COST tag can be used. Like most BONUS tags ITEMCOST can be qualified with PRExxx tags.

Example:

BONUS:ITEMCOST|TYPE.Weapon|200

Adds 200 to the cost if the item has the Weapon type.

BONUS:ITEMCOST|TYPE.Armor.Light|BASECOST*2

Doubles the cost if the item has the Armor and Light types.

Tag Name: BONUS:MISC|ACCHECK|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to armor check)

What it does:

Modifies the characters armor check.

Example:

BONUS:MISC|ACCHECK|1

Adds one to total Armor Check.

Tag Name: BONUS:MISC|MAXDEX|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to the maximum dexterity)

What it does:

Modifies the characters maximum dexterity armor penalty.

Example:

BONUS:MISC|MAXDEX|1

Adds one to total Maximum Dex allowed while wearing armor.

Tag Name: BONUS:MISC|SPELLFAILURE|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to the spell failure percentage)

What it does:

Modifies the characters spell failure armor penalty.

Example:

BONUS:MISC|SPELLFAILURE|5

Adds 5% to Spell Failure chance.

Tag Name: BONUS:MISC|SR|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to spell resistance)

What it does:

Modifies the characters spell resistance.

Example:

BONUS:MISC|SR|10

Adds 10 to the spell resistance.

*** Deprecated �.�.8 Use BONUS:MOVEADD or BONUS:POSTMOVEADD

Tag Name: BONUS:MOVE|x|y
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*** New �.�.8
Tag Name: BONUS:MOVEADD|TYPE.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Movement type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to movement rate)

What it does:
 • Adds to movement to the listed TYPE. 

 • Done before MOVEMULT and POSTMOVEADD calculations. 

 • It only works on MOVE types that have been defined in a MOVE or MOVECLONE tag. 

 • PRExxx tags can also be used with this tag. 

Examples:
BONUS:MOVEADD|TYPE.Walk|10

Adds 10 to Walk.

BONUS:MOVEADD|TYPE.Walk|5|PREVARLT:ENCUMBERANCE,1

Adds 5 to Walk so long as the character is not at medium load.

*** New �.�.8
Tag Name: BONUS:MOVEMULT|TYPE.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Movement type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to multiply the movement rate)

What it does:
 • Multiplies the movement of the listed TYPEs. 

 • Done before MOVEMULT and POSTMOVEADD calculations. 

 • It only works on MOVE types that have been defined in a MOVE or MOVECLONE tag. 

 • PRExxx tags can also be used with this tag. 

Example:
BONUS:MOVEMULT|TYPE.Walk,TYPE.Fly|2

Multiplies the Walk & Fly movement rates by two.

Tag Name: BONUS:PCLEVEL|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Class type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add class level)

What it does:
 • Sets the spellcasting level higher than the current class level. 

 • The character must already have a level in the class to gain the bonus spellcasting level. 

Examples:
BONUS:PCLEVEL|Sorcerer|1

Adds 1 to Sorcerer spell caster level.

BONUS:PCLEVEL|TYPE.Arcane|1

Adds 1 to Arcane spell caster level.

Tag Name: BONUS:PCLEVEL|Type=x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add class level)

What it does:

 • Sets the spellcasting level higher than the current class level. 

 • The character must already have a level in the class to gain the bonus spellcasting level. 

Example:

BONUS:PCLEVEL|TYPE=Arcane|1

Adds 1 level to all arcane spellcaster levels that the character already has levels in.
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*** New �.�.8

Tag Name: BONUS:POSTMOVEADD|TYPE.x|y

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Movement type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to movement rate)

What it does:

 • Adds to movement to the listed TYPE. 

 • Done after MOVEMULT and MOVEADD calculations. 

 • It only works on MOVE types that have been defined in a MOVE or MOVECLONE tag. 

 • PRExxx tags can also be used with this tag. 

Example:

BONUS:POSTMOVEADD|TYPE.Walk|10

Adds 10 to Walk.

Tag Name: BONUS:POSTRANGEADD|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (PROJECTILE or THROWN)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to range)

What it does:

 • Increases range by integer. 

 • PROJECTILE and THROWN are hardcoded types (will be changed later). 

 • See also RANGEMULT and POSTRANGEADD. 

 • POSTRANGEADD is applied after all RANGEADD and RANGEMULT tags. 

Examples:

BONUS:POSTRANGEADD|PROJECTILE|5

Would increase the range of projectile weapons by 5.

BONUS:POSTRANGEADD|THROWN|10

Would increase the range of thrown weapons by 10.

Tag Name: BONUS:RANGEADD|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (PROJECTILE or THROWN)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to range)

What it does:

 • Increases range by integer. 

 • PROJECTILE and THROWN are hardcoded types (will be changed later). 

 • See also RANGEMULT and POSTRANGEADD. 

 • RANGEADD will be applied before any RANGEMULT and POSTRANGEADD tags. 

Examples:

BONUS:RANGEADD|PROJECTILE|5

Would increase the range of projectile weapons by 5.

BONUS:RANGEADD|THROWN|10

Would increase the range of thrown weapons by 10.

Tag Name: BONUS:RANGEMULT|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (PROJECTILE or THROWN)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to range)

What it does:

 • Increases range by percent. 

 • PROJECTILE and THROWN are hardcoded types (will be changed later). 

 • See also RANGEADD and POSTRANGEADD. 

 • RANGEMULT will be applied after all RANGEADD tags, but before all POSTRANGEADD tags. 
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Examples:
BONUS:RANGEMULT|PROJECTILE|50

Would increase the range of projectile weapons by 50% (x1.5).

BONUS:RANGEMULT|PROJECTILE|-50

Would decrease the range of projectile weapons by 50% (x.5).

BONUS:RANGEMULT|THROWN|100

Would increase the range of thrown weapons by 100% (x2).

Tag Name: BONUS:SIZEMOD|NUMBER|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number of size categories to adjust)

What it does:
 • Moves the character’s size up or down the size range by the indicated number of steps. 

 • All stat modifications caused by a size change will take effect. 

 • Size Categories in order are: Fine, Diminutive, Tiny, Small, Medium, Large, Huge, Gargantuan, Colossal. 

Examples:
BONUS:SIZEMOD|NUMBER|1

Adds one to size. A “Medium” character would become “Large”.

BONUS:SIZEMOD|NUMBER|-2

Reduces size by two. A “Medium” character would become “Tiny”.

*** Updated 5.7.1�
Tag Name: BONUS:SKILL|x,x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE=Text (Skill type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill level)

What it does:
Adds to listed skills.

Example:
BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|10

Adds 10 to “Bluff” & “Listen”.

BONUS:SKILL|TYPE=Charisma|2

Adds 2 to Charisma type skills.

*** New �.�.9
Tag Name: BONUS:SKILL|ALL|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill level)

What it does:
Grants bonus to all skills.

Example:
BONUS:SKILL|ALL|1

Adds one to all skills.

Tag Name: BONUS:SKILL|LIST|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill level)

What it does:

LIST is replaced by the selection from the CHOOSE statement (Used in Feat.lst).

Example:

BONUS:SKILL|LIST|2

Adds two to selected “Strength” skill.
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Tag Name: BONUS:SKILL|STAT.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Stat name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill level)

What it does:
Adds to skills based on a stat.

Example:
BONUS:SKILL|STAT.STR|1

Adds one to all “Strength” based skills.

*** Updated 5.7.1�
Tag Name: BONUS:SKILLRANK|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill Name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE=Text (Skill type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill level)

What it does:
Adds to skill ranks (Maximum ranks still apply).

Example:
BONUS:SKILLRANK|Bluff,Listen|2

Adds two to “Bluff” & “Listen” skills.

BONUS:SKILLRANK|TYPE=Strength|2

Adds two to Strength type skills.

Tag Name: BONUS:SKILLPOINTS|NUMBER|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill level)

What it does:
 • Adds to the number of skill ranks gained when the character gains a level. 

 • Not retroactive. 

 • PRExxx tags may be used with this tag. 

Examples:
BONUS:SKILLPOINTS|NUMBER|1

Adds one skill point per level.

BONUS:SKILLPOINTS|NUMBER|4|PRELEVELMAX:1

Adds 4 additional skillpoints to the character at first level only, above and beyond any other skillpoints gained for race or 

class, etc.

BONUS:SKILLPOINTS|NUMBER|6|PRELEVELMAX:3

Adds 6 additional skillpoints to the character at first to third levels only, above and beyond any other skillpoints gained for 

race or class, etc.

*** New 5.�.9
Tag Name: BONUS:SKILLPOOL|NUMBER|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to add to skill pool)

What it does:
 • Adds to the number of skill points to the class at the level that the bonus appears in 

 • PRExxx tags may be used with this tag. 

 • Valid only in class lines. 

Examples:
BONUS:SKILLPOOL|NUMBER|1

Adds one skill point to the skill pool.

BONUS:SKILLPOOL|NUMBER|1|PREFEAT:1,Scribe Scroll

Adds one skill point to the skill pool if the character has the Scribe Scroll Feat.
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*** New 5.�.9

Tag Name: BONUS:SKILLPOOL|CLASS=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Class the points are to be awarded to)

Variables Used (y): Number (Class Level the points are to be awarded to)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of points to be added to skill the pool)

What it does:

 • Adds to the number of points in the skill pool of the class at the level specified. 

 • PRExxx tags may be used with this tag. 

Examples:

BONUS:SKILLPOOL|CLASS=Fighter;LEVEL=2|2

Adds 2 additional skillpoints to the characters skill pool at the second level of the characters Fighter Class.

BONUS:SKILLPOOL|CLASS=Wizard;LEVEL=5|4PRESTAT:1,INT=18

Adds 4 additional skillpoints to the characters skill pool at the fifth level of the characters Wizard Class if he has an 

intelligence of 18 or better.

*** Updated 5.7.�

Tag Name: BONUS:SLOTS|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Slot type)

Variables Used (x): LIST (When used in conjunction with CHOOSE)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number of item slots)

What it does:

 • Adds to the number of items usable in the defined slot. 

 • These slots are defined in the equipmentslots.lst file for each gameMode. 

 • Slot Types defined in most gameModes are: 

 • AMULET 

 • ARMOR 

 • BELT 

 • BOOT 

 • BRACER 

 • CAPE 

 • CLOTHING 

 • EYEGEAR 

 • GLOVE 

 • HEADGEAR 

 • LEGWEAR 

 • PSIONICTATTOO (in the 3.0 and 3.5 gameModes) 

 • RING 

 • ROBE 

 • SHIELD 

 • SHIRT 

 • TATTOO (in the Modern gameMode) 

 • TRANSPORTATION (in the Modern gameMode) 

 • VEHICLE (in the Spycraft gameMode) 

 • WEAPON 

Example:

BONUS:SLOTS|RING|1

Adds one ring slot to character.

BONUS:SLOTS|LIST|1 <tab> CHOOSE:Armor|Shield|Bracer

Adds one slot chosen from Armor, Shield or Bracer to the character.
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Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLCAST|CLASS=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:
Adds additional spell slots.

Example:
BONUS:SPELLCAST|CLASS=Wizard;LEVEL=1|1

You can cast 1 more 1st lvl Wizard spell.

Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLCAST|TYPE=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:
Adds additional spell slots.

Example:
BONUS:SPELLCAST|TYPE=Arcane;LEVEL=1|1

You can cast 1 more 1st lvl spell of Arcane type.

Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLCASTMULT|CLASS=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:
Adds additional spell slots.

Example:
BONUS:SPELLCASTMULT|CLASS=Wizard;LEVEL=1|2

You can cast 2 times as many 1st lvl Wizard spells as normal.

Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLCASTMULT|TYPE=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:
Adds additional spell slots.

Example:
BONUS:SPELLCASTMULT|TYPE=Arcane;LEVEL=1|2

You can cast 2 times as many 1st lvl spell of Arcane type as normal.

Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLKNOWN|CLASS=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:

Adds additional known spells.

Example:

BONUS:SPELLKNOWN|CLASS=Bard;LEVEL=1|1

You know 1 more 1st lvl Bard spell.
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Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLKNOWN|TYPE=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:

Adds additional known spells.

Example:

BONUS:SPELLKNOWN|TYPE=Arcane;LEVEL=1|1

You know 1 more 1st lvl spell of Arcane type.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLKNOWNMULT|CLASS=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:

Adds additional known spells.

Example:

BONUS:SPELLKNOWN|CLASS=Bard;LEVEL=1|2

You know 2 times more 1st lvl Bard spells.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: BONUS:SPELLKNOWNMULT|TYPE=x;LEVEL=y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:

Adds additional known spells.

Example:

BONUS:SPELLKNOWN|TYPE=Arcane;LEVEL=1|2

You know 2 times more 1st lvl spells of Arcane type.

Tag Name: BONUS:STAT|x,x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Stat name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to adjust stat by)

What it does:

Adds to character stats (stat can be any stat that has been defined in the statsandchecks.lst system file).

Examples:

BONUS:STAT|STR|2

Adds two to character’s STR stat.

BONUS:STAT|DEX,CON,INT|1

Adds 1 to character’s DEX, CON, & INT stats.

*** New 5.5

Tag Name: BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLKNOWNSTAT|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to adjust stat bonus by)

What it does:

Adds a virtual bonus to characters base spell stat bonus when PCGen calculates the number of spells the character knows.
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Example:

BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLKNOWNSTAT|1

Adds 1 to all of the character’s base spell stat bonus when calculating the number of spells known.

*** New 5.5
Tag Name: BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLKNOWNSTAT:Class=x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to adjust stat bonus by)

What it does:
Adds a virtual bonus to characters base spell stat bonus when PCGen calculates the number of spells the character knows for the 

class specified.

Example:
BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLKNOWNSTAT:Class=Wizard|2

Adds 2 to character’s base spell stat bonus for the Wizard class when calculating the number of spells known.

Tag Name: BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLSTAT|x

Variables Used (x): Number, variable or formula (Number to adjust stat bonus by)

What it does:
Adds to characters base spell stat bonus.

Example:
BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLSTAT|1

Adds 1 to all of the character’s base spell stat bonus.

Tag Name: BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLSTAT:Class=x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to adjust stat by)

What it does:
Adds to character base spell stat bonus for the class specified.

Example:
BONUS:STAT|BASESPELLSTAT:Class=Wizard|2

Adds 2 to character’s base spell stat bonus for the Wizard class.

*** deprecated 5.�.1� - use BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT|x
Tag Name: BONUS:TOHIT|x

*** deprecated 5.�.1� - use BONUS:COMBAT|TOHIT-SHORTRANGE|x
Tag Name: BONUS:TOHIT-SHORTRANGE|x

*** New 5.5
Tag Name: BONUS:UDAM|CLASS.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Levels to add to unarmed damage)

What it does:
 • This tag adds levels to the character´s unarmed damage bonus as if he/she had gained those levels as a Monk. 

Example:
BONUS:UDAM|CLASS.Monk|5

Unarmed damage is treated as a Monk of five levels higher. For this to work you must have Monk levels.

BONUS:UDAM|CLASS.Monk|CL=SpecialMonk

Would raise the Monk´s Unarmed Damage ‘level’ by the Class Level of the ‘SpecialMonk’ class.
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*** Updated 5.7.�

Tag Name: BONUS:VAR|x,x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Variable name)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to adjust variable by)

What it does:

   • Adds to a data DEFINEd VARiable. 

 • A DEFINE tag for the listed variable must be somewhere attached to the character for a BONUS to have any 

effect.

Examples:

BONUS:VAR|SneakAttack|2

Adds 2 to character’s SneakAttack variable.

BONUS:VAR|SneakAttack,TrapSense|1

Adds 1 to character’s SneakAttack and TrapSense variables.

*** New 5.5.5

Tag Name: BONUS:VISION|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Vision type)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number or formula to adjust vision range by)

What it does:

Adds the vision type specified if you don’t already have it, otherwise it increases the range of the vision type by the number 

specified.

Vision types include (but are not limited to): Blindsense, Darkvision, Low-Light.

Example:

BONUS:VISION|DarkVision|30

Adds DarkVision (30’) if you don’t have Darkvision, otherwise it increases your darkvision range by 30’.

BONUS:VISION|DarkVision|((CL/4).TRUNC+1)*10

Increases a characters Darkvision by 10 feet every four levels starting at 1st level.

*** Updated 5.5.�

Tag Name: BONUS:WEAPON|x,x|y

Variables Used (x): Property (Weapon property)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to add)

What it does:

 • Modifies the indicated property of the weapon the tag is contained in.

 • This tag only works in Equipment and Equipmod files.

 • Weapon properties defined are:

  • ATTACKS (Adds a number of additional attacks)

  • ATTACKSPROGRESS (overrides the standard attack progression)

  • DAMAGE (Adds to the damage of the weapon)

  • DAMAGEMULT (Adds to the damage multiplier, See BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT for syntax)

  • DAMAGESIZE (Raises or lowers the damage dice on the same scale as weapon size, 

   See BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGESIZE for the scale)

  • DAMAGE-SHORTRANGE (Adds to the damage of the weapon when used at short range)

  • TOHIT (Adds to the attack bonus of the weapon)

  • TOHIT-SHORTRANGE (Adds to the attack bonus of the weapon when used at short range)

  • WIELDCATEGORY (Raises or lowers the wieldcatagory of the weapon) 

Examples:

BONUS:WEAPON|DAMAGE|1

Adds one to weapon damage.
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BONUS:WEAPON|DAMAGE-SHORTRANGE|1

Adds one to short range weapon damage.

BONUS:WEAPON|TOHIT|1

Adds one to weapon to-hit.

BONUS:WEAPON|TOHIT-SHORTRANGE|1

Adds one to short range weapon to-hit.

BONUS:WEAPON|TOHIT,DAMGE|1

Adds one to weapon to-hit and damage.

BONUS:WEAPON|ATTACKS|1

Adds one attack to the weapons attack progression.

BONUS:WEAPON|ATTACKSPROGRESS|1

Limits the weapons attack progression to one.

BONUS:WEAPON|WIELDCATEGORY|1

Raises the weapons wieldcatagory, if it were Light it becomes OneHanded.

*** Updated 5.5.�

Tag Name: BONUS:WEAPONPROF=x|y,y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (Weapon proficiency name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Weapon proficiency type)

Variables Used (y): Property (Weapon proficiency property)

Variables Used (z): Number, variable or formula (Number to add)

What it does:

 • Modifies the indicated property of the weapon proficiency or weapon proficiency type.

 • Weapon proficiency properties defined are:

 • CRITMULTADD (Adds to the critical multiplier of the weapon)

 • CRITRANGEADD (Adds to the critical range of the weapon) 

 • CRITRANGEDOUBLE (Doubles the critical range of the weapon)

 • DAMAGE (Adds to the damage of the weapon) 

 • DAMAGEMULT (Adds to the damage multiplier, See BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGEMULT for syntax)

 • DAMAGESIZE (Raises or lowers the damage dice on the same scale as weapon size, See BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGESIZE for the 

scale)

 • DAMAGE-SHORTRANGE (Adds to the damage of the weapon at short range as defined in the GameMode files)

 • PCSIZE (Adds to the characters size in relation to the weapon)

 • TOHIT (Adds to the attack bonus of the weapon)

 • TOHIT-SHORTRANGE (Adds to the attack bonus of the weapon at short range as defined in the GameMode files)

 • TOHITOVERSIZE (Decreases the handedness of a weapon)

 • WIELDCATEGORY (Raises or lowers the wieldcatagory of the weapon) 

Examples:

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Dagger|DAMAGE|1

Adds one to dagger weapon damage.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Dagger|DAMAGE,TOHIT|2

Adds two to dagger weapon attack bonus and damage.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=TYPE.Martial|CRITRANGEADD|1

Adds one to the critical range of any Martial type weapon.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Shortbow|DAMAGE-SHORTRANGE|1

Adds one to the damage of Shortbows at short range.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Longsword|PCSIZE|1

Allows a small character to use a longsword as if he were medium sized.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Greatsword|TOHITOVERSIZE|1
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Allows a medium character to use a Greatsword one handed without penalty.

BONUS:WEAPONPROF=Longsword|WIELDCATEGORY|-1

Lowers the weapons wieldcatagory, if it were OneHanded it becomes Light.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: BONUS:WIELDCATEGORY|x,x|y

Variables Used (x): Light (Effects Light weapon category)

Variables Used (x): OneHanded (Effects OneHanded weapon category)

Variables Used (x): TwoHanded (Effects TwoHanded weapon category)

Variables Used (x): ALL (Effects all weapon categories)

Variables Used (y): Number, variable or formula (Number to increase or decrease the category by)

What it does:

Changes the wield category of weapons a character may use.

The wield category names are defined in the system/gameModes/miscinfo.lst file.

This bonus will only have an effect if the gameMode has defined wield categories, currently only the 3.5e RSRD gameMode uses 

wield categories.

Example:

BONUS:WIELDCATEGORY|TwoHanded|-1

Allows a character to wield any larger Two Handed weapon than would normally be allowed.

BONUS:WIELDCATEGORY|ALL|-1

Allows a character to use all weapons that are one Size Category larger.

BONUS:WIELDCATEGORY|OneHanded,Light|1

Allows a character to use smaller ‘Light’ and ‘OneHanded’ weapons than would normally be allowed.

Miscellaneous Notes on BONUS’s
Each bonus comes in four different types.

 1. The Typeless bonus with no type

 2. The Standard bonus with type (TYPE=name)

 3. The .REPLACE bonus type (TYPE=name.REPLACE)

 4. The .STACK bonus type (TYPE=name.STACK)

Bonus Type: Typeless

What it does:

 • These have no TYPE= statement, and are always added into the final result. 

 • Because it is typeless, it can not be tracked in the OS sheets in a breakdown by bonus type. 

Examples:

BONUS:HP|CURRENTMAX|3

This bonus would grant the character an additional three hit points.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4

This bonus would grant the character a bonus to the listed skills of four.

BONUS:SKILL|STAT=DEX|1

This would grant the character a bonus of one to all skills based on DEX.

Bonus Type: Standard

What it does:

 • These have a TYPE=name and are used for stacking purposes. 

 • There is a special system file called system\bonusstacks.lst. 

 • If a TYPE is listed in that file, then these TYPEs behave just like a typeless bonus. 

 • Otherwise, only the highest value of the same type is used in the final result. 
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Examples:

BONUS:HP|CURRENTMAX|2|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:HP|CURRENTMAX|3|TYPE=Luck

So long as the ‘Luck’ type is not listed in bonusstacks.lst, these two would result in a final value of 3, since 3 is the largest 

‘Luck’ type.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Divine

These would return a 3 from Luck, and a 4 from Divine, for a total of 7. They are different Types.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|2|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Divine

This would also return a value of 7, since 3 is the highest Luck bonus, and 4 is the highest Divine bonus.

Bonus Type: .REPLACE

What it does:

 • This is subtype of the TYPE= standard type. 

 • .REPLACE items are counted together to determine the final value of a particular TYPE. 

Examples:

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|2|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|2|TYPE=Luck

This would take the 2 and 3 with the .REPLACE (total 5) and compares it to the standards, which are 2 and 4, and takes the 

highest value, for 5.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|1|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|1|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|2|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|2|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|6|TYPE=Luck

This would take the values from the .REPLACE (total 4), and compares it to the standards, which are 2 and 6, and takes the 

highest value, for 6.

Bonus Type: .STACK

What it does:

 • This is subtype of the TYPE= standard type. 

 • .STACK items are counted in addition to the normal and .REPLACE to determine the final value of a particular TYPE. 

 • .STACK stacks together with itself like .REPLACE, but is also added to normal types. 

Examples:

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|2|TYPE=Luck.STACK

This would take the 4 of TYPE Luck, and then add 2 more from the Stack, on top of it.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Luck.STACK

This would take the 4 of TYPE Luck, and then add 4 more from the Stack, on top of it.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|1|TYPE=Luck.STACK

This would take the 4 normal, compare to the .REPLACE (6) and give the higher value, then add in the .STACK, for a final 
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value of 7.

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|4|TYPE=Luck

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|1|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|1|TYPE=Luck.REPLACE

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck.STACK

BONUS:SKILL|Bluff,Listen|3|TYPE=Luck.STACK

This would take the normal (4), compare it to the total .REPLACE (2), give the higher value, then add in the .STACK (6) for 

a final value of 10.

The CHOOSE Tag
This file will attempt to show the countless different examples of this extremely versatile tag.

While the CHOOSE tag is extremely flexible, it should be noted that support for CHOOSE in class files is still in the works and will cause 
problems. This is a known issue, and all I can say is that, “We are working on it.”

Notes on using CHOOSE within feats:

If a feat contains a CHOOSE tag you must use ADD:FEAT to activate the selection window. Using VFEAT, MFEAT or FEATAUTO will bypass the 
CHOOSE tag.

CHOOSE must be paired with a MULT:YES tag in feats for it to work properly.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (SIMPLE, MARTIAL, EXOTIC etc.)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all weaponprofs of the given type.

Example:

CHOOSE:EXOTIC

Will produce a list of all Exotic weapon proficiencies.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Any text)

What it does:

This will produce a list of the provided strings.

Example:

CHOOSE:Choice1|Choice2|Choice3

Will produce a list containing Choice1, Choice2, and Choice3.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:ARMORPROF|x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Number (The maximum number of choices that can be selected)

Variables Used (y): Text (Armor name)

Variables Used (y): Text (TYPE=<Armor type>)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all armors matching the criteria.

Example:

CHOOSE:ARMORPROF|2|TYPE=Heavy

Allow the choice of up to two heavy armors.

CHOOSE:ARMORPROF|1|Scale Mail|Chainmail

Allow the choice of one of Scale Mail or Chainmail.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:ARMORTYPE

What it does:

This will produce a list of all armor types that the character is proficient with. This list is built from the choices for the Armor 

Proficiency feat.

Example:

CHOOSE:ARMORTYPE

This will produce a list of all the armor types with which the character is proficient. If the character in question was a 

Fighter the list produced would be Light, Medium, and Heavy.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:CCSKILLLIST|x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill name or LIST)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all skills in the appropriate category for that character (root skills are added only once).

Example:

CHOOSE:CCSKILLLIST|LIST

This will produce a list of all skills in the appropriate category for that character.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:CSKILLS

What it does:

This will produce a list of all class skills for the character, regardless of rank.

Example:

CHOOSE:CSKILLS

This will produce a list of all class skills for the character.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:COUNT=x

Variables Used (x): Number (The maximum number of choices that can be selected)

What it does:

COUNT is not a choose, but a pre-fix for any Choose. It sets the number of choices that can be selected at most.

Example:

MULT:YES

STACK:YES

CHOOSE:COUNT=3|STAT|Con

The user can select up to three stats (but not Con).

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: CHOOSE:DOMAIN|x,x

Variables Used (x): ANY

Variables Used (x): DIETY=<name>

Variables Used (x): QUALIFY

Variables Used (x): PC

Variables Used (x): Text (Domain name)

What it does:

This will produce a list of Domains.

 • ANY returns a list of all loaded Domains. 

 • DIETY=<name> returns a list of Domains granted by specified Deity. 

 • QUALIFY returns a list of loaded Domains the PC qualifies for but does not have. 

 • PC returns a list of all domains a character actually has. 
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Example:

CHOOSE:DOMAIN|Air,Fire,Sun

Will allow selection Air, Fire or Sun Domains.

CHOOSE:DOMAIN|DIETY=Kong

Will allow selection any Domain granted by the deity “Kong”.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:EQUIPTYPE|x

Variables Used (x): Text (list of dot separated equipment types)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all known equipment that are of all of the named types.

Example:

CHOOSE:EQUIPTYPE|Melee.Simple

Will allow selection from all simple melee weapons.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:FEAT=x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat name)

What it does:

This will produce a list from the list choices associated with the named feat (Should replace WEAPONFOCUS).

Example:

CHOOSE:FEAT=Weapon Focus

Will display a list of all the character’s choices for the Weapon Focus feat.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:FEATADD|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Feat Type>)

What it does:

This will produce a list of feats that match the type or name specified. The selected feat will be added to the characters feats.

Example:

CHOOSE:FEATADD|TYPE=Fighter

This will produce a list of all fighter feats. The selected feat will be added to the character’s feats.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:FEATLIST|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Feat Type>)

What it does:

This will produce a list of feats possessed by the character that match the type or name specified.

Example:

CHOOSE:FEATLIST|TYPE=Fighter

This will produce a list of all the character’s fighter feats.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:FEATSELECT|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Feat Type>)

What it does:

This will produce a list of feats that match the type or name specified.

Example:

CHOOSE:FEATSELECT|TYPE=Fighter

This will produce a list of all fighter feats.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:HP|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Display name)

What it does:

Displays a list with the display name

Example:

CHOOSE:HP|+3 hp

Will display a list with “+3 hp” .

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: CHOOSE:NOCHOICE

What it does:

This CHOOSE tag will NOT produce a pop up window. This is useful in feats which use MULT:YES to allow them to be selected 

multiple times. A feat with this tag will simply be added to the character without a chooser window, after the first time it is 

added a (x2), (x3) etc. will be displayed indicating how many times the feat was chosen. When used for a “nested” choice the 

choice also doesn’t show up. For example a if you have a feat Feat X that has an ADD:FEAT(Feat Y) and Feat X has a CHOOSE 

normally it will appear as Feat X(Feat Y) in the chooser. With this option it will show up as Feat Y.

Example:

CHOOSE:NOCHOICE

The feat is added without a chooser window.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:NONCLASSSKILLLIST|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill name or LIST

What it does:

This will produce a list of skills specified or all cross class skills for the character.

Example:

CHOOSE:NONCLASSSKILLLIST|LIST

This will produce a list of cross class skills for the character.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:NUMBER|MIN=x|MAX=y|TITLE=z

Variables Used (x): Number (Lowest value to choose from)

Variables Used (y): Number (Highest value to choose from)

Variables Used (z): Text (Description to output to the chooser)

What it does:

You get a pop-up dialogue that allows you to select a number between (and including) he high and low values

Note: This will only bring up the chooser if invoked from the Temporary Bonus tab.

Example:

CHOOSE:NUMBER|MIN=2|MAX=5|TITLE=Roll 1d4+1 and pick a number

Will let you choose a number between 2 and 5. (Simulates rolling 1d4+1).

Tag Name: CHOOSE:NUMCHOICES=x

Variables Used (x): Number (The maximum number of times the CHOOSE can be selected)

What it does:

NUMCHOICES is not a choose, but a pre-fix for any Choose. It sets the number of choices that a feat can be selected at most.

Example:

MULT:YES

STACK:YES

CHOOSE:NUMCHOICES=3|SKILLSNAMED|Spot|Listen|Search

The user can select the same choice more than once, but the user will never be allowed to select the feat more than 3 times.
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*** New 5.10

Tag Name: CHOOSE:PROFICIENCY|x|y|z|z

Variables Used (x): ARMOR (Choose Armor Proficiencies)

Variables Used (x): SHIELD (Choose Shield Proficiencies)

Variables Used (x): WEAPON (Choose Weapon Proficiencies)

Variables Used (y): PC (Choose from proficiencies already possessed by PC)

Variables Used (y): ALL (Choose from all proficiencies)

Variables Used (y): UNIQUE (Choose from all proficiencies not already possessed by PC)

Variables Used (z): Text (Proficiency to add to list)

Variables Used (z): TYPE= (Type of proficiency)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all proficiencies that match the criteria specified.

Example:

CHOOSE:PROFICIENCY|WEAPON|UNIQUE|TYPE=Exotic

This will produce a list of all exotic weapon proficiencies the PC does not have.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: CHOOSE:RACE|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Race name)

Variables Used (x): RACETYPE=x (Race type)

Variables Used (x): RACESUBTYPE=x (Race subtype)

Variables Used (x): TYPE=x (Race’s type tag)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all races that match the criteria specified.  A race that matches any of the criteria specified will be 

added to the list.  To group items together so that all the items in the group must be true use “[]” to surround the choices.

Example:

CHOOSE:RACE|RACETYPE=Dragon

This will produce a list of all races that have the Dragon racial type.

Example:

CHOOSE:RACE|[RACETYPE=Humanoid,RACESUBTYPE=Aquatic]

This will produce a list of all Humanoid races that have the Aquatic subtype.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SALIST|x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Start of SA name)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all special abilities for the character that match the start strings specified.

Example:

CHOOSE:SALIST|Turn,Rebuke

This will produce a list of all Special Abilities that start with Turn or Rebuke possessed by the character.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SCHOOLS

What it does:

This will produce a list of all schools of magic from System\schools.lst.

Example:

CHOOSE:SCHOOLS

This will produce a list of all schools of magic (abjuration, evocation, etc.).
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:SHIELDPROF|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Shield name)

Variables Used (x): Text (TYPE=Equipment type)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all shields of the specified type or name.

Example:

CHOOSE:SHIELDPROF|TYPE=Wood

This will produce a list of all wooden shields.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SKILLLIST|x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill name or LIST)

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill name)

What it does:

This will produce a list of skills specified or all skills.

Example:

CHOOSE:SKILLLIST|LIST

Will display a list of all skills in the system.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SKILLS

What it does:

This will produce a list of all skills currently attached to the character, regardless of rank.

Example:

CHOOSE:SKILLS

This will produce a list of all skills usable Untrained and any skills that have ranks for the character.

*** Updated 5.9.5

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMED|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Start of Skill Name%)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Skill Type>)

Variables Used (x): ALL (Displays all Skills)

Variables Used (x): CLASS (Displays all Class Skills)

Variables Used (x): CROSSCLASS (Displays all Cross Class Skills)

Variables Used (x): EXCLUSIVE (Displays all Exclusive Skills)

Variables Used (x): NORANK (Displays all Skills the PC has no ranks in)

What it does:

This will produce a list of named skills. More than one can be used and if so the qualifying skills are combined.

Example:

CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMED|CLASS

This will produce a list of class skills from which the character can pick.

CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMED|Knowledge%

This will produce a list of skills starting with Knowledge from which the character can pick.

CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMED|CROSSCLASS|Craft%

This will produce a list of all cross class skills as well as all Craft skills even if they are not cross class.

CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMED|NORANK

This will produce a list of all skills the character has 0 ranks in.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMEDTOCCSKILL|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Start of Skill Name%)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Skill Type>)

Variables Used (x): ALL (Displays all Skills)

Variables Used (x): CLASS (Displays all Class Skills)

Variables Used (x): CROSSCLASS (Displays all Cross Class Skills)

Variables Used (x): EXCLUSIVE (Displays all Exclusive Skills)

What it does:

This will produce a list of named skills. The selected skill will be made a cross class skill for the character.

Example:

CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMEDTOCCSKILL|CLASS

This will display a list of all the characters class skills and allow them to select a skill to be made a cross class skill.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMEDTOCSKILL|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Start of Skill Name%)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Skill Type>)

Variables Used (x): ALL (Displays all Skills)

Variables Used (x): CLASS (Displays all Class Skills)

Variables Used (x): CROSSCLASS (Displays all Cross Class Skills)

Variables Used (x): EXCLUSIVE (Displays all Exclusive Skills)

What it does:

This will produce a list of named skills. The selected skill will be made a class skill for the character.

Example:

CHOOSE:SKILLSNAMEDTOCSKILL|CROSSCLASS

This will display a list of all the characters cross class skills and allow them to select a skill to be made a class skill.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SPELLCLASSES

What it does:

This will produce a list of all the character’s classes which don’t have a base spell stat of “None”.

Example:

CHOOSE:SPELLCLASSES

Will produce a list of the character’s classes that can cast spells.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SPELLLEVEL|x|y|z|x|y|z

Variables Used (x): Text (CLASS=<Spellcaster class> or TYPE=<Spell type>)

Variables Used (y): Number (Minimum Level)

Variables Used (z): Number (Maximum Level or MAXLEVEL)

What it does:

 • Display a list of spells for the specified class or type. 

 • Spells will only be included if they fall between the range of Minimum Level and Maximum Level. 

 • MAXLEVEL will include spells up to the highest level the character can cast. 

 • A bonus can be associated with the choice by appending it in [] 

Example:

CHOOSE:SPELLLEVEL|2|CLASS=Wizard|0|MAXLEVEL|TYPE=Divine|1|3

would present a list of the character’s castable Wizard levels of spells (e.g. Wizard 0 Wizard 1 Wizard 2 for a 5th level 

Wizard) and Cleric 1 Cleric 2 Cleric 3 if the character had Cleric as a class.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:SPELLLIST|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spellbook required Y or N)

What it does:

This will produce a list of known spells for each class that matches the spellbook requirement. Allows selection of the maximum 

stat modifier spells for each qualifying class.

Example:

CHOOSE:SPELLLIST|Y

Would produce a list of all known spells for each class that uses a spellbook for the character. If the character is a Wizard, 

for example, it would allow INT mod selections from the list.

*** New

Tag Name: CHOOSE:SPELLS|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (CLASS=<Spellcaster class> or DOMAIN=<Domain name>)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all spells of the specified type.

Example:

CHOOSE:SPELLS|CLASS=Wizard

Would produce a list of all Wizard spells.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:STAT|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Stat name to exclude, Optional)

What it does:

This will produce a list of all stats excepted the ones listed.

Example:

CHOOSE:STAT|CON

This will produce a list off all stats except CON.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:TEMPLATE

What it does:

See TEMPLATE:CHOOSE instead.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:WEAPONFOCUS|x

Variables Used (x): Text (TYPE.<Equipment Type>)

What it does:

This will produce a list of weaponprofs associated with the Weapon Focus Feat.

Example:

CHOOSE:WEAPONFOCUS|TYPE.Sword

Present a list of weaponprofs associated with a characters Weapon Focus feats that match a given equipment type.
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*** Updated 5.7.1

Tag Name: CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Total Selections allowed)

Variables Used (y): Text (Weapon name)

Variables Used (y): Text (DEITYWEAPON)

Variables Used (y): Text (Feat=<feat name>)

Variables Used (y): Text (WIELD.WieldCategory)

What it does:

 • WEAPONPROF is the only viable choice at this time in the domains list file with the CHOOSE tag. 

 • The actual listing of the types of weapon proficiencies the character may have is made up of: 

 • a | (pipe) delimited list of weapon proficiencies as they appear in the weapon proficiencies list file. 

 • DEITYWEAPON (gets the weapon listed in the deities list file) 

 • FEAT= which must be any feat that requires a weapon proficiency (such as Simple, Martial, Exotic, Weapon Focus, etc) 

 • WIELD.WieldCategory (Wield category, can be Light, OneHanded or TwoHanded. NOT can be specified with the TYPE tag by 

using a “!” before the TYPE. You can have any as many !TYPE tags as you like, but they all MUST be at the end. 

Example:

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|1|Dagger|Club

Choice of either a Dagger or Club proficiency.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|3|DEITYWEAPON

Choice of three of those allowed by the Deity.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|2|Dagger|Sword (Long)|Spear|Halberd

Choice of two of the Dagger, Long Sword, Spear and Halbard.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|10|FEAT=Martial Weapon Proficiency

Choice of ten Martial Weapons.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|1|WIELD.OneHanded|WIELD.Light

Choice of all weapons which have a WIELD tag of either OneHanded or Light.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROF|1|WIELD.OneHanded|!TYPE.Exotic

Choice of all weapons which have a WIELD tag of OneHanded which are not Exotic.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|x|x.y

Variables Used (x): Text (LIST)

Variables Used (x): Text (DEITYWEAPON)

Variables Used (x): Text (Size.)

Variables Used (y): Text (F=Fine, D=Diminutive, T=Tiny, S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, H=Huge, G=Gargantuan, C=Colossal)

Variables Used (x): Text (WSize.)

Variables Used (y): Text (Light, 1 handed, or 2 handed. Can have optional equipment types as well)

Variables Used (x): Text (Spellcaster.)

Variables Used (y): Text (Weapon prof name)

Variables Used (x): Text (ADD.)

Variables Used (y): Text (Weapon prof name)

Variables Used (x): Text (TYPE. or TYPE=)

Variables Used (y): Text (Equipment type or Light, 1 handed, or 2 handed)

Variables Used (y): Text (Not. will remove a previously added proficiency)

What it does:

 • The actual listing of the types of weapon proficiencies the list may have is made up of: 

 • LIST - All character’s weapon profs are added to list 

 • DEITYWEAPON - All the character’s Deity’s favorite weapons are added to the list 

 • Size.y<Weapon prof name> - Weapon prof is added to list if character is at least size specified and the character has the 

proficiency specified. Other options are F=Fine, D=Diminutive, T=Tiny, S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, H=Huge, G=Gargantuan, C=Colossal). 

 • WSize.string - The character’s weapon prof is added to the list if the wield category matches the specified type. 

 • Spellcaster.string - The specified weapon proficiency will be added to the list if the character is a spellcaster. 

 • ADD.string - The specified weapon proficiency is added to the list unconditionally. 

 • TYPE.string - All proficiencies that has equipment that matches the specified type or wield category will be added to the 

list. 

 • TYPE.Not.string - Remove a previously added proficiency that has equipment that matches the specified type or wield 

category will be added to the list. 

 • weaponprof - The specified proficiency will be added to the list if the character has it. 

Example:

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|LIST

Displays a list of all the character’s weapon proficiencies.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|DEITYWEAPON

Displays a list of all the character’s deity’s favorite weapon proficiencies.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|Size.LGreatsword|Size.LClub|Size.SSling|Size.SDagger

Displays a list of Greatsword, Club, Sling, and Dagger if the character is at least Large size of Sling and Dagger if the 

character is at least Small size.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|WSize.Light.Wood

Displays a list of all the character’s weapon profs for light weapons if there is a wood weapon of that type.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|Spellcaster.Longsword|Spellcaster.Longbow

Displays a list of Longsword and Longbow if the character is a spellcaster.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|ADD.Longsword|ADD.Longbow

Displays a list of Longsword and Longbow.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|TYPE.Melee

Displays a list of weapon proficiencies for melee weapons.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|LIST|TYPE.Not.2 handed

Displays a list of weapon proficiencies for all weapons that are not 2 handed.

CHOOSE:WEAPONPROFS|Longsword|Longbow

Displays a list of Longsword and Longbow.
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The DEFINE Tag
The DEFINE tag is used to create new variables and set their initial values. In addition to the entry for the tag itself this page will go into the 
details of using variables, formulas and math operators.

Tag Name: DEFINE:x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of variable)

Variables Used (y): Number or Formula (Can be a formula involving pre-defined variables, numbers, operators and user-defined-

variables.)

What it does:

 • Creates a new variable with the name specified and sets its initial value to the number or formula given. 

 • Many classes use PREVAR tags, which are pre-requisites based upon variable values. 

 • These values are calculated by getting the value of the variable with the highest DEFINE value, and then adding any 

BONUS: tags which apply to it. 

 • For example, if a class had PREVARGT:Hopscotch,3 would mean that the character only qualifies for the class if they have a 

Hopscotch value higher than 3 (GT = Greater Than). 

 • PCGen scans the characters race, templates, classes, feats, skills, deity, domains and equipped items for DEFINE: tags that 

match this variable name. 

 • If it finds more than one, it keeps the one with the higher value. 

 • PCGen then scans the same list of items and looks for those with BONUS:VAR|Hopscotch tags and after figuring out which 

ones stack, adds those to the highest define value. 

 • The resulting value is then compared to the PREVARGT’s requirement, which is 3 in this case, and PCGen then indicates if 

the character meets this requirement or not. 

 • BONUS:VAR tags which reference variables which have not been DEFINEd have no effect and the value of that variable will 

effectively remain at 0. 

 • The standard use of DEFINE in PCGen release files is to use only one DEFINE per variable and to initially set the value at 0 

and adjust it with BONUS:VAR tags as needed. 

Example:

DEFINE:MonkeyChop|2

Creates a new variable named MonkeyChop and sets the initial value to 2.

DEFINE:MonkeySwing|TL/2

Creates a new variable named MonkeySwing and sets the initial value to half the characters total level.

Variables
For those unfamiliar with computer programming or higher math a variable is a symbol which represents a quantity that is not fixed. Most 

peoples first introduction to variables is in algebra where you might be given a problem such as x+y=z. This is a formula, the x,y and z are 

variables. PCGen uses variables and formulas for a wide variety of purposes through out the program, some are created in LST files while others 

are pre-defined, that is they are hard coded and can be used in any formula in any LST file in any game mode. Pre-defined variables and a 

subset of User-defined variables (that have been created by PCGen Data Monkeys) are listed below.

Variable Names:
 • You can create variable names any way you like - but we recommend using no spaces and a name that is both descriptive and 

unlikely to conflict with a variable name used in another source for a different purpose. Capitalizing the first letter of each word 
used in the variable name makes it more readable and more easily identified as a variable. Using all caps to name a variable should 
be reserved for pre-defined variables that are hard-coded.

 • Sometimes the same variable name will be used in different sources if they work together (this happens when one class is based on 
a class from a different source).

 • Certain variables are pre-defined, be careful not to use any of those names when creating your variables. 
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Pre-defined Variables
ACCHECK

This is the total AC Check penalty from armor and shield.

ARMORACCHECK

This is the total AC Check penalty from armor.

BAB

For classes which have O (for Other) as their BAB progression, you can use a formula for their BAB progression. e.g. 

DEFINE:BAB|2*CL would be +2 per class-level.

BASESPELLSTAT

This is the mod for the class’s base spell stat.

BL=name

This will return the Bonus Spellcaster Levels to the class specified, which usually come from Prestige classes. For example, 

lets say you have 2 levels Mystic Theurge which add to both your Cleric and Wizard levels, 3 levels of Archmage which add 

to your Wizard level, and 1 level of Loremaster which adds to your Cleric level. BL=Wizard would return 5 and BL=Cleric 

would return 3. Replace { with ( and } with ). e.g. BL=Cleric {Special} would return the bonus levels of Cleric (Special) 

since ( and ) have other meanings in DEFINE variables. If used within a JEP formula you will need to enclose it in a 

variable function e.g. var(“BL=Cleric {Special}”)

CASTERLEVEL

CASTERLEVEL is a special variable for use within some Spell tags. See the CASTERLEVEL tag entry on the Spell tag page.

CHA

This is the character’s CHA modifier.

CHASCORE

This is the character’s actual Charisma score.

CON

This is the character’s CON modifier.

CONSCORE

This is the character’s actual Constitution score.

COUNT[CLASSES]

This is the character’s number of classes.

COUNT[DOMAINS]

This is the character’s number of domains.

COUNT[FEATNAME=name]

This is the number of feats of the given name. Great for multiple feats that grant bonuses based on the number of times 

taken.

COUNT[FEATS]

This is the character’s number of optionally chosen feats (not automatic or virtual).
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COUNT[FEATSALL]

This is the character’s total number of feats (includes automatic and virtual).

COUNT[FEATTYPE=type]

This is the character’s number of feats matching specified type.

COUNT[FOLLOWERS]

This is the character’s number of Followers.

COUNT[LANGUAGES]

This is the character’s number of languages.

COUNT[SA]

This is the character’s number of unique special abilities.

COUNT[SKILLS]

This is the character’s number of skills.

COUNT[SPELLCLASSES]

This is the character’s number of spellcasting classes.

COUNT[STATS]

This is the number of defined stats.

CL

Class Level of this class.

CL=name

Class Level of the named class.

Update:

This can now be done with the cl() JEP function.

CLASS=name

Returns a 1 if the character has the named class, otherwise 0. Replace { with ( and } with ). e.g. CLASS=Ranger {Special} 

would check for Ranger (Special) since ( and ) have other meanings in DEFINE variables. If used within a JEP formula you 

will need to enclose it in a variable function e.g. var(“CLASS=Ranger {Special}”)

CLASSLEVEL=name

Class Level of the named class, replacing ( with { and ) with }. e.g. CLASSLEVEL=Warrior {Ruby} would return the level 

of Warrior (Ruby) since ( and ) have other meanings in DEFINE variables. If used within a JEP formula you will need to 

enclose it in a variable function e.g. var(“CLASSLEVEL=Warrior {Ruby}”)

CR

This is the character’s Challenge Rating.

DEX

This is the character’s DEX modifier.

DEXSCORE

This is the character’s actual Dexterity score.
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ECL

This is the character’s Effective Character Level. It is the sum of all class levels plus any level adjustment the character 

might have.

ENCUMBERANCE

This is a value representing the character’s current encumbrance level (0=Light, 1=Medium 2=Heavy, 3=Over-Loaded).

HASDEITY:

This returns 1 if the character has the named deity, otherwise 0.

HASFEAT:

This returns 1 if the character has the named feat, otherwise 0.

HD

This is the character’s HD (Starting HD or Monster HD. Not HD from classes).

HP

This is the character’s maximum total hit points.

INT

This is the character’s INT modifier.

INITIATIVEMISC

This is the character’s adjustment to initiative excluding any dexterity modifier.

INITIATIVEMOD

This is the character’s adjustment to initiative (including dexterity modifier and +4 if you have the Improved Initiative 

feat).

INTSCORE

This is the character’s actual Intelligence score.

MOVEBASE

This is the character’s racial-based movement.

SHIELDACCHECK

This is the total AC Check penalty from shields.

SIZE

This is a value representing the character’s current size. Fine=0, Diminutive=1, Tiny=2, Small=3, Medium=4, Large=5, 

Huge=6, Gargantuan=7, Colossal=8.

SKILLRANK=name

This is the character’s Ranks in the named skill replacing ( with { and ) with }. e.g. SKILLRANK=Craft {Woodworking} 

would return the ranks of Craft (Woodworking) since ( and ) have other meanings in DEFINE variables. If used within a JEP 

formula you will need to enclose it in a variable function e.g. var(“SKILLRANK=Craft {Woodworking}”)

Update:

This can now be done with the skillinfo() JEP function.
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SKILLTOTAL=name

This is the character’s total in the named skill replacing ( with { and ) with }. e.g. SKILLTOTAL=Craft {Woodworking} would 

return the total of Craft (Woodworking) since ( and ) have other meanings in DEFINE variables. If used within a JEP formula 

you will need to enclose it in a variable function e.g. var(“SKILLTOTAL=Craft {Woodworking}”)

Update:

This can now be done with the skillinfo() JEP function.

SPELLFAILURE

This is the character’s spell failure percentage for all equipped armor.

SR

This is the character’s spell resistance.

STR

This is the character’s STR modifier.

STRSCORE

This is the character’s actual Strength score.

TL

Total Level of character, this includes all PC, NPC and Monster class levels. It does not include any level adjustments the 

character may have

VARDEFINED:

This returns 1 if the character has the named variable, otherwise 0.

WEIGHT.CARRIED

is the weight of all carried equipment.

WEIGHT.EQUIPPED

is the weight of all equipped items.

WEIGHT.PC

is the weight of the PC.

WEIGHT.TOTAL

is the weight of all carried items and PC.

WIS

This is the character’s WIS modifier.

WISSCORE

This is the character’s actual Wisdom score.
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User-defined Variables in PCGen datasets
Note: This is not a definitive list, but a subset showing some of the common user defined variables that PCGen uses.

AllowExtraTurning

Ability to take Extra Turning if >= 1

AllowHolyAvenger

Ability to use a Holy Avenger as a Paladin if >= 1

BardicKnowledge

Ability to use Bardic Knowledge if >= 1

BardicMusic

Ability to use Bardic Music if >= 1

TurnUndead

Ability to Turn Undead if >= 1

PRExxx Tags
This is the generic way to talk about the pre-requisite tags - the way you can restrict access to a class, feat, deity, domain or anything else in 
a lst file.

The same PRExxx tags are used in every lst file to make crafting restrictions as easy as possible.

These pre-requisite tags are often referred to as PRExxx tags because they all begin with the prefix “PRE” to make finding them easy.

NOTE: Any PRExxx tag may be prefixed with a “!” character (i.e., !PRExxx) in order to invert the requirement logic. The PRExxx tag will be 
evaluated like normal, then the result inverted (meaning you CAN NOT have the things listed in this tag) when determining whether the 
prerequisite is passed or not.

USAGE: PRExxx tags are used in two different manners. A PRExxx tag can be used is as a standalone tag to qualify an entire line. Thus if a 
character does not meet the prerequisites of a standalone PRExxx tag he will not gain the benefits or be able to select the entire line the 
statement is in. BONUS tags and certain other tags can be qualified by appending a PRExxx tag to the end of it. If the character does not 
meet the prerequisites he will not gain the BONUS but is not restricted from any other benefits he may receive from the line. PRExxx tags are 
usually added to BONUS tags with an additional pipe (|) followed by the PRExxx statement but there are some tags that use a different syntax, 
like enclosing the PRExxx statement in brackets [ ], see the individual entries for examples.

*** Updated 5.7.6

Tag Name: PREALIGN:x,x

Variables Used (x):LG,LN,LE,NG,TN,NE,CG,CN,CE,Deity (Alignment abbreviation).

Variables Used (x):0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10 (Alignment array number).

What it does:

Alignment names and abbreviations (ABB) are defined in the statsandchecks.lst gameMode file. The array number is based on 

the order the Alignments are presented in the statsandchecks.lst file the first one being 0. You can now use the Alignment 

abbreviation directly in addition to using the Alignment array number. If NO alignments are defined in GameMode, all PREALIGN 

tags will return TRUE. In the 3e and 35e gameModes these are the listed Alignments: (0=LG, 1=LN, 2=LE, 3=NG, 4=TN, 5=NE, 

6=CG, 7=CN, 8=CE, 9=None, 10 Deity’s Alignment).

Example:

PREALIGN:LG,NG,CG

Requires any Good alignment.

PREALIGN:2,5,8

Requires any evil alignment.

PREALIGN:LG,Deity

Requires Lawful Good or the characters chosen Deities alignment.
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Tag Name: PREAPPLY:x,x

Variables Used (x): ANYPC (Apply to any character).

Variables Used (x): PC (Apply to the character).

Variables Used (x): Text (A type name).

What it does:

This tag does two things:

1. It is used by the Temporary Bonus tab as a flag to see which objects should be listed on that tab.

2. It is a PRExxx tag whose qualifications must be met before that BONUS will be applied to the target of the bonus.

Bonuses with PREAPPLY tags will only appear in the Temporary Bonuses Tab.

All feats, spells or templates with ANYPC as the target of the PREAPPLY: tag will always show up on the Temp Bonuses tab. This 

allows for Spells that can be cast on any character and Feats and Templates which act as holders for conditional bonuses any 

character can get (given the right circumstances of course) without the character needing to have added those objects to his 

character.

Spells with weapon type PREAPPLY tags will also show in the tab. The PREAPPLY:ANYPC is assumed in this case but the bonus 

can only be applied to a weapon.

See the documentation for the Temporary Bonus Tab for more information on using this tag.

NOTE: PREAPPLY works ONLY at the end of a BONUS tag.

Note(s): use a comma (,) delimiter to indicate AND (both conditions must be met).

Note(s): use a semi-colon (;) delimiter to indicate OR (either condition needs to be met).

Examples:

PREAPPLY:ANYPC

This would apply the bonus to the PC (such as spells that can be cast on a character).

PREAPPLY:PC

This would apply the bonus to the PC, so long as the element is part of the character (such as caster only spells).

PREAPPLY:Ranged;Melee

This would apply the bonus to Ranged OR Melee weapons.

PREAPPLY:Weapon,Blunt

This would apply the bonus to Wooden Blunt weapons.

Tag Name: PREARMORPROF:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of armor proficiencies needed).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a Armor Prof).

Variables Used (y): TYPE.Text (The type of Armor prof).

What it does:

Checks for Armor proficiency requirements.

Examples:

PREARMORPROF:1,Chainmail,Full Plate

Character must be proficient with either “Chainmail” or “Full Plate”.

PREARMORPROF:1,TYPE.Medium

Character must be proficient with Medium armor.

*** New 5.10

Tag Name: PREARMORTYPE:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of equipped armors needed).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of an Armor).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a piece of Armor - “%” may be used as a wild-card).

Variables Used (y): TYPE.Text (The type of Armor).

Variables Used (y): LIST (Checks that the equipped Armor is one the character is proficient with).

What it does:
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Checks for equipped Armor.

Examples:

PREARMORTYPE:1,Chainmail,Full Plate

Character must have either “Chainmail” or “Full Plate” armor equipped.

PREARMORTYPE:1,Leather Armor%

The “%” allows for items named Leather Armor (Masterwork), Leather Armor (+1) etc.

PREARMORTYPE:1,TYPE.Medium

Character must have a Medium type armor equipped.

PREARMORTYPE:1,LIST

Character must be proficient in the armor equipped.

Tag Name: PREATT:x

Variables Used (x):Number (Base Attack Bonus number).

What it does:

Number indicates the minimum base attack bonus.

Example:

PREATT:6

This would apply only if the PC had minimum base attack bonus of 6.

Tag Name: PREBASESIZEx:y

Variables Used (x):EQ (Equals).

Variables Used (x):GT (Greater Than).

Variables Used (x):GTEQ (Greater Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x):LT (Less Than).

Variables Used (x):LTEQ (Less Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x):NEQ (Not Equal to).

Variables Used (y):Fine (Fine size).

Variables Used (y):Diminutive (Diminutive size).

Variables Used (y):Tiny (Tiny Size).

Variables Used (y):Small (Small size).

Variables Used (y):Medium (Medium Size).

Variables Used (y):Large (Large size).

Variables Used (y):Huge (Huge size).

Variables Used (y):Gargantuan (Gargantuan size).

Variables Used (y):Colossal (Colossal size).

What it does:

Allows characters to be limited or allowed access to certain things only if their physical stature meets selected criteria.

Example:

BONUS:COMBAT|AC|2|PREBASESIZELTEQ:Medium|TYPE=NaturalArmor.STACK

This would apply the combat AC bonus of 2 that stacks with Natural Armor if the PC’s size is less than or equal to 

“medium”.

Tag Name: PREBIRTHPLACE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (A birthplace name).

What it does:

Character’s birthplace must match the listed text.

Example:

PREBIRTHPLACE:Klamath

Character must have been born in “Klamath”.
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Tag Name: PRECHECK:x,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of checks that must be equal to or greater than the numbers specified for the check to 

succeed).

Variables Used (y): Text (A defined check from statsandchecks.lst - e.g. Fortitude or Willpower).

Variables Used (z): Number (The number the associated check must be greater than or equal to).

What it does:

Sets the minimum CHECK requirements.

Examples:

PRECHECK:1,Fortitude=5,Reflex=3

Would succeed if Fortitude meets or exceeds 5 or Reflex meets or exceeds 3.

PRECHECK:2,Fortitude=5,Reflex=3,Willpower=4

Would succeed if any 2 of the 3 three listed conditions were met.

Tag Name: PRECHECKBASE:x,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of base checks that must be equal to or greater than the numbers specified for the check to 

succeed).

Variables Used (y): Text (A defined check from statsandchecks.lst - e.g. Fortitude or Willpower).

Variables Used (z): Number (The number the associated base check must be greater than or equal to).

What it does:

Sets the minimum Base Check requirements. Base Checks are usually only those from class advancement (no stat modifiers, 

magic, etc.), but follow anything defined with “BONUS:CHECKS|BASE.Name|”.

Examples:

PRECHECKBASE:2,Fortitude=3,Reflex=3

Would succeed if both Fortitude meets or exceeds 3 and Reflex meets or exceeds 3.

PRECHECKBASE:1,Fortitude=5,Reflex=3

Would succeed if Fortitude meets or exceeds 5 or Reflex meets or exceeds 3.

Tag Name: PRECITY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of a city that you must live in).

What it does:

Sets the required city. A characters city is set in the Description Tab

Example:

PRECITY:Klamath

Character must currently reside in “Klamath”.

*** Deprecated - use PRECLASS:x,y=z,y=z

Tag Name: PRECLASS:<ClassName>=<Level>

Tag Name: PRECLASS:x,y=z,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of classes that must be equal to or greater than the numbers specified for the check to 

succeed).

Variables Used (y): Text (A defined class name).

Variables Used (y): TYPE.ClassType (A Class type such as Base or Prestige).

Variables Used (y): SPELLCASTER (Any spellcaster).

Variables Used (y): SPELLCASTER.Type (A spellcaster type such as Arcane or Divine).

Variables Used (z): Number (Class level the associated class must meet or exceed).

What it does:

Sets class requirements.
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Example:

PRECLASS:2,Wizard=5,Sorcerer=6,Cleric=7

Multi-classed character must be at least Wiz5/Sor6, Wiz5/Clr7 or Sor6/Clr7.

PRECLASS:1,SPELLCASTER=2

Character must have 2 levels in any spellcasting class. This encompasses psionic manifesting classes as well, as PCGen does 

not treat manifesting differently from spellcasting. Spellcaster and manifester can be considered interchangeable.

PRECLASS:1,SPELLCASTER.Arcane=2

Character must have 2 levels in any arcane spellcasting class.

PRECLASS:1,SPELLCASTER.Divine=6,SPELLCASTER.Psionic=3

Character must have 6 levels in any divine spellcasting class or 3 levels in any psionic manifesting class.

PRECLASS:2,TYPE.Base=5,TYPE.Prestige=1

Character must have 5 levels in any Base class and 1 level in any Prestige class.

Tag Name:PRECLASSLEVELMAX:x,x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name or names).

Variables Used (x): TYPE.ClassType (A Class type such as Base or Prestige).

Variables Used (x): SPELLCASTER (Any spellcaster).

Variables Used (x): SPELLCASTER.Type (A spellcaster type such as Arcane or Divine).

Variables Used (y): Number (The maximum number of levels in the specified classes allowed. If there is more than one class listed, it is 

treated as an AND statement).

What it does:

Sets maximum class level limits.

Example:

PRECLASSLEVELMAX:Fighter,SPELLCASTER=2

Character cannot have more than 2 levels of fighter and cannot have more than 2 levels in any spellcasting class.

*** New 5.9.0

Tag Name: PRECSKILL:x,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of skills that must be considered Class Skills for the check to succeed).

Variables Used (y): Text (A defined skill name)

Variables Used (y): TYPE.Text (A defined skill type)

What it does:

Sets skill requirements.

NOTE: In skills types with multiple versions like Craft (Pottery) or Knowledge (Local) there must be a space between the name 

and the parentheses because the text must match the entry exactly.

Examples:

PRECSKILL:1,Spot,Listen

Character must have either “Spot” or “Listen” as a Class Skill.

PRECSKILL:2,TYPE.Spy

Character must have two “Spy” skills as Class Skills.

Tag Name: PREDEFAULTMONSTER:x

Variables Used (x): Y (Applies to default monster).

Variables Used (x): N (Does not apply to default monster).

What it does:

Used to qualify bonuses which apply only to default monsters. In order to qualify the Use Default Monsters checkbox in the 

Character/Monsters preference window must be checked. The bonuses are used most often in a race line and are applied at the 

time the monster is first created. If you create a monster and then check the Use Default Monsters checkbox the bonuses are 

not applied retroactively. The purpose of this feature is to allow users to create monsters with stats identical to those in the 
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source’s. Often a sources monster stats will be a typical example with feats, skills, weapons, etc already selected. The data 

files can be coded with these stats so that when the Use Default Monsters checkbox is checked those stats will match the 

entry. When the Use Default Monsters checkbox is not checked the process of creating the monster will be the same as that of 

creating any other character.

Examples:

BONUS:SKILLRANK|Listen,Spot|4|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

This bonus is applied when the Use Default Monsters checkbox is checked.

BONUS:COMBAT|BAB|6|PREDEFAULTMONSTER:Y

This bonus is applied when the Use Default Monsters checkbox is checked.

Tag Name: PREDEITY:x

Variables Used (x): Y (The character must have chosen a deity).

Variables Used (x): N (The character must not have chosen a deity).

Variables Used (x): Text (The name(s) of deities).

What it does:

Sets deity requirements.

Examples:

PREDEITY:Y

Character must have a deity chosen.

PREDEITY:N

Character must NOT have a deity chosen.

PREDEITY:Zeus,Odin

Character must have chosen either “Zeus” or “Odin”.

Tag Name: PREDEITYALIGN:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the required alignment).

What it does:

Having a deity with a particular alignment is a prerequisite. (0=LG, 1=LN, 2=LE, 3=NG, 4=TN, 5=NE, 6=CG, 7=CN, 8=CE).

Example:

PREDEITYALIGN:0

Character must have chosen a Lawful Good deity.

Tag Name: PREDEITYDOMAIN:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the deity’s domains that must match).

Variables Used (y): Text (Domain names).

What it does:

Sets requirements for the character’s deity’s domains. This tag applies to the domains of the PC’s deity, and not the domains that 

the PC has selected for itself.

Example:

PREDEITYDOMAIN:1,Good,Law

Character must have chosen of deity with either the “good” domain or the “law” domain.

Tag Name: PREDOMAIN:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the deity’s domains that must match).

Variables Used (y): Text (Domain names).

What it does:

Set’s requirements for a character’s domains. This tag applies to the domains that the PC has selected for itself.

Example:
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PREDOMAIN:1,Good,Law

Character must have 1 of the two listed domains.

Tag Name:PREDR:x,y=z,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the DR conditions that must be met).

Variables Used (y): Text (The type of DR).

Variables Used (z): Number (Value the DR must be greater or equal to).

What it does:

Set’s requirements for a character’s Damage Resistance.

Examples:

PREDR:1,+1=10

Must have DR of 10/+1 or greater (but DR Type must be +1).

PREDR:1,-=10,+1=10,+2=10,+3=10,+4=10,+5=10,Silver=10

Must have DR of 10 or greater of any type listed.

Tag Name: PREEQUIP:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of items from the list that must be equipped).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a piece of equipment - “%” may be used as a wild-card).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The type of a piece of equipment).

Variables Used (y): WIELDCATEGORY=Text (The wield category of a weapon).

What it does:

This is used to determine if a character has a particular item(s) equipped.

Examples:

PREEQUIP:1,Leather Armor

Must have Leather Armor (only) equipped.

PREEQUIP:1,Leather Armor%

The “%” allows for items named Leather Armor (Masterwork), Leather Armor (+1) etc.

PREEQUIP:1,TYPE=Armor

Must have some type of armor equipped.

PREEQUIP:2,TYPE=Armor,Sword (Long)%

Must be equipped with any Sword (Long), as well as any type of armor.

PREEQUIP:2,TYPE=Armor,TYPE=Shield

Must be equipped with any Armor and any Shield.

PREEQUIP:1,WIELDCATEGORY=TwoHanded

Must be equipped with a two handed weapon.

Tag Name: PREEQUIPPRIMARY:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of items from the list that must be equipped in a primary hand).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a piece of equipment - “%” may be used as a wild-card).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The type of a piece of equipment).

Variables Used (y): WIELDCATEGORY=Text (The wield category of a weapon).

What it does:

This is used to determine if a character has a particular item (usually a weapon) equipped in a Primary hand for the character. 

Typically has a value of 1 for the Number, however can be more than one if can have more than one Primary hand.

Examples:

PREEQUIPPRIMARY:1,Dagger

Must have a dagger equipped in the primary hand.

PREEQUIPPRIMARY:1,Dagger%

The “%” allows for items named Dagger (Masterwork), Dagger (Punching), etc.
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PREEQUIPPRIMARY:1,TYPE=Slashing

Must have some type of slashing weapon equipped in the primary hand.

PREEQUIPPRIMARY:1,WIELDCATEGORY=OneHanded

Must have a one handed weapon equipped in the primary hand.

Tag Name: PREEQUIPSECONDARY:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of items from the list that must be equipped in a secondary hand).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a piece of equipment - “%” may be used as a wildcard).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The type of a piece of equipment).

Variables Used (y): WIELDCATEGORY=Text (The wield category of a weapon).

What it does:

This is used to determine if a character has a particular item (usually a weapon) equipped in a Secondary hand for the character. 

Typically has a value of 1 for the Number, however can be more than one if can have more than one Secondary hand.

Examples:

PREEQUIPSECONDARY:1,Dagger

Must have a dagger equipped in the secondary hand.

PREEQUIPSECONDARY:1,Dagger%

The “%” allows for items named Dagger (Masterwork), Dagger (Punching), etc.

PREEQUIPSECONDARY:1,TYPE=Slashing

Must have some type of slashing weapon equipped in the secondary hand.

PREEQUIPSECONDARY:1,WIELDCATEGORY=Light

Must have a light weapon equipped in the secondary hand.

Tag Name: PREEQUIPBOTHx,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of items from the list that must be equipped in a two handed manner - usually 1).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a piece of equipment that must be equipped in a two handed manner - “%” may be used as a 

wildcard).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The type of a piece of equipment that must be equipped in a two handed manner).

Variables Used (y): WIELDCATEGORY=Text (The wield category of a weapon).

What it does:

This is used to determine if a character has a particular item (usually a weapon) equipped and used two-handed style.

Examples:

PREEQUIPBOTH:1,Quarterstaff

Must have a Quarterstaff equipped in both hands.

PREEQUIPBOTH:1,Sword (Great%

The “%” allows for items named Sword (Great/Masterwork) etc.

PREEQUIPBOTH:1,TYPE=Slashing

Must have a slashing type weapon equipped in both hands.

Tag Name: PREEQUIPTWOWEAPONx,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of items from the list that must be equipped in a two weapon fighting manner - 1 or 2).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a weapon - “%” may be used as a wildcard)

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The type of a weapon that must be equipped in a two weapon fighting manner).

Variables Used (y): WIELDCATEGORY=Text (The wield category of a weapon).

What it does:

This is used to determine if a character has a particular item (usually a weapon) equipped and used two weapon style.

Examples:

PREEQUIPTWOWEAPON:1,Sword (Short)

Must have a Sword (Short) equipped as one of two weapons for two weapon fighting.
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PREEQUIPTWOWEAPON:1,Sword (Short%

The “%” allows for items named Sword (Short/Masterwork) etc.

PREEQUIPTWOWEAPON:1,TYPE=Slashing

Must have a Sword (Short) equipped as one of two weapons for two weapon fighting.

PREEQUIPTWOWEAPON:1,WIELDCATEGORY=Light

Must have a light weapon equipped for two weapon fighting.

Tag Name: PREFEAT:x,y,z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of feats from the list that the character must have).

Variables Used (y): CHECKMULT (Used to make the program count each instance of a feat separately - optional).

Variables Used (z): Text (The name of a feat a character must have).

Variables Used (z): [Text] (The name of a feat a character must NOT have).

Variables Used (z): TYPE=Text (The type of a feat the character must have).

Variables Used (z): [TYPE=Text] (The type of a feat the character must NOT have).

What it does:

Sets character feat requirements. For feats which can be taken multiple times you can specify the exact choices within that feat 

by using parentheses. The Fighter, Loremaster, Arcane Archer and Archmage are good examples of Prestige classes to see how to 

setup this pre-requisite.

NOTE: In feats with multiple instances like Skill Focus or Spell Focus where the instance is expressed within parentheses there is 

no space between the name of the feat and the parentheses.

Examples:

PREFEAT:1,Dodge,Combat Reflexes

Character must have either “Dodge” or “Combat Reflexes”.

PREFEAT:2,CHECKMULT,Spell Focus

Character must have “Spell Focus” for two schools.

PREFEAT:2,CHECKMULT,Spell Focus,[Spell Focus(Enchantment)]

Character must have “Spell Focus” for two schools, but not the “Enchantment” school.

PREFEAT:2,Weapon Focus(TYPE=Bow),Weapon Focus(Longsword)

Character must have both “Weapon Focus(Longsword)” and any one “Bow” type “Weapon Focus”.

PREFEAT:2,CHECKMULT,Weapon Focus(TYPE=Sword)

Character must have two “Sword” type “Weapon Focus” feats.

PREFEAT:2,Skill Focus(Spot),Skill Focus(Listen),Skill Focus(Search)

Character must have any two of “Skill Focus(Spot)”, “Skill Focus(Listen)”, or “Skill Focus(Search)”.

PREFEAT:2,TYPE=ItemCreation

Character must have any two ItemCreation type feats.

Tag Name: PREGENDER:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Gender to require).

What it does:

Sets gender requirement.  The character’s gender must start with the text specified. The test is case sensitive so “male” is not 

the same as “Male”.  The PCGen GUI allows the following genders by default: Male, Female, Neuter, None, and Other.

Example:

PREGENDER:M

Character’s gender must start with “M”.

Tag Name: PREHANDSx:y

Variables Used (x): EQ (Equals).

Variables Used (x): GT (Greater Than).

Variables Used (x): GTEQ (Greater Than or Equal to).
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Variables Used (x): LT (Less Than).

Variables Used (x): LTEQ (Less Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): NEQ (Not Equal to).

Variables Used (y): Number (The number of hands to be compared to).

What it does:

Makes the amount of hands a character has a prerequisite.

Example:

PREHANDSGT:2

Character must have a number of hands greater than 2.

*** New 5.10

Tag Name: PREDEITY:x

Variables Used (x): Y (Has deity).

Variables Used (x): N (Does not have deity).

What it does:

Checks to see if the character has a deity selected.

Example:

PREDEITY:Y

Character must have selected a deity.

*** New 5.10

Tag Name: PREHD:x

Variables Used (x): Calculation (range or minimum natural Hit Dice)

What it does:

 • The numeric values supplied are a range (1-3) or minimum (4+) hit dice the character must have to qualify. 

 • This test looks at a character’s race’s HD attribute and any levels of Monster Classes. 

Examples:

PREHD:1-3

The character must have one, two, or three racial hit die.

PREHD:4+

The character must have four or more racial hit die.

*** New 5.10

Tag Name: PREHP:x

Variables Used (x): Number (minimum Hitpoints)

What it does:

Makes the amount of hitpoints a character has a prerequisite.

Examples:

PREHP:50

The character must have at least 50 hp.

Tag Name: PREITEM:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of items a character must possess).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of an item a character must possess - “%” may be used as a wildcard).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The type of an item the character must possess).

What it does:

Sets requirements for items a character must possess.

Examples:
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PREITEM:1,Sword (Long),Sword (Short)

Character must possess either a “long sword” or a “short sword”.

PREITEM:2,TYPE=Armor,TYPE=Armor

Character must possess two sets of armor.

Tag Name: PRELANG:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of languages a character must know).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a language the character must know).

Variables Used (y): ANY (Indicator the any language will be allowed to help meet the required number).

What it does:

Makes speaking certain languages a prerequisite.

Examples:

PRELANG:1,Dwarven,Elven

Character must be able to speak either “Dwarven” or “Elven”.

PRELANG:2,Dwarven,Elven

Character must be able to speak both “Dwarven” and “Elven”.

PRELANG:2,Dwarven,Elven,Halfling

Character must be able to speak any two of “Dwarven”, “Elven” or “Halfling”.

PRELANG:3,ANY

Character must be able to speak any three languages.

Tag Name: PRELEGSx:y

Variables Used (x): EQ (Equals).

Variables Used (x): GT (Greater Than).

Variables Used (x): GTEQ (Greater Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): LT (Less Than).

Variables Used (x): LTEQ (Less Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): NEQ (Not Equal to).

Variables Used (y): Number (The number of legs to be compared to).

What it does:

Makes the amount of legs a character has a prerequisite.

Example:

PRELEGSGTEQ:4

Character must have at least 4 legs.

Tag Name: PRELEVEL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum level).

What it does:

Makes the character have a minimum amount of levels, regardless of class.  This check also includes racial hit dice and monster 

class levels.

Example:

PRELEVEL:5

Character must be 5th level.

Tag Name: PRELEVELMAX:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The maximum level).

What it does:

Requires that a character have a maximum number of character (non-monster) levels.
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Example:

PRELEVELMAX:10

Character cannot be over level 10.

*** Updated 5.9.�

Tag Name: PREMOVE:x,y=z,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum number movement types which must pass).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a type of movement).

Variables Used (z): Number (The minimum movement rate for the associated movement type).

What it does:

Makes movement rate a prerequisite.

Examples:

PREMOVE:1,Walk=30,Fly=20

Character must be able to either walk at speed 30 OR fly at speed 20

PREMOVE:1,Swim=10

Character must be able to swim at speed 10

PREMOVE:2,Walk=30,Climb=15

Character must be able to walk at speed 30 AND climb at speed 15

Tag Name: PREMULT:x,[PRExxx 1],[PRExxx 2]

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of listed PRExxx tags that must be met).

Variables Used (y): Text - [ ] (imbedded PRExxx tags that must be met).

What it does:

PREMULT is a special PRExxx tag in that one imbeds other PRExxx tags in it. This allows for a lot of OR functionality across 

PRExxx tags. You can imbed PREMULT into itself.

Examples:

PREMULT:1,[PRERACE:Gnome],[PRECLASS:1,Cleric=1]

Character must be either a “Gnome” or a “Cleric”.

PREMULT:1,[PRERACE:Gnome],[PREMULT:2,[PRESIZEGTEQ:M],[PREFEAT:1,Alertness]]

Character must be “Gnome” OR a medium sized or larger creature with the “Alertness” feat.

*** Updated 5.9.5

Tag Name: PRERACE:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of racial properties which must be met).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a race).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (The name of a race type defined by the race TYPE tag).

Variables Used (y): RACETYPE=Text (The name of a race type defined by the race RACETYPE tag).

Variables Used (y): RACESUBTYPE=Text (The name of a race subtype defined by the race RACESUBTYPE tag).

What it does:

The character must be one of the listed races or possess one of the racial properties.

TYPE=<Text> can be used to check types set by the race TYPE tag.

RACETYPE=<Race Type> can be used to check racial types such as Humanoid, Giant and Outsider.

RACESUBTYPE=<Race Subtype> can be used to check racial subtypes such as Air, Evil and Extraplanar.

The wildcard character (%) can be used to include any text, for example Elf% will include any race name which begins with Elf. 

Without the wildcard character the race name must match exactly.

Enclosing a selection in square brackets ([ ]) excludes a race. Brackets do not work for the TYPE, RACETYPE and RACESUBTYPE 

properties.

Examples:

PRERACE:1,Dwarf,Elf,Human
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Character must be a “Dwarf”, “Elf” or “Human”.

PRERACE:1,Elf%,[Elf (aquatic)]

Character must be one of the “Elf” races, except “Elf (aquatic)”.

PRERACE:1,TYPE=Dire

Characters race type must be “Dire”.

PRERACE:1,RACETYPE=Giant

Characters race type must be “Giant”.

!PRERACE:1,RACETYPE=Outsider

Characters race type must not be “Outsider”.

PRERACE:1,RACESUBTYPE=Incorporeal

Character must have the “Incorporeal” subtype.

PRERACE:2,RACETYPE=Undead,RACESUBTYPE=Incorporeal

Character must have both a race type of “Undead” and a subtype of “Incorporeal”.

PRERACE:1,%

This will pass if any race has been chosen but will fail if no race has been selected.

!PRERACE:1,%

This will pass if no race has been selected.

Tag Name: PREREGION:x (y)

Variables Used (x): Text (The region name).

Variables Used (y): Text (The subregion name - optional).

What it does:

Character’s home region must match the listed text. When only the region is specified, any character from that region, but with 

a specified subregion, will still be considered qualified.

Examples:

PREREGION:Slithe

Character must hail from the “Slithe” region.

PREREGION:Slithe (Barrows)

Character must hail from the “Slithe” region and “Barrows” subregion.

Tag Name: PRERULE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Rule name)

What it does:

Checks for the state of a rule.

Rule name (x) has been defined in the system/gameModes/rules.lst file.

Rule name (x) must match the VAR: entry from the rules.lst file.

Rules can be turned on and off by the user in the House Rules section of the preferences.

Example:

PRERULE:SYS_WTPSK

The rule WeightPenaltyToSkill must be checked for this to apply.

Tag Name: PRESA:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of Special Abilities a character must have).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of an Special Abilities).

What it does:

Makes having certain special abilities a prerequisite.

Example:

PRESA:1,Turn undead,Rebuke undead,Smite Evil

Character must have any one of “Turn Undead”, “Rebuke Undead” or “Smite Evil”.
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Tag Name: PRESHIELDPROF:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of shield proficiencies needed).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a shield proficiency).

Variables Used (y): TYPE.Text (The type of shield proficiency).

What it does:

Checks for shield proficiency requirements.

Examples:

PRESHIELDPROF:1,Buckler,Large Shield

Character must be proficient with either “Buckler” or “Large Shield”.

PREARMORPROF:1,TYPE.Tower

Character must be proficient with Tower shields.

Tag Name: PRESIZEx:y

Variables Used (x): EQ (Equals).

Variables Used (x): GT (Greater Than).

Variables Used (x): GTEQ (Greater Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): LT (Less Than).

Variables Used (x): LTEQ (Less Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): NEQ (Not Equal to).

Variables Used (y): F (Fine size).

Variables Used (y): D (Dimunitive size).

Variables Used (y): T (Tiny Size).

Variables Used (y): S (Small size).

Variables Used (y): M (Medium Size).

Variables Used (y): L (Large size).

Variables Used (y): H (Huge size).

Variables Used (y): G (Gargantuan size).

Variables Used (y): C (Colossal size).

What it does:

Makes a characters physical size a prerequisite.

Example:

PRESIZEEQ:H

Character must be “Huge” in size.

Tag Name: PRESKILL:x,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of skills that must be equal to or greater than the numbers specified for the check to succeed).

Variables Used (y): Text (A defined skill name).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (A defined skill type).

Note: If you require multiples of that type, you need to add TYPE.x for each instance in the comma delimited list.

Variables Used (z): Number (The number of ranks the associated skill must meet or exceed).

What it does:

Sets skill requirements.

NOTE: In skills types with multiple versions like Craft (Pottery) or Knowledge (Local) there must be a space between the name 

and the parentheses because the text must match the entry exactly.

Examples:

PRESKILL:1,Spot,Listen=10

Character must have at least 10 ranks in either “Spot” or “Listen”.

PRESKILL:2,TYPE.Spy,TYPE.Spy=2

Character must have two “Spy” skills with at least two ranks in each of them.
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** NOTE: The following tag has some problems. It will work in some files but not all. **

Tag Name: PRESKILLMULT:x,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of skills that must be equal to or greater than the numbers specified for the check to succeed).

Variables Used (y): Text (A defined skill name).

Variables Used (y): TYPE=Text (A defined skill type).

Note(s): If you require multiples of that type, you need to add TYPE.x for each instance in the comma delimited list.

Variables Used (z): Number (The number of ranks the associated skill must meet or exceed).

What it does:

Similar to PRESKILL. This tag will set a flag on the character. It only works as a prereq if the rank in the skill divided by the rank 

needed is equal to the flag. The flag starts at 1, but goes up by one every-time the prereq is met. So the first feat would require 

‘rank’ in the skill, the second feat ‘rank*2’, and so on... That would support the way regional feats are described in FR.

NOTE: However for now this is merely a dummy tag that works like PRESKILL so we don’t have to redesign the lst files when this 

tag gets working.

Example:

PRESKILLMULT:1,Spot,Listen=10

Character must have a Spot or Listen at 10 or above.

Tag Name: PRESKILLTOT:x,x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (A skill name).

Variables Used (x): TYPE=Text (A skill type).

Variables Used (y): Number (The total levels necessary between the listed skills).

What it does:

A comma-delimited list of skill names and # is the total number of ranks among those skills. Can also include TYPE.X as part of 

the skill list as well.

Example:

PRESKILLTOT:Spot,Listen,Search=30

Character must have a total of 30 ranks between Spot, Search, and Listen skills.

Tag Name: PRESPELL:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of spells required).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a spell).

What it does:

Sets spell requirements.

Example:

PRESPELL:1,Magic Missile,Lightning Bolt

Character must have either Magic Missile OR Lightning Bolt in their spell list.

Tag Name: PRESPELLBOOK:x

Variables Used (x): YES

Variables Used (x): NO

What it does:

Sets spellbook requirements.

Examples:

PRESPELLBOOK:YES

At least one of the character’s classes must use spell books.

PRESPELLBOOK:NO

None of the character’s classes can use spell books.
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Tag Name: PRESPELLCAST:x=y
Variables Used (x): MEMORIZE (Set requirements based on memorization).
Variables Used (x): TYPE (Set requirements based on spelltype).
Variables Used (y): Y (Yes - used with MEMORIZE).
Variables Used (y): N (No - used with MEMORIZE).
Variables Used (y): Text (A spelltype - used with TYPE).
What it does:

Basically each label=value pair is processed, and as the character’s classes fail to meet that pair, the class is removed from the 
list. After all the label=value pairs have been processed, if the character has any classes remaining (meaning they meet all the 
requirements), then this prerequisite is met.

Examples:
PRESPELLCAST:MEMORIZE=Y

Characters class must have to memorize spells.
PRESPELLCAST:MEMORIZE=N

Characters class must NOT have to memorize spells.
PRESPELLCAST:TYPE=Arcane

Character must be able to cast arcane spells.
PRESPELLCAST:TYPE=Divine

Character must be able to cast divine spells.

*** New 5.7.�

Tag Name: PRESPELLDESCRIPTOR:x,y,z

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of a spell descriptor).

Variables Used (y): Number (The quantity of spells with the proper spell descriptor and level the character must know).

Variables Used (z): Number (The minimum spell level of spells a character must know with the spell descriptor).

What it does:

Sets spell descriptor requirements.

Example:

PRESPELLDESCRIPTOR:Mind-Affecting,4,3

Character must have at least four 3rd level or higher Mind-Affecting spells to meet the requirement.

Tag Name: PRESPELLSCHOOL:x,y,z

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of a school of magic).

Variables Used (y): Number (The quantity of spells of the proper school and level the character must know).

Variables Used (z): Number (The minimum spell level of the school of spells a character must know).

What it does:

Sets spell school requirements. Loremaster is a good example of this pre-requisite

Example:

PRESPELLSCHOOL:Necromancy,3,2

Character must have at least three 2nd level or higher Necromancy spells to meet the requirement.

Tag Name: PRESPELLSCHOOLSUB:x,y,z

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of a sub-school of magic).

Variables Used (y): Number (The quantity of spells of the proper sub-school and level the character must know).

Variables Used (z): Number (The spell level of the sub-school of spells a character must know).

What it does:

Sets spell sub-school requirements.

Example:

PRESPELLSCHOOLSUB:Creation,3,2

Character must have at least three 2nd level “Creation” spells to meet the requirement.
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*** Updated 5.10

Tag Name: PRESPELLTYPE:x,y,z

Variables Used (x): Arcane (Arcane type spells).

Variables Used (x): Divine (Divine type spells).

Variables Used (x): Psionic (Psionic type spells).

Variables Used (x): Any (Any type of spell).

Variables Used (y): Number (The quantity of spells of the proper type and level the character must know).

Variables Used (z): Number (The spell level of the type of spells a character must know).

Note: Use two PRESPELLTYPE tags if more than one spell type is required

Note: The syntax for this tag a recently changed to match the standard for PRExxx tags. The new syntax is:  PRESPELLTYPE:

<number of matches>,<spell type>=<spell level> ,<spell type>=<spell level>...

What it does:

Sets spell type requirements. Loremaster is a good example of this kind of pre-requisite

Example:

PRESPELLTYPE:Arcane,4,5

Character must have at least four 5th level arcane spells to meet the requirement.

PRESPELLTYPE:1,Arcane=3,Divine=3,Psionic=3

Character must have at least one 3rd level spell from any of the Arcane, Divine, or Psionic types.

Tag Name: PRESRx:y

Variables Used (x): EQ (Equals).

Variables Used (x): GT (Greater Than).

Variables Used (x): GTEQ (Greater Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): LT (Less Than).

Variables Used (x): LTEQ (Less Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): NEQ (Not Equal to).

Variables Used (y): Number (The minimum Spell Resistance required).

What it does:

Makes a character’s spell resistance (not including SR from equipment) a prerequisite.

Example:

PRESRGTEQ:10

Character must have spell resistance of at least 10.

Tag Name: PRESTAT:x,y=z,y=z
Variables Used (x): Number (The number of stats that must match).
Variables Used (y): Text (The stats abbreviation - as defined in statsandchecks.lst).
Variables Used (z): Number (The minimum value of the stat).
What it does:

Sets stat requirements.
Examples:

PRESTAT:1,STR=18

Character must have an 18 Strength to meet the requirement.
PRESTAT:1,STR=18,WIS=18

Either STR or WIS at 18 - one of the two listed must meet the requirements.
PRESTAT:2,STR=18,WIS=18

BOTH STR and WIS at 18 - two of the two listed must meet the requirements.
PRESTAT:1,STR=15,WIS=13

Either STR at 15 or WIS at 13 - one of the two listed must meet the requirements.
PRESTAT:2,STR=13,INT=10,CHA=13

Either STR at 13, INT at 10 or CHA at 13 - two of the three listed must meet the requirements.
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Tag Name: PRESUBCLASS:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (number of needed occurrences).

Variables Used (y): Text (Subclass Name).

What it does:

Sets subclass requirements.

Examples:

PRESUBCLASS:1,Evoker,Abjurer,Enchanter,Illusionist

Character must be one of the listed subclasses.

Tag Name: PRETEMPLATE:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of a template).

What it does:

Sets template requirements. Where template is a ‘,’ delimited list of template names. If one of the template names in the list 

matches, then the prerequisite is met.

Example:

PRETEMPLATE:Celestial,Fiendish

Character must be either “Celestial” or “Fiendish”.

Tag Name: PRETEXT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Explanation of requirement)

What it does:

This is used when there are special requirements which are not covered by another PRExxx tag.

Mainly used for feats the text is displayed in the same field as the other pre-requisites.

This tag in itself does not disqualify anything but alerts the player to the additional pre-requisites.

Example:

PRETEXT:Character must make a sacrifice of bananas to the Monkey God.

Explains what additional requirements are needed for the character to qualify.

Tag Name: PRETYPE:x,y,y
Variables Used (x): Number (The number of types that must match the specified requirements).
Variables Used (y): Text (Racial type).
What it does:

Make specific racial type a prerequisite.
 • Note: PRETYPE has a different use in Equipment and Equipment Modifier files, it checks for equipment and EQMOD types.
 • See the PRETYPE entry in Equipment or Equipment Modifier files for usage.
 • If you need to prerequisite race type from equipment you can use PRETEMPLATE to check for the racial type template.

Examples:
PRETYPE:1,Elemental,Fey,Outsider

Type must either Elemental,Fey or Outsider
PREMULT:2,Humanoid,Undead

Character must be an Undead Humanoid.

Tag Name: PREUATT:x

Variables Used:Number (Unarmed Attack Bonus number).

What it does:

Number indicates the minimum unarmed base attack bonus.

Example:

PREUATT:4

This would apply only if the PC had minimum unarmed attack bonus of 4.
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Tag Name: PREVARx:y,z

Variables Used (x): EQ (Equals).

Variables Used (x): GT (Greater Than).

Variables Used (x): GTEQ (Greater Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): LT (Less Than).

Variables Used (x): LTEQ (Less Than or Equal to).

Variables Used (x): NEQ (Not Equal to).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a variable - as used in a DEFINE: or BONUS:VAR statement).

Variables Used (z): Number (The value the variable is to be compared to).

What it does:

Sets requirements based on user defined variables.

Example:

PREVARGT:Rage,4

Character must be able to rage more than four time per day.

PREVARGT:SneakAttack,5

Character must do Sneak Attack damage greater than 5d6.

PREVARGT:SneakAttack,5,Rage,4

Character must do Sneak Attack damage greater than 5d6 AND be able to rage more than four time per day.

Tag Name: PREVISION:x,y,y=z

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of vision types that must match the specified requirements).

Variables Used (y): Text (The vision types required).

Variables Used (y): Number (The distance of the vision types - optional).

What it does:

This sets the vision ability requirements. If there is an value at the end, all Visions in the list must be that value or higher to be 

considered valid.

Examples:

PREVISION:2,Normal,Darkvision

Character must have both Normal and Darkvision.

PREVISION:1,Blindsight,Darkvision=30

Character must have either Blindsight or Darkvision at at least 30.

*** Updated

Tag Name: PREWEAPONPROF:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of proficiencies that must match the specified requirements).

Variables Used (y): Text (The name of a weapon proficiency).

Variables Used (y): TYPE.Text (The name of a weaponprof type).

Variables Used (y): DEITYWEAPON (The favored weapon of the character’s deity).

What it does:

Sets weapon proficiency requirements.

Examples:

PREWEAPONPROF:2,Kama,Katana

Character must have both “Kama” and “Katana”.

PREWEAPONPROF:1,TYPE.Exotic

Character must have proficiency with any one exotic weaponprof type.

PREWEAPONPROF:1,TYPE.Martial,Chain (Spiked)

Character must have proficiency with either the Chain (Spiked) or any martial weapon.

PREWEAPONPROF:1,DEITYWEAPON

Weapon Prof in question must be one of the chosen deity’s favored weapons.
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Tag Name: PREWIELD:x,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the wield categories that must match)

Variables Used (y): Text (Light,OneHanded or TwoHanded)

What it does:

Checks for wield category requirements (See WIELD).

Wield categories are defined in the miscinfo.lst gamemode file by the WIELDCATEGORY tag.

Because PREWIELD is checking for wield category requirements in equipment it is valid only in Equipment Modifiers.

Example:

PREWIELD:1,Light,OneHanded

Must be either Light or OneHanded.

PREWIELD:1,TwoHanded

Must be TwoHanded.

Tag Name: QUALIFY

Variables Used: String|String|etc.

What it does:

The opposite of PRExxx tags. A “|” delimitated string. Anything listed here will ignore all PRE tags and be a valid selection for 

the character. Currently only functional in template.lst

Example:

QUALIFY:Mounted Combat|Ride-By Attack

The character with the template this is a part of would be able to take the above feats whether they meet the prereqs or 

not.

Misc PRExxx Stuff

Tag Name: PRE:.CLEAR

Variables Used: .CLEAR

What it does:

Clear all prerequisites.

Example:

PRE:.CLEAR

Clears all prerequisites.

Tag Name: PRExxx:Q:data

Variables Used: Q

What it does:

This is a variation on any PRE tag listed above. Adding a Q: between the tag and it’s data will cause it to take precedence over 

the QUALIFY tag. Thus allowing QUALIFY to null out some but not all prereqs.

Example:

QUALIFY:Whirlwind Attack (In Template)

PRESTAT:Q:1,DEX=13 (In Whirlwind Attack Feat)

If you have QUALIFY:Whirlwind Attack in a template (which means the character ignores all the prereqs), but you still want 

the DEX prereq to be enforced, you would edit the PRE in the Whirlwind Attack feat to read as above.
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Other Global Tags
There are a number of tags which are available in all data-files (excluding the pcc and specialist files). There are:

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: AUTO:EQUIP|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Equipment Name>)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of equipment that is granted to the character for free. 

 • The equipment added is marked on the GUI just as AUTO:FEATs are (yellow) and can’t be removed. 

 • The equipment must be added to the Equipment Set just as any other Equipment the PC has to come out on the OS. 

 • AUTO tags now allows the use of one PRE tag but the syntax is slightly different, you must enclose the PRExxx statement 

with brackets [ ]. 

 • Only one PRE is allowed, but it can be a PREMULT statement. 

 • CAUTION: Some trouble has been found when attempting to add two of the same item. 

 • CAUTION: You should not use items which have math operators (such as + and -) in their names. 

Examples:

AUTO:EQUIP|Flurry of Blows[PRECLASS:1,Monk=1]

The item “Flurry of Blows” is granted as a free equipment item if the character has a level of Monk.

AUTO:EQUIP|Flurry of Blows[PREMULT:2,[PRESTAT:1,DEX=15],[PRECLASS:1,Monk=1]]

The item “Flurry of Blows” is granted as a free equipment item if the character has a level of Monk and a DEX score of 15 or 

better.

*** Updated 5.7.7

Tag Name: AUTO:ARMORPROF|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Armor Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type.<Armor Type>)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of armor that are granted as free armor proficiencies. 

 • You can specify individual armor or all armor of an armor proficiency type. 

 • You may have one TYPE with multiple “.” period delimited armor types. This will grant the character proficiency with only 

armor that meet all off the listed choices. 

 • If multiple armor or types, etc, are listed type will ALL be given as free proficiencies. 

 • You can now have multiple AUTO: tags (before you could only have 1). 

 • AUTO tags now allows the use of one PRE tag but the syntax is slightly different, you must enclose the PRExxx statement 

with brackets [ ]. 

 • Only one PRE is allowed, but it can be a PREMULT statement. 

Examples:

AUTO:ARMORPROF|TYPE.Light

All Light armors are given as free armor proficiencies.

AUTO:ARMORPROF|Leather

Leather Armor is given as a free armor proficiency.

*** Updated 5.7.7

Tag Name: AUTO:SHIELDPROF|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Shield Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type.<Shield Type>)

What it does:
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 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of shields that are granted as free shield proficiencies. 

 • You can specify individual shields or all shields of a shield proficiency type. 

 • You may have one TYPE with multiple “.” period delimited shield types. This will grant the character proficiency with only 

shields that meet all off the listed choices. 

 • If multiple shield or types, etc, are listed type will ALL be given as free proficiencies. 

 • You can now have multiple AUTO: tags (before you could only have 1). 

 • AUTO tags now allows the use of one PRE tag but the syntax is slightly different, you must enclose the PRExxx statement 

with brackets [ ]. 

 • Only one PRE is allowed, but it can be a PREMULT statement. 

Examples:

AUTO:SHIELDPROF|TYPE.Buckler|TYPE.Light|TYPE.Heavy

All Light, Heavy and Buckler shields are given as free shield proficiencies.

AUTO:SHIELDPROF|TYPE.Tower

Tower Shields are given as a free armor proficiency.

*** Updated 5.�

Tag Name: AUTO:WEAPONPROF|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Weapon Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type.<Weapon Type>)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of weapons that are granted as free weapon proficiencies. 

 • You can specify individual weapons or all weapons of a weapon proficiency type. 

 • You may have one TYPE with multiple “.” period delimited weapon types. This will grant the character proficiency with only 

those weapons that meet all off the listed choices. 

 • If multiple weapons or types, etc, are listed type will ALL be given as free proficiencies. 

 • You can now have multiple AUTO: tags (before you could only have 1). 

 • AUTO tags now allows the use of one PRE tag but the syntax is slightly different, you must enclose the PRExxx statement 

with brackets [ ]. 

 • Only one PRE is allowed, but it can be a PREMULT statement. 

Examples:

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|Sword (Long)|Shortbow (Composite)

The “Sword (Long)” and “Shortbow (Composite)” are given as free weapon proficiencies.

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|TYPE.Simple

All “Simple” weapons are given as free weapon proficiencies.

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|TYPE.Simple|TYPE.Martial

All “Simple” and “Martial” weapons are given as free weapon proficiencies.

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|TYPE.Ranged|TYPE.Piercing|TYPE.Simple

All “Ranged”, “Piercing” and “Simple” weapons are given as free weapon proficiencies.

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|TYPE.Martial.Slashing

All “Martial” weapons that are “Slashing” type are given as free weapon proficiencies.

AUTO:WEAPONPROF|TYPE.Martial.Slashing.Melee

All “Melee” type “Martial” weapons that are “Slashing” type are given as free weapon proficiencies.

*** Updated 5.9.5

Tag Name: CSKILL:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Skill Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Skill Type>)

Variables Used (x): ALL

What it does:
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Grants the listed skills as class skills. When used in a classes.lst, it grants the class skills only to the class it is actually in. When 

used in a domains.lst, it grants the class skills only to the classes that grant the domain. When used anywhere else it grants the 

class skills to all classes the character possesses.

Examples:

CSKILL:Listen|Spot

The “Listen” and “Spot” skills are made class skills.

CSKILL:Search|TYPE.Knowledge

The “Search” and “Knowledge” type skills are made class skills.

CSKILL:ALL

All skills are made class skills.

Tag Name: CCSKILL:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Skill Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type.<Skill Type>)

What it does:

Grants the listed exclusive skills as cross class skills.

Examples:

CCSKILL:Listen|Spot

The “Listen” and “Spot” skills are made cross class skills.

CCSKILL:Search|TYPE.Knowledge

The “Search” and “Knowledge” type skills are made cross class skills.

*** New 5.�.1�

Tag Name: CHANGEPROF:x,x=y|x,x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of weapon)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (weapon type)

Variables Used (y): Text (Category of Proficiency to change to)

What it does:

 • Changes named or types of weapons to new Proficiency category. 

 • Valid everywhere. 

Examples:

CHANGEPROF:Urgrosh (Dwarven),Waraxe (Dwarven)=Martial

Changes the above weapons to be Martial weapons for proficiency purposes.

CHANGEPROF:TYPE.Hammer=Simple

Changes all weapons of TYPE Hammer to be Simple weapons for proficiency purposes.

Tag Name: DEFINE:LOCK.x|y

Variables Used (x): Ability Score (STR, DEX, CON, INT, CHA, WIS or other stat defined in the gameMode)

Variables Used (y): Number (Value stat is to be locked to)

What it does:

Locks the specified ability score to a specific value regardless of any other bonuses to that ability. If the locked value is 10 

the OS will output an asterisk (*) instead of the number. This is commonly used when a creature has a non-ability such as the 

undeads lack of a constitution score.

Example:

DEFINE:LOCK.CON|10

Constitution is set to 10 and an asterisk is output.
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Tag Name: DESCISPI:x

Variables Used (x): BOOLEAN (YES or NO)

What it does:

YES means it will bold and italicize the description of an item in the info boxes in PCGen, to indicate that the name of the item 

is Product Identity. This is only visible in the Domain, Feats, and Spells tabs since no other objects display a description. Default 

is NO.

Example:

DESCISPI:YES

It will bold and italicize the description of an item in the info boxes in PCGen, to indicate that the name of the item is 

Product Identity.

Tag Name: DR:x/y
Variables Used (x): Number or Formula (Amount of Damage Reduction)
Variables Used (y): Text (Damage Type that bypasses this Reduction)
Prerequisites Allowed: Yes
What it does:
 • This defines the damage reduction this feat/class/template/etc. bestows. 
 • Multiple damage types can be specified by separating them with “and” or “or” as appropriate. 
 • Damage Reduction’s must be first defined in this manner before a BONUS:DR tag can be used to add to them. 
 • If a lst file tries to do a BONUS:DR|+1|10 and no DR:xx/+1 has ever been defined, the bonus will do nothing. 
Example:

DR:10/+1

Grants DR of 10/+1 on output.

Tag Name: KIT:x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Number (number of options user may select).

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of kit).

What it does:

Offers a choice starting kits.

Examples:

KIT:1|Wizard1|Illusionist1

Offers a choice of the Wizard1 or Illusionist1 starting kits.

Tag Name: LANGAUTO:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Language Name>)

What it does:

This is a comma delimited list of languages that the character automatically gains.

Example:

LANGAUTO:Common,Gnome

Character automatically gains “Common” & “Gnome”.

Tag Name: MOVE:x,y,x,y

Variables Used (x): Text (Movement Mode)

Variables Used (y): Number (Rate per round)

What it does:

Determines the Type and Speed of the different movement types the race has.

Example:

MOVE:Walk,30,Fly,10

This would grant a walking speed of 30 ft per round and a flying speed of 10 feet per round
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Tag Name: MOVECLONE:w,x,y,z

Variables Used (w): Text (Movement Mode)

Variables Used (x): Number (Correction to 1st Mode Movement Rate per round)

Variables Used (y): Text (2nd Movement Mode)

Variables Used (z): Mathematical (Calculation for 2nd Mode Movement Rate per round)

What it does:

 • Creates a new type of movement based on another type. 

 • “z” is applied to the original movement rate, then it is copied to the new movement type and the second modifier is 

applied. 

 • If no symbol is in the mathematical expression then addition is assumed 

Examples:

MOVECLONE:Walk,0,Fly,*2

Do nothing to “Walk”, create the “Fly” movement type and set it equal to “Walk” multiplied by 2.

MOVECLONE:Walk,10,Tunnel,/3

Add 10 to “Walk”, create “Tunnel” movement type and set it equal to 1/3 of the new “Walk” movement rate.

Tag Name: NAMEISPI:x

Variables Used (x): BOOLEAN (YES or NO)

What it does:

“YES” means it will bold the item in the program, to indicate that the name of the item is the Product Identity. The Default is 

“NO”.

Example:

NAMEISPI:YES

The name is the Product Identity

*** Updated 5.9.5
Tag Name: OUTPUTNAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name to appear on the output sheet)
Variables Used (x): [NAME] (This is replaced by anything in parenthesis on output)
What it does:

Alters the name of the object when output.
When the [NAME] tag is used it will be replaced by whatever is in parenthesis in the object’s name, or the object name if no 
parenthetical exists in the object’s name.
This is useful when the name you wish to appear on the output sheet would contains symbols that might interfere with the 
program. It also helps to keep the list orderly as you can group a series of objects like scrolls and potions together without 
sacrificing the preferred name of the object.
You can use a % to add a variable number to the output in the same way the SA tag works. See the global tag SA for details

Example:
OUTPUTNAME:Jason’s [NAME]

LST entry “Magic Spell” will output as “Jason’s Magic Spell”
OUTPUTNAME:[NAME] Elf

LST entry “Elf (Gray)” will output as “Gray Elf”.
OUTPUTNAME:Huge Water Elemental

LST entry “Elemental (Water/Huge)” will output as “Huge Water Elemental”.
OUTPUTNAME:Formian [NAME]

LST entry “Formian (Queen)” will output as “Formian Queen”.
OUTPUTNAME:Potion of [NAME]

LST entry “Potion (Glibness)” will output as “Potion of Glibness”.
OUTPUTNAME:Magic Sword +%|((TL/5)+1)

If the character is level 10 this would output as “Magic Sword +2”.
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Tag Name: REGION:x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of selections to allow)

Variables Used (y): Text (Region name)

What it does:

 • Allows a choice of the character’s region. 

 • The first parameter is the number of selections to allow.  This should always be one. 

Example:

REGION:1|Region1|Region2|Region3

Will allow the choice of Region1, Region2, or Region3 as the character’s region.

REGION:1|Timbuktu

The PC is from the “Timbuktu” region.

Tag Name: SA:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Special Ability Name)

Variables Used (x):.CLEAR.Text (Clear Special Ability Totals)

What it does:

 • This grants the character a Special Ability that will get listed together with all other special abilities the character has. 

 • The “%” tag will fill in a number from a variable listed after a “|” (pipe). 

 • This can be done numerous times, with each successive “%” relating to the next variable listed after another “|” 

(pipe). 

 • Each variable needs to be defined (via the global DEFINE tag.) 

 • The SA will NOT be displayed if the last variable or formula equals 0. 

 • SA:.CLEAR will only clear a previous SA in the same object (class, template, etc.). It will not clear them 

across objects.

 • SA tags can be qualified with PRExxx tags. SA tags qualified with PRExxx tags will not display unless the character meets the 

prerequisites.

Examples:

SA:Fire in the Hole

Grants the special ability “Fire in the Hole”.

SA:Sneak Attack +%d%|Sneak Attack|Sneak Attack Die

If the PCs <Sneak Attack> was 5 and <Sneak Attack Die> was 6, this would grant the special ability “Sneak Attack” at +5d6.

SA:.CLEAR.+1d6 to natural weapons SA:.+1d8 to natural weapons

Clears the “Natural Weapons” value and makes it +1d8 instead.

SA:Banana toss|PRERACE:monkey

Grants the special ability “Banana toss” if the characters race is “monkey”.

*** Updated �.�.10

Tag Name:SOURCELONG:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Long Source Name)

What it does:

The full product/book name.

Example:

SOURCELONG:Core Rulebook I (Foo Handbook)

The long source name for this file is “Core Rulebook I (Foo Handbook)”.

*** Updated �.�.10

Tag Name:SOURCESHORT:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Short Source Name)

What it does:
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The short product/book name.

Example:

SOURCESHORT:FHB

The short source name for this file is “FHB”.

*** Updated �.�.10

Tag Name:SOURCEWEB:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Source Web Site)

What it does:

The URL that points directly to this product/book.

Example:

SOURCEWEB:http://www.foogames.com/product.php?products=654321

The web site for this source is “SOURCEWEB:http://www.foogames.com/product.php?products=654321”.

*** Deprecated, use SPELLS

Tag Name: SPELL:x|y|z|x|y|z

Variables Used (x):Text (name of spell)

Variables Used (y):Number (number of times per day)

Variables Used (z):Text (<spellbook>)

What it does:

 • This grants the character spell like abilities. 

 • The <spellbook> should never be the same name as a Class, as it will cause an exception in PCGen. 

 • “-1” in the times per day will result in “At will” on the Output Sheets. 

 • You can apply PRExxx tags to the SPELL tag. If a SPELL tag requires multiple PRExxx statements it is “|” 

delimited. Some of the PRExxx statements have “|” delimiting in them, if a spell requires a PRExxx statement that has “|” delimiting 

in it, simply put that PRExxx statement in a separate SPELL tag by itself. 

 • NOTE: The [PRExxx:blah] syntax has been deprecated and will soon cease to function.

Examples:

SPELL:Acid Fog|1|Innate

“Acid Fog” is granted once per day as an “Innate” ability.

SPELL:Acid Fog|1|Innate|Spider Climb|3|ClassAbility

“Acid Fog” is granted once per day as an “Innate” ability and “Spider Climb” three times a day as a “Class” ability.

SPELL:Bless|1|Innate|PRELEVEL:1|PRESTAT:2,WIS=8,CHA=8

Would add “Bless” as an Innate spell usable once per day if the PC was level 1 or higher and had both Wisdom and 

Charisma 8 or higher.

SPELL:Bless|1|Innate|Detect Evil|3|Innate|PRERACE:Human|PRESIZE:M

Would add both “Bless” and “Detect Evil” as Innate and usable 1 and 3 times per day if the PC was of race ‘Human’ and size 

Medium.

SPELL:Holy Aura|3|Innate|Hallow|1|Innate|PRELEVEL:13|PRESTAT:1,INT=8,WIS=8

The above example shows two spells in one SPELL tag. While this is perfectly legal, please remember that the PRExxx tags 

at the end apply to ALL spells in the tag, so if the spells have different Prereq’s than they must have separate SPELL tags.

*** Updated 5.�

Tag Name: SPELLLEVEL:CLASS|x|y,y|x|y,y

Variables Used (x): text (<Classname>=<spell level being assigned>)

Variables Used (x): SPELLCASTER.Type (<Spellcaster type, i.e. Arcane, Divine or Psionic>=<spell level being assigned>)

Variables Used (y): text (<spellname>)

What it does:

Assigns spells to a class or spellcaster type at a level specified.
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Example:

SPELLLEVEL:CLASS|Assassin=1|Change Self,Detect Poison,Spider Climb|Assassin=2|Alter 

Self,Darkness

Adds “Change Self”, “Detect Poison” and “Spider Climb” as level 1 “Assassin” spells and “Alter Self” and “Darkness” as level 

2 “Assassin” spells.

SPELLLEVEL:CLASS|SPELLCASTER.Arcane=1|Cure Light Wounds

Adds Cure Light Wounds to any arcane spellcaster’s list of 1st level spells.

*** New 5.�.�

Tag Name: SPELLLEVEL:DOMAIN|x|y,y|x|y,y

Variables Used (x): text (<Domain name>=<spell level being assigned>)

Variables Used (y): text (<spellname>)

What it does:

Assigns spells to a domain at a level specified.

Example:

SPELLLEVEL:DOMAIN|Air=1|Obscuring Mist|Animal=4|Repel Vermin

Adds “Obscuring Mist” as a level 1 “Air” domain spell and “Repel Vermin” as a level 4 “Air” domain spell.

*** New 5.7.9

Tag Name: SPELLS:u|[v]|[w]|x,[y]|x,[y]|z|z

Variables Used (u): Text (name of spellbook)

Variables Used (v): TIMES=<formula> (Cast times per day, Optional)

Variables Used (w): CASTERLEVEL=<formula> (Sets caster level, Optional)

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell name)

Variables Used (y): Number or Formula (Spell DC, Optional)

Variables Used (z): PRExxx tag

What it does:

 • This grants the character spell like abilities. 

 • The <spellbook> should never be the same name as a Class, as it will cause an exception in PCGen. 

 • TIMES is an optional parameter and if not present will default to 1. 

 • CASTERLEVEL is an optional parameter and if not present will default to 1. 

 • “-1” in the times per day will result in “At will” on the Output Sheets. 

 • There should never be more than one TIMES and CASTERLEVEL tag used within a SPELLS tag. 

 • <formula for DC> is totally optional for each spell, and fills in the DC value in the appropriate OS field. 

 • You can apply PRExxx tags to the SPELLS tag. If a SPELLS tag requires multiple PRExxx statements it is “|” delimited. Some 

of the PRExxx statements have “|” delimiting in them, if a spell requires a PRExxx statement that has “|” delimiting in it, simply put that 

PRExxx statement in a separate SPELLS tag by itself. 

 • Once one PRExxx tag is reached at the end, all subsequent fields must also be PRExxx tags. PRExxx’s apply to the whole 

tag. 

 • Formulas which use comma’s within them should be encapsulated using parentheses “( )”, see example. 

 • Because the SPELLS tag is not associated with any one class the variable “CL” will not work in it. 

Examples:

SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=3|CASTERLEVEL=(max(TL,1))|Acid Arrow,12+CHA|PRESTAT:1,CHA=12

“Acid Arrow” is granted as an “Innate” spell 3 times per day if the character has a Charisma score of at least 12. DC is 

12+CHA, and the Caster level is the character’s level (minimum 1).

SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=-1|CASTERLEVEL=TL|Fireball|Cure Light Wounds

Grants “Fireball” and “Cure Light Wounds” at will with a caster level equal to your hitdice in the spellbook “Innate”

SPELLS:Innate|Charm Person,15

Grants “Charm Person” once per day, first level with a DC of 15 in the spellbook “Innate”
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SPELLS:Dragon|CASTERLEVEL=18|Death Ward|PRESTAT:1,WIS=20|PREALIGN:LG,NG,CG

Grants “Death Ward” once per day with a caster level of 18 in spellbook “Dragon” requiring a Wisdom of 20 and any good 

alignment.

SPELLS:Innate|TIMES=5|Wall of Stone

Grants “Wall of Stone”, 5 times a day at 1st level in Spellbook “Innate”.

Tag Name: SR:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number or formula of Spell Resistance)

What it does:

This indicates the Spell Resistance this feat/class/template/etc. bestows.

Example:

SR:TL+10

This would set the Spell Resistance to be the characters total class levels + 10 on output for their total spell resistance.

*** New 5.�.�

Tag Name: STAT.x.NOTEMP

Variables Used (x): STR, DEX, CON, INT, WIS or CHA (Stat)

What it does:

This tag outputs the value of the given stat (i.e. STR, DEX, CON, INT, WIS and CHA) without any temporary modifiers applied.

Example:

STAT.STR.NOTEMP

This would output the character’s unmodified strength score when used.

STAT.INT.NOTEMP

This would output the character’s unmodified intelligence score when used.

*** New 5.�.�

Tag Name: STAT.x.NOTEMPMOD

Variables Used (x): STR, DEX, CON, INT, WIS or CHA (Stat)

What it does:

This tag outputs the modifier of the given stat (i.e. STR, DEX, CON, INT, WIS and CHA) without any temporary modifiers applied.

Example:

SR:STAT.INT.NOTEMP

This would set the character’s spell resistance to their natural (unmodified) intelligence modifier.

*** New 5.5.1

Tag Name: TEMPDESC:x

Variables Used (x): Text

What it does:

A sentence of any length used to describe what the BONUS: with PREAPPLY tags are going to do or when they should be used.

The text will only be displayed in the Temporary Bonus Sub-Tab.

Example:

TEMPDESC:This bonus can be applied when the character is in an underground environment.

Describes the conditions needed for the bonus to be valid.

Where it is used:

Any line with a BONUS tag qualified with a PREAPPLY tag.
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Tag Name: TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:x|x

Variables Used: ADDCHOICE

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of template choices that are added to the list presented by the original TEMPLATE tag found in 

other lst files.

Example:

TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:Celestial|Outsider

The PC receives the “Celestial” and “Outsider” templates.

*** Deprecated.

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x.REMOVE

Tag Name: UDAM:x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (By Creature Size)

What it does:

This indicates the unarmed damage the character does. There should always be 9 fields, one for each size. From Finite to 

Colossal, left to right.

Example:

UDAM:1,1d2,1d3,1d4,1d6,1d8,1d10,1d12,2d8

This sets unarmed damage done as 1 for finite to 2d8 for colossal.

Tag Name: UMULT

Variables Used: Number (Unarmed damage critical multiplier)

What it does:

This indicates the unarmed damage critical multiplier the character has. This tag ONLY works with the UDAM tag on the same 

line.

Examples:

UMULT:2

This set unarmed damage critical multiplier as x2.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: UNENCUMBEREDMOVE:x

Variables Used (x): LightLoad

Variables Used (x): MediumLoad

Variables Used (x): HeavyLoad

Variables Used (x): Overload

Variables Used (x): LightArmor

Variables Used (x): MediumArmor

Variables Used (x): HeavyArmor

What it does:

This is a global tag that allows the character to ignore encumbrance penalties to movement.

This tag is backwards inclusive, so if you have UNENCUMBEREDMOVE:MediumLoad it means you also have UNENCUMBEREDMOVE:

LightLoad.

This can be | (pipe) delimited in order to negate both the encumbrance and armor penalties.

Example:

UNENCUMBEREDMOVE:HeavyLoad|HeavyArmor

This is used in the Race entry for Dwarves, Dwarves ignore encumbrance penalties to movement for heavy armor and heavy 

loads.
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*** Updated

Tag Name: VFEAT:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of Feats)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of feats that the character gains as virtual feats. 

 • Virtual Feats are granted to the character regardless of the prerequisites. 

 • New prerequisites can be assigned by appending PRExxx tags. 

Examples:

VFEAT:Simple Weapon Proficiency

The character gains “Simple Weapon Proficiency” as a virtual feat.

VFEAT:Alertness|Blind Fight

The character gains “Alertness” and “Blind Fight” as virtual feats.

VFEAT:Banana Barrage|PRECLASS:1,Ninja Monkey=1

The character gains “Banana Barrage” as virtual feats only if they have at least one level of “Ninja Monkey”.

Tag Name: VISION:x (y)|x (y)

Variables Used:Text, | delimited

What it does:

This tag is “|” pipe delimited. This grants the specified vision to the character and formulas can be used to determine the 

distance.

Examples:

VISION:Low-light

This gives the “Low-Light” vision mode to the PC.

VISION:Darkvision (60’)

This gives the “Dark” vision mode of 60 foot to the PC.

VISION:Darkvision (10*TL)

This gives the “Dark” vision mode of 10 x their total level to the PC.

VISION:Darkvision (120’)|Low-light

This gives the “Dark” vision mode of 120 foot and the “Low-Light” vision mode to the PC.

Variables Used: .SET, or .CLEAR

What it does:

.CLEAR. will clear the vision listed after it from the character. The .SET. will change the characters vision to the new vision.

Example:

VISION:.CLEAR.Low-light

Removes the Low-light vision from the character

*** Deprecated. Use AUTO:WEAPONPROF

Tag Name: WEAPONAUTO:x
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The .MOD Tag
Warning: This section is nowhere near complete and will be expanded on as time progresses.

Tag Name: <name>.MOD

Variables Used: Text, First field of the item to be modified

What it does:

 • This defines what object is going to be modified. 

 • Please note that the name must match EXACTLY (case sensitive, and the classes need the beginning CLASS: tag). 

 • Any tags that are listed are added to the list of tags already in the object. 

 • If only one tag is allowed (such as HD for classes, or COST in equipment) the new tag will replace the tag in the original 

entry. If more than one tag is allowed (most notably BONUS statements), then the new tag will be added to the other tags in the object. 

Examples:

Human.MOD

Modifies the Human race (in a race.lst file)

Dagger.MOD

Modifies the Dagger weapon (in equipment.lst file)

CLASS:Ranger.MOD

Modifies the Ranger class (in class.lst)

Skill Focus.MOD

Modifies the Skill Focus feat (in feat.lst)

Tag Name: <name>.COPY=<new name>

Variables Used: Text, First field of the item to be copied

What it does:

 • This defines what object is going to be copied. 

 • This creates a new object with the same properties of the original object. 

 • Tags following the .COPY line modify the new object in the same way the .MOD tag modifies objects. 

 • Please note that the name must match EXACTLY (case sensitive, and the classes need the beginning CLASS: tag). 

 • Warning! While it can be done copying a Class is not recommended, the reason being that while the class lines are copied 

into a new class there remain tags in those lines which refer to the original class by name. The effect of this is that you r new class will 

not inherit any class abilities that reference the old class name, some of these include: Spellcasting, Favored enemies and other special 

abilities. 

 • Any tags that are listed are added to the list of tags already in the object. 

 • If only one tag is allowed (such as HD for classes, or COST in equipment) the new tag will replace the tag in the original 

entry. If more than one tag is allowed (most notably BONUS statements), then the new tag will be added to the other tags in the object. 

Examples:

Human.COPY=Aboriginee

Creates a new race called Aboriginee based on the Human race. (in a race.lst file)

Dagger.COPY=Hunting Knife

Creates a new weapon called Hunting Knife based on the weapon Dagger. (in equipment.lst file)

CLASS:Ranger.COPY=Woodsman

Creates a new class called the Woodsman based on the Ranger class. (in class.lst, see warning above)

Skill Focus.COPY=Heighten Knowledge

Creates a new feat called Heighten Knowledge based on the Skill Focus feat. (in feat.lst)

Tag Name: <tag>.CLEAR.<variable>

Variables Used: Text, Last field is the item to be cleared

What it does:
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This is used in conjunction with the .MOD and .COPY tags. This tag is also useful in CLASS lines. (see entry for SA in Other global 

tags) Tags that can have multiple items (such as TYPE) and tags that can be used multiple times can be eliminated. the .CLEAR 

syntax has not yet been standardized as many of the other tags have been and there are at least 3 variations on how it can be 

used. Some experimentation may be required to see which usage is required with which tags. Note: Although listed as global not 

all tags will work with .CLEAR.

Syntax usage:

TAG:.CLEAR.<Values to be cleared>

This syntax works with the SA tag and the CSKILL tag, the items which follow the .CLEAR. are cleared

TAG:.CLEAR

This syntax clears ALL the values of the original object. Once cleared follow it with a second tag which sets the new values. 

Caution: PCGen works in a sequential manor and if the two tags order is swapped the new value will be cleared as well as 

the original values.

Deprecated syntax:

TAG:.CLEAR.<New values to be added>

This syntax clears ALL the values of the original object and then adds back any items which follow the .CLEAR. This should 

not be used. Instead use TAG:.CLEAR followed by a new tag to set the new values as shown above.

Examples:

CLASS:Toto

1 <tab> SA:Big Papa

2 <tab> SA:Big Mama

3 <tab> SA:.CLEAR.Big Papa <tab> SA:Very Big Papa

At level 3 .CLEAR is used to delete the SA ‘Big Papa’ because it becomes redundant or unnecessary when the class gets the 

SA ‘Very Big Papa’. (in class.lst)

CLASS:Ranger.MOD <tab> CSKILL:.CLEAR.Animal Empathy

Modifies the Ranger class by eliminating the Animal Empathy skill from its class skill list (in class.lst)

Dagger.COPY=Hunting Knife TYPE:.CLEAR TYPE:Weapon.Melee.Finesseable.Exotic.Standard.

Piercing.Slashing.Dagger

Creates a new weapon called Hunting Knife, clears ALL the types from the new weapon and then adds back the desired 

types (in equipment.lst file), Note that in this example tabs are represented with line breaks.

Acid Arrow.MOD <tab> SCHOOL:.CLEAR <tab> SCHOOL:Lesser Conjuration

Modifies the Acid Arrow spell by eliminating the original value of the SCHOOL tag and then sets the new value with a 

second SCHOOL tag (in spell.lst)

Tag Name: <name>.FORGET

Variables Used: Text, First field of the item to be removed

Examples:

Human.FORGET

Removes the Human race (in a race.lst file)

Dagger.FORGET

Removes the Dagger weapon (in equipment.lst file)

CLASS:Ranger.FORGET

Removes the Ranger class (in class.lst)

Skill Focus.FORGET

Removes the Skill Focus feat (in feat.lst)

What it does:

This is a variation of .MOD. Unlike .MOD, this tag has no other tags following it. .FORGET completely removes a class from a 

listing. Since this is done last, you can not .FORGET the Ranger class, then load up your own modified Ranger class.
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Tag Listing by File
The Meat & Potatoes of it all! The Holy Grail has been found! Houston, we have landed on the Moon!

Well, okay, so maybe not that exciting, but it is as good as sliced bread.  A file by file listing of all the tags currently in use by PCGen’s list 

files! How, what, why, where, when... all these questions answered!

Converting from Code-ese to English is a tough task, so hopefully these pages are a coherent enough form of English for everyone! (and if you 

speak Code-ese, go away! You’re a Code Monkey, this area is for List Monkeys! :p 

PCC files
These are the PCGen Campaign Configuration files. Here you can specify what you want included in this campaign. Note	-	you	
cannot	anywhere,	other	than	immediately	after	the	tag,	use	a	colon	(:)	in	the	CAMPAIGN	tag. Doing so will cause PCGen to 
report errors and not load correctly. It is recommended practice that your pcc files be located in the same directory as your list 
files, the notable exception being if you have multiple directories, with multiple list files, then you locate a “master” pcc file in the main directory. 
This will be explained below in the TAGs section.

This page is divided into three sections

Source and Header Information Tags - are used to provide information about the dataset
Main Body Tags - are used to load the specific .lst files which make up the dataset.
Other .pcc file tags - are used to provide additional functionality.

Source and Header Information Tags
NOTE: The first three tags, CAMPAIGN, GAMEMODE and TYPE, are presented first out of alphabetical order to emphasize that they 
are required tags which must be the first three lines in a .pcc file.

Tag Name: CAMPAIGN:x
Variables Used (x): Text (Name of source)
What it does:

This MUST be the first line in the file. The standard format used is Company Short Name (Foo) - Campaign Name - Name 
of material

Example:
CAMPAIGN:FGI - FooB Core Rulebook I - FHB

WARNING: The use of the ampersand (&) sign will cause significant problems with PCGen, so recommended usage 
is to replace with the word “and” or the letter “n” to avoid this.

Tag Name: GAMEMODE:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Name of GameMode)
What it does:

This MUST be 2nd in the file. This tells PCGen what genre this is in PCGen and must be entered exactly as shown.
Examples:

GAMEMODE:3e

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x
Variables Used (x):Text (Source types)
What it does:

This MUST be third in the file. The tag elements are as follows:
 • element 1 (e.g., Foo Games) is the name of the company or individual that produced the material that the data files are based on; 
 • element 2 is the format of that original material (e.g., Sourcebook, Web Enhancement, Magazine, Supplement, etc.), and; 
 • element 3 (optional) is the “campaign setting” for the original material (such as the publisher’s campaign realm). 
Example:

TYPE:Foo Games.Core Rules.Core
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Tag Name: COPYRIGHT:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Copyright information)
What it does:

Used to display copyright information when a source is single clicked on, in the source selection page, upon program 
start.
Sources included with PCGen should have the copyright information from section 15 of the Open Game License 
included in the source reproduced verbatim.
An additional entry should be made listing all who worked on the PCGen conversion in the format shown below.

Example:
COPYRIGHT:PCGen dataset conversion for “X Book” Copyright XXXX-YYYY, PCgen 

Data Team including, but not limited to, “Original Author”, “Any secondary 

authors”.

This is the Sec. 15 that should be added to all sources going into PCGen. X Book should be the name of the 
source, XXXX should be the year the dataset was created and YYYY is the current year. Please list all contributors 
to the dataset.

COPYRIGHT:Foo Reference Document &copy 2003 Foo Games, Inc.

Note(s):&copy - This code coverts to a copyright symbol (©) when put in the text of a COPYRIGHT tag.

Tag Name: HELP:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Internet address)
What it does:

Provides an internet link to a web page for help with the source. The link can be accessed in the GUI by right clicking 
the source name in the source tab and selecting “Product Help...”.

Example:
HELP:http://www.foogames.com/producthelp.html

Tag Name: INFOTEXT:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Information)
What it does:

Provides Text information that is displayed in the Information Window on the Source Tab when the source material 
is selected.

Example:
INFOTEXT:This pcc loads all the Foo source materials minus the FooWorld races

Deprecated 5.�
Tag Name: ISD20:x

Tag Name: ISOGL:x
Variables Used (x):Boolean (YES or NO)
What it does:

Used to indicate if sources are OGL compliant. If ISOGL:YES then its COPYRIGHT info gets inserted into the OGL 
license. This tag is optional.

Examples:
ISOGL:YES

ISOGL:NO
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*** New 5.�.�
Tag Name: ISLICENSED:x

Variables Used (x):Boolean (YES or NO)
What it does:

Used to indicate if sources have a special license, and activated the LICENSE tag, which will display information about 
the license to the end-user.

Examples:
ISLICENSED:YES

ISLICENSED:NO

*** Deprecated - will be gone soon. Use GAMEMODE ***
Tag Name: GAME:x

Tag Name: GENRE:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Genre)
What it does:

This tells PCGen what genre this is.
Eventually This will be used to filter sources.

Example:
GENRE:Fantasy

*** New 5.�.�
Tag Name: LICENSE:x

Variables Used (x):Text (License information)
Variables Used (x):FILE=Text (HTML file)
What it does:

Displays special license information in a pop-up at time of source load. Requires a ISLICENSED:YES tag to be 
active.

Examples:
LICENSE:This set included with special permission from Foo Games

Would display the text in a nice box with other licenses.
LICENSE:FILE=foolicense.html

Doing a FILE= allows PCC to point to an HTML formatted file, which will display in a box of its own.
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Tag Name: RANK:x
Variables Used (x): Number (Rank)
What it does:

Sets the priority in loading .pcc files. 1 is the highest priority and 9 is the lowest priority for loading .pcc files.
When PCGen encounters certain objects with duplicate names from different sources (such as Classes) the object in 
the source with the highest priority rank will be loaded while the duplicate will generate an error message (and will 
not be loaded).

Example:
RANK:1

This pcc file is given first priority when loading.
Officially sanctioned use of ranks:

RANK:1 - Core rules
RANK:2 - Campaign settings
RANK:3 - Supplements
RANK:4 - Web enhancements
RANK:5 - 3rd party campaign books
RANK:6 - 3rd party supplements
RANK:7 - 3rd party web enhancements
RANK:8 and 9 - Homebrew

Tag Name: SETTING:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Setting)
What it does:

This tells PCGen what the setting is (if there is one).
Eventually This will be used to filter sources.

Example:
SETTING:Ravenloft

Tag Name: BOOKTYPE:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Book type)
What it does:

This tells PCGen what the book type is.
Eventually This will be used to filter sources.

Example:
BOOKTYPE:Supplement

*** Updated �.�.10
Tag Name: SOURCELONG:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Long name of source)
What it does:

The full product/book name.
Example:

SOURCELONG:Core Rulebook I (Foo Handbook)

The long source name for this file is “Core Rulebook I (Foo Handbook)”.
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*** Updated �.�.10
Tag Name: SOURCESHORT:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Short name of source)
What it does:

The short product/book name.
Example:

SOURCESHORT:FHB

The short source name for this file is “FHB”.

*** Updated �.�.10
Tag Name: SOURCEWEB:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Web address)
What it does:

The URL that points directly to this product/book.
Example:

SOURCEWEB:http://www.foogames.com/product.php?products=654321

The web site for this source is “SOURCEWEB:http://www.foogames.com/product.php?products=654321”.

*** New 5.9.5
Tag Name: SOURCEDATE:x

Variables Used (x):Date (Release date of source in format YYYY-MM)
What it does:

Allows PCGen to determine which of two sources is newer. A source without this tag will be considered older than a 
source with a set date. There is a preference which must be checked to activate this feature. In Preferences/PCGen/
Sources check the box for “Allow newer sources to override duplicate object from older sources”.

Example:
SOURCEDATE:2005-12

This source was published in December 2005.

*** New �.�.10
Tag Name: PUBNAMELONG:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Long name of publisher)
What it does:

The Publisher’s full name.
Example:

PUBNAMELONG:Foo Games, Inc.

*** New �.�.10
Tag Name: PUBNAMESHORT:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Short name of publisher)
What it does:

The Publisher’s abbreviated name (usually their initials).
Example:

PUBNAMESHORT:FGI
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*** New �.�.10
Tag Name: PUBNAMEWEB:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Web link)
What it does:

The Publisher’s website/URL.
Example:

PUBNAMEWEB:http://www.foogames.com/index.php

Tag Name: SHOWINMENU:x
Variables Used (x):Boolean (true or false)
Example:

SHOWINMENU:true

What it does:
When set to true, this tag tells PCGen to display this campaign in the Settings -> Campaigns menu. When selected, 
it will unload all other campaigns, and load this campaign. It will also set any options listed in the PCC file. It will 
appear in a submenu of its gamemode.

Main Body Tags
The function of all the main body tags is tell PCGen to load a specific file. There are three ways of doing this. The first and most common is 

by a relative file path. The path is relative to the .pcc file so if the file and the .pcc file that calls it are in the same directory then all that is 

needed is the name of the file. The second method is a special absolute path which is useful if you need to call a specific file from a known 

location in the data folder. by using an @ symbol and a file path PCGen will locate the file by looking in the data folder by the path specified. 

In the same way you can use the & symbol to access a file path in the vendor data directory. The third method is by loading data files over 

the internet. To do this you must set PCGens preferences to allow this. You can then create a .pcc file which uses web address instead of file 

paths to load source files.

Examples:
CLASS:fhbclasses.lst

Loads the file fhbclasses.lst which is in the same directory as the .pcc file calling it.
Examples:

CLASS:@/foogames/sourcebooks/foo/core/fhandbook/fhbclasses.lst

Loads the file from a path relative to the data folder.
Examples:

CLASS:http://www.foogames.com/fhandbook/fhbclasses.lst

Loads the source file from a web site.

WARNING: Do not use backslashes (\) for directory separators in file paths, use only forward slashes (/). backslashes work 
correctly on Windows systems but cause problems on Unix flavored systems such as Linux and Max OS X.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The following tags can (and it is recommended for equipment) have multiple lines. The names of the list files 
in the example column are also only suggestions. To include the same type of files from the same directory on the same line you 
would separate each file to be loaded (of the appropriate type, i.e., fhbarmorshields.lst|fhbequip|etc). Sometimes, 
not all of these tags are required by a source material. If a tag is not required, it cannot be left blank, it must be commented out 
or deleted entirely. These tags only tell PCGen where to go to get the information it needs, it points it to the right spot. Each list 
file will be fully explained below, separated by the list file name, with a full list of the tags that can be used in each one.
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Tag Name: PCC:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Use to include other pcc files. It is recommended that you include this tag before any tags that load LST files. When 
including data files you only need to use their filename if they are located in the same directory as the PCC file, itself. 
If not, you must include path information along with the filename:

 • you may use relative paths (e.g., PCC:../peerdirectory/myothersource.pcc), or;
 • a special absolute path (e.g., PCC:@/foogames/sourcebooks/foo/core/fhandbook/fhb.pcc).

Using the special character @ indicates that you want to start the file search from the root data directory of PCGen 
instead of the directory where the current PCC file is located.
WARNING: Do not use backslashes (\) for directory separators in file paths, use only forward slashes (/). backslashes 
work correctly on Windows systems but cause problems on Unix flavored systems such as Linux and Max OS X.

Example:
PCC:../foodir/foobook.pcc

Tag Name: BIOSET:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the biosettings list file specified
Example:

BIOSET:biosettings.lst

Tag Name: CLASS:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the classes list file specified
Example:

CLASS:fhbclasses.lst

Tag Name: COMPANIONMOD:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the companion modifiers list file specified
Example:

COMPANIONMOD:foocompanionmods.lst

*** New 5.9.7
Tag Name: COVER:x

Variables Used (x):Text (Image file path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the image file specified. The image is displayed in the Source Tab in the Source Info panel when 
the dataset is selected.

Example:
COVER:foohandbookcover.jpg

Tag Name: DEITY:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
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What it does:
Tells PCGen to load the deities list file specified

Example:
DEITY:foodeities.lst

Tag Name: DOMAIN:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the domains list file specified
Example:

DOMAIN:foodomains.lst

Tag Name: EQUIPMENT:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the equipment list file specified
Examples:

EQUIPMENT:fooallequip.lst

EQUIPMENT:fooequiparmorsshields.lst

Tag Name: EQUIPMOD:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the equipment modifiers list file specified
Example:

EQUIPMOD:fooequipmods.lst

Tag Name: FEAT:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the feats list file specified
Example:

FEAT:foofeats.lst

Tag Name: KIT:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the starting kits list file specified
Example:

KIT:foostartingkits.lst

Tag Name: LANGUAGE:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the languages list file specified
Example:

LANGUAGE:foolanguages.lst
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Tag Name: RACE:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the races list file specified
Example:

RACE:fooraces.lst

Tag Name: SKILL:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the skills list file specified
Example:

SKILL:fooskills.lst

Tag Name: SPELL:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the spells list file specified
Example:

SPELL:foospells.lst

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the template list file specified
Example:

TEMPLATE:footemplates.lst

Tag Name: WEAPONPROF:x
Variables Used (x):Text (File path)
What it does:

Tells PCGen to load the weapon proficiencies list file specified
Example:

WEAPONPROF:fooweapprofsimple.lst
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Other .pcc file tags
The tags below do not provide information about the dataset nor do they load files by themselves but instead provide additional functionality.

Tag Name: LSTEXCLUDE:x|x
Variables Used (x):Text (File names)
What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited tag which allows you to customize which LST files are loaded. This must be before PCC/LST 
file INCLUDE statements if used. All of the files listed will NOT be loaded, even if referenced later by other included 
PCC files. The LST file list can be a single LST filename per entry, or can be separated by the “|” (pipe) character. The 
full path to the file is needed unless the .pcc file containing the LSTEXCLUDE tag is in the same directory as the files 
to be excluded.

Examples:
LSTEXCLUDE:fooraces.lst

LSTEXCLUDE:fooraces.lst|foogods.lst

LSTEXCLUDE:@d20ogl/foogames/foohandbook/fooclasses.lst

Tag Name: INCLUDE:x
Variables Used (x):LST object name
Variables Used:CLASS, COMPANIONMODS, DEITY, DOMAIN, EQUIPMENT, EQUIPMOD, FEAT, KIT, LANGUAGE, RACE, SKILL, SPELL, 
TEMPLATE, WEAPONPROF
What it does:

This would first load all the races from the fhbrace.lst file, then add to that list all the races defined in myrace.
lst but then include only the Happy Elf class from myrace.lst. The resulting list of races would then be available 
for character creation. The INCLUDE tag will not prevent other .pcc files from loading the same LST files.

Example:
RACE:fhbrace.lst|myrace.lst|(INCLUDE:Happy Elf)

IMPORTANT NOTE: Using INCLUDE for the same file on multiple lines will cause only the first line with INCLUDE to be processed.

Tag Name: EXCLUDE:x
Variables Used (x):LST object name
Variables Used:CLASS, COMPANIONMODS, DEITY, DOMAIN, EQUIPMENT, EQUIPMOD, FEAT, KIT, LANGUAGE, RACE, SKILL, SPELL, 
TEMPLATE, WEAPONPROF
What it does:

This would first load all the races from the fhbrace.lst file and exclude the Fooman and Foowarf from it, then add 
to that list all the races defined in myrace.lst. The resulting list of races would then be available for character 
creation. The EXCLUDE tag will not prevent other .pcc files from loading the same LST files.

Example:
RACE:fhbrace.lst|(EXCLUDE:Fooman|Foowarf)|myrace.lst
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*** New 5.9.1
Tag Name: HIDETYPE:x|y|y

Variables Used (x):EQUIP (Equipment Types will be hidden)
Variables Used (x):FEAT (Feat Types will be hidden)
Variables Used (x):SKILL (Skill Types will be hidden)
Variables Used (y):Text (Type to be hidden)
What it does:

This tag will prevent the listed Types from appearing within the user interface while allowing it to be used internally 
by PCGen. This is useful when types need to be added for internal purposes but it is not desirable to have the type 
show in the GUI. HIDETYPE will effect all sources loaded but only when the .pcc file it is in is loaded.

Example:
HIDETYPE:EQUIP|Starting|SpecialTools

The Types Starting and SpecialTools will not be visible in the user interface. The equipment type “Starting” is 
hardcoded into the feature which provides free clothing at first level.

Tag Name: OPTION:x
Variables Used (x):Text (Option)
What it does:

Specifies an option which should be set when the campaign is loaded. The format is the same as in the options.
ini file. The user can stop these options from being set by unselecting the PCGen -> Sources -> Allow options to be 
set by sources setting in the Preferences dialog. Note: Only the pcgen.options lines can be used. pcgen.files settings 
are not valid for this tag.

Examples:
OPTION:hpMaxAtFirstLevel=true

OPTION:pcgen.options.maxWandSpellLevel=4

Tag Name: REQSKILL:x
Variables Used (x):ALL or REQSKILL:ALL or UNTRAINED or REQSKILL:UNTRAINED or Text
What it does:

A “|” (pipe) delimited list can include:
 • UNTRAINED - all untrained skills will be automatically included on any character as if the skill had the REQ tag (see 

skill.lst for details);
 • ALL - all skills will have the REQ tag, or;

 • a list of specified skill names. 
If this tag is included it should be after the SKILL: tag.

Example:
REQSKILL:Alchemy|Bluff|Diplomacy|etc
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Game Mode: biosettings.lst
Bio Settings list files can now be included in datasets using the BIOSET tag in a .pcc file.

Bio Settings list files loaded by a dataset will override settings set in the gameMode for creatures of the same name.

Bio Settings set the parameters for height, weight, eye color and other traits which can be randomly chosen in the description tab.

Tag Name: AGEDIEROLL:x

Variables Used (x): Random Number Formula (Die expression).

What it does:

 • Used to randomize the starting age of the character within the boundaries of the age set. 

 • The closest die roll configuration that would total the difference between BASEAGE and MAXAGE at full value. 

Examples:

AGEDIEROLL:5d4

This give a minimum age of 5 and maximum of 20.

AGEDIEROLL:4d20+1d4

This give a minimum age of 5 and maximum of 84.

Tag Name: AGESET:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of the age set)

Variables Used (y): Text (A name for the age set - Adult, Old, Venerable, etc.)

What it does:

 • Defines the age ranges for each race and age category. 

 • Each age category should have it’s own AGESET tag with a different Text field for a name. 

 • Each AGESET tag should be sequentially numbered starting at 0, for the youngest age category. 

Examples:

AGESET:0|Adulthood

1st ageset is “Adulthood”.

AGESET:1|Middle Age

2nd ageset is “Middle Age”.

Tag Name: BASEAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum age for the associated age set and race)

What it does:

Sets the minimum age to be considered in the age set.

Example:

BASEAGE:35

Base Age is 35.

Tag Name: BASEAGEADD:xdy

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (number of sides on the dice)

What it does:

The BASEAGEADD tag is used inside of the CLASS tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your 

base age for the class(es) it is paired with.

Example:

BASEAGEADD:2d4

This class added 2d4 years to the Base Age of the character.
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Tag Name: BASEHT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum height for the associated race and gender)

What it does:

The BASEHT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the starting point for the height of the race. This number needs to be in 

the base units set in the game mode.

Example:

BASEHT:53

Base height is 53 inches (in 3e mode).

Tag Name: BASEWT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The minimum weight for the associated race and gender)

What it does:

The BASEWT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the starting point for the weight of the race. This number needs to be in 

the base units set in the game mode.

Example:

BASEWT:85

Base weight is 85 lbs. in 3e mode.

Tag Name: CLASS:x,x[BASEAGEADD:y]

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (The die-roll to be added to the BASEAGE based upon the class)

What it does:

Used in AGESET:0 to define the number of years to add to the base age, for each character class of this race.

Example:

CLASS:Barbarian,Rogue,Sorcerer[BASEAGEADD:1d4]

If the class is “Barbarian”, “Rogue” or “Sorcerer” than the add 1d4 to the base age.

Tag Name: EYES:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Eye Color)

What it does:

The entries in this tag are used by the Description tabs randomizing function for the eye color for the associated race.

Example:

EYES:Blue|Black|Brown|Gray

Eyes may be Blue, Black, Brown or Grey.

Tag Name: HAIR:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Hair Color)

What it does:

The entries in this tag are used by the Description tabs randomizing function for the hair for the associated race.

Example:

HAIR:Blue|Black|Brown|Gray

Hair may be Blue, Black, Brown or Grey.

Tag Name: HTDIEROLL:xdy

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (number of sides on the dice)

What it does:

The HTDIEROLL tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base 
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height for the race/sex it is paired with. It also acts as a variable name that contains the result of this randomization.

Example:

HTDIEROLL:2d10

This race added 2d10 to its base height.

Tag Name: MAXAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (The maximum age for the associated age set and race)

What it does:

Sets the maximum age to be considered in the age set.

Example:

MAXAGE:50

Maximum age for this set is 50.

Tag Name: RACENAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The name of the race)

What it does:

Defines the name of the race. Will appear under every AGESET tag. If the name is followed by a “%” symbol then that BIOSET 

will apply to all subsets of that race name. For example RACENAME:Elf% will apply to Elf (Drow), Elf (Wood) and all other 

Elf races. Without the “%” symbol the age set will apply only to the race that matches the name exactly, so RACENAME:Elf 

(House) will only be used by the race “Elf (House)”. Using parenthesis in combination with the “%” symbol will not work at 

all. BIOSET entries for specific subset races will override a general BIOSET entry of the same race.

Example:

RACENAME:Human%

The race name is “Human” and the BIOSET will apply to all subsets of the Human race.

RACENAME:Elf (Drow)

The race name is “Elf (Drow)” and the BIOSET will apply only to the race “Elf (Drow)”.

Tag Name: SEX:gender[BASEHT:v|HTDIEROLL:w|BASEWT:x|WTDIEROLL:y|TOTALWT:z]

Variables Used (gender): Text (Male or Female)

Variables Used (v): Number (The base height for the associated race/gender)

Variables Used (w): Text (The die roll for randomizing height)

Variables Used (x): Number (The base weight for the associated race/gender)

Variables Used (y): Text (The die roll for randomizing weight)

Variables Used (z): Text (A formula used to get the total weight)

What it does:

 • Determines how the Description tab randomizer generates height and weight for the different genders. 

 • Both sexes are usually given on one line, one following the other with the same format as shown. 

 •  

Example:

Male[BASEHT:58|HTDIEROLL:2d10|BASEWT:130|WTDIEROLL:2d4|TOTALWT:BASEWT+(HTDIEROLL*WTDIER

OLL)]

Male height is 58+2d10 and Weight is 130+(height*2d4).

Tag Name: SKINTONE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skin tone color)

What it does:

The entries in this tag are used by the Description tabs randomizing function for the skin tone for the associated race.

Example:
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SKINTONE:Tanned|Pasty|Gray

Skin tone is Tanned Pasty or Gray.

Tag Name: TOTALWT:x

Variables Used (x): Number or Formula (Total weight of the character)

What it does:

The TOTALWT tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the total weight of your character. It can use standard numbers, as well 

as the BASEWT, WTDIEROLL and HTDIEROLL variables.

Example:

TOTALWT:BASEWT+(HTDIEROLL*WTDIEROLL)

Defines the total weight of the character.

Tag Name: WTDIEROLL:xdy

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (number of sides on the dice)

What it does:

The WTDIEROLL tag is used inside of the SEX tag to define the spread for randomization in the number that is added to your base 

weight for the race/sex it is paired with. It also acts as a variable name that contains the result of this randomization.

Example:

WTDIEROLL:2d4

This race added 2d10 to its base weight.

Class Files
Class files are where each class is listed, given it’s important information for the correct output and functioning of the class.

There are many tags required to build the class successfully, but not all are required. The tags below represent the choices that can be applied 
to each class. They are broken into four categories:

 • Needed for all classes. 
 • Spell casters. 
 • Subclass casters. 
 • Other tags. 
 • Monster specific tags.

 
Each class has 2 components to it:

 • The main class line. 
 • The class level line.

 
The class line begins with CLASS (Required) and the class level line begins with a level # (0, 1, 2, etc - Required).

Tags Required for all Classes

Tag Name: ABB:x
Variables Used: Text
What it does:

This is a 3-5 letter abbreviation of the class name.
Example:

ABB:Rgr

The class abbreviation is “Rgr”.
Where it is used:

Class Line.
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*** New �.�.8 Tag Name: ATTACKCYCLE:x

Variables Used: BAB, RAB, or UAB

What it does:

 • This sets the Melee (BAB - yes, misleading), Ranged (RAB), or Unarmed Attack (UAB) cycles. 

 • Default is 5 for all. 

 • Once a Cycle is reached, the character gets another attack (+6/+1 is one 5 cycle.) 

Example:

ATTACKCYCLE:UAB|3

Grants another attack ever 3 bonus points of BAB from the class to the Unarmed attack cycle.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: CLASS:x

Variables Used: Text

What it does:

 • This tells PCgen the class name and sets up the relationships with skills and spells. 

 • This line can be entered twice in a single class entry (appear on 2 separate lines) for purposes of making the 

lines easier to read in an editor (so as to not have to scroll forever to reach the end of the class line). 

 • THIS MUST BE THE FIRST TAG!!!

 • Symbols that should not be used: , / - + & If you need to use those symbols, put them in an OUTPUTNAME tag. 

Example:

CLASS:Ranger

The full class name is “Ranger”.

Where it is used:

Beginning of Class Line.

Tag Name: HD:x

Variables Used: Number (4, 6, 8, 10, 12. default is 0)

What it does:

This is the Hit Die used to determine hit points at each level gained.

Example:

HD:10

The hit dice per level is 10.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: MAXLEVEL:x

Variables Used: Number

What it does:

 • This is maximum level a character in this class can advance to. 

 • There is a checkbox in the Preferences|Character section of the menu. 

Example:

MAXLEVEL:10

The maximum class level is 10.

Where it is used:

Class Line.
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Tag Name: STARTSKILLPTS:x

Variables Used: Number

What it does:

This is how many skill points a character gains per level.

Example:

STARTSKILLPTS:4

Class gets 4 skill points per level, before any modifiers.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: TYPE:x

Variables Used: Text (Monster, PC, NPC, Prestige, Base, Apprentice)

What it does:

This is used within the filters of PCGen to sort the classes by their respective types (makes it easier to find a specific class).

Example:

TYPE:Base.PC

The class will appear if the “Base” or “PC” filter options are selected.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: XTRAFEATS:x

Variables Used: Number

What it does:

This is used to determine how many extra feats the class will get at first level only.

Example:

XTRAFEATS:1

The class will gets 1 extra feat.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Spell Casters Tags

Tag Name: ADDDOMAINS:x

Variables Used: Text

What it does:

 • This grants additional domain choices to the character, it is a . (decimal) delimited list of names. 

 • It does not add them to the character’s domains, but merely adds them to the list they can choose from. 

 • If the character gets a choice for a bonus domain, it may need to be paired with a BONUS:DOMAIN|NUMBER|x tag. 

Examples:

ADDDOMAINS:Sun

The class gets the Sun domain as a choice regardless of the deity selected.

ADDDOMAINS:Sun.Law

The class gets the Sun & Law domains as a choice regardless of the deity selected.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.
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*** New 5.�

Tag Name: BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number to add class level)

What it does:

 • Each spellcasting class should have a CASTERLEVEL bonus associated with it. 

 • If no CASTERLEVEL bonus is present for a spell casting class, it will default to class level. 

 • This tag is listed here for this specific use but it is a Global tag and has wider uses including raising the caster 

level of racial spells. See the BONUS:CASTERLEVEL entry in Global tags for more information.

Example:

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|Wizard|CL

Sets the Wizards spell caster level to his class level.

BONUS:CASTERLEVEL|Paladin|CL/2|PRECLASSLEVEL:Paladin=4

Sets the Paladins spell caster level to half his class level after he reaches level 4.

*** New �.�.1 Tag Name: BONUSSPELLSTAT:x
Variables Used: abbreviated name of stat (from statsandchecks.lst) or “None”
What it does:
 • Changes the Stat used to determine Bonus spells that a spell caster get from high ability score from the SPELLSTAT named 
Stat. 
 • If not present, the SPELLSTAT will determine DCs and bonus spells. 
 • If set to NONE no bonus spells will be granted. 
Example:

BONUSSPELLSTAT:STR

The class uses Strength to determine bonus spells.
Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** Updated 5.8
Tag Name: CAST:x

Variables Used: Number or Formula
What it does:

 • Tells PCGen how many spell per day the caster has (displayed on the Spells Tab). 
 • If no Value is assigned at a given level, the tag defaults to 0. 
 • A formula can only be used if the HASSPELLFORMULA:Y tag is also set for the class. 
 • Note: The formula used cannot have commas (,) embedded in it. If a formula requires a comma use a DEFINE to 
set a variable and use the variable in the CAST progression.

Where it is used:
Class Level Line.

Example:
CAST:3,3,1

Class can cast 3 0th level spells, 3 1st level spells and 1 2nd level spell.
Example:

DEFINE:CastLvl0|min(6,4+CL) <tab> CAST:CastLvl0

Sets the cast progression to the value of the variable CastLvl0 for 0 level spells.

*** Deprecated
Tag Name: CASTAS:x

This tag was used to tell PCGen to use the referenced class’s CAST: and KNOWN: tag progressions but has not worked for some time. The 
capability is not needed as this can be done with other tags. The way to replicate another classes spellcasting capabilities is to copy 
that classes CAST, KNOWN and other spell related tags into the new class and then use the SPELLLIST tag to assign it the spell list from 
the class being replicated.
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Tag Name: DEITY:x

Variables Used: Text

What it does:

The list that the character may follow, it is | (pipe) delimited and defaults to ANY if not present

Examples:

DEITY:Zeus

Class may only have “Zeus” as its Deity.

DEITY:Zeus|Athena

Class may have “Zeus” or “Athena” as its Deity.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: DOMAIN:x
Variables Used: Text
What it does:
 • This grants additional domains, as listed, directly to the character. 
 • It is a | (pipe) delimited list of names and can contain PRExxx tags within it immediately after the domain name in [] 
(brackets). 
 • This forces choices - ie. it forces one or more of the users choices to the listed domain(s). 
 • If a domain is added on top of the characters other normal domains, it will need to be paired with a BONUS:
DOMAIN|NUMBER|x. 
Example:s

DOMAIN:Sun

The class gets the Sun domain added.
DOMAIN:Sun|Law

The class gets the Sun or law domain added.
DOMAIN:Sun[PREDEITY:Pelor]|Law

The class gets the Sun or law domain added if thier deity is “Pelor” or only Law if the deity is not “Pelor”.
Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** New 5.8
Tag Name: HASSPELLFORMULA:x

Variables Used (x): Yes (Ignored)
What it does:

Specifies that this class uses a formula for its KNOWN and/or CAST progressions.
Where it is used:

Class Line.
Example:

HASSPELLFORMULA:Yes

Tag Name: ITEMCREATE:x
Variables Used: Number
What it does:
 • The class level of the character will be multiplied by the numeric value supplied for calculating potions, scrolls, and wands. 
 • The default value is 1. 
Example:

ITEMCREATE:2

The class level is doubled when calculating potions, scrolls and wands.
Where it is used:

Class Line.
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*** Updated 5.8

Tag Name: KNOWN:x

Variables Used: Number

What it does:

   • Tells PCGen how many spell known the caster has (displayed on the Spells Tab). 

 • If no Value is assigned at a given level, the tag defaults to 0. 

 • A formula can only be used if the HASSPELLFORMULA:Y tag is also set for the class. 

 • Note: The formula used cannot have commas (,) embedded in it. If a formula requires a comma use a DEFINE to 

set a variable and use the variable in the KNOWN progression.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.

Example:

KNOWN:6,4,3

The class knows 6 0th level spells, 4 1st level spells and 3 2nd level spells.

Example:

DEFINE:KnownLvl0|min(9,4+(CL/2)) <tab> KNOWN:KnownLvl0

Sets the known progression to the value of the variable KnownLvl0 for 0 level spells.

Tag Name: KNOWNSPELLS:x

Variables Used: Text and/or Number

What it does:

 • Used to automatically give spells, by name or level, to the spell caster. 

 • All spells granted by name or level will be given as long as the spell caster has a high enough prerequisite attribute score. 

 • The main entries are pipe delimited, and if an entry contains a comma delimited list, all the entries in the comma 

delimited list must be met. 

 • LEVEL=3,TYPE=Custom would be met only for level 3 spells which had Custom in its TYPE: string. 

 • The main use of the above would be to add TYPE:Divine to all the divine spells. 

 • Add TYPE:Divine.BasicCleric to all the clerical spells (Players Rules only), TYPE:Arcane to all the arcane spells, TYPE:Psionic 

to all the psionic powers etc. 

 • In the cleric class we could then have KNOWNSPELLS:TYPE=BasicCleric and be done with it (no need for LEVEL=0|LEVEL=1|L

EVEL=2|LEVEL=3|etc......). 

 • Anyone who wanted clerics to know all divine spells anyway could have CLASS:Cleric.MOD[tab]KNOWNSPELLS:TYPE=Divine 

Example:

KNOWNSPELLS:Acid Fog

The class knows the spell “Acid Fog”.

KNOWNSPELLS:Acid Fog|Alarm

The class knows the spell “Acid Fog” and “Alarm”.

KNOWNSPELLS:LEVEL=3

The class knows all level 3 spells.

KNOWNSPELLS:TYPE:Divine

The class knows all divine spells.

KNOWNSPELLS:LEVEL=3,TYPE=Arcane

The class knows all level 3 arcane spells.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.
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Tag Name: MEMORIZE

Variables Used: YES or NO

What it does:

Means that the class is required to memorize spells as a wizard does.

Example:

MEMORIZE:YES

The class memorizes spells as a wizard does.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: PROHIBITED:x,x

Variables Used: Text

What it does:

This is a comma delimited list of spell schools that are prohibited to the class (no spells from that school can be taken).

Example:

PROHIBITED:Divination,Necromancy

The class cannot use Divination or Necromancy.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: PROHIBITSPELL:x.y.y

Variables Used (x): ALIGNMENT

Variables Used (x): DESCRIPTOR

Variables Used (y): Text

What it does:

Prohibits characters from using certain spells. This tag can be qualified with PRExxx statements. Alignment restrictions imposed 

by this tag can be turned off by the PROHIBITSPELLS house rule preference.

Example:

PROHIBITSPELL:ALIGNMENT.Evil

Prohibits the character from taking spells with the ‘Evil’ descriptor.

PROHIBITSPELL:ALIGNMENT.Chaotic.Evil

Prohibits the character from taking spells that have both the ‘Chaotic’ and the ‘Evil’ descriptors.

PROHIBITSPELL:DESCRIPTOR.Fear

Prohibits the character from taking spells with the ‘Fear’ descriptor.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name:SPELLBOOK:x

Variables Used: YES or NO

What it does:

Means that the class is required to use a spellbook as a wizard does.

Example:

SPELLBOOK:YES

The class uses a spellbook.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.
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Tag Name: SPELLSTAT:x

Variables Used: abbreviated name of stat (from statsandchecks.lst)

What it does:

Used to tell PCGen what attribute/stat to use for determining bonus spells and maximum level the character can cast

Example:

SPELLSTAT:INT

The class uses Intelligence to determine bonus spells and maximum casting level.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** Updated 5.7.15

Tag Name: SPELLLIST:x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Number (number of choices)

Variables Used (y): Text (Class Name)

Variables Used (y): Text(Domain) (Domain Name)

What it does:

 • Optional. 

 • Following the number of choices this is a | (pipe) delimited list of class names that the class can choose from to 

duplicate spell casting ability. 

 • This tag can be used on a Class line, SUBCLASS line or SUBCLASSLEVEL line. 

 • The syntax SPELLLIST:<name> has been deprecated.

Example:

SPELLLIST:1|Ranger

The class uses the ranger spell list.

SPELLLIST:1|Ranger|Druid

The class uses either the ranger or druid spell list.

SPELLLIST:2|Ranger|Druid|Barabarian

The class uses 2 of the ranger, Druid or Barbarian spell lists.

SPELLLIST:1|Animal(Domain)

The class uses the Animal Domain spell list.

Where it is used:

Class Line, SUBCLASS line or SUBCLASSLEVEL line.

Tag Name: SPELLTYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

What it does:

The type of spells the character casts

Example:

SPELLTYPE:Arcane

The class uses arcane spells.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: SPECIALTYKNOWN:x

Variables Used (x): Number

What it does:

Adds the numeric value given to the number of specialty school spells that the class can cast per spell level. If not listed, the 

default value is 0.

Example:
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SPECIALTYKNOWN:1

The specialist can prepare one additional spell (of the school selected as a specialty) per spell level each day.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.

Subclass Tags

Tag Name: CHOICE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Specialty Name)

What it does:

Indicates the specialty (name of school, sub-school or descriptor) of this subclass/specialty.

Examples:

CHOICE:Illusion

For an Illusionist.

CHOICE:Abjuration

For an Abjurer.

CHOICE:Divination

For a Diviner.

Where it is used:

Subclass Line.

*** New 5.�.� Tag Name: COST:x

Variables Used (x): Number

What it does:

Indicates the cost (how many prohibited schools must be selected) of this specialty or subclass (0 is default).

Example:

COST:2

The subclass has a cost of 2.

Where it is used:

Subclass Line (REQUIRED to be on each SUBCLASS line).

*** New 5.�.� Tag Name: HASSUBCLASS:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

 • Indicates whether or not this class can choose a specialty or subclass. 

Example:

HASSUBCLASS:YES

The class has subclasses.

Where it is used:

Class Line (REQUIRED if the class has SUBCLASS lines).

Tag Name: KNOWNSPELLSFROMSPECIALTY:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of spells)

What it does:

Indicates the number of spells from their specialty this class gets in addition to their regular allotment.

Example:

KNOWNSPELLSFROMSPECIALTY:1
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The subclass has 1 spell from their specialty in addition to normal.

Where it is used:

Subclass Line.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: PROHIBITCOST:x

Variables Used (x): Integer

What it does:

Determines the redeemed value (against COST) of this school if selected as prohibited. Allows a prohibited cost to be set 

independently of the cost.

Optional tag. If PROHIBITCOST is not present in the SUBCLASS line the value will default to COST. A value of 0 prevents this 

school from being prohibited.

Example:

PROHIBITCOST:2

The subclass has a prohibited cost of 2.

Where it is used:

Subclass Line.

Tag Name: SPELLSTAT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (abbreviated name of stat from statsandchecks.lst)

What it does:

 • Indicates what stat this subclass/specialty uses to determine what maximum level of spells they can cast. 

 • Overwrites any SPELLSTAT tag in the main CLASS line. 

 • The stat specified can be any stat defined in statsandchecks.lst system file. 

Examples:

SPELLSTAT:STR

This subclass uses Strength to determine maximum level of spells.

SPELLSTAT:INT

This subclass uses Intelligence to determine maximum level of spells.

Where it is used:

Subclass Line.

Tag Name: SUBCLASS:x

Variables Used (x): Text (name of subclass or specialty)

What it does:

Defines a subclass or specialty choice.

Example:

SUBCLASS:Illusionist

The class has Illusionist as a subclass.

Where it is used:

Subclass Line. Can only be found as the FIRST TAG of a line between the CLASS: lines and the level definition lines for the class 

which can choose these subclasses or specialties.

*** New �.�.1 Tag Name: SUBCLASSLEVEL:x

Variables Used (x): Number

What it does:

 • Defines a subclass level at which a particular Special Ability is granted. 

 • This tag should MUST be the first tag on a line, and will define a Subclass level dependent ability for the SUBCLASS 
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immediately above it. 

Example:

SUBCLASSLEVEL:3[tab]SA:Angelfire

would add SA:Angelfire at level 3

Where it is used:

Subclass Line (This should be before the Level lines of the class).

Other Optional Tags

Tag Name: EXCLASS:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Class Name)

What it does:

This is the class to which all current class levels are converted if the class prerequisites are no longer met.

Example:

EXCLASS:Ex Monk

If prerequisites are no longer met, the character becomes an “Ex Monk”.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: EXCHANGELEVEL:w|x|y|z

Variables Used (w): Text (Class Name)

Variables Used (x): Number (Class level, minimum level required in donating class)

Variables Used (y): Number (Class level, maximum levels donated from class)

Variables Used (z): Number (Class level, lowest that donation can lower donating class level to)

What it does:

Allows the exchange of levels from the current class to the specified class.

Example:

EXCHANGELEVEL:Ex Paladin|11|10|1

Up to 10 levels of Ex Paladin can be exchanged as long as there were at least 11 levels of Ex Paladin available.

Where it is used: Class Line.

Tag Name: FEATAUTO:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Names)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of feats that the class automatically gets. 

 • FEATAUTO is applied based on the content of the tag alone, thus no choices (these are not stored with the character, they 

get assigned “on-the-fly”. 

 • In order to gain the benefit of this, the entire feat including subchoices must be specified. eg. Exotic Weapon Proficiency 

(Sword (Two-Bladed)). 

Examples:

FEATAUTO:Simple Weapon Proficiency

The class automatically receives the “Simple Weapon Proficiency” feat.

FEATATUO:Alertness|Blind Fighting

The class automatically receives the “Alertness” and “Blind Fighting” feats.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.
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*** New 5.7.8

Tag Name: HITDIE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Hit Dice size)

Variables Used (x): %+Number (Amount added to Hit Dice)

Variables Used (x): %-Number (Amount subtracted from Hit Dice)

Variables Used (x): %*Number (Amount Hit Dice is multiplied by)

Variables Used (x): %/Number (Amount Hit Dice is divided by)

Variables Used (x): %upNumber (Amount Hit Dice size is stepped up by)

Variables Used (x): %downNumber (Amount Hit Dice size is stepped down by)

What it does:

This tag can be used on a level line to specify a hit dice size which will be applied only that level. When using the step up 

function the steps are d4,d6,d8,d10 and stops at d12. When using the step down function the steps are d12,d10,d8,d6 and 

stops at d4. Regardless of the number it will never allow a hit die below 1.

Example:

HITDIE:12

The character now has a Hit Dice of 12.

HITDIE:%+2

Adds 2 to the current Hit Dice size.

HITDIE:%-4

Subtracts 4 from the current Hit Dice size.

HITDIE:%*3

Multiplies the current Hit Dice size by 3.

HITDIE:%/2

Divides the current Hit Dice size by 2.

HITDIE:%up2

Steps up the Hit Dice size by two steps. If the class has a Hit Die of d6 it will be stepped up to d10.

HITDIE:%down1

Steps down the Hit Dice size by one step. If the class has a Hit Die of d6 it will be stepped down to d4.

Tag Name: LANGBONUS:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Languages)

What it does:

This is a , (comma) delimited list of the languages a character can choose from based upon their Intelligence stat.

Examples:

LANGBONUS:Draconic

The class can choose “Draconic” as one of thier languages.

LANGBONUS:Draconic,Elven

The class can choose “Draconic” or “Elven” as one of thier languages.

LANGBONUS:ALL

The class can choose any language loaded from sources as one of thier languages.

LANGBONUS:TYPE=Written

The class can choose any written language as one of thier languages.

LANGBONUS:TYPE=Spoken,Draconic

The class can choose any written language or “Draconic” as one of thier languages.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.
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Tag Name: MULTIPREREQS:x

Variables Used (x): None

What it does:

If This tag is used then all Pre-Requisites are valid only if the character would be multi-classing into that class (i.e. there are no 

pre-reqs for choosing this as the first class).

Example:

MULTIPREREQS

The class prerequisites are only valid if not taken at 1st level.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: REMOVE:FEAT(x,x)y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of feat)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Name of feat type)

Variables Used (x): CLASS.Text (Name of feat type)

Variables Used (x): CHOICE (pops a chooser box)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number of feats to remove, Optional)

Variables Used (y): ALL (Removes all indicated feats without prompting)

What it does:

Provides options for removing feats, this works with hidden feats as well as standard feats but not on those applied with the 

VFEAT or MFEAT tags. The (y) variable is optional, if not present the tag simply removes whatever feats are specified in variable 

(x).

Where it can be used:

Works in class and template files.

Example:

REMOVE:FEAT(Alertness)

Removes the Alertness feat, no choice is presented, the feat is simply removed.

REMOVE:FEAT(TYPE.Fighter)3

Presents a list of Fighter type feats and allows the removal of up to 3.

REMOVE:FEAT(CHOICE)2

Presents a list of all feats the character has and allow removal of 2 of them. If a feat has a COST:# associated with it, it 

returns that # back to the feat pool.

REMOVE:FEAT(CLASS.Paladin)ALL

Removes all feats that have been granted/taken by the Paladin Class.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: REPEATLEVEL:x|y|z::

Variables Used (x): Number (level interval)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number of intervals before skipping one interval, use 0 for no skip, Optional)

Variables Used (z): Number (Maximum level, Optional)

What it does:

 • When encountered on a class level line all the tags included in the line will be applied again at later levels at intervals 

specified by the tag. 

 • The progression begins at the level the REPEATLEVEL tag is encountered in. 

 • Variable x specifies the interval that the line will be repeated, so if you specified 3 at level one the line would repeat 

again at level 4, 7, 10, etc... 

 • Variable y specifies the interval with the first interval where it will skip one interval, to continue the above example if you 

specified 3 (variable x) at level one and 2 for variable y the line would repeat again at level 4, 10, 13, 19, 22, 28, etc... 
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 • Variable z specifies the level at which the progression ends. 

 • Variables y and z are optional but if you use z you must also use y which can be set to 0 if it is not otherwise used. 

 • Any valid class tags may be used on the line to be repeated. 

Where it is used:

On Class level lines.

Example:

5 <tab> REPEATLEVEL:5 <tab> ADD:FEAT(ABonusFeat)

would add at levels 5,10,15,20,... up to the MAXLEVEL defined by class.

1 <tab> REPEATLEVEL:1|4 <tab> ADD:FEAT(ABonusFeat)

would add at levels 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,11,12,13,14,... up to the MAXLEVEL defined by class.

2 <tab> REPEATLEVEL:2|0|20 <tab> ADD:FEAT(ABonusFeat)

would add at levels 2,4,6,8,... up to level 20.

*** Deprecated - Use Global tag: SA

Tag Name: SA:name(SPECIALS)

Tag Name: SKILLLIST:x,y|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of choices)

Variables Used (y): Text (Class Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of class names that the class can choose from to duplicate class skills.

Examples:

SKILLLIST:1,Ranger

The class can choose from Ranger class skills.

SKILLLIST:1,Ranger|Druid

The class can choose either from Ranger or Druid class skills.

SKILLLIST:2,Ranger|Druid|Barabarian

The class can choose from 2 of Ranger, Druid or Barbarian class skills.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** Deprecated - Use Global tag: SA

Tag Name: SPECIALS

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x

Variables Used: Text (Template Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of templates that are granted to the class.

Example:

TEMPLATE:Incorporeal|Undead|Celestial

The class uses the “Incorporeal”, “Undead” and “Celestial” templates.

Variables Used (x): TEMPLATE:CHOOSE:

What it does:

CHOOSE will supply a popup window of the choices presented in the tag that are | (pipe) delimited and allow the user to pick ONE from 

the list.

Example:

TEMPLATE:CHOOSE:Celestial|Outsider
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The class can choose either the “Celestial” or “Outsider” templates.

Variables Used (x): ADDCHOICE

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of template choices that are added to the list presented by the original TEMPLATE:CHOOSE tag 

found here or in other lst files.

Example:

TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:Demihuman|Beast

The class can choose from the “Demihuman” or “Beast” templates in addition to others already entitled.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line or Class Line.

*** New 5.5

Tag Name: BONUS:UDAM|CLASS.x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number or formula (Levels to add to unarmed damage)

What it does:

   • This tag adds levels to the character´s unarmed damage bonus as if he/she had gained those levels as a Monk. 

 • This tag is listed here for this specific use but it is a Global tag and has wider uses including raising the unarmed 

damage level by magic items. See the BONUS:UDAM entry in Global tags for more information.

Example:

BONUS:UDAM|CLASS.Monk|5

Unarmed damage is treated as a Monk of five levels higher. For this to work you must have Monk levels.

BONUS:UDAM|CLASS.Monk|CL=SpecialMonk

Would raise the Monk´s Unarmed Damage ‘level’ by the Class Level of the ‘SpecialMonk’ class.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.

*** New �.�.9

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES/NO)

What it does:

 • This determines whether the class is shown on the Classes and Summary tabs as a valid choice for selection. 

 • VISIBLE:NO is used mainly for EXCLASS classes. 

 • Default is YES. 

Example:

VISIBLE:NO

The class is not visible for selection on the Classes and Summary tabs.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** Updated 5.7.1�

Tag Name: WEAPONBONUS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weapon Proficiency Name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Weapon Type)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of weapons or weapon types that are granted to the class as a choice of ONE of the listed 
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weapons.

Example:

WEAPONBONUS:Dagger|Staff|Club|Mace|Sword (Short)|Shortbow (Composite)

The class can choose from a weapon proficiency from “Dagger”, “Staff”, “Club”, “Mace”, “Sword (Short)” or “Shortbow 

(Composite)”.

WEAPONBONUS:TYPE.Simple

The class receives bonus proficiency in any one Simple weapon.

Where it is used:

Class Level Line.

Monster Specific Tags

Tag Name: LEVELSPERFEAT:x

Variables Used (x): Number

What it does:

This is the number of levels it takes for a monster to gain a new feat.

Example:

LEVELSPERFEAT:2

The class gets 1 feat per 2 levels.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Tag Name: MODTOSKILLS:x

Variables Used (x): YES or NO

What it does:

This is either YES or NO for monster types that do not get their Intelligence modifiers for skills they get from gaining hit dice

Example:

MODTOSKILLS:YES

The class gets the intelligence modifier for skills they get for gaining hit dice.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** New 5.7.9

Tag Name: MONNONSKILLHD:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of hit dice)

What it does:

Defines the number of hit dice the monster does not get skill points for. This is normally defined by size, so the tag is normally 

seen with a PRESIZE requirement. It is only used with default monster mode off and will override other skill settings.

Example:

MONNONSKILLHD:32|PRESIZEEQ:C

A colossal monster would not get skill points for the first 32 levels/hit dice of this class.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** New 5.7.9

Tag Name: MONSKILL:x

Variables Used (x): Number or Formula (Skill points per level/hit die)
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What it does:

Defines the number of skill points a monster gets per level/hit die of this class. It can be either a formula or a number. If it is a 

formula, stat abbreviations will be translated to the bonus for that stat. Note this is only used with default monster mode off.

Example:

MONSKILL:6+INT

Each level the monster will receive 6 + int bonus skill points.

Where it is used:

Class Line.

*** Updated 5.9.�

Tag Name: PRERACETYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Race Name)

What it does:

 • As of version 5.9.4 the function of setting Creature Type for a race is being moved from the Race tag TYPE to the new race tag 

RACETYPE.

 • The PRERACETYPE tag checks both the TYPE and RACETYPE race entries (if they exist) to preserve backwards compatibility. 

 • The PRERACETYPE tag checks the RACETYPE entry in the race line only and not the currently active RACETYPE, this 

is because a race should always qualify for it’s base type monster class regardless of any acquired Types.

 • For monster classes the race must be of this type or they can not take the class. 

 • This is a separate PRExxx tag from other PRExxx tag because it does not count towards being a prestige class. 

Where it is used:

Class Line.

Example:

PRERACETYPE:Animal

This class can only be taken by “Animal” races.

Companion Modifications File
These files specify the bonuses that “enhanced companions”, such as familiars and a Paladin’s special mount, receive from associating with 
the character.

Tag Name: FOLLOWER:x,x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name or variable)

Variables Used (y): Number (Class level or variable value)

What it does:

 • This is a comma delimited list of classes or variables. 

 • If the “master” meets the required level or value in the tag, then the companion gains all the benefits as described by the 

other tags in the line. 

Examples:

FOLLOWER:Paladin=5

True if PC is a Level 5 or greater “Paladin”.

FOLLOWER:Sorcerer,Wizard=1

True if PC is a Level 1 or greater “Sorcerer” or “Wizard”.

FOLLOWER:CompanionLevel=5

True if the CompanionLevel variable is 5 or greater.
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Tag Name: HD:x
Variables Used (x): Number (Hit Dice)
What it does:

Gives the companion bonus hit dice of its creature type.
Example:

HD:2

Defines the creature having two Hit Dice.

*** New 5.9.�
Tag Name: RACETYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Creature Type)
What it does:

 • Changes the Type of creature the race is from the initial Type defined by RACETYPE in the race line.
 • A Creature may only have one RACETYPE at any given time. 

 • Currently existing selections from the Monster List include: Aberration, Animal, Beast, Construct, Dragon, 
Elemental, Fey, Giant, Humanoid, Magical Beast, Monstrous Humanoid, Ooze, Outsider, Plant, Shapechanger, Undead, and Vermin

Example:
RACETYPE:Undead

The Creature is now of the “Undead” type.

*** Note: soon to be deprecated
Tag Name: SWITCHRACE:x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Current Race)
Variables Used (y): Text (New Race)
Important:

 • The function of SWITCHRACE is being moved to the RACETYPE tag.
 • This is because the function of setting creature type is being moved from the race tag TYPE to the new race tag RACETYPE.

 • SWITCHRACE not only changes the Type but additionally swaps out monster class levels for the new types monster class. 
This violates the rule. For example a Paladins Mount is a magical beast but gains hit dice as an animal. 
What it does:
 • The SWITCHRACE changes a regular animal to an “enhanced companion” type. 
 • Normal companions, who do not gain special abilities from the PC, will not be affected. 
 • SWITCHRACE tags should be grouped at the beginning of the file. 
 • Each SWITCHRACE tag is kept on a line of its own. 
Example:

SWITCHRACE:Animal|Magical Beast

Switches the Race from “Animal” to “Magical Beast”.

Tag Name: TYPE:x
Variables Used (x): Text (Class)
What it does:

Used to define what the creature is for purposes of display on the resources tab.
Example:

TYPE:Familiar

Defines the creature as a “Familiar” for resources tab display purposes.

Tag Name: USEMASTERSKILL:x
Variables Used (x): Text (YES or NO)
What it does:

Used to define whether the creature uses the skill ranks of its master.
Example:

USEMASTERSKILL:YES

Defines the creature as using the skill ranks of its master.
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Deity Files
The Deity files are used to specify deity pertinent information, such as the domains they grant, what alignments their clerics must be and 
chosen weapon if they have the War domain.

The first field is the Deity Name, this is a required field and does not have a tag.

Tag Name: ALIGN:x

Variables Used (x): Text (LG, LN, LE, NG, TN, NE, CG, CN or CE)

What it does:

This is the two letter abbreviated alignment of the deity itself.

Example:

ALIGN:LG

The deity’s alignment is Lawful Good.

*** New 5.7.5

Tag Name: APPEARANCE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Description of what the Deity looks like)

What it does:

This is used for a description of what the deity looks like.

Example:

APPEARANCE:Tall human with dark hair

The deity’s description of appearance.

Tag Name: DEITYWEAP:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weapon Name)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of the deity’s favored weapon(s). 

 • If the deity has the War domain, then the weapon listed is granted to the character as them being proficient with the 

weapon. 

 • The Weapon name MUST match exactly what is listed in the weapon proficiencies list file. 

Examples:

DEITYWEAP:Sword (Long)

The deity’s favored weapon is a “Long Sword”.

DEITYWEAP:Longspear|Shortspear|Halfspear

The deity’s favored weapon is either a “Longspear”, “Shortspear” or “Halfspear”.

Tag Name: DESC:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Quick Description of the Deity)

What it does:

This is used for a quick description of the deity.

Example:

DESC:Bryan is a merciless slave driver of his followers

The deity’s short description.
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Tag Name: DESCISPI:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES/NO)

What it does:

This is used to show that the DESC field is closed content, or Product Identity. Permission must be gained from the publisher to 

release it into official files.

Example:

DESCISPI:YES

The DESC is closed content.

Tag Name: DOMAINS:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Domain Name or “ALL”)

What it does:

 • his is a comma-delimited list of domains that the deity grants to it’s divine spell casting followings. 

 • the domain name MUST match the domain names listed in the domain list file. 

Examples:

DOMAINS:War,Law,Protection

The deity grants two of either the “War”, “Law” or “Protection” domains.

DOMAINS:ALL

The deity grants two of any domains.

*** Updated �.�.8

Tag Name: FOLLOWERALIGN:x

Variables Used (x): Text (012345678)

What it does:

 • This sets the alignments that the follower must be to choose this deity. 

 • 0 = Lawful Good 

 • 1 = Lawful Neutral 

 • 2 = Lawful Evil 

 • 3 = Neutral Good 

 • 4 = True Neutral 

 • 5 = Neutral Evil 

 • 6 = Chaotic Good 

 • 7 = Chaotic Neutral 

 • 8 = Chaotic Evil 

Example:

FOLLOWERALIGN:012

All followers must be “Lawful”.

Tag Name: PANTHEON:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Pantheon Name)

What it does:

 • To specify what pantheon the deity belongs to. 

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list 

 • The deity belongs to all pantheons if this tag is not present. 

Examples:

PANTHEON:Celtic

The deity belongs to the “Celtic” pantheon.

PANTHEON:Celtic|Elf (Sun)

The deity belongs to the “Celtic” or “Sun Elf” pantheon.
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Tag Name: SYMBOL:x
Variables Used (x): Text (Symbol Name)
What it does:

Used on the output sheet to display what the holy symbol is for this deity.
Example:

SYMBOL:A small wooden cross
The deity’s symbol is a small wooden cross.

*** New 5.7.5
Tag Name: TITLE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The Deity’s title)
What it does:

This is used for a the deity’s title.
Example:

TITLE:Lord of the Morning
The deity’s title.

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x
Variables Used (x): Text (Deity Type)
What it does:

This is a . (period) delimited list of the types the deity belongs to.
Examples:

TYPE:Good
The deity belongs to the “Good” type.

TYPE:Good.Chaotic
The deity belongs to the “Good” and “Chaotic” types.

*** New 5.7.5
Tag Name: WORSHIPPERS:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The Deity’s typical worshippers)
What it does:

This is used for a the deity’s typical worshippers.
Example:

WORSHIPPERS:Fighters and Monks
The deity’s typical worshippers.

Domain Files
The Domain files are used to specify domain pertinent information The first field is the Domain Name, this is a required field and does not 
have a tag.

Tag Name: DESC:x
Variables Used (x): Text (Domain Description)
What it does:

This is a simple explanation of the domains granted powers.
Example:

DESC:This domain grants the turn code monkey speech into english
The domain description.

Tag Name: FEAT:x,x
Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Name)
What it does:

This is a , (comma) delimited list of feat names that are granted by the domain to the character.
Example:

FEAT:Alertness
The “Alertness” feat is granted to characters with this domain.
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Equipment Files
The first field is the item’s name and is required. This first list of tags is relevant to all equipment

Tag Name: BASEITEM:x

Variables Used (x): Text (name of base item)

What it does:

 • Allows creation of a specific weapon based on another existing item. 

 • BASEITEM must be used in conjunction with an EQMOD tag. 

 • Other tags may be added, that will be applied after the EQMOD is applied to the BASEITEM. 

Example:

Davril’s Longsword

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE,TOHIT|2

BASEITEM:Longsword

EQMOD:Bane.Holy.Keen

Creates a piece of equipment called “Davril’s Longsword” that is a +2 weapon. The SPROPS and effects from the equipment 

modifiers “Bane”, “Holy” and “Keen” (as seen in the item customizer in PCGen) will appear in the attack numbers and 

special properties as appropriate.

Tag Name: BASEQTY:x

Variables Used (x): Number (standard bundle quantity)

What it does:

The numeric value supplied is the number of items in this bundle. ie. Arrows (20) should have.

Example:

BASEQTY:20

20 items in a bundle (e.g. Arrows).

Tag Name: COST:x

Variables Used (x): Number (gold coin cost)

What it does:

The cost of the item.

Example:

COST:5

Item costs 5 gold pieces.

Tag Name: CONTAINS:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (quantity held)

Variables Used (y): Text (Type=<itemtype>)

Variables Used (y): Text (Total=<number>)

What it does:

 • This tag is | (pipe) delimited and is used to define how much and what a container can hold. 

 • Any object with CONTAINS must also be TYPE:Container for the CONTAINS tag to be activated. 

 • The 1st number is the maximum weight the container can hold. 

 • A * (Asterisk) means that the weight added doesn’t change the weight of the container (e.g. a Bag of Holding). 

 • A number followed by a percentage (%) symbol before the quantity will reduce the total encumbrance weight of items in  

  the container by the percentage specified. 

 • A -1 means that the container has an unlimited weight allowance. 
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 • The name of the weight unit is defined in the game mode system files in the miscinfo.lst file with the tag    

  WEIGHTUNITABBREV. In most fantasy settings this is lbs. 

 • After the weight you can specify what types of Items the container may hold. 

 • If there are no type’s specified the container may hold anything 

 • Specific tags (Potions, Rings, Armor, etc) can be specified with a limit to how many can be in the container (e.g. Scroll Case) 

 • If specific tags are used the container may only hold the listed object types. 

 • A limit to the total number of things contained can be specified by setting a Total=x tag. 

Examples:

CONTAINS:500

500 units of weight can fit in this container.

CONTAINS:*500

500 units of weight can fit in this container and this is not added to the PCs carried weight.

CONTAINS:50%50|Any=25

Holds up to 25 items of up to 50 units of weight, but the total weight contained is reduced 50%.

CONTAINS:25%-1|Any=100

Holds up to 100 items no matter the weight, but total weight contained is reduced 25%.

CONTAINS:500|Potions=100

500 units of weight can fit in this container, but only 100 potions fit.

CONTAINS:-1

This container has an unlimited weight allowance.

CONTAINS:-1|Any=100

Holds 100 things, no matter what the weight.

CONTAINS:-1|Total=10|Paper=10|Scroll=10

Holds 10 papers or 10 scrolls, or any combination of these up to 10, no matter what the weight.

*** New 5.7.15

Tag Name: DESC:x

Variables Used (x): Text (equipment description)

What it does:

This is a brief description of the item.

Example:

DESC:This is a description of the item.

Adds a description for the equipment.

Tag Name: EQMOD:x|y|y.x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Text, period delimited (Equipment modifier name)

Variables Used (y): Text, pipe delimited (Modifiers applied to the equipment modifier name)

What it does:

 • A period (.) delimited list of equipment modifiers. 

 • Each element is a pipe (|) delimited list of strings. 

 • It calls an equipment mod to be applied to the base item before looking at other tags. 

 • It will take the base item, and automatically apply the equipmod. 

 • EQMOD is used with BASEITEM. Without BASEITEM, no Equipmod will be applied. 

 • For an excellent example of the available variables usable with EQMOD see the srdequipmodsmagic.lst file. 

 • For each of these two files each line has a tag called KEY: this key is what is used with EQMOD to select each of the 

various mods. 

Example:

Davril’s Longsword

BONUS:COMBAT|DAMAGE,TOHIT|2
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BASEITEM:Longsword

EQMOD:Bane.Holy.Keen

Creates a piece of equipment called “Davril’s Longsword” that is a +2 weapon. The SPROPS and effects from the equipment 

modifiers “Bane”, “Holy” and “Keen” (as seen in the item customizer in PCGen) will appear in the attack numbers and 

special properties as appropriate.

EQMOD:KEEN.BANE|Undead or EQMOD:BANE|Undead.KEEN

Creates a sword that is keen and also has Bane Undead.

EQMOD:ABILITYPLUS|STR+2

this applies a +2 STR bonus to the char when using the item.

*** Deprecated - Use the global OUTPUTNAME

Tag Name: LONGNAME:x

Tag Name: MODS:x

Variables Used (x): YES

Variables Used (x): NO

Variables Used (x): REQUIRED

What it does:

Is either YES, which means it can have equipment modifiers added to it, NO, no equipment modifiers can be added, or REQUIRED, 

at least 1 equipment modifier in order to purchase the item.

Example:

MODS:YES

Item can have equipment modifiers added.

*** New 5.9.6

Tag Name: NUMPAGES:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of pages in spell book)

What it does:

Defines the number of pages in the spellbook. Any equipment item with TYPE:Spellbook will appear in the Spellbook sub-tab of 

the Spells Tab.

Example:

NUMPAGES:100

Spell book with 100 pages.

*** New 5.9.6

Tag Name: PAGEUSAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Formula (Number of pages each spell will use)

What it does:

Defines the how many pages of the spellbook each spell would use. The variable SPELLLEVEL can be used to make calculations 

based on the spell’s level. Any equipment item with TYPE:Spellbook will appear in the Spellbook sub-tab of the Spells Tab.

Example:

PAGEUSAGE:max(SPELLLEVEL*2,1)

Each spell will use 2 pages per level (3.0 standard spellbook).

PAGEUSAGE:1

Each spell will use a single page (Blessed Book).

Tag Name: PRETYPE:x,y,y
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Variables Used (x): Number (The number of types that must match the specified requirements).

Variables Used (y): Text (Equipment type).

Variables Used (y): EQMODTYPE=y (Equipment Modifier type).

Variables Used (y): EQMOD=y (Equipment Modifier KEY).

What it does:

Make specific TYPES or Equipment Modifier a prerequisite.

   • Note: PRETYPE has a different use outside of Equipment and Equipment Modifier files, it checks for race types.

   • See the Global PRETYPE entry for usage outside of Equipment and Equipment Modifier files.

   • EQMODTYPE=”type” checks for TYPE in applied Equipment Modifiers not Equipment type.

Secondary Syntax:

PRETYPE has a second older syntax which is still in use in the release files.

   • PRETYPE:y,y|y

   • When comma (,) delineated PRETYPE requires all the types listed to pass. 

 • When pipe (|) delineated PRETYPE requires only one of the types listed to pass. 

 • Pipes and commas can be combined, for example PRETYPE:Heavy,Armor|Shield translates to: Must have 

“Heavy” AND “Armor” OR “Shield” types.

Examples:

PRETYPE:1,Magic <tab> PRETYPE:1,Piercing,Slashing

Type must be magic and piercing or slashing

PREMULT:2,[PRETYPE:1,Magic],[PRETYPE:1,Piercing,Slashing]

This example, utilizing the PREMULT tag, accomplishes the same thing as the example above it but as it is one statement it 

can be attached to a BONUS statement.

!PRETYPE:1,Heavy

Type must NOT be Heavy

PRETYPE:1,EQMODTYPE=Mundane

Use to test for any modifier with “Mundane” type.

PRETYPE:1,EQMOD=IRONWOOD

Use to test for the “Ironwood” Equipment Modifier.

Examples of secondary syntax:

PRETYPE:Magic,Piercing,Slashing

Type must be Magic, Piercing and Slashing.

PRETYPE:Magic,Armor|Shield,Piercing,Slashing

Type must be Magic, Piercing, Slashing and (Armor OR Shield).

*** New 5.9.7

Tag Name: QUALITY:x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of the quality)

Variables Used (x): Text (Text string value of the quality)

What it does:

Sets the name and value of a quality which will be attached to the equipment. Qualities can be output by the EQ.0.QUALITY 

tag

Example:

QUALITY:Restriction|Licensed

The equipment has the “Restriction” quality which has a value of “Licensed”.

QUALITY:Black Market DC|(+1)

The equipment has the “Black Market DC” quality which has a value of “(+1)”.
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*** Updated 5.5.�

Tag Name: SIZE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (F,D,T,S,M,L,H,G,C)

What it does:

Determines the size of the Item. F=Fine, D=Diminutive, T=Tiny, S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, H=Huge, G=Gargantuan, C=Colossal.

In third edition rules size of weapons is used in determining Proficiency qualifications and wielding abilities for weapons.

In 3.5 edition rules weapon size no longer determines the actual size of the weapon but instead determines the size of the 

creature the weapon was made for. WIELD tag is used in determining Proficiency qualifications and wielding abilities for 

weapons.

Example:

SIZE:M

Item is medium size.

Tag Name: SLOTS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of slots it takes to equip an item)

What it does:

This tag is used in weapon lines to set the number of slots required to equip a character with the weapon. The default is one.

Example:

SLOTS:2

Weapon requires two hands to wield it.

*** Updated 5.7.1

Tag Name: SPROP:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Special property)

What it does:

   • The special property is text that will appear on output sheets under the equipment it is assigned to. 

 • Variable substitution can be used in the same manor as the SA tag

   • The “%” symbol will fill in a number from a variable listed after a “|” (pipe). 

 • This can be done numerous times, with each successive “%” relating to the next variable listed after another “|”  

  (pipe). 

 • Each variable needs to be defined (via the global DEFINE tag.)

   • SPROP tags can be qualified with PRExxx tags. SPROP tags qualified with PRExxx tags will not display unless the  

  character meets the prerequisites.

  • Variable substitution and PRExxx qualifying can be combined in one SPROP tag. 

Examples:

SPROP:Shines with an inner light

Output sheet reads “Shines with an inner light” under the item.

SPROP:Squash code bugs % times per day|TL

For a 5th level character the output sheet would read “Squash code bugs 5 times per day” under the item.

SPROP:+2 against undead|PRECLASS:Paladin=1

Outputs the text if the character has at least 1 level of Paladin.

SPROP:+% vs. code bugs|ColaIntake|PRESKILL:1,Programming=10

If the character has the Programming skill of at least 10 and the variable “ColaIntake” is defined as equal to 4 then the 

output sheet reads “+4 vs. code bugs”.
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Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Item Type)

What it does:

 • The TYPE tag is used for many filtering and PRExxx tags. Please follow the conventions used in the Players Rules for the TYPE tag. 

 • TYPE:Armor items should also have the type of SLOTS it uses. This is usually TYPE:Suit. See BONUS:SLOTS global tag entry  

  for more information. 

 • TYPE:Container is a special type name. It activates the CONTAINS tag in the item. 

 • Every TYPE:Weapon item must be also have either TYPE:Melee or TYPE:Ranged (TYPE:Weapon.Melee.Foo) 

 • TYPE:Double is a special weapon tag. It activates the three ALTxxx tags for the second head statistics. 

Example:

TYPE:Weapon.Simple.Melee.Slashing.Metal

Item is a Simple Melee Slashing Metal Weapon.

Tag Name: WT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Item Weight)

What it does:

The weight of the item in question. You can specify any positive number weight or if no weight use a - (dash)

Example:

WT:5

Item weighs 5 coins.

Weapon/Armor Tags
The following tags are for equipment with TYPE:Weapon, TYPE:Armor, or TYPE:Shield.

Notes:
 • Every TYPE:Weapon item must be also have either TYPE:Melee or TYPE:Ranged. 
 • Armor items should also have the type of SLOTS it takes up. This is usually TYPE:Suit 

Tag Name: ACCHECK:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Armor Check Penalty)

What it does:

The numeric value supplied is the Armor Check penalty applied to certain skills that have an Armor Check.

Example:

ACCHECK:-6

Item has an armor check penalty of -6.

Tag Name: ALTCRITICAL:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Secondary attack’s critical modifier)

What it does:

 • The secondary attack’s critical multiplier as outputted to the character sheet. 

 • This is used for double weapons only. 

Example:

ALTCRITICAL:x3

2nd head has a critical modifier of x3.
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Tag Name: ALTCRITRANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Secondary attack’s critical chance)

What it does:

 • The secondary attack’s critical chance. 

 • This is used for double weapons only. 

 • 1 = 20, 2 = 19 & 20, 3 = 18 - 20, etc 

Example:

ALTCRITRANGE:2

2nd head criticals on roll of 19 or 20.

Tag Name: ALTDAMAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Secondary attack’s damage)

What it does:

 • The secondary attack’s damage. 

 • This is used for double weapons only. 

Example:

ALTDAMAGE:1d6-1

2nd head does 1d6-1 damage.

*** New 5.7.15

Tag Name: ALTEQMOD:x|y|y.x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Text, period delimited (Equipment modifier name)

Variables Used (y): Text, pipe delimited (Modifiers applied to the equipment modifier name)

What it does:

  • This is a period (.) delimited list of equipment modifiers applied to the secondary head of a double weapon.

  • With the exception that it is applied to the secondary head is functions in the same way as the EQMOD tag.

 • This is utilized by other EQMODs which contain the ASSIGNTOALL tag. For example the Darkwood EQMOD has ASSIGNTOALL: 

  YES and it replaces wood, for this to work correctly a double weapon needs to have both the EQMOD:WOOD and ALTEQMOD: 

  WOOD tags present. When they are present the Darkwood EQMOD is applied to and replaces the WOOD EQMOD on both heads. 

Example:

ALTEQMOD:WOOD

2nd head has the WOOD EQMOD applied to it.

Tag Name: ALTTYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Secondary attack’s type)

What it does:

 • The secondary attack’s type. 

 • This is used for double weapons only. 

 • Since this is always in a weapon type, “weapon” should not be included. 

 • Melee or Ranged MUST be listed and may be different from the 1st head. 

Example:

ALTTYPE:Simple.Melee.Bludgeoning

2nd head is Simple Melee Bludgeoning.
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Tag Name: CRITMULT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Critical Modifier)

What it does:

This is the weapons critical multiplier as outputted to the character sheet.

Example:

CRITMULT:x2

Item has a critical modifier of x2.

Tag Name: CRITRANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Attack’s critical chance)

What it does:

 • This is the weapons critical threat range. 

 • 1 = 20, 2 = 19 & 20, 3 = 18 - 20, etc 

Example:

CRITRANGE:2

Item criticals on roll of 19 or 20.

Tag Name: DAMAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Item Damage)

What it does:

The damage that a weapon does, this is part of the character sheet output.

Example:

DAMAGE:1d6

Item damage is 1d6.

*** New 5.7.15

Tag Name: FUMBLERANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Equipment fumble range)

What it does:

This is text which indicates the equipments fumble or error range. This tag may also be used in EQMOD lines. If an equipment 

item has EQMODs, the FUMBLERANGE text from the EQMOD supersedes the text from the item itself (EQMODs applied to the 

primary weapon head trumps text in EQMODs applied to the secondary weapon head).

Example:

FUMBLERANGE:1-3

Indicates and error range of 1-3.

FUMBLERANGE:Natural 1

Indicates and error range of a natural 1.

Tag Name: HANDS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Hands required)

What it does:

The required number of hands to use this item. (e.g. a short sword will use HANDS:1, a buckler HANDS:0. The default is 1)

Example:

HANDS:2

Item is wielded with 2 hands.
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Tag Name: MAXDEX:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Maximum Dexterity Bonus)

What it does:

The numeric value supplied is used for armor to determine the maximum dexterity bonus that can be had while wearing the 

armor.

Example:

MAXDEX:3

Item allow maximum dexterity bonus of three when equipped.

Tag Name: PROFICIENCY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weapon Proficiency Name)

What it does:

This tells PCGen what Weapon Proficiency name to use from the weapprofs.lst file.

Example:

PROFICIENCY:Sword (Long)

Item uses the Longsword weapon proficiency.

Tag Name: RANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Distance of one range increment)

What it does:

Sets the distance of the weapons range increment.

Example:

RANGE:50

One range increment for this weapon is 50 ft.

Tag Name: RATEOFFIRE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Rate of Fire Text)

What it does:

This is the weapon’s rate of fire (given as text suitable for output). Most likely only useful in modern and futuristic games.

Example:

RATEOFFIRE:1

1 shot per round.

RATEOFFIRE:0/10/20

0 shots first round, 10 shots second round and 20 shots on the third.

RATEOFFIRE:S,A

Single or Automatic.

RATEOFFIRE:Single

Single shot only.

Tag Name: REACH:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Weapon Reach)

What it does:

The numerical value supplied is outputted to the character sheet to show the reach the wielder gains with the weapon.

Example:

REACH:10

Item reaches 10 foot.
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Tag Name: SPELLFAILURE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Spell Failure percentage)

What it does:

The numeric value supplied is to show the percentage chance of spell failure when casting a spell while wearing/wielding this 

item (when item is equipped).

Example:

SPELLFAILURE:5

Item causes 5% of arcane spells to fail.

*** New 5.5.�

Tag Name: WIELD:x

Variables Used (x): Light (Weapon is Light)

Variables Used (x): OneHanded (Weapon can be wielded in one hand)

Variables Used (x): TwoHanded (Weapon requires both hands to be wielded effectively)

What it does:

Sets the wield category of a weapon.

In 3.5 edition the rules for wielding a weapon are based on the size category of the weapon and the size category of the PC. 

Each size category difference between the weapon and PC changes the effective wield category by one step. Thus a Large sized 

Longsword, a ‘OneHanded’ weapon, is effectively wield category ‘TwoHanded’ for a Medium sized PC.

Example:

WIELD:TwoHanded

Weapon must be wielded with two hands.

Where it is used:

Equipment files in melee weapon lines.

Negative Levels & Equipment Files
Items can now grant negative levels. It requires a VFEAT tag and a BONUS tag to be able to do so.

First, a special VFEAT tag must be in place.

Tag Name: VFEAT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (“Negative Levels”)

What it does:

Activates the ability of items to bestow negative levels.

Example:

VFEAT:Negative Levels

Use “Negative Levels” virtual feat
Secondly, create the item as normal and append to it a special BONUS tag.

Tag Name: BONUS:VAR|NegLevels|x|PREy

Variables Used (x): Number (number of negative levels.)

Variables Used (y): Text (PRE condition for bestowing negative levels)

What it does:

 • “NegLevels” is a special predefined variable made specifically for this purpose. 

 • Use ‘2’, not -2, to bestow 2 negative levels. 

 • If the NegLevels Variable is 0 (no negative levels applied), then nothing will show, and it will be as if the Negative Levels 

feat was not even there. :) 

Example:

BONUS:VAR|NegLevels|1|PREALIGN:0,1,3,4,6,7

Demon Armor bestows 1 negative level to all non-evil characters.
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Equipment Modification Files
The first field in the equipmods.lst files must be the name of the modifier, after that, the tags do not need to be in any special order.

Tag Name: ADDPROF:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (proficiency name)

What it does:

This will take the base items required proficiency and assign it the type specified.

Example:

ADDPROF:Exotic.Heavy

Item requires the “Exotic” and “Heavy” proficiencies.

Tag Name: ARMORTYPE:x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (what the armor proficiency currently is)

Variables Used (y): Text (type is what it will become)

What it does:

This will change the armor type and is | (pipe) delimited.

Example:

ARMORTYPE:Medium|Heavy

Changes the armor type from “Medium” to “Heavy”.

Tag Name: ASSIGNTOALL:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES)

What it does:

This is for double weapons only. If this tag is present then the modifiers will be applied to both heads.

Example:

ASSIGNTOALL:YES

Assigns modifiers to both heads.

Tag Name: CHARGES:x|y

Variables Used (x): Number (Minimum number of charges)

Variables Used (y): Number (Maximum number of charges)

What it does:

Sets the charges for a magic item.

Example:

CHARGES:1|50

Sets the charges for a magic item at a minimum of 1 and maximum of 50.

Tag Name: COST:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Cost or Formula)

What it does:

 • The cost applied to the item after resizing it. 

 • Formulas can be used with this tag, and valid variables for the formulas are: 

 • BASECOST - The unmodified cast value of the equipment. 

 • CRITMULT - The critical multiplier of the weapon. 

 • DMGDICE - The damage dice of the weapon. 

 • DMGDIE - The damage die of the weapon. 
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 • RANGE - The range of the weapon. 

 • SIZE - The size of the equipment. 

 • WT - The weight of the equipment. 

 • %CASTERLEVEL - The caster level of the spell being added by the modifier. 

 • %CHARGES - The number of charges being added by the modifier. 

 • %SPELLCOST - The spell cost of the spell being added by the modifier. 

 • %SPELLLEVEL - The spell level of the spell being added by the modifier. 

 • %SPELLXPCOST - The experience point cost of the spell being added by the modifier. 

Example:

COST:300

Adds 300 gold to the equipments cost.

COST:BASECOST/2

Adds half the base cost of the equipment to the cost.

COST:500*WT

Adds 500 gold per lb. to the equipments cost.

COST:((BASECOST/50)*%CHARGES)-BASECOST

Assuming this modifier adds 50 charges to the item, this formula makes the value of a charge one fiftieth of the basecost 

making the cost of the equipment proportional to the number of charges left in it.

COST:(25*((%SPELLLEVEL)MAX(1/2))*%CASTERLEVEL)+%SPELLCOST+(5*%SPELLXPCOST)

This is the cost formula from a scroll EQMOD.

Tag Name: COSTPRE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Cost before resizing)

What it does:

The cost applied to the equipment before resizing an item occurs.

Example:

COSTPRE:100

Item cost is 100 gold before resizing.

*** New

Tag Name: EQBUILDER.SPELL|u|v|w|x|y|z

Variables Used (u): :Text (spell type: Arcane, Divine, Psionic, ANY)

Variables Used (v): :Text (SCHOOL)

Variables Used (w): :Text (SUBSCHOOL)

Variables Used (x): :Text (DESCRIPTOR)

Variables Used (y): :Number (Minimum Level)

Variables Used (z): :Number (Maximum Level)

What it does:

Used in conjunction with CHOOSE: it allows magic/psionic items with a specific TYPE/SCHOOL/SUBSCHOOL/DESCRIPTOR filtering. 

Minimum and maximum level of spell may be set by using the y|z options, but are optional. If there is no numbers then y = 0 

and z = MAX_LEVEL. If there is one number present, y = number and z = MAX_LEVEL. if there are two numbers, y = number1 and 

z = number2.

Example:

CHOOSE:EQBUILDER.SPELL|SCHOOL.Enchantment;SUBSCHOOL.Compulsion

Show all spells that are Evocation AND Compulsion.

CHOOSE:EQBUILDER.SPELL|SCHOOL.Enchantment|SCHOOL.Abjuration

Show all spells that are Evocation OR Abjuration.

CHOOSE:EQBUILDER.SPELL|Arcane,Divine|0|3

Allows the user to quickly generate a minor scroll
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CHOOSE:EQBUILDER.SPELL|Arcane|SCHOOL.Evocation|0|3

Allows the user to quickly generate a minor wand with only evocation spells

CHOOSE:EQBUILDER.SPELL|Psionics|0|3

Allows a minor powerstone

*** New 5.7.15

Tag Name: FUMBLERANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Equipment fumble range)

What it does:

This is text which indicates the equipments fumble or error range. This tag may also be used in Equipment lines. If an equipment 

item has EQMODs, the FUMBLERANGE text from the EQMOD supersedes the text from the item itself (EQMODs applied to the 

primary weapon head trumps text in EQMODs applied to the secondary weapon head).

Example:

FUMBLERANGE:1-3

Indicates and error range of 1-3.

FUMBLERANGE:Natural 1

Indicates and error range of a natural 1.

Tag Name: IGNORES:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (List of Keys)

What it does:

This is a , (comma) delimited list of Keys that the modifier will ignore when making custom items.

Example:

IGNORES:ARMRMW,WEAPWM

The “ARMRMW” & “WEAPWM” keys are ignored.

Tag Name: ITYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Type Name)

What it does:

This is a . (period) delimited list of types that will be granted, in addition to any existing types, to the item being created.

Example:

ITYPE:Magic.Ranged.Thrown

The item gains the types “Magic”, “Ranged” & “Thrown”.

Tag Name: KEY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Key Name)

What it does:

This is a unique descriptor for the modifier. It allows several modifiers to have the same name, which is useful if several are 

needed for different equipment types. KEY’s must be universally unique. Make sure you don’t use anything that’s is used in any 

other source you load. And don’t just take out the KEY and use the name. Equipment modifier’s will work without a KEY but work 

much better using the KEY than the name.

Examples:

The following list of keys covers all those used in the SRD(including psionics)/RSRD/MSRD files.

 • KEY:ADAM - Adamantine
 • KEY:ADDTYPE - Add Type
 • KEY:ALCHM - Alchemical Silver
 • KEY:ALCHM/2 - 1/2 Alchemical Silver
 • KEY:ANMATD - Animated
 • KEY:APRTR - Aporter
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 • KEY:ARW_CAT - Arrow Catching
 • KEY:ARW_DEF - Arrow Deflection
 • KEY:ARW_DEF - Arrow Deflection
 • KEY:AUTOFIRE - Autofire
 • KEY:AVRTR - Averter
 • KEY:A_1USEMA - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEME - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:A_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:BANE_A - Bane
 • KEY:BANE_M - Bane
 • KEY:BANE_R - Bane
 • KEY:BASH_H - Bashing
 • KEY:BASH_L - Bashing
 • KEY:BDY_FDR - Body Feeder
 • KEY:BIND - Blinding
 • KEY:BNS_AC_DEFL - AC Bonus (Deflection)
 • KEY:BNS_AC_INSI - AC Bonus (Insight)
 • KEY:BNS_AC_LUCK - AC Bonus (Luck)
 • KEY:BNS_AC_OTHE - AC Bonus (Other)
 • KEY:BNS_AC_PROF - AC Bonus (Profane)
 • KEY:BNS_AC_SCRD - AC Bonus (Sacred)
 • KEY:BNS_ENHC_AB - Ability Bonus (Enhancement)
 • KEY:BNS_ENHC_AC - Armor Bonus (Enhancement)
 • KEY:BNS_ENHC_NAT - Natural Armor Bonus 

(Enhancement)
 • KEY:BNS_SAV_INS - Save Bonus (Insight)
 • KEY:BNS_SAV_LUC - Save Bonus (Luck)
 • KEY:BNS_SAV_OTH - Save Bonus (Other)
 • KEY:BNS_SAV_PRO - Save Bonus (Profane)
 • KEY:BNS_SAV_RES - Save Bonus (Resistance)
 • KEY:BNS_SAV_SAC - Save Bonus (Sacred)
 • KEY:BNS_SKL_CIR - Skill Bonus (Circumstance)
 • KEY:BNS_SKL_CMP - Skill Bonus (Competence)
 • KEY:BNS_SKL_LCK - Skill Luck Bonus
 • KEY:BNS_SPELL - Bonus Spell
 • KEY:BNS_SPL_RST - Spell Resistance
 • KEY:BRI_EN_A - Brilliant Energy
 • KEY:BRI_EN_M - Brilliant Energy
 • KEY:BRI_EN_T - Brilliant Energy
 • KEY:BURSTFIRE - Burst fire
 • KEY:CHAOS_A - Anarchic, Chaotic
 • KEY:CHAOS_M - Anarchic, Chaotic
 • KEY:CHAOS_R - Anarchic, Chaotic
 • KEY:CHRGD - Charged
 • KEY:CRYSTAL - Crystalline
 • KEY:C_IRON - Cold Iron
 • KEY:C_IRON/2 - 1/2 Cold Iron
 • KEY:DANCE - Dancing
 • KEY:DARK - Darkwood
 • KEY:DBLTAP - Double Tap fire
 • KEY:DEFEND - Defending
 • KEY:DISRPT - Disruption

 • KEY:DISSIP - Dissipater
 • KEY:DISTNC - Distance
 • KEY:DRACO - Dragonhide
 • KEY:D_1USEMA - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:D_1USEME - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:D_1USEMI - Spell Effect (Single Use/Completion)
 • KEY:ECTO - Ectoplasmic
 • KEY:ETHERE - Etherealness
 • KEY:ETHERE - Etherealness
 • KEY:FLM_A - Flaming
 • KEY:FLM_BR_A - Flaming Burst
 • KEY:FLM_BR_M - Flaming Burst
 • KEY:FLM_BR_R - Flaming Burst
 • KEY:FLM_M - Flaming
 • KEY:FLM_R - Flaming
 • KEY:FLOAT - Floating
 • KEY:FROST_A - Frost
 • KEY:FROST_M - Frost
 • KEY:FROST_R - Frost
 • KEY:FRT_HVY - Fortification (Heavy)
 • KEY:FRT_LGHT - Fortification (Light)
 • KEY:FRT_MOD - Fortification (Moderate)
 • KEY:GHOST_A - Ghost touch
 • KEY:GHOST_AM - Ghost touch
 • KEY:GHOST_M - Ghost touch
 • KEY:GHOST_R - Ghost touch
 • KEY:GLAM - Glamered
 • KEY:HEART - Hearten
 • KEY:HOLY_A - Holy
 • KEY:HOLY_M - Holy
 • KEY:HOLY_R - Holy
 • KEY:ICE_BR_A - Icy Burst
 • KEY:ICE_BR_M - Icy Burst
 • KEY:ICE_BR_R - Icy Burst
 • KEY:ILLUMINATOR - Illuminator
 • KEY:IMPCT - Impact
 • KEY:INVULN - Invulnerability
 • KEY:KEEN - Keen
 • KEY:KIFOC - Ki Focus
 • KEY:LANDING - Landing
 • KEY:LAW_A - Axiomatic, Lawful
 • KEY:LAW_M - Axiomatic, Lawful
 • KEY:LAW_R - Axiomatic, Lawful
 • KEY:LINKED - Linked
 • KEY:LSR_SIGHT - Laser Sight
 • KEY:LUCKY - Lucky
 • KEY:MERC_A - Merciful
 • KEY:MERC_M - Merciful
 • KEY:MERC_R - Merciful
 • KEY:MI_CLE - Mighty Cleaving
 • KEY:MND_ARMR - Mindarmor
 • KEY:MND_CRSHR - Mindcrusher
 • KEY:MND_FDR - Mind Feeder
 • KEY:MNFSTR_S - Manifester
 • KEY:MNFSTR_W - Manifester
 • KEY:MNTL_ADBL - Mentally Audible
 • KEY:MTHRL - Mithral
 • KEY:MWORKA - Masterwork (Armor)
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 • KEY:MWORKI - Masterwork (Instrument)
 • KEY:MWORKT - Masterwork (Tool)
 • KEY:MWORKW - Masterwork (Weapon/Ammo)
 • KEY:PARRYING - Parrying
 • KEY:PHASING - Phasing
 • KEY:PLUS1A - +1 (Enhancement to Armor)
 • KEY:PLUS1S - +1 (Enhancement to Shield)
 • KEY:PLUS1W - +1 (Enhancement to Weapon or 

Ammunition)
 • KEY:PLUS2A - +2 (Enhancement to Armor)
 • KEY:PLUS2S - +2 (Enhancement to Shield)
 • KEY:PLUS2W - +2 (Enhancement to Weapon or 

Ammunition)
 • KEY:PLUS3A - +3 (Enhancement to Armor)
 • KEY:PLUS3S - +3 (Enhancement to Shield)
 • KEY:PLUS3W - +3 (Enhancement to Weapon or 

Ammunition)
 • KEY:PLUS4A - +4 (Enhancement to Armor)
 • KEY:PLUS4S - +4 (Enhancement to Shield)
 • KEY:PLUS4W - +4 (Enhancement to Weapon or 

Ammunition)
 • KEY:PLUS5A - +5 (Enhancement to Armor)
 • KEY:PLUS5S - +5 (Enhancement to Shield)
 • KEY:PLUS5W - +5 (Enhancement to Weapon or 

Ammunition)
 • KEY:POWER STORING - Power Storing
 • KEY:PSIBANE - Psibane
 • KEY:PSYCHIC - Psychic
 • KEY:PWR_RST - Power Resistance
 • KEY:QUICKNESS - Quickness
 • KEY:RADIANT - Radiant
 • KEY:REFLC - Reflecting
 • KEY:RES_ACD_GRT - Acid Resistance (Greater)
 • KEY:RES_CLD_GRT - Cold Resistance (Greater)
 • KEY:RES_ELE_GRT - Electricity Resistance (Greater)
 • KEY:RES_FR_GRT - Fire Resistance (Greater)
 • KEY:RES_SNC_GRT - Sonic Resistance (Greater)
 • KEY:RETRN - Returning
 • KEY:RNFRC_HVY - Reinforcement (Heavy)
 • KEY:RNFRC_LGHT - Reinforcement (Light)
 • KEY:RNFRC_MOD - Reinforcement (Moderate)
 • KEY:RNGED - Ranged
 • KEY:RST_ACD - Acid Resistance
 • KEY:RST_ACD_IMP - Acid Resistance (Improved)
 • KEY:RST_CLD - Cold Resistance
 • KEY:RST_CLD_IMP - Cold Resistance (Improved)
 • KEY:RST_ELE - Electricity Resistance Lightning 

Resistance
 • KEY:RST_ELE_IMP - Electricity Resistance (Improved)
 • KEY:RST_FR - Fire Resistance
 • KEY:RST_FR_IMP - Fire Resistance (Improved)
 • KEY:RST_SNC - Sonic Resistance
 • KEY:RST_SNC_IMP - Sonic Resistance (Improved)
 • KEY:SCP_ELE_OP - Scope (Electro-optical)
 • KEY:SCP_STD - Scope (Standard)
 • KEY:SEEK - Seeking
 • KEY:SHDW - Shadow
 • KEY:SHDW_GRT - Shadow (Greater)

 • KEY:SHDW_IMP - Shadow (Improved)
 • KEY:SHK_BR_A - Shocking Burst
 • KEY:SHK_BR_M - Shocking Burst
 • KEY:SHK_BR_R - Shocking Burst
 • KEY:SHOCK_A - Shock
 • KEY:SHOCK_M - Shock
 • KEY:SHOCK_R - Shock
 • KEY:SIGHT - Sight
 • KEY:SLK - Slick
 • KEY:SLK_GRT - Slick (Greater)
 • KEY:SLK_IMP - Slick (Improved)
 • KEY:SLNT_MV - Silent moves
 • KEY:SLNT_MV_GRT - Silent moves (Greater)
 • KEY:SLNT_MV_IM - Silent moves (Improved)
 • KEY:SL_FDR - Soul Feeder
 • KEY:SPEED - Speed
 • KEY:SPEED_LD - Speed Loader
 • KEY:SPIKE_A - Armor Spikes
 • KEY:SPIKE_S - Shield Spikes
 • KEY:SPL_1USE - Spell Effect (Single Use/Use Activated)
 • KEY:SPL_ACT - Spell Effect (Use Activated)
 • KEY:SPL_CHRG - Spell Effect (50 Charges/Spell Trigger)
 • KEY:SPL_CMD - Spell Effect (Command Word)
 • KEY:SPL_RST - Spell Resistance
 • KEY:SPL_STR - Spell Storing
 • KEY:SPPRSSN - Suppression
 • KEY:SPPRSS_PIS - Suppressor (Pistol)
 • KEY:SPPRSS_RFL - Suppressor (Rifle)
 • KEY:SUNDERER - Sunderer
 • KEY:THGHT_BSTN - Thought Bastion
 • KEY:THNDR_A - Thundering
 • KEY:THNDR_M - Thundering
 • KEY:THNDR_R - Thundering
 • KEY:THROW - Throwing
 • KEY:TIME_BTTRS - Time Buttress
 • KEY:UNDEAD - Undead controlling
 • KEY:UNHLY_A - Unholy
 • KEY:UNHLY_M - Unholy
 • KEY:UNHLY_R - Unholy
 • KEY:UPGRADE - Upgrade
 • KEY:VANISHING - Vanishing
 • KEY:VICIOU - Vicious
 • KEY:VORPAL - Vorpal
 • KEY:WALL - Wall
 • KEY:WILD_A - Wild
 • KEY:WILD_S - Wild
 • KEY:WOUND - Wounding

Creates the key.
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*** Updated 5.9.8

Tag Name: NAMEOPT:x

Variables Used (x): NOLIST

Variables Used (x): NONAME

Variables Used (x): NORMAL

Variables Used (x): NOTHING

Variables Used (x): SPELL

Variables Used (x): TEXT=<text>

What it does:

This is used to set the naming convention used when an EQMOD is added to an equipment item. Without this tag the EQMOD 

name is added as is to the equipment name in parentheses after the original equipment name and separated from other EQMOD 

names by slashes. If an EQMOD has a CHOOSE in it normally the choice made will follow the name of the EQMOD in parentheses. 

Available options work as follows:

 • NAMEOPT:NORMAL - Passes the name and choice to the equipment, same effect if the NAMEOPT tag is not present. 

 • NAMEOPT:NOLIST - Passes the name of the EQMOD but not the choice (if any) to the equipment. 

 • NAMEOPT:NONAME - Passes the choice made to the equipment but not the name of the EQMOD. 

 • NAMEOPT:NOTHING - No text is added to the equipment name. 

 • NAMEOPT:SPELL - If the EQMOD has a spell chooser this option passes the spell details to the equipment. The details   

  displayed are: SpellName/Metamagic feat applied/Class/Level. 

 • NAMEOPT:TEXT=<Text> - Specified text is passed to the equipment. 

Example:

Craft[tab]CHOOSE:SKILL|TYPE=CRAFT[tab]BONUS:SKILL|%CHOICE|2[tab]

selecting “Craft (Armorsmithing)” in the chooser with:

 • NAMEOPT:NOLIST - generate “Craft” as the name. 

 • NAMEOPT:NONAME - generate “Craft (Armorsmithing)” as the name. 

 • NAMEOPT:NORMAL - generate “Craft (Craft (Armorsmithing))” as the name. 

Example:

NAMEOPT:SPELL

Customizing boots with an invisibility spell might generate: Boots (Invisibility/Extend Spell/Wizard/5th).

Tag Name: PLUS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Key Name)

What it does:

The numeric value supplied is the plus of the item.

Example:

PLUS:1

Item is treated as +1.
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Tag Name: PRETYPE:x,y,y

Variables Used (x): Number (The number of types that must match the specified requirements).

Variables Used (y): Text (Equipment type).

Variables Used (y): EQMODTYPE=y (Equipment Modifier type).

Variables Used (y): EQMOD=y (Equipment Modifier KEY).

What it does:

Make specific TYPES or Equipment Modifier a prerequisite.

   • Note: PRETYPE has a different use outside of Equipment and Equipment Modifier files, it checks for race types.

   • See the Global PRETYPE entry for usage outside of Equipment and Equipment Modifier files.

  • EQMODTYPE=”type” checks for TYPE in applied Equipment Modifiers not Equipment type. 

Secondary syntax:

PRETYPE has a second older syntax which is still in use in the release files.

   • PRETYPE:y,y|y

   • When comma (,) delineated PRETYPE requires all the types listed to pass. 

 • When pipe (|) delineated PRETYPE requires only one of the types listed to pass. 

 • Pipes and commas can be combined, for example PRETYPE:Heavy,Armor|Shield translates to: Must have  

  “Heavy” AND “Armor” OR “Shield” types.

Examples:

PRETYPE:1,Magic <tab> PRETYPE:1,Piercing,Slashing

Type must be magic and piercing or slashing

PREMULT:2,[PRETYPE:1,Magic],[PRETYPE:1,Piercing,Slashing]

This example, utilizing the PREMULT tag, accomplishes the same thing as the example above it but as it is one statement it 

can be attached to a BONUS statement.

!PRETYPE:1,Heavy

Type must NOT be Heavy

PRETYPE:1,EQMODTYPE=Mundane

Use to test for any modifier with “Mundane” type.

PRETYPE:1,EQMOD=IRONWOOD

Use to test for the “Ironwood” Equipment Modifier.

Examples of secondary syntax:

PRETYPE:Magic,Piercing,Slashing

Type must be Magic, Piercing and Slashing.

PRETYPE:Magic,Armor|Shield,Piercing,Slashing

Type must be Magic, Piercing, Slashing and (Armor OR Shield).

Tag Name: REPLACES:x,x

Variables Used (x): Number (Key Name)

What it does:

This is the list of keys that are replaced in the existing item by the specified keys in this tag.

Example:

REPLACES:WEAP+1,WEAP+2,WEAP+3,WEAP+4,WEAP+5

Replaces keys “WEAP+1”, “WEAP+2”, “WEAP+3”, “WEAP+4” or “WEAP+5” with the keys specified in this tag.
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*** Updated 5.7.7

Tag Name: SPROP:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Special property)

What it does:

  • The special property is text that will appear on output sheets under the equipment it is assigned to. 

• Variable substitution can be used in the same manor as the SA tag

  • The “%” symbol will fill in a number from a variable listed after a “|” (pipe). 

• This can be done numerous times, with each successive “%” relating to the next variable listed after another “|” (pipe). 

• Each variable needs to be defined (via the global DEFINE tag.)

  • SPROP tags can be qualified with PRExxx tags. SPROP tags qualified with PRExxx tags will not display unless the character  

 meets the prerequisites.

 • Variable substitution and PRExxx qualifying can be combined in one SPROP tag. 

 • Support has been added for %CHOICE substitution so that the SPROP will pick up and display the selection from the CHOOSE. 

Examples:

SPROP:Shines with an inner light

Output sheet reads “Shines with an inner light” under the item.

SPROP:Squash code bugs % times per day|TL

For a 5th level character the output sheet would read “Squash code bugs 5 times per day” under the item.

SPROP:+2 against undead|PRECLASS:Paladin=1

Outputs the text if the character has at least 1 level of Paladin.

SPROP:+% vs. code bugs|ColaIntake|PRESKILL:1,Programming=10

If the character has the Programming skill of at least 10 and the variable “ColaIntake” is defined as equal to 4 then the 

output sheet reads “+4 vs. code bugs”.

SPROP:+2 against %CHOICE

If one of the choices offered by the EQMOD were “Dragons” the SPROP might read “+2 against Dragons”.

*** Updated �.�.8

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Number (Type Name)

What it does:

 • This is a list of the TYPE’s of items that the modifiers can be applied to. 

 • The Special TYPE BaseMaterial is used by PCGen to denote what material the item is composed of. Any equipment modifier 

with TYPE:BaseMaterial will replace any other equipment modifier which also has TYPE:BaseMaterial, no REPLACES tag is needed. 

 • Used in conjunction with PRETYPE and ITYPE. 

Example:

TYPE:Armor.Shield

Item is of the “Armor” & “Shield” types.

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Yes, No, or Qualify)

What it does:

 • YES - This will always show the modifier in the customizer window. 

 • No - This will never show the modifier in the customizer window. 

 • Qualify - This will always show the modifier in the customizer window if the item meets the requirements to obtain this 

modifier. 

Example:

VISIBLE:Yes

This will always show the modifier in the customizer window.
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Feat Files
Each feat takes one line and the first field must be the feat’s name.

Naming Feats

When naming feats you should only use parentheses at the end of the name if the name is not duplicated elsewhere. This is because 

of how PCGen names feats which can be taken multiple times. For example, the Feat Weapon Focus when taken will display as Weapon 

Focus(Dagger). Another example is Armor Proficiency (Light), there is no feat named Armor Proficiency so this name is fine. What is 

happening is when PCGen finds a feat with parentheses that duplicates the name of another feat it assumes that feat is an instance of 

the one without parentheses and does not display the one with parentheses.

*** New

Tag Name: ADDSPELLLEVEL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Increase in spell slot level)

What it does:

This tag is used in metamagic feats to denote how much higher the spell level slot requires.

Example:

ADDSPELLLEVEL:2

A spell with this metamagic feat applied to it takes up a slot two levels higher than the normal spell.

Tag Name: BENEFIT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (feat benefit text)

What it does:

This is the benefit text of the feat from the source material. This text will be displayed in the feat description field if the 

“Display Feat Description” checkbox in the Appearance/Display Options Preference window is unchecked. Otherwise the text from 

the DESC tag will be displayed.

Example:

BENEFIT:This is sample text for the example purposes

Adds feat benefit.

Tag Name: CHOOSE:FEATADD|x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat name)

Variables Used (x): Text (TYPE=feat type)

What it does:

Adds a Feat to the list of Feats for the Character. It will only display as a choice those feats that the character is qualified to 

select.

Example:

CHOOSE:FEATADD|Weapon Focus,Toughness,Improved Unarmed Combat

May choose between “Weapon Focus”, “Toughness” or “Improved Unarmed Combat”.

CHOOSE:FEATADD|TYPE=General

May choose any General type feat.

CHOOSE:FEATADD|Weapon Focus,Improved Unarmed Combat|TYPE=Metamagic|TYPE=ItemCreation

My choose between “Weapon Focus”, “Improved Unarmed Combat”, any “Metamagic” type feat or any “ItemCreation” type 

feat..
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Tag Name: COST:x

Variables Used (x): Number (feat point cost)

What it does:

This is how many feat points the feat costs. a decimal value, as the example below, would mean that it only costs 1/2 a feat 

point.

Example:

COST:1

Feat costs one feat point.

COST:.5

Feat costs half a feat point.

Tag Name: DESC:x

Variables Used (x): Text (feat description)

What it does:

 • This is the 1 line flavor text of the feat from the source material. 

 • Not to exceed 1 line and paraphrased if the line is too long. 

 • If that one line is not OGC, then the DESCISPI should be added. 

Example:

DESC:This is sample text for the example purposes

Adds feat description.

*** New

Tag Name: DESCISPI:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES/NO)

What it does:

This is used to show that the DESC field is closed content, or Product Identity. Permission must be gained from the publisher to 

release it into official files.

Example:

DESCISPI:YES

The Feat description is closed content.

Tag Name: MULT:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES/NO)

What it does:

This determines if a feat can be taken multiple times. If the value is set to YES, then you MUST also use a CHOOSE tag.

Example:

MULT:YES

This Feat can be taken multiple times.

Tag Name: STACK:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES/NO)

What it does:

This tells PCGen if the feat benefits may be stacked on one another.

Example:

STACK:YES

This Feat may be stack on it’s self.
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*** New 5.6

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of template)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of templates that are granted by the feat.

Example:

TEMPLATE:Celestial

Adds the “Celestial” template to the character.

TEMPLATE:Half Dragon (Red)|Zombie

Adds the templates “Half Dragon (Red)” and “Zombie” to the character.

Tag Name: TYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat type)

What it does:

This is a . (period) delimited list of the types the feat is.

Example:

TYPE:General.Fighter

This Feat is part of the “General” and “Fighter” feat types.

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x

Variables Used (x): YES

Variables Used (x): NO

Variables Used (x): DISPLAY

Variables Used (x): EXPORT

What it does:

 • YES - Shows the feat name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet. (This is the default setting). 

 • NO - Hides the feat name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet. 

 • DISPLAY - Displays the feat name in PCGen but not on the character sheet. 

 • EXPORT - Hides the feat name from PCGen but displays it on the character sheet. 

Example:

VISIBLE:YES

Shows the feat name in PCGen and on the Output sheet.
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Language Files
Most languages contain only two fields, the ‘name’ field which has no tag label and the TYPE tag. The Languages list file is used with the 

xxxskills.lst file for the CHOOSE:Language(>list of names<) tag. This file also tells PCGen what languages are available for races to choose form 

with their bonus languages based on their primary language stat (Usually Intelligence). Languages, like many other objects in PCGen, can be 

qualified with PRExxx tags. For example the Druidic language may only be learned by Druids so the Druidic entry contains a PREVARGTEQ:

DruidicLanguage,1 tag which prevents the language from appearing in chooser lists for the language skill or bonus languages. Any Class 

or Race which grants Druidic as a bonus language must place a DEFINE:DruidicLanguage|1 tag in it to meet the prerequisite. This is 

not needed if the language is granted automatically by the LANGAUTO tag because it bypasses any prerequisites on the language.

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spoken, Read, Written)

What it does:

This is a . (period) delimited list of the types that languages are.

Example:

TYPE:Spoken.Written.Read

Language is “Spoken”, “Written” and “Read”.

Race Files
The “Name” of the race must be the first field on each line, the remaining tags may be of any order.

*** Deprecated - Now done in Biosettings.lst

Tag Name: AGE:min:dice:sides:dice:sides:dice:sides

Tag Name: CHOOSE:LANGAUTO:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited choice of Automatic Languages that do not count against the limit determined by a Stat.

Example:

CHOOSE:LANGAUTO:Abyssal|Infernal

May choose between “Abyssal” or “Infernal” as a race language.

Tag Name: CR:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Challenge rating)

What it does:

Sets the Challenge Rating of the creature. For CR’s less than 1, fractions are used (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Note: CR’s using fractions 

must start with a “1/”. Expressions such as CR:3/4 or CR:0.5 will not work

Example:

CR:1/4

Race is rated at a quarter challenge rating.
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Tag Name: FACE:x,y

Variables Used (x): Number (Space the creature occupies)

Variables Used (y): Number (Optional, side space)

What it does:

Describes how much space the creature takes up. For 3.0 rules this tag is used for the Face statistic. For 3.5 rules this tag is 

used for the Space statistic. If only one number is used it is assumed to represent all sides.

Example:

FACE:5,10

The race has a face of 5 by 10.

FACE:10

The race has a face of 10.

Tag Name: FAVCLASS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name or “Any”)

What it does:

 • Determines the Race’s favored class. 2 or more classes separated by | (pipe) will grant all of the classes as Favored. 

 • Special type ‘Any’ will grant the character’s highest level class as Favored. 

Example:

FAVCLASS:Wizard

Race’s favored class is Wizard.

Tag Name: FEAT:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of feats granted to a Race (also known as “bonus feats”).

Example:

FEAT:Blind-Fight|Alertness

Race gets “Blind-Fight” and “Alertness” as bonus feats.

Tag Name: HANDS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of Hands)

What it does:

Determines the Number of Hands the creature has for purposes of Multiattack and Multidexterity.

Example:

HANDS:4

Race has four hands.

*** Deprecated - Now done in Biosettings.lst

Tag Name: HEIGHT:M:min:dice:sides:bonus:F:min:dice:sides:bonus
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Tag Name: HITDICE:x,y

Variables Used (x): Number (Starting number of dice)

Variables Used (y): Number (Type of Hit Dice)

What it does:

 • The first number is the number of Automatic Hit Dice the race starts with. 

 • The second number is the Hit Die Size for those dice. 

 • This is used Only with Default Monsters ON 

Example:

HITDICE:2,8

Race has 2d8 hit points to start with.

Tag Name: HITDICEADVANCEMENT:x,x

Variables Used (x): Number (Hit Dice)

What it does:

 • The last number in the comma delimited list is the highest HD the creature can advance to, through HD advancement. 

 • All the numbers preceding the last number each indicate the highest number of HD the creature can have before before its 

size increases by one category. 

Examples:

HITDICEADVANCEMENT:4,6,8

Race starts out as Tiny, with 4 Hit Dice. 5-6 it is Small, 7+ it is Medium. 8 Hit Dice is the maximum it can ever raise to.

HITDICEADVANCEMENT:4,16,32,99

Assassin Vine: starts out as Large, with 4 HD. 5-16 it is Huge, 17-32 it is Gargantuan, 33+ it is Colossal. 99 HD is the 

maximum it can ever raise to.

Tag Name: LANGBONUS:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language Name or “ALL”)

What it does:

This is a comma delimited list that allows choice of the listed languages that the character’s gains as bonus languages 

(determined by the appropriate stat, usually Intelligence). This does not effect languages granted from skills.

Example:

LANGBONUS:Dwarven,Elven,Gnome,Goblin,Orc

Race can choose starting languages from “Dwarven”, “Elven”, “Gnome”, “Goblin” or “Orc”.

Tag Name: LEGS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of Legs)

What it does:

Used to determine encumbrance and carrying capacity for creatures/characters with a nonstandard amount of legs. (i.e. more 

than/less than 2).

Examples:

LEGS:4

A horse has 4 legs.

LEGS:0

Slime and ooze creatures/characters would have no legs!
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*** Updated 5.�
Tag Name: LEVELADJUSTMENT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Level Adjustment)

What it does:
Raises the Effective Character Level (ECL) of the creature by the number supplied.

This is factored in when determining how much experience is needed to raise a characters level. For example, a 1st level 

character with a Level adjustment of 3 would need the same amount of experience to reach 2nd level as a 4th level character 

with no level adjustments would need to reach 5th level.

The Level Adjustment is added to Monster Hit Dice and/or Character Levels to determine the Effective Character Level (ECL) of 

the creature.

Example:
LEVELADJUSTMENT:1

Effective Character Level is raised by one.

Tag Name: MFEAT:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Name)

What it does:
This is a | (pipe) delimited list of feats granted to a race only if the setting “Default Monsters” is “ON”.

Example:
MFEAT:Improved Initiative

The monster has “Improved Initiative” as a feat.

*** New 5.�
Tag Name: MONCCSKILL:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Skill Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Skill Type>)

What it does:
Grants the listed skills as monster cross class skills.

Monster cross class skills are only cross class skills for monster classes such as Giant, Outsider, Undead etc.

If a monster takes levels in a base class only those skill defined as cross class skills in that class count as cross class skills for 

that level, the monster cross class skills will not apply.

Examples:
MONCCSKILL:Alchemy|Wilderness Lore

The “Alchemy” and “Wilderness Lore” skills are made monster cross class skills.

MONCCSKILL:Alchemy|TYPE.Knowledge

The “Alchemy” and “Knowledge” type skills are made monster cross class skills.

*** New 5.�
Tag Name: MONCSKILL:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (<Skill Name>)

Variables Used (x): Text (Type=<Skill Type>)

What it does:
Grants the listed skills as monster class skills.

Monster class skills are only class skills for monster classes such as Giant, Outsider, Undead etc.

If a monster takes levels in a base class only those skill defined as class skills in that class count as class skills for that level, 

the monster class skills will not apply.

Examples:
MONCSKILL:Alchemy|Wilderness Lore

The “Alchemy” and “Wilderness Lore” skills are made monster class skills.

MONCSKILL:Alchemy|TYPE.Knowledge

The “Alchemy” and “Knowledge” type skills are made monster class skills.
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Tag Name: MONSTERCLASS:x:y

Variables Used (x): Text (Monster Class Name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Starting Level)

What it does:

 • Determines the number of Monster Levels the race gets on start. 

 • Class must be TYPE:Monster and have a PRERACETYPE that matches the race. 

 • This is only used with the setting “Default Monsters” as “OFF”. 

Example:

MONSTERCLASS:Outsider:2

The race has 2 levels of Outsider to start.

Tag Name: NATURALATTACKS:w,x.x,y,z|w,x.x,y,z

Variables Used (w): Text (Natural weapon name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Natural weapon type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number of attacks)

Variables Used (z): Text (Natural weapon damage)

What it does:

This tag is used to define non-equipment attacks a race may possess.

This is a , (comma) and | (pipe) delimited list of the natural attacks a creature has. If the creature has multiple attacks pipes are 

used to separate the entries. Commas are used to delimit variables within a single attack listing. All four variables separated by 

three commas must be present or PCGen will hang when attempting to load the .pcc file.

The first variable (w) is the name of the natural weapon.

The second set of variables (x) are the natural weapon types. Types should be delimited with periods (.). This must always start 

with “Weapon” and “Natural” and must be followed by either “Melee” or “Ranged”. After that the weapons damage types are 

listed which can be “Bludgeoning”, “Piercing” or “Slashing” or any combination of the three.

The third variable (y) is the number of attacks of this type that the creature possesses. If the is an asterisk in front of the 

number it indicates that the number of attacks is non-iterative, that is it is not based on the creatures attack progression but 

rather how many of the natural weapons it possesses.

The final variable is the damage the natural weapon does. This is entered in the standard dice notation such as “1d8” and 

“4d10”.

The NATURALATTACKS tag creates a proficiency for the its attacks on the fly which allows the use of the BONUS:WEAPONPROF tag 

to effect it. For example, if you used the NATURALATTACKS tag to create a Bite attack you could then use BONUS:WEAPONPRO

F=Bite|DAMAGE,TOHIT|2 to add 2 to the attack and damage rolls.

Example:

NATURALATTACKS:Claw,Weapon.Natural.Melee.Piercing.Slashing,*2, 1d4|Bite,Weapon.Natural.

Melee.Bludgeoning.Piercing.Slashing,*1,1d6

Race has 2 Claw attacks and a Bite attack.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: RACESUBTYPE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Creature Subtype)

What it does:

  • Defines the Subtypes of creature possesses.

  • Additional Subtypes can be added and/or removed with a RACESUBTYPE in a template or other file type 

  • Examples include: Air, Angel, Aquatic, Archon, Augmented, Chaotic, Cold, Earth, Evil, Extraplanar, Fire, Goblinoid, Good,   

 Incorporeal, Lawful, Native, Reptilian, Shapechanger, Swarm, Water as well as Humanoid subraces such as Elf, Orc, Dwarf, etc..

Example:

RACESUBTYPE:Lawful|Air

The race possesses the “Lawful” and “Air” subtypes.
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*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: RACETYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Creature Type)

What it does:

  • Defines the Type of creature the race is.

  • A Creature may only have one RACETYPE at any given time.

  • The Base RACETYPE set in the race line can be changed with a RACETYPE tag in a template or other file type. 

• Currently existing selections from the Monster List include: Aberration, Animal, Beast, Construct, Dragon, Elemental, Fey,  

 Giant, Humanoid, Magical Beast, Monstrous Humanoid, Ooze, Outsider, Plant, Shapechanger, Undead, and Vermin

Example:

RACETYPE:Outsider

The race is of the “Outsider” type.

Tag Name: REACH:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Reach in Feet)

What it does:

Determines the reach of the Race.

Example:

REACH:10

The race has a reach of ten feet.

Tag Name: SIZE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (F,D,T,S,M,L,H,G,C)

What it does:

Determines the size of the Race. (F=Fine, D=Diminutive, T=Tiny, S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, H=Huge, G=Gargantuan, 

C=Colossal). Size is used in determining to-hit, AC, and affects some skills).

Example:

SIZE:M

The race is of Medium size.

Tag Name: SKILLMULT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Skill Multiplier)

What it does:

 • Defines the Multiplier of the skill points when the character is first level. 

 • Default is x4. 

 • Most Multi-hit die creatures have SKILLMULT:1 since adding class levels is done as Multi-Classing. 

Example:

SKILLMULT:1

Monsters have x1 since adding class levels is done as Multi-classing.

*** Updated
Tag Name: SOURCEPAGE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Source Page Number)
What it does:

This is used to show where in the source the race information is listed. SOURCEPAGE should always be used, since display of any 
of the SOURCE information requires its presence.

Example:
SOURCEPAGE:p.102

Further information can be found on page 102 of the source.
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*** Updated

Tag Name: STARTFEATS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Source Page Number)

What it does:

Grants a number of free feats to the race at first level. These are unrestricted feats. To restrict choice (such as “only Fighter 

feats”) use the global ADD:FEAT() tag.

Example:

STARTFEATS:2

The race starts with 2 free feats.

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Template Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of templates that are granted to the race.

Example:

TEMPLATE:Incorporeal|Undead|Celestial

The race uses the “Incorporeal”, “Undead” and “Celestial” templates.

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:CHOOSE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Template Name)

What it does:

CHOOSE will supply a popup window of the choices presented in the tag that are | (pipe) delimited. Allowing the user to pick 

ONE from the list.

Example:

TEMPLATE:CHOOSE:Celestial|Outsider

The race can choose either the “Celestial” or “Outsider” template.

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Template Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of template choices that are added to the list presented by the original TEMPLATE:CHOOSE tag 

found here or in other lst files.

Example:

TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:Demihuman|Beast

The race can choose previously defined templates plus the “Demihuman” or “Beast” templates.

Tag Name: TYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Race type)

What it does:

 • Defines the Type of creature the race is. 

 • Important for matching up with Monster HD, and for references to race, such as the Rangers Favored Enemy. 

 • Currently existing selections from the Monster List include: Aberration, Animal, Beast, Construct, Dragon, 

Elemental, Fey, Giant, Humanoid, Magical Beast, Monstrous Humanoid, Ooze, Outsider, Plant, Shapechanger, Undead, and Vermin

Example:

TYPE:Outsider

The race is of the “Outsider” type.
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*** Updated 5.7.1�

Tag Name: WEAPONBONUS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weapon Name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Weapon Type)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of weapons or weapon types that are granted to the race as a choice of ONE of the listed 

weapons.

Example:

WEAPONBONUS:Rapier|Longbow

The race receives bonus proficiency in “Rapier” or “Longbow”.

WEAPONBONUS:TYPE.Simple

The race receives bonus proficiency in any one Simple weapon.

*** Deprecated - Now done in Biosettings.lst

Tag Name: WEIGHT:M:min:dice:sides:F:min:dice:sides

Tag Name: XTRASKILLPTSPERLVL:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Template Name)

What it does:

Grants a number of skill points to the race for free at every character level. This happens before multiplication of the first class 

level’s skill points.

Example:

XTRASKILLPTSPERLVL:1

Adds one to the skill points per level (before multiplication for the 1st level).

Skill Files
The name of the skill must be the first entry on each line.

Tag Name: ACHECK:x

Variables Used (x): Text (YES, NO, PROFICIENT, DOUBLE, WEIGHT)

What it does:

 • This tells PCGen whether any penalties from equipped armor are applied. 

 • NO - Armor check penalty does not apply (Default). 

 • YES - Armor check penalty applies to this skill. 

 • PROFICIENT - Armor check penalty applies if the character is not proficient in it. 

 • DOUBLE - Armor check penalty of double normal applies to this skill. 

 • WEIGHT - Weight carried penalty applies to the skill check. 

Example:

ACHECK:YES

Armor check penalty applies to this skill.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:Language(x.y,x.y)

Variables Used (x): Text (Language TYPE, i.e. Spoken, Written, or Read)

Variables Used (y): Text (Language name)

What it does:

 • This provides the user with a list of languages that the character may speak. 

 • The languages listed are determined by the TYPE tag used in the Languages List File. 

 • If the text is listed as Spoken, Written, or Read, ONLY the languages with the matching TYPE tag from the Languages List  

  File are supplied as viable choices. 

 • You can also specify multiple types by using a , (comma) delimited list. 

 • You can also Specify specific language types using the . (period) delimiter. 

 • And the final way you can give choices is from the PC’s list of already known languages (This way one can only allow a  

  character to write languages that they can first speak, or vice versa). 

Example:

CHOOSE:Language(Read.Draconic,Spoken)

Choose between “Spoken” type languages or “Read” and “Draconic” type languages.

*** New 5.�.�

Tag Name: CLASSES:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Class Name)

Variables Used (x): ALL

What it does:

Makes the given skill a class skill for the listed classes.

Example:

CLASSES:Cleric|Paladin

The listed skill is class skill for “Cleric” or “Paladin” characters.

CLASSES:ALL

The listed skill is class skill for all classes.

Tag Name: EXCLUSIVE:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

 • This tells PCGen whether a skill is an exclusive skill or not. 

 • If this is set to YES then ONLY classes that have this listed as a class skill can take it. 

 • The Default is NO. 

Example:

EXCLUSIVE:YES

This skill may only be taken if it is a class skill.

Tag Name: KEYSTAT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Abbreviated name of stat from statsandchecks.lst)

What it does:

 • This is to set what stat (as defined by the Game Mode List File) the skill draw and bonuses from. 

 • If the tag is left off, no Stat bonus will be automatically applied. 

 • The Default is NO. 

Example:

KEYSTAT:INT

Sets the Key stat for the skill to Intelligence.
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*** Deprecated ***

Tag Name: REQ:x

*** Deprecated - Use BONUS:SKILL|<skillname>|x|PRESKILL:1,<synergyskillname>=y

Tag Name: SYNERGY:x=y=z

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill type)

What it does:

 • ll Skill TYPE tags should use the skill’s key attribute as the first type (“None” is an acceptable option). 

 • A Multiple types can be specified using the . (period) Delimiter. 

Example:

TYPE:Charisma.Perform

This skill belongs to the “Charisma” and “Perform” types.

Tag Name: USEUNTRAINED:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

 • YES or NO are used to indicate if this skill can be used untrained by the character. 

 • The default is YES. 

Example:

USEUNTRAINED:NO

This skill may not be used if untrained.

*** New 5.7.7

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x|y

Variables Used (x): Property (YES, ALWAYS, GUI, EXPORT, CSHEET)

Variables Used (y): Optional Property (READONLY)

What it does:

 • YES, ALWAYS - Shows the skill name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet. (This is the default setting). 

 • GUI - Displays the skill name in PCGen but not on the character sheet. 

 • EXPORT, CSHEET - Hides the skill name from PCGen but displays it on the character sheet. 

 • READONLY - Optional. This will block the user from adding Ranks to the skill in the Skill Tab. READONLY is not valid when 

VISIBLE is set to EXPORT or CSHEET. 

Example:

VISIBLE:ALWAYS

Shows the skill name in PCGen and on the Output sheet.

VISIBLE:GUI

Shows the skill name in PCGen but not on the Output sheet.

VISIBLE:CSHEET

Shows the skill name on the Output sheet but not in PCGen.

VISIBLE:ALWAYS|READONLY

Shows the skill name in PCGen and on the Output sheet but prohibits the user from adding ranks to it.
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Spell Files
The first field is the name of the spell.

*** New 5.�

Tag Name: (CASTERLEVEL)

What it does:

CASTERLEVEL is a special variable for use within DESC, DURATION and TARGETAREA tags which treat anything found in 

parentheses as a formula to be parsed into a number. CASTERLEVEL returns the caster level of the class which grants the spell. 

The value of CASTERLEVEL is usually dependent on Class but can be effected by Race or the School, Descriptor or other attribute 

of the Spell. CASTERLEVEL can be adjusted using the BONUS:CASTERLEVEL tag. In some cases where division and multiplication 

are used it is recommended that the floor() function be applied.

Example:

DESC:Electricity deals (CASTERLEVEL)d6 damage

If caster level is 2 output reads:Electricity deals 2d6 damage.

DURATION:((CASTERLEVEL/3)+1) rounds

If caster level is 6 output reads:DURATION:3 rounds

TARGETAREA:(floor(CASTERLEVEL/2)*5+25)

If caster level is 7 output reads:TARGETAREA:40 (Note that if floor() were not used formula would return 42).

Tag Name: CASTTIME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Casting time)

What it does:

Reports the time it takes to cast this spell.

Example:

CASTTIME:1 Round

This spell takes 1 round to cast.

*** Updated

Tag Name: CLASSES:x,x=y|x,x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (x): ALL (Spell level is the same for all classes)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Class type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

What it does:

This indicates that this spell is the indicated level for the named class.

This tag can now be qualified with PRExxx statements. Please note that you must enclose the PRExxx statement with [ ] instead 

of the usual Pipe delineation.

Examples:

CLASSES:Wizard=5|Enchanter=3|Druid=6

Indicates this spell is 5th Lvl Wizard, 3rd Lvl Enchanter, and 6th Lvl Druid.

CLASSES:Wizard,Sorcerer=5|Cleric=4

Indicates this spell is 5th Lvl Wizard, 5th Lvl Sorcerer, and 4th Lvl Cleric.

CLASSES:ALL=4

Indicates this spell is 4th Lvl for all classes.

CLASSES:TYPE.Divine=3

Indicates this spell is 3rd Lvl for divine classes.

CLASSES:ALL=4[PREDEITY:Java]
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Indicates this spell is 4th Lvl for all classes, but is only available for followers of Java.

CLASSES:Wizard,Sorcerer=5|Cleric=4[PRECLASS:Magician=1]

Indicates this spell is 5th Lvl Wizard, 5th Lvl Sorcerer, but will only be added to the spell list of a character with one level 

of the Magician prestige class. This is especially useful if you need to create a spell lists for prestige classes that add castor 

levels to existing levels but does not otherwise have a spell progression.

Tag Name: COMPS:x

Variables Used (x): Text (V, S, M, DF)

What it does:

Lists the types of spell components required for this spells (Verbal, Somatic, etc).

Example:

COMPS:V S

This spell has “Verbal” and “Somatic” components.

*** Updated

Tag Name: COST:x|y,x

Variables Used (x): Number (Component Cost)

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of Class, optional)

What it does:

This is the cost of the spells components.

Example:

COST:300

This spell’s components cost 300 gold.

COST:1000|Druid,0|Cleric,100

This spell’s components cost 0 for a Druid, 100 for a Cleric and 1000 for everyone else.

*** New

Tag Name: DESC:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell description)

What it does:

 • One line description of what the spell does. 

 • Not necessarily Open Game Content. 

 • If closed, and permission is granted, the DESCISPI tag is used to show that. 

 • This replaces the Deprecated EFFECTS tag. 

 • Formulas can be parsed and the results replaced in the output by enclosing the variables and formulas within parentheses. 

 • CASTERLEVEL, a variable specifically designed for this purpose, is commonly used though other variables can be used as well. 

 • Because anything within parentheses is assumed to be a formula to be parsed, text containing parentheses must    

 substitute brackets [ ] in place of parentheses. 

Example:

DESC:Toasts the monsters with fire

What the spell does.

DESC:Target is prone for (CASTERLEVEL) rounds.

If the value of CASTERLEVEL is equal to 3 then this would output: “Target is prone for 3 rounds.”.
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*** New

Tag Name: DESCISPI:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

 • This is used to show that the DESC field is closed content, or Product Identity. 

 • Permission must be gained from the publisher to release it into official files. 

Example:

DESCISPI:YES

Description is closed content.

Tag Name: DESCRIPTOR:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)

What it does:

Reports what types the spell is and is used for specialist wizards to determine their favored schools bonus spells.

Example:

DESCRIPTOR:Sonic|Acid|Evil

This spell is of the “Sonic”, “Acid” & “Evil” types.

*** Updated

Tag Name: DOMAINS:x,x=y|x,x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Domain name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Spell level)

What it does:

This indicates that this spell is the indicated level for the named domain.

This tag can now be qualified with PRExxx statements. Please note that you must enclose the PRExxx statement with [ ] instead 

of the usual Pipe delineation.

Examples:

DOMAINS:Charm=2|Beauty=3

Indicates that this is a 2nd level spell for the Charm domain, and 3rd level for the Beauty domain.

DOMAINS:Fire=3|Magic=4[PREALIGN:2,5,8]

Indicates that this is a 3rd level spell for the Fire domain, and 4th level for the Magic domain, but is only available to evil 

characters.

DOMAINS:Charm=2|Beauty=3[PRECLASS:Supermodel=1]

Indicates that this is a 2nd level spell for the Charm domain, and 3rd level for the Beauty domain, but will only be added 

to the spell list of a character with a level of the Supermodel prestige class.

Tag Name: DURATION:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell duration)

What it does:

Reports the duration of the spell.

Formulas can be parsed and the results replaced in the output by enclosing the variables and formulas within parentheses.

CASTERLEVEL, a variable specifically designed for this purpose, is commonly used though other variables can be used as well.

Because anything within parentheses is assumed to be a formula to be parsed, text containing parentheses must substitute 

brackets [ ] in place of parentheses.

Example:

DURATION:1 Round/Level

This spell lasts for one round per level.

DURATION:(CASTERLEVEL) rounds

If CASTERLEVEL is equal to 3 then this outputs: “3 rounds”.
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*** Deprecated - Use DESC tag instead.

Tag Name: EFFECTS:x

*** Deprecated - Use TARGETAREA tag instead.

Tag Name: EFFECTTYPE:x

*** Updated

Tag Name: ITEM:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Item type)

What it does:

Tells PCGen what types of items this spell can be used to make (Potions, wands, wondrous items, etc).

Most often this is used to indicate the spell can be made into a potion.

Brackets can be used to prevent the spell from being used in the specified item.

Example:

ITEM:Potion

This spell can be used in a potion.

ITEM:[Scroll]

This spell can NOT be used in a scroll.

Tag Name: RANGE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell range)

What it does:

Reports the range that the spell has.

Example:

RANGE:Medium (100’ + 5/lv)

This spell has a range of 100 feet plus 5 feet per level.

Tag Name: SAVEINFO:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell save)

What it does:

Reports whether or not there is a save for the spell, and if so what it is.

Example:

SAVEINFO:Will Negates

A successful Will save will negate the spell effects.

*** Updated 5.7.�

Tag Name: SCHOOL:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell School Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of Schools the spell belongs to and is used for specialist wizards to determine their favored 

schools bonus spells.

Example:

SCHOOL:Divination

This spell belongs to the “Divination” school.

SCHOOL:Enchantment|Illusion

This spell belongs to the “Enchantment” and “Illusion” schools.
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*** Updated 5.7.�

Tag Name: SUBSCHOOL:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell Sub-School Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of Sub-Schools the spell belongs to and is used for specialist wizards to determine their favored 

schools bonus spells.

Example:

SUBSCHOOL:Charm

This spell belongs to the “Charm” sub-school.

SUBSCHOOL:Creation|Calling

This spell belongs to the “Creation” and “Calling” subschools.

*** Deprecated - Use CLASSES or DOMAINS tags instead

Tag Name: SPELLLEVEL:CLASS|x|DOMAIN|x

Tag Name: SPELLRES:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Yes or No)

What it does:

Indicates whether the character can try to resist the spell based on their Spell Resistance number.

Example:

SPELLRES:Yes

This spell is susceptible to spell resistance.

*** New

Tag Name: TARGETAREA:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Target area)

What it does:

 • Reports the Target, Area, or Effects that the spell has. 

 • This replaces the deprecated EFFECTTYPE tag. 

 • Formulas can be parsed and the results replaced in the output by enclosing the variables and formulas within parentheses. 

 • CASTERLEVEL, a variable specifically designed for this purpose, is commonly used though other variables can be used as well. 

 • Because anything within parentheses is assumed to be a formula to be parsed, text containing parentheses must substitute 

brackets [ ] in place of parentheses. 

Example:

TARGETAREA:Cone

Spell has a cone area of effect.

TARGETAREA:(CASTERLEVEL*10) ft. cube

If CASTERLEVEL is equal to 3 then this outputs: “30 ft. cube”.

*** Updated 5.�.�
Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell type)
What it does:
 • Indicates what “types” are associated with the spell. 
 • You can also Specify multiple types using the . (period) delimiter. 
Example:

TYPE:Arcane.Divine

Spell is both “Arcane” and “Divine”.

*** New
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Tag Name: VARIANTS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell Variant)

What it does:

 • This is a | (pipe) delimited list of the names of variations of the spell. 

 • Optional Tag. Not all spells have variants. 

 • Used when creating custom magic items (such as scrolls and wands). User must select one of the variants when creating such an item. 

Example:

VARIANTS:Blast|Spell

Names the two variations of the spell.

VARIANTS:Acorn Grenades|Holly Berry Bombs

Names the two variants of the spell Fire seeds.

Tag Name: XPCOST:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Spell XP Cost)

What it does:

Denotes how much the spell costs to cast, used for determining potion, wand, etc costs.

Example:

XPCOST:1250

Spell costs 1250 Experience points to cast.

Kit Files

Source and Header Information Tags

*** Updated 5.9.�

Tag Name: REGION:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Region Name or None)

What it does:

 • This sets a prerequisite region for all kits below the tag. 

 • You can use multiple REGION tags in a kit file. Each time it is used it will apply to the kits listed below it. 

 • A characters Region may be set using the REGION global tag or with a REGION tag found within a template. 

 • This tag is now optional in kit files. 

Example:

REGION:Europa

Character must be from region Europa to apply any kits in the file.

REGION:None

There is no region prerequisite for these kits.

Tag Name: SOURCELONG:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Long source name)

What it does:

The standard format for this is the full company name.

Example:

SOURCELONG:Monkey Madness & Mania

The source’s long name.
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Tag Name: SOURCESHORT:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Short source name)

What it does:

The standard format for this is the company’s initials name.

Example:

SOURCESHORT:MMM

The source’s short name.

Tag Name: SOURCEWEB:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Source’s web site)

What it does:

The standard format for this is the company’s website/URL.

Example:

SOURCEWEB:http://www.monkeymania.com

The source’s web site.

Main Body Tags
All Main Body Tags are fully capable of being limited by the use of PRExxx tags.

Many of these tags grant things to the character only if they can obtain it legally.

This means that if you cannot afford all the gear in the list, that the kit will purchase as much as possible until you run out of money, but if 
you have previously gone to the inventory screen and set the program to make all purchases cost zero, then that is perfectly fine, the kit will 
purchase everything for zero.

Or if the kit is set to try to give you a feat which would normally be unavailable to you, but you have set the program options to ignore 
requirements, then that is fine, the kit will give you the feat.

Tag Name: STARTPACK:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Kit name)

What it does:

 • This MUST be the FIRST line of a new kit definition. 

 • Starts creation of a new kit. 

 • All lines following this one are considered part of this kit until a new STARTPACK tag, or the end of the file, is encountered. 

Example:

STARTPACK:Bar1

Would create a new available kit called “Bar1”.

*** New 5.9.7
Tag Name: ABILITY:PROMPT:FEAT(x)|CHOICE:y

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat choices)
Variables Used (y): Text (Feat to select)
What it does:

The ABILITY tag is used to select the choice presented by an ADD:FEAT chooser in a class level line.  The Feat choices 
parameter must match the choices used in the ADD:FEAT this ABILITY is selecting for.  The Feat to select should be a valid 
selection but this is not checked by the kit.

Where it is used:
Lines starting with LEVELABILITY.

Example:
LEVELABILITY:Ranger=1 <tab> ABILITY:PROMPT:FEAT(TYPE.Favored Enemy)|CHOICE:Favored 

Enemy (Humanoid (Elf))

Selects Humanoid (Elf) as a ranger’s first favored enemy selection.
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*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: ALIGN:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Alignment abbreviation)

What it does:

Sets the Alignment of the PC. If the tag specifies multiple options a pop up window allows the user to select one.

Examples:

ALIGN:LG|NG|CG

Grants a choice of any good alignment.

ALIGN:CE

Sets the alignment to Chaotic Evil.

*** New 5.9.6

Tag Name: APPLY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (INSTANT or PERMANENT)

What it does:

Selects if the selection of this kit is stored with the character or not.  PERMANENT means the kit will be stored with the 

character that selects it and will not be available to be selected again.  INSTANT means the kit will not be stored and can be 

selected any number of times.

Where it is used:

APPLY can only be used on STARTPACK lines.

Examples:

APPLY:INSTANT

Sets this kit to be usable multiple times.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: CLASS:x LEVEL:y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Levels to add)

What it does:

Grants the class and levels indicated to the character if they can legally attain them.

Examples:

CLASS:Warrior <tab> LEVEL:2

Would grant the character two levels of the Warrior class.

CLASS:Fighter <tab> LEVEL:4 <tab> PRECLASS:1,Fighter=1

Would grant four levels of Fighter if the character has at least one level in Fighter already.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: COUNT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Maximum number of choices to allow)

What it does:

 • Sets the maximum number of choices that can be made from the list. 

 • This tag is optional; if not present it defaults to one. 

Where it is used:

COUNT must be used in lines that start with DOMAIN, FEAT, PROF, or SPELLS. This tag will have no effect unless the primary tag 

contains a list.

Examples:

FEAT:Dodge|Improved Initiative|Alertness <tab> COUNT:2

Would allow the choice of two of Dodge, Improved Initiative, and Alertness.

PROF:Longsword|Rapier|Longbow|Shortbow <tab> COUNT:2
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Would allow the choice of two of Longsword, Rapier, Longbow, and Shortbow.

SPELLS:LEVEL=1 <tab> COUNT:2

Would allow the choice of two first level spells.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: DEITY:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of Deity)

What it does:

Sets characters Deity if qualified.

Example:

DEITY:Kong

Sets characters Deity to “Kong”.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: DOMAIN:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Domain Name)

What it does:

Sets characters Domains if qualified. COUNT can be used to limit the number of choices granted by the kit. If not present the 

character can take as many as he is normally allowed

Where it is used:

DOMAIN must be used in lines that start with DEITY.

Example:

DOMAIN:Animal

Sets the characters Domain to “Animal” if qualified.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: EQMOD:x|y|y.x|y|y

Variables Used (x): Text, period delimited (Equipment modifier name)

Variables Used (y): Text, pipe delimited (Modifiers applied to the equipment modifier name)

What it does:

 • A period (.) delimited list of equipment modifiers. 

 • Each element is a pipe (|) delimited list of strings. 

 • It calls an equipment mod to be applied to the base item. 

 • It will take the base item, and automatically apply the equipmod. 

Where it is used:

EQMOD must be used in lines that start with GEAR.

Example:

EQMOD:Bane.Holy.Keen

The equipment modifiers “Bane”, “Holy” and “Keen” (as seen in the item customizer in PCGen) are added to the granted 

equipment item.

EQMOD:KEEN.BANE|Undead or EQMOD:BANE|Undead.KEEN

Bane Undead is added to the item.

EQMOD:ABILITYPLUS|STR+2

Applies a +2 STR bonus to the char when using the item.
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*** New 5.8

Tag Name: EQUIPBUY:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Percentage)

What it does:

This sets the percentage that the total cost of all the gear in the kit is discounted (or inflated by). If set to 0 the gear is 

granted for free.

Where it is used:

EQUIPBUY must be used in lines that start with STARTPACK.

Example:

EQUIPBUY:0

The gear granted by the KIT is free.

EQUIPBUY:50

The gear granted by the KIT is granted for half the normal cost.

EQUIPBUY:200

The gear granted by the KIT is granted for twice the normal cost.

*** Updated 5.9.7

Tag Name: FEAT:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE=Text (Feat TYPE)

What it does:

 • A pipe (|) delimited list of feats. 

 • Presents the list as a choice to the user. 

 • Grants the chosen feats. 

Examples:

FEAT:Weapon Focus (Greataxe)

Would grant the “Greataxe Weapon Focus” feat.

FEAT:Dodge PRESTAT:1,DEX=13

Would grant “Dodge” if the character has a Dexterity of at least 13.

FEAT:Dodge|Improved Initiative

Would grant the choice of Dodge or Improved Initiative.

FEAT:TYPE=ItemCreation

Would grant the choice of an ItemCreation type feat.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: FREE:x

Variables Used (x): Property (YES or NO)

What it does:

Grants this item for free.

Where it is used:

FREE must be used in lines that start with FEAT or SKILL.

Example:

FREE:YES

The item that appears on this line will be granted to the character without subtracting from the character’s available pool.
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*** New 5.8

Tag Name: FUNDS:x

Variables Used (x): Currency Abbreviation found in miscinfo file (i.e. gp, euro, dollars, etc)

What it does:

Adds a specified amount of currency to the characters cash pool in the Gear Sub-tab of the Inventory Tab. The FUNDS tag is 

paired with a QTY tag which is used to set the amount granted. When used in a FUNDS line QTY will take a number or formula 

with variables. It is possible to generate a random number with the roll() JEP operator, for example roll(“1d6”) simulates a 

1d6.

Example:

FUNDS:gp <tab> QTY:100

Adds 100 gp to the Gold pool which the character may now spend on equipment.

FUNDS:gp <tab> QTY:10*TL

Adds 10 times the characters total level of gp to the Gold pool.

FUNDS:gp <tab> QTY:10*roll(“2d4”)

Adds 2d4 times 10 gp to the Gold pool.

Tag Name: GEAR:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Item name)

What it does:

Grants the gear indicated to the character if they can afford to purchase it.

Example:

GEAR:Sack

Would put a “Sack” into the PCs equipment if they can afford it.

Tag Name: LANGAUTO:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language Name)

What it does:

This is a comma delimited list of languages that the character automatically gains.

*** New 5.9.7

Tag Name: LEVELABILITY:x=y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number (Level ability is granted at)

What it does:

LEVELABILITY signifies what class and level the following ABILITY tag is specifying the choice for.

Where it is used:

LEVELABILITY is used in kit lines.

Example:

LEVELABILITY:Ranger=1 <tab> ABILITY:PROMPT:FEAT(TYPE.Favored Enemy)|CHOICE:Favored 

Enemy (Humanoid (Elf))

Selects Humanoid (Elf) as a ranger’s first favored enemy selection.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: LOCATION:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Location to be equipped)

What it does:

LOCATION is used in GEAR lines to specify the location the item will be equipped to. If an item is of a TYPE with a specific slot 

then setting it to Equipped will equip it there. Only weapons need more specific settings.
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Where it is used:

LOCATION is used in GEAR lines.

Example:

GEAR:Morningstar <tab> LOCATION:Primary Hand

GEAR:Leather <tab> LOCATION:Equipped

GEAR:Shield (Light/Wood) <tab> LOCATION:Equipped

GEAR:Javelin <tab> LOCATION:Carried

Equips the Morningstar to the Primary Hand slot, the Leather armor to the Armor slot, the Shield to the Shield slot and the 

Javelin to Carried.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: MAXCOST:x

Variables Used (x): Number (maximum cost of equipment item)

What it does:

Sets the maximum cost a given piece of equipment will be purchased for. If the equipment would cost more than this number it 

will not be purchased.

Where it is used:

MAXCOST must be used in lines that start with GEAR.

Example:

MAXCOST:10

This equipment will only be purchased if it costs less than 10.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: NAME:x

Variables Used (x): Text (The characters new name)

What it does:

Sets a name to the kit recipient.

Example:

NAME:Code Monkey

Sets the characters name to “Code Monkey”.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: OPTION:x,y|x,y

Variables Used (x): Number Number, JEP formula or VAR (Low value to compare SELECT against)

Variables Used (y): Number Number, JEP formula or VAR (High value to compare SELECT against, OPTIONAL)

What it does:

OPTION can be used on a line to determine randomly if the line will be granted to the character. OPTION specifies a number 

range in which the line will be granted if it matches the number generated by the last precedingSELECT tag.

Where it is used:

OPTION can be used in lines which grant things to the character such as GEAR, SKILL, CLASS, RACE, FEAT, etc. there must be a 

SELECT tag before the OPTION tag for it to be valid.

Example:

SELECT:roll(“1d100”)

GEAR:Scimitar <tab> OPTION:1,50

GEAR:Falchion <tab> OPTION:51,100

GEAR:Full Plate <tab> OPTION:1,STR*5

GEAR:Shield<tab> OPTION:1,10|75,100

GEAR:The One Ring <tab> OPTION:100

The SELECT tag sets a value between 1 and 100. If that value falls within 1-50 the Scimitar is granted, if the value is 
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between 51 and 100 the Falchion is granted, if the value is between 1 and the characters Strength bonus times 5 the Full 

Plate is granted, if the value is between 1 and 10 or 75 and 100 the Shield is granted. If the SELECT value is exactly 100 

The One Ring is granted and you had better start packing.

Tag Name: PROF:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Proficiency name)

What it does:

 • A pipe (|) delimited list of weapon proficiencies. 

 • Presents the list as a choice to the user. 

 • If there is RACIAL:YES tag on the line will try and fill any racial bonus proficiency choices, otherwise it will try and will any class 

bonus proficiency choices. 

 • If there are any choices left they will be granted as bonus proficiencies. 

Example:

PROF:Greataxe

Would give a proficiency in the use of “Greataxe” if the PC can afford it.

PROF:Longsword <tab> RACIAL:YES

Would select Longsword as the bonus proficiency choice if the character can legally select that choice.

PROF:Longbow|Shortbow

Would grant the choice of Longbow or Shortbow as a bonus proficiency.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: RACE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Race Name)

What it does:

Sets the characters race.

Example:

RACE:Bugbear

Sets the characters race to Sets the characters race.

*** New 5.9.5

Tag Name: SELECT:x

Variables Used (x): JEP formula or VAR

What it does:

Sets a value that can be checked at any point after this tag appears in a kit using the OPTION: tag. If more than one SELECT tag 

is used in a kit each use of it will reset the value for the OPTION tags below it. This is used to determine randomly if an item 

will be granted by the kit, the OPTION tag can be added to any kit line and the object will only be granted if the range specified 

by the OPTION tag matches the number generated by the SELECT tag.

Example:

SELECT:roll(“1d100”)

Selects a number from 1 to 100 which can be checked by the OPTION tag.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: SIZE:x

Variables Used (x): Size category (F,D,T,S,M,L,H,G,C)

Variables Used (x): PC (matches the equipment to the characters size)

What it does:

Enlarges or reduces the GEAR item to the size specified. Optional, if not present the equipments size is unchanged.

Where it is used:
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SIZE must be used in lines that start with GEAR.

Example:

SIZE:S

The item is set to size small.

Tag Name: SKILL:x RANK:y

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill name)

Variables Used (x): Text (TYPE=<Skill type>)

Variables Used (y): Number (Skill rank)

What it does:

 • Grants the number of ranks indicated of the skill indicated to the character if they can legally have that many additional ranks of 

that skill. 

 • RANK tag MUST be used on all SKILL lines. 

 • If indicated skill is in class then ranks will be purchased in class, and likewise for cross class skills. 

Examples:

SKILL:Climb RANK:4

Gives four ranks of “Climb” skill if they can afford it.

SKILL:TYPE=Knowledge RANK:4

Gives four ranks of “Knowledge” type skills if they can afford it.

Tag Name: SPELLS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell name)

What it does:

 • Grants the character the indicated spells if they are legally available. 

 • You can specify spells by using a | (pipe) delimited list. 

Examples:

SPELLS:Detect Magic|Ghost Sound|Light|Read Magic

Would give the “Detect Magic”, “Ghost Sound”, “Light” & “Read Magic” spells if the PC has free spells.

SPELLS:LEVEL=0

Grants ALL 0-level spells.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: SPELLS:SPELLBOOK=v|CLASS=w|x|x[y]=z

Variables Used (v): Text (Spellbook name)

Variables Used (w): Text (Spellcasting class name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Spell name)

Variables Used (y): Text (Metamagic Feat name, optional)

Variables Used (z): Number (Number of time the spell appears in the book)

What it does:

 • Adds the named spell (x) to the spellbook (v) for the class (w). 

 • [y] is any metamagic feat known to the character. 

Examples:

SPELLS:SPELLBOOK=Prepared Spells|CLASS=Cleric|Aid=3|Align Weapon|Banishment

Would add Aid, Align Weapon and Banishment to the Prepared Spells spellbook, Aid appears three times.

SPELLS:SPELLBOOK=Known Spells|CLASS=Sorcerer|Daze|Detect Magic|Ghost Sound

Adds Daze, Detect Magic and Ghost Sound to the Sorcerers Known Spells spellbook.
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*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: STAT:x=y|x=y

Variables Used (x): Property (Stat abbreviation)

Variables Used (y): Number (The Value the stat will be set to)

What it does:

This sets the ability scores for the character. This is done as if the user had set them in the GUI, this sets the editable scores 

before racial and other bonuses are added in. Specifying all the Stats is not required, a single Stat or more can be set and any 

which are not specified are left alone.

Example:

STAT:STR=15|DEX=14|WIS=10|CON=10|INT=10|CHA=18

Sets the editable scores to those specified.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: SUBCLASS:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Subclass name)

What it does:

Sets a subclass choice. Will avoid the subclass chooser.

Example:

SUBCLASS:Fast Hero

Sets a subclass choice to “Fast Hero”.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of template)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of templates that are granted by the feat.

Example:

TEMPLATE:Celestial

Adds the “Celestial” template to the character.

*** New 5.8, Updated 5.9.�

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x

Variables Used (x): Property (YES or NO)

What it does:

 • YES - Displays the name of the KIT in the KIT selection window. 

 • NO - Hides the name of the KIT in the KIT selection window. 

 • QUALIFY - Displays the name of the KIT only if the character passes the prerequisites. 

 • This is an optional tag and if not used it will default to YES. 

Where it is used:

VISIBLE must be used in lines that start with STARTPACK.

Example:

VISIBLE:YES

Shows the KIT name in PCGen.

VISIBLE:NO

Hides the KIT name in PCGen.
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Misc Main Body Tags

Tag Name: RACIAL:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

 • Grants or deny’s a character’s natural racial ability to choose weapon proficiencies. 

 • Used on the PROF line. 

 • Creating a kit with a RACIAL tag supplementing a PROF tag allows you to permit or deny this natural ability. 

 • If allowed the kit will pick one of the available choices of weapon proficiencies. 

 • If not allowed the character will receive none of the available racial weapon proficiencies. 

Example:

RACIAL:YES

Elves naturally have the ability, during creation, to have a weapon proficiency with either the Longsword OR the rapier.

Tag Name: RANK:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of Ranks)

What it does:

 • Used on SKILL lines to indicate the number of ranks granted of the indicated skill. 

 • RANK tag MUST be used on all SKILL lines. 

Example:

RANK:4

Four ranks are given.

Tag Name: QTY:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of items)

What it does:

 • Used to indicate the quantity of the indicated item. 

 • Used on GEAR lines to indicate the quantity of the indicated item to be purchased. 

 • This tag is optional and all GEAR tags default to QTY:1 if not this tag is not present. 

Example:

QTY:3

Three items are given.
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Template Files
A Template is a series of special ‘ideas’ that are applied to a character.

These ‘ideas’ take the form of Undead, Lycanthropy Celestial, Outsider, etc, and enhance your character is some way. Each template is one line 
only and the first field must be the template name.

*** New 5.9.7

Tag Name: ADDLEVEL:x|y

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name)

Variables Used (y): Number or Formula (Number of levels to add)

What it does:

This tag will add the specified number of levels of the given class to the character the template is applied to. The levels function 

as normal class levels in all way except that they will be removed when the template is removed. These levels will be added 

regardless of whether or not the character qualifies for the class in question.

Example:

ADDLEVEL:Animal|6

Adds six levels of the Animal class to the character.

Tag Name: BONUSFEATS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of bonus feats)

What it does:

This is for granting additional feats.

Example:

BONUSFEATS:1

One bonus feat is given.

Tag Name: BONUSSKILLPOINTS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Number of bonus skill points)

What it does:

This numeric value provided will be * (multiplied) by 4 at 1st level and granted each level after that.

Example:

BONUSSKILLPOINTS:2

Two bonus skill points are given.

*** New 5.7.7

Tag Name: BONUS:MONSKILLPTS|LOCKNUMBER|x

Variables Used (x): Number (Skill points)

What it does:

This will override the base skill points for monster HD. This tag will work retroactively.

Example:

BONUS:MONSKILLPTS|LOCKNUMBER|6

This template will set 6 as the base skill points for any monster levels.
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Tag Name: CHOOSE:LANGAUTO:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited choice of Automatic Languages that do not count against the limit determined by a Stat.

Example:

CHOOSE:LANGAUTO:Abyssal|Infernal

“Abyssal” & “Infernal” are granted as bonus languages.

Tag Name: CR:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Challenge rating adjustment)

What it does:

This is the amount the characters CR is increased by this template.

Example:

CR:2

The character’s challenge rating is increased by two.

Tag Name: FAVOREDCLASS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Class name or “Any”)

What it does:

 • Determines the Race’s favored class. 

 • 2 or more classes separated by | (pipe)will grant all of the classes as Favored. 

 • Special type ‘Any’ will grant the character’s highest level class as Favored. 

Example:

FAVOREDCLASS:Wizard|Fighter

The character’s favored classes are Wizard and Fighter.

Tag Name: FEAT:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Feat Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of feats granted to a Race.

Example:

FEAT:Blind-Fight|Alertness

Gives the “Blind-Fight” & “Alertness” bonus feats.

Tag Name: GENDERLOCK:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Male, Female, Neuter)

What it does:

Sets the character’s Gender and disables the ability to change it.

Example:

GENDERLOCK:Female

The characters gender is set to and locked as “Female”.
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Tag Name: HD:x

Variables Used (x): Calculation (range or minimum natural Hit Dice)

What it does:

 • The numeric values supplied are a range (1-3) or minimum (4+) hit dice the character must have before an ability is granted to the 

character.

 • This is Natural Hit Dice, not character level.

 • The text may contain the following tags:

  • CR - Challenge Rating

  • DR - Damage Reduction

  • FEAT - Feat

  • SA - Special Ability

  • SR - Spell Resistance

 • This may appear more than once in a template. 

Examples:

HD:1-3:DR:5/1

Grants Damage Reduction of 5/+1 if natural hit dice is between one and three.

HD:1+:SR:15

Grants Spell Resistance of 15 if natural hit dice is greater than one.

HD:2-7:CR:2

Grants an increase in Challenge Rating of two if natural hit dice is between two and seven.

HD:15+:SA:Uncanny Dodge

Grants the “Uncanny Dodge” special ability if natural hit dice is grater than fifteen.

HD:10+:FEAT:Alertness

Grants the “Alertness” feat if natural hit dice is greater than ten.

*** Deprecated, use HITDIE

Tag Name: HITDICESIZE:x|y

*** New 5.7.8 - Updated 5.9.�

Tag Name: HITDIE:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Hit Dice size)

Variables Used (x): %+Number (Amount added to Hit Dice)

Variables Used (x): %-Number (Amount subtracted from Hit Dice)

Variables Used (x): %*Number (Amount Hit Dice is multiplied by)

Variables Used (x): %/Number (Amount Hit Dice is divided by)

Variables Used (x): %upNumber (Amount Hit Dice size is stepped up by)

Variables Used (x): %downNumber (Amount Hit Dice size is stepped down by)

Variables Used (y): CLASS=<class name> (Optional, Specific class the HITDIE will be applied to)

Variables Used (y): CLASS.TYPE=<class type name> (Optional, Specific class type the HITDIE will be applied to)

What it does:

Specifies the new Hit Dice size the template grants to the creature and retroactively recalculates hit points based on the new Hit 

Dice size. When using the step up function the steps are d4,d6,d8,d10 and stops at d12. When using the step down function the 

steps are d12,d10,d8,d6 and stops at d4. Regardless of the number it will never allow a hit die below 1.

Example:

HITDIE:12

The character now has a Hit Dice of 12.

HITDIE:%+2

Adds 2 to the current Hit Dice size.

HITDIE:%-4
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Subtracts 4 from the current Hit Dice size.

HITDIE:%*3

Multiplies the current Hit Dice size by 3.

HITDIE:%/2

Divides the current Hit Dice size by 2.

HITDIE:%up2

Steps up the Hit Dice size by two steps. If the creature has a Hit Die of d6 it will be stepped up to d10.

HITDIE:%down1

Steps down the Hit Dice size by one step. If the creature has a Hit Die of d6 it will be stepped down to d4.

HITDIE:%up1|CLASS.TYPE=Monster

Steps up the Hit Dice size by one step for any Monster class levels the creature has. If the creature has a Monster class Hit 

Die of d8 it will be stepped up to d10.

Tag Name: LANGAUTO:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language Name)

What it does:

This is a comma delimited list of languages that the character automatically gains.

Example:

LANGAUTO:Common,Gnome

The characters gains the “Common” & “Gnome” languages automatically.

Tag Name: LANGBONUS:x,x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language Name)

Variables Used (x): Text (TYPE=<Language Type>)

Variables Used (x): Text (“ALL”)

What it does:

This is a , (comma) delimited list of the languages a character can choose from based upon their Intelligence stat

Example:

LANGBONUS:TYPE=Spoken,Draconic

Add all “Spoken” type languages & “Draconic” to the list of languages that can be taken when creating a character.

Tag Name: LEVEL:x:y:z

Variables Used (x): Number (Level at which the benefit is granted)

Variables Used (y): CR:z (Challenge Rating)

Variables Used (y): DR:z (Damage Reduction)

Variables Used (y): FEAT:z (Automatic Feat)

Variables Used (y): SA:z (Special Ability)

Variables Used (y): SR:z (Spell Resistance)

Variables Used (z): Number or Text (Must be valid for the tag used)

What it does:

 • Grants the character an ability at the level specified.

 • This is the characters total character level.

 • The text may contain the following tags:

  • CR - Challenge Rating

  • DR - Damage Reduction

  • FEAT - Feat

  • SA - Special Ability

  • SR - Spell Resistance

 • This may appear more than once in a template.
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 • Feats added by this tag are considered automatic feats and do not count against a PC’s feat pool. 

Examples:

LEVEL:1:DR:5/+1

Grants Damage Reduction of 5/+1 at Level 1.

LEVEL:2:SR:15

Grants Spell Resistance of 15 at Level 2.

LEVEL:3:CR:2

Grants an increase in Challenge Rating of two at Level 3.

LEVEL:4:SA:Uncanny Dodge

Grants the “Uncanny Dodge” special ability at Level 4.

LEVEL:5:FEAT:Alertness

Grants the “Alertness” feat at Level 5.

LEVEL:6:FEAT:TYPE.Fighter

Produces a popup menu at Level 6 from which a PC can choose a fighter feat.

*** Updated 5.�

Tag Name: LEVELADJUSTMENT:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Level Adjustment)

What it does:

Raises the Effective Character Level (ECL) of the creature by the number supplied.

This is factored in when determining how much experience is needed to raise a characters level. For example, a 1st level 

character with a Level adjustment of 3 would need the same amount of experience to reach 2nd level as a 4th level character 

with no level adjustments would need to reach 5th level.

The Level Adjustment is added to Monster Hit Dice and/or Character Levels to determine the Effective Character Level (ECL) of 

the creature.

Example:

LEVELADJUSTMENT:1

Effective Character Level is raised by one.

*** Deprecated �.�.8. Use BONUS:MOVEADD or BONUS:POSTMOVEADD

Tag Name: MOVEA:x,y

Tag Name: NATURALATTACKS:w,x.x,y,z|w,x.x,y,z

Variables Used (w): Text (Natural weapon name)

Variables Used (x): Text (Natural weapon type)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number of attacks)

Variables Used (z): Text (Natural weapon damage)

What it does:

This tag is used to define non-equipment attacks a race may possess.

This is a , (comma) and | (pipe) delimited list of the natural attacks a creature has. If the creature has multiple attacks pipes are 

used to separate the entries. Commas are used to delimit variables within a single attack listing. All four variables separated by 

three commas must be present or PCGen will hang when attempting to load the .pcc file.

The first variable (w) is the name of the natural weapon.

The second set of variables (x) are the natural weapon types. Types should be delimited with periods (.). This must always start 

with “Weapon” and “Natural” and must be followed by either “Melee” or “Ranged”. After that the weapons damage types are 

listed which can be “Bludgeoning”, “Piercing” or “Slashing” or any combination of the three.

The third variable (y) is the number of attacks of this type that the creature possesses. If the is an asterisk in front of the 

number it indicates that the number of attacks is non-iterative, that is it is not based on the creatures attack progression but 

rather how many of the natural weapons it possesses.
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The final variable is the damage the natural weapon does. This is entered in the standard dice notation such as “1d8” and 

“4d10”.

The NATURALATTACKS tag creates a proficiency for the its attacks on the fly which allows the use of the BONUS:WEAPONPROF tag 

to effect it. For example, if you used the NATURALATTACKS tag to create a Bite attack you could then use BONUS:WEAPONPRO

F=Dagger|DAMAGE,TOHIT|2 to add 2 to the attack and damage rolls.

Example:

NATURALATTACKS:Claw,Weapon.Natural.Melee.Piercing.Slashing,*2, 1d4|Bite,Weapon.Natural.

Melee.Bludgeoning.Piercing.Slashing,*1,1d6

Race has 2 Claw attacks and a Bite attack.

Tag Name: NONPP:x

Variables Used (x): Number (Non proficiency penalty)

What it does:

Sets he character’s penalty for non proficiency in a weapon to the specified numeric value (This can only be a negative number 

or zero).

Example:

NONPP:-2

The non proficiency penalty is minus two.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: RACESUBTYPE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Creature Subtype)

Variables Used (x): .REMOVE.Text (Removes Creature Subtypes)

What it does:

 • Adds or removes additional Subtypes to the creature. 

 • Initial Subtypes are defined by the RACESUBTYPE race tag.

 • Examples include: Air, Angel, Aquatic, Archon, Augmented, Chaotic, Cold, Earth, Evil, Extraplanar, Fire, Goblinoid, Good, Incorporeal, 

Lawful, Native, Reptilian, Shapechanger, Swarm, Water as well as Humaniod subraces such as Elf, Orc, Dwarf, etc..

Example:

RACESUBTYPE:Lawful|Air

Adds the “Lawful” and “Air” subtypes.

RACESUBTYPE:.REMOVE.Evil

Removes the “Evil” subtype.

RACESUBTYPE:.REMOVE.Extraplanar|Native

Removes the “Extraplanar” subtype and adds “Native” subtype.

*** New 5.9.�

Tag Name: RACETYPE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Creature Type)

What it does:

 • Changes the Type of creature the race is from the initial Type defined by RACETYPE in the race line.

 • A Creature may only have one RACETYPE at any given time. 

 • Currently existing selections from the Monster List include: Aberration, Animal, Beast, Construct, Dragon, 

Elemental, Fey, Giant, Humanoid, Magical Beast, Monstrous Humanoid, Ooze, Outsider, Plant, Shapechanger, Undead, and Vermin

Example:

RACETYPE:Undead

The Creature is now of the “Undead” type.
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Tag Name: REGION:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Region name or “Yes”)

What it does:

 • This sets the name of the region the character is from, the default is none. 

 • If Yes is specified then it will place the name of the template in parenthesis after the race on character sheet output. 

Example:

REGION:Timbuktu

Character is from “Timbuktu”.

Tag Name: REMOVABLE:x

Variables Used (x): Boolean (YES or NO)

What it does:

This denotes whether a character can remove a template once it is chosen.

Example:

REMOVABLE:NO

The template may not be removed if taken.

*** New 5.8

Tag Name: REMOVE:FEAT(x,x)y

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of feat)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Name of feat type)

Variables Used (x): CLASS.Text (Name of feat type)

Variables Used (x): CHOICE (pops a chooser box)

Variables Used (y): Number (Number of feats to remove, Optional)

Variables Used (y): ALL (Removes all indicated feats without prompting)

What it does:

Provides options for removing feats, this works with hidden feats as well as standard feats but not on those applied with the 

VFEAT or MFEAT tags. The (y) variable is optional, if not present the tag simply removes whatever feats are specified in variable (x).

Where it can be used:

Works in class and template files.

Example:

REMOVE:FEAT(Alertness)

Removes the Alertness feat, no choice is presented, the feat is simply removed.

REMOVE:FEAT(TYPE.Fighter)3

Presents a list of Fighter type feats and allows the removal of up to 3.

REMOVE:FEAT(CHOICE)2

Presents a list of all feats the character has and allow removal of 2 of them. If a feat has a COST:# associated with it, it 

returns that # back to the feat pool.

REMOVE:FEAT(CLASS.Paladin)ALL

Removes all feats that have been granted/taken by the Paladin Class.
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*** Updated 5.9.7

Tag Name: SIZE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (F,D,T,S,M,L,H,G,C)

Variables Used (x): Number or Formula (Numeric value of the size value)

What it does:

Size is used in determining TO-HIT, AC, and affects some skills (F=Fine, D=Diminutive, T=Tiny, S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, H=Huge, 

G=Gargantuan, C=Colossal). The following are the numeric values that are legal to set: (0=Fine, 1=Diminutive, 2=Tiny, 3=Small, 

4=Medium, 5=Large, 6=Huge, 7=Gargantuan, 8=Colossal). Note that if a value outside this range is used the result is undefined.

Example:

SIZE:M

Character is “Medium” size.

SIZE:max(AnimalSize,SIZE)

Sets the character’s size to the maximum of the variable “AnimalSize” and current size.

Tag Name: SUBRACE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Subrace name or “Yes”)

What it does:

 • This sets the name of the sub race the character is, the default is none. 

 • If Yes is specified then it will place the name of the template in parenthesis after the race on character sheet output. 

 • SUBRACE should only be used once in a template line. 

Example:

SUBRACE:Monkey Ooze

The character is part of the “Monkey Ooze” sub race.

Tag Name: SUBREGION:x

Variables Used (x): Text (Sub region name or “Yes”)

What it does:

 • This sets the name of the sub region the character is from, the default is none. 

 • If Yes is specified then it will place the name of the template in parenthesis after the region on character sheet output. 

Example:

SUBREGION:South Side

The character is from the “South Side” subregion.

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Template Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of templates that are granted to the character.

Example:

TEMPLATE:Incorporeal|Undead|Celestial

The character is given the “Incorporeal”, “Undead” & “Celestial” templates.

Tag Name: TEMPLATE:CHOOSE:x|x
Variables Used (x): Text (Template Name)
What it does:

CHOOSE will supply a popup window of the choices presented in the tag that are | (pipe) delimited (The user is allowed only ONE 
choice from the list.

Example:
TEMPLATE:CHOOSE:Celestial|Outsider

The character is given the choice between “Celestial” or “Outsider”.
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Tag Name: TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Template Name)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of template choices that are added to the list presented by the original TEMPLATE:CHOOSE tag 

found here or in other lst files.

Example:

TEMPLATE:ADDCHOICE:Demihuman|Beast

The character has “Demihuman” and “Beast” added to the choice list.

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Template type)

What it does:

 • Defines the Type of creature members of the template are. 

 • Important for matching up with Monster HD, and for references to race, such as the Rangers Favored Enemy 

Example:

TYPE:Outsider

Is a “Outsider” if this template is selected.

*** Updated 5.7.1�

Tag Name: WEAPONBONUS:x|x

Variables Used (x): Text (Weapon Name)

Variables Used (x): TYPE.Text (Weapon Type)

What it does:

This is a | (pipe) delimited list of weapons or weapon types that are granted to the race as a choice of ONE of the listed 

weapons.

Example:

WEAPONBONUS:Rapier|Longbow

The race receives bonus proficiency in “Rapier” or “Longbow”.

WEAPONBONUS:TYPE.Simple

The race receives bonus proficiency in any one Simple weapon.

Tag Name: VISIBLE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (YES, NO, DISPLAY, EXPORT)

What it does:

 • YES - Shows the Template name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet (This is the default setting). 

 • NO - Hides the Template name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet. 

 • DISPLAY - Displays the Template name in PCGen but not on the character sheet. 

 • EXPORT - Hides the Template name from PCGen but displays it on the character sheet. 

Example:

VISIBLE:YES

Shows the Template name in PCGen and on export to a character sheet.
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Weapon Proficiency Files
The weapon proficiency list file is to set what each weapon category a weapon belongs to (Simple, Martial, Exotic, Natural) so that PCGen can 

determine whether or not a character qualifies to use that weapon or not. The 1st field is the name field, there is no tag for it, just the name 

of the weapon proficiency.

*** Updated

Tag Name: HANDS:x

Variables Used (x): Number (minimum number of hands required to use the weapon)

What it does:

 • The minimum number of hands required to use the weapon. 

 • Defaults to a value of 1. 

 • #IFLARGERTHANWEAPON is a flag that checks if the characters size is larger than the character. 

 • If true, the character is granted that prof. 

 • If not, the proficiency does not apply. 

 • Used for Exotic 1-Hand weapons that are martial if wielded with both hands. 

Examples:

HANDS:2

Weapon is wielded with two hands.

HANDS:1IFLARGERTHANWEAPON

Weapon is wielded with one hand if the PC is larger than the weapon size.

*** Removed - Weapon SIZE is now set in Equipment files

Tag Name: SIZE:x

Variables Used (x): Text (F,D,T,S,M,L,H,G,C)

What it does:

This determines if the weapon is light, one-handed or two-handed for the character’s race (F=Fine, D=Diminutive, T=Tiny, 

S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, H=Huge, G=Gargantuan, C=Colossal).

Example:

SIZE:M

Weapon is “Medium” size.

Tag Name: TYPE:x.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Type name)

What it does:

This defines for PCGen what type of weapon proficiency it is for characters to be able to use the weapon.

Example:

TYPE:Simple

Characters with “Simple” weapon proficiency can use this weapon.
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Output Sheets
The most important aspect of any character generator is the final output, without that, the generator is pretty useless! So explained in the 
next few sections are the character sheets provided with PCGen. There are three types of output sheets; Character Sheets, Party Sheets, & 
Equipment Set Sheets, and 3 styles of output; HTML, PDF, & XML.

The Most used are the Character Sheets, well, it IS a character generator after all! These come in HTML, PDF, & for OpenRPG, an XML sheet!

Party Sheets are primarily for use by the Game Master, they contain condensed information on the entire party for quick reference and these 
come in HTML and PDF formats

Equipment Set sheets are used to allow players to configure different ‘dress’ depending on the environment they are in. The can set up for the 
classic dungeon crawl, meeting the prince, or their ‘in town’ set of items worn.

Character Output Sheets: HTML Versions
csheet_fantasy_std.html
 • Spans 3+ pages (depending on class). 
 • Includes Bio sheet full spell lists with spell details. Includes 2 images if they exist. 
 • They must have the name <character_name>.jpg and <character_name>_Full.jpg and be in the same directory as 
  the exported sheet. 

csheet_fantasy_compact.html
 • Compacted to fit on 2 pages (or one page duplexed). 
 • Does not have Bio or full spell details (only spell titles). 
 • Includes 2 images if they exist. 
 • They must have the name <character_name>.jpg and <character_name>_Full.jpg and be in the same directory as 
  the exported sheet. 

csheet_fantasy_combined.html
 • Uses JavaScript to produce 3 different formats in the one export. 
 • It has layouts similar to the previous 2 sheets and a third layout that is somewhere between them. 
 • This sheet gives you the most flexibility but requires JavaScript and probably Internet Explorer to get the 
  layout correct. 
 • It also has buttons for barbarian characters to make the necessary changes when raging and fatigued. 
 • Includes buttons to increase stats and shows the effects on AC, Initiative, Skills, Weapons etc. 
 • Includes 2 images if they exist. 
 • They must have the name <character_name>.jpg and <character_name>_Full.jpg and be in the same directory as 
  the exported sheet. 

csheet_fantasy_OpenRPG.xml
 • This sheet is aimed at the button-pushing macro-loving set of OpenRPG users; for those that prefer a less interactive  
  character sheet, we recommend exporting to a plain text sheet that you like and cut/pasting your character into  
  a text box. 
 • You’ll find all the dice macros on the combat tab. 

csheet_fantasy_statblock.html
This sheet is a simple stat block.

csheet_fantasy_mmstatblock.html
This sheet is a stat block laid out as you would find in the Monster List.
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Character Output Sheets: PDF Versions
csheet_fantasy_std.fo

 • produces a 2-4+ page sheet styled after the csheet_fantasy_std.html sheets. 

 • Will include a Bio page if there is some text contained in the Bio field. 

 • Does not include images. 

csheet_fantasy_picture.fo

 • Same as csheet_fantasy_std.fo but includes images. 

 • They must have the name <character_name>.jpg and <character_name>_Full.jpg and be in the same directory as the exported sheet. 

csheet_fantasy_descriptions.fo

 • Same as csheet_fantasy_sts.fo but includes images and short descriptions of the feats. 

 • The images must have the name <character_name>.jpg and<character_name>_Full.jpg and be in the same directory as the exported sheet. 

csheet_fantasy_Spellbook.fo

Produces a combined spell book for the character listing all spells (regardless of class or level) in alphabetical order with their details.

Character Output Sheets: XSLT Versions
csheet_fantasy_std.xslt

 • xslt sheets are xml based, more dynamic versions of the .fo pdf sheets and will likely replace the .fo sheets as PCGen evolves.

 • This sheet produces a 2-n page sheet, styled after the csheet_fantasy_std.html sheet.

 • It is dynamic in the way that if the character has a portrait it will be displayed as if in a csheet_fantasy_picture.fo sheet, but if the 

character has no picture it will look like csheet_fantasy_std.fo.

 • If a character is of an spellcasting class, it´s spells and spellbook will be listed.

 • If the character is of an spellcasting class and has not yet received any spells, no spell progression page will be added (unlike .fo 

sheets).

 • The Sheet will include a bio page if there is some text contained in the bio field. Feat descriptions are included as in csheet_

fantasy_descriptions.fo.

 • The xslt intelligence is contained in the base.xml file in the outputsheets root folder.

csheet_modern_std.xslt

 • Same as the above, only for the d20 Modern gamemode (Modern).

Character Output Sheets: Party and Equipment Sets

Party Sheet
psheet_fantasy_std.html

Includes image of each character if the <character_name>.jpg file exists.  Lists Name, Classes, Level, HP, AC, AC Flat-footed, Initiative, 

Vision, Alignment, Total Equipment Value, Fortitude, Reflex, Will, Search, Spot, Listen and Languages.

Equipment Set Sheet
eqsheet_fantasy_std.html

Outputs each of the equipment sets created on the Equipping Tab for the character including basics stats of the character. 
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Character Output Sheet Creation
Creating output sheets of any kind is even more difficult than list editing, and we won’t explain the mechanics of HOW to create a sheet here, 
only the tokens used by the sheets to get the desired information from PCGen. Creating output sheets requires a little knowledge of HTML or 
XML and some javascript/VB Script knowledge doesn’t hurt either!

Whether you have this knowledge or not, it is strongly recommended that you take a look at how the current sheets are constructed and 
‘borrow’ bits and pieces from them to build your own.

Special acknowledgment goes out to Richard O’Doherty-Gregg (oROGutang) for his outstanding output sheets and the basis that all wanna-be 
sheet makers aspire to. If mimicry is the purest form of flattery, then ROG has been flattered more than most, as almost EVERY alternate sheet 
that is used within PCGen is some way derived from his works!

Thanks Richard!

UPDATE!

Now we have Barak to thank. He has been busily (and happily... or else!) updating the character sheets and tokens as well as writing up some 
tutorials on how to use the tokens in the sheets (these are forthcoming). But the new formatting and explanations used are really top notch! 
So kudos to Barak for all his hard work.

Last Updated - 31 Mar 2003

The entire output token documentation has revised and formatted by Shane Molnar (LetohNereg) with content help from Barak.

Ability Related Output Sheet Tokens

Token Name: AC.x

Variables Used (x): Text (ACTYPE value defined in gamemode´s miscinfo.lst file.).

What it does:

This token will display the ACTYPE formula defined in miscinfo.lst and calculate the AC.

Example:

AC.Flatfooted

Will get the Flatfooted ACTYPE formula from miscinfo.lst.

Token Name: ACCHECK

What it does:

Displays the sum for Armour Check Penalty for all equiped armor.

Example:

ACCHECK

Displays Armour Check Penalty for all equiped armor.
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Token Name: ARMOR.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Property (Merge Code).

 • MERGEALL - Causes all armors with the same name to be merged (default behavior). 
 • MERGELOC - Causes all armors with the same name and in the same location to be merged. 
 • MERGEALL - Causes all armors with the same name to be merged - default behavior. 

Variables Used (y): Number (The armor’s position in the character’s armor list - starting from zero).

Variables Used (z): Property (Armor Property).

 • ACBONUS - Total bonus to AC including base and magical adjustments. 
 • ACCHECK - Armor Check penalty for armor on relevant skills. 
 • BASEAC - Just the armor’s non-magical armor adjustment. 
 • EDR - Damage Reduction provided by the armor. 
 • MAXDEX - The armor’s max dex adjustment to AC. 
 • MOVE - Base movement allowed in the armor. 
 • NAME - Displays the name of the armor. 
 • SPELLFAIL - Percentage failure of Arcane spells. 
 • SPROP - Special properties. 
 • TOTALAC - Same as ACBONUS. 
 • TYPE - i.e. Light, Medium, Heavy, Shield, Extra. 
 • WT - Weight. 

What it does:

 • Display properties of armor being worn. 
 • The merge variable is optional. 

Example:

ARMOR.0.MAXDEX

Displays the max dex adjustment to AC allowed by the armor being worn in position 0.

Token Name: ARMOR.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Property (Status).

 • ALL - All armor is included (no filter). 
 • EQUIPPED - Only equipped armor is included. 
 • NOT_EQUIPPED - Only amour that is not equipped is included. 

Variables Used (y): Number (The armor’s position in the character’s armor list - starting from zero).

Variables Used (z): Property (Armor Property).

 • ACBONUS - Total bonus to AC including base and magical adjustments. 
 • ACCHECK - Armor Check penalty for armor on relevant skills. 
 • BASEAC - Just the armor’s non-magical armor adjustment. 
 • EDR - Damage Reduction provided by the armor. 
 • MAXDEX - The armor’s max dex adjustment to AC. 
 • MOVE - Base movement allowed in the armor. 
 • NAME - Displays the name of the armor. 
 • SPELLFAIL - Percentage failure of Arcane spells. 
 • SPROP - Special properties. 
 • TOTALAC - Same as ACBONUS. 
 • TYPE - i.e. Light, Medium, Heavy, Shield, Extra. 
 • WT - Weight. 

What it does:

 • Displays information about armor. 
 • The merge variable is optional. 

Example:

ARMOR.EQUIPPED.3.NAME

Would display the name of the 4th equipped item which bestows a bonus to AC.
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Token Name: ARMOR.w.x.y.z

Variables Used (w): Property or Type (Base).

 • SUIT - Only armor suits are included. 
 • SHIRT - Only armor shirts are included. 
 • SHIELD - Only shields are included. 
 • ITEM - Only items that bestow an AC bonus are included. 
 • <type> - Only the specified type are included. 

Variables Used (x): Property (Status).

 • ALL - All armor is included (no filter). 
 • EQUIPPED - Only equipped armor is included. 
 • NOT_EQUIPPED - Only amour that is not equipped is included. 

Variables Used (y): Number (The armor’s position in the character’s armor list - starting from zero).

Variables Used (z): Property (Armor Property).

 • ACBONUS - Total bonus to AC including base and magical adjustments. 
 • ACCHECK - Armor Check penalty for armor on relevant skills. 
 • BASEAC - Just the armor’s non-magical armor adjustment. 
 • EDR - Damage Reduction provided by the armor. 
 • MAXDEX - The armor’s max dex adjustment to AC. 
 • MOVE - Base movement allowed in the armor. 
 • NAME - Displays the name of the armor. 
 • SPELLFAIL - Percentage failure of Arcane spells. 
 • SPROP - Special properties. 
 • TOTALAC - Same as ACBONUS. 
 • TYPE - i.e. Light, Medium, Heavy, Shield, Extra. 
 • WT - Weight. 

What it does:

 • Displays information about armor. 
 • The merge variable is optional. 

Example:

ARMOR.ITEM.EQUIPPED.1.NAME

Would display the name of the 2nd equipped armor item which bestows a bonus to AC.

Token Name: ARMOR.v.w.x.y.z

Variables Used (v): Property or Type (Base).

 • SUIT - Only armor suits are included. 
 • SHIRT - Only armor shirts are included. 
 • SHIELD - Only shields are included. 
 • ITEM - Only items that bestow an AC bonus are included. 
 • <type> - Only the specified type are included. 

Variables Used (w): Text (Subtype - Any valid item type).

Variables Used (x): Property (Status).

 • ALL - All armor is included (no filter). 
 • EQUIPPED - Only equipped armor is included. 
 • NOT_EQUIPPED - Only amour that is not equipped is included. 

Variables Used (y): Number (The armor’s position in the character’s armor list - starting from zero).

Variables Used (z): Property (Armor Property).

 • ACBONUS - Total bonus to AC including base and magical adjustments. 
 • ACCHECK - Armor Check penalty for armor on relevant skills. 
 • BASEAC - Just the armor’s non-magical armor adjustment. 
 • EDR - Damage Reduction provided by the armor. 
 • MAXDEX - The armor’s max dex adjustment to AC. 
 • MOVE - Base movement allowed in the armor. 
 • NAME - Displays the name of the armor. 
 • SPELLFAIL - Percentage failure of Arcane spells. 
 • SPROP - Special properties. 
 • TOTALAC - Same as ACBONUS. 
 • TYPE - i.e. Light, Medium, Heavy, Shield, Extra. 
 • WT - Weight. 

What it does:
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 • Displays information about armor. 
 • The merge variable is optional. 

Example:

ARMOR.ITEM.MITHRAL.EQUIPPED.x.NAME

Would display the name of the xth equipped mithral item, which is neither suit, shirt, nor shield, but bestows a bonus to AC.

Token Name: BONUS.w.x.[!]y.[!]y.[!]TYPE=z.[!]TYPE=z

Variables Used (w): Text (Type of bonus - e.g. COMBAT).

Variables Used (x): Text (Name of bonus - e.g. AC).

Variables Used (y): Text (The bonus type that is added or subtracted - e.g. “Armor” or “!Armor”).

Variables Used (z): Text (Bonus type)

What it does:

 • Displays the sum of specific bonuses. 
 • Adding “!” to the beginning of a bonus type will turn it into an exclude. 

Examples:

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.BASE

Would display base AC.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.TOTAL

Would display total AC.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.TOTAL.!Armor

Would display the total AC less the Armor and Shield.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.TOTAL.!Ability

Would display total AC - Ability Bonus.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.Armor.Deflection.Ability

Would display the sum of Armor + Deflection Bonuses + Ability Bonus.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.Natural Armor

Would display natural AC.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.LISTING

Would display a list of all the components that make up the AC total.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.ARMOR.!TYPE=Shield

Would display the armor bonus w/o the shield included.

BONUS.COMBAT.AC.TYPE=Shield

Would display the armor bonus granted by an equipped shield.

Token Name: MAXDEX

What it does:

Displays the maximum Dexterity bonus from all armor.

Example:

MAXDEX

Displays max Dex bonus for all equiped armor.

Token Name: SPELLFAILURE

What it does:

Displays the Arcane spell failure from all armor.

Example:

SPELLFAILURE

Displays spell failure for all equiped armor.
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Token Name: STAT.w.x

Variables Used (w): Number as set by the statsandchecks.lst file in the gamemode (0=STR, 1=DEX, 2=CON, 3=INT, 4=WIS, 5=CHA).

Variables Used (x): Property (Stat Property).

 • None - The adjusted stat. 
 • NAME - The short name of the stat. 
 • LONGNAME - The long name of the stat. 
 • STAT - The adjusted stat (same as STAT.x). 
 • MOD - The modifier for the stat. 
 • BASE - The stat before adjustments. 
 • BASEMOD The modifier of the stat before adjustments. 
 • LEVEL.y.z.z - Displays the value for the stat at level y. Variable z is optional. 

Variables Used (y): Number (Character Level).

Variables Used (z): Property (Option).

 • NOPOST - Displays the stat value with no users modifications (Level advancement bonuses are still included - may be used with NOEQUIP). 
 • NOEQUIP - Displays the stat value w/o any equipment adjustments (may be used with NOPOST and NOTEMP). 
 • NOTEMP - Displays the stat value w/o any temporary bonus adjustments (may be used with NOPOST and NOEQUIP). 

What it does:

Used to display various kinds of stat information. Variables y and z are only used with the LEVEL property.

Examples:

STAT.1.MOD

The Dexterity modifier for the stat.

STAT.1

The adjusted Dexterity total.

STAT.2.LEVEL.4

The Constitution at level 4.

STAT.2.LEVEL.4.NOPOST.NOEQUIP

The Constitution at Level 4 with no user modification and without equipment bonuses.
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Attack Related Output Sheet Tokens
The below Tokens control how attack unarmed damage and initiative information is presented in Output Sheets (OS).

Token Name: ATTACK.x.y

Variables Used (x): Text (Attack Type)

 • GRAPPLE - Displays the property selected for Grapple attacks. 
 • MELEE - Displays the property selected for Melee attacks. 
 • RANGED - Displays the property selected for Ranged attacks. 
 • UNARMED - Displays the property selected for Unarmed attacks. 

Variables Used (y): Text (Attack Property)

 • none - Displays the appropriate Base Attack Bonus with no modifiers (output: +16/+11/+6). 
 • BASE - Displays just the Base Attack Bonus. (output: 16). 
 • EPIC - Displays the Epic bonus to Attack. Output is delta between level 20 BAB and Epic Level BAB (Must be TYPE=EPIC). 
 • MISC - Displays the sum of all bonuses/penalties, except size and ability. (output: +1). 
 • SIZE - Displays the bonus/penalty due to size. (output: +1). 
 • STAT - Displays the bonus/penalty due to ability. (output: +2). 
 • TOTAL - Displays the appropriate Base Attack Bonus + all modifiers (output: +20/+15/+10). 

What it does:

Displays appropriate attack information.
Examples:

ATTACK.GRAPPLE

Displays the Grapple Attack Bonus with no modifiers.
ATTACK.MELEE.BASE

Displays the Melee Base Attack Bonus
ATTACK.RANGED.STAT

Displays the Ranged bonus/penalty due to the corresponding ability score.
ATTACK.UNARMED.TOTAL

Displays the total Unarmed Attack Bonus.

Token Name: DAMAGE.UNARMED
What it does:

Displays unarmed damage value (includes STR mod). It applies any DAMAGE Modifiers applied to Melee attacks to the Unarmed 
damage.

Example:
DAMAGE.UNARMED

Displays unarmed damage value.

Token Name: INITIATIVEMISC
What it does:

Displays your adjustment to initiative (excludes dexterity modifier). This will contain +4 if you have the improved initiative 
feat).

Example:
INITIATIVEMISC

Displays your adjustment to initiative excluding any dexterity modifer.

Token Name: INITIATIVEMOD
What it does:

Displays your adjustment to initiative (including dexterity modifier and +4 if you have the Improved Initiative feat).
Example:

INITIATIVEMOD

Displays your adjustment to initiative.
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Equipment Related Output Sheet Tokens

Token Name: EQ.ADD.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Subtype or “CONTAINED”).

What it does:

Adds items containing that subtype to the returned list of equipment.

Example:

EQ.ADD.Armor

Displays all armor type items.

EQ.ADD.CONTAINED

Displays all items contained in another.

Token Name: EQ.IS.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (Subtype or “CONTAINED”).

Variables Used (y): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (z): Text (property).

 • CARRIED - Total number carried. 
 • CHARGES - Number of remaining charges. 
 • CONTAINS.w - Where w is an integer, returns NAME of the w-th piece of equipment contained in equipment item y 
 • CONTAINS.w.alpha - w is an integer, returns the requested information for the w-th piece of equipment stored in 

equipment item y. 

Variable Used (alpha): Text (Any valid tag for EQ.IS. Examples: NAME, QTY, CONTAINS, LOCATION).

 • CONTENTS.type 
 • CHARGESUSED - Displays the number umber of charges used. 
 • CONTENTS - Displays the contents of a container and weight of the contents or nothing if not a container. 
 • CONTENTS.type<w> - Displays the name of the w-th object contained (optional). 

Variable Used (type): Text (Item type).

Variable Used (w): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

 • CONTENTS.type<w>.SPROP - Displays the special properties of the y-th object contained (optional). 

Variable Used (type): Text (Item type).

Variable Used (w): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

 • CONTENTSNUM - Returns number of items contained in the specified piece of equipment. If empty, or not a 

container, returns 0. 

 • COST - Displays the cost of the item in gold. 
 • DESC - Displays the description of the item. 
 • EQUIPPED - Displays Y (Yes) or N (No) as appropriate. 
 • FUMBLERANGE - Displays the text from the FUMBLERANGE tag. 
 • LOCATION - Displays blank if not carried, else “Equipped” if equipped, the name of its container if inside a container,  
  or “Carried” if just carried. 
 • MAXCHARGES - Displays the starting number of charges. 
 • NAME.type~a~b~c~d - Displays the short version of the item name (type~a~b~c~d is optional) 

Variable Used (type): Text (Item Type)

Variable Used (a/b/c/d): Text (a = prepended if type matches, b = appended if type matches, c = prepended if type 

doesn’t match, d = appended if type doesn’t match).

 • NOTE - Displays the player added note of the item owned. 
 • QTY - Displays the number of the item owned. 
 • SIZE - Displays a one-letter description of the size of the item (e.g. “M” for Medium). 
 • SIZELONG - Displays the whole word description of the size of the item (e.g. “Medium”). 
 • SOURCE - Displays the Source. 
 • SPROP - Displays the Special Properties. 
 • TOTALWT - Displays WT * QTY in lbs. 
 • TYPE - Displays the Item Type. 
 • TYPE.n - Displays the nth type from the type list. 
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Variable Used (n): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

 • WT - Displays the weight in pounds (lbs) of the item. 

What it does:

 • Displays equipment information. 
 • Depending on the type of EQ, you can also use all the tokens from the ARMOR and WEAPONS tokens  
  (ACMOD, MAXDEX, DAMAGE, etc). 
 • EQTYPE and all options can also be used in a COUNT[] statements. 

Examples:

EQ.IS.Metal.1.TYPE1

If the item was type “MAGIC.WEAPON.MARTIAL.METAL”, then “WEAPON” would be displayed.

EQ.IS.ROD.5.NAME.MAGIC~<b>~</b>

Would display the name of the 6th rod in the equipment list and bold it if it was magical.

EQ.IS.0.CONTAINS.0.LONGNAME

Returns Longbow +1 (Flaming).

EQ.IS.2.CONTAINS.4.QTY

Returns the quantity of the 5th item contained in 3rd Equipment.

EQ.IS.ROD.0.NOTE

Would display a player added note on the 1st rod in the equipment list. (If available).

Token Name: EQ.MERGE.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (Merge Code).

 • ALL - Causes all items with the same name to be merged (default behavior). 
 • LOC - Causes all items with the same name and in the same location to be merged. 
 • NONE - No items with the same name are merged. 

Variables Used (y): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (z): Text (property as per EQ.IS.x.y.z).

What it does:

 • Displays equipment information. 
 • Depending on the type of EQ, you can also use all the tokens from the ARMOR and WEAPONS tokens (ACMOD, MAXDEX, DAMAGE, etc). 
 • The merge variable is optional. 

Examples:

EQ.MERGE.ALL.0.CHARGES

Displays the number of charges of all items of the same name as the 1st item.

EQ.MERGE.LOC.3.LOCATION

Displays blank if not carried, “Equipped”, the name of the container if inside a container or “Carried” for all items with the 

same name in the same container as the 4th item.

EQ.MERGE.NONE.1.SIZE

Displays a one letter description of the size of the 2nd item (eg. “M” for Medium).

Token Name: EQ.NOT.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Subtype or “CONTAINED”).

What it does:

Removes all equipment not containing that subtype from the returned list of equipment.

Example:

EQ.NOT.Metal

Displays all items that are not metal type items.

Token Name: EQ.x.QUALITY.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Name of quality).

Variables Used (y): Number (The quality position number - 0-based index).
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What it does:

Returns the value set by the QUALITY equipment tag.

Example:

EQ.0.QUALITY

Displays all the Name/Value pairs of qualities.

EQ.0.QUALITY.Restriction

Displays the Value of the Restriction quality (if the equipment has this quality).

EQ.0.QUALITY.0

Displays the Name/Value of the first quality the equipment has.

Token Name: EQCONTAINER.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (property).

 • ITEMWEIGHT - The weight of the container itself. 
 • CONTENTWEIGHT - The weight of the contents of the container. 
 • TOTALWEIGHT - The weight of the container and it’s contents. 
 • TYPE.n - Displays the nth type from the type list. 

Variable Used (n): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

 • TYPE.n.SPROP - Displays the Special Properties of the nth type from the type list. 

Variable Used (n): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

What it does:

Displays various weight information about container type equipment.

Examples:

EQCONTAINER.0.ITEMWEIGHT

Displays the weight of the 1st container itself.

EQCONTAINER.3.CONTENTWEIGHT

Displays the weight of the contents of the 4th container.

EQCONTAINER.1.TOTALWEIGHT

Displays the total weight of the 2nd container.

Token Name: EQCONTAINERS.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (property as EQ.IS.x.y.z).

What it does:

 • Displays the equipment in a preformatted list format, indenting the LONGNAME of the contents of a container with a couple of tabs. 
 • Depending on the type of EQ, you can also use all the tokens from the ARMOR and ATTACK tokens (ACMOD, MAXDEX, DAMAGE, etc). 

Example:

EQCONTAINERS.0.COST

Display the cost in gold of the 1st container.

Token Name: EQCONTAINERW.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (property as per EQ.IS.x.y.z).

What it does:

 • Displays the equipment in a preformatted list format, indenting the LONGNAME of the contents of a container with a few  
  non-breaking spaces. 
 • Depending on the type of EQ, you can also use all the tokens from the ARMOR and ATTACK tokens (ACMOD, MAXDEX, DAMAGE, etc). 

Example:

EQCONTAINERW.0.SPROP

Displays the special properties of the 1st container.
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Token Name: EQSET.x

Variables Used (x): text (Option).

 • START - Start of equipment set section 
 • NAME - Outputs the name of the currently looping equipment set. 
 • END - End of equipment set section 

What it does:

Used to output equipment sets to csheets or eqsheets.

Example:

EQSET.START

EQSET.NAME

FOR,%num,0,10,1,1

ARMOR%num.NAME

ENDFOR

EQSET.END

The above code would loop once for each Equipment Set created on the Equipping tab.

Token Name: EQTYPE.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (Subtype or “CONTAINED”).

Variables Used (y): Number (The equipment position number - 0-based index).

Variables Used (z): Text (property).

 • ADD.w - Adds items containing that subtype to the returned list of equipment (Options as per EQ.NOT.x). 
 • IS.w.v.u - Removes all equipment not containing that subtype from the returned list of equipment (Options as per EQ.IS.x.y.z). 
 • NOT.w - Removes items containing that subtype from the returned list of equipment (Options as per EQ.NOT.x). 
 • NOTE - Displays the player added notes (if any) of the items containing that subtype. 

What it does:

Displays equipment type information.

Example:

EQTYPE.GEM.5.COST

Would display the cost of the 4th gem in the equipment list.

EQTYPE.GEM.1.NOTE

Would display a player added note on the 2nd gem in the equipment list. (If available)

Token Name: EQTYPE.MERGE.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (Merge Code).

 • ALL - Causes all items with the same name to be merged (default behavior). 
 • LOC - Causes all items with the same name and in the same location to be merged. 
 • NONE - No items with the same name are merged. 

Variables Used (y): Text (Subtype or “CONTAINED”).

Variables Used (z): Text (property).

 • NOT.w - Removes items containing that subtype from the returned list of equipment (Options as per EQ.NOT.x). 
 • ADD.w - Adds items containing that subtype to the returned list of equipment (Options as per EQ.NOT.x). 
 • IS.w.v.u - Removes all equipment not containing that subtype from the returned list of equipment (Options as per EQ.IS.x.y.z). 

What it does:

 • Displays equipment information. 
 • Depending on the type of EQ, you can also use all the tokens from the ARMOR and ATTACK tokens (ACMOD, MAXDEX, DAMAGE, etc). 
 • The merge variable is optional. 
 • EQTYPE and all options can also be used in a COUNT[] statement. 

Example:

EQTYPE.MAGIC.IS.STAFF.ADD.ROD.x.NAME

Would display the name of the x-th magical staff or rod in the equipment list.
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Feats & Skills Related Output Sheet Tokens

Token Name: FEAT.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Number (The feats position in the character’s complete feat list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

Variables Used (z): Text (Property)

 • None - Displays the name of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • DESC - Displays the description of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE - Displays the type of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 
 • SOURCE - Displays the source of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 

What it does:

 • Displays information about the xth feat in the character’s chosen feat list (no automatic or virtual feats included). 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

FEAT.0

Displays the name of the 1st chosen feat.

FEAT.0.DESC

Displays the description of the 1st chosen feat.

FEAT.3.TYPE=General

Displays the name of the 4th chosen feat if it is a general type feat.

FEAT.3.TYPE=General.TYPE

Displays the type of the 4th chosen feat if it is a general type feat.

Token Name: FEATALL.w.x.y.z

Variables Used (w): Text (Visibility).

 • VISIBLE - Filter the feats that are visible in the outputsheets (default option). 
 • HIDDEN - Filter the feats that are not visible in the outputsheets. 
 • ALL - Shows all feats. 

Variables Used (x): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

Variables Used (y): Number (The feats position in the character’s complete feat list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (z): Text (Property)

 • None - Displays the name of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • DESC - Displays the description of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE - Displays the type of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 
 • SOURCE - Displays the source of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 

What it does:

 • Displays information about the xth feat in the character’s complete feat list. 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

FEATALL.0

Displays the first feat name.

FEATALL.0.DESC

Displays the description of the first feat.

FEATALL.1.TYPE=Metamagic
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Displays the 2nd feat name if it is a metamagic feat.

FEATALL.2.!TYPE=General.DESC

Displays the 3rd feat description if it is a General feat.

FEATALL.3.TYPE=Occupation.TYPE

Displays the type of the 4th feat if it is an Occupation feat.

Token Name: FEATALLLIST.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • None?- Displays all of the character’s feats (comma delimited). 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 

What it does:

 • Displays the character’s feats (comma delimited). 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

FEATALLLIST

Displays all of the character’s feats (comma delimited).

FEATALLLIST.TYPE=Fighter

Displays all of the character’s fighter feats (comma delimited).

FEATALLLIST.!TYPE=Metamagic.!TYPE=ItemCreation

Displays all of the character’s feats except metamagic and item creation type feats (comma delimited).

Token Name: FEATAUTO.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Number (The feats position in the character’s complete feat list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

Variables Used (z): Text (Property)

 • None - Displays the name of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • DESC - Displays the description of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE - Displays the type of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 
 • SOURCE - Displays the source of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 

What it does:

 • Displays information about the xth feat in the character’s automatic feat list. 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

FEATAUTO.0

Displays the name of the 1st automatic feat.

FEATAUTO.0.DESC

Displays the description of the 1st automatic feat.

FEATAUTO.1.TYPE=General

Displays the name of the 2nd automatic feat if it is a general type feat.

FEATAUTO.1.TYPE=General.TYPE

Displays the type of the 2nd automatic feat if it is a general type feat.
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Token Name: FEATAUTOLIST.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

 • None?- Displays all of the character’s feats (comma delimited). 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 

What it does:

 • Displays all the character’s automatic feats (comma delimited). 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

FEATAUTOLIST

Displays all of the character’s automatic feats (comma delimited).

FEATAUTOLIST.!TYPE=General

Displays all of the character’s automatic feats except general type feats (comma delimited).

Token Name: FEATLIST.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

 • None?- Displays all of the character’s feats (comma delimited). 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 

What it does:

 • Displays all the character’s chosen feats (comma delimited, no virtual or automatic feats). 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

FEATLIST

Displays all of the character’s chosen feats (comma delimited).

FEATLIST.TYPE=ItemCreation

Displays all of the character’s chosen item creation type feats (comma delimited).

Token Name: FEATPOINTS

What it does:

Displays all the character’s remaining un-spent feat points.

Examples:

FEATPOINTS

Displays all the character’s remaining un-spent feat points.

Token Name: MAXCCSKILLLEVEL

What it does:

Displays the maximum Cross Class Skill level.

Examples:

MAXCCSKILLLEVEL

Displays the maximum Cross Class Skill level.

Token Name: MAXSKILLLEVEL

What it does:

Displays the maximum Class Skill Level.

Examples:

MAXSKILLLEVEL

Displays the maximum Class Skill Level.
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*** Updated 5.7.�

Token Name: SKILL.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The skills position in the character’s complete skill list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Property (Skill Property).

 • None - Displays the name of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • ABILITY - Displays the key ability for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • ABMOD - Displays the modifier from the key ability, for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • EXCLUSIVE - Displays “Y” if the skill is an exlusive class skill and “N” if it is not. 
 • EXCLUSIVE_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is exclusive, not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • EXPLAIN - Displays the make-up of the misc modifier in an abbreviated format. 
 • EXPLAIN_LONG - Displays the make-up of the misc modifier in a verbose format. 
 • MISC - equals TOTAL - RANK - ABMOD. 
 • MOD - Displays the total modifiers from abilities, equipment, etc.? of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • RANK - Displays the number of skill ranks of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TOTAL - Displays the total bonus for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TRAINED_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • TYPE - Displays the type of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • UNTRAINED - Displays “Y” if the skill can be used untrained and “N” if it cannot. 

What it does:

Displays information about xth skill in the character’s skill list.

Examples:

SKILL.2.RANK

Displays the number of ranks in the 3rd skill.

SKILL.1.MISC

Displays the bonus for the 2nd skill not from the key ability score or ranks (e.g. A synergy bonus).

SKILL.0.ABILITY

Displays the key ability name for the 1st skill.

SKILL.2.EXPLAIN

Displays the make-up of the misc modifier in the 3rd skill.  Example: +2[TUMBLE] -6.0[SPEED.STACK] +4.0[OTHER]

*** Updated 5.7.�

Token Name: SKILL.x.y

Variables Used (x): Text (Skill Name).

Variables Used (y): Property (Skill Property).

 • None - Displays the name of skill x. 
 • ABILITY - Displays the key ability for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • ABMOD - Displays the modifier from the key ability, for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • EXCLUSIVE - Displays “Y” if the skill is an exlusive class skill and “N” if it is not. 
 • EXCLUSIVE_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is exclusive, not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • EXPLAIN - Displays the make-up of the misc modifier in an abbreviated format. 
 • EXPLAIN_LONG - Displays the make-up of the misc modifier in a verbose format. 
 • MISC - equals TOTAL - RANK - ABMOD. 
 • MOD - Displays the total modifiers from abilities, equipment, etc.? of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • RANK - Displays the number of skill ranks of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TOTAL - Displays the total bonus for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TRAINED_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • UNTRAINED - Displays “Y” if the skill can be used untrained and “N” if it cannot. 

What it does:

Displays select information about a choosen skill.

Examples:

SKILL.Alchemy.TOTAL

Would display the total bonus on your Alchemy skill check.

SKILL.Jump.EXPLAIN_LONG

Displays the make-up of the misc modifier in the Jump skill.  Example: +2[skill TUMBLE gteq 5|TYPE=SYNERGY.STACK] -6.0[|TYPE=SPEED.

STACK] +4.0[OTHER]
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Token Name: SKILLLEVEL.x.TOTAL

What it does:

Displays skill points gained at level x.

Examples:

SKILLLEVEL.1.TOTAL

Displays skill points gained at level 1.

Token Name: SKILLLISTMODS

What it does:

Displays a list of all skills with a non-zero adjustment.

Examples:

SKILLLISTMODS

Displays a list of all skills with a non-zero adjustment.

Token Name: SKILLPOINTS.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • TOTAL - Displays the total skill points the character has. 

 • USED - Displays the number of skill points that have been assigned to skills. 

 • UNUSED - Displays the number of skill points that remain unassigned. 

What it does:

Displays skill point information.Displays skill point information.

Examples:

SKILLPOINTS.TOTAL

Displays the total skill points the character has.

Token Name: SKILLSUBSET.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Number (The skills position in the character’s complete skill list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Subname - Anything that matches the start of a skill name).

Variables Used (z): Text (Property).

 • None - Displays the name of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • ABILITY - Displays the key ability for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • ABMOD - Displays the modifier from the key ability, for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • EXCLUSIVE - Displays “Y” if the skill is an exlusive class skill and “N” if it is not. 
 • EXCLUSIVE_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is exclusive, not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • MISC - equals TOTAL - RANK - ABMOD. 
 • MOD - Displays the total modifiers from abilities, equipment, etc.? of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • RANK - Displays the number of skill ranks of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TOTAL - Displays the total bonus for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TRAINED_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • UNTRAINED - Displays “Y” if the skill can be used untrained and “N” if it cannot. 

What it does:

Displays the value of the Skill at position x in a subset of character’s skill list.? The subset is generated by comparing subname to the beginning 

of the skill name, if they match (case insensitive) the skill is in the subset.

Examples:

SKILLSUBSET2.KNOWLEDGE.RANK

Displays the number of skill ranks of the 3rd knowledge skill in the character’s skill list.

SKILLSUBSET2.KNOWLEDGE.MISC

Displays the bonus for the 3rd skill not from the key ability score or ranks (e.g.? A synergy bonus).
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Token Name: SKILLTYPE.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Number (The skill position in the character’s complete skill list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Subtype - Anything that occurs in the TYPE tag in a lst file).

Variables Used (z): Text (Property).

 • ABILITY - Displays the key ability for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • ABMOD - Displays the modifier from the key ability, for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • EXCLUSIVE - Displays “Y” if the skill is an exlusive class skill and “N” if it is not. 
 • EXCLUSIVE_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is exclusive, not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • MISC - equals TOTAL - RANK - ABMOD. 
 • MOD - Displays the total modifiers from abilities, equipment, etc.? of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • NAME - Displays the name of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • RANK - Displays the number of skill ranks of the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TOTAL - Displays the total bonus for the skill in position x in the character’s skill list. 
 • TRAINED_TOTAL - Displays “0” if the skill is not usable untrained and has 0 ranks. 
 • UNTRAINED - Displays “Y” if the skill can be used untrained and “N” if it cannot. 

What it does:

Displays the value of the Skill at position x in a subset of character’s skill list.? The subset is generated by comparing subtype to the Type of the 

skill (as defined by the TYPE tag in the Skill.lst file), if the type contains (case insensitive) the subtype the skill is in the subset.

Examples:

SKILL2.RANK

Displays the number of skill ranks of the 3rd skill in the character’s skill list.

SKILL1.MISC

Displays the bonus for the 2nd skill not from the key ability score or ranks (e.g.?A synergy bonus).

SKILL0.ABILITY

Displays the key ability for the 1st skill in the character’s skill list.

Token Name: TEMPLATE.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The templates position in the character’s complete template list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Property).

 • NAME - Displays the name of the template at position x the characters list of templates. 
 • CHAMOD - Displays the Charisma Modifier granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • CONMOD - Displays the Constitution Modifier granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • CR - Displays the Challenge Rating granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • DEXMOD - Displays the Dexterity Modifier granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • DR - Displays the Damage Reduction granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • FEAT - Displays the Feats granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • INTMOD - Displays the Intelligence Modifier granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • SA - Displays the Special Abilities granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • SR - Displays the Spell Resistance granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • STRMOD - Displays the Strength Modifier granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 
 • WISMOD - Displays the Wisdom Modifier granted by the template at position x in the characters list of templates. 

What it does:

Displays information about the templates applied to the character.

Examples:

TEMPLATE0.NAME

Displays the name of the 1st template in the characters list of templates.

TEMPLATE0.STRMOD

Displays the Strength Modifiaction granted by the 1st template in the characters list of templates.

Token Name: TEMPLATELIST

What it does:

Displays your templates in a comma delimited list.

Examples:

TEMPLATELIST

Displays your templates in a comma delimited list.
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Token Name: VFEAT.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Number (The feats position in the character’s complete feat list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

Variables Used (z): Text (Property)

 • None - Displays the name of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • DESC - Displays the description of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE - Displays the type of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 
 • SOURCE - Displays the source of the feat in position x in the character’s feat list. 

What it does:

 • Displays information about the xth feat in the character’s virtual feat list. 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in thexsame token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

VFEAT.0

Displays the name of the 1st feat in the character’s virtual feat list.

VFEAT.0.DESC

Displays the description of the 1st feat in the character’s virtual feat list.

VFEAT.2.TYPE=Fighter

Displays the name of the 3rd feat in the character’s virtual feat list if it is a fighter type feat.

VFEAT.2.TYPE=Fighter.TYPE

Displays the type of the 3rd feat in the character’s virtual feat list if it is a fighter type feat.

Token Name: VFEATLIST.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Any Feat Type - default is ALL).

 • None?- Displays all of the character’s virtual feats (comma delimited). 
 • TYPE=<type> - Filters for feats with the indicated TYPE tag. 

What it does:

 • Displays all the character’s virtual feats. 
 • You may include more than one TYPE=type in the token. 
 • You may use “!” in front of a TYPE=type to exclude the particular type from the list. 
 • You may not have an inclusion and exclusion in the same token. 
 • You may still append .DESC or .TYPE after TYPE=type variables. 

Examples:

VFEATLIST

Displays all of the character’s virtual feats (comma delimited).

VFEATLIST.TYPE=Fighter

Displays all of the character’s virtual feats that are fighter type feats (comma delimited).
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General Information Output Sheet Tokens

Token Name: AGE

What it does:

Displays characters age.

Examples:

AGE

Displays characters age.

Token Name: ALIGNMENT

What it does:

Displays characters alignment as full words, Lawful Good, Chaotic Evil, etc.

Examples:

ALIGNMENT

Displays characters alignment as full words.

Token Name: ALIGNMENT.SHORT

What it does:

Displays characters alignment as 2 letters, LG, CE, etc.

Examples:

ALIGNMENT.SHORT

Displays characters alignment as 2 letters.

Token Name: ALTHP

What it does:

Displays characters Alternate Hit Points as defined by the BONUS:HP|ALTHP|x tag. This is used in gameModes which uses 

two separate categories of hit points such as Spycraft which uses Wound Points and Vitality Points.

Examples:

ALTHP

Displays characters Alternate Hit Points.

Token Name: BIO

What it does:

Display characters biography.

If followed by a comma and text the text will be appended to the end of each new line.

Examples:

BIO

Display characters biography.

BIO,Text

Display characters biography and appends the word ‘Text’ at the end of each new line.

Token Name: BIRTHDAY

What it does:

Display characters birthday.

Examples:

BIRTHDAY

Display characters birthday.
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Token Name: CATCHPHRASE

What it does:

Display characters catch phrase.

Examples:

CATCHPHRASE

Display characters catch phrase.

Token Name: CLASS.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The classes position in the character’s class list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Property).

 • None - Displays the xth class’ name. 
 • LEVEL - Displays the xth class’ level. 

What it does:

Displays the xth class’ name or level.

Examples:

CLASS.0

Displays the name of the 1st class.

CLASS.0.LEVEL

Displays the level of the 1st class.

Token Name: CLASSABB.x

Variables Used (x): Number (The classes position in the character’s class list - 0-based index).

What it does:

Displays the abbreviated name of the xth class.

Examples:

CLASSABB0

Displays the abbreviated name of the 1st class.

Token Name: CLASSLIST

What it does:

Displays a comma delimited list of all your classes.

Examples:

CLASSLIST

Displays a comma delimited list of all your classes.

Token Name: COLOR.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • EYE - Display characters eye color. 
 • HAIR - Display characters hair color. 
 • SKIN - Display characters skin color. 

What it does:

Displays the color of the selected item.

Examples:

COLOR.EYE

Display characters eye color.

COLOR.HAIR

Display characters hair color.

COLOR.SKIN

Display characters skin color.
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Token Name: CR

What it does:

Displays characters Chalenge Rating.

Examples:

CR

Displays characters Chalenge Rating.

*** Updated

Token Name: DEITY.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • None - Displays the deity name. 
 • ALIGNMENT - Displays the deity alignment. 
 • APPEARANCE - Displays the deity appearance. 
 • DESCRIPTION - Displays the deity description. 
 • DOMAINLIST - Displays the deity domain list. 
 • FAVOREDWEAPON - Displays the deity favored weapon. 
 • FOLLOWERALIGNMENT - Displays the deity acceptable follower alignments. 
 • HOLYITEM - Displays the deity holy item. 
 • PANTHEONLIST - Displays the deity pantheons. 
 • SA - Displays the deity granted special abilities. 
 • SOURCE - Displays the deity source. 
 • TITLE - Displays the deity title. 
 • WORSHIPPERS - Displays the deity typical worshippers. 

What it does:

Displays the selected property of the Deity.

Examples:

DEITY.DESCRIPTION

Prints the deity description.

Token Name: DESC

What it does:

Display characters description.

If followed by a comma and text the text will be appended to the end of each new line.

Examples:

DESC

Display characters description.

DESC,Text

Display characters description and appends the word ‘Text’ at the end of each new line.

Token Name: DOMAIN.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The domain’s position in the character’s domain list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Property).

 • None - Displays the domain name. 

 • POWER - Displays the domain powers. 

What it does:

Displays information about the character’s selected domains.

Examples:

DOMAIN.1

Displays the name of the 2nd domain.

DOMAIN.1.POWER

Displays the domain powers of the 2nd domain.
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Token Name: DR

What it does:

Displays characters damage reduction.

Examples:

DR

Displays characters damage reduction.

Token Name: ECL

What it does:

Displays characters Effective Character Level.

Examples:

ECL

Displays characters Effective Character Level.

Token Name: EXP.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • CURRENT - Displays current XP. 

 • NEXT - Displays XP required for next level. 

 • FACTOR - Displays multiplying factor for multiclassing XP. 

 • PENALTY - Displays the % experience penalty for having too many classes with levels too far apart. 

What it does:

Displays various information about Experience Points.

Examples:

EXP.CURRENT

Displays current Experience Points.

Token Name: FACE.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • SHORT - delivers “<x> <MOVEUNITABBREV>” or “<x> X <y>” 

 • 1 - delivers “<x>” 

 • 2 - delivers “<y>” 

What it does:

Displays the area you occupy.

Used for the Face statistic in 3.0 rules and the Space statistic in 3.5 rules.

The FACE tag from which the FACE token gets its data can be one or two integers (x,y).

Examples:

FACE.SHORT

Displays the characters Face or Space statistic.

Token Name: FAVOREDLIST

What it does:

Displays a comma delimited list of all your favored classes.

Examples:

FAVOREDLIST

Displays a comma delimited list of all your favored classes.
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Token Name: FOLLOWER.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number (The follower’s position in the character’s follower list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Any valid csheet token).

What it does:

Prints out the result of the specified token on the specified follower.

Examples:

FOLLOWER0.RACE

Displays the 1st followers race.

FOLLOWER0.GENDER.LONG

Displays the 1st followers long version gender (e.g. Male/Female).

Token Name: FOLLOWERLIST

What it does:

Displays a comma delimited list of follower names.

Examples:

FOLLOWERLIST

Displays a comma delimited list of follower names.

Token Name: FOLLOWEROF

What it does:

Displays the type of follower the character is and the master’s name (e.g. “Familiar of Jorge”).

Examples:

FOLLOWEROF

Displays the type of follower the character is and the master’s name.

Token Name: FOLLOWERTYPE.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (Follower Type).

 • ANIMAL COMPANIONS - Followers considered to be Animal Companions. 
 • FAMILIAR - Followers considered to be Familiars. 
 • FOLLOWER - Followers considered to be Henchmen. 
 • SPECIAL MOUNT - Followers considered to be Special Mounts. 

Variables Used (y): Number (The follower of the type specified’s position in the character’s follower list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (z): Text (Any valid csheet token).

What it does:

 • Displays the specified token for the specified follower. 
 • Both the Master and the Follower must be open in PCGen for this token to export the proper information. 

Examples:

FOLLOWERTYPE.FAMILIAR0.NAME

The name of the 1st familiar is displayed.

Token Name: GAMEMODE

What it does:

Displays the current Game Mode.

Examples:

GAMEMODE

Displays the current Game Mode.
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Token Name: GENDER.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Gender output type).

 • blank - Displays characters gender as a single letter, M for Male, F for Female. 
 • SHORT - Displays characters gender as a single letter, M for Male, F for Female. 
 • LONG - Displays characters gender as the whole word, Male or Female. 

What it does:

Displays characters gender as a single letter, M for Male, F for Female.

Examples:

GENDER

Displays characters gender as a single letter, M for Male, F for Female.

Token Name: GOLD

What it does:

Displays the amount of gold displayed in the Items tab.

Examples:

GOLD

Displays the amount of gold displayed in the Items tab.

Token Name: HANDED

What it does:

Displays characters handedness, Left Handed, Right Handed.

Examples:

HANDED

Displays characters handedness, Left Handed, Right Handed.

Token Name: HEIGHT.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Height output type).

 • blank - Displays characters complete height in the currently selected height unit (e.g. 6’ 2”). 
 • FOOTPART - Displays the foot part of characters height (e.g. 6’). 
 • INCHPART - Displays the inch part of characters height (e.g. 2”). 

What it does:

Displays character height information.

Examples:

HEIGHT

Displays characters complete height.

Token Name: HITDICE

Variables Used (x): Modifier

 • blank - Displays characters total hit dice in explicit format. 

 • SHORT - Displays characters total hit dice in short format.. 

What it does:

Displays characters total hit dice.

Examples:

HITDICE

Displays characters total hit dice.
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Token Name: HP

What it does:

Displays characters Hit Points.

Examples:

HP

Displays characters Hit Points.

Token Name: INTERESTS

What it does:

Display characters interests.

Examples:

INTERESTS

Display characters interests.

Token Name: LANGUAGES.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Language output type).

 • blank - Displays a comma delimited list of known languages. 
 • Number?- The languages position in the character’s language list - 0-based index. 

What it does:

Displays character language information.

Examples:

LANGUAGES

Displays a comma delimited list of known languages.

LANGUAGES.3

the 3rd language known by the character.

Token Name: LENGTH.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Length output type).

 • HAIR - Display characters hair length. 

What it does:

Displays character length information.

Examples:

LENGTH.HAIR

Display characters hair length.

Token Name: LOCATION

What it does:

Display characters location.

Examples:

LOCATION

Display characters location.
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Token Name: MISC.x,y

Variables Used (x): Text (Length output type).

 • FUNDS - Displays the Funds free-form entry in the Misc tab and is printed exactly as it appears in that text field. 
 • COMPANIONS - Displays the Companions free-form entry in the Misc tab and is printed exactly as it appears in that text field. 
 • MAGIC - Displays the Magic free-form entry in the Misc tab and is printed exactly as it appears in that text field. 

Variables Used (y): Text (HTML formating).

What it does:

Displays info from the Miscellaneous tab.

Examples:

MISC.MAGIC,<br/>

Displays the contents of the Magic the free-form entry in the Misc tab and is printed exactly as it appears in that text field 

after outputting a blank line.

Token Name: MOVE.x.y

Variables Used (x): Number?(The movement types position in the character’s movement list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Property).

 • None - Displays the name and rate in the selected unit set of the xth movement type. 
 • NAME - Displays the name only of the xth movement type. 
 • RATE - Displays the rate only in the selected unit set of the xth movement type. 
 • SQUARES - Displays the rate in 5’ squares of the xth movement type. 

What it does:

Displays movement information.

Examples:

MOVE0.NAME

Displays the name only of the 1st movement type.

Token Name: MOVEMENT

What it does:

Displays characters movement rate.

Examples:

MOVEMENT

Displays characters movement rate.

Token Name: NAME

What it does:

Displays characters name.

Examples:

NAME

Displays characters name.

Token Name: NOTE.w.x.y.z

Variables Used (w): Number?(The note’s position in the character’s note list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

Variables Used (y): Text (lineprefix - Optional).

Variables Used (z): Text (linesuffix - Optional).

 • NAME - Displays the note’s name. 
 • VALUE - Displays the notes contents. 

What it does:

Export the note name/header and text/value.
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Examples:

NOTE.0.NAME

Displays the 1st note name in the character’s note list.

NOTE.0.NAME.<b>.</b>

Displays the 1st note name in the character’s note list in bold font.

Token Name: NOTE.v.w.x.y.z

Variables Used (v): Text (Label).

 • ALL - This will cycle through all the notes. 
 • Number - Will report based on the xth note. 
 • Text -?Will find a note by that name and report on it. 

Variables Used (w): Text (beforeHeader).

Variables Used (x): Text (afterHeader).

Variables Used (y): Text (beforeValue).

Variables Used (z): Text (afterValue).

What it does:

 • Exports and formats notes. 
 • If any of the before and after values are not included they will be treated as empty strings. 
 • Note that the parser will treat ..? as a single .? so if you want to skip a field you need to put a space between them (e.g.? “.? .”). 

Examples:

NOTE.ALL.<b>.</b>.<br>

This would bold the header of the note (from the Notes tab) and put a new line before the value.

Token Name: PAPERINFO.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).
 • NAME - Displays the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences. 

 • HEIGHT - Displays the height of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences in millimeters or inches based on paper type (Metric or US). 

 • WIDTH - Displays the width of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences in millimeters or inches based on paper type (Metric or US). 

 • MARGINTOP - Displays the top margin of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences in millimeters or inches based on paper type (Metric or US). 

 • MARGINBOTTOM - Displays the bottom margin of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences in millimeters or inches based on paper type (Metric or US). 

 • MARGINLEFT - Displays the left margin of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences in millimeters or inches based on paper type (Metric or US). 

 • MARGINRIGHT - Displays the right margin of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences in millimeters or inches based on paper type (Metric or US). 

What it does:

Displays information about the paper defined in preferences for the Output Sheet.

Examples:

PAPERINFO.NAME

Displays the name of the Paper Type defined in the Output Preferences.

*** new 5.7.1�

Token Name: PC.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • HEIGHT - Displays the height of PC in inches (or whatever the base unit is). 

 • WEIGHT - Displays the weight of PC in pounds (or whatever base unit is). 

What it does:

Display characters height or weight.

Examples:

PC.HEIGHT

Display characters height.
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Token Name: PERSONALITY.1

What it does:

Display characters first personality trait.

Examples:

PERSONALITY.1

Display characters first personality trait.

Token Name: PERSONALITY.2

What it does:

Display characters second personality trait.

Examples:

PERSONALITY.2

Display characters second personality trait.

Token Name: PHOBIAS

What it does:

Display characters phobias.

Examples:

PHOBIAS

Display characters phobias.

Token Name: PLAYERNAME

What it does:

Displays Player’s Name.

Examples:

PLAYERNAME

Displays Player’s Name.

Token Name: POOL.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • COST - Displays the original cost of creating the character if it was done in Purchase Mode. 

 • CURRENT?- Displays the remaining stat pool. 

What it does:

Displays information about the stat pool.

Examples:

POOL.CURRENT

Displays the remaining stat pool.

Token Name: PORTRAIT

What it does:

Outputs the path and file name to the portrait selected on the DESCRIPTION tab.

Examples:

PORTRAIT

Outputs the path and file name to the portrait selected on the DESCRIPTION tab.
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Token Name: RACE

What it does:

Displays characters race.

Examples:

RACE

Displays characters race.

*** New 5.9.�

Token Name: RACESUBTYPE.x

Variables Used (x): Number (The subtypes position in the character’s subtypes list - 0-based index).

What it does:

Displays characters race subtype as set by the RACESUBTYPE race tag.

Examples:

RACESUBTYPE.0

Displays the characters first racial subtype.

*** New 5.9.�

Token Name: RACETYPE

What it does:

Displays characters race type as set by the RACETYPE race tag.

Examples:

RACETYPE

Displays characters race type.

Token Name: REACH

What it does:

Displays characters reach.

Examples:

REACH

Displays characters reach.

Token Name: REGION

What it does:

Displays the character’s region as defined by their region template.

Examples:

REGION

Displays the character’s region as defined by their region template.

Token Name: RESIDENCE

What it does:

Display characters residence.

Examples:

RESIDENCE

Display characters residence.
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Token Name: SIZE

What it does:

Displays your size (based on your race) as a single letter.

Examples:

SIZE

Displays your size as a single letter.

Token Name: SIZELONG

What it does:

Displays the full name of your size (ie.? “Medium” instead of “M”).

Examples:

SIZELONG

Displays your size as a single letter.

Token Name: SPEECHTENDENCY

What it does:

Display characters speechtendency.

Examples:

SPEECHTENDENCY

Display characters speechtendency.

Token Name: SR

What it does:

Displays characters spell resistance.

Examples:

SR

Displays characters spell resistance.

Token Name: SUBREGION

What it does:

Displays the character’s subregion as defined by their region template.

Examples:

SUBREGION

Displays the character’s subregion as defined by their region template.

Token Name: TOTAL.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).

 • CAPACITY?- Displays carrying capacity, in pounds, of the character. 

 • LOAD?- Displays the kind of LOAD (Light, Medium, Heavy, or Overload). 

 • VALUE?- Displays the total value of all your equipment, in gold pieces. 

 • WEIGHT - Displays the total weight, in pounds, of equipment the character is carrying. 

What it does:

Displays load information about carried equipment.

Examples:

TOTAL.CAPACITY

Displays ‘total’ information about carried equipment.
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Token Name: TOTALLEVELS
What it does:

Displays an integer of your total levels.
Examples:

TOTALLEVELS

Displays an integer of your total levels.

Token Name: TYPE
What it does:

Displays the type set by the TYPE race tag.
Examples:

TYPE

Displays the race type.

*** new 5.7.9
Token Name: UNITSET.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Property).
 • blank - Displays the name of the unit set. 
 • HEIGHTUNIT - Displays the unit used for character height. 
 • DISTANCEUNIT - Displays the unit used for distances. 
 • WEIGHTUNIT - Displays the unit used for weights. 
What it does:

Displays unit set information.
Examples:

UNITSET

Displays the name of the currently selected unit set.
UNITSET.WEIGHTUNIT

Displays the weight unit of the currently selected unit set.

*** updated 5.9.5
Token Name: VISION.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Vision output type).
 • blank - Displays a comma delimited list of character’s vision types. 
 • Number?- The vision position in the character’s vision list - 0-based index. 
What it does:

Displays character vision information.
Examples:

VISION
Displays a comma delimited list of the character’s vision types.

VISION.3
the 3rd vision type of the character.

Token Name: WEIGHT.x
Variables Used (x): Text (Property).
 • blank - Displays characters weight in the currently selected weight unit. 
 • NOUNIT - Displays characters weight with no units. 
 • LIGHT - Displays the max weight for the Light load category. 
 • MEDIUM - Displays the max weight for the Medium load category. 
 • HEAVY - Displays the max weight for the Heavy load category. 
 • OVERHEAD - Displays the max weight for the OverHead load category. 
 • OFFGROUND - Displays the max weight for the OffGround load category. 
 • PUSHDRAG - Displays the max weight for the PushDrag load category. 
What it does:

Displays characters weight information. The last six properties are defined in the Load.lst gameMode file with the ENCUMBRANCE 
tag

Examples:
WEIGHT

Displays characters weight in the currently selected weight unit.
WEIGHT.LIGHT

Displays max weight for the light load category.
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Miscellaneous Output Sheet Tokens

Token Name: x<Mathematical Operator>x

Variables Used (x): Number (Operand - can both be either numbers or valid numeric tokens.).

Variables Used (Mathematical Operator): Text (Operator).

 • + (Addition operator). 
 • - (Subtraction operator). 
 • * (Multiplication operator). 
 • / (Divisor operator). 
 • @ (Divisor operator that returns an integer). 
 • ^ (Exponentiation operator). 
 • INTVAL (Displays just the integer portion of the result). 
 • NOZERO (Displays blank if the result is zero, otherwise displays the result with the appropriate sign). 
 • SIGN (Pre-pends a sign (+ or -) to the result. This is ignored if it already has a sign). 
 • TRUNC (Displays the integer and the first decimal place of the result). 

What it does:

 • Simple mathematical operations are supported in the output sheets. 
 • Do not use spaces in between the operands and the operator. 

Example:

TOTALLEVELS+15

Displays the total number of levels plus 15.

(COMBAT.AC.TOTAL-3).INTVAL

Displays the integer portion of the Combat Armor Class minus 3.

SKILL.Spot.RANKS*SKILL.Listen.RANKS

Displays the number of spot ranks multiplied by the number of listen ranks.

(SKILLPOINTS.UNUSED/2).TRUNC

Displays the integer and fist decimal place of the unused skill points divided by 2.

(VAR.RangeMod-2).INTVAL.SIGN

Displays the integer portion preceded with a sign (+ or -) for the result of the Range Modifier minus 2.

Token Name: |%x|

Variables Used (x): Text (Filter Option).

 • ARMOR.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x pieces of Armor. 
 • ARMOR.ITEM.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x items that confer armor bonuses. 
 • ARMOR.SHIELD.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x Shields. 
 • BIO - Will stop all output unless the character has a Biography entered. 
 • CATCHPHRASE - Will stop all output unless the character has a Catch Phrase entered. 
 • COUNT.x - Will stop all output unless the character has more than zero of the counted entity. 
 • DESC - Will stop all output unless the character has a Description entered. 
 • DOMAIN.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x Domains. 
 • GAMEMODE.x - Will stop all output unless Gamemode x is used. 
 • INTERESTS - Will stop all output unless the character has an Interest entered. 
 • LOCATION - Will stop all output unless the character has a Location entered. 
 • MISC.COMPANIONS - Will stop all output unless the character has Companions entered. 
 • MISC.FUNDS - Will stop all output unless the character has Funds entered. 
 • MISC.MAGIC - Will stop all output unless the character has Magic entered. 
 • NOTES - Will stop all output unless the character has Notes entered. 
 • PERSONALITY.x - Will stop all output unless the character has personality x entered. 
 • PHOBIAS - Will stop all output unless the character has a Phobia entered. 
 • PROHIBITEDLIST - Will stop all output unless the character has a Prohibited Spell List entered. 
 • REGION - Will stop all output unless the character has a Region entered. 
 • RESIDENCE - Will stop all output unless the character has a Residence entered. 
 • SKILLPOINTS - Will stop all output unless the character has the total skill points specified. 
 • SPEECHTENDENCY - Will stop all output unless the character has a Speech Tendency entered. 
 • SPELLLISTBOOK.class.level.sbook - Will stop all output unless the character has the specified spell in their spell book. 
 • SPELLLISTCLASS.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x Class Spell Lists. 
 • SUBREGION - Will stop all output unless the character has a Sub-region entered. 
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 • FOLLOWERTYPE.type - Will stop all output unless the character has a follower of the type specified. 
 • TEMPLATE - Will stop all output unless the character has a Template. 
 • TEMPLATE.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x Templates. 
 • WEAPON.x - Will stop all output unless the character has at least x Weapons. 
 • WEAPONPROFS - The WEAPONPROFS filter is special in that it doesn’t rely on the count, but on a setting in the preferences. If you 

choose to display WEPONPROFS on your sheet, the filter is ignored. If you choose not to, it filters even if you have WEAPONPROFS. 

What it does:

 • Used for filtering.
 • Where x is the number of appropriate items the character must have or the filter will filter out all output until the next filter is  

 reached or the filter is ended via the |%| token.
 • Filter can also be a comma delimited list of Classname=level pairs (where Classname is a valid Class name and level is the   

 minimum level of the class for the filter).
 • Classname could also be SPELLLISTCLASS.x=level where x is the xth spellcasting class of the character.
 • Filter can also be in the form VAR.name.label.value where name is the name of a defined variable, label is one of EQ (equals),  

 NEQ (not equals), LT (less than) LTEQ, (less than equal to), GT (greater than), GTEQ (greater than equal to), and value is some  
 value to which the named variable is compared. Only 1 filter is active at a time (they can’t be nested).

Example:

|%WEAPON.3|

The filter will stop all output (until this filter is ended or the next filter started) unless the character has at least 3 

weapons.

Token Name: BONUSLIST.w,x,y,z

Variables Used (w): Text (The type of bonus to be displayed).

Variables Used (x): Text (The subtype of bonus to be displayed).

Variables Used (y): Text (Optional Bonus Value Seperator - Defaults to a space “ “).

Variables Used (z): Text (Optional Bonus Delimiter - Defaults to a comma-space “, “).

What it does:

Displays the list of bonuses by type and value associated with the tags involved.

Example:

BONUSLIST.COMBAT.AC

Would list all COMBAT.AC bonuses as a comma-space delimited list.

Token Name: COUNT[x]

Variables Used (x): Text (Count Type).

 • CHECKS - The number of checks defined in the gameMode. 
 • CLASSES - The number of classes a character has. 
 • CONTAINERS - The number of containers a character has. 
 • DOMAINS - The number of domains a character has. 
 • EQTYPE.<type1>.ADD.<type2>.ADD.<typen> - The number of items of the type specified a character has.  
  (All types present in equipment .lst files can be used here). 
 • EQTYPE.WEAPON - The number of weapons a character has. 
 • EQTYPE.ACITEM - The number of armor a character has. 
 • EQUIPMENT - The number of items a character has (one arrow in bow, 19 carried and 40 in backpack will return 1). 
 • EQUIPMENT.MERGELOC - The number of items a character has, including items split between locations  
  (one arrow in bow, 19 carried and 40 in backpack will return 3). 
 • FEATNAME=<featname> - Some feats can be taken more than once.  
  This will tell you how many times a particular feat has been taken. (If <featname> is VISIBLE:YES) 
 • FEATNAME=<featname>.ALL - Some feats can be taken more than once.  
  This will tell you how many times a particular feat has been taken. (If <featname> is VISIBLE:NO) 
 • FEATS - This has been deprecated, use FEATS.VISIBLE instead. 
 • FEATS.ALL - The total number of visible and hidden feats a character has excluding automatic feats. 
 • FEATS.HIDDEN - The number of hidden feats a character has excluding automatic feats. 
 • FEATS.VISIBLE - The number of visible feats a character has excluding automatic feats. 
 • FEATSALL - This has been deprecated, use FEATSALL.VISIBLE instead. 
 • FEATSALL.ALL - The number of both visible and hidden feats a character has including automatic feats. 
 • FEATSALL.HIDDEN - The number of hidden feats a character has including automatic feats. 
 • FEATSALL.VISIBLE - The number of visible feats a character has including automatic feats. 
 • FEATSAUTO - This has been deprecated, use FEATAUTO.VISIBLE instead. 
 • FEATSAUTO.ALL - The number of both visible and hidden automatic feats a character has. 
 • FEATSAUTO.HIDDEN - The number of hidden automatic feats a character has. 
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 • FEATSAUTO.VISIBLE - The number of visible automatic feats a character has. 
 • FEATTYPE.<type1>.<type2>.<typen> - This has been deprecated, use FEATTYPE.<type1>.<type2>.<typen>.VISIBLE instead. 
 • FEATTYPE.<type1>.<type2>.<typen>.ALL - The number of both visible and hidden feats of the type specified a character has. 
 • FEATTYPE.<type1>.<type2>.<typen>.HIDDEN - The number of hidden feats of the type specified a character has. 
 • FEATTYPE.<type1>.<type2>.<typen>.VISIBLE - The number of visible feats of the type specified a character has. 
 • FOLLOWERTYPE.<followertype> - The number of followers of the type specified a character has. 
 • LANGUAGES - The number of languages the character knows. 
 • MOVE - The number of movement types the character has. 
 • NOTES - The items notes entered when creating a custom item. 
 • RACESUBTYPES - The number of racial subtypes the character has. 
 • SA - The number of special abilities a character has. 
 • SKILLS - The number of skills the character knows. 
 • SPELLBOOKS - The number of spellbooks a character has. 
 • SPELLSKNOWN - The number of spells the character knows. 
 • SPELLSINBOOK%class.%book.%level - The number of spells of a particular class, in a particular spell book and of a particular level  
  that the character has (Note: The Known Spellbook is number 0, The Innate Spellbook is number 1 and the -1 Spellbook should  
  not be used anymore). 
 • SPELLTIMES%class.%book.%level.%spell - The number of times the referenced spell has been memorized. 
 • STATS - The number of stats a character has. 
 • TEMPLATES - The number of templates a character has. 
 • VFEATS - This has been deprecated, use VFEATS.VISIBLE instead. 
 • VFEATS.ALL - The number of both visible and hidden virtual feats a character has. 
 • VFEATS.HIDDEN - The number of hidden virtual feats a character has. 
 • VFEATS.VISIBLE - The number of visible virtual feats a character has. 
 • VISION - The number of vision types a character has. 

What it does:

 • Used to count objects and insert the result in other places. 
 • Can be used in any of the FOR loops in place of max. 

Example:

BONUS:HP|CURRENTMAX|3*COUNT[FEATNAME=Toughness]

The count token is used in this example to calculate the total bonus.

FOR,%num,0,COUNT[SKILLS],1,1

{Statements}

ENDFOR

The {statements} would be processed for each of the skills the character has.

FOR,%spell,0,COUNT[SPELLSINBOOK0.0.0],1,1

{Statements}

ENDFOR

The {statements} would be processed for each of the 0th level spells in the 1st classes 1st spellbook (known) that the 

character has.

Token Name: CSHEETTAG2.x

Variables Used (x): Symbol (Replacement symbol for the default “\”).

What it does:

Changes the delimiter used by embedded DFOR/FOR loops to the character specified.

Example:

CSHEETTAG2.~

DFOR.0,(COUNT[SKILLS]+1)/2,1,COUNT[SKILLS], (COUNT[SKILLS]+1)/2,<td>~SKILL%~</td> 

<td>~SKILL%.TOTAL~</td><td>~SKILL%.RANK~</td>

<td>~SKILL%.ABILITY~</td><td>~SKILL%.MOD~,<tr align=”center”>,</tr>,0

This would change the field delimiter from the default “\” character for “~”. This allows the FOR/DFOR loop to be used in 

RTF output which does not allow the “\” character to be used
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Token Name: DFOR.r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z

Variables Used (r): Number (The initial value).

Variables Used (s): Number (Limit for new line progression).

Variables Used (t): Number (Value added once per line).

Variables Used (u): Number (Limit for in line progression).

Variables Used (v): Number (Value added in line until totalMax is passed).

Variables Used (w): Text (The phrase is the code that is parsed for tokens - use \’s instead of |’s, and the % within the tokens will be 

replaced with the actual value of the index).

Variables Used (x): Text (The text that will be printed at the beginning of the for loop and after the Variable “y”).

Variables Used (y): Text (The text that will be printed every time through the loop).

Variables Used (z): Number (The loop will break when no more items are found before the natural end of the loop (max) if exists is 1. If 

exists is 2 and the charactersheet is currently within a filter, PCGen will not print anything else until the end of the filter |%| is reached 

or another filter is begun. 0 means it will always loop to the natural end of the loop.).

What it does:

 • Creates loop processing of statements. This is very similar to the FOR loop, except this allows for stepping across the table (in the  
 same line) independent of stepping down.

 • The initial value is r, the values going down are found by adding t to r once for each line.
 • To find the value within the same line, this starting value (r for the first line, r + t for the next, etc.) has v added to it, this is  

 done as may times until u is passed.
 • Likewise, t is added to r each line until s is passed.

 • The same logic that handles the FOR loop handles the DFOR loop. 
 • The display of the output can be controlled via the COMMA and CRLF iteration terminators. 

Example:

DFOR.0,(COUNT[SKILLS]+1)/2,1,COUNT[SKILLS], (COUNT[SKILLS]+1)/2,<td>\SKILL%\</td> <td>\

SKILL%.TOTAL\</td><td>\SKILL%.RANK\</td> <td>\SKILL%.ABILITY\</td><td>\SKILL%.MOD\,<tr 

align=”center”>,</tr>,0

Produces a 2 column row table of all skills.

Token Name: DIR.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Directory Option).

 • PCG - Displays the PCGen Character file (.PCG) directory. 
 • PCGen - Displays the PCGen System Directory. 
 • HTML - Displays the PCGen Character Output HTML directory. 
 • TEMP - Displays the system TEMP directory. 
 • TEMPLATES - Displays the PCGen Character Output Template directory. 

What it does:

Displays File output paths.

Example:

DIR.PCGen

Would display “D:\RPG\PCGen\system” if PCGen was installed in “D:\RPG\PCGen”.

DIR.TEMPLATES

Would display “D:\RPG\PCGen\outputsheets\d20\fantasy” if PCGen was installed in “D:\RPG\PCGen”.

DIR.PCG

Would display “D:\RPG\PCGen\characters” if PCGen was installed in “D:\RPG\PCGen”.

DIR.html

Would display “D:\RPG\PCGen\outputsheets\d20\fantasy\htmlxml” if PCGen was installed in “D:\RPG\

PCGen”.

DIR.TEMP

Would display “C:\Temp” if that was the Operating System’s temp directory.
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Token Name: EXPORT.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Export Option).

 • DATE - Displays the date of export. 
 • TIME - Displays the time of export. 
 • VERSION - Displays the version of PCGen used to export the character. 

What it does:

Displays character export details.

Example:

EXPORT.DATE

Displays the date of export.

Token Name: FOR.%v,w,x,y,z

FOR.%v,w,x,y,z

{Statements}

ENDFOR

Variables Used (v): Text (Variable Name).

Variables Used (w): Number (The initial value).

Variables Used (x): Number (Limit for new line progression - You may use a number, COUNT token, STRLEN token or any valid csheet token).

Variables Used (y): Number (Value added once per line).

Variables Used (z): Number (The loop will break when no more items are found before the natural end of the loop (max) if exists is 1. If 

exists is 2 and the charactersheet is currently within a filter, PCGen will not print anything else until the end of the filter |%| is reached 

or another filter is begun).

What it does:

 • Creates loop processing of statements. 

 • Nested FOR loops are supported. 

 • The FOR and ENDFOR tokens must be at the start of the line or they will not function properly. 

 • STRLEN takes the form of STRLEN[stringtobecounted] and returns the number of characters in the string. 

Example:

FOR,%test,0,20-STRLEN[SKILL.%skill],1,0

{Statements}

ENDFOR

Counts from 0 to 20 minus the sting length of the skill name.

Token Name: FOR.r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z

Variables Used (r): Number (The initial value).

Variables Used (s): Number (Limit for new line progression).

Variables Used (t): Number (Value added once per line).

Variables Used (u): Number (Limit for in line progression).

Variables Used (v): Number (Value added in line until totalMax is passed).

Variables Used (w): Text (The phrase is the code that is parsed for tokens - use \’s instead of |’s, and the % within the tokens will be 

replaced with the actual value of the index).

Variables Used (x): Text (The text that will be printed at the beginning of the for loop and after the Variable “y”).

Variables Used (y): Text (The text that will be printed every time through the loop).

Variables Used (z): Number (The loop will break when no more items are found before the natural end of the loop (max) if exists is 1. If 

exists is 2 and the charactersheet is currently within a filter, PCGen will not print anything else until the end of the filter |%| is reached 

or another filter is begun).

What it does:

 • Creates loop processing of statements.

 • This style of for loops does not support nesting.
 • If you have a FOR. loop involving the characters within the party for-loop, you must enclose the character for-loop in \\.
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 • FOR. loop on party sheets (psheet*.*) can only loop on character numbers, so \\%.NAME\\ is valid.
 • You may use the special keywords COMMA or NONE for either x or y (COMMA prints out a comma and NONE prints out nothing) 

• STRLEN takes the form of STRLEN[stringtobecounted] and returns the number of characters in the string. 

Example:

<table>

|FOR.0,10,1,[td]\\%.FOR.0,100,1,\SKILL%\,(,),2\\,<tr>,</tr>,1|

</table>

Produces a list of all the party member’s skills.

Token Name: IIF(x.y.x)

IIF Conditional Statement

{True Statements}

ELSE

{False Statements}

ENDIF

Variables Used (x): Text (Condition to be evaluated).

Variables Used (y): Text (Operator).

 • AND - True if both conditions are true. 
 • OR - True if either condition is true. 

What it does:

 • Evalutes the condition and processes the relevant statements. 

 • The first statements will be evaluated if the expression is true. 
 • The second statements will be evaluated if the expression is false. 
 • The logical operator and second expression are optional. 
 • ELSE and the second set of statements are optional. 
 • Nested IIFs are supported. 

Token Name: IIF(EVEN)

What it does:

True if the variable is an even number (frequently used to control grey/white shading by line).

Example:

IIF(EVEN:%spell)

Would be true if the spell line was even.

Token Name: IIF(HASEQUIP)

What it does:

True if the character has the listed equipment.

Example:

IIF(HASEQUIP:Dagger)

Would be true if character had a dagger.

Token Name: IIF(HASFEAT)

What it does:

True if the character has the listed feat.

Example:

IIF(HASFEAT:Sneak Attack)

Would be true if character has the Sneak Attack Feat.
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Token Name: IIF(HASSA)

What it does:

True if the character has the listed Special Ability.

Example:

IIF(HASSA:Greater Rage)

Would be true if character has the Greater Rage Special Ability.

Token Name: IIF(HASVAR)

What it does:

True if the user has taken a class that defined the named (often used to determine whether or not to display special abilities).

Example:

IIF(HASVAR:BasePowerPoints)

Would be true if character has a class with Base Power Points.

Token Name: IIF(SKILL.x.UNTRAINED)

Variables Used (x): Number (The array number of the skill).

What it does:

True if Skill x is usable untrained.

Example:

IIF(SKILL.%skill.UNTRAINED)

Would be true if the current skill is usable untrained.

Token Name: IIF(SKILL.UNTRAINED,x,y)

Variables Used (x): Text (Result if usable untrained).

Variables Used (y): Text (Result if usable trained).

What it does:

 • Prints out x if the skill is usable untrained or y if not usable untrained.
 • If y is not supplied, nothing is printed if trained only, and x is printed if usable untrained.
 • If neither x nor y are supplied, nothing is output and the output sheet wastes processor cycles.

Example:

IIF(SKILL%.UNTRAINED,YES,NO)

Prints out “YES” if the skill is usable untrained or “NO” if not usable untrained.

Token Name: IIF(SKILL.ACP,w,x,y,z)

Variables Used (w): Text (Result if the skill is not affected by ACP).

Variables Used (x): Text (Result if the skill is affected by ACP).

Variables Used (y): Text (Result if the skill is only affected by ACP if the user is untrained).

Variables Used (z): Text (Result if the skill has the special weight penalty like Swim).

What it does:

Tests for armor check penalty (ACP) interaction with this skill.

Example:

IIF(SKILL%.ACP,NOT,IS,UNTRAINED,SWIM)

Prints out “YES” if the skill is not effected by ACP, “NO” if the skill is effected by ACP, “UNTRAINED” if the skill is effected 

by ACP only if the character is untrained , “SWIM” if the skill is effected by ACP only if it has a special weight penalty.
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Token Name: IIF(SPELLCASTER:x)

Variables Used (x): Text (Caster Type - Possible values include Wizard or Arcane).

What it does:

True if character is a spell caster of type specified.

Example:

IIF(SPELLCASTER:Wizard)

Would be true if the character is a Wizard.

Token Name: IIF(SPELLCASTER:x=PREPARE)

Variables Used (x): Number (The array number of the spellcaster class).

What it does:

True if the characters spellcaster class x has to prepare spells.

Example:

IIF(SPELLCASTER:0=PREPARE)

Would be true if the character’s 1st class prepares spells.

IIF(SPELLCASTER:0=!PREPARE)

Would be true if the character’s 1st class does not prepare spells.

Token Name: IIF(WEAPON.x.CATEGORY:y)

Variables Used (x): Number (The array number of the weapon).

Variables Used (y): Text (Weapon Type - Possible values include: Melee, Ranged, Exotic, Non-Standard-Melee).

What it does:

True if the weapon x is part of the category y.

Example:

IIF(WEAPON.%weap.CATEGORY:Ranged)

True if the current weapon is part of the Ranged category.

Token Name: IIF(x:y)

Variables Used (x): Text (Any valid token).

Variables Used (x): Text (Condition variable).

What it does:

True if the token is equal to the value.

Example:

IIF(COMBAT.AC.TOTAL:20)

Would be true if the combat AC total was 20.

Token Name: OIF(x,y,z)

Variables Used (x): Text (Condition to be evaluated).

Variables Used (y): Text (Value returned if True).

Variables Used (z): Text (Value returned if False).

What it does:

 • Provides conditional processing of expressions. 

 • Only the expressions mentioned above for IIF are currently supported. 

Example:

OIF(HASFEAT:Armor Proficiency (Light),YES,NO)

If the character has the Light Armor proficiency, then returns “YES”. Otherwise it returns “NO”.
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Token Name: PIPE

What it does:

Inserts a pipe (“|”) character.

Example:

Pipe|PIPE|Example

Would display “Pipe|Example”.

Token Name: SUB#.

What it does:

Limits the length of the string written to the output sheet to no more than # characters. For it to work it as to be the first 

subtoken.

Example:

SUB10.SPELLMEM.0.0.0.0.COMPONENTS

Would limit the output from the above tag to no more than 10 characters.

Token Name: VAR.x

Variables Used (x): Text (Any defined variable name).

What it does:

 • Displays the value of a defined variable. 

 • The default is with one decimal place of precision (i.e. x.x). 

 • You can also append .INTVAL as an optional argument which displays the result with no decimal points (as an integer). 

 • It is possible to define the Turn Undead variable more than once. The program keeps track of this. (say one instance is 2 and the 

other 4). 

 • Also .MINVAL should be included if instead of the default maximum of multiple defines, you want the minimum. 

 •  

Example:

VAR.Turn Undead.MINVAL.INTVAL

Would return 2.

VAR.Turn Undead.INTVAL

Would return 4.

VAR.Turn Undead.MINVAL

Would return 2.0.

VAR.Turn Undead

Would return 4.0.
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Saves & Hit Points Output Sheet Tokens

Token Name: CHECK.x.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (Save Type).

 • FORTITUDE - Use Fortitude save Check. 
 • REFLEX - Use Reflex save Check. 
 • WILLPOWER - Use Willpower save Check. 

Variables Used (y): Text (Save Filter).

 • BASE - Displays only the class-based adjustment to the saving throw in question. 
 • EPIC - Displays Epic bonuses to the saving throw in question (TYPE=EPIC). 
 • MISC - Displays class, domain, luck, magical, racial, etc, bonuses to the saving throw in question. 
 • TOTAL - Displays grand total for the saving throw in question. 

The following variables can be used on their own:

 • MAGIC - Displays only the bonuses from magic to the saving throw in question. 
 • FEATS - Displays only the bonuses from feats to the saving throw in question. 
 • RACE - Displays any racial bonuses to the saving throw in question. 
 • STATMOD - Displays any stat bonuses to the saving throw in question. 

OR as adjustments to BASE, EPIC, MISC or TOTAL

 • MAGIC - Adds the bonuses from Magic. 
 • FEATS - Adds the bonuses from Feats. 
 • RACE - Adds the bonuses from Race. 
 • STATMOD - Adds the bonuses from Stats. 

The following variables are only applied to BASE, EPIC, MISC or TOTAL

 • NOMAGIC - Removes the bonuses from Magic. 
 • NOFEATS - Removes the bonuses from Feats. 
 • NORACE - Removes the bonuses from Race. 
 • NOSTAT - Removes the bonuses from Stats. 
 • NOSTATMOD - Removes the bonuses from Stats. (same as NOSTAT) 

What it does:

 • Displays information about the characters saving throws.
 • Any check defined in statsandchecks.lst can be used by this tag.

Example:
CHECK.REFLEX.FEATS

Would display only the bonuses from feats to the Reflex saving throw.
Example:

CHECK.REFLEX.BASE.NOSTAT.EPIC
Would display the Base Reflex, minus any bonuses from Stats, plus any bonuses from Epic.

Token Name: HP
What it does:

Displays the characters maximum hit points.
Example:

HP
Would display the characters maximum hit points.

Token Name: HPROLL.x.y
Variables Used (x): Text (The level of the HP award).
Variables Used (y): Text (Property).
 • None - Displays the number entered by the player for the x-th level HP roll. 
 • STAT - Displays the bonus due to stat modifier for the x-th level HP roll. 
 • TOTAL - Displays the total hp gained for the x-th level. 
What it does:

Displays the characters hit point information.
Example:

HPROLL.0
Displays the number entered by the player for the 1st level HP roll.

HPROLL.0.STAT
Displays the bonus due to stat modifier for the 1st level HP roll.
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Special Ability Related Output Sheet Tokens
Token Name: CLASS.x.SALIST

Variables Used (x): Number (The x-th class in the character’s class list - 0-based index).

What it does:

Displays the Special Abilities granted by the x-th class.

Example:

CLASS.0.SALIST

Displays the Special Abilities granted by the characters 1st class.

Token Name: PROHIBITEDLIST

What it does:

A Specialist Wizard must choose some prohibited schools. The selected school will be displayed in this list.

Example:

PROHIBITEDLIST

Displays a comma delimited list of prohibitions

Token Name: RACE.ABILITYLIST

What it does:

Displays a comma delimited list of the characters racial special abilities.

Example:

RACE.ABILITYLIST

Displays a comma delimited list of the characters racial special abilities.

Token Name: SPECIALLIST

What it does:

Displays a comma delimited list of the characters special abilities.

Example:

SPECIALLIST

Displays a comma delimited list of the characters special abilities.

Token Name: SPECIALABILITY.x.y

Variables Used (x): Text (The x-th special ability in the character’s special ability list - 0-based index).

Variables Used (y): Text (Property).

 • None - Displays the name of the x-th special ability in the character’s special ability list. 

 • DESCRIPTION - Displays the description of the x-th special ability in the character’s special ability list. 

What it does:

Displays the name or description of a character’s special abilities.

Example:

SPECIALABILITY.0.DESCRIPTION

Displays the description of the 1st special ability in the character’s special ability list.

Token Name: TEMP.x

Variables Used (x): Number (The special ability’s position in the character’s special ability list - 0-based index).

What it does:

Displays the name of the characters x-th Special Ability.

Example:

TEMP.0

Displays the name of the characters 1st Special Ability.
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Spell Related Output Sheet Tokens
*** new 5.7.1�

Token Name: MAXSPELLLEVEL.x

Variables Used (x): Number (The class number).

What it does:

The value returned is an integer containing the highest spell level that the class can cast (for most RSRD classes this will either 

be 9 (for Wizards) or 4 (for Rangers etc)).

Token Name: SPELLBOOKNAME.x

Variables Used (x): Number (The book number of the spellbook title you wish to display).

What it does:

 • Displays the title of spellbook x in the character spellbook list. 
 • The Known Spellbook is any class but 0, spellbook number 0. 
 • The Racial Innate Spellbook is class 0, spellbook number 1. 
 • Other Innate Spellbooks are class 0, spellbook number 2 or up. 
 • The Innate spellbooks will not exist if the character does not have innate spells. 
 • The -1 Spellbook should not be used any more. 

Example:

SPELLBOOKNAME.0

Display Spell Book 0 (the default spellbook).

*** updated 5.7.9

Token Name: SPELLLISTx.y.z

Variables Used (x): Text (The spellbook option you wish to display).

 • BOOK.y.z.w - Gives a comma delimited list of spells known to spellcaster class number y for level z (if any) of book w. 
 • CAST.y.z - Indicates how many spells you can cast for spellcaster class number y for level z. 
 • CLASS.y - Indicates spellcaster classname. 
 • CLASS.y.LEVEL - Indicates spellcasters effective casting level, including bonus levels from other classes. 
 • DC.y.z - Indicates your DC casting that level of spell for the indicated class (y = class num, z = level of spell). 
 • DCSTAT.y.z - Indicates the STAT used to figure out DC of spell 
 • MEMORIZE.y - outputs “true” if the spell class y needs to memorize spells, “false” otherwise. 
 • TYPE.y - Indicates the type (i.e. Arcane or Divine) of spell class y. 
 • KNOWN.y.z - Indicates how many spells you can know for spellcaster class number y for level z. For Clerics with domains, this does  
  not include domain spells. 

Variables Used (y): Number (Class number - 0 index array).

Variables Used (z): Number (Spellcasting level - 0-9).

Variables Used (w): Number (Book number).

What it does:

Displays information about spellcasting ability, and spells themselves.

Example:

SPELLLISTCAST.0.1

Displays how many spells the character can cast for the 1st level of the 1st spellcaster class the character has.

SPELLLISTTYPE.0.1

Displays the spell list type of the 1st spellcaster class the character has.
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Token Name: SPELLMEM.v.w.x.y.z

Variables Used (v): Number (The class number of the spell you wish to display).

Variables Used (w): Number (The Spellbook Number of the spell you wish to display).

 • The Known Spellbook is any class but 0, spellbook number 0. 
 • The Racial Innate Spellbook is class 0, spellbook number 1. 
 • Other Innate Spellbooks are class 0, spellbook number 2 or up. 
 • The Innate spellbooks will not exist if the character does not have innate spells. 
 • The -1 Spellbook should not be used any more. 

Variables Used (x): Number (The level of the spell you wish to display).

Variables Used (y): Number (The number of the spell in known spells list).

Variables Used (z): Text (The property of the spell you wish to display).

 • BONUSSPELL - Display an * is the spell is a domain/specialty spell, display ** if it is ONLY a domain/specialty spell. 
 • COMPONENTS - Display the necessary components of the indicated spell. 
 • CASTERLEVEL - Display the caster level (including bonuses) of the indicated spell. 
 • CASTINGTIME - Display the casting time of the indicated spell. 
 • CLASS - Indicates spellcaster classname. 
 • DC - Display the DC of the indicated spell. 
 • DCSTAT - Display the STAT used to figure out DC of spell 
 • DESC - Display the description of the indicated spell. 
 • DESCRIPTION - Display the description of the indicated spell. 
 • DESCRIPTOR - Display the discriptor of the indicated spell. 
 • DURATION - Display the duration of the indicated spell. 
 • EFFECT - Display the effect of the indicated spell. 
 • EFFECTTYPE - Display the type of effect of the indicated spell. 
 • FULLSCHOOL - Display the school, if any, of the indicated spell in long form. 
 • NAME - Display the name of the indicated spell. 
 • RANGE - Display the range of the indicated spell. 
 • SAVEINFO - Display the save info of the indicated spell. 
 • SCHOOL - Display the school, if any, of the indicated spell in short form. 
 • SOURCE - Display the source of the indicated spell in long form. 
 • SOURCELEVEL - Display all the sources and levels of the indicated spell (Wiz3,Sor3). 
 • SOURCEPAGE - Display the source page of the indicated spell. 
 • SOURCESHORT - Display the source of the indicated spell in short form. 
 • SUBSCHOOL - Display the subschool, if any, of the indicated spell. 
 • SR - Display the spell resistance properties of the indicated spell. 
 • TARGET - Display the target of the indicated spell (contents of the TARGETAREA lst tag). 
 • TIMES - Display the number of times the indicated spell is in the spellbook. 
 • TYPE - Display the type (i.e. Arcane or Divine) of spell class. 

What it does:

Displays information about the spells in the character spellbooks.

Example:

SPELLMEM.0.0.0.0.NAME0

Displays the Name of the 1st 0th level spell in the 1st spellbook for the 1st character class.

Token Name: SPELLPOINTS

What it does:

Use only for Deadlands. Gives the number of Spellpoints the character has.

Example:

SPELLPOINTS

Gives the number of Spellpoints the character has.
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Weapon Output Sheet Tokens
The below Tokens control how weapon and weapon proficency information is presented in Output Sheets (OS).

Token Name: WEAPON.[q.][r.]s.z

Variables Used (q): Text (Merge Type - Optional).

 • MERGEALL - Causes all weapons with the same name to be merged - default behavior. 
 • MERGELOC - Causes all weapons with the same name and in the same location to be merged. 
 • MERGENONE - No weapons with the same name are merged. 

Variables Used (r): Text (Weapon Status - Optional).

 • CARRIED - Creates a 0-based index of carried or equipped weapons. 
 • EQUIPPED - Creates a 0-based index of equipped weapons. 
 • NOT_CARRIED - Creates a 0-based index of weapons that are not carried or equipped. 
 • NOT_EQUIPPED - Creates a 0-based index of weapons that are not equipped (although they may be carried). 

Variables Used (s): Number - The weapons position in the character’s weapon list - 0-based index

Variables Used (z): Text (The weapon property to be output).
 • ATTACKS - The number of attacks for weapon type (ie: 2 for double headed, etc). 
 • ATTACKS - The number of attacks for weapon type (ie: 2 for double headed, etc). 
 • BASEDAMAGE - The weapon’s unadjusted damage (e.g. 1d8+3). 
 • BASEDAMAGEBONUS - The weapon’s unadjusted damage bonus (e.g. +3). 
 • BASEHIT - The weapon’s to hit containing most adjustments  
  (no adjustment for two weapon fighting, even if weapons are equipped that way in the program). 
 • BASICDAMAGE - The weapon’s damage including most adjustments  
  (no adjustment for which hand or hands are wielding the weapon). 
 • BONUSDAMAGE - The weapon’s bonus to damage (+1, etc.). 
 • CATEGORY - The weapons category, such as Mithril, Melee, Slashing, etc. 
 • CRIT - Weapon’s Critical Range (ie 20 = 1, 19-20 = 2, 18-20 = 3, 17-20 = 4). 
 • DAMAGE - The amount of damage the weapon does. 
 • FEATHIT - Bonus to hit, based on feats. 
 • HAND - Hand that weapon is currently equipped in, Else none. 
 • HEFT - Returns LIGHT, MEDIUM or HEAVY, looking for weapon size and character size. If the weapon is smaller, then it is LIGHT.  
  This is not as useful in 3.5 mode because all weapons made for a specific sized character are the same size as the character and  
  thus will always return MEDIUM. If the weapon is made for a smaller sized creature it will return LIGHT and if larger, HEAVY. 
 • HIT - Weapon’s modified bonus to hit, from character’s total to hit bonus. 
 • ISTYPE - Weapon’s Type, for detecting if it is a Double Weapon or not. 
 • LONGNAME - A more descriptive name. 
 • MAGICDAMAGE - Weapon’s magical bonus to damage. 
 • MAGICHIT - Weapon’s magical bonus to hit. 
 • MISC - Returns all miscellaneous to hit bonuses. 
 • MULT - Multiplier of Critical. 
 • NAME(.NOSTAR) - Weapon’s name (which matches the entry from the WEAPONPROF.LST file). If .NOSTAR is appended, the asterisk  
  indicating whether the weapon is equipped will be stripped from the output. 
 • NUMATTACKS - Displays the number of attacks the PC gets with the selected weapon. 
 • OHDAMAGE - Displays the damage done by an offhand attack with the selected weapon (e.g. 1d8+1). 
 • OHDAMAGEBONUS - Displays the damage bonus done by an offhand attack with the selected weapon (e.g. +1). 
 • RANGE - Range of weapon, in feet. 
 • RANGENOUNITS - Range of weapon, in feet (no ‘ indicator). 
 • RATEOFFIRE - Rate of fire of the weapon, displayed as listed in the LST files following the RATEOFFIRE tag. 
 • REACH - Reach of weapon, in feet. 
 • SIZE - Size of weapon. 
 • SIZEMOD - Returns the character size modifier. 
 • SPROP - Special Properties of weapon. 
 • TEMPLATE - Bonus to hit, from templates. 
 • THDAMAGE - Displays the damage done by a two-handed attack with the selected weapon (e.g. 2d6+4). 
 • THDAMAGEBONUS - Displays the damage bonus done by a two-handed attack with the selected weapon (e.g. +4). 
 • TOTALHIT.x - The weapon’s adjusted to hit bonuses for all attacks, or for attack x if it is specified (0-based index). 
 • TWOHIT - The weapon’s to hit bonuses if used in the off hand. 
 • TWPHITH - The weapon’s to hit bonuses if used in the primary hand with a heavy weapon in the other hand. 
 • TWPHITL - The weapon’s to hit bonuses if used in the primary hand with a light weapon in the other hand. 
 • TYPE - Type of damage the weapon does. 
 • WT - Weight of weapon in lbs. 

What it does:

Displays various information about a character¥s weapons. Note: Use the WEAPON token with the RANGELIST option (see below) 

if you want ammunition bonuses included.
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Example:

WEAPON.0.SIZE

Displays the size of the first weapon.

Token Name: WEAPON.[q.][r.]s.RANGELIST.n.u

Variables Used (q): Text (Merge Type - Optional).

 • MERGEALL - Causes all weapons with the same name to be merged - default behavior. 
 • MERGELOC - Causes all weapons with the same name and in the same location to be merged. 
 • MERGENONE - No weapons with the same name are merged. 

Variables Used (r): Text (Weapon Status - Optional).

 • CARRIED - Creates a 0-based index of carried or equipped weapons. 
 • EQUIPPED - Creates a 0-based index of equipped weapons. 
 • NOT_CARRIED - Creates a 0-based index of weapons that are not carried or equipped. 
 • NOT_EQUIPPED - Creates a 0-based index of weapons that are not equipped (although they may be carried). 

Variables Used (u): Text (Weapon Property).

 • None - Displays n-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • DAMAGE - Displays the damage for the n-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • TOTALHIT - Displays the complete hit progression for the n-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • TOTALHIT.x - Displays the x-th attacks to hit modifier for the n-th range increment of the selected weapon (0-based index). 

Variables Used (z): Text (The weapon property to be output).

 • ATTACKS - The number of attacks for weapon type (ie: 2 for double headed, etc). 
 • ATTACKS - The number of attacks for weapon type (ie: 2 for double headed, etc). 
 • BASEDAMAGE - The weapon’s unadjusted damage (e.g. 1d8+3). 
 • BASEDAMAGEBONUS - The weapon’s unadjusted damage bonus (e.g. +3). 
 • BASEHIT - The weapon’s to hit containing most adjustments  
  (no adjustment for two weapon fighting, even if weapons are equipped that way in the program). 
 • BASICDAMAGE - The weapon’s damage including most adjustments  
  (no adjustment for which hand or hands are wielding the weapon). 
 • BONUSDAMAGE - The weapon’s bonus to damage (+1, etc.). 
 • CATEGORY - The weapons category, such as Mithril, Melee, Slashing, etc. 
 • CRIT - Weapon’s Critical Range (ie 20 = 1, 19-20 = 2, 18-20 = 3, 17-20 = 4). 
 • DAMAGE - The amount of damage the weapon does. 
 • FEATHIT - Bonus to hit, based on feats. 
 • HAND - Hand that weapon is currently equipped in, Else none. 
 • HEFT - Returns LIGHT, MEDIUM or HEAVY, looking for weapon size and character size. If the weapon is smaller, then it is LIGHT. 
 • HIT - Weapon’s modified bonus to hit, from character’s total to hit bonus. 
 • LONGNAME - A more descriptive name. 
 • MAGICDAMAGE - Weapon’s magical bonus to damage. 
 • MAGICHIT - Weapon’s magical bonus to hit. 
 • MISC - Returns all miscellaneous to hit bonuses. 
 • MULT - Multiplier of Critical. 
 • NAME(.NOSTAR) - Weapon’s name (which matches the entry from the WEAPONPROF.LST file).  
  If .NOSTAR is appended, the asterisk indicating whether the weapon is equipped will be stripped from the output. 
 • NUMATTACKS - Displays the number of attacks the PC gets with the selected weapon. 
 • OHDAMAGE - Displays the damage done by an offhand attack with the selected weapon (e.g. 1d8+1). 
 • OHDAMAGEBONUS - Displays the damage bonus done by an offhand attack with the selected weapon (e.g. +1). 
 • RANGE - Range of weapon, in feet. 
 • RANGENOUNITS - Range of weapon, in feet (no ‘ indicator). 
 • RATEOFFIRE - Rate of fire of the weapon, displayed as listed in the LST files following the RATEOFFIRE tag. 
 • REACH - Reach of weapon, in feet. 
 • SIZE - Size of weapon. 
 • SIZEMOD - Returns the character size modifier. 
 • SPROP - Special Properties of weapon. 
 • TEMPLATE - Bonus to hit, from templates. 
 • THDAMAGE - Displays the damage done by a two-handed attack with the selected weapon (e.g. 2d6+4). 
 • THDAMAGEBONUS - Displays the damage bonus done by a two-handed attack with the selected weapon (e.g. +4). 
 • TOTALHIT.x - The weapon’s adjusted to hit bonuses for all attacks, or for attack x if it is specified (0-based index). 
 • TWOHIT - The weapon’s to hit bonuses if used in the off hand. 
 • TWPHITH - The weapon’s to hit bonuses if used in the primary hand with a heavy weapon in the other hand. 
 • TWPHITL - The weapon’s to hit bonuses if used in the primary hand with a light weapon in the other hand. 
 • TYPE - Type of damage the weapon does. 
 • WT - Weight of weapon in lbs. 
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What it does:

Displays various attack information about a weapon depending on the range increment. The SHORTRANGE (as defined in the 

miscinfo.lst) is inserted into the range array if it is not already one of the weapon’s standard increments.

Example:

WEAPON.0.RANGELIST.0

Would display the damage for the the 1st range increment for the 1st weapon.

Token Name: WEAPON.[q.][r.]s.RANGELIST.n.u.AMMUNITION.v.w

Suntoken Name: AMMUNITION (Can only be used with RANGELIST)

Variables Used (v): Number (Displays the properties of the v-th ammunition that will fit the s-th selected weapon at the n-th range 

increment, 0-based index).

Variables Used (w): Text (Weapon Property).

 • None - Displays y-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • DAMAGE - Displays the damage for the y-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • SPROP - Displays the special properties for the y-th ammunition contained by the selected weapon. 
 • TOTALHIT - Displays the complete hit progression for the y-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • TOTALHITx - Displays the x-th attacks to hit modifier for the range increment of the selected weapon (0-based index). 

What it does:

Displays information about the ammunition types that will fit the selected weapon at the selected range increment.

Example:

WEAPON.0.RANGELIST.0.AMMUNITION.0.DAMAGE

Displays the damage from the 1st type of compatible ammunition at point blank range for the 1st weapon.

Token Name: WEAPON.[q.][r.]s.CONTENTS.v.w

Suntoken Name: CONTENTS

Variables Used (v): Number (Displays the properties of the v-th ammunition contained by the s-th selected weapon, 0-based index).

Variables Used (w): Text (Weapon Property).

 • None - Displays name of the v-th selected contents of the s-th selected weapon. 
 • QTY - Displays the number of the for the v-th ammunition contained by the s-th selected weapon. 

What it does:

Displays information about the contents the selected weapon.

Example:

WEAPON.0.CONTENTS.0

Displays the name of the 1st type of contained ammunition.

Token Name: WEAPON.[q.][r.]s.RANGELIST.n.u.CONTENTS.v.w

Suntoken Name: CONTENTS

Variables Used (v): Number (Displays the properties of the v-th ammunition contained by the s-th selected weapon at the n-th range 

increment, 0-based index).

Variables Used (w): Text (Weapon Property).

 • None - Displays n-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • DAMAGE - Displays the damage for the n-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • SPROP - Displays the special properties for the n-th ammunition contained by the selected weapon. 
 • TOTALHIT - Displays the complete hit progression for the n-th range increment of the selected weapon. 
 • TOTALHITx - Displays the x-th attacks to hit modifier for the n-th range increment of the selected weapon (0-based index). 

What it does:

Displays information about the contents the selected weapon at the selected range increment.

Example:

WEAPON.0.RANGELIST.0.CONTENTS.0.DAMAGE

Displays the damage from the 1st type of contained ammunition at point blank range fired by the 1st weapon.
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Token Name: WEAPONH.[q.][r.]s.z

Variables Used: The same options available to the WEAPON token.

What it does:

Displays information about the “Unarmed” Weapon.

Token Name: WEAPONO.[q.][r.]s.z

Variables Used: The same options available to the WEAPON token.

What it does:

Displays information about the Weapon equipped to the off-hand.

Token Name: WEAPONP.[q.][r.]s.z

Variables Used: The same options available to the WEAPON token.

What it does:

Displays information about the Weapon equipped to the primary hand.

Token Name: WEAPONPROFS

What it does:

Displays the characters weapon proficiencies.

Example:

WEAPONPROFS

Displays the characters weapon proficiencies.
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Creating Character Sheet Templates

Preface
This guide is in the main going to focus on using the tokens effectively and appropriately. For simplicity, we will primarily use HTML examples, 
some of which may be fairly complicated.

If you need help with HTML or XML/XSL you should visit http://www.w3c.org and read their tutorials. For information about FOP (.fo file 
processing), visit http://www.apache.org.

After going over the basics, I will be taking you through the steps I used to create a sheet to display a character’s weapons and equipment.

Introduction
You will need to have a basic understanding of how PCGen uses character sheet templates to create them.

When you “Export” a character, the program will ask you which template you would like to use. PCGen starts by reading that template into 
memory. PCGen scans for special character sets called “tokens” as it reads the template. These tokens represent various bits of information 
about the character you are exporting. When PCGen encounters one of these tokens, it retrieves the information from the character file and 
inserts the information into the spot where the token was. PCGen writes the file out to disk with the information in place of the tokens once 
it has completely loaded the file.

A sample line in an HTML template file might be:

<i>Character Name:</i> |NAME|

If you open the template with an HTML browser you would see:

Character Name: |NAME|

When you open the output file after exporting a character named “Mad Monkey Mynex” using that template you would see:

Character Name: Mad Monkey Mynex

The bodies of the templates themselves can be done in HTML or XML/XSL:FO for PDF. In either case, the tokens used to get information from 
PCGen into the sheet are the same. A word of warning: PCGen only changes the token, nothing else. If you put in bad HTML or XML/XSL code, 
bad HTML or XML/XSL code will come out.

The first and most important thing I want to stress is to read the documentation on the individual output tokens. Then read them again. There 
are many subtleties in the use of the tokens contained there that cannot be covered in a quick walkthrough.

Through some frustrating trial and error when I began doing character sheets for PCGen, I learned a few important things regarding basic 
Character Sheet design:

1. Decide on a specific purpose/use for your template. There are LOTS of tokens and there is no need to try and use them all.

2. Figure out what’s going to go on the sheet. Are you just going to show the main AC? Are you going to want to show all the 
modifiers that make up the total AC? Do you want spell lists? Etc.

3. Identify most of your tokens beforehand. Once you have decided what you want on the sheet, it’s time to start figuring out 
what tokens you need to use. It is easiest to sketch a simple layout on a sheet of paper and fill in what tokens go where so you 
have a quick reference. You don’t have to get them all right now, but it is very helpful to have them right there so you don’t 
have to go digging around through the documentation looking for the proper token when you’re actually trying to type in the 
sheet.

4. Remember that tokens do not like whitespace infront of them! It will make your sheets go wonky, without you knowing why...

Tokens
Now down to the true nuts and bolts, the tokens. First, some general notes:

1. All tokens are CAPITALIZED. There may be variables or options that are not, but the token itself will be.

2. ll tokens are delimited (set apart) from the rest of the text on the character sheets by either the | (pipe) character, a \ (single 
backslash) or a \\ (double backslash), depending on where the token is used. There are no spaces between the beginning and 
end of the token and the delimiter characters. The token documentation has the delimiter characters left out for ease of reading

3. Some tokens output a single item, some output comma delimited lists.

http://www.w3c.org/
http://www.apache.org/
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4. Not all tokens make PCGen output something. Some are control commands that make comparisons, cause loops or apply filters. 
We will discuss these shortly.

5. Many tokens use variables so you can get at certain aspects. Variables come immediately after the token with a period “.” 
between them. For example the token EXPORT can provide date and time information on a sheet using EXPORT.DATE and 
EXPORT.TIME. The variables that may be used with each token are listed in the output sheet token documentation. Not all 
variables are capitalized. Some numeric variables start at zero (0) but those should be noted in the documentation for the token.

Control Tokens

Filter Tokens
The first and easiest to understand of the control tokens are the filter tokens. These are used to stop the normal output if the filter condition 
is not met. Filters all begin with a % (percent) sign and will run from the moment they are invoked until they encounter a different filter or 
until they encounter the end of filter token, which is a single % symbol (E.g. |%|) In case this wasn’t clear, what it essentially means is that 
one, and only one, filter may be active at any time. Nested filters are not supported.

The simplest ones are in the form |%TOKEN|. Here PCGen simply checks to see if the character has the appropriate data. A good use of these 
simple filters is to suppress spell list blocks for non-spellcasters so you can use the same character sheet for both types of characters and 
not have an empty spell list cluttering things up for a non-spellcaster. Examples of these types of tokens would be |%SPELLISTBOOK| or 
|%BIO|.

Some slightly more complex filters are in the form of |%ARMORx| and |%WEAPONx|. In these filters x represents the number of appropriate 
items (armor type or weapon type for the above examples) that the character must have in order for the filter to allow output. For example: 
|%WEAPON3| means that there would be no output after the filter until it reaches the next filter or filter end token unless the character has 
at least three weapons. If the character has three weapons the output would proceed as normal.

The next form a filter may take is that of classname=level or SPELLLISTCLASSx=level. For example, |%BARD=3| would filter output if the 
character did not have at least three Bard levels. |%SPELLLISTCLASS0=2| would filter output if the character did not have at least two 
levels in his first spellcasting class. SPELLLISTCLASS is one of the tokens that starts at zero as mentioned earlier. These filters are usually 
used to put class specific information on a sheet and keep it from appearing unless you are of the appropriate class and level. (Barbarian Rage 
is a good example here).

The final form of filter is one that uses variables. They all start with %VAR and take the form of |%VAR.name.label.value|. The 
“name” is the name of any variable that has been set up in the LST files using the VAR tag. The label is a comparator and must be one of the 
following:

 • EQ (equals).
 • NEQ (not equal).
 • LT (less than).
 • LTEQ (less than or equal to).
 • GT (greater than).
 • GTEQ (greater than or equal to).

An example using the variable TOTALPOWERPOINTS defined in a LST from the Psionic Handbook would be: |%VAR.TOTALPOWERPOINTS.
GTEQ.1|. This would filter output unless the variable TOTALPOWERPOINTS was greater than or equal to 1.

All of the available filters are listed in the output sheet token documentation with the exception of the VAR ones which are too numerous to 
include since every VAR in every LST can be used as a filter.

Count Tokens
The second special token is the COUNT token. This token also takes a variable, but in a slightly different form. The variable for the COUNT 
token goes inside a set of [] (square brackets). This token returns the number of items of the variable type given. |COUNT[CLASSES]| 
would return the number of classes a character has. While this has some limited use as an actual output token, these tags are more often used 
to set the lower or upper limit in a FOR loop, which will be explained shortly.

All of the available variables for the COUNT token are listed in the output sheet token documentation.

IF Tokens
The next set tokens in our review of control tokens are the IIF/OIF tokens. The simpler of the two is the OIF token. It is used to evaluate an 
expression and return a value (text or number). This token is in the form |OIF(expr,true,false)|. There are only certain expressions 
that may be used, and they are listed in the output sheet token documentation. The “true” and “false” parts may be anything you want them 
to be. |OIF(SPELLCASTER0=PREPARE,Yes,No)| would return “Yes” if the character’s first spellcasting class had to prepare spells and 
“No” if it didn’t.
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The IIF token has a much broader range and does not return output itself. The IIF statement takes the form of:

|IIF(expr)|

<true actions>

|ELSE|

<false actions>

|ENDIF|

The IIF token, like the OIF token, can only take the expressions listed in the output sheet documentation as usable with IF tokens. The power 
of this token is in the ability to perform a whole series of actions based upon the evaluation of the expression. An example of the IIF token 
could be:

|IIF(SKILL0.UNTRAINED)|

*

|ELSE|

x

|ENDIF|

This bit would check to see if your first skill (SKILL0) is usable untrained. If the skill is, it outputs an “*” otherwise it outputs an “x”.

*** Update - Additional functionality has been added so that you may compare (exact match only) the result of any token to an 
expected result. AND and OR functionality has also been added.

|IIF(SPELLLISTCLASS.%class:Psychic Warrior.OR.SPELLLISTCLASS.%class:Psion)| would trigger if the class 
number represented by %class was either a Psychic Warrior OR a Psion.

Loop Tokens
The last set of control tokens we need to cover are the FOR/DFOR tokens. These tokens provide loop capabilities for creating lists on character 
sheets. These lists can include equipment, classes, skills, spells, etc.

The FOR loops come in three forms. The format of the first is:

|FOR,%var,min,max,step,exists|

<character sheet stuff>

|ENDFOR|

In this token, %var is a variable name that you assign when you create a loop. It should not/cannot be the same as a variable defined in a 
LST by the VAR tag.

Whenever you use that variable within that loop, it will be evaluated and return the current iteration number. The min and max values are the 
start and end points for the loop. It is normal to start the loops at zero because most of the arrays in PCGen are zero indexed.

You may also use a COUNT statement here, or any token that returns a number. You may use the COUNT[xxx] token in the max field to tell 
the loop when to stop, or any token that normally returns a number. The step field is how much you want it to increment the variable each 
time it goes through the loop (this is usually 1).

The exists field controls how the loop acts if it runs out of data before the max value is reached. There are only three valid values for the 
exists field: 0, 1 or 2. If the exists field is a 0, the loop will continue processing until the max is reached. If it is a 1, then the loop will stop 
processing the contents of the loop and continue on through the sheet as if the loop had reached the max. If exists is 2 and the character 
sheet is currently within a filter, PCGen will not print anything else until the end of the filter |%| is reached or another filter is begun.

The |ENDFOR| token tells the program where the loop ends and is required when you use a |FOR, loop.

Here is an example demonstrating a FOR loop:

|FOR,%eqp,0,COUNT[EQUIPMENT]-1,1,1|

|EQ%eqp.NAME|<br>

|ENDFOR|
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This loop will generate a list of the names of all of your equipment, one item to a line using the EQx.Name token, where x is the current count 
in the loop. (The <br> is an HTML line break.)

Example output for a typical starting fighter would be:

Half-Plate

Outfit (Explorer’s)

Shield (Large/Steel)

Battleaxe

The variable in the above loop is %eqp. The min is 0. The max is COUNT[EQUIPMENT]-1. I subtracted 1 because we are going to cycle 
through the equipment list and the equipment list array starts at 0 while the COUNT statement starts at 1. Because of this we need to reduce 
the actual count by 1. The increment is going to be 1 and the loop will exit immediately if it runs out of items before the max is reached.

Notice the use of the variable %eqp to define the equipment number each time through. Using loop variables properly, you can accomplish the 
creation of large lists with relatively little effort. This is the main reason to use loops.

One last thing to know about these kinds of loops is that they may be nested. For example:

|FOR,%spbk,0,COUNT[SPELLBOOKS]-1,1,1|

|SPELLBOOKNAME%spbk|

|FOR,%lvl,0,9,1,1|

|SPELLLISTBOOK%spbk.%lvl|

|ENDFOR|

|ENDFOR|

This would create a list of spells for each of your spellbooks (by level).

The spell list loop is said to be nested inside of the spell book loop. This allows us to use two variables. If you need more variables, you may 
nest more loops. Notice that each loop needs its own |ENDFOR| statement.

The format for the next kind of FOR loop looks like this:

|FOR.min,max,perLine,phrase,startLine,endLine,exists|

This kind of FOR loop can be used to generate multi-column lists. Notice that the character following the FOR is a period instead of a comma. 
There is no variable name in this kind of loop; to get the current increment of the FOR loop you would use the “%” (percent) symbol.

The min and max variables are the start and end points for the loop. The perLine variable is how many phrases will be repeated before the 
endLine is printed (e.g. 3 if you wanted a 3-column list). The phrase is the code that is parsed for tokens.

You must use “\” (backslash) characters instead of “|” (pipe) characters to delimit tokens within a FOR loop phrase. The startLine will be 
output at the beginning of the loop and after the endLine. The endLine variable will be printed every perLine times through the loop.

This type of FOR loop does not require an |ENDFOR| tag. This type of FOR loop cannot be nested, except when doing a party sheet. Nesting in 
this manner will be covered in the section dealing with party sheets.

NOTE: If you are using this type of FOR loop to create a party sheet (psheet*.*) you must use a “\\” double backslash to delimit the tokens 
within the phrase. Party sheets will be covered elsewhere, but it is important to be aware of it.

A real example (for a single character sheet):

<table>

|FOR.0,COUNT[EQUIPMENT]-1,2,<td>\EQ%.NAME\</td>,<tr>,</tr>,1|

</table>

HTML note: The <table> and </table> are the HTML table opening and closing commands <tr> and </tr> open and close a table row 
respectively and <td> and </td> open and close a single piece of data in the table.

This would produce a table of two columns listing the names of all your equipment.

Example Output:

Half-Plate
Outfit (Explorer’s)
Shield (Large/Steel)
Battleaxe
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There is no named variable in this loop. The min is 0. The max is COUNT[EQUIPMENT]-1. The perLine is 2, so there will be two phrases 
output before the endLine. The phrase is <td>\EQ%.NAME\</td>. The startLine is <tr> (to start the row) and the endLine is </tr> (to 
end the row).

The final type of for loop is the DFOR loop. While the format of the loop itself is fairly complicated, what it does isn’t. Instead of creating a 
table of elements across and then down, it creates a table of elements down and then across.

To illustrate the difference between the different loops:

FOR, Loop Output FOR. Loop Output DFOR Loop Output

1 1 2 3 1 4

2 4 5 6 2 5

3 3 6

5

6

The format for the DFOR loop:

|DFOR.min,maxDown,stepNextLine,totalMax,stepInLine,phrase,startLine,endLine,exists|

Explanation coming shortly (as soon as I figure out the best way to turn this into Human English :p)

Math
Simple mathematical operations are supported in the character sheets.

The operators +, -, *, /, @ and ^ may be used and you may set the order of operations using ().

You must use at least two operands. These operands can be valid tokens (that return numbers), or they can both be hard-coded numbers or a 
token and a number.

@ and / are both used for division, but the first one returns only the integer portion of the operation.

Do not use spaces between the operands and the operator. Doing so will cause the math operation to fail.

Math can also be performed on attack routines without any extra effort. For example: Say you use the token |WEAPON%.TOTALHIT| and it 
returns “+6/+1”. Were you to use |WEAPON%.TOTALHIT+2|, the output would be “+8/+3”.

There are several variables you may append to a math operation (using a “.” As a delimiter) that will change the format of the output. These 
variables are:

 • INTVAL - Displays just the integer portion of the result operation. 
 • NOZERO - Displays blank if the result is zero, otherwise displays the result. 
 • SIGN - Prepends the appropriate sign (+ or -) to the result. 
 • TRUNC - Displays the result to the first decimal place.

These variables may be used in combination with each other. For example:

|(VAR.Turn Level+STAT5.MOD).INTVAL.SIGN| would add the variable “Turn Level” and the Wisdom Modifier together, return only 
the integer portion of that operation and prepend the appropriate sign to it.
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Character Sheet Creation
Now on to the actual process of creating a character sheet. The first thing to do is to decide what our sheet is for. As a not too simple and not 
too difficult one I will go through creating a complete equipment list with the weapons separated out of it. We’ll put the weapons on one side 
and the equipment on the other.

Now that we’ve decided what our sheet is for we need to decide exactly what is going to be displayed on it.

We should have some way of identifying the character the sheet goes with, and the player playing the character. The class listing and level 
could be helpful too. If you are anything like me, you have multiple printed copies of your character floating around all the time in the 
various stages of their development, so these last couple bits of information can be invaluable.

For the weapons we should display all of the standard attributes you usually see on character sheets; Weapon name, to hit, damage, hand, 
range, type, size, any special properties and critical hit information.

For the rest of the equipment we can get away with a lot less information. We would want the equipment name (lets make it bold if it’s a 
magic item), the location it’s carried or equipped at, its weight, how many of it we have and any special properties it might have.

The tokens for the above list (in the order I listed them above) are;

For the identification we have: NAME, PLAYERNAME, CLASSLIST, TOTALLEVELS

For the weapons we have: WEAPONx.NAME, WEAPONx.TOTALHIT, WEAPONx.DAMAGE, WEAPONx.HAND, WEAPONx.RANGE, 
WEAPONx.TYPE, WEAPONx.SIZE, WEAPONx.SPROP, WEAPONx.CRIT, WEAPONx.MULT

For the equipment we have: EQx.NAME.MAGIC~<b>~</b>, EQx.EQUIPPED, EQx.WT, EQx.QTY, EQx.SPROP

The “x” in all of the tokens above will actually be a variable of some type (%weapon or %equipment perhaps). We’ll cover that in more depth 
shortly.

Next up is to decide on the actual layout. It is best to sketch what you’re looking to do as a quick reference, and then begin your HTML and 
craft it to fit the visualization you sketched out.

While you may use an HTML editor such a Frontpage to create sheets, I personally prefer to use a simple text editor and do it by hand.

Construction of character sheets for PCGen is done almost entirely through the use of tables for both the .html and the .fo files. Some of the 
tables are simple, some of them are deeply nested tables within tables.

We need to start the HTML sheet and set a few basic parameters like a white background, and a titel to be displayed in the title bar of the 
browser when the final sheet is opened.

<html>

<head>

<title>|NAME|’s Weapons and Equipment</title>

</head>

<body bgcolor=”white”>

Our first table will hold the identification and appear at the top of the sheet. The HTML for this would look as follows (note that for the sake 
of space here I have removed several bits of formatting information regarding font’s, etc. that you will see in the actual sheet this is referring to):

<!-- Start Character Info Table -->

<table cellpadding=”0” cellspacing=”4” border=”0” width=”100%”>

<tr>

<td width=”35%”>|NAME|</td>

<td width=”20%”>|CLASSLIST|</td>

<td width=”10%”>|TOTALLEVELS|</td>

<td width=”35%”>|PLAYERNAME|</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>CHARACTER NAME</td>

<td>CLASS</td>

<td>LEVEL</td>

<td>PLAYER</td>
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</tr>

</table>

The <tr> and </tr> are the opening and closing tags for a table row. The <td> and </td> are the opening and closing tags for each 
piece of table data (basically an individual cell to think in spreadsheet terms).

What we’ve done here is put our tokens in the top row, and then in the row underneath put labels for the various tokens.

Note the comments and indentation. These can be very helpful when you are in a deeply nested table and need to keep track of where you are.

Next we get into the aforementioned nested tables. Since we want to divide the rest of the sheet in half, with one half being for the weapons 
and the other half for the rest of the equipment, we start another table.

<!-- Start Main Sheet Table -->

<table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”5” border=”0”>

<tr>

<td valign=”top” width=”50%”>

This opens the table we will use as the main container for the rest of the tables on the sheet. We’ve created the table, started the first row 
and told it that we want the first data field to take up half of the available page width.

Our next task is to put the weapons tables into this data area. We’ll start with a simple table to put a banner across half the page with a label 
describing what information the tables following it contain.

<!-- Start Weapon Tables -->

<table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”0” border=”0”>

<tr>

<td align=”center”>WEAPONS</td>

</tr>

</table>

The next step is to start the actual weapons tables. The first step in this process is to craft the loop to cycle through the weapons. For the 
sake of simplicity, we’ll use the most basic kind of FOR loop that I described first.

We’ll call our variable %weap just so it’s easy to remember what we’re using it for. Then, because the equipment arrays are 0 indexed, we want 
our start number to be 0. To get the max number we will use COUNT[EQTYPE.WEAPON]-1 (remember the loop starts at 0 so we need to 
end it one step early, hence the -1 on the end). We want it to step through the loop one at a time so we set the step parameter to 1 and we 
want it to continue through to the end of the loop, so we set the exists parameter to 0. What it took and entire paragraph to write out boils 
down to the following:

|FOR,%weap,0,COUNT[EQTYPE.WEAPON]-1,1,0|

Our weapons information will be contained in two tables, one immediately following the other. We do this so that we can have different 
numbers of columns in each table. While it is possible to achieve this look with a single table, it is much more involved to try and produce.

The first table will have the weapons name, attack bonus, damage and critical hit information. The HTML would look like this:

<table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”0” border=”0”>

<tr>

<td align=”center” height=”15” rowspan=”2” width=”40%”>|WEAPON.%weap.NAME|</td>

<td align=”center” width=”20%” height=”15”>TOTAL ATTACK BONUS</td>

<td align=”center” width=”20%” height=”15”>DAMAGE</td>

<td align=”center” width=”20%” height=”15”>CRITICAL</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td align=”center”><b>|WEAPON.%weap.TOTALHIT|</td>

<td align=”center”><b>|WEAPON.%weap.DAMAGE|</td>

<td align=”center”><b>|WEAPON.%weap.CRIT|/x|WEAPON.%weap.MULT|</td>

</tr>

</table>
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Immediately following this will be another table that contains the rest of the weapon information (hand, range, type, size and special 
properties). That portion of the weapon display would look like this:

<table cellpadding=”0” cellspacing=”0” border=”0” width=”100%”>

<tr>

<td align=”center” height=”15” width=”15%”>HAND</td>

<td align=”center” height=”15” width=”15%”>RANGE</td>

<td align=”center” width=”15%” height=”15”>TYPE</td>

<td align=”center” width=”15%” height=”15”>SIZE</td>

<td align=”center” width=”40%” height=”15”SPECIAL PROPERTIES</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td align=”center”>|WEAPON.%weap.HAND|</td>

<td align=”center”>|WEAPON.%weap.RANGE|</td>

<td align=”center”>|WEAPON.%weap.TYPE|</td>

<td align=”center”>|WEAPON.%weap.SIZE|</td>

<td align=”center”>|WEAPON.%weap.SPROP|</td>

</tr>

</table>

We then need to end the weapons loop and jump to the other half of the sheet to do our other equipment, so after the above tables would be 
the following:

|ENDFOR|

<!-- End Weapon Tables -->

</td>

<td valign=”top” width=”50%”>

Once again, we need to start a new table to contain our next group of data. As before, we’ll put a title identifying the information the section 
will contain, as well as headers.

<!-- Start Equipment Tables -->

<table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”0” border=”0”>

<tr>

<td align=”center”>Equipment</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td width=”60%”><b>ITEM</b></td>

<td width=”10%” align=”center”><b>EQUIPPED</b></td>

<td width=”10%” align=”center”><b>QTY</b></td>

<td width=”10%” align=”center”><b>WT.</b></td>

<td width=”10%” align=”center”><b>GP COST</b></td>

</tr>

As we did for the weapons, we need to devise a loop to go through all the equipment we have.

We’ll call our variable %eqp just so it’s easy to remember what we’re using it for. Then, because the equipment arrays are 0 indexed, we want 
our start number to be 0. To get the max number we will use COUNT[EQ.NOT.Weapon]-1 (remember the loop starts at 0 so we need to 
end it one step early, hence the -1 on the end). We want it to step through the loop one at a time so we set the step parameter to 1 and we 
want it to continue through to the end of the loop, so we set the exists parameter to 0. What once again took an entire paragraph to write 
out boils down to the following:

|FOR,%eqp,0,COUNT[EQUIPMENT.Not.Weapon]-1,1,0|

Unlike the weapons, the equipment will all be in one table, which is a continuation of the title and header we did above. We just need to get 
the proper information to line up under the proper header. The next section looks like this:
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<tr>

<td class=”border”>|EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.NAME.MAGIC~<b>~</b>|<br/> |EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.SPROP|</font></td>

<td class=”border”>|EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.EQUIPPED|<br /></td>

<td class=”border”>|EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.QTY|<br /></td>

<td class=”border”>|EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.WT|<br /></td>

<td class=”border”>|EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.COST|<br /></td>

</tr>

We now need to end the equipment loop and close out the equipment table.

|ENDFOR|

</table>

<!-- End Equipment Table -->

Since our sheet is done at this point, we also need to close the master table and the html page. The last bits of our character sheet should 
look like this:

</td>

</tr>

</table>

<!-- End Main Sheet Table -->

</body>

</html>

That about covers it. More complex sheets are simply using more tables, sometimes nesting three or four deep. If you need help, visit the 
PCGen mailing list at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/

Best of luck to you in creating your own sheets.

Barak
~ PCGen BoD
~ OS Silverback

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/
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Output Sheet Example HTML
<html>

<head>

<title>|NAME|’s Weapons and Equipment</title>

<style TYPE=”text/css”>

.h { font-family: Arial; font-size:8pt; vertical-align: bottom; }

.topline { border-top-width:1px; border-top: 1pt solid black; }

.border { border: 1px solid black; }

</style>

</head>

<body bgcolor=”white”>

<!-- Start Character Info Table -->

<table cellpadding=”0” cellspacing=”4” border=”0” width=”100%”>

 <tr>

  <td width=”35%” class=”h”>|NAME|</td>

  <td width=”20%” class=”h”>|CLASSLIST|</td>

  <td width=”10%” class=”h”>|TOTALLEVELS|</td>

  <td width=”35%” class=”h”>|PLAYERNAME|</td>

 </tr>

 <tr>

  <td class=”topline”><font style=”font-size:6pt”>CHARACTER NAME</font></td>

  <td class=”topline”><font style=”font-size:6pt”>CLASS</font></td>

  <td class=”topline”><font style=”font-size:6pt”>LEVEL</font></td>

  <td class=”topline”><font style=”font-size:6pt”>PLAYER</font></td>

 </tr>

</table>

<!-- End Character Info Table -->

<!-- Start Main Sheet Table -->

<table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”5” border=”0”>

 <tr>

  <td valign=”top” width=”50%”>

<!-- Start Weapon Table -->

   <table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”0” border=”0”>

    <tr>

     <td bgcolor=”black” align=”center”><font color=”white” style=”font-size: 
9pt”><b>WEAPONS</b></font></td>

    </tr>

   </table>

|FOR,%weap,0,COUNT[EQTYPE.WEAPON]-1,1,0|
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   <font style=”font-size:2pt”><br /></font>

   <table cellpadding=”0” width=”100%” cellspacing=”0” border=”0”>

    <tr>

     <td align=”center” height=”15” bgcolor=”black” rowspan=”2” width=”40%”><font 
style=”font-size:10pt” color=”white”><b>|WEAPON%weap.NAME|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”black” width=”20%” height=”15”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>TOTAL ATTACK BONUS</b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”black” width=”20%” height=”15”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>DAMAGE</b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”black” width=”20%” height=”15”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>CRITICAL</b></font></td>

    </tr>

    <tr>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.TOTALHIT|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.DAMAGE|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.CRIT|/x|WEAPON%weap.MULT|<br /></b></font></td>

    </tr>

   </table>

   <table cellpadding=”0” cellspacing=”0” border=”0” width=”100%”>

    <tr>

     <td align=”center” height=”15” bgcolor=”black” width=”15%”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>HAND</b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” height=”15” bgcolor=”black” width=”15%”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>RANGE</b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”black” width=”15%” height=”15”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>TYPE</b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”black” width=”15%” height=”15”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>SIZE</b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”black” width=”40%” height=”15”><font style=”font-
size:6pt” color=”white”><b>SPECIAL PROPERTIES</b></font></td>

    </tr>

    <tr>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.HAND|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.RANGE|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.TYPE|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.SIZE|<br /></b></font></td>

     <td align=”center” bgcolor=”white” class=”border”><font style=”font-size:8pt” 
color=”black”><b>|WEAPON%weap.SPROP|<br /></b></font></td>

    </tr>

   </table>

|ENDFOR|
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<!-- End Weapon Table -->

  </td>

  <td valign=”top” width=”50%”>

<!-- START Equipment Table -->

   <table width=”100%” cellspacing=”0” cellpadding=”2” border=”0”>

    <tr>

     <td bgcolor=”black” align=”center” colspan=”5”><font color=”white” style=”font-
size: 9pt”><b>EQUIPMENT</b></font></td>

    </tr>

    <tr>

     <td valign=”top” width=”60%” class=”border”><font style=”font-size: 
8pt”><b>ITEM</b></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” width=”10%” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-
size: 8pt”><b>EQUIPPED</b></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” width=”10%” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-
size: 8pt”><b>QTY</b></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” width=”10%” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-
size: 8pt”><b>WT.</b></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” width=”10%” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-
size: 8pt”><b>GP COST</b></font></td>

    </tr>

|FOR,%eqp,0,COUNT[EQUIPMENT.NOT.Weapon]-1,1,0|

    <tr>

     <td valign=”top” class=”border”><font style=”font-size: 8pt”>|EQ.NOT.
Weapon.%eqp.NAME.MAGIC~<b>~</b>|</font><font style=”font-size: 5pt”><br />|EQ.NOT.Weapon.%eqp.
SPROP|</font></td>

     <td valign=”top” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-size: 8pt”>|EQ.
NOT.Weapon.%eqp.EQUIPPED|<br /></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-size: 8pt”>|EQ.
NOT.Weapon.%eqp.QTY|<br /></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-size: 8pt”>|EQ.
NOT.Weapon.%eqp.WT|<br /></font></td>

     <td valign=”top” class=”border” align=”center”><font style=”font-size: 8pt”>|EQ.
NOT.Weapon.%eqp.COST|<br /></font></td>

    </tr>

|ENDFOR|

   </table>

<!-- End Equipment Table -->

  </td>

 </tr>

</table>

<!-- End Main Sheet Table -->

</body>

</html>
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Output Sheet Example Output
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The PCGen FAQ
Welcome to the FAQ for the PCGen from the PCGen Team. Here we’ll try to answer some of the questions that appear most often from PCGen 
users!

Important Notice: This FAQ is Tongue in Cheek, complaints about the style can go to dev/null, or go talk to Karianna, same diff ;-)

Please bear with us, if this FAQ doesn’t answer your question or appears to be incorrect, we have done this on purpose to enrich your 
experience and make you think harder. We do our utmost to keep this up-to-date and we’d love your comments and suggestions!

The BIG Question:

“What is PCGen?” they cry. Well ladies and gentlemen (and chimps), let us tell you. PCGen is a JAVA based software application for creating 
characters in RPG role-playing games. Simple as that, good eh!

It is also a religion for some, a home for lost souls (We are really nice to them), a place to party online, somewhere to brush up on those IT 
skills, a place to practice your good natured insults and most importantly a project of Fun!

PCGen has been a massive labor of love started by Merton Monk (Bryan McRoberts) and now shared by 100+ helpers and _thousands_ of users. 
It’s cool, it rocks and you should use it because it is............. FREE.

That’s right 100% honest to goodness, protected by law, free software.

The Little Question:

“Who are the dictators of these mindless hoards of monkeys?” they cry. Well ladies and gentlemen (and chimps), let us tell you.  

An acknowledgment section has been added to the documentation that endeavors to include all PCGen participants. 

The Board of Directors list in that section shows the current team leadership. These monkeys got their positions by contributing more on a 
consistent basis than any of the other volunteers. They have displayed an in depth working knowledge of their area and are willing to put 
countless hours of time into ensuring that PCGen continues to be the best Character Generator available anywhere. You’ll see them trying to 
suck souls, crack whips and generally bullying the monkey populace for the good of all PCGen :) We’ve even made one sing “I’m a little teapot” 
at Gencon, you’ve been warned.

If you have contributed in the past and are not mentioned as you rightly should be, please email the current Documentation Silverback with 
the team you were a part of and what you actually worked on. You will then be added to the relevant section for prosperity :)

Startup and Installation Issues
1. Where do I download PCGen from?
 You can download the latest version of PCGen from: http://pcgen.sourceforge.net

 You can download one of the following:

• pcgenXXX_full.zip : everything including GMGen and PDF, best installed in new directory.

• pcgenXXX_patch.zip : everything that’s changed since the latest point release (e.g. 5.6.0), install over any version within the 
same major version (5.6.1 to 5.6.x).

• pcgenXXX_partial.zip : everything except GMGen and PDF, best installed in new directory.

 And because I _know_ someone is going to ask, the XXX stands for the version number, OK? Good. 

�. How do I unzip the downloaded files?
All of the files you’ve downloaded must be unzipped to the same directory / folder. Unzipping is done differently on different platforms 
(don’t ya hate that?).

If you use Windows and you don’t already have it, you should download: WinZip

After WinZip has been installed, double-click one of the files. This will open the file in WinZip. On the menu-bar, click the “Extract 

http://pcgen.sourceforge.net/
http://www.winzip.com/
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to...” button, and enter the location where you want to have PCGen (Example: c:\tools\pcgen). Make sure you have the “Include 
Subfolders” option checked!! Then you do the same thing for the other file. Make sure you extract to the same directory as last time. 
You might be asked if WinZip should overwrite the files already there. If so, you can safely choose yes, (no _really_, you can honestly, I 
wouldn’t lie to you.).

In Mac OS X, double-clicking the files, will make two different folders. Then it is simply (we FAQ authors _love_ that word) a case of 
making a new folder somewhere (preferably in the Applications folder) and moving all the contents of the other two folders into that. Do 
not move the entire folders. Only the contents!

In Linux/Unix Gzip will do the trick. Unix/Linux users by there nature should know what they are doing by now ;-)

Or, as an alternative to the 3 above, you can download one of the platform-specific installer-files. _Most_ of these will do all the work for 
you if you just download them, and then double-click on whatever came down. 

�. How do I start PCGen?
 • In Windows, simply double-click PCGen.bat or PCGen.Jar.

 • In Mac OS 10.1, simply double-click PCGen.jar.

 • In Unix/Linux, you need to execute java -jar pcgen.jar.

�. What do I need besides the zip-files to get the program running?
Glad you asked, because for many of you the instructions failed didn’t they? Well here’s why. 
Make sure that have the Java 2 v1.4.0 (1.3.1 will also work, but 1.4.0 vastly improves performance). Runtime environment (or the SDK) 
installed on your machine. It’s available from: http://java.sun.com/j2se/.

Mac users should note that Apple does not, and will not, support Java 2 v1.3.1 or greater for anything less than Mac OS X, so there, ha-
ha, go and spend more money!

5. Will PCGen run on my machine?
That depends. The one thing that decides if you can run PCGen or not, is whether you have at least JAVA 1.3.1 installed. If you do, the it 
should run. If not, it won’t. It really is that simple.

However, some might want to check here, so here is a small list (If your configuration is not on this list, send me an e-mail at: 
martijnv@datacom.co.nz).

OS Does it Work?

Mac OS 7.x - 9.x No. (Actually, it might. As a work-
around, you can install VirtualPC (or 
some such) and run PCGen in there.)

Mac OS 10.x Yes

Win 98 Yes

Win 98 SE Yes

Win 2000 Yes

Win NT Yes

Win XP Yes

Unix Yes

Linux Yes

All the solutions above have been tested.

6. Why is the Source “Load” tab all grey?
This might be because your machine have a problem finding the files PCGen refers to. There is no easy way to fix this (there never is). 
There are machine-specific releases of PCGen available, but unless you choose to use one of these, you’ll have to manually change the 

http://java.sun.com/j2se/
mailto:martijnv@datacom.co.nz
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addressing in the files you’re to access. Normally this is a case of changing a / to a \ or the other way round. Also make sure that you 
don’t try to access something like c:/program files/pcgen/ when you should be accessing c:/program~1/pcgen/, or vice 
versa.

Note that on Windows, enclosing the entire path in double quotation marks is an acceptable way to accessing the directory, i.e. “c:\
program files\pcgen\”. The same might also work on Mac OS X, but I’m not a Mac user, so I don’t know.

Another reason might be the _ever_ popular “unzipping error”. You must keep the structure intact, when you unzip the downloaded 
files. In other words, be sure to unzip the files with the option enabled to create the appropriate directory structure within the install 
directory.

In Windows this should be a breeze. But be aware of a small pitfall with Mac OS X here. I’ve discovered that Mac OS X doesn’t simply 
overwrite the files within a specified directory, but in fact overwrites the entire directory. What this means is that if you do things in the 
“wrong” order some directories might be empty. There are three ways to make sure this doesn’t happen.

• One is to unzip the files into different directories, and then move the individual files to their right position.

• Another way is to use the terminal-window. Move the zip-files to where you want them, and use the terminal-window to 
manually unzip the files. The first two files, shouldn’t be any problem just write “unzip pcgenXXX_part1of3.zip”, 
and watch the files being unstuffed. Do the same for pcgenXXX_part2of3.zip BUT, when you try this for pcgenXXX_part3of3.zip, 
you’ll be asked a question. Answer this by typing “A”. Wheee, look at it go! Anyway, you should now have a file called pcgen.
jar, which you can double-click to start PCGen.

• Thirdly, you can use conor1014’s excellent alternate PCGen release. He normally releases a new version on Fridays. Look for it 
at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/files/Misc/Alternate%20PCGen%20Releases/

7. Why can’t I make a new character? The “New” menu-item is grayed out.
This is probably the most asked question so far. The answer is this: Before you can make a character, you must tell PCGen which rule 
books it should use. In other words, you must load one or more source books or modules listed under the “Source Material”-tab before 
you can make a new character. Make sure that at least one module is marked by a “Y” instead of a “N”.

You might wonder why PCGen doesn’t do this automatically. This is because PCGen is made to be a RPG-generator. As it stands now, you 
may choose to load a Fantasy, Sci-Fi or Contempory module instead. Had PCGen automatically loaded a module, you would have to unload 
that module and then load another module, if you wanted to make a Sci-Fi RPG-character.

Character Creation Issues
1. Why can’t I make a (insert Prestige Class Name here)?

Well I know you are all keen to play the (insert Prestige Class Name here), so here goes:

Make sure you have chosen all the prerequisites. Not just some of them. This may include needing levels in a particular class, ranks in 
certain skills, a particular feat, particular spells in your spell book and more.

You can check how you are doing by clicking on the class (in the Classes Tab) you want to get to, in the bottom left hand corner it will 
show you the class and what pre-reqs you are missing (in red)

5. Why isn’t my character proficient with (insert Weapon Name here)?
Are you sure you’ve fulfilled all the prerequisites for this weapon?

If you have, on the summary tab, try clicking the ‘Abilities’ button then the “Weapon Profs” and select the proficiency.

�. Why can I not add bonus languages to my character?
According to the rules a first level character can choose a number of bonus languages equal to his intelligence bonus. A character may 
not choose bonus languages after first level. As a house rule PCGen’s preferences can be set to allow one to choose bonus languages after 
first level.

�. Why can I not add all the spells I should know at level (X)
PCGen will allow you to add lower level spells to higher level slots (per the rules) but this will prevent you from fully populating these 
slots with spells of the highest level which could go in them. For example, if your character can cast three 0-level spells and one 1st level 
spell per day it is possible to add four 0-level spells to your spell list because you are using the first level slot to hold a 0-level spell. This 
will prevent you from adding a first level spell to your list. An easy way to avoid this situation is to add you highest level spells first and 
work your way down.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/files/Misc/Alternate PCGen Releases/
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5. Why does the ex-monk not work correctly?
Well basically supporting ex-classes and removing levels is a very difficult task.

We at every release improve this functionality, but the whole issue probably won’t be cleanly resolved until we head down the XML path 
(in the medium term future).

6. Why are there no Feat/Skill-description?
This is done to prevent anyone from being able to use PCGen to bypass purchasing books. Feats that come from sources that don’t have 
one-line descriptions have similar descriptions created for them.

For special abilities from classes, PCGen has the name of the ability from the class level table in the source book although if someone 
adds in #/day or some such that isn’t in there, that’s not a big deal.

If you want more description than this, you’ll have to make your own version of the files, because this is the word of the PCGen Team and 
it will go a long way to avoiding publishers breathing down people’s necks about this whole thing.

Needless to say we do NOT endorse or encourage people to start swapping fully descriptive text files.

It is important to note that publishers are our friends! A vast majority have supported this, so we’re going to play nice and so should you.

If you don’t play nice we send the Ninja Monkeys Karianna left behind after you...........

Data Sources Questions
1. What is the System Reference Document (SRD)?

It’s basically a Open Gaming License subset of what’s in the PHB, DMG, MM, Epic Level Handbook and the Psionics Handbook, the real 
difference being that what Wizards of the Coast has declared as Product Identity (PI) or Closed Content. That means the deities are not in 
there, some monsters, character names and places are omitted, and spell names may have been changed.

See WotC’s declaration what is not Open Content here:

SRD Legal Information: http://www.wizards.com/d20/files/v35/Legal.rtf

All non-SRD material (e.g. the splat books: Complete Warrior, Defenders of the Faith, Sword and Fist, Forgotten Realms, Dark Sun, etc. all 
TM of Wizards of the Coast) is handled by Code Monkey Publishing (see below).

�. Where are Wizard’s of the Coast’s books and modules?
Those are handled under a special license by the gang at Code Monkey Publishing.

�. Where are the Star Wars/Call of Cthulhu/Wheel of Time files?
Even though Wizards of the Coast produces those books, they don’t own exclusive rights to that material. We’ll need to get permission 
from both Wizards and the other copyright owner(s) of said material before we can include them in PCGen. It is our intention to acquire 
this permission, but we’re being very careful about how we proceed to maximize our chance of success. We’ll keep everyone informed 
when anything worthy of reporting occurs. :)

�. How do I include sources from Game Mode X in Game Mode Y that I currently use?
It is possible to do this, but you need to understand that this may cause errors due to incompatibility of the different Game Modes..

To include all of Game Mode X’s sources in Game Mode Y.

 1. Go to the system/gamemode folder.
 2. Choose the Y game mode folder.
 3. Open miscinfo.lst.
 4. Find the ALLOWEDMODES tag.
 5. Append ‘|X’ to this line.

Now, all of the sources associated with Game Mode X will show up in Y. Remember you may experience problems while doing this.

To include specific sources from game mode X in game mode Y.

 1. Go to the *.pcc of the game mode X source in question.
 2. Find the GAMEMODE tag.
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 3. Open miscinfo.lst.
 4. Append ‘|Y’ to this line.
 5. Repeat for every source wanted.

Now, all of these specific sources from game mode X will show up in Y. Remember you may experience problems due to Game Mode 
incompatibilities while doing this.

The whole WOTC/OGL/SRD/D�0 Thing
1. Can you explain to me the whole WOTC/OGL/SRD/D�0 Thing?

When 3rd edition came out in 2000, Wizards of the Coast (WotC) also created the Open Gaming License (OGL). This would allow 3rd party 
publishers to use Open Game Content (OGC) as long as they followed the rules laid out in the OGL. WotC took most, but not all, of the 
material in the PHB, DMG and MM and created the System Reference Document (SRD). They declared this to be OGC, which is what the 
3rd party publishers initially used. At a later date, WotC added material from the Psionics Handbook to the SRD.

When d20 Modern came out, WotC created the Modern System Reference Document (MSRD). This contains material from d20 Modern, d20 
Future, Menace Manual and Urban Arcana.

When 3.5 came out, WotC created the Revised System Reference Document (RSRD). This contains material from the 3.5 PHB, 3.5 DMG, 3.5 
MM, Expanded Psionics Handbook, Deities and Demigods (not everything in this material was converted to 3.5), Epic Level Handbook (as 
Deities and Demigods) and a little bit from Manual of the Planes.

Any material that WotC did not place in the various Reference Documents is not available for 3rd party publishers to use. The Red Wizard 
of Thay did not make it into the RSRD, so PCGen can not include that in our distribution.

Output and Printing Issues
1. How do I get the character sheets to only print out the skills my character has?

There is a list box in the lower right hand corner of the Skills tab that determines which skills show up on the character sheet (called 
“Include skills”).

 • All - includes all skills.

 • Untrained - includes skills with ranks and untrained.

 • None - should include only those with ranks.

�. I try to preview a character or bring up the Doc, and nothing happens.
Since PCGen is cross-platform it’s hard to assume what browser you’re using. Click on the menu item Settings->Preferences and a dialog 
box will appear.

One of the options under Locations is to set your Browser Path. For Windows users that will most likely be:

C:\Program Files\InternetExplorer\iexplore.exe

�. I click on the print icon and get a warning about missing files.
The pdf_new.zip library is required if you want to print directly from PCGen - otherwise you can view the files in your browser or adobe 
acrobat (pdf files) and print from there. The pdf_new.zip file is located at:

http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/pcgen/pdf_new.zip

Unzip it into the lib subdirectory where you installed PCGen. Then you’ll need to re-launch PCGen for it to find it properly.

�. Does PCGen support any command line exporting functionality?
For this to work you must have the ‘Load Campaign Data with character’ box checked and type the following all on one line.

java -Dpcgen.templatefile=C:\Pcgen\outputsheets\d20\fantasy\htmlxml\csheet_fantasy_std.htm -
Dpcgen.inputfile=C:\Pcgen\characters\aaa.pcg -Dpcgen.outputfile=C:\Pcgen\characters\aaa.htm -
jar pcgen.jar
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Yahoo Groups and Helping PCGen
1. The Yahoo Message Boards

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/

Here there are 2000+ users to help you, good eh! Post whatever PCGen related questions, comments etc you have (but please report bugs 
and feature requests as described below). Very, very rarely does a post go unnoticed, in fact you will be overwhelmed with help most of 
the time. Please be aware that post to the yahoo groups gains you the attention of Mynex, he may or may not decide to take you soul, 
your risk.

If you for some reason cannot get access to Yahoo or are really struggling, contact David R. Bender (Papa_DRB), he’s the moderator.

Please note the boards are now ‘post message moderated’. That is after you have posted the Moderator (Papa_DRB) will eventually scan 
the post and make sure it’s not invoking a flame war etc.

In addition to the main group there are a few other Yahoo groups devoted to the more arcane aspects of PCGen. They are:

PCGen Experimental - Devoted to developing new data sources and LST tag syntax.

List File Help - The place to go for advice and help coding your own custom LST files.

LST File Class - An instructional group with posts detailing step by step procedures for writing data files.

GMGen Yahoo Group - This group is for discussing GMGen, the Game Masters aid that is now included with PCGen. 

�. Why are my messages in the yahoo groups board being ignored?
This happens pretty rarely, but probably because we are busy eating bananas.

How long is it since you posted this message? The message-board receive many, many mails a day. Because of this, many users choose 
to receive the digest version of the mails. This slows things down. An other reason might be that you question is answered either in this 
FAQ or in one of the many html-files in the documentation-files included in PCGen. Check those, and then, if you still get nowhere, post 
again, with the legend REPOST somewhere in your heading. Of course, you might have hit upon something that no-one has thought of, 
and everyone is right now hacking away at their computers and PCGen to solve your problem, in any case, be patient. 

�. Working with trackers and Tracker Monkeys.
A lot of work is done through the Yahoo Group and because of the large volume of traffic your message might easily be overlooked by the 
person or team you are trying to reach. Adding certain tags to the subjects of your posts helps the monkeys filter through the noise and 
catch the posts relevant to their area of expertise. The Tracker Monkeys are the link between all the teams and the community at large 
and are usually the ones to contact with questions, bug reports and feature requests.

If you want to get the attention of a tracker monkey, please put ‘[TM]’ in your subject line. If you think it is a bug, put ‘[BUG]’; a freq, 
‘[FREQ]’; it it relates to code, ‘[CODE]’; data, ‘[DATA]’; output sheets, ‘[OS]’.

If you enter a tracker off of a request made on any of the boards, please put ‘[trackered]’ in the reply subject, with the tracker number 
and URL of the tracker. This is to cut down on the duplicating efforts. For example, if you see a a string of tracker requests and a 
‘[trackered]’ with them, you know that someone has entered a tracker for the issue.

If a tracker is closed because it was fixed, in SF, put the ‘Closed’ flag on it. If its closed for any other reason, put the ‘Deleted’ flag on it. 
This is so that Eric can track which trackers are part of a release.

For more information on trackers see the Submitting a Bug Report and Submitting a Feature Request pages.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/
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�. I want to help!
Well of course you do! OK, there are a vast variety of ways in which you can help us here at PCGen. We can use:

 • JAVA Coders (Code Monkeys) 
 • LST file editors (List Monkeys) 
 • Tracker Monkeys 
 • Documenters (Doc Monkeys) 
 • Testers (QA Monkeys) 
 • Checking Licensing (OGL Monkeys) 
 • Anybody who wants to, no matter your level of experience!

We could go into vast detail here on how you could help in any particular section. But the way to join is posting a message to Yahoo 
with the title:

“I WANT TO HELP”

Someone will claim your soul shortly afterwards and help you offline on how to go about doing things.

Needless to say, this is one of the most fun and rewarding communities you can join! PCGen is about FUN, just read an average day of 
the message boards and you’ll see what I mean!

See Monkey Teams Explained for details on the various PCGen teams.

5. How do I submit list files from official RPG products?
Well, if you’ve made the list files, and want them to be checked out by everyone to see their worthiness, then you can post them in a zip 
file to: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen_experimental/files/

Choose an appropriate sub folder, contact the List Monkey Silverback if you can’t decide.

Once everyone has gone over them, or you feel they are ready to be included in the alpha/beta releases of PCGen, then Post a message 
to the yahoo group http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen_experimental With the subject line reading “TRACKER MONKEYS PLEASE PUT 
THESE FILES INTO THE DM TRACKER” and the Files will disappear from the Yahoo Files Section and ‘auto-magically’ appear in the PCGen: 
DM trackers for the list monkeys to tear up.

If they pass the List Monkeys tests, then they get included into the Alpha/Beta builds, if not, they will get kicked back to the Tracker 
with a note for the Tracker Monkeys to notify you.

6. I’ve finished the list files, but I don’t know if I should put them in the yahoo group yet, as I haven’t contacted the 
Publisher for permission, what do I do?

Check the Source Permissions section on the PCGen home page or the Publisher Permissions list in this document for the list of publishers 
that have given us permission to include their stuff.

If you are unsure of who to contact, or are unsure or know you suck at people skills, you can leave a txt file in the zip stating that you 
did not contact anyone. If you do contact the publisher for permission, please make the txt file in the zip with who you contacted and 
what their response was. copies of the email exchanges are highly recommended. At the very minimum, include who you exchanged email 
with, what date it was, and what their response was.

7. I’ve Converted a 1st/�nd Ed Source Material, can we include those in the releases?
The short answer is no. Unless a 1st/2nd Ed product has been officially converted into 3ed rules and you have permission from the 
publisher, we can’t include them.

8. I’ve created my own custom campaign world, can I include that in the releases?
The short answer is again no. You can however, if you wish to share you’re work, post them here in zip format: http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/pcgen/files/Campaign%2BCentral/UnOfficial%20%26%20Converted%20Source%20Material/ for others on the yahoo group to share.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen_experimental/files/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen_experimental
http://gmgen.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main/SourcePermissions
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/files/Campaign+Central/UnOfficial & Converted Source Material/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/files/Campaign+Central/UnOfficial & Converted Source Material/
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PCGen Monkey Teams Explained

who does what?
In the “About” box of PCGen, you’ll quickly notice the PCGen has a monkey meme. I chose “Chief Code Monkey” as my title when I first made 
PCGen available to the public, and I later adopted the title of Benevolent Dictator. Other teams formed to focus on different aspects of 
PCGen, and all have taken to referring to themselves as monkeys. In the About box we try to list everyone who has contributed to PCGen in 
chronological order, and the monkeys are grouped into Code, Content, Test and Engineering.

Here’s a primer on what each team does, see the Board of Directors page for a list of those in charge of each team:

Code Monkeys
This team works on the java code. Their trackers are located at pcgen.sf.net.

Content
This team encompasses all content published with PCGen. This includes Data, Docs and Output Sheets.

Data Monkeys
The Data Monkeys work on the data for all the books you load in PCGen. They help answer data questions at the PCGenListFileHelp. They 
have pcgen_experimental group where they actually work on the different books we’re trying to get into PCGen. Their trackers are located 
at pcgendm.sf.net.

Doc Monkeys
The Doc Monkeys work on the documentation. Their trackers are located at pcgendocs.sf.net.

Output Sheet Monkeys (OS Monkeys)
The Output Sheet Monkeys work on the output sheets which are used to export to character sheets in PCGen. These templates involve 
xml, xsl and html. Their trackers are located at pcgendocs.sf.net.

Quality Assurance Monkeys (QA Monkeys)
This team works on testing PCGen to make sure the releases are reliable and high quality. They have a yahoo group called pcgenqa where 
they discuss what they’re doing.

Publisher Liaison Monkeys
This team servers as the contact for all the publishers. This way all contact with publishers can be more easily managed and consistent.

OGL Monkeys
This team is named after the OpenGamingLicense that made the popularity of 3e possible. This team makes sure that all material included 
in PCGen meets any license requirements (not just the OGL).

Tracker Monkeys
This is the team that monitors the pcgen yahoo site for bug reports and feature requests. They also prioritize all trackers submitted at 
the three sourceforge sites.

More Detailed Listing of what each team does:
Code Monkeys

Requirements: Java (any amount) 

Some code monkeys work on the interface (GUI), some work on the engine (business logic), some work on optimizations and others 
perform routine maintenance. All levels of java (even newbie) are accepted and if you’ve got the time, we’ve got plenty to do! There is a 
Developer’s Forum where questions from really basic to very advanced can be asked. I’m generally happy to let people work on the section 
of code that most interests (or irritates!) them, though I ask that all developers help out with the priority 9 trackers (bugs or feature 
requests at pcgen.sf.net) since that’s what has been deemed to be necessary for the next production release of PCGen.

Data Monkeys 
Requirements: Accurate typing, preferably some amount of experience with a computer language of any kind 

Newbie data monkeys are generally asked to do an initial swipe on a book. Most data monkeys develop a mastery of one area of data 
(like classes or feats or races), and as they advance they are asked to check the work of other newbie data monkeys. All work currently 
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is done in a proprietary data language called LST (after the adopted extensions of all the data files) and most of it is pretty easy to pick 
up. There are some bits of it that are more difficult to master, and data gurus are highly prized. :) As data is worked on, it’s uploaded to 
pcgen_experimental so the OGL and Publisher teams can check them. Once a source is completed and checked, it’s added to the PCGen 
releases.

Doc Monkeys 
Requirements: Ability to describe clearly how to use software and to present it in an appealing manner. 

The Documentation team is responsible for making sure that the screen pics are up-to-date and that the descriptions of how to use 
the interface makes PCGen understandable for first-time users. They also update the documentation on the LST language to help data 
monkeys do their work. The documentation is done in html.

Output Sheet Monkeys 
Requirements: Familiarity with xml/xsl/htm, preferably some java 

Some OS Monkeys work in xml/xsl, and others work in html. It’s helpful if they also know java so they can look at the code of PCGen 
itself to better understand (and even modify) what it’s doing when it outputs a character sheet.

Quality Assurance Monkeys
Requirements: Ability to describe steps to reliably reproduce a bug, preferably some professional QA experience but not required 

This team develops regression tests to make sure that code changes in PCGen don’t break anything that was working. They also help test 
the interface to make sure that it works as expected. They also help try to determine where and when PCGen slows down or runs into 
trouble so the Code Monkey team can resolve the problem and improve PCGen’s performance. As the QA team discovers issues, it enters 
the bug in the appropriate place (pcgen.sf.net for code bugs, pcgendm.sf.net for data bugs, pcgendocs.sf.net for doc or OS bugs).

Special Project Monkeys 
This team is used intermittently based solely upon need and generally consists of a combination of code and data monkeys.

Publisher Liaison Monkeys 
Requirements: Desire to communicate to publishers and ability to communicate clearly 

Since this group is our contact point with all publishers, it’s a small group.

OGL Monkeys 
Requirements: Ability to understand and explain licenses like the OGL, LGPL and other licenses with which PCGen must comply. 

This team checks all data to make sure that it complies with the OpenGamingLicense, the Lesser GPL and any other licenses that apply to 
PCGen. Any issues found are immediately reported - to pcgen_experimental if it’s a data issue, to pcgen.sf.net if it’s a code issue.

Tracker Monkeys 
This is the team that monitors the pcgen yahoo group for bug and feature requests. Any bugs that are confirmed are entered as a tracker 
in the appropriate group’s list (code items at pcgen.sf.net, data items at pcgendm.sf.net, output sheet and documentation items at 
pcgendocs.sf.net). After the confirm/reject a report, they respond to the user’s post to indicate the tracker number or to indicate that 
they couldn’t reproduce it. Some trackers help monitor the Files folders where users can upload character files that exhibit a bug they’re 
reporting. Other trackers help monitor all items submitted to the various groups and make sure they’re not duplicates, and adjust the 
priority on the item according to the list of rules supplied by the Board of Directors.

Tracker priority ranks

P9 = Emergency! fix me NOW. This priority is reserved for crashes and other issues which block usability.

P7 = Next production release.

P5 = Production release after that.

P3 = Default priority.

P1 = Low priority.

How this all works:

Scenario 1 - A user submits a bug report 

Suppose someone submits something like this to the pcgen yahoo group: “[BUG] 5.7.2 - My Fighter’s BAB is 0!”. A Tracker Monkey 
monitoring the group attempts to confirm the bug with the version specified. If no version is specified, simply try the most recent 
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version. If the bug can be confirmed, try it in the most recent production release to see if it was a problem there. If it’s a code-related 
issue, submit a bug report at pcgen.sf.net and indicate whether or not it’s a bug in the most recent production release as well as the 
version specified. If it’s a data-related bug, follow the same process at pcgendm.sf.net. If it’s a bug in a production release, it gets 
assigned priority 9. Then respond to the user’s post at the yahoo group with the tracker number. If you cannot confirm the bug, respond 
to the user’s post and let them know what you tried. Request more information if it isn’t clear what steps the user took. If the tracker 
was submitted to pcgen.sf.net, a code monkey would work on the item and mark it as closed once the code for it has been checked in. A 
data monkey would do the same thing for anything submitted to pcgendm.sf.net.

Scenario � - QA finds something 

A QA monkey testing PCGen comes across an issue. This is reported to the pcgenqa yahoo group so others can confirm it. Once it’s 
confirmed, one of the QA monkeys or one of the tracker monkeys can submit the bug in either pcgen.sf.net or pcgendm.net. It then 
follows the same process as scenario 1.

Note: Tracker can mean two things. It can refer to a member of the Tracker Monkey team, it can also refer to an item that has been 
submitted either as a bug report or feature request at a sourceforge site. Sourceforge, also referred to as SF, calls these list of reports as 
Trackers. This way bug reports and feature requests don’t get lost and is a primary way we act on the feedback we receive from our users.

If you have time and talent, which team should you join? All the teams are always looking for new people to join. It’s understood that 
there’s a learning curve for anyone new, but we were all there once so we’re all glad to help mentor any willing volunteers. PCGen is a lot 
of fun because it helps make our games more manageable and because the teams get along so well. If you get tired of one team, it’s no 
problem to switch to another. If you’re not sure which team to join and you think you fit the needs for a few of them - let us know and 
we’ll be glad to put you wherever the most dire need currently resides.

Submitting a Bug Report for PCGen
The purpose of this document is twofold:

 1. To provide a walk through of how to properly submit a bug report at Source Forge for PCGen

 2. To explain what *IS* a Bug and what is a Feature Request.

Defining a Bug vs. a Feature Request
A bug is an error in the program or list files that prevents actual execution of the program or the feature you are attempting to use. 
The distinction can be a little tricky, as sometimes a class may not function correctly because all the features that make up that class 
may not have been implemented into the list files or the code just yet. If a portion of the program worked before, but is now no longer 
working, there are a number of steps you can follow to decide whether it is a bug or a missing feature.

 1. Make sure you have the correct versions of Java (1.3.1 or above) and PCGen installed 
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgen/ for the latest version)

 2. Make sure you have the desired Source Materials Loaded

 3. If you are not sure or can not load the Source Material, please see Part 1 of this FAQ.

Once the Source Materials are loaded, can you duplicate the problem every time? If you can duplicate it every time, does an “Error 
Window” appear? (Please note what the error says as it will help in diagnosing/fixing your problem). If there is no “Error Window”, make 
note of the exact steps you used to duplicate the problem.

If something is missing from the list files, whether it be a class, a feat, or a piece of equipment, THIS IS NOT A BUG. A Feature Request 
(FREQ) is what is needed (See Submitting a Feature Request) to get the missing information entered into the list files.

Check to make sure that this is not something that may be missing from a list file, If you are unsure how to do this, you can ask for help 
at the PCGen Yahoo Group message boards (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen), there are any number of people who can tell you 
what the status of a certain list file may be.

Once you have determined that this is NOT a missing feature from a list file or coding standpoint, the next step is to delete and re-install 
PCGen.  If you have custom Source Material set up, please remember to backup this material in a safe directory.

Once you re-install PCGen, try to duplicate the error. If after a fresh install, the problem still persists, then it’s time to enter a Bug Report 
into Source Forge.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgen/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen
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Submitting your Bug
1. Go to http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgen/ and go to Bugs (Either at the top of the screen or scroll down slightly to see 

“Bugs”.

2. Search through the listed bugs: (http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=25576&atid=384719), making sure that Assignee, 
Category, and Group are set to “Any”, that Status is set to “Open”, and that Sort By is set to “ID”, to see if your problem is 
already submitted. If it is, add a message at the bottom of the bug report detailing your information as well.  This will let us 
know that this is a recurring problem that needs some serious attention.

3. If it does not exist, select “Submit New”. Make sure you select the appropriate category, Group, and make a concise summary of 
the problem.

4. In the Detailed Description, please include the following information: 
 • Your system configuration (Operating System, total RAM, Version of Java) 
 • Any Error messages that were returned to you 
 • Information from the Debug Console 
 • Any/All steps to reproduce the error

5. If the problem is a character file (.pcg) please attach the file so that others can test it and duplicate the problem to fix it.

6. Finally, hit submit.

Tracking your Bug
You can go and visit your happy little item any time you please and check on its status. Please note that the item may have been moved, 
either to a different tracker group within pcgen (say maybe to output sheets) or to our sub project pcgendm. If it has been moved to pcgendm 
your item will have been deleted in pcgen (just select deleted as a filter when searching) but there will be a message stating what Tracker and 
Number the item has been moved to in the pcgendm project. The pcgendm project is at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgendm/

Submitting a Feature Request for PCGen
The purpose of this document is to provide a walk through of how to properly submit a feature request at Source Forge for PCGen. Please read 
the Bug vs. Feature to make sure that what you want to submit is a feature request.

Before you attempt to submit a feature request, visit the PCGen Yahoo Group message boards

(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen),

and describe your feature request. Feature Requests are often referred to as FREQs on the board. This way others can help you refine the 
request or tell you that it’s already been entered as a FREQ or even point out that the FREQ would be useful for another book as well. Once the 
FREQ has been kicked about and refined you can then submit it.

Submitting your Feature Request
1. Go to http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgen/ and go to Tracker (Either at the top of the screen or scroll down slightly to see 

“Tracker”).

2. Click on Feature Requests if you want to request a feature, or Output Request if it’s a request related to a character sheet.

3. Search through the listed features, making sure that Assignee, Category, and Group are set to “Any”, that Status is set to 
“Open”, and that Sort By is set to “ID”, to see if your problem is already submitted. If it is, add a message at the bottom of the 
feature request detailing your information as well. This will give the developer who takes on this request as much information 
as possible to best resolve the issue to everyone’s satisfaction.

4. If it does not exist, select “Submit New”. Make sure you select the appropriate category, Group, and make a concise summary of 
the request.

5. In the Detailed Description use the following:

TITLE: 
A _meaningful_ title, for example the LST syntax you are affecting, or the benefit to PCGEN you are providing.

BENEFIT FOR USER: 
Often our freqs are in code/lst speak, we also need to know, _what_ is this actually providing to the user of PCGEN.

LST SYNTAX: 
The complete LST Syntax if appropriate.

OS SYNTAX: 
The complete OS Syntax if appropriate.

DESCRIPTION: 
The rest

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgen/
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=25576&atid=384719
http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgen/
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So for example:

TITLE: 
Add BONUS:SPELL (Calculate spell range).

BENEFIT FOR USER: 
This freq will allow users to view the range of a spell they cast on an OS Sheet 
It will calculate the range correctly using the appropriate caster levels.

LST SYNTAX: 
BONUS:SPELL=name|RANGE|formula where formula could equal something like = 5*CL+100 (where CL = Class Level)

OS SYNTAX: 
SPELL.RANGE

DESCRIPTION: 
The Range could be evaluated - something like BONUS:SPELL=name|RANGE|formula for spell’s range (something like 
5*CL+100 since CL gets the class level). This would require adding RANGEEVAL to the SPELLMEM tokens, and for that token 
return getTotalBonusTo(“SPELL=”+aSpell.name()”,”RANGE”,true)

6. If your feature request involves new tags or syntax, it’s always helpful to suggest the name and syntax of the tag. When the 
developer looks at it they may not go with what you suggest exactly, but it’s always helpful to have a suggestion to get the 
creative juices flowing. :)

7. Finally, hit submit.

Tracking your Feature Request
You can go and visit your happy little item any time you please and check on its status. Note that the item may very well have been moved, 
either to a different tracker group within pcgen (say maybe to bugs) or to our sub project pcgendm. If it has been moved to pcgendm your 
item will have been deleted in pcgen (just select deleted as a filter when searching) but there will be a message stating what Tracker and 
Number the item has been moved to in the pcgendm project. The pcgendm project is at:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pcgendm/

Skinning PCGen
Introduction:
This document explains how to find, download and install “skins” for PCGen to provide a different “look and feel” to the interface. These 
“skins” are provided by third parties not related to the PCGen team or Code Monkey Publishing.

1. Enabling skinning capability in PCGen

 Download the skins.zip file from the following location: 
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=25576 
Unzip the file into the \pcgen\lib directory.

2. Finding some “skins”

 Merton Monk has provided several links on the yahoo! Groups page: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen/links/PCGen_001013180345/ 
I found some of the best ones at: 
http://javootoo.l2fprod.com/plaf/skinlf/index.php 
however YMMV.

3. Placing the “skins” where pcgen can find them

 The easiest is in the \pcgen\lib\ directory however you can use your own directory format as you will. There is no need to 
unzip the themes/skins as they are applied from the zip files.

4. Applying “skins” in PCGen
 1. Open PCGen
 2. Choose Settings...
 3. Choose Preferences...
 4. Under Appearance, Choose Look and Feel
 5. Choose the Skinned option and use the “...” button to browse to the location of the skin zip files
 6. Choose OK and the Theme/Skin should apply (However on some systems you need to exit and restart PCGen for this to take effect).

Hope this helps!

Michael Beaver
michael@tripleknot.com   •  http://www.tripleknot.com
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GMGen Documentation
PCGen now includes the game master aid GMGen. GMGen has been developed as a well-rounded tool for the RPG gaming community to help 
you, the Game Master, to effectively manage and facilitate the game from a computer. Until now, multiple third party solutions existed, but 
none were compatible with the PCGen system. GMGen is designed using a Plug-in software architecture so individual Plug-ins can be removed 
from GMGen without effecting the performance of other Plug-ins. To activate GMGen click the GMGen icon on the toolbar or choose GMGen 
from the Tools menu. Until you activate GMGen the program is not loaded into memory and will not effect PCGen.

The GMGen application allows you to:

 • Load PCGen character files and view characters statistics via a live character sheet

 • Set encounter levels and number of creatures to generate encounters

 • Track combat

 • Allocate Experience

 • Generate Random Names

 • Calculate various aspects of overland travel

 • Generate random numbers with the DiceBag plugin

 • Create and maintain your campaign notes using text, hyperlinks and other media

 • Network multiple copies of PCGen together

Some of the tabs in GMGen will allow you to Save and Open files specific to the active tab. For example the Dice Bag plugin saves custom dice 
bags with the extension .dbg and the Initiative plugin will save the complete state of the Initiative tab to a file with the .gmi extension.

Characters Tab
The Characters Tab allows you to manage characters loaded in GMGen.

GMGen can alter some elements of a character, most notably experience points. When the character has been modified an asterisk will appear 
beside the characters name indicating that it has been updated and has not been saved. Clicking the Save button will save the current state of 
the character. Clicking the Save As button will allow you to save the character under a new file name. Clicking the Remove button will remove 
the character from all GMGen tabs but will not close the character from PCGen. Clicking the Load button will open a character in PCGen and 
GMGen.
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Dice Bag Tab

The Dice Bag allows you to enter an expression in standard format and calculates a random value. Examples of allowed expressions include:

• 1d10 - Number generated between 1 and 10 (simulates 1 roll of a 10 sided dice).

• 2d10 - Number generated between 2 and 20 (simulates 2 rolls of a 10 sided dice).

• 1d10+1 - Number generated between 2 and 11 (simulates 1 roll of a 10 sided dice plus 1).

• 1d10-1 - Number generated between 0 and 9 (simulates 1 roll of a 10 sided dice minus 1).

• 1d10*5 - Number generated between 5 and 50 (simulates 1 roll of a 10 sided dice multiplied by 5).

• 1d10/2 - Number generated between 1 and 5 (simulates 1 roll of a 10 sided dice divided by 2).

• 1d3+1d4 - Number generated between 2 and 7 (simulates 1 roll of a 3 sided dice plus one roll of a 4 sided dice).

• (1d4)d6 - Number generated between 1 and 24 (simulates 1 roll of a 4 sided dice and then a roll of a number of six sided dice 
equal to the result of the first roll).

Notes:
• Output is always an integer.

• The Dice Bag window can be expanded to show more complex expressions.

• Spaces are ignored.

• Maximum dice size is 100,000,000,000. GMGen & PCGen will hang if this is exceeded.

• Standard Mathematical rules apply so brackets () can be used to control order of calculation.

• The Dice Bag can also be used as a calculator. Most expressions work when entered into the Roll Expr: field.

• Really complicated dice rolls can be computed, for example (1d6)d8 will roll a d6 and then roll that many d8’s and add them 
up.

Use:
When first activated the Dice Bag Tab displays one blank Dice Bag 
window. You can create a new Dice Bag window by selecting New 
from the File menu.

To create permanent Dice rolling sets click the Edit button which will 
bring you into edit mode. Double click a blank space below the Dice 
Expression pane to add Dice Expressions. Use the Move Up and Move 
Down buttons to change the order of your Expressions.

When you click the Stop Editing Button your custom Dice Expressions 
will appear as buttons on the bottom of the Dice Bag window.

To save your custom Dice Expressions choose Save from the File menu 
and give your Dice Bag a name, the name will appear in the top left 
corner of the window. You can then close the Dice Bag and open it at 
any time in the future by choosing Open from the File menu. You may 
have more then one Dice Bag open at a time.
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Encounter Tab

The Encounter tab allows you to select creatures 
that will be used in the Initiative tab.

The left pane of the window lists all of the races 
for the sources loaded in PCGen. You select the 
monsters that you wish to use in the upcoming 
encounter by double clicking on the monster’s 
name or click on the Add (>) button located 
between the two panes. To remove double click 
on the monster listed in the right hand pane or 
click on the Remove (<) button located between 
the two panes.

Another option is to all GMGen to generate an 
encounter by clicking on the “New Encounter” 
button on the left of the window. If the 
“Environment” is set to “Generic”, you can alter 
the EL (Encounter Level) and the Number of 
Creatures before clicking “New Encounter” and 
GMGen will randomly select an appropriate encounter. If the “Level 1 Dungeon” environment is selected, GMGen generates an encounter from 
a preset list.

As you add and remove monsters from the encounter, the “Total Encounter Level” shown at the bottom of the window will automatically 
change.

When you are happy with the contents of the right hand pane and wish to start the combat, click on the “Begin Combat” button. GMGen will 
then create blank character entities in PCGen. You can then alter the possessions levels, skills, feats, equipment etc. as normal in PCGen. If 
you wish to save the encounter for use later, in PCGen use File > Party > Save. The monsters will also automatically appear on the “Initiative” 
tab as enemies.

Random Names Tab

This name generator is different to the one 
used in PCGen. It allows the generation 
of NPC names on the fly, allowing filtering 
by name type and randomization of 
different parts of the name. It even give 
Pronunciation of the generated names!

The generated name appears in large letters 
at the top of the window. Immediately 
below is the meaning and pronunciation (if 
applicable for the name set selected).

The category can be left at “Any” or you can 
pull down the list and select a race category 
such as “Fantasy: Dwarven”. You can then 
select a gender from the right pull down list. 
The contents of the Catalog pull down list 
will depend on if a category is selected, only 
applicable name catalogs are displayed. E.g. if you select Fantasy: Elven, only “Deverry Elf” & Middle Earth Elf are displayed. You can no longer 
see the other options that are not elven names.

A name can then be generated by clicking on the “Generate” button.

Most names are broken into 3 syllables. By taking the tick of “Random”, you can control the generation of any of the syllables by clicking on 
the relevant button at the bottom of the window.
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Experience Tab
The Experience Tab enables you to calculate experience and award it to characters after combat.

The Experience Tab provides several options for calculating and awarding experience points. Perhaps the simplest method is to enter an 
amount of EP in the “Experience to Add:” field on the top right side of the tab, select one or more characters in the characters window on the 
top left side of the tab and click the “Add Experience to Character” button. This will add the specified amount of EP to the characters in PCGen 
as well as add an asterisk beside the characters name in the Characters Tab indicating that there have are unsaved changes.

A more involved method works in conjunction with the Initiative Tab. When combatants designated as Enemies are killed they will appear 
in the Enemies window on the lower left side of the Tab. The creatures Challenge Rating is displayed in parentheses next to their name. 
“Experience From Combat” to the right of the Enemies window displays the total amount of experience points generated from all the 
combatants in the Enemies window. The slider just below the total allows you to increase or decrease the total in relation to how difficult of 
easy the encounter may have been for the party. You may change the CR ratings of Enemies by selecting any number of them and clicking the 
“Adjust CR/Level” button. only whole numbers may be entered. You may remove Enemies from the list by selecting any number of them and 
clicking the “Remove Enemy” button. You may add additional enemies to the list by clicking the “Add Enemy” button.

Set the Challenge rating for the Enemy, the number you wish to add to the list, the name of the enemy and click Save. When you have added 
your enemies to the list the “Experience From Combat” will be updated to reflect the changes.

Once you are satisfied with the Enemies list you can award the experience to the party by clicking the “Add Experience to Party” button. This 
will divide the total experience by the number of characters in the character window and add an equal amount to each.
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Initiative Tab
The Initiative Tab is the heart of GMGens combat tracking system. The Initiative Tab aids in tracking initiative, hit point loss, spells in effect 
and more. Looking over the tab you will see a row of buttons across the top, these buttons relate to initiative control and manipulation. The 
pane in the middle of the tab is split in two. On the left side is a list of all characters involved in combat along with the status of certain 
vital statistics. On the right side is a collection of tabs which display character information in a stat block format as well as a tab displaying 
any events which may be in effect. Along the bottom of the tab is another set of buttons which perform functions related to the status of the 
characters. Details instructions for running combat with GMGen are given below.

Using the Initiative Tab
Opening and Saving
The state of the Initiative Tab can be saved to a file and opened at a later date. This is useful if you wish to set up encounters before hand 
and save time at the game table as well as for those times when the session must be ended before combat has been resolved. You may save 
the Initiative state at any time by choosing Save from the file menu. You may open previously saved combats by choosing Open from the 
File menu. GMGen will load all the characters involved in the combat in PCGen and add them to the Initiative Tab. If you already have other 
characters open in PCGen then opening a combat will add the characters to those already open, because of this you may need to quit PCGen 
and restart to get a clean open of your previously saved combat. Closing all characters in PCGen may accomplish this as well. All characters 
must be saved prior to saving the initiative state or it will not open. GMGen will present a Save dialog box for any unsaved characters before 
saving the initiative state.

Setting up
To run a combat scene with GMGen the first thing you will want to do is bring in all the characters involved in combat. First load all the 
player characters and/or NPC’s you may have pre-generated into PCGen. You can do this in PCGen or in the Characters Tab of GMGen. Once 
loaded the characters will appear in the Initiative Tab. Next you will want to add enemy combatants, there are two ways to do this. The first 
is by adding them through the GMGen Encounter Tab, see the instructions for using that tab. The second way is to click the Add Combatant 
button from the top row. The Add Combatant button provides a convenient way to add combatants to the initiative list without generating 
new characters in PCGen, see details on this feature below.

Initiative list layout. The list has several columns in it each displaying a combat related statistic. They are as follows:

# displays the initiative order of the character based on the characters initiative roll.

Name displays the name of the character.

Player displays the name of the player.
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Status displays the current status of the character. This can include Dead, Unconscious, etc..

+ displays the characters initiative bonus.

Init displays the characters initiative roll.

Dur displays the duration of the event (this applies only to events, for characters duration is blank).

HP displays the characters current hit points. Any subdual damage the character has taken will be displayed to the right of the regular 
hit points.

HP Max displays the characters normal full hit point total.

Type displays the characters assigned combatant type. Must be 
either PC, Enemy, Ally or Non-combatant. Only Enemy combatants 
will appear in the Experience tab once killed. You may change this 
setting by clicking directly on the type in the list, a drop down 
menu will appear and allow you to select a new type.

If you wish to set up encounters prior to game time you can save the state of the initiative tab by choosing Save from the File menu and 
giving it a name. This is also useful if you need to end a game before an encounter has been resolved. Simply save the encounter and open it 
during the next game session.

Starting combat
Once you have all the characters involved in combat loaded in the initiative tab you can begin combat rounds by clicking the Start Combat 
button. This will reset the combat round counter, roll initiative for all characters in the initiative tab and order them according to their 
initiative roll. If you wish your players to roll for their characters you can enter that roll manually in the Init column. The round number is 
indicated by the number in the upper right side of the tab, the number in parentheses indicates the initiative turn that is currently active. The 
buttons next to Start Combat button all relate to controlling the initiative sequence, their functions are detailed individually below.

Start Combat: this button resets the combat round counter, rolls initiative for all characters in the initiative tab and orders them according to 
their initiative roll.

Add Combatant: This button will bring up a dialogue box where you can enter combat related 
stats of the combatant you wish to add.

You can type in the name of the PC and the name of the player. The Bonus field is the initiative 
bonus of the combatant. You can enter the hit points of the combatant using the slider or 
by typing the number into the field. The Number field is the number of combatants you wish 
to add with these stats, multiple combatants will share the same name and each will have a 
number to differentiate them. You can also enter the combatants ability scores and saving 
throw bonuses. Keep in mind that the info visible in the initiative list can be edited directly in 
the list but the stats not listed (such as Ability scores) cannot be changed once set. Once you 
are done entering information click save and the newly created combatants will appear in the 
initiative list. Adding combatants in this way will not create new PCGen character files though 
the enemies will appear in the experience tab once killed.

Next Initiative: This button will move the round counter to the next lower character initiative 
and highlight characters with that initiative. If multiple characters have the same initiative 
they will all be highlighted. Initiative numbers not being used by any characters or events 
are skipped. If the current character has the lowest initiative score the Next Initiative button 
will raise the round counter to the next round and highlight the character with the highest 
initiative.

Refocus: The Refocus button will set the selected characters initiative to the maximum score (20 + the characters initiative bonus) and 
arrange him in the list according to the new result.

Roll: The Roll button will re-roll the initiative for the character selected and arrange him in the list according to the new result.

Delete: The Delete button will remove the selected character from the initiative list. Deleting a character will also remove the character from 
the experience tab if they are dead.

Refresh Tabs: This button will manually update the information in the stat block tabs to the right. This is only needed if you have set the 
GMGen preferences to not update on state change.
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Managing combat
Once you have clicked the Start Combat button and combat has begun the next step is to click the Next Initiative button. This will set 
the round counter to round 1 and highlight the combatant with the highest initiative. Along the bottom of the Initiative Tab are a series of 
buttons and checkboxes which preform various functions relating to actions taken during combat, their functions are detailed individually 
below. Most of these button will apply a direct effect to the combatant or combatants currently selected. The Next Initiative button will 
select the next combatant so if you want to apply an action to another combatant you must first select that combatant.

Cast Spell: The Cast Spell button will open the Cast Spell window where you may enter the name of 
the spell along with other information to help you keep track of the spell and its effects.

The “Player” field will default to the character selected when 
the Cast Spell button was pressed. For Effect you can enter 
information to help remind you of the effects of the spell. 
Duration allows you to set how many rounds the spell will 
be in effect for. Initiative will be picked up from the casting 
character but can be altered if you wish. When the “Alert 
when spell duration expires” checkbox is checked an alert box 
will pop up at the end of the spells duration to remind you.

Start Event: The Event Timer functions in exactly the same 
way as Cast Spell dialogue box does but can be used to keep 
track of Raging characters, Bardic music, bad weather or any 
situation with a limited time duration you might need to track. 
Its also useful as a countdown for events that will occur in 
future rounds.

When the Initiative counter reaches the initiative of the event 
on the round that it expires an alert message will notify you.

Show Events: This button will show or hide the current Spells and Events in the initiative list. If 
hidden they will still be listed in the Events Tab to the right.

Roll Save: This button will open the 
Saving Throw dialogue box. You may use 
it to roll a saving throw by selecting 
either Fortitude, Reflex or Will, setting 
the Difficulty Class of the roll and 
clicking the roll button. This will cause 
an alert window to display the Roll 
result, the bonus, the total and the Pass/
Fail result of the roll. When the Saving 
Throw window initially appears no save 
type will be selected and you may use it 
with any numbers you care to enter.

Damage: The Damage button will allow you to apply an amount of damage you specify to the 
currently selected character (or characters). This damage may be normal or subdual damage. 
When a characters hit points reach 0 their status changes to Disabled. When a characters hit 
points falls below 0 their status changes to Bleeding and they will lose 1 hit point per round 
until they are either stabilized or reach -10 HP and die. If a character has taken an amount 
of subdual damage equal to their current hit points their status changes to Staggered. If a 
character has taken an amount of subdual damage greater than their current hit points their 
status changes to Unconscious.

Heal: The Heal button will allow you to heal an amount of damage you specify to the currently 
selected character (or characters).

Stabilize: Characters who’s hit points fall below 0 are dying and will lose 1 hit point per round 
until they are stabilized. The Stabilize button will change the dying characters status to Stable. 
Depending on how you have set your preferences dying characters may stabilize on their own.

Kill: The Kill button will reduce the of the currently selected character (or characters) hit points to 0 and change their status to Dead.

Raise: The Raise button will remove the status of Dead from the currently selected character (or characters) and bring their current hit point up to 1.

Show Dead: This button will show or hide dead characters in the initiative list.
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Notes Tab
The notes system will help you organize notes about your game, campaign world, and other gaming related topics.

To the left, is the tree, and to the right is the note ‘word processor’. By clicking on a node in the tree, it loads that subject into the word 
processor to be read or edited.

You can create new nodes by using the New Node button above. This will create a node below the selected one that can contain a new note. 
An asterisk (*) next to the name of a node indicates that the node has not been saved.

You can export a whole notes branch by clicking on a folder and then hitting export. It creates a .gmn file that can be loaded into another 
copy of GMGen Notes

The tools on the toolbar can be detached from the main window by clicking on the space to the left of the tool group. The detached tool 
group becomes a floating palette you can position to your liking and will remain in front of the GMGen window at all times. To reattach the 
palette click and drag the palette by the space to the left of the tools, when the palette is positioned over the toolbar it will be highlighted 
in red. Let go and the palette will nest itself back into the main window.

The notes system is intended to organize not only your notes, but your gaming files as well. You can drag and drop files into the word 
processing window, and it will create an icon for it at the bottom. This icon can be double clicked to launch the file in the appropriate 
application. You can also drag and drop files on any node in the tree, and it will store the file inside that node, instead of the active node (the 
one who’s word processor is active). If the file you store is a GMGen related file (*.pcg, *.gmi, *.gmn, *.dbg) double clicking it launches it 
into the appropriate plugin.

By default GMGen notes and files are created and stored in the plugins/notes folder in PCGen. This can be changed to any directory you wish 
by setting a location in the GMGen Preferences.
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Overland Travel Tab
The Overland Travel Tab is a collection of three calculators designed to aid with various aspects of Overland Travel.

Room and Board will calculate the cost of accommodations based on the number of people, animals, days and the quality of the 
accommodations.

Scale Converter will convert map units into real units.

Travel Time will calculate travel times based on speed and distance.

Network Tab
The network plug-in allows GMGen to act as a Client-Server application connecting multiple computers running PCGen. Players load their 
characters on their computers and activate the network client. The GM, running the network server, can see all the PC information that is 
available inside of the Initiative plugin. Either side will be able to change hitpoints, status, initiative and that sort of thing for the PC. In the 
Experience plugin, it will allow the GM to assign experience, and it will send it to the PC over the network.

How to use it:
1) When you enter the tab, and click on the ‘server’ radio button, it starts the server. The server binds to port 80, but you can set the port in 
the GMGen preferences.

2) Players will need to go to the GMGen preferences and each one will need to select a “user name”, and change the port (if you changed the 
port on your server).

3) The players will need to type your ip address in the box and hit connect to connect to your server - once they do, you as the GM will get all 
of their logs.

4) Currently (but this will be fixed in the future) every time the pc enters or leaves the Initiative tab, it will send the GM all loaded player 
characters. eventually, I will make it so it can catch events on the pc side, to instantly send any changes.
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GMGen Preferences

Experience Preferences

The Experience Preference enables you to choose from which rules set 
you wish to use to award experience.

Initiative: Damage Preferences

The Damage Preferences in the Initiative section enables you 
to choose from which rules set to use for several sub-behaviors 
involving damage.

Initiative: Massive Damage Preferences

The Massive Damage Preferences in the Initiative section enables you 
to choose from which rules set you wish to use in regards as to how 
GMGen handles massive damage.
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Initiative: Performance Preferences

With the Refresh onstate change checkbox checked the information 
in the tabs to the right will be updated automatically. Unchecked you 
will need to update manually by clicking the refresh tabs button.

Network Preferences

The Network Preferences let you set the server port and the user name.

Notes: General Preferences

The General Notes Preferences allows you to set the directory where 
notes are stored to any you choose. There is also an option to log 
game data.
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PCGen Bylaws
Initially adopted: November 2, 2003 
Last Amended: November 2, 2003 

Version: 1

Article I (Name)
The name of this organization is to be PCGen.

Article II (Purpose)
The purpose of PCGen is to create a character generator for all role-playing games.

Article III (Membership)
Section 1

Membership to PCGen is open to anyone. Members of PCGen are all volunteers.

Section 2: PCGen sub-teams

PCGen is composed of numerous sub-teams that make up the whole. These teams are:

 1. Code

 2. Data

 3. Documentation

 4. Output Sheets

 5. Trackers

 6. Licenses

 7. Publisher Liaison

 8. GMGen

 9. Moderator

 10. Releases and Installers

Section 3: Ranking

Each team is composed of one or more people. Each team will have at least one Silverback. The

duties of the Silverback(s) are:

 1. Help recruit and train new members

 2. If requested, help mediate any team-member related tensions

 3. Remove inactive members from their group

Below the Silverbacks, in decreasing status, are the following ranks:

 • Chimp

 • Gibbon

 • Tamarin

 • Lemur

 • Ooze

Section 4: Code

Duties of the Code sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  If requested, help a new team member spec out how they will implement the assigned task. This may entail helping them come 
up with proposed data syntax additions or modifications.

2.  Can grant approval to a coder to check in during a code-freeze, though this approval, and subsequent confirmation that 
the check in is complete, must be sent to the person performing the release so the release isn’t done before the check in is 
complete.
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Section 5: Data

Duties of the Data sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  If requested, help new team members design data syntax for trackers

2.  Generally speaking, a silverback should be in charge of any books being actively developed for a publisher (each book could be 
taken by a different silverback). This silverback would be responsible for making sure that it works properly before letting the 
Data BoD member know to report to the BoD that the book is ready to be sent to the publisher.

Section 6: Documentation

Duties of the Documentation sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  Making sure that the documentation is comprehensive (covering GUI, FAQ and lst syntax)

Section 7: Output Sheets

Duties of the Output Sheet sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  Help design Output Sheet Token syntax for new tokens (with the goal of keeping things as simple and consistent as possible).

2.  Respond to Bug and Freq trackers in as timely a manner as possible

3.  Create new output sheets and improve older ones as better methods develop

4.  Coordinate/communicate with Data and Code teams as necessary for the best resolution to any Bug/Freq that might involve 
more than just the output sheet team.

Section 8: Trackers

Duties of the Tracker sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  Prioritize trackers according to the agreed upon policy from the BoD

2.  Help administer trackers to make sure important ones are being actively worked on

3.  Delete duplicate trackers

4.  Confirm bugs

5.  Gather freqs and bugs as reported from the various forums

6.  Seek clarification on any trackers that require more information

7.  Periodically sweep through code, data and doc groups to see if any one has been inactive for more than 3 months - contact 
them and ask if they intend to become active soon (if they won’t become active, send the appropriate silverback a note 
indicating they can be removed)

Section 9: Licenses

Duties of the Licenses sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  Review existing data from time to time to make sure it’s compliant with applicable licenses

2.  Review any data submissions to publishers to make sure they comply with licenses

3.  Handle any license related questions requested by the Board or silverbacks

Section 10: Publisher Liaison

Duties of the Publisher Liaison sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  Contact and maintain relationship with as many publishers as possible

2.  Seek permission to include data in PCGen (though we don’t want to get permission for too much more than we can handle in 
the next month or so, otherwise we get permission for a book but can’t actually get to it for a year!)

Section 11: GMGen

Duties of the GMGen sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  If requested, help a new team member spec out how they will implement the assigned task.

2.  Can grant approval to a coder to check in during a code-freeze, though this approval, and subsequent confirmation that 
the check in is complete, must be sent to the person performing the release so the release isn’t done before the check in is 
complete.

3.  Assist team members in their understanding of the plugin architecture, and in the design and specification of new plugins.

4.  Interface with code and data teams to solve GMGen specific problems.
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Section 12: Special Projects

Duties of the Special Projects sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  If a project requires a coder, work with that coder to fully specify the design.

2.  If the project requires a data monkey, work with the data monkey to full specify the syntax.

3.  Help coordinate the efforts of the code and data workers if both are required on the task.

Section 13: Moderators

Duties of the Moderators sub-team include, but are not limited to:

1.  Review posts on all PCGen message boards to insure that posters are following the terms of the list properly.

2.  Helping diffuse problems between various other sub-teams if the sub-teams can not work the problem out on their own.

Article IV: Board of Directors
PCGen shall be run by a Board of Directors. This board shall be constituted by at least one Silverback from each of the sub-teams and be 
chaired by the Benevolent Dictator. One person can represent more than one team if needed. The size of the Board may vary with time. 
Duties of the board shall include, but not be limited to:

1.  A tracker needs clarification/prioritization or syntax can’t be agreed upon

2.  Finding a resource to address an important issue is proving to be difficult

3.  There’s some tension on or between team members that requires attention

4.  Someone has done work above and beyond the call of duty, and the BoD needs to be aware of it and acknowledge it

5.  Ability to observe any other sub-team in PCGen. If a board member wishes to actively participate in that sub-team, they will 
need to follow the lead of that team’s Silverback(s). A list of the current members of the Board shall be available for anyone to 
see. This list will include what sub-team(s) they are from and a preferred method of contacting them.

Article V: Meetings
Section 1

 The Board of Directors shall meet at least once a month. The Benevolent Dictator shall announce these meetings, and how they 
are to be carried out, to the Board at least one week in advance. If any items before the Board are to be voted on, a quorum 
(50% + 1) of the Board shall be present at the meeting. If a quorum does not prevail, then no voting can take place. A log of 
the Board meetings shall be kept for posterity. Minutes of the Board meeting shall be provided to the PCGen volunteers so that 
they may see what is going with the group.

Section 2

The sub-teams shall meet in a manner most conducive for their work, as guided by the subteam’s Silverback(s).

Article VI: Voting
Most items brought before the Board to be voted on will only require a simple (50% + 1) majority to pass. Amending these Bylaws, 
increasing/decreasing the size of the board and disciplining a volunteer in PCGen shall require a major (2/3) majority.
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Contributors
Many people have contributed to the development of PCGen, this page will list as many as possible.

Chief Code Monkey: Bryan McRoberts (Benevolent Dictator)

Code Monkeys
Devon Jones, B. K. Oxley (binkley), Jonas Karlsson, Matthew Woodard, Peter Kahle, Tim Dugger, Tom Epperly, Brian Forester, Mario Bonassin, 
Jason Buchanan, Mark Hulsmanand, Jerry Hill, Eric Statz, Kurt Wimmer, David Fallon, Tyler Bannister, Thomas Clegg, Greg Bingleman, Emily 
Smirle, Arcady, Thomas Behr, Ryan Koppenhaver, Jayme Cox, Scott Ellsworth, Chris Ryan, James Dempsey, Walter Duncan, Felipe Diniz, Richard 
Askham, David Hibbs, John Watson, Stefan Radermacher, Ross Lodge, Benjamin Pew, Brian Kuehn.

Data (LST) Monkeys
Eric Beaudoin (Space Monkey),Robert Hilson, KahnB, Tir Gwaith (Andrew McDougall), Mynex (Rob Reed), Thomas Behr, Tom Deprez, Luc 
Hermitte, Matt Haffner, Hugo Perez, Michael Telford, Sean Kelly, Ashley McKay, Duane Moore, Tom Cowan, Clint Howarth, Gordon Vincent, Gary 
Silvers, Rob Bowell, Dan Young, Magus Knightcrawler, Lee Calabrese, Kevin W. Patterson (kwp), Jessica ‘Artist Wench’ Whiting, Frugal, Wayne 
Crawford, oddballmage, Ian Dale, DJ Chair, Y2Krankor (Greg G), Paul W. King, Jeremy (Duo) Banks, Doug McMillan (dlm1065), Paul Miller, Eric 
Beeckmans, Michael Gray (Taluroniscandar), Kenneth Walters (GldDragon35), Mike Sledge (zodar6), Patryk Adamski (Ruemere), Larry Davis (Sir 
George Anonymous), Thomas Jannes (chipoulou), NotMousse (Samuel Hendricks), Sigurdur H. Olafsson, Andargor the Wise, Beaver (Michael 
Beaver), Martin Fagerstrˆm, Anders Lindgren (Ratheof Blithwyn), Eddy Anthony (MoSaT), Darkon Turas, Emily Smirle, Joshua Nelson (DJ_Chair) 
and many more.

Test Monkeys
Dave Cortijo, Martin Brabander, John Sussenberger, Stephen Gryphon, Brad Stiles, Chris Andersen, Beaver (Michael Beaver), Joseff, and many 
more.

Engineering
Peder (FAQ Monkey), Paul Lambert (Alpha Monkey), Ed Holley (Windows Installer) Conor Schutzman (Mac Installer), Loyal, & BD (Installer 
Monkeys), Eric B (Script Monkey), David R. Bender (Papa_DRB), Karianna, James Wright, Anestis Kozakis, Ashlynne and Joseff (Tracker 
Monkeys), Dimrill (Bjˆrn Ehlert) (Outputsheet Monkeys), David “Micru” Cuenca (Spanish Translation).

Output Sheets (OS)
Chuck Pint, Barak (Chris Chandler), Richard O’Doherty-Gregg, Dimrill (Björn Ehlert).

Documentation (Docs)
Eddy Anthony (MoSaT), Shane Molnar, Sigurdur H. Olafsson, Brandon Blackmoor (Javascripts)

Tracker Monkeys (TM)
Paul W. King, David (aka Papa-DRB), Ravagon.

Quality Assurance (QA) Monkeys
Reed Thornton (rthornton), Roy Stringer, Hetter (Duke Watson).
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PCGen Data Development: Publishers
This is a listing of publishers who have granted us permission to include some or all of their material in PCGen. It should be noted that PCGen 
only includes material that is covered by the OGL unless permission is otherwise granted by the publisher. And though permission is not 
needed to use OGC it is PCGen’s policy to seek permission from and comply with the wishes of the publishers. Not all of the publishers listed 
here have data included in PCGen at this time but many are eager to see their work included in the program.

PCGen Data Inclusion policy
The following is PCGen’s policy on including data for distribution.

1. PCGen’s publisher liaison team contacts the publisher and asks for permission to include one or more of their sources in PCGen’s 
distribution.

2. If the publisher agrees, they will be asked if they wish to do a final review of the dataset before it is released.

3. If no final review is required

a.  The data monkeys will work on the dataset.

b.  No portion of the dataset may be included unless it first goes through the OGL team to make sure that it complies with the OGL 
and with the publisher’s declaration of PI and OGC.

4. If a final review is required

a.  The dataset must be completely entered

b.  The dataset must go through internal quality assurances

c.  The dataset must go through the OGL team

d.  The dataset is then provided to the publisher

e.  If the publisher deems it complete and ready for inclusion, then it will be added to PCGen’s distribution.

f.  If the publisher has issues with the dataset, those issues are corrected, and the process repeats with 4b.
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Publisher Permissions
Alderac Entertainment Group (AEG)

            Permissioned Title - One Word Titles: All

                Permission Type - Carte Blanche - no review required

            Permissioned Title - Spycraft

                Permission Type - Carte Blanche - no review required just wants it released NOW!

Alea Publishing Group- Blood and Honor: A Guidebook to Knights

Atlas Games- any of the OGC

Auran D�0

Avalanche Press - Permission has been granted by the General Manager of Avalanche Press.

Bastion Press - Alchemy and Herbalist and Oathbound

        Permissioned Titles - All

            Permission Type - Carte Blanche - no review required except for OathBound line

Battlefield Press

Citizen Games - Sidewinder (per LJ)

Creative Mountain Games

Fan Community Council - Classes, Feats, NPCs, Magical Items, Races, Spells and Magic, Witches

Fantasy Flight Games - Have Specific Perms for Midnight and have been told we can do the others.

Green Ronin Publishing - After we finished Book of the Righteous.

Malhavoc Press - BoEM, DGF

    Permissioned Titles - All except Arcana Unearthed line

        Permission Type - Would like a review of each title but not required before inclusion

Mongoose Publishing - all OGC material.

    Permissioned Titles - All Non-licensed Properties of theirs (No B-5, Conan, etc)

        Permission Type - All - No review required (They don’t want to review actually, no time to)

            * Their OGC determinations are difficult for many books

MonkeyGod Enterprises - All material is OGC and would LOVE to see it in PCGen

Mystic Eye Games

        Permissioned Titles - All

            Permission Type - Carte Blanche, no review required

Pandahead Productions

        Permissioned Titles - XCrawl

                Permission Type - Wants review before release, but REALLY wants it in there.

Pinnacle Entertainment Group

RPG Objects

            Permissioned Titles - Darwin’s World

                Permission Type - Carte Blanche, wants review copy, but doesn’t hold up release

Shadowkind Publishing - including some specific Non-OGC permissions

Silverthorne Games - Book of Templates Deluxe

Sleeping Imperium - yes

Sword & Sorcery

        Permissioned Titles - Scarred Lands - Title by Title submissions

            Permission Type - Case by case - no release until approved

Sword’s Edge Publishing

            Permission Type - Carte Blanche - as long as PCGen is a free product

Wizards of the Coast

    Permissioned Titles - SRD, MSRD and RSRD

http://alderac.com/d20
file:///Users/eddy/PCGen_Development/application_PCGen/docs/acknowledgments/://www.aleapublishing.com/
http://www.atlas-games.com/pen_index.html
http://www.atlas-games.com/pen_index.html
http://www.auran.com/d20
http://www.avalanchepress.com/
http://www.bastionpress.com/
http://battlefieldpress.com/
http://www.citizengames.com/d20.htm
http://www.creativemountaingames.com/
http://nbospells.fancc.net/
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/
http://www.greenronin.com/
http://www.montecook.com/mpress.html
http://mongoosepublishing.com/
http://www.monkeygodenterprises.com/
http://www.mysticeyegames.com/
http://www.pandahead.com/
http://www.peginc.com/
http://www.darwinrpg.com/
http://www.silverthornegames.com/
http://www.darkshire.net/%7Ejhkim/rpg/srd/sleepingimperium/index.html
http://www.swordsorcery.com/
http://swordsedgepublishing.ca/
http://www.wizards.com/
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Books Currently Available in PCGen
These sources are currently available in PCGen. Sources in red are only available in the Alpha and Beta releases or as a separate download.

Alderac Entertainment Group

AEG D20 supplements

AEG - Dragons Source Book

AEG - Dungeons Source Book

AEG - Evil Source Book

AEG - Undead Source Book

AEG - War Source Book

AEG Spycraft

AEG - Spycraft Espionage Handbook

AEG - Shadow Force Archer Campaign Setting

Alea Publishing Group

APG - Quests

Atlas Games

Penumbra - Backdrops

Penumbra - Beyond the Veil

Penumbra - Thieves in the Forest

Penumbra - Touched by the Gods

Auran D20

Auran - Dark Awakenings - Guardian

Auran - Notes from the Apothecary

Avalanche Press

Avalanche - Black Flags

Avalanche - Jade and Steel

Avalanche - Vlad the Impaler: Blood Prince of Wallachia

Behemoth3

Behemoth3 - Masters and Minions - Horde Book 1: A Swarm of Stirges

Behemoth3 - Masters and Minions - Horde Book 2: Maze of the Minotaur

Bastion Press

BP - Alchemy and Herbalists - Source Book

BP - Oathbound - Source Book 

BP - Faeries

Battlefield Press

Cityscape

Bloodstone Press

Fantasy supplements

God Spells

Spellbinder’s Sourcebook

Spellbinder’s Sourcebook II

Modern supplements

22 Talent Trees

Creative Mountain Games

CMG - Lexus - County Clergy

CMG - Lexus - Group Combat

CMG - Lexus - Trundlefolk

CMG - Open Spells Collection - Primary

CMG - Open Spells Collection - Variation 1

CMG - Open Spells Collection - Variation 2

Dog House Rules

DHR - Sidewinder: Recoiled

DHR - Fort Griffin Echo Vol. 1 No. 1

EN Publishing

Secrets of Theurgy

Fan Community Council

FanCC - Netbook of Spells and Magic

Diadamon Pantheon

http://www.alderac.com/
http://www.spycraftrpg.com/
file:///Users/eddy/PCGen_Development/application_PCGen/docs/acknowledgments/://www.aleapublishing.com/
http://www.atlas-games.com/
http://www.auran.com/d20/
http://www.avalanchepress.com/
http://www.behemoth3.com/
http://www.bastionpress.com/
http://battlefieldpress.com/
http://www.bloodstone-press.com/godspells.html
http://www.creativemountaingames.com/
http://www.doghouserules.net/
http://www.enworld.org/index.php?page=enpublishing
http://www.dcrouzet.net/fancc/
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Fantasy Flight Games

Fantasy Flight Games - Dawnforge

FFG - Dawnforge - Campaign setting

FFG - Dawnforge - Age of Legend - Player’s Companion

Fantasy Flight Games - Dragonstar

FFG - Dragonstar - Starfarer’s Handbook

Fantasy Flight Games - Legends and Lairs

FFG - CityWorks - Source Book

FFG - Mythic Races - Source Book

FFG - Path of Magic - Source Book 

FFG - Path of Shadow 

FFG - School of Evocation - Source Book 

FFG - School of Illusion - Source Book

FFG - Seafarer’s Handbook - Source Book 

FFG - Sorcery and Steam - Source Book 

FFG - Spells and Spellcraft - Source Book

FFG - Traps and Treachery - Source Book

Fantasy Flight Games - Midnight

FFG - Midnight - Campaign setting

FFG - Midnight - Against the Shadow

Gallantry Productions

Firearm Arcana

Green Ronin Publishing

Green Ronin - The Book of the Righteous

Green Ronin - Arcana - Societies of Magic

Green Ronin - Arcana - Societies of Magic Web Enhancement

Green Ronin - Jade Dragons and Hungry Ghosts

Green Ronin - The Witch’s Handbook

Lion’s Den Press

Secrets of the Planes - Planar Magic

Malhavoc Press

MP - Book of Eldritch Might - Source Book

MP - Book of Eldritch Might II - Source Book

MP - Book of Iron Might

MP - Complete Book of Eldritch Might - Source Book

MP - Book of Hallowed Might - Source Book

MP - Demon God’s Fane - Source Book

MP - If Thoughts Could Kill - Source Book

MP - If Thoughts Could Kill - Source Book (3.5 Update)

MP - Monte Cook - Web Enhancements

MP - Book of Hallowed Might

Mongoose Publishing

Mongoose - Collectors Series - Quintessential Fighter

Mongoose - Collectors Series - Quintessential Rogue

Mongoose - Encyclopaedia Arcane - Chaos Magic

Mongoose - Encyclopaedia Arcane - Demonology

Mongoose - Encyclopaedia Arcane - Enchantment 

Mongoose - Encyclopedia Arcane - Necromancy

Mongoose - Encyclopaedia Divine - Fey Magic

Mongoose - Gladiators - Sands of Death

Mongoose - Slayers Guide - Amazons

Mongoose - Slayers Guide - Centaurs

Mongoose - Slayers Guide - Gnolls

Mongoose - Slayers Guide - Hobgoblins

Mongoose - Slayers Guide - Minotaurs

Mongoose - Slayers Guide - Troglodytes

Mongoose - Traveller’s Tales - Seas of Blood

Mongoose - Power Classes Volume I - Assassin

Necromancer Games

Eldritch Sorcery

Necromancer Games - Original Spell Name Compendium

Necromancer Games - The Tome of Horrors Revised

Pandahead Productions

Pandahead - Xcrawl

Pandahead - Sellout Sourcebook

Paradigm Concepts

Paradigm Concepts - Codex Arcanis 

Paradigm Concepts - Player’s Guide to Arcanis

Parent’s Basement Games

Murchad’s Legacy Campaign Setting

Pinnacle Entertainment - Deadlands D20

Deadlands Core Rulebook

Horrors o’ the Weird West

The Way of the Gun

The Way of the Huckster

http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/dawnforge.html
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/dragonstar.html
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/llsource.html
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/llsource.html
http://www.enworld.org/shop/index.php?do=publisher&publisher_id=34
http://www.greenronin.com/
http://www.lionsdenpress.com/
http://www.montecook.com/mpress.html
http://mongoosepublishing.com/
http://www.necromancergames.com/
http://www.pandahead.com/
http://www.paradigmconcepts.com/
http://www.parentsbasementgames.com/
http://www.peginc.com/index.htm
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RPGObjects

Legends of Excalibur

Legends of Excalibur - Arthurian Adventures

RPG Objects - Legends of the Ancients

Legends of the Ancients - Macedon

Legends of the Ancients - Carthage

RPGObjects - Darwin’s World

RPGObjects - Darwin’s World - Artifacts of the Ancients

RPGObjects - Darwin’s World - Complete World Rules

RPGObjects - Darwin’s World - Denizens of the Twisted Earth

RPGObjects - Darwin’s World - World Rules

RPGObjects - Modern Supplements

RPGObjects - Blood and Circuits

RPGObjects - Blood and Guts - Inside Vossberg Supermax

RPGObjects - Blood and Guts - Modern Military

RPGObjects - Blood and Guts - Soldiers

RPGObjects - Blood and Guts - War on Terror

RPGObjects - Blood and Relics

RPGObjects - Blood and Space - High Flyers and Ground Pounders

RPGObjects - Blood and Space - Merchants, Pirates and Smugglers

RPGObjects - Blood and Space - Prometheus Rising

RPGObjects - Blood and Space - Starship Construction Manual

RPGObjects - Modern Dispatch

Modern Dispatch - #1 - Alternate Armors

Modern Dispatch - #2 - Investigating NPCs 

Modern Dispatch - #6 - 172nd Infantry Brigade [Sep] 

Modern Dispatch - #9 - Talking ‘bout my Reputation 

Modern Dispatch - #10 - Near-Future Firearms 

Modern Dispatch - #47 - New Tortuga

Modern Dispatch - #67 - The Precinct

Modern Dispatch - #75 - U.S.H.E.R. Dossiers #1

RPGObjects - Modern System

RPGObjects - Modern System - Gangland

RPGObjects - Modern System - Blood and Secrets

RPGObjects - Timeline

RPGObjects - Timeline - The Roaring 20s

Silven Publishing

50 New Ways to Blow Things Up: Starlanko the Magnificent’s Big 
Book of Evocations

Silverthorne Games

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Abjurations

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Conjurations

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Divinations

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Enchantments

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Evocations

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Illusions

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven More Spells of Power

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Spells of Mischief

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Strange Spells

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Summoner’s Spells

Kressmer’s Bizarre Grimoire - Seven Transmutations

S. T. Cooley Publishing

S. T. Cooley Publishing - Arcane Arsenal - Jet Spells

Sword and Sorcery Studios

Scarred Lands - Relics and Rituals

Swords Edge Publishing

Roles and Classes - Combat Hero

Roles and Classes - Covert Hero

The Game Mechanics

Modern Player’s Companion

Wizards of the Coast

Wotc - SRD - Core 3rd Edition Rules

Wotc - MSRD - Core D20 Modern Rules

Wotc - RSRD - Revised 3.5 Edition Core Rules

http://www.rpgobjects.com/
http://www.silven.com/
http://www.silverthornegames.com/
http://www.stcooleypublishing.com/
http://www.swordsorcery.com/
http://swordsedgepublishing.ca/
http://www.thegamemechanics.com/
http://www.wizards.com/
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the 
version number 2.1.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses 
are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software 
Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or 
the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you 
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if 
you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these 
things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. 
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. 
You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete 
object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you 
must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal 
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by 
someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author’s 
reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively 
restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license 
obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public 
License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain 
libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined 
work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits 
its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the “Lesser” General Public License because it does Less to protect the user’s freedom than the ordinary General Public 
License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are 
the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special 
circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-
facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same 
job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser 
General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free 
software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating 

Licenses
This page will list all relevant licenses involved in the creation and use of PCGen.

The GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE covers the PCGen Open Source Program.

The Open Game License covers all data distributed with PCgen.

The Skin Look And Feel 1.2 License covers the optional software Skin L & F that may be used with PCGen.
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system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users’ freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked 
with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a “work 
based on the library” and a “work that uses the library”. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be 
combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other 
authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called “this License”). Each licensee 
is addressed as “you”.

A “library” means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which 
use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The “Library”, below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A “work based on the Library” 
means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either 
verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without 
limitation in the term “modification”.)

“Source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all 
the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and 
installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running 
a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the 
Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the 
program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you 
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices 
that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute 
such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, 
other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an 
application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. 
Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application 
does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be 
reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when 
you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the 
distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to 
each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise 
the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of 
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, 
you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to 
this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version 
instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent 
copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms 
of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be 
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source 
code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the 
source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked 
with it, is called a “work that uses the Library”. Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside 
the scope of this License.

However, linking a “work that uses the Library” with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains 
portions of the Library), rather than a “work that uses the library”. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms 
for distribution of such executables.

When a “work that uses the Library” uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a 
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked 
without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten 
lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables 
containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any 
executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a work 
containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the 
work for the customer’s own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this 
License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice 
for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were 
used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with 
the complete machine-readable “work that uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and 
then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of 
definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the 
library already present on the user’s computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly 
with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the 
work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, 
above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified 
materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the “work that uses the Library” must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the 
executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in 
either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, 
unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the 
operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not 
covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and 
of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must 
be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the 
accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt 
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this 
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as 
such parties remain in full compliance.
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9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or 
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying 
or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and 
conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original 
licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions 
on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), 
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not 
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and 
any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not 
permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could 
satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to 
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such 
claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public 
license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on 
consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other 
system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original 
copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, 
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if 
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new 
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any 
later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free 
Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software 
Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write 
to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; 
we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free 
software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE 
LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY “AS IS” WITHOUT 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD 
THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO 
MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS 
OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE 
WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Additional Information
In order to contribute code to PCGen, each coder must first verify that their current employment does not place any kind of restriction or 
ownership on code written for PCGen. Some employers assume ownership of anything written by their employees, even if at home or otherwise 
while ‘not on the clock’. It is up to each coder to make sure that they don’t have any conflict of ownership over their code that they add to 
PCGen.

I have made sure that my employers have all been aware of my open source endeavor, and all of them have been supportive.

My contact Info:

Bryan McRoberts  
Benevolent Dictator of PCGen  
merton_monk@yahoo.com / merton.monk@codemonkeypublishing.com
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OPEN GAME LICENSE
Version 1.0a

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights 
Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative 
Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, 
modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be 
recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise 
distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent 
such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified 
as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under 
copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, logos and identifying 
marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, 
artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio 
representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; 
places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and 
any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically 
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to 
identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” 
means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or 
“Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be 
Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or 
subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content 
distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, 
non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your 
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT 
NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the 
copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly 
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility 
or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly 
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in 
Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open 
Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open 
Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of 
this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have 
written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open 
Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 
days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to 
make it enforceable.

15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
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Skin Look And Feel 1.� License
Copyright (c) 2000-2002 L2FProd.com. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: “This product includes 
software developed by L2FProd.com (http://www.L2FProd.com/).” Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and 
wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names “Skin Look And Feel”, “SkinLF” and “L2FProd.com” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software 
without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact info@L2FProd.com.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called “SkinLF” nor may “SkinLF” appear in their names without prior written permission of 
L2FProd.com.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS’’ AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL L2FPROD.COM OR ITS 
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) 
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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